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(1) 

OVERSIGHT HEARING TO RECEIVE TESTI-
MONY FROM ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC-
TION AGENCY ADMINISTRATOR SCOTT PRU-
ITT 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, 2018 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS, 

Washington, DC. 
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room 

406, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Barrasso (Chair-
man of the Committee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Barrasso, Carper, Cardin, Booker, Markey, 
Duckworth, Whitehouse, Merkley, Gillibrand, Sanders, Van Hollen, 
Inhofe, Moran, Boozman, Rounds, Fischer, Sullivan, and Ernst. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BARRASSO, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING 

Senator BARRASSO. Good morning. I call this hearing to order. 
We have quite a full house today. I welcome the audience. 
This is a formal Senate hearing in order to allow the Committee 

to conduct its business, I am going to maintain decorum. That 
means if there is any disorder or demonstration by a member of 
the audience, that person causing the disruption will be escorted 
from the room by the Capitol Police. 

First, I would like to welcome the Administrator of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, Hon. Scott Pruitt, to the Senate Envi-
ronment and Public Works Committee for your testimony today. 

With respect to today’s hearing, we are going to abide by the 
Committee’s 5 minute rule for length of member questions in the 
first round. Time permitting, we will also have a 2 minute second 
round of questions until 12:30, when Administrator Pruitt has to 
leave the building. Of course, members will also have the ability to 
submit written questions to Administrator Pruitt for the record. 

Today’s hearing is to examine the EPA’s record to date after this 
first year of the Administration. The Environmental Protection 
Agency, under the leadership of Administrator Pruitt, has been 
doing the hard work of protecting the air we breathe, the water we 
drink, and the communities where our families live. 

Administrator Pruitt has led the agency fairly. He has balanced 
the need to prioritize environmental protection with the desires of 
Americans to have thriving and economically sustainable commu-
nities. 
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His leadership of EPA is vastly different than that of the last two 
predecessors. Under the Obama administration, the agency had 
lost its way. In some very high profile cases, the EPA harmed the 
very communities it pledged to protect. 

During the last Administration EPA administrators created 
broad and legally questionable new regulations that undermined 
the American people’s faith in the agency. These regulations have 
done great damage to the livelihoods of our Nation’s hardest work-
ing citizens. The regulatory rampage of the previous Administra-
tion has violated a fundamental principle of environmental stew-
ardship to do no harm. 

This failed environmental leadership has contributed to two of 
the worst Government created environmental disasters in decades: 
the Gold King Mine spill and the Flint, Michigan, water crisis. 
Those disasters hurt people—many from low income and minority 
communities, who can least afford it. 

Under Administrator Pruitt’s leadership, the EPA has taken a 
number of bold steps to protect the environment, while not harm-
ing local economies. Administrator Pruitt is a key leader of the 
President’s de-regulatory agenda, including ending the war on coal. 
Scott Pruitt’s policies at the helm of EPA likely have protected 
more jobs and promoted more job growth than any other EPA Ad-
ministrator in history. He has done so while making significant en-
vironmental progress. 

The American economy grew 2.4 million jobs since President 
Trump’s election. This job growth happened in critical industries, 
like manufacturing and mining. When the Department of Com-
merce asked manufacturers at the beginning of 2017 which Federal 
Government regulations generated the greatest burdens, the an-
swer was clear: the EPA. The top nine identified regulations that 
impact manufacturing are all EPA regulations. At the top of the 
list were the Waters of the U.S. Rule and the Clean Air Act Rule. 

Administrator Pruitt is working to address these and other EPA 
rules. His commitment to revisit misguided policies is growing our 
economy in manufacturing, in mining, and across the board. Two 
prime examples are proposals to repeal the Clean Power Plan and 
the Waters of the U.S. Rule. 

With regard to the Clean Power Plan, the prior Administration 
wanted to put coal out of business. Twenty-seven States challenged 
the Clean Power Plan because they saw what the EPA was doing. 
EPA, under Pruitt’s leadership, is on the right track and getting 
that rule off the books. 

As he undoes that rule, I appreciate the Administrator’s desire 
to hear from those who would have been hurt the most. The Ad-
ministration has already held a listening session in Senator 
Capito’s home State of West Virginia. I look forward to welcoming 
the EPA to a listening session in Gillette, Wyoming, in March. 

Another key way that Pruitt has put environmental policy on the 
right track is the EPA’s withdrawal of the Waters of the U.S. Rule. 
The Obama administration’s Waters of the U.S. Rule would have 
given EPA almost boundless authority to regulate what Americans 
can do on their property. This would have impacted farmers, ranch-
ers, landowners, and businesses. 
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The EPA can and must redefine Waters of the U.S. in a way that 
makes common sense and respects the limits of the EPA’s author-
ity. This issue is a priority for my home State of Wyoming, as well 
as many other States. 

The Administration’s deregulatory approach is working. The 
White House Counsel on Economic Advisors reports that the unem-
ployment rate for manufacturing workers is low, the lowest rate 
ever recorded. The facts also show that according to the last En-
ergy Information Agency quarterly report, coal production in the 
west is 19.7 percent higher than the second quarter of 2016. In ad-
dition, the stock market is reaching record all time highs. 

Administrator Pruitt has also made significant progress in pro-
tecting the environment and righting the wrongs of the past Ad-
ministration. He has made it a priority to clean up America’s most 
contaminated sites. He has held polluters accountable, even if it 
was his own agency that was responsible for the pollution. 

Pruitt rightfully called the Obama administration’s response to 
the EPA caused Animus River spill wrong. And he allowed for vic-
tims of the spill to refile their claims that had been denied by the 
previous Administration. Administrator Pruitt also allowed the city 
of Flint, Michigan, to have their $20 million loan forgiven so that 
money could be better used to protect the health and safety of its 
citizens. Pruitt stated, ‘‘Forgiving this city’s debt will ensure that 
Flint will not need to resume payments on the loan, allowing 
progress toward updating Flint’s water system to continue.’’ 

Administrator Pruitt, the reward for good work is often more 
work. I don’t need to tell you that we have a lot more work left to 
do. Knowing that, on this Committee, we look forward to sup-
porting your continued efforts. 

So I would like to now ask Ranking Member Carper for his open-
ing statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS R. CARPER, 
U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

Senator CARPER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for 
finally getting this hearing on the books. Oversight is a critical 
part of our Committee’s work. Regardless of which party is in 
power, I am glad that we finally have a chance to hear from Mr. 
Pruitt today. 

Welcome. 
Mr. Pruitt, it has been a while since you have been with us. 

Thank you for postponing your planned trip to Israel and Japan to 
facilitate your appearance before this Committee today for the first 
time in more than a year. 

I have a friend who, when asked how he is doing, he says, ‘‘Com-
pared to what?’’ Sometimes he says, ‘‘Compared to whom?’’ 

What I would like to do is say, how about compared to your im-
mediate predecessor? Gina McCarthy appeared before this Com-
mittee six times in 2 years. Six times in 2 years. Her predecessor, 
Lisa Jackson, appeared before us 14 times in 6 years. Fourteen 
times in 6 years. You could do better on this front. It is important 
that you do. 

Today, we not only are going to hear from you about how things 
are going at EPA, we will also hear tonight from President Trump 
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about the current state of our Union. So it seems like an appro-
priate time to also take a look at the state of our environment. I 
understand that EPA has been highlighting its so-called first year 
achievements on posters around the agency. In fact, we have a copy 
of one of those posters here. 

Let’s take a closer look at what is being celebrated as achieve-
ments. First, EPA has moved to repeal the Clean Power Plan, but 
with no real replacement to fulfill the agency’s legal obligations to 
protect Americans from carbon dioxide pollution, all while rolling 
back additional clean air protections. Similarly, EPA has moved to 
repeal the Clean Water Rule, but again, with no new plan to pro-
tect the drinking water sources on which 117 million Americans de-
pend. 

You have been touting the agency’s work on contaminated Super-
fund sites by repeatedly taking credit for cleanups completed under 
President Obama’s administration, all while proposing to cut the 
program by 30 percent. Thirty percent. 

As part of the TSCA reforms that Congress passed in 2016, we 
gave EPA more authority to assure that chemicals being sold on 
the market are safe. That way, families can have confidence in the 
products that they use every day. Under your leadership, EPA has 
not used that authority, so American consumers still do not have 
the confidence that they deserve and that we intended. 

Finally, EPA has moved to either repeal, reconsider, or delay at 
least 25 environmental and public health protections in the last 
year alone, which certainly does not create certainty for the entities 
that you regulate and that we represent. 

Those are not achievements. Those are the exact opposite: a clear 
failure to act. The state of our environment is also fundamentally 
linked to the state of our climate. And what do we see in 2017 
alone? Second hottest year on record, multiple Category 5 hurri-
canes resulting in more than $200 billion in damages and counting. 
Catastrophic fires in the West followed by deadly mudslides, severe 
droughts that have wreaked havoc on our crops, rising sea levels 
that threaten coastal communities and cause frequent flooding. 

From Alaska to Delaware, from Maine to Miami, climate change 
is clearly affecting every corner of our country. Yet instead of 
spending time and resources trying to tackle what many of us be-
lieve is the greatest environmental challenge of our lifetime, this 
EPA—under your leadership, Mr. Pruitt—is waging a war on cli-
mate science. 

This EPA has scrubbed its Web sites of non-partisan climate 
science data collected over decades. This EPA replaced science ad-
visors who have worked on climate issues for years with individ-
uals backed by industry. Doing nothing would be bad enough. The 
fact that this Administration seems to be actively working to dis-
credit and hide the clear science is the height of irresponsibility. 

For the past year we have heard you give responses to questions 
from members other congressional committees, and cable news 
hosts have asked you, and many of the so-called—I really think 
they are platitudes that you often use to repeat; they are not really 
answers. 

So let me just run through some of your recurring responses now, 
so that we can actually get to real answers today. Mr. Pruitt, you 
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often say—these are your words—you often say that ‘‘rule of law 
matters.’’ Well, Congress was very proscriptive when it wrote the 
Clean Air Act. The law sets timelines that EPA must use to deter-
mine our country is meeting Federal standards for harmful ozone 
pollution. But your EPA has chosen to continuously ignore and 
delay that very specific mandate from Congress, which leaves 
downwind States—like mine—and other vulnerable communities at 
risk indefinitely. 

Mr. Pruitt, you say over and over again that process matters. Do 
you really think that verbally directing career staff at EPA to de-
lete the inconvenient economic benefits of the Clean Water Rule is 
good rulemaking process? Do you? Do you think that ignoring the 
advice of EPA scientists helps us clean up our Nation’s water? Do 
you? 

You repeatedly insist that you are committed to cooperative fed-
eralism and that EPA ‘‘needs to work together with the States to 
better achieve outcomes.’’ Yet this Administration has sought to 
zero out funding for critical State programs, like those to clean up 
the Great Lakes and the Chesapeake Bay. And your EPA has re-
fused to allow States to work together to address harmful pollut-
ants like ozone. 

You like to tout that the U.S. is—your quote—‘‘actually at pre- 
1994 levels with respect to our CO2 footprint, thanks to innovation 
and technology.’’ But that comment ignores the common sense and 
bipartisan regulations put in place over the last four decades to get 
us up to those pre-1994 levels. It did not happen by accident, Mr. 
Pruitt. Reducing carbon emissions is the result of smart vehicle 
emissions standards, clean air regulations, and our Federal efforts 
to incentivize investments in clean energy, including natural gas 
and renewables, most of which your EPA is now trying to weaken 
or repeal. 

You also remind people that you are a former attorney general. 
You say that you ‘‘know what it means to prosecute folks.’’ But 
under your leadership EPA has slowed actions against polluters. 
Though you have touted EPA’s recent enforcement successes, say-
ing EPA has collected billions of dollars in penalties during your 
time at the agency, you conveniently forgot to mention that more 
than 90 percent of those penalties are from cases prosecuted en-
tirely by the Obama administration. 

You say that you are ‘‘getting the agency back to basics.’’ But ac-
tions like the one you took just last week—just last week—to re-
verse critical prosecutions against hazardous air pollutants show 
that your EPA is actually moving us backward—all the way back, 
in fact, to the early 1970s, when polluters were able to spew the 
most dangerous toxins—like mercury, lead, and arsenic—into the 
air we breathe and the water that we drink. 

Perhaps the most egregious response we have heard you give re-
peatedly is when you claim, ‘‘President Obama said we had to 
choose between jobs and growth at the expense of the environment, 
or choose the environment at the expense of jobs. That is a false 
choice.’’ That is your quote. 

Mr. Pruitt, I have been saying that choosing between our econ-
omy and our environment is a false choice for most of my time as 
Governor and U.S. Senator. My colleagues here will testify to that. 
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Because I know, and our country’s history has proven it to be true. 
I have easily said that hundreds of times. 

You know who else famously said that very same thing hun-
dreds, maybe even thousands of times? Well, it was Barack Obama. 
Time and time again he told us, ‘‘There will always be people in 
this country who say we have got to choose between clean air and 
clean water and a growing economy, between doing right by our en-
vironment and putting people back to work. That is a false choice.’’ 
Whose words are those? Barack Obama. And he didn’t just say it 
once. He said it hundreds of times. 

But he wasn’t just waxing poetic, as some do. Under the Obama 
administration, our country rebounded, if you will remember, from 
the worst economic recession since the Great Depression. We went 
on to add 16 million new jobs, all the while implementing land-
mark environmental protections and lowering energy costs at the 
meter and at the pump for consumers. 

I don’t say this lightly, Mr. Pruitt, but you are repeatedly mis-
representing the truth regarding President Obama’s record. Surely 
we can disagree about policies; that is normal. But to take the very 
same words, the very same words that President Obama used on 
countless occasions, use them as your own and then claim that 
President Obama said the exact opposite is frankly galling. Stop 
doing it. 

I will end with this. Mr. Pruitt, when you were sworn in as EPA 
Administrator, you took the very same oath of office that every 
member of this Committee has taken and that some of us have 
taken many times. You swore that you would well and faithfully 
discharge the duties of office on which you were about to enter. 

Well, one of those duties is to be responsive to the co-equal 
branch of Government, which means showing up here more than 
once a year to answer our questions. 

Today, Mr. Pruitt, please spare us the kinds of platitudes that 
you frequently use. Now that you are finally here, I want some real 
answers. My colleagues want real answers. I think the American 
people deserve real answers. We look forward to those answers, 
Mr. Pruitt. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Carper. 
We will now hear from Hon. Scott Pruitt, the Administrator of 

the Environmental Protection Agency. 
I would like to remind you, Administrator, your full written testi-

mony will be made part of the official hearing today. I look forward 
to hearing your testimony. Welcome to the Committee. 

STATEMENT OF HON. SCOTT PRUITT, ADMINISTRATOR, 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Mr. PRUITT. Chairman Barrasso, Ranking Member Carper, mem-
bers of the Committee, Senators, good to see you this morning. It 
has been too long, as was mentioned by Senator Carper, and I am 
looking forward to the exchange and the discussion today. 

You know, as you know, I was confirmed by this Senate in mid- 
February of last year. As I began my journey at the agency I took 
the opportunity to spend time with the entire agency. I did in fact, 
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Senator Carper, mention three priorities by which we would govern 
and lead the agency. 

The first was rule of law. And rule of law does matter. Rule of 
law is something that people take for granted, but as we admin-
ister the laws at the agency, the only power that we possess is the 
power that you give us. So as we execute our responsibilities in 
rulemaking, what you say in statute matters as we do our work. 
Because it provides certainty to the American people. 

And second, as you have indicated, Senator Carper, is process. 
Process is often overlooked. Process matters in rulemaking, because 
of the decisions that we make involving stakeholders across the 
country, those that seek to offer comment as we make decisions. 

So the EPA, the proposed rules that we adopt, the comments 
that we receive, responding to those comments on the record, then 
finalizing decisions in an informed way, is very, very important. 
One of the actions that I have taken as Administrator is to do away 
with the sue and settle practice that has gone on for years, not just 
at the EPA, but across executive branch agencies, where someone 
will sue the agency, and a decision will be made in a courtroom, 
and a consent decree will be entered, and the rulemaking process 
is bypassed entirely. 

So process is something that we have emphasized over the last 
several months, and it is something that I believe is working as far 
as providing clarity and confidence to the American people. 

Then third, as Senator Carper mentioned—and this is very im-
portant—is federalism principles. Statutes that you have passed 
here in this body, I think more so than others, cooperative fed-
eralism is at the heart of environmental stewardship. And so I 
have visited almost 30 States these past several months. And as 
we have visited stakeholders across the country, we have talked 
about Superfund, to the financial assurances rule in Minnesota, to 
the WOTUS rule in Utah, across the country, hearing from folks 
on how those rules impact them. 

So we have taken seriously those principles of rule of law, proc-
ess and federalism. 

But as we look forward to 2018, I want you to know that there 
are some opportunities that we have to work together on some very 
important issues. The first I will mention to you is lead. One of the 
things that I think is terribly troubling is the lead in our drinking 
water. I believe that as we consider infrastructure in the first quar-
ter of this year, as we head into the rest of 2018, investing in infra-
structure changes to eradicate lead from our drinking water within 
the decade should be a goal of this body and I think a goal of the 
Administration. It is something I have mentioned to the President. 
The President is very supportive of that. And we look forward to 
working with you to declare a war on lead as it relates to our 
drinking water. 

Second, abandoned mines across this country are a huge issue. 
We have hundreds of thousands of those across the country. We 
have private citizens, companies who have the expertise, the re-
sources to clean up those abandoned mines, but there are liability 
issues that need to be addressed, as you are fully aware. We should 
work together to advance an initiative to make sure that we do all 
we can to clean up those abandoned mines across the country. 
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Superfund, you have mentioned, Senator Carper. I think one of 
the most tangible things we can do for our citizens with respect to 
environmental protection is to make decisions and get account-
ability with respect to our Superfund sites across the country. Just 
in the last several months, San Jacinto, Portland, and soon West 
Lake and St. Louis, Missouri—all sites that have been struggling 
for years—we are providing direction and leadership to ensure that 
we get answers and clean up those sites for remediation. It is about 
leadership and money. I look forward to working with you in that 
regard. 

Now, Senator Carper, I would say to you as I close, I think one 
of the greatest challenges we have as a country as it relates to en-
vironmental issues is the attitude that environmental protection is 
prohibition. And I don’t believe that. I don’t believe environmental 
protection is putting up fences. I believe that we have been blessed 
as a country with tremendous natural resources that we can use 
to feed the world and power the world. And we should, as a coun-
try, choose to do that with stewardship principles in mind for fu-
ture generations. We can do both. It is something we must em-
brace. And I hope that we do work together to achieve that. 

I look forward to your questions today, and thank you, Mr. 
Chairman, for the opportunity to open with an opening comment. 
Thanks so much. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pruitt follows:] 
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Scott Pruitt 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

On February 17, 2017, the United States Senate confirmed Scott 
Pruitt as the 14th Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
Administrator Pruitt believes that promoting and protecting a strong 
and healthy environment is among the lifeblood priorities of the 
government, and that EPA is vital to that mission. 

As Administrator, Mr. Pruitt's overarching goal is to lead EPA in a 
way that our future generations inherit a better and healthier environment as he works with the 
thousands of dedicated public servants at EPA who have devoted their careers to helping realize 
this shared vision, while faithfully administering environmental laws. 
Most recently, Pruitt served as the Attorney General for Oklahoma. Almost immediately upon 
taking office, he worked with his Democratic counterpart in Arkansas to reach agreement to 
study the water quality of the Illinois River, which crosses the border between the two states and 
has been enjoyed by generations of Oklahomans. The Statement of Joint Principles provides for 
a best science study using EPA-approved methods, with both states agreeing, for the first time, to 
be bound by the outcome. 

Also during his tenure as Oklahoma's Attorney General, Pruitt led an historic water rights 
settlement between Oklahoma, Oklahoma City and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribal Nations 
that preserved the ecosystems of scenic lakes and rivers on native lands. The agreement, which 
required Congressional approval, was enacted into Section 3608 of Public Law 114-322 and 
signed in December 2016. It provides a framework that fosters intergovernmental collaboration 
on significant water resource concerns with the settlement area, while at the same time protecting 
existing water rights and affirming the state's role in water rights permitting and administration. 
Water settlement cases can be lengthy, costly. divisive and disruptive; however under Pruitt's 
forward-thinking leadership, the process was hailed by all parties as one of commitment, hard 
work, perseverance and cooperation. 

Pruitt became a national leader through a career of advocating to keep power in the hands of 
hard-working Americans. He has a proven track record of working with others including 
industry, farmers, ranchers, landowners and small business owners - who want to do the right 
thing by the environment. 

He has dedicated his career to creating policy that serves the people. He strongly believes that 
environmental law, policy and progress are all based on cooperation between the states, 
cooperation between the states and EPA. and cooperation between regulators and the public. As 
Attorney General for Oklahoma, he led the state· s legal challenges against property rights 
intrusion, while protecting Oklahoma's natural resources and environment. 
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He is recognized as a national leader in the cause to restore the proper balance between the states 
and federal government, and he established Oklahoma's first federalism unit to combat 
unwarranted regulation and overreach by the federal government 
Before being elected attorney general, he served eight years in the Oklahoma State Senate where 
he was a leading voice for fiscal responsibility. 

After earning his Bachelor's Degree from Georgetown College and graduating from the 
University of Tulsa College of Law, Pruitt went into private legal practice, specializing in 
constitutional law. 

In addition to his life as a civil servant, Pruitt is a successful entrepreneur. As a former co-owner 
and managing general partner of Oklahoma City's Triple-A minor league baseball at1iliate, the 
Oklahoma City Redhawks, Mr. Pruitt took over the team's marketing operations and helped the 
team become one of the minor league leaders in attendance and merchandise sales. 
Pruitt is, t1rst and toremost, a family man. He and Marlyn. his wife of 27 years, proudly raised 
their two children in Tulsa. Pruitt has made it a priority to pass on to his children the same 
principled family values with which he was raised. 
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Testimony of 
Administrator Scott Pruitt 

before 
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee 

.January 30'", 2018 

Good morning Chairman Barrasso, Ranking Member Carper and members of the committee. 1 appreciate 
the invitation to join you today to discuss the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) "Back to 
Basics"' agenda. 

Core Missions 

Since my first day walking through the doors at EPA, my agenda and mission has been to bring the 
agencv ''back to basics." This agenda has three primary goals, which are to refocus the agency back to its 

~o.ne missiQJ1,Lestore power to the st::t~es through coopeJ:ativ_e federalism. an.d~lc!!d the EPA through 
improved process and adhere strictly to the rule of law. 

Pollution comes in many forms with myriad impacts on human health and the environment. With the goal 
of clean and safe air, water, and land for all Americans, Congress enacted a range of environmental 
statutes that spell out EPA's core responsibilities. Our nation has come a long way since the EPA was 
established in 1970. We have made great progress in making rivers and lakes safer for swimming and 
boating. reducing the smog that once clouded city skies, cleaning up lands that were once used as hidden 
chemical dumps, and providing American families greater access to information on the safety of 
chemicals used throughout our nation. Today we can see this enormous progress--yet there are important 
challenges leti to tackle. 

EPA under my direction, has established priorities for advancing progress over the next three years in 
each of its core mission areas--land, air, water-as well as chemicals. The Agency will focus on 
speeding the cleanup of toxic Superfund sites. We will work with our state partners to more rapidly 
review submissions of state implementation plans for attaining air quality standards, reducing harmful 
contaminants that can cause or exacerbate health issues. We will work to make water cleaner and safer by 
helping to update our nations aging infrastructure, both for drinking water as well as wastewater systems. 
Of significant importance. I:,PA's top priority for ensuring the safety of chemicals in the marketplace is 
the implementation ofthe new Frank R. Lauten berg Chemical Safety for the 21" Century Act, which 
modernizes the Toxic Substances and Control Act (TSCA) by creating new standards and processes for 
evaluating the safety of chemicals in the marketplace within specific deadlines. An act I know many of 
you on this committee worked so hard to pass. Our mission will be supported by strong compliance 
assurance and enforcement efforts in collaboration with our state and tribal partners, and by use of the 
best available science and research to address current and future environmental hazards, develop new 
approaches, and improve the foundation for making sound decisions 

To address existing pollution and mitigate future environmental problems, the Agency will collaborate 
more etftciently and effectively with other federal agencies. states, sovereign tribal nations. local 
governments. communities. and other pm1ners and stakeholders. EPA will enhance its direct 
implementation of federal environmental laws on Native American lands where tribes have not taken on 
program responsibility. With our partners, we will pay particular attention to vulnerable populations. 
Children and the elderly. for example, may be at significantly greater risk from elevated exposure or 
increased susceptibility to the harmti.ll effects of environmental contaminants. There is a lot of hard work 
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ahead, and together with our partners, we will continue making progress in protecting human health and 
the environment. Cooperative Federalism 

Cooperation and shared responsibility between states, tribes, and federal government is a bedrock in the 
environmental laws that Congress enacted. 

More than 45 years afier the creation of the EPA and the enactment of a number of broad federal 
environmental protection laws, most states, and to a lesser extent territories and tribes. are authorized to 
implement delegated federal environmental programs within their jurisdictions. Specifically. states have 
assumed more than 96 percent of the delegable authorities under existing federal law. Recognizing the 
congressionally intended responsibilities of our state. local and tribal partners, EPA must adapt and 
modernize our practices to reduce duplication of effort with authorized states and tailor oversight of 
delegated programs. 

Positive environmental results are achieved through a sense of shared accountability. EPA understands 
that improvements to protecting human health and the environment cannot be achieved by any actor 
operating alone, only when the states and EPA, in conjunction with affected communities, work hand in 
hand with a spirit of trust, collaboration, and partnership. 

Additionally. EPA recognizes that states and tribes have made advances in implementing environmental 
laws and programs. This Administration will undettake a series of initiatives to rethink and assess where 
we are and where we want to be with respect to joint governance. These initiatives will clarify the 
Agency's statutory roles and responsibilities and tailor state oversight to maximize our return on 
investment and reduce burden on states, while assuring continued progress in meeting environmental 
program requirements. as established by Congress. 

We also recognize that meeting the needs of states, local governments, and communities, and achieving 
environmental improvements cannot be done in isolation from economic growth. Opportunities for 
prosperous economic growth and clean air, water, and land are lost without effective infrastructure 
investments that align with community needs, especially infrastructure investments that repair existing 
systems, support revitalization of existing communities. take advantage of existing roads, and lead to the 
cleanup and redevelopment of previously-used sites and buildings. EPA will play a role in supporting 
inti·astructure investment by optimizing and aligning its relevant programs to catalyze other resources. 

EPA needs to be a better partner to the states, which all have unique challenges and needs when it comes 
to meeting environmental goals. An important aspect of becoming a better partner is recognizing that a 
one-size-tits-all strategy to achieve environmental outcomes has not, and will not. work. For example, as 
the Agency continues the process of defining "Waters oft he United States", I have traveled to nearly 30 
states in order to get different perspectives. to hear from people about how this rule affects different pmts 
of the country. During this process, I am thankful to have had the blessing of learning about the unique 
challenges t:1ced by each region, and the one-sizc-11ts-allmentality of the previous administration. This 
type of top-down regulation does not foster a cooperative relationship with the states that Congress 
intended in the Clean Water Act. 

The Agency can also work to be a better partner through compliance assistance and compliance 
assurance. We will use a full set of compliance tools, such as compliance monitoring, electronic 
reporting. traditional entorcement, grants to states and tribes, and tribal capacity building, to work jointly 
with our co-regulators to protect human health and the environment. EPA will also respect the important 
role that state governors play in cooperative federalism and will seek their views and perspectives on 
compliance assistance and other opportunities to improve the EPA-state partnership. In addition, the 
Agency will work to strengthen intergovernmental consultation methods to engage stakeholders and hear 
diverse views on the impacts of prospective regulations. 

2 
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Improved Processes and the Rule of Law 

EPA will seek to improve its processes and reinvigorate the rule of law as it administers environmental 
regulations as Congress intended, and to refocus the Agency on its core statutory obligations. I am a firm 
believer that Federal agencies exist to administer laws passed by Congress, as intended. Along with 
faithti.Jily following the Rule of Law, improving the processes by which EPA has operated will be crucial 
as we refocus the Agency. 

For many years, outside the regulatory process, well-funded special interest groups have attempted to use 
lawsuits to force federal agencies- especially ours- to issue regulations that advance their priorities. At 
some point. this exercise refeJTed to as ''Sue-and-Settle'' and the practice of acquiescence through consent 
decrees or settlement agreements, which were often crafted behind closed doors and without the 
transparency of the rulemaking process, became commonplace. This will not continue at EPA under my 
watch, which is why on October 16'" of last year. I signed a memorandum ending the practice. 

Additionally, gone are the days of routinely paying tens of thousands of dollars in attorney's fees to these 
groups with which we switlly settle. finally, my directive creates a transparent process in which impacted 
pU!iies and states have a voice and creates more awareness for the general public. 

As I mentioned before, and have championed since my time as an attomey general in Oklahoma. l am a 
tirm believer that federal agencies exist to administer laws passed by Congress, in accordance with the 
will of this body. Compliance with the law is not just about enforcement-· it is about ensuring consistency 
and certainty for the regulated community, so it has a complete understanding of the impact of proposed 
actions on human health. the environment, and the economy. and a clear path and timeline to achieve that 
compliance. Policies and rules will ref1ect common sense, consistent with EPA's statutory authorities, and 
Americans will benefit from greater regulatory and economic certainty. EPA will enforce the rule of law 
in a timely manner and take strong action against those that choose to violate environmental laws 
affecting the public's health or the environment. 

An important aspect of how EPA must now look at the rule of law is with respect to its own authorities 
under the law. We have begun the challenge of reversing an attitude and approach under the previous 
administration that one can simply reimagine authority under statutes. For far too long, the EPA pursued 
initiatives which exceeded the authority granted to it by Congress, or blantantly circumvented your 
authority all together. As an Agency, we must ensure that we are acting within the parameters which 
Congress has laid out for us. 

Our actions must be consistent with the authority granted to us by Congress, and ifthat is exceeded than 
we will not be consistent with the Agency's mission. 
Conclusion 

We are committed to performing the work that is necessary to meet our mission of protecting human 
health and the environment. My goal is to work with all of you is doing what is best to ensure that we 
make a real difference in our communities across America 

I look forward to answering your questions. 

3 
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Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works 
"Oversight Hearing to Receive Testimony from Environmentrtl Protection Agency 

Administrator Scott Pruitt" 
Questions for the Record for Administrator Scott Pruitt 

.January 30,2018 

Chairman Barrasso: 

l. At the beginning of this Administration. prior to your confirmation, EPA alleged that 
Wyoming contributed to ozone problems in Douglas County, Colorado under the 2008 
ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). To reach this conclusion, 
EPA applied a methodology designed for Eastern states. 

Western states have ditTerent topographies, higher altitudes, and different weather 
patterns than Eastern states. In addition, Western states have higher frequencies of 
wildfires than the East. Under EPA's "one-size-fits-all" model, EPA projected that a tiny 
amount of emissions would move from Wyoming to Colorado. EPA then imposed 
additional regulatory burdens on Wyoming. I raised my serious concerns and objections 
to EPA's action in a recent letter to you on January 19, 2018 (attached). 

In your oral testimony, you stated that EPA is evaluating challenges with international air 
transport. In a February 1, 2018 response to my letter from Bill Wehrum, Assistant 
Administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation (attached). he stated EPA plans to work 
with states "early this year to provide more information and flexibility as [states]look to 
address interstate transport issues under the 2015 ozone NAAQS." Will EPA also 
address any remaining interstate transport issues concerning other NAAQS, including the 
2008 ozone NAAQS issue identified in my letter? If so. do you have an anticipated 
timeline for addressing these issues? 

On October 27,2017, EPA issued a memorandum providing information to assist 
states' efforts to develop, supplement, or resubmit their "good neighbor" state 
implementation plans (SIP) for the 2008 ozone National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS). We noted in this memorandum that states may be able to rely 
on the modeling information conveyed with the memorandum as part of a 
demonstration of compliance with the good neighbor requirements. We believe this 
information will be helpful to any state working to resolve its 2008 good neighbor 
status, including Wyoming. 

On March 27,2018, EPA issued a memo that includes EPA's air quality modeling 
data for ozone for the year 2023 including projected ozone concentrations at 
potential nonattainment and maintenance receptor sites for the 2015 ozone NAAQS 
and projected upwind state contribution data. States may use this information as 
they develop or review state impl@me'ntation plans to assure that emissions within 
their jurisdictions do not contribute significantly to nonattainment or interfere with 
maintenance of the 2015 ozone standards in other states. These plans are due in 

Page 1 of71 
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October 2018, and EPA will work closely with states, including Wyoming, as this 
deadline approaches. 

Regarding remaining issues with other NAAQS, the ozone air quality modeling 
shows that, with the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule Update ("CSAPR Update") in 
place, there would be no remaining nonattainmcnt or maintenance areas in 2023 in 
relation to the 2008 Ozone NAAQS. 

EPA will continue to work with Wyoming to fully address their good neighbor 
transport requirements for both the 2008 and the 2015 ozone NAAQS. 

2. During the hearing, I asked you about 46 outstanding exceptional events filings fiom the 

State of Wyoming that EPA has yet to act on. As I mentioned during the hearing. I 

expressed my concern with EPA's decision not to act on these filings in 2016. Do you 
have a date by which EPA Hnticipates it will act on Wyoming's 46 petitions that 1 

highlighted? 

In an April 2016 letter to th(' Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
(WDEQ) regarding exceptional event demonstrations for calendar years 2011-2014, 
EPA Region 8 communicated that its review of the demonstrations submitted 
indicated that, although the flagged PM and ozone data in the demonstrations may 
have been influenced by exceptional events, the data were not anticipated to be 
involved in any pending regulatory decision by the EPA. The status of this data has 
not changed. Therefore, consistent with the approach articulated in the proposed 
and finalized in the 2016 revisions to the Exceptional Events Rule, the EPA has not 
made a concurrence/nonconcurrence decision on the demonstrations submitlled. 
However, as noted in the April 2016 letter, and as is the case with the defern'd 
Wyoming demonstrations, if at some point in the future the flagged data were to 
potentially influence an attainment demonstration or be involved in other 
regulatory decisions, the EPA would then undertake a full review ufthe submitted 
demonstrations to allow a concurrence/nonconcurrence decision at that time. 

If an air agency submits a demonstration that the EPA has determined to not have 
regulatory significance, then the EPA may respond to the air agency with a 
notification of "deferral." Deferred demonstrations are considered to be "closed 
out" (i.e., no longer pending). The EPA considers the 46 demonstrations referenced 
in the April 2016 letter to be ''closed out," unless the flagged data would influence a 
regulatory decision. 

EPA Region 8 met with Wyoming's Air Director and the ""tanager for the Aiir 
Quality Resource Management Program on February 28,2018, to discuss options 
for addressing future potential exceptional events Wyoming flags that may not have 
a regulatory use at the time the event is flagged. Follow-up discussions will occur 
over the next several months. 

Page 2 of 71 
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3. As you know, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is the agency that makes the vast 
majority of jurisdictional determinations to identify waters that are regulated under the 
Clean Water Act. However, according to testimony before this Committee on April 26, 
2017, the Corps was not included fully in the process of developing the 2015 Waters of 
the U.S. (WOTUS) rule. 

In fact, the Corps did not believe that the rule and preamble, as ultimately finalized, 
''were viable from a factuaL scientific. analyticaL or legal basis" and "it would be 
incredibly difficult for Corps leaders, regulatory and legal staff to advance and defend 
this rule .... " 

How will you ensure adequate coordination occurs between the EPA and Corps of 
Engineers in developing future regulations to delineate the jurisdiction of the Clean 
Water Act? 

Close coordination between EPA and the Department of the Army is a priority as 
we work to develop the joint rulemaking. EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers 
are working closely to implement the Presidential Executive Order on "Restoring 
the Rule of Law, Federalism, and Economic Growth by Reviewing the 'Waters of 
the United States' Rule." The agencies' leadership and staff routinely meet and 
work products are developed .iointly. 

4. Last year, this Committee heard testimony about barriers under the Clean Air Act to the 
adoption of technologies that would reduce emissions and/or improve efficiency at power 
plants and other industrial facilities. Witnesses repeatedly stated that the New Source 
Review (NSR) program discouraged such projects. I am encouraged that both you and 
Bill Wehrum, Assistant Administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation, have identified 
NSR reform as a top priority for the Agency. 

What can this Committee and Congress as a whole- do to assist you in these efforts 
and develop bipartisan support for reforms moving forward? 

At this time, EPA has not suggested specific legislative actions to reform the NSR 
program. However, EPA can provide technical assistance for any proposed 
legislative actions that the Committee develops. More broadly, the agency will 
continue to issue interpretive rules, guidance and policy memoranda, and, where 
appropriate, will conduct notice-and-comment rulemakings to reform NSR. These 
actions will provide increased regulatory certainty to covered entities encouraging 
investment in more efficient, environmentally beneficial technologies. 

Page 3 of71 
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5. Last year, Congress passed the bipartisan Water Infrastructure for Improvements to the 
Nation (WIIN) Act. On September I4, 2017, EPA granted petitions to reconsider a final 
rule that regulates coal combustion residuals (CCR) as nonhazardous waste under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). You stated the purpose of 
reconsideration is as follows: '"In light of EPA's new statutory authority [under the WIIN 
Act], it is important that we give the existing rule a hard look and consider improvements 
that may help states tailor their permit programs to the needs of their states, in a way that 
provides greater regulatory certainty, while also ensuring that human health and the 
environment remain protected." 

I support EPA's commitment to assure that the CCR rule provides adequate flexibility 
and authority to states. Does EPA have an anticipated time line for completing this 
reconsideration so that states and regulated entities have maximum flexibility and 
regulatory certainty as soon as possible? 

Yes, the agency does have a timeline for completing its reconsideration of the CCR 
rule. On March 1, 2018, EPA signed a proposal that includes regulatory language 
for those provisions where, as a result of its reconsideration, EPA has preliminarily 
determined that regulatory changes may be appropriate and is seeking public 
comment on those proposed changes. EPA anticipates the proposal will be 
published in the Federal Register shortly. EPA further anticipates that it will 
complete its review of the remaining provisions nuder reconsideration, and, if it 
determines that regulatory changes are appropriate, will sign an additional proposal 
by September 30, 2018. 

6. Over the last several years, increased efficiency of gas fueled vehicles and relatively low 
gas prices have led to fewer than projected consumer purchases of electric vehicles 
relative to gas fueled vehicles. Current data show how gas prices have been lower than 
projected in 2012 when vehicle standards were established by EPA and the Department 
of Transportation's (DOT) National Highway Traffic Sat<~ty Administration (NI-ITSA). 

ln2012, EPA issued standards for light-duty vehicles for MY 2017-2025, and committed 
to conduct a Midterm Evaluation (MTE) by April l, 2018. I applaud the EPA's decision 
last year to reconsider the evaluation issued at the end of the last administration, which 
was issued under a rushed timeline and without adequate coordination with NHTSA. As 
you complete the MTE, will you commit to use the best available, current data and 
collaborate with NI-ITSA? 

In August 2017, EPA opened a 60-day comment period to allow stakeholders to 
submit any comments, data, or information they believe relevant to my 
reconsideration of the Final Determination. EPA also held a public hearing on 
September 6, 2017. EPA received more than 290,000 comments, and reviewed the 
new data and information, along with continued review of the body of research 
already in the record. My new decision on the Midterm Evaluation was signed on 
April2, 2018. 1 found that the model year 2022-2025 greenhouse gas standards are 
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not appropriate in light of the record before EPA and, therefore, should he 
revised. I believe this decision was based on the best available data, and is a product 
of close coordination with NHTSA. 

7. In 2016. the U.S. imported roughly 700 million gallons of biodiesel. Last year. EPA 
considered reducing the renewable fuel volume obligations (RVOs) for biomass-based 
diesel (BBD) for 2018 and 2019. EPA explained that it ··could consider the availability 
of imports as one factor among others in determining whether to exercise its discretion to 
use the waiver authority." About the same time. the U.S. International Trade 
Commission imposed tariffs on imported biodiesel from Argentina and Indonesia. 
Imports ofbiodiesel from these two nations declined in 2017 and may decline further this 
year. 

a. I low did EPA account for this foreseeable decrease in the supply of imported 
biodiesel when it set the 2019 RVOs for BBD? 

b. If U.S. BBD production does not materially increase in 2018, is EPA prepared to 
reduce the 2020 RVOs for BBD below 2019 levels? If not. why not? 

c. How does relying on imported biodicscl advance the Renewable Fuel Standard's 
purported objective of improving U.S. energy security? 

Biodiesel and renewable diesel are both international markets. As such, any action, 
such as the tariffs mentioned, will have multiple ripple effects which may offset 
some or all of the direct impacts targeted. EPA has considered the uncertainty 
surrounding imported biofucl in setting the RFS standards. We also considered the 
potential for increased domestic production of biodiesel and renewable diesel, as 
well as increased imports from countries unaffected by the tariffs. Further, the 
BBD standard itself was not set at the limit of J)rojccted supply. In setting the 
volume target for BBD for 2019, RPA noted that the number of RINs anticipated to 
be available for compliance exceeded the volume required to meet the BBD 
standard. The advanced hiofuel and total renewable fuel standards provide an 
incentive for additional hiodiesel volume beyond what is required by the BBD 
standard. Specifically, while the 2019 BBD volume target was maintained at 2.1 
billion gallons, we estimated that approximately 2.6 billion gallons wonld be used to 
meet the advanced hiofuel standard. As it did in evaluating the 2018 advanced 
hiofuel standard, EPA will assess the supply of imported biodiesel in setting the 
2019 advanced hiofuel and 2019 BBD percentage standards. EPA will conduct a 
similar analysis when determining the 2020 BBD volume target. 

U.S. energy security includes a measure of the diversity of fuel sources as well as the 
geopolitical condition of the sources. lnereasing diversity (such as through use of 
biofuels from a variety of countries) could reduce risks associated with a potential 
disruption of supply. Thus, while biofuel imports may not contribute to energy 
independence, they may still contribute to the energy security of the United States. 
The U.S. is also becoming more energy secure and independent due to more 
domestic oil production, including a 50 percent increase in U.S. crude oil production 
over the last decade. 
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8. On December 23,2016, GE submitted a completion report showing that it had completed 
implementation ofEPA's plan for the cleanup ofPCBs from the Hudson River. At that 
time, GE asked EPA to certify that the project is complete, 1 in accordance with a 2005 
Consent Decree signed by GE and the EPA.2 In that Consent Decree, EPA agreed to 
grant a certification of completion within I year ofGE's submission of the completion 
reportJ That has since passed, but to date the agency has yet to make a decision on the 
certificate of completion. When do you expect the agency to make a decision on the 
certificate of completion? 

EPA provided GE with a response to its submission of the completion report within 
the agreed-upon timeframe, stating that the Agency is now carefully reviewing input 
provided by our state and federal partners at the end of 2017 regarding the 
Certification of Completion of the Remedial Action requested by GE. In addition, 
EPA recently began an analysis of sediment data collected by the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) in late 2017, and we con1inue to 
consider the extensive input received from a wide range of stakeholders about the 
second Five-Year Review report, which was released for public comment in .June 
2017. EPA will continue to work with our colleagues at DEC in analyzing and 
reaching scientific consensus on the new sediment data. Therefore, EPA will not 
have a decision regarding the issuance of the Certificate of Completion of Remedial 
Action until the data from these samples have been fully analyzed. 

It is important to note that even if EPA certifies the Remedial Action to be 
completed, the cleanup will not be finished. ln the Record of Decision, EPA 
projected that construction of the remedy (including dredging, backfilling, and 
habitat reconstruction) would be performed over six years, to be followed by 
decades of "monitored natural attenuation" or "MNA," during which PCBs 
remaining in the river after dredging would gradually decrease until the remedial 
goals are achieved. MNA is also part of the cleanup, and during the entire period of 
MNA, GE is required to perform "Operation, Maintenance and Monitoring" of the 
remedy, which includes an extensive program that includes monitoring of 
sediments, water quality and fish, as well as monitoring of the caps that were 
installed on portions of the river bottom, and repairing those caps should any 

1 "EPA is currently reviewing GE"s Remedial Action Completion Report. which the company 
submitted to EPA, the federal natural resource trustees and New York State in December 2016." 
Proposed Second Five Year Review Report (20 17) at pg. 20 

J Consent Decree (Pgs. 40-41 ): paragraph 57.b (GE GE "shall submit to EPA, for review and 
approval, a Remedial Action Report ... rcquest[ing] EPA's Certification of Completion of the 
Remedial Action"); 57.d ("If EPA concludes ... that the Remedial Action has been performed in 
accordance with this Consent Decree, EPA will so certify in writing"); 57.e ("EPA will respond 
to such request [for Certification] no later than 365 days after EPA's receipt of the request") 
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damage occur. Once all the work required by the consent decree is complete, the 
consent decree authorizes EPA to issue a further certification, known as a 
Certification of Completion of the Work. We do not anticipate issuing this 
certification before the remedial goals are achieved. 

9. In December 2017, EPA announced "a cross-agency effort to address per and 
polytluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)." 

a. Is EPA collaborating with other federal agencies, state agencies. or other 
stakeholders on this initiative? If so, how are these entities contributing to EPA's 
cross-agency effort? 

EPA is actively collaborating with other federal, state, and local communities 
to provide tools and technical assistance to communities that are addressing 
PFAS contamination. As part of this effort, EPA has begun working with 
states and other federal agencies to develop toxicity values for additional 
PFAS chemicals, develop new methods for sampling PFAS chemicals in the 
environment, and identify treatment techniques to remove PFAS in drinking 
water and other environmental media. EPA is also working with 
stakeholders to identify best practices and develop risk communication tools 
to assist states, tribes and local communities address concerns with PFAS in 
the environment. In addition, EPA continues to conduct research to develop 
additional technical tools that will be helpful as the agency works with its 
partners to address this important issue. 

b. Will EPA provide the public with updates on EPA's progress and an opportunity 
to comment on EPA's work? If so. when do you anticipate this taking place? 

Yes, EPA will continue engaging with a broad set of stakeholders, including 
states and local communities. To date, EPA's communication efforts have 
included, but not limited to EPA's website (w'l w.cpa.gov/pfas), EPA hosted 
webinars, organizational meetings (for example the Spring 2018 
Environmental Council of the States (ECOS) Meeting in March 2018), and 
community meetings in PFAS-impacted areas. EPA will provide additional 
engagement opportunities throughout the coming year. 

c. How will EPA's cross-agency effort help inform ongoing and future slate and 
local efforts to address PFAS? 

EPA has brought together expertise from across the agency including top 
scientists from EPA's air, chemicals, land, research, and water offices. In 
addition to a cross-program effort, the agency has also tapped its regional 
offices to enhance cooperation with partners at the state and local levels and 
to provide on-the-ground knowledge about specific issues to address PFAS 
nationwide. By integrating cross-media expertise and experiences, EPA's 
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PFAS team is well positioned to support and work side-by-side with our 

state, local and tribal partners to address state and local PFAS efforts. 

Ranking Member Carper: 

10. EPA's February I, 2018 Report to Congress on the Integrated Risk Information System 

(IRIS) states that EPA has already contracted with the National Academy of Sciences for 

peer review of the formaldehyde human health assessment. 

a. I have been informed that the human health assessment for formaldehyde was 

completed by IRIS staff months ago. Is that accurate? 

The National Academy of Science (NAS) identified numerous significant 

recommendations for improving the science that underlies the formaldehyde 

IRIS assessment. As noted by EPA staff during the February 2018 NAS 

workshop to review advances made to the IRIS process, the Agency is 

working to fully implement the NAS recommendation in all IRIS assessments 

released moving forward. 

b. If so, why has the health assessment not yet been released i) for intra-agency 

review, ii) inter-agency peer review, iii) for public comment and iv) to the NAS 

for peer review, and when will each such step occur? 

EPA is committed to ensuring that the IRIS program provides high-quality 

assessments that adhere to the highest standards of scientific review. Prior to 

releasing any assessment, EPA NCEA conducts a rigorous and robust review 

process to ensure that Agency decisions to protect human health are based on 

high quality science. 

c. If not, please describe precisely what work remains to be completed before each 

step described above can occur, along with time estimates for each step. 

The Agency is moving away from a "one-size-fits-all" approach to hazard 

assessment towards assessment products that meet specific decision contexts. 

As such, any assessment will be evaluated to ensure that it can adequately 

meet Agency needs and support regulatory priorities in a timely manner. 

d. Please provide me with an un-rcdacted copy of the current draft of the IRIS 

human health assessment for formaldehyde. 

The Agency does not release any products that have not undergone proper 

quality review. 
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ll. From January 20, 2017 until the present, please provide information regarding all 
meetings (including conference calls) related to the formaldehyde human health 
assessment, including the date, attendee names (and for non-EPA employees, their 
affiliations) and copies of any materials prepared for or obtained from each such meeting. 
Please also provide the same information for meetings EPA staff may have attended 
related to formaldehyde more generally. 

We are working to gather this information with regard to ORD's external meetings 
and will provide this information to you as soon as possible. 

12. The Report to Congress states that the IRIS stalfhavc operationalized the "systematic 
review" process used to determine which and how scientific studies can be relied upon to 
inform IRIS assessments. 

a. Please provide me with a copy of the document that captures these revisions. 

An overview of how the IRIS Program is operationalizing systematic review 
is described in a memo from the IRIS director, provided here 
(http://ofmpuh.cpa.go\'/cims/dmscomm.gl'tfik?p download id=SJ44S.t). 
Additional information on how the IRIS Program is implementing and 
applying systematic review was presented at the NAS meeting in early 
February. Copies of presentations at that meeting are included here: 
http:/ In as-sit es.o rgl d cis/ cwn tsl rcvicw-o f-ad ,.a Ill'cs-mad c-to- th l~-i ris-p roccss
a-"orkshop/. 

b. Please additionally provide a copy of the document that describes the EPA Office 
of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention "fit for purpose" systematic review 
process that is referenced on page 19 of the December 12,2017 EPA document 
entitled "Revised Glyphosate Issue Paper: Evaluation of Carcinogenic Potentia14

." 

OCSPP does not have a document on systematic review. Per the referenced 
page 19 of the "Revised Glyphosate Issue Paper: Evaluation of Carcinogenic 
Potential" document, "consistent with NRC's recommendations, EPA's 
Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention (OCSPP) is currently 
developing systematic review policies and procedures." 

NRC's 2009 report on The Silver Book: Science and Decisions recommended 
the use of a framework that "maximizes the utility of risk assessment," with a 
focus on assuring that risk assessments are well-tailored to the problems and 
decisions at hand so that they can inform the decision-making process most 
meaningfully. In response to this report, in 2014 EPA published the Human 
Health Risk Assessment Framework. OCSPP ensures that our approaches 
are consistent with the EPA framework, which discusses the need for fit for 
purpose evaluations. Problem formulation entails an initial dialogue between 

jilt:, ·:~u! 7" 
cudu,:t!(\n (l( '-:'~HL'ii_W~~:n_i~_- pd~..-·nl_iaJ.pdf' 
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scientists and risk managers and provides the regulatory context for the 
scientific analysis and helps define the scope of an analysis. The problem 
formulation stage involves consideration of the available information along 
with key gaps in data or scientific information. As such, the complexity and 
scope of systematic reviews will vary depending on the different risk 
management and statutory requirements and responsibilities of OCSPP. In 
other words, an OCSPP systematic review is conducted as "fit-for-purpose" 
based on the pre-determined scope and purpose determined from problem 
formulation. 

13. Please describe the timeline and full scope of the NAS review of the IRIS program 
described in the Report to Congress. Will the IRIS program's new "systematic review" 
process be included in the scope, and if not, why not? 

The NAS "Review of Advances Made to the IRIS Process" will assess changes that 
have been implemented or that are planned to be implemented by the EPA in 
response to recommendations made in previous NAS reports (2011 and 2014). The 
primary focus of these reports was on the adaptation and implementation of 
systematic review principles to the IRIS assessment development process. The 
systematic review process, as applied in the IRIS Program, was described to the 
NAS committee during a 1.5 day workshop held February 1-2, 2018, included 
presentations and interactive sessions, and provided multiple opportunities for 
stakeholder input. The scope of the NAS review, as well as all NAS meeting 
summaries on this project, can be found on the NAS website 
h ttp:l /www 8. nationa lm~adcm it•s.orglcplp r<l j et•tvic" .aspx? k,i~!.:'.t 9904. 

14. When Congress was negotiating the final text of the Toxic Substances Control Act 
(TSCA), EPA came to Congress and asked for specific provisions tltat would allow tne 
agency to move forward with bans for some uses of three highly toxic chemicals. 
Congress agreed, and that language was included in the final law. One of those 
chemicals, a paint stripper called methylene chloride, is so dangerous that it has killed 
dozens of people, even when they were wearing protective gear. EPA proposed rules 
banning tnese chemicals more than a year ago. But more recent reports indicate that EPA 
may delay action on the uses of these chemicals for several more years, which almost 
certainly will mean that more people will get sick and probably some of them will die. 
When I asked you during the hearing whether you would commit to finalizing these bans 
within thirty days, you stated tnat "It's my understanding that is actually on the priority 
list as far as the chemicals that are we reviewing. TCE and others. So that is something 
that I will clarify and confirm with the agency. But that was my understanding." I 
believe you may have been referring to the remaining uses of these chemicals (i.e.the 
uses of the chemicals that are not covered by the proposed bans), which are on EPA's 
priority list for the first ten chemicals slated for review under TSCA. I was referring to 
the uses of these chemicals that EPA has already proposed to ban. Please provide the 
specific dates by which each of these proposed bans will be finalized. 
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Under TSCA Section 6(a), regulation of certain uses of methylene chloride, NMP, 
and TCR were proposed in 2016 and 2017. The agency is currently considering the 
comments received, including comments suggesting that EPA quickly finalize these 
actions and comments suggesting that these actions be evaluated as part of the 
group of the first ten chemicals undergoing initial risk evaluations under the 
amendments to TSCA. 

15. According to the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 lJSC § 3506(d)(3), all agencies must 
provide "adequate notice" when ·•substantially modifying, or terminating significant 
information dissemination products." On April28. 2017, EPA removed the vast majority 
-thousands of pages- of its climate change websites, and it appears that EPA did not 
provide the public an opportunity to comment or express its concerns. 

a. Please describe the ""adequate notice" that you issued to the public prior to making 
any changes to the website, as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act. Please 
provide supporting documents, including documents memorializing the notice. 

EPA is continually making changes to its website and other digital 
information resonrccs to reflect and support the agency's current priorities 
and work. When we move information from our main portal, www.cpa.gm·, 
the majority of the time we make sure it is still available to the public via our 
archive website, hltps://archin·.epa.goy~. In addition, because of the public 
concern about access to information on our website last year, as well as the 
receipt of a number ofFOIA requests for access to information, we created a 
snapshot website that contains the content that was on our main portal on 
January 12,2017. The snapshot website can be searched here: 
h tips:!/ 19 jan ua n·20 l7snaQshot.cpa.gr•' /. 

b. Please provide a list ofwebpages (and a description of the information that was 
contained on each one) that were eliminated from the EPA website in 2017. 

According to our available data sources, 2,224 pages were archived from 
www.epa.gov in 2017, representing about 3.5% of our www.epa.gov content. 
This response is limited to the primary public www.epa.gov webservcr, but 
not other program-specific wcbsites. These pages were unpublished due to: 

regular website maintenance, 
content was superseded and replaced with newer information on the 
topic, 
content was duplicative or no longer relevant, 

• comment period closed on Public Notices, and 
various other quality assurance reasons. 

This content is still in our Web Content Management. 
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16. On March 24,2017, you issued an agency-wide memorandum' on implementation of 
Executive Order 137776, which announced members of EPA's Regulatory Reform Task 
Force, appointed Samantha Dravis to serve as EPA's Regulatory Reform Officer, 
directed certain program offices to recommend rules for repeal, replacement, or 
modification, and directed all program offices to seek public input on existing regulations 
and report findings to the Task Force by May 15, 2017. On April 13, 2017, EPA issued a 
Federal Register notice: Evaluation of Existing Regulations7

. The comment period closed 
on May 15. 2017 and EPA received over 460,000 comments, which were published 
online. The Task Force also Jed implementation of the Section 2 review in Executive 
Order 13783, Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth. EPA subsequently 
published a report pursuant to EO 13783 in October 2017. It is unclear whether the Task 
Force has been active since then or was involved in projects outside of what is discussed 
above. Accordingly, with regard to the Task Force, please provide us with: 

a. A complete list of who has or is currently serving on the Task Force, including 
their professional title and office at EPA, and their dates of membership on the 
Task Force. 

Ryan Jackson- Chief of Staff, Office of the Administrator 
Byron Brown- Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy, Office of the Administrator 
Brittany Bolen -Acting Associate Administrator, Office of Policy 
Samantha Dravis formerly Senior Counsel and Associate Administrator, 
Office of Policy 

All members of EPA's Regulatory Reform Task Force have been members 
during their employment at the Agency since Administrator Pruitt 
established the Task Force in a memorandum dated March 24,2017. 

b. Please state whether the Task Force has consulted with non-EPA employees 
during the course of its work and, if so, please provide a list of their names and 
employers, and on what rules they have been consulted. 

The Task Force has been informed by the thousands of public comments 
received in response to EPA's request for input on regulations that may be 
appropriate for repeal, replacement, or modification, per EO 13777. 
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c. A list of meeting dates and topics f(1r Task Force meetings held thus far and 
scheduled to be held this year. Please provide copies of any agendas that were 
circulated prior to each meeting. 

In implementing RO 13777, EPA hosted a series of public meetings and 
teleconferences to inform the Regulatory Reform Task Force. Information on 
these public meetings and teleconferences, including agendas, is accessible 
through EPA's Regulatory Reform wehpage: https://www.epa.gov/laws
rcgulations/regulatorv-rcform. 

d. All documents created by or for the Task Force, (including emails, memos, white 
papers, meeting minutes, correspondence, and comments that cannot be found on 
the -'" ~-b'JLc:). 

A Comprehensive search could not be performed by the submission of this 
document. 

17. The Freedom oflnfonnation Act (FOIA) requires agencies to respond to a FOIA request 
within 20 days of receipt of the request. Although agencies are given some latitude to 
extend the response timeline in light of·'umlsual circumstances." EPA's failure to meet 
the deadlines specified in the Act has resulted in many FOIA requests left unanswered. 
That, in turn, has led to lawsuits against EPA for failure to meet the FOIA timeline. 

a. EPA currently submits open FOIA request logs to the Committee on a monthly 
basis, pursuant to an oversight letter sent to EPA on March 17. 2017. Reginning 
on the date of your next log submission, please also provide the number of 
currently open FOIA requests, the number of lawsuits that have been filed due to 
EPA's tailure to comply with I'OIA 's deadlines, the number ofFOIA lawsuits 
that have been completed, the number of lawsuits resulting in EPA providing the 
requested documents, and the cost of each lawsuit to the taxpayer. 

Monthly EPA posts on its web site a list of all FOIA request that were 
pending at the end of the previous month and the status of all FOIA request 
that were submitted during the previous month. This information can he 
found, respectively, at https://" W\\ .cpa .gm·/foia/a!l-t<Jia-rl'q ucsls-pl'IHI ing
mon t h and at h Ups://""" .cpa.gm ifpiah!JI- foia-l'C{I uests- rc,·ciH,!I-month. 
Regarding yonr request for information concerning the Agency's FOIA 
litigation, EPA currently has approximately 55 pending FOIA cases, about 
45 of which allege that EPA did not complete its response to the FOIA 
request within the statutory timcframe. 
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b. Does EPA follow the "rule ofthree,8" which calls on agencies to post frequently 
requested records to its public website? If so, please identify where those records 
arc posted. If not, please explain why not. 

It is EPA's Policy to make all records released in response to a FOIA request 
available to the public, even if there is only one request for that information. 
EPA has released over one million records, through FOIAonline, since 
October 1, 2012. The one exception to this rule is first party FOIA requests. 
A first party FOIA request is one where a requester is asking for records 
about themselves. 

c. Please provide any internal EPA guidance that exists on the use of FO!A 
redactions. Please provide documents confirming that staff responsible for 
redacting documents have received the appropriate training. 

All EPA staff are required to take annual FOIA training. EPA's FY 2018 
FOIA training is focused on the use of FOIA exemptions. In September 
2017, the National FOIA Program, working with the Office of General 
Counsel, offered a multi-day training session on FOIA. The training covered 
the lifecycle of a FOIA. Over 170 FOIA professionals from throughout the 
Agency attended the training. Among other things, the training addr·essed 
use of Exemptions 4, 5 and 6. 

18. During the hearing Senator Duckworth asked for •·a detailed schedule of your meetings 
and receipts for international travel you have taken since being confirmed." You agreed 
to provide those documents. Since then, a report0 detailed tax-payer funded travel you 
took internationally and domestically that included first-class tickets on commercial 
flights as well as travel on military jets. For each flight, international or domestic, that 
you have taken since you were confirmed, please provide the following information: 

a. Date of the flight, the departure city and airport. and destination city. 
b. Class (e.g. coach, business class, first class, or some other class of travel) and cost 

of the ticket. 
c. Source of tim ding for the ticket (e.g. federal taxpayers, the State of North Dakota. 

Heritage Foundation). 
d. For each non-commercial flight, please explain why a non-commercial flight was 

selected. 
e. Names of staffers who accompanied you on each trip, the cost of their flights, 

classes of their tickets, and the sources of funding for their tickets. 
f. Copies of all receipts of air travel for you and your accompanying staff. 
g. For any ticket issued to you or your accompanying staff that was not a coach-class 

ticket (or its equivalent), please explain why it was necessary to purchase that 
class ofticket. 
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10 

A Comprehensive search could not be performed by the submission of this 
document. 

19. During the House Energy & Commerce subcommittee hearing on December 7, 2017, you 
testified that patticulate matter is a "very important criteria pollutant" that should be 
regulated under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) program. One 
study10 found that PM2.5 "was the fifth-ranking mortality risk factor in 20 15," and 
contributes to nearly 90,000 deaths in the US every year. 11 

a. Do you agree with the general conclusion from this analysis that PM2.5 presents a 
serious public health concern? If not, please provide supporting evidence, 
including any research or analysis EPA has conducted. that supports your 
position. 

b. Please provide documentation supporting any analysis you have done to calculate 
the amount of PM2.5 pollution that will be created as a result of your actions to 
reverse, delay, or modify the Clean Power Plan, methane, and the Glider Kit rules. 
Please state whether you attempted to calculate the adverse human health effects 
that will be caused by your changes to the rules mentioned above. 

c. Do you think there is a tolerable level of PM2.5 that is appropriate for human 
exposure? If so, please specify it, and explain what evidence you have to support 
this. 

d. Arc you aware that a study conducted by Tom Brewer at Tennessee Tech 
University determining that trucks outtitted with glider kits arc as dean as new 
diesel truck engines is nm1 under investigation fix ·'misconduct in research'' by 
Tennessee Tech Univcrsity'? 12 This is the same study that 11as included in the 
glider industry's petition asking the EPA to repeal emission requirement for glider 
kits and cited in the ~:p ;\ ·s November 16, 2017 proposal to repeal the Emission 
Requirements for Glider Vehicles, Glider Engines, and Glider Kits. Please 
describe how you plan to re-assess EPA's November 16.2017 proposal in light of 
the potential misconduct associated with this study. If no such plans exist, why 
not? 

Particulate matter (PM), also known as particle pollution, is a complex mixture of 
extremely small particles and liquid droplets in the air. Once inhaled, these particles 
can affect the heart and lungs and cause serious health effects. The Clean Air Act 
requires EPA to review the NAAQS and their scientific hasis at least every five 
years to determine whether standards are requisite to protect public health, with an 
adequate margin of safety. The fine PM NAAQS was last reviewed and revised in 
2012. As part of that process, EPA developed an Integrated Science Assessment to 

J'i1l?JJ_ll') ;_0J!~0~ 1?() 
11 "Estinwtes and 25-year trends of the global burden of disease attributable to ambient air pollution: an analysis of 
data fi·om the Global Burden of Diseases Study 2015." See Table 2. 
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summarize the science related to the health and ecological effects. This most recent 

assessment, released in December 2009, can be found on EPA's website at: 

h ttps: I /www .e pa.gov lisa/integra ted -science-assessment-is a-pa rti cu Ia te-rna tte ~· 

The "Regulatorv Impact Analysis for the Review of the Clean Power Plan: 
Proposal" presents analysis of the forgone social benefits of changes in non-C02 

emissions from the electricity sector in Section 3.4 (pages 42-55) and Section 7.5 

(pages 122-124). For the 2016 oil and gas rule, EPA did not monetize changes in 
PM2.5 emissions or concentrations. 

With respect to gliders, the agency is currently reviewing the comments submitted 

on the proposed rule and is evaluating next steps. Similarly, although the recent 
NPRM cited the Tennessee Tech University study, we referenced the study in our 

proposal but did not rely on it for our decision making. 

20. In response to questions from Chairman Barrasso regarding the implementation of the 

2015 National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ground-level ozone. you 

commented that the EPA was "in the process of designating attainment and non

attainment [areas] with respect to ozone." You went on to state, "when you think about 

ozone, there has been a lot of focus on whether the parts per billion, 75 parts per billion, 

reducing it to 70 parts per billion. was a wise decision. That bas not been our focus. Our 

focus has been on more the issues and implementation that you have raised." 

a. Do you agree with EPA's conclusion in 2015 that the primary NAAQS standard 

for ground-level ozone should be set at a level of0.070 parts per million (ppm) to 

protect health with an adequate margin of safety? lfnot, why not? 

b. Do you agree with the underlying science data for the 2015 NAAQS for ground

level ozone that finds ambient ground-level ozone pollution above 0.070 ppm can 

trigger asthma attacks in children that have asthma? lfnot, why not? 

c. Do you agree with EPA's assessment that once implemented, the public health 

benefits from the 2015 NAAQS for ground-level ozone will outweigh the costs? 

lfnot, why not? 
d. Will you confirm that under your leadership, the EPA will not weaken tho: 2015 

primary NAAQS standard for ground-level ozone set at 0.070 parts ppm? 

As previously stated, EPA's recent focus for the 2015 Ozone NAAQS has be·en on 
resolving implementation issues. 

21. Under Clean Air Act section Ill, can EPA base emissions guidelines on a '·best system 

of emission reduction." if application of the measures comprising that best system of 

emission reduction would result in a source increasing total emissions of the regulated 

pollutant? Why or why not? 

Traditionally NSPS standards have been sent as rate-based standards rather than 

total mass based standards and have not constrained overall emissions. 
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22. In determining the ''best system of emission reduction" under Clean Air Act section I II, 
do you believe that EPA must consider the degree of air pollution reductions achievedry 
Why or why not? 

While emission reductions are one element relevant to evaluating BSER, EPA 
anticipates that it will be receiving comments on this issue in connection with its 
current regulatory actions on the Clean Power Plan. 

23. The 2009 Cause or Contribute Finding concluded that the combined emissions from new 
motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines of six key well-mixed greenhouse gases
carbon dioxide. methane, nitrous oxide, hydrotluoroearbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur 
hexafluoride (collectively, "GHGs'')----contribute to greenhouse gas pollution that 
threatens public health and welfare. At the time, EPA cited data showing that in 2007, 
source categories regulated under CAA section 202(a) accounted for 23.3% of domestic 
GHG emissions, and the electricity sector accounted for 34.2% of domestic GHG 
emissions. 13 Do GHG emissions from the electricity sector cause or contribute 
significantly to greenhouse gas emissions that can reasonably be anticipated to endanger 
public health or welfare? lfnot, why not? 

To date, EPA has relied on the endangerment finding that it had previously made 
under CAA section 202(a)(l) with respect to GHG emissions from new motor 
vehicles for its decision to establish standards of performance for GHG emissions 
from Electric Generating Units (EGUs). In particular, EPA has asserted the 2009 
finding as providing a "rational basis" for regulating GHG emissions from EGUs. 

24. Do any parts of the Clean Air Act authorize EPA to decline to set Ill standards (or 
emission guidelines) for GHGs from stationary sources if there is an Endangerment 
Finding for GHGs entirely? If so, please specify them. 

Section lll(b)(l)(A) of the Clean Air Act states the Administrator shall include a 
category of sources if in the Administrator's judgment it causes, or contributes 
significantly to, air pollution which may be reasonably be anticipated to endanger 
public health and welfare. 

25. According to the most recent National Climate Assessment (NCA) released by the Trump 
Administration, climate change caused by emissions of heat-trapping gases "outweigh[s] 
other factors in determining burned area in the western U.S. from 1916 to 2003, a finding 
confirmed by 3000-year long reconstructions of southwestern fire history." 14 According 

13 See 74 Fed. Reg. 66496. 66540 tbl.2 (Dec. 15, 2009). 
"NCA at p. 468. ami/able at 
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to the NCA, ''Numerous tire models project more wildfires as climate change continues,'' 

including "up to a 74% increase in burden area in California, with northern California 

potentially experiencing a doubling under a high emissions scenario toward the end of the 

century." 15 The NCA calls conifer forests in southern California "notably threatened'' by 

the climate change caused by heat-trapping gases. According to the Trump 

Administration's NCA, California is also at extraordinary risk from seal-level rise and 

coastal damage. Without adaptive action, the Trump Administration expects that critical 

California infrastructure such as the San Francisco and Oakland airports "are at increased 

risk of flooding with a 16-inch rise in sea level in the next 50 years .... " Increasingly 

high numbers of Californians will be put at risk of flood, including highly vulnerable 

populations less able to prepare, respond, or recover from natural disaster. On an even 

more fundamental level. emissions of these heat-trapping gases pose an exceptionally 

high risk to the highly urbanized population of California due to increasing urban heat. 

According to the Trump Administration, heat stress has been the leading weather-related 

cause of death in the United States since 1986 (when record-keeping began). 16 Severe 

heat waves such as the I 0-day California heat wave of 2006 trigger "escalating effects" 

that kill people, particularly the elderly and those in low-income communities. Heat 

waves can also cause respiratory stress by expediting chemical reactions that cause the 

formation of ground-level ozone. 
a. Do you agree that emissions of heat-trapping greenhouse gases cause compelling 

and extraordinary harm to the people and environment of California? If not, 

please explain why not, including whether you either i) do not accept the findings 

of the Trump Administration's NCA or ii) do not believe the impacts to California 

described in the NCA are compelling or extraordinary. 

b. Do you agree that emissions of greenhouse gases from motor vehicles cause 

compelling and extraordinary harm to the people and environment of California? 

If not, please explain why not. 

While there has been extensive research and a host of published reports regarding 

climate change, our understanding of the role of human activity is still improving. 

As an environmental regulator it is important for the agency to strive for a better 

understanding of the role of human activity with respect to eli mate change given the 

potentially significant influence on our country's domestic economic viability when 

protecting the environment. 

26. Please list each of the meetings that Administrator Pruitt, Assistant Administrator 

Wehrum, David Harlow or other EPA political statl(including EPA transition team 

officials) have held with outside entities, since January 20. 2017, on the topic of changes 

or "reforms" to the New Source Review or Prevention of Significant Deterioration 

requirements under the Clean Air Act. Please provide all documents received from 

outside entities, as well as any email correspondence between EPA employees and 

outside entities, on this topic, since January 20,2017. 

15 NCA at p. 468. available at 
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This request is also the subject of ongoing FOIA requests. The agency is in the 
process of responding to those requests and will provide the information to the 
committee in a timely manner. In the interim, the Administrator's and Assistant 
Administrator's calendars are publically available at http~://\\ 1n1 .epa.gO\I~L'nior

lcadcrs-"a lend a r,. 

27. Please explain in detail how the policy options in the December 18, 2017 Advance Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking regarding future rulemaking to reduce existing power plant 
greenhouse gas emissions would achieve the full range of public health. economic, and 
environmental benefits that would have resulted from Clean Power Plan. 

The Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on State Guidelines for Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions from Existing Sources (ANPRM) docs not present specific policy 
options. Rather, the ANPRM solicits information from the public about a potential 
future rulemaking. As you are aware, the comment period closed on February 26, 
2018. The agency has begun review of all comments that will inform any next steps 
to ensure that in any potential new proposed rule, benefits and costs will be 
appropriately analyzed. 

28. In President Trump's June 1. 2017 statement announcing the United States would be 
withdrawing from the Paris Climate Accord, President Trump highlighted two studies
economic analysis from the National Economic Research Associates and a climate 
science study from MIT. These same studies were included in White House materials. 

a. Did you, or any other EPA political staff, provide White House staff or the 
President information on these two studies'? 

b. Please provide a copy of all documents. (including but not limited to hand-written 
notes, paper files, emails. memos, white papers, telephone logs, presentations or 
meeting minutes) between and among any combination of you, other agency 
officials. other federal government officials. any state officials, and any non
governmental entities that inform. contribute to. direct, or are otherwise related to 
related to the Paris Climate Accord. 

A Comprehensive search could not be performed by the submission of this 
document. 

29. llow many facilities subjected to MACT standards are also subjected to Reasonably 
Available Control Technology (RACT) standards that are more stringent or the same 
requirements for volatile organic compounds? Are there some parts of the country that 
are not subject to RACT controls for volatile organic compounds? If so, please list those 
areas. 
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The EPA has not performed a source-by-source comparison of MACT and RACT 

standards where both apply. The RACT standards are established by states, not by 

EPA, and there is enough flexibility in the Clean Air Act in how a state may 

establish a RACT standard that there is no expectation of uniformity between the 

level of control or specific sonrces covered in different states. Specific to the ozone 

NAAQS program, EPA has established "presumptive RACT" for the key VOC 

emissions points present in abont 44 source categories through the issuance of 

Control Techniques Guidelines (CTG). CTGs provide guidance for states and do 

not dictate a source-specific outcome. States that contain certain ozone 

nonattainment areas and states in the Ozone Transport Region are reqired to 

submit a revision to new CTGs. 

30. Studies have found that regulations may play some small part in reductions in the coal 

workforce: but automation, shifts in mining practices, and prices of natural gas are all 

major contributing factors to the decline of coal. 

a. How many coal mines have closed or gone bankrupt since you became EPA 

Administrator? 

The Agency does not maintain this data. 

b. Please provide a list of every coal mine and coal-fired plant that will remain open, 

be built, or be expand<:d as a result of the rescission of the Clean Power Plan, 

along with the expected number of jobs that will be retained or added as a 

result. On what basis was each EPA projection made? 

EPA has not published any estimates of regulatory impacts on individual 

coal mining or coal-fired power plants. EPA has not yet prepared any 

estimates of the impacts on coal mining or coal-tired plants related tu the 

proposed repeal of the Clean Power Plan. The coal impact analysis in the 

proposed repeal RIA was limited to presenting the coal impact analysis in the 

final RIA for the CPP promulgation in 2015. EPA's analyses of partiicular 

regulations affecting coal mines and coal-fired power plants do not estimate 

impacts on individual mines or specific power plants. EPA committed to 

evaluate the employment impacts of actions under the Clean Air Act within 

EPA's .Final Report of Agency Actions that Potentially Safe, Efficient 

Development of Domestic Energy Resources under Executive Order 13783 

(https://www .epa.gov/sites/prod uction/files/20 17-1 0/docu m ents/ eo-13 783-

final-report-10-25-2017.pdl). 

31. I remain concerned about the volatility in the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) 

compliance trading system used by EPA, known as the Renewable ldcntiftcation Number 

(RIN) market and the impacts that RIN market manipulation is baving on the economic 

stability of East Coast refineries. 
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a. Currently, the EPA has a Memorandum of Understanding with the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) on RIN market manipulation. In the past 
year, how often has EPA staff communicated with the CFTC on RIN market 
manipulation and what have you and your staff done with the CFTC to assess 
potential RlN market manipulation? 

Under the MOU, CFTC looked into a claim by the Renewable Fuels 
Association (RFA). RFA asserted that some participants in the RIN market 
may have deliberately driven up RIN prices during a certain period to 
disrupt the RIN market, in order to support political gains to repeal/reform 
the RFS program. The RFA letter, dated August 31,2016 was sent to both 
CFTC and EPA. To assist CFTC, the EPA provided RIN data from January 
2010 to August 2016. CFTC reviewed this data and as noted by the CFTC 
Chairman Chris Giancarlo in his testimony to U.S. Senate Agricultural 
Committee on February 15,2018 that CFTC did not find misbehavior in the 
market. Given EPA's market oversight limitations, we intend to pursue 
continued collaboration with CFTC under the MOU. 

b. In my conversations with CFTC ofticials. they indicate that you have not asked 
them to do much in assessing RIN market manipulation and suggested EPA is not 
collecting the right type of information to be able to assess potential manipulation. 
Why haven't you asked the CFTC to do more to help EPA prevent potential RIN 
market manipulation? 

EPA is always looking for ways to improve implementation and transparency 
of the program, while balancing resource needs and our duty to protect 
confidential business information as required by our regulations. EPA will 
continue to work with CFTC and seek to utilize their market oversight 
expertise and authority. 

c. I have asked the Federal Trade Commission (fTC) staff to otler their expertise to 
your staff. Has anyone at the RP A talked to FTC staff about ways the FTC can be 
helpful? I lave you considered establishing a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the FTC to assist with RIN market manipulation? 

On February 8, 2018, EPA and FTC held a meeting to initiate dialogue on 
this matter. On the call, the FTC discussed their authority and expertise, 
which are largely focused on investigating fraudulent reporting of 
information to governmental agencies and other acts with intent to deceive or 
gain advantage in market. FTC further differentiated their role compared to 
CFTC, who has authority to investigate participant behavior and market 
trends to identify potential market manipulation. EPA and FTC did not 
specifically discuss establishing an MOU, but did exchange information to 
facilitate future discussions. 
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d. Will you commit to working with my statfto do more to address market 

manipulation in the RIN market? 

Although the EPA has not seen evidence of manipulation in the RIN market, 

EPA is not a commodity market regulatory agency, and thus we do not have 

expertise in this field. EPA has not EPA's authority and function is to 

implement the RFS program and address fraud in the program. For 

example, since 2013, over two dozen individual defendants ha-;e been 

sentenced for RFS related crimes and have received a combined total of over 

168 years of incarceration and ordered to pay over $400 million in fines and 

restitution. Restitution in these cases and the tens of millions of dollars 

forfeited since have been restored to victims of RFS fraud. Claims of market 

manipulation prompted EPA to execute a memorandum of understanding 

(MOU) with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), who 

bas the authority and expertise to investigate such claims. 

e. Will you commit to implementing the RFS fairly in a way that ensures an even 

playing field among obligated parties'' 

Yes, EPA is committed to ensure an even playing field among all the parties 

participating in the RFS program. In fact, to protect the program's integrity 

and maintain a level playing field for regulated companies, EPA has pursued 

civil enforcement actions against renewable fuel producers, importers, and 

exporters that generated invalid RINs. In addition, since 2013, over two 

dozen individual defendants have been sentenced for RFS related crimes and 

ordered to pay over $400 million in fines and restitution. Restitution lin these 

cases and the tens of millions of dollars forfeited have been since restored to 

victims of RFS fraud. 

32. Under the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS). biogas-generated electricity used to charge 

electric vehicles (EVs) is already an approved pathway and is eligible for the generation 

of cellulosic Renewable Identification Numbers {RINs). Applications for this pathway 

were submitted over a year and a half ago. Will you commit to approving an application 

for this pathway in the next 60 days'' 

In 2016, EPA proposed the Renewable Enhancement and Growth Support (REGS) 

Rule and identified a number of significant policy questions raised by different 

approaches to capturing RINs from renewable electricity used to charge ele,~tric 

vehicles. Since the REGS proposed rule comment period closed, OAR staff have 

been going through the many comments received, evaluating various conflicting 

implementation approaches raised in the comments, and exploring options for the 

complex issues associated with implementing the electric pathway. We continue to 

work towards a final decision on these important issues, which are a requisite before 

any final decisions on pending applications can be made. 
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33. Aside from the type of water identified in SWANCC v. Army Corps of Engineers, which 
have no significant connection at all to navigable-in-fact waters, arc there any categories 
of water bodies that you believe have such an insignificant relationship to navigable-in
fact waters that discharges into them should be exempt from the Clean Water Act? In 
those cases, would the federal Clean Water Act allow discharges of unlimited quantities 
of toxic poisons into those waterbodies, even if a portion of those poisons eventually 
flowed downstream to navigable-in-fact waters? 

The scope of Clean Water Act jurisdiction under future regulation is currently 
under development. EPA and the Army have conducted and will continue to 
conduct a transparent and robust public engagement process, meeting and listening 
to stakeholders prior to issuing a proposal. EPA and the Department of the Army 
are currently considering suggestions from states, local government, tribes, and 
other stakeholders about which waters should be jurisdictional under the Clean 
Water Act and which should not. 

34. The Obama Administration implemented its definition of"Waters of the United States'' 
for several weeks in 2015. Has the EPA conducted any analysis of how easy or difficult 
it was to administer the Rule during that time? If not, why have you not conducted that 
analysis? 

The EPA did not conduct an analysis of the administration of the 2015 Clean Water 
Rule during the approximately six weeks that it was in effect in 37 states. The Army 
Corps of Engineers has the day-to-day responsibility for conducting jurisdictional 
determinations with respect to the permitting program under section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act. 

35. In an interview with the National Cattlemen's Beef Association, you said that. 'The 
Obama Administration reimagined their authority under the Clean Water Act and defined 
a 'water ofthe United States" as being a puddle ... " 17 The Obama Administration rule 
expressly exempts "puddles" from the definition of"waters of the United States?'' See 33 
C.F.R. §328.3(b)(4)(vii). 

a. If you were previously aware of this exemption. why have you repeatedly 
mischaracterized the rule? 

b. If you were not previously aware of this exemption, do you retract your 
statement? If you will not retract your statement, please explain why. 

17 "EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt Urges Ranchers to File \VOTUS Comments,'' 
iJll]''< \\\\\\.~!lUU!hs,:.1:otn 1.\ClLl;l\":\ \ l \_ !;;;·-f\\:b!_~(~. 
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Much of the concern raised about the 2015 Clean Water Rule focused on lack of 
clarity, uncertainty, and confusion in the implementation of this rule. While the 
Rule did exclude "puddles" from regulation, the Rule did not define the term. Many 
stakeholders expressed concern that the agencies would regulate features such as 
wet spots and tire ruts in farm fields because such features were not expressly as 
"puddles." clarity and predictability are among the critical goals of the current 
rulemaking effort. 

36. You also stated that the Obama Administration reimagined their authority under the 
Clean Water Act and defined a 'water of the United States· as being ... ephemeral 
drainage ditches." 18 The Obama Administration rule expressly exempts"[ d]itches with 
ephemeral Oow that are not a relocated tributary or excavated in a tributary" "puddles" 
from the definition of"waters ofthe United States?" See 33 C.F.R. §328.3(b)(3)(i). 

a. If you were previously aware of this exemption, why have you repeatedly 
mischaracterized the rule? 

b. If you were not previously aware of this exemption, do you retract your 
statement? If you will not retract your statement, please explain why. 

The 2015 Clean Water Rule would regulate ephemeral drainage ditches that are a 
relocated tributary or excavated in a tributary. 

37. What specific provision of the Clean Water Act or Administrative Procedure Act gives 
EPA the authority to alter compliance dates, not merely effective dates, for standards 
lawfully promulgated under 33 USC 131l(b)(2)? 

EPA promulgated the 2015 Steam Electric ELG Rule pursuant to its legal 
authorities under the CWA, particularly sections 301(b), 304(b), 306, and 307(b) 
and (c) of the Act. Together, Sections 301(b) and 304(b) authorize EPA to establish 
effluent limitations guidelines based on Best Available Technology Economically 
Achievable. Section 306 authorizes EPA to establish Standards of Performance for 
New Sources, and Sections 304(b) and (c) authorize EPA to establish pretreatment 
standards for new and existing sources. Moreover, Section 304(m)(1)(A) and 301(d) 
authorize EPA to review its pretreatment standards for possible revision every year. 
EPA's authority for the Postponement Rule rests upon the same authorities as the 
2015 Steam Electric ELG Rule and that meet the definition of "tributary" S<~t forth 
in the rule. 

18 "EPA Adminislrator Scott Pruitt Urges Ranchers to File WOTUS Comments," 
httr-·. ::-:" :~ .: ~)utuh~:.uJ!Yl_· ~\~~u.:rc~ __ \ ·1 y'-15:1 \\:,_t!D<). 
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38. The Clean Water Act prohibits compliance dates that extend more than three years from 
the issuance of new effluent guidelines (EGs). In what specific statutory provision did 
Congress allow EPA to flout that requirement by postponing until 2020 the compliance 
deadline of an EG issued in 2015? 

The statutory provisions in Section 301 requiring that effluent limitations be 
achieved no later than three years after promulgation, and in no case later than 
March 31, 1989, CWA section 30l(b)(2)(C)-(F), could be read to apply only to BAT 
effluent limitations promulgated before 1989, with the statute being silent with 
regards to BAT effluent limitations promulgated thereafter. The statute also 
contemplates periodic review and revision of those guidelines, and implements those 
provisions through its CW A section 304(m) process. But the statute is silent about 
the deadline for effluent limitations and standards derived after 1989. 

39. EPA explained that it is delaying the compliance deadlines of the steam electric power 
generating EGs because of costs to regulated industry. However, EPA estimated only 
28% of coal-burning plants-and only approximately 12% of power plants overall
would incur any costs from the rule at all. Even among that small subset, almost all of 
those plants would incur costs less than 1% of the company's revenue. 

a. Do you disagree with those ligures? If so, explain your disagreement. 
b. To what extent did you consider the EG's extensive public health benefits when 

deciding to delay the compliance deadlines? 
c. Do you believe that the incremental costs to industry outweighed the public health 

and environmental benctits of the EGs? If so. explain why. 

EPA is currently collecting additional data on such things as changes that have 
taken place in the industry subsequent to the analysis supporting the 2015 Rule as 
part of its commitment to reconsider the technology bases of the new more stringent 
limits on the flue gas desulfurization (FGD) and bottom ash waste streams that were 
established in the 2015 Rule. 

Extensh·e consideration was given to estimated public health benefits of the 2015 
Rule, as well as the costs, and regulatory options. Petitioners raised serious concerns 
about the costs and impacts of the 2015 Rule. After eonsidering those concerns, as 
well as public comment in response to EPA's June 2017 proposed rule to postpone 
certain compliance dates, EPA finalized a rule in September 2017 postponing 
certain 2015 Rule compliance dates, and announeed EPA's intention to conduct a 
subsequent rulemaking potentially revising the limits for those wastestreams for 
which the compliance dates were postponed. EPA's action to postpone those 
compliance dates in the 2015 Rule was intended to preserve the status quo for FGD 
wastewater and bottom ash transport water while EPA completes its next 
rulemaking. 
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EPA acknowledges that postponement of the compliance dates may lead to a delay 

in the accrual of some of the benefits attributable to the 2015 Rule. The 2015 Rule 

assumed that steam electric plants would comply with the new, more stringent 

requirements no later than 2023, including implementation of new control 

technologies over a five-year compliance period, according to their permit n'newal 

schedule. However, if EPA did not postpone the compliance dates, industry would 

likely incur these costs, irrespective of what EPA determines as the final limits for 

FGD wastewater and bottom ash transport water. EPA determined that the 

estimated foregone costs to industry warrant the postponement of compliam'e dates 

in the 2015 Rule. 

40. The Safe Drinking Water Act permits EPA to "fill not more than thirty scientific. 

engineering, professional, legal, and administrative positions within the Environmental 

Protection Agency without regard to the civil service laws." 42 U.S. Code !l 300j-l 0. 

These appointments may be made where the Administrator deems such action necessary 

to the discharge of his functions as they relate to Title XII of the Public Health St:rvice 

Act ( 42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.) (relating to safety of public water systems). These 

individuals are exempted from certain other Executive Branch requirements. including 

the Trump Ethics Pledge. In an August 18, 2017 letter to GAO. Senator Whitehouse and 

I wrote: "EPA has utilized its SDWA authority to hire a number of non-Senate-confirmed 

political appointees, some of whom are serving in supervisory positions and in roles that 

raise ethical questions." Based on documents provided by EPA, it appears that some 

individuals may still be serving as administratively determined appointees. Thesf 

appointees have been permitted to work on projects with essentially no check on their 

ethical or financial conflicts. Also, many of these appointees appear to have had EPA e

mail accounts that were created and used by them for weeks and even months be ~ore their 

stated appointment date-- in some cases nearly 4 months before. 

a. What is EPA's policy on the length of time an employee is allowed to serve under 

the SDW A authority without having to complete a financial disclosure form, or 

complete a recusal statement (if' necessary)'? 

All Administratively Determined (AD) appointees receive initial ethit:s 

training pursuant to 5 C.F.R. § 2638.304. While the regulation allows 

agencies up to three months to provide that training, EPA typically ensures 

that the new AD appointees receive the ethics training within their fi1rst two 

weeks. This training is conducted personally by EPA's ethics officials in the 

Office of General Counsel rather than online. EPA requires that aii.AD 

appointees complete the public financial disclosure report, the OGE 278, and 

adheres to the regulatory deadlines set forth at 5 C.F.R. § 2634.201(b), which 

requires filing within the first 30 days. Please note, however, that tht: Agency 

may grant tiling extensions as set forth at 5 C.F.R. § 2634.201(1). 

b. What safeguards are in place to ensure that employees hired under the SDWA 

authority do not work on matters that may trigger a contlict before they submit 

their financial disclosure form and complete any necessary recusal staten1ent? 
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EPA Ethics delivers initial ethics training in person (or, for appointees who 
arc in regional offices, via conference call or video conference) to all 
Administratively Determined (AD) appointees. In that training, they 
specifically address conflicts of interest and impartiality, and inform the 
appointee about rccusal issues. When the appointee files the financial 
disclosure report, EPA Ethics can more accurately assess possible financial 
conflict of interest issues and determines whether the appointee should issue 
a written rccusal statement. If necessary, EPA Ethics drafts that document. 

c. For each appointee hired under the SOW A authority, please provide the date of 
their appointment; the date the appointment ended (if any); and the specific 
projects they worked on while serving as an administratively determined 
appointee. 

Please see Attachment I. 

d. For each employee hired by the EPA under the SOW A authority, Schedule C 
authority, or as Non-Career SES, provide the date on which their EPA e-mail 
address was created, and the date of their appointment, whether they worked at 
EPA in any capacity prior to their appointment date and if so, what capacity. 

Please see Attachment I. 

41. In response to questions from Senator Merkley, you testified that a ''Red Team I Blue 
Team" exercise to re-examine the underpinnings of climate science is still "under 
consideration" at EPA. According to Jim Lakely, the communications director of the 
Heartland Institute, EPA has "reached out to the Heartland Institute to help identify 
scientists who could constitute a red team," and the Heartland Institute had been "happy 
to oblige." 19 

a. Is Mr. Lakely telling the truth that EPA representatives reached out to the 
Heartland Institute for help identifying scientists who could participate in a Red 
Team/Blue Team exercise? If yes, why did EPA choose to contact the Heartland 
Institute~ 

b. Have representatives of the Heartland Institute provided representatives of EPA 
with a list of"scientists who could constitute a red team"? If yes, who are the 
Heartland Institute's proposed participants? 

c. Have any EPA representatives consulted with any other organizations, 
corporations, or individuals about potential individuals who could participate in a 
Red Team/Blue Team exercise? If yes, provide the names of those organizations, 
corporations, or individuals consulted, and the names of any proposed 
participants. 

19 http :1 /www. \vash i ngtonexam i ncr. com/trump-admi ni stration-1 in i ng-u p-c I imate-chan ge-red-team/article/262 9 124 
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d. Do you know the names of any individuals or organizations who have contributed 

to the Heartland Institute? If yes, please provide the names of any such 

individuals or organizations with whom you have met in your capacity as EPA 

Administrator. 
e. Please provide a copy of all documents (including emails, white papers, meeting 

agendas, powerpoint presentations, memoranda and other materials) received or 

obtained by EPA related to the "Red Team/Blue Team" climate science effort. 

Administrator Pruitt eneou.-ages an open, transparent debate on climate science

with a Red Team/Blue Team exercise being an option discussed to learn more about 

the questions around climate science. 

42. A press report indicates that EPA's Office of' the Chief Financial Oflicer established a 

target for Region 9 to reduce their FTEs by I 0% by the end of FY 18. Has the CFO or 

anyone in the Administrator's oftice provided other EPA regional otlices or program 

offices with targets for reducing personnel by a specified percentage? 1r so, please 

provide each of the targets. Please also provide any document from the CFO or the 

Administrator's office communicating an FTE or staff reduction target to any EPA region 

or program office for FY18 or future fiscal years. 

The President's Budgets for FY 2018 and FY 2019 include proposals for significant 

stafling reductions and those levels were considerations in the establishment of 
internal planning targets which were to be revaluated after appropriations bills are 

passed and during the development of EPA's Operating Plan. The effort is on-going. 

Recent flat-lined appropriations in the majority of EPA's program projects, 
combined with payroll growth, have created challenges in meeting program 
requirements that are addressed with contracts or with grants. Taken together, 
these trends mean the agency must carefully manage workforce levels. Specific 

impacts vary depending on organizations' current staffing levels and attrition 
rather than a set percentage. 
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Starting point 
Onboard FTE Interim FTE 

Office or (data as of Target for End 

Region 9/25/17) of FY 2018 

OA 362.6 340.3 

OAR 1,106. 7 1,085.2 

OARM 652.0 646.8 

OCFO 291.0 300.8 

OC5PP 979.0 932.5 

OECA 667.2 670.0 

OEI 325.9 364.9 

OGC 222.1 196.8 

OIG 267.5 270.0 

OITA 71.8 68.1 

OLEM 468.5 456.4 

ORD 1,619.9 1,463.7 

ow 552.3 533.2 

ROl 514.9 535.9 

R02 752.1 715.7 

R03 764.7 713.5 
R04 877.0 858.3 

R05 1,008.1 979.5 

R06 739.9 677.5 

R07 445.6 449.0 

ROS 512.5 478.3 

R09 699.5 652.1 

RlO 522.9 478.5 

Total 14,423.6 13,867.0 

43. A recent report20 indicates that, at a proposed superfund site in Chattanooga, EPA is only 
taking the most protective clean-up measures at properties where children currently live. 
EPA cannot possibly know whether families with children will one day move into homes 
that EPA isn't cleaning up because children don't currentlv live there. And EPA cannot 
possibly know which homes children visit fi·equcntly. 

a. Is the policy described in the report accurate? If not. please fully describe any 
inaccuracies. 

b. If the policy described in the report is accurate, please provide all documents 
(including em ails. memos. white papers, analysis, meeting minutes and 
correspondence) related to any policy decision that limits the most aggressive 
cleanup measures to sites that currently have children residing on the premises. 

:?.n http :I/ amp.times frccprcss.com/nev.rs/loca !/story /20 1 R(j an/1 5/dozen:;;-chattanooghomes-sitting-tnxi c
site/4612861? __ twitter __ impression=true 
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The Chattanooga Free Times press report is partially accurate with respect to the 
prioritization of the of the cleanup of impacted properties under the time-critical 
removal process at the Southside Chattanooga Lead Site. In an effort to minimize 
residents' exposure to highly contaminated soil, EPA's Superfund program is 
utilizing both removal and remedial cleanup authorities to expeditiously address the 
contamination at the Southside Chattanooga Lead Site. Currently, cleanup activities 
are being conducted under removal authorities. As a result, property cleanup is 
primarily based on detected lead concentrations above the removal management 
level of 1,200 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg). In addition, special considerations 
are also p1·ovided to properties with children. 

On January 18,2018, the site was proposed for listing on the National Priorities List 
(NPL). Inclusion of the site on the NPL will allow additional resources to be 
allocated to address the contamination under the remedial program. EPA expects 
that residential properties, regardless of nature of occupancy, with lead 
concentrations above the anticipated site-specific cleanup level (360 mg/kg) will be 
addressed under the remedial process. 

44. The President issued an Executive Order saying that for every rule an agency writes. two 

rules have to be repealed such that the net costs to industry are zero. However. the White 
House issued guidance on implementing this executive order that says that rules that 
address critical health matters could be exempted from the two-for-one repeal 

requirement. Does EPA plan to exempt its rule revising the Lead and Copper Rule from 

the two-for-one Executive Order? If not, why not. since the Rule does relate to a critical 

health matter? 

In reviewing an update to the Lead and Copper Rule, EPA assesses potential costs. 
Any decisions regarding costs will be based on the substance of the rule, which is 
still in tbe rulemaking process. 

45. Coal ash is laden with toxic pollutants and heavy metals, and is second only to mine 
waste as the largest industrial waste stream in country. On April 17, 2015, the EPA 
published a final rule regulating the disposal of coal ash, also known as "coal combustion 
residuals'' (CCR). from power plants. 21 Among other things, the CCR rule established 
vital rules to protect groundwater resources, to protect local communities from toxic 
windblown dust,22 to reduce lhe risk of catastrophic failure (i.e., collapse) of surlace 
impoundments, and to maintain records of compliance with those rules. You became 
EPA Administrator on February 17, 2017. On April 17 and May 3 I, 2017, lawyers for 
power plants asked to you reconsider a laundry list of provisions in the CCR rule. On 

21 80 Fed. Reg. 21,302 (Apr. 17. 2015). 
"See, e.g.. Sabrina Shankman. Is Coal Ash Killing This Oklahoma Tmrn?. INSIDE CLIMATE 1\Ews. June 13. 2016. 

available at 
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September 13, 2017, you replied that, "After reviewing your petitions, I have decided that 
it is appropriate and in the public interest to reconsider the provisions of the final rule 
addressed in your petitions, in light of the issues raised in your petitions, as well as the 
new authorities provided in the recently enacted Water Infrastructure Improvements for 
the Nation Act, Pub. L. No. 114-322, 130 Stat. 1628 (20 16)."21 

You appear to have granted reconsideration of every provision requested by the electric 
power sector in their two petitions for reconsideration. Is that a correct reading of your 
letter? If not, which provisions are you reconsidering? 

EPA has agreed to reconsider a number of provisions of the CCR rule. The U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ordered EPA to submit a status report 
indicating which provisions of the final CCR rule were being or were likely to be 
reconsidered by the agency and a timeline for their reconsideration. EPA filed that 
status report on November 15, 2017, indicating that the following provisions were or 
were likely to be reconsidered. These included issues that were before the Court as 
well as those that were not: 

Provision Description 

Issues Before the Court 

40 CFR 257.50(c), 40 CFR 257.100 EPA Regulation of inactive Surface 
Impoundments 

40 C.F.R 257.53 definition of beneficial use The Criteria for Determining Whether 
Activities Constitute Beneficial Usc or 
Disposal 

40 CFR 257.95(h)(2) Use of Risk-Based Alternative Standards tor 
Remediating Constituents Without an MCL 

40 CFR 257.53- definition ofCCR pile The criteria for determining Whether a Pile 
will be Regulated as a Landfill or as 
Beneficial Use 

40 CFR 257.96-98 Regulatory Procedures Used to Remediate 
Certain Non-Groundwater Releases 

40 CFR 257.73(a)(4), 257.73(d)(l )(iv), Requirements for Slope Protection on Surface 
257.74(a)(4), 257.74(d)(l)(iv) Impoundments, Including Use of Vegetation 
40 CFR 257.1 03(a) and (b) Whether to Allow Continued Usc of Surface 

Impoundments Subject to Mandated Closure 
if No Capacity for Non-CCR Wastestreams 

40 CFR 257.50(e) Regulation of Inactive Surface 
Impoundments, Including Legacy Ponds 

" https://insideepa.comisitcs/insiJeepa.com/tiles/documents/sep20 17 /epa20 17 _1860.pdf 
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40 CFR 257.100 Exemption for Certain Remediation and Post-
Closure Requirements for Inactive Surface 
Impoundments that Close by April 17, 2018 
Note: EPA completed reconsideration of the 
issues associated with this claim. See 81 Fed. 
Reg. 51,802 (August 5, 20 16). 

Appendix IV to 40 CFR 257.93(b), 257.94(b), Addition of Boron to the List of Constituents 
257.95(b), 257.95(d)(J) that Trigger Corrective Action 
Issues Not Before the Court 

40 CFR 257.97 Whether to Allow Modification of the 
Corrective Action Remedy 

40 CFR 257.90 Whether to Suspend Groundwater Monitoring 
Requirements Where "No Migration" 
Demonstration is Made 

40 CFR 257.98(c) Whether to Allow Alternate Period of Time to 
Determine Remediation is Complete 

40 CFR 257.104 Whether to Allow Modification of the Post-
C Iasure Care Period 

40 CFR 257.101, 257.102 Whether to Allow CCR to be Used to Close 
Surface Impoundments Subject to Mandated 
Closure 

40 CFR 257.53 Clarify Placement ofCCR in Clay Mines 

46. Please provide a copy of all documents (including em ails, white papers, meeting agendas, 
powerpoint presentations, memoranda and other materials) received or obtained by EPA 
related to the April 17, 2017 petition for reconsideration from the Utility Solid Waste 
Group, and the May 31,2017 petition for reconsideration from AES Puerto Rico. 

EPA received two documents related to the Aprill7, 2017, petition: (1) a petition 
and cover letter from AES Puerto Rico, and (2) a petition from USWAG. These 
documents are attached (Enclosures). 

47. Section 2301 of the WIIN Act24 allows EPA to approve state-administered CCR 
regulations to operate in lieu of certain federal CCR regulations. Will you ensure that 
any state programs you approve are at least as protective of human health and the 
environment as the EPA's 2015 CCR rule? 

"Codified at RCRA section 4005(d). 42 U.S.C. 6945(d). 
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Yes, the agency will ensure that any state programs that arc approved meet all of 
the requirements for approval under the WIIN Act, including that the be "at least 
as protective as the 2015 CCR rule or successor regulations." In order for EPA to 
approve a state program, the statute requires that a state provide "evidence of a 
permit program or other system of prior approval and conditions under State law 
for regulation by the State of coal combustion residuals units that arc located in the 
State." See 42 U.S.C. 6945(d)(1)(A). As noted, the statute also requires that the 
program be "at least as protective as" the federal CCR rule. Moreover, in EPA's 
Interim Final Coal Combustion Residuals State Permit Program Guidance 
Document, EPA states in many places that the state must submit evidence that their 
program is at least as protective as the federal CCR rule and that this determination 
is subject to public notice and comment. EPA has been working with our state 
partners to ensure that their programs meet the statutory standard. 

48. As a former state attorney general, you know that laws arc only effective insofar as 
regulated entities believe they will actually be enforced. Could the unavailability of 
citizen enforcement make a state program less protective of human health and the 
environment, or is it irrelevant? Please fully explain your response. 

Citizen enforcement of environmental laws can support governmental actions and 
foster deterrence and thus may be a relevant consideration when state legislatures 
are designing environmental programs. However, citizen suits also may take 
positions that are contrary to a state's interpretation of its own laws, creating 
confusion. Ultimately, a decision by a state legislature whether or not to include 
citizen suit provisions in their statutes should be left to that legislature, taking into 
account the needs oftbc state and the environmental program being addressed. 

49. ror each inactive surface impoundment currently subject to the 2015 CCR rule, please 
provide: 

a. The site's name; 
b. The site's location; 
c. The amount or coal ash disposed of in the site; 
d. The number of people living within 3 miles; and 
e. Any waterbodies or public water supplies located within 3 miles of the site. 

Rased on information that electric utilities posted on their CCR websitcs, EPA is 
aware of 113 inactive surface impoundments. The 2015 CCR rule defines an inactive 
surface impoundment as "a CCR surface impoundment that no longer receives 
CCR on or after October 19,2015, and still contains both CCR and liquids on or 
after October 19, 2015." The attached table shows available information on the 
name and location of the 113 CCR units (Enclosure). EPA does not have the 
information to answer parts c through e of the question, as facilities are not 
required to report such information to EPA under the current regulations. 
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50. One of the companies that requested you reconsider the 2015 C:C:R rule, AES-Pw~rto 

Rico, appears to maintain a five-story pile of coal ash in Guayama, Puerto Rico. Has 

EPA received complaints about fugitive emissions from this waste pile? Has EPA 

investigated whether Hurricane Maria affected this and other waste piles in Puerto Rico? 

Please provide a copy of all documents (including emails, white papers, meeting agendas, 

powerpoinl presentations, memoranda and other materials) received or obtained by EPA 

regarding off-site migration of coal-ash caused by Hurricane Maria. What precautions is 

EPA taking to ensure that weather events do not cause the release of coal ash? 

On October 12,2017, a team of EPA officials assessed the AES power plant lo 
evaluate, among other things, potential spills or oil discharges, the stormwater 

collection and discharges system, and the wastewater treatment system. The 

assessment revealed that the power plant was structurally sound, oil spills were not 

observed from the diesel storage areas, and coal combustion residuals (CCR) had 

not migrated. EPA did not observe any discharge of CCR or Agremax material into 

wetlands. The stormwater management system implemented at the power plant 

appears to have prevented Agremax material and coal from discharging into the 

wetlands. A copy of the assessment information for the facility is enclosed. 

It should be noted that the power plant had been shut down until.iust recently. 

Some structures, such as metal sidewalls and portions of the conveyors, were 
impacted by the storm and they were being repaired. The power plant remained out 

of operation until the Puerto Rico Electrical Power Authority (PREP A) requested 

that AES hegin to produce power. AES began to producing power the week of 

February 12th, 2018. 
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Senator Booker: 

51. The EPA has conceded that dangerous toxic and carcinogenic substances at dozens of 
Superfund sites are not adequately under control. The agency has also acknowledged that 
recent hurricanes have washed unknown amounts of chemicals from multiple Superfund 
sites into waterways. A recent analysis showed that 327 Superfund sites, 35 of which are 
in New Jersey, are at a risk of flooding due to climate change. In response to these 
findings, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has agreed to investigate the 
risks to human health and the environment posed by natural disasters' impacts on 
Superfund sites. 

a. Do you agree that EPA must design Superfund remedies that account for climate 
change? 

b. Have you directed EPA staff to determine which Superfund sites may require 
additional remedies or precautions to be taken due to climate change? 

c. Can you please specify any additional resources that EPA may need to help 
rcmediate these sites? 

EPA agrees that to meet its mission of protecting human health and the 
environment, Superfund cleanup remedies must be designed to account for the 
impacts of extreme weather events. The agency's existing processes for site cleanup 
planning and implementation provide a robust structure that allows consideration 
of these impacts. EPA integrates extreme weather vulnerability analyses and 
adaptation planning throughout the Superfund process, including when conducting 
feasibility studies, remedial designs and remedy performance reviews. Due to wide 
variation in the location and geophysical characteristics of contaminated sites, the 
nature of remedial actions at those sites, and local or regional climate and weather 
regimes, a place-based strategy is the most effective method to achieve this. 

In 2012, the agency conducted a Superfund program assessment to: (l) identify 
extreme weather impacts most likely to affect remedies that are commonly used for 
contaminated groundwater, soil, or sediment; (2) evaluate associated vulnerabilities 
of the remedies; and (3) establish adaptation strategies for new and existing 
remediation systems. Since that time, EPA has been working to raise awareness 
among stakeholders, including Superfund site remedial project managers, about the 
importance of evaluating and add rcssing extreme weather vulnerabilities to ensure 
the continued protectiveness of remedies. The agency also continues to develop 
technical guidance, informational tools and training to assist site managers in 
integrating extreme weather vulnerability analyses and adaptation planning 
throughout the Superfund process. 
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52. On May 22, 2017, the Superti.md Task Force was established to "provide 

recommendations ... on how the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) can str<:amline 

and improve the Superfund program." The report's recommendations were released in 

July 25, 2017. The EPA has stated that the Superfund Task Force kept no records of the 

analysis used to form recommendations for the Superfund program. 

a. Is this correct? Did the Agency keep no records of the analysis used to form 

recommendations? 
b. If it is correct, please provide justification or reasoning for the lack of record 

keeping when compiling a report that would shape the management of the 

Superfund program. 

As I indicated at the hearing, the Agency has responded to various requests For 

records regarding this issue to both Congress and inquiries received via Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Sites Targeted for Immediate Intense Action: In developing the "immediate, intense 

action" list, senior career Superfund staff at EPA headquarters and in each region 
were consulted and identified potential sites that may be worthy of special attention 

now or in the future to advance those sites through the cleanup process. The 

recommended sites represent the EPA regions' best professional judgment where 

the Administrator's involvement would facilitate site progress. The Administrator 

reviewed the recommendations and personally selected the sites for inclusion. The 

list includes sites that require timely resolution of specific issues to expedite dean up 
and redevelopment efforts. The specific issue or milestone that may benefit from the 

Administrator's attention is noted for each site on the list, which can be found on 

the EPA website at: https://www.epa.gov/superfund/superfund-sites-targeted
immediate-intense-action. 

The list is designed to spur action at sites where opportunities exist to act quickly 

and decisively. The Administrator will receive regular updates on each of these sites. 
Further, the list is intended to be dynamic and sites will move on and oft the list as 
appropriate. At times, there may be more or fewer sites based on where the 
Administrator's attention and focus is most needed. 

Redevelopment Focus List: In formulating the redevelopment focus list, EPA 
headquarters staff reached out to the EPA regional Superfund Redevelopm1mt 
Initiative (SRI) coordinators to inquire about sites where there has been a strong 
interest in reuse or at sites appearing to have the strongest near-term reuse 
potential. This inquiry formed an initial list. Consistent with the Task Force 
Recommendation #33: Focu.1· Redevelopment Efforts 011 20 NPL Sites wit/1 

Redevelopment Potential and Jde11tify 20 Sites wit II Greatest Potellfial Reuse, EPA 

headquarters staff then narrowed the list based on the following criteria: 
Previous outside interest 
Transportation access 
Land values 
Other critical development drivers. 
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This refined list of sites was shared with the Agency's regional Superfund offices, 
which vetted the sites with SRI experts, remedial pro,ject managers, attorneys and 
regional management. The regional offices also contacted property owners, as 
appropriate, to let them know that EPA was considering their sites for the list, and 
reached out to EPA's state counterparts to ask if they bad additional sites with 
redevelopment potential that the Agency should consider. Once EPA headquarters 
and the regions reached agreement, the list was made public. 

The Redevelopment Focus List is intended to easily direct interested developers and 
potential owners to Superfund sites with redevelopment potential. EPA plans to 
focus redevelopment training, tools and resources towards the sites on this list. The 
Agency also plans to work with developers interested in reusing these and other 
Superfund sites; identitY potentially interested businesses and industries to keep 
them apprised of redevelopment opportunities; and continue to engage with 
community groups in cleanup and redevelopment activities to promote the 
successful redevelopment and revitalization of their communities. This list is 
intended to he dynamic with sites moving on and off the list as appropriate. 

The current list of sites may he found at: https://www.epa.gov/superfund
rcdevelopment-initiative/superfund-redevelopment-focus-list 
For additional information about the Superfund Redevelopment Initiative, please go 
to: https://www.epa.gov/superfund-redevelopment-initiative 

53. In response to the Superfund Task rorce recommendations issued on July 25, 2017, you 
developed multiple priority lists of Superfund sites, including a list for sites targeted for 
"immediate, intense action" and the "Redevelopment rocus" list that highlights sites that 
can create potential commercial and development opportunities. 

a. How did you pick the sites to include on these lists? What specific criteria did 
you use? 

As to the Superfund Special Emphasis List, a1110 Regions were asked to 
submit their recommendations on sites that could benefit from attention and 
involvement. From the list submitted, the Agency selected the ones to he 
listed initially. EPA originally anticipated a list of 10 would be the metric. 
However, with discussion and review of I hose submitted, the list expanded to 
21. 

As to the Redevelopment Site list, all 10 Regions again submitted 
recommendations for the list. The career staff in EPA's Office of Land and 
Emergency Management made the final recommendations to me. 
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b. What process do you intend to use in removing and adding sites to these lists'! 

As to the Superfund Special Emphasis List, the expected milepost or 
achievement needing attention is listed at the outset. Once that is achieved 
and absent a new milepost needing attention, the site wonld be deleted from 
the list. As to adding sites, the same process as originally employed will be 
replicated quarterly. 

As to the Redevelopment List, a site will be removed once it has had an 
effective contract to reuse or it is apparent it is not viable, the site would be 
removed. Additions would come in the manner above with quarterly 
recommendations from the Regions to the career headquarters Superfund 
staff. 

c. In what ways does the listing of these sites affect cleanup. construction, and 

revitalization efforts? 

As to the Superfund Special Emphasis List, the listing has brought a focus 
and urgency to both the Potentially Responsible Parties and to those who are 
directly responsible to effect clean up and interact with the Potentially 
Responsible Parties. What the boss inspects, the employees respect. We have 
already seen sites stalled for years come to final pathway to resolution. 
Additionally, we hav•~ seen other sites move through my approval on to the 
remediation pathway. 

As to the redevelopment list, this allows those parties interested in developing 
Superfund sites to focus on a few promising sites rather than sifting through 
1344 sites. It also will allow potential third party dollars to be used in cleanup 
and more quickly return the property to productive nsc. 

d. Do you plan to release a report or t<JIIow up on the progress made at the sites on 
these lists? 

The status of the sites is monitored, particularly on the Special Emphasis List 
very frequently. We will update and revise after each quarter and will 
transparently report on additions and deletions, which will be available at 
https://www.epa.gov/supcrfund/supcrfund-task-force. 
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54. The Diamond Alkali site in Newark, New Jersey is on your list of Superfund sites 
targeted for "immediate, intense action''- will you be working as quickly as possible to 
implement the Record of Decision tor the lower 8 miles of the Passaic River? 

Yes, EPA will continue to work as quickly as possible to implement the Record of 
Decision (ROD) for the lower 8.3 miles of the Passaic River. The designation as a 
special emphasis site is intended to maintain a focus ou the high priority cleanup 
actions that are necessary as we continue to oversee the design work for the bank-to
bank dredging and associated work. 

After the ROD was signed in March 2016, EPA negotiated and signed a settlement 
agreement with Occidental Chemical Corporation (OCC) in September 2016 for 
OCC to perform the remedial design for the selected remedy. Signing a settlement 
agreement for a $165 million remedial design in six months was au unprecedented 
accomplishment for EPA. The schedule for the remedial design estimated in the 
ROD was approximately four years. More than one year into the design, OCC, 
under EPA oversight, is still on schedule to complete the design by 2020. 

55. When you commissioned the Superfund Task Force on May 22, 2017, you nominated 
Alben Kelly, who previously was CEO and President of Oklahoma-based SpiritBank. as 
its Chairman. Thirteen days prior to his appointment, he was ordered by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC") to pay a civil penalty of $125,000 after he 
"cnter[ed] into an agreement pertaining to a loan ... without FDIC approval." Two months 
later, the FDIC issued a lifetime ban prohibiting Mr. Kelly from managing financial 
institutions after determining that his violations "demonstrated ... unfitness to serve as a 
director. oflicer. fandl person participating in the conduct of the affairs or as an 
institution affiliated patty of the bank. [or] any other insured depository institution." 

a. The FDIC has banned Albert Kelly from banking for life because he 
"demonstrated ... unfitness to serve as a ... person participating in the conduct of 
the affairs ... [ot] any ... insured depository institution." 

1. Will he be managing or providing advice on Superfund program funding 
or any other program funding in his role as Senior Advisor? 

ii. If so. what is the nature of these responsibilities? 
iii. Will you ask him to recuse himself from any specific agency activities or 

issue areas as a result of the banking ban? 
b. Were you aware of the FDIC investigations when you named him as Chair of the 

Superfund Task Force0 

c. Were you aware of the FDIC investigations when you named him as Senior 
Adviser 

There is no federal ethics correlation between the FDIC matter and Mr. Kelly's 
service to EPA. 
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56. Proper financial management of the Superfund program is critical to its success. Since 

1999, federal funding for the Superfund program has declined from about $2 billion to 

about $1.1 billion annually, and the rate of contamination threat reduction at Superfund 

sites has declined. During your hearing, you repeatedly slated that you had visited states 

throughout the country and discussed the Superfund and that the cleanup of sites would 

reyuire "'direction and leadership.'' The Chairman of the Superfund Task Force is charged 

with developing and implementing recommendations to improve the work of the 

Superfund program. 
a. Mr. Kelly had no previous experience in environmental policy or management 

when you named him to Chair the Superfund Task Force. 

1. What experience did he have that you believe yualified him to serve as 

Chair? 
ii. What experience docs he have that you believe yualify him to serve as 

your Senior Advisor? 
b. What responsibilities was Albert Kelly given as Chairman of the EPA Superfund 

Task Force during the production of the Superfund Task Force 
Recommendations? What is his role and responsibility as Chair now tbatthe Task 

Force has released its recommendations? 
c. What responsibilities was Albert Kelly given as Senior Advisor at the EPA 7 What 

specific policy areas and programs will he be responsible for in this role? 

Mr. Kelly has years of leadership positions from our home state of Oklahoma that 

has suited him to work with the Director of the Office of Superfund Remediation 

and Technology Innovation to facilitate Superfund reform. During the production 

of the Superfund Task Force Recommendations, Mr. Kelly was my leading 

appointee who spearheaded the effort while compiling the suggestions of career 

staff. Since the production of the recommendations up until his resignation from the 

Agency, he lead the efforts to begin the implementation of the recommendations. 

57. When you decided to move forward with the process to potentially weaken the 

Agricultural Worker Protection Standard requirements, what steps did you take to comply 

with Executive Order 12898, which reyuires EPA to identity and address the 

disproportionately high and adverse human health etfects of its activities on minority and 

low income communities? 

In response to stakeholder concerns, in December 2017, EPA released a Federal 

Register Notice to initiate the process to revise certain requirements in the Worker 

Protection Standard (WPS) and Certification of Pesticide Applicators Rule. By tbe 

end of fiscal year 2018, EPA expects to publish a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to 

solicit public input on possible revisions to the WPS reyuiremcnts for minimum age, 

designated representatives, and application exclusion zones, and the minimum age 

reyuirement for certified applicators. While the agency seeks public input on these 

possible changes, the compliance dates for the two rules remain in effect. EPA 

remains committed to protecting agricultural workers who handle and apply 

pesticides. Any possible revisions included in the proposed rulemakings will comply 
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with all applicable statutory requirements and executive orders, including Executive 
Order 12898. 

58. Despite proposing drastic cuts to EPA's budget, you are spending taxpayer dollars on 
questionable expenses such as paying $25.000 to install a custom-made. soundproof 
phone booth in your otlice. 

a. Have you used this $25.000 phone booth tor any calls with representatives of oil 
and gas companies? 

No. 

b. Will you provide to this committee within 10 days a log of all of the calls you 
have made from this phone booth? 

This is a secure phone line and room to be used for secured conversations 
with administration officials. This was an update to the building. For the 
information of the Committee, the upgrades and maintenance to the two 
main North and South portions of this 1930's era grand building is 
approximately $6 million every year out of EPA's most recently annual 
appropriation of $7.9 billion. 

59. Despite a tradition of EPA reimbursing the Justice Department for their work in holding 
polluters accountable t<x Superfund clean ups, it was recently reported that you may 
break with this precedent. directing your agency to not reimburse the DOJ tor that work. 
Do you plan on withdrawing EPA funding for the Justice Department's Environment and 
Natural Resources Division~ 

Cleaning up the nation's Superfund sites and returning them to communities for 
bcnclicial use is one of EPA's top priorities. Under the President's Budget for EPA, 
up to $20 million will be provided for DOJ support for Superfund Enforcement to 
focus on the highest priority sites, particularly those that may present an immediate 
risk to human health and the environment. 
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Senator Boozman: 

60. Administrator Pruitt, I understand that EPA is currently reviewing procurement guidance 

for the federal government's purchasing of! umber and wood products. During the 

Obama Administration, EPA issued procurement guidelines for lumber and wood 

products that called for the use of wood and lumber certified by the Forest Stewardship 

Council, leaving out wood grown on forests certified by the two major forest certification 

systems in the U.S.: the American Tree Farm System and the Sustainable Forestry 

Initiative. This guidance would have excluded of 4 million acres of Arkansas timber 

eligible for federal procurement. Additionally, the Obama Administration's guidance 

runs directly counter to the regulations issued under USDA's BioPreferred program, a 

program created in the 2008 Farm Bill that sets federal purchasing requirements for all 

biobased products and specillcally recognizes eligibility from all three systems. What are 

you doing to ensure the EPA does not arbitrarily pick winners and losers and prevent the 

federal government from purchasing American timber? 

EPA's previous action ou this issue was carried out under the June 2015 
"Implementing Instructions for Executive Order 13693: Planning for Federal 
Sustainability in the Next Decade," and was not an agency regulation. Based on 
stakeholder concerns and interagency discussions, the EPA recommendation for the 

lumber/wood product category was removed from the "Recommendations of 
Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels for Federal Purchasing" in December 2016. 

Before further action on this product category, EPA will ensure coordination with 

the USDA Forest Service and USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, 
Department of Energy, OMB, and CEQ to determine bow forestry standards should 

best be evaluated. Once the federal agencies have bad time to come to consensus, 
EPA would engage stakeholders to refine the guidelines pertinent to evaluating the 
lumber/wood recommendation. This process is intended to provide a transparent, 
fair, and consistent approach to updating the EPA recommendation offorestry 
certifications and assessing other commodities' extraction/harvesting related 
environmental impacts. 
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Senator Ernst: 

6!. In two separate interviews shortly after the time of this hearing, you stated the need for 
both RFS reform and RIN reform. During the confirmation process, you went to great 
length to explain your intention to uphold the RFS. Can you please explain what you 
think RFS reform entails? In Iowa, this is a flashpoint and the continued rhetoric used 
appears to contradict your promise to this Committee on the RFS. 

There has been a heightened interest from a broad range of stakeholders advocating 
for programmatic changes to the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) in order to 
expand the use of higher ethanol blends and stabilize the costs of compliance. The 
above referenced interviews were subsequent to a then-recent meeting with 
government leaders at the White House which included representatives from your 
office. As you may recall, concerns were expressed regarding the variability of 
Renewable Identification Number (RIN) values, the impact of those costs on 
obligated parties and the range of options government leaders and policy makers 
should consider to strengthen the long-term viability of the RFS program. My 
references to RFS orRIN reform in those interviews was merely a summation of 
those discussions and associated concerns. 

62. Much has been said about finding a "win-win" on the RFS and R!Ns, albeit not by you, 
but by some Members of Congress. Would you agree that fixing the Reid vapor pressure 
issue onE 15 is a "win-win"? Doing so would reduce RIN prices, which some refineries 
say they need. while also expanding the marketplace for biofucls. 

Expanding the LO pound per square inch (psi) waiver for RVP to ElS has been and 
continues to be a part of RFS reform options expressed and supported by a range or 
stakeholders. Senator Fischer has shown great leadership in the Senate on this issue 
and, during the same interviews referenced in the preceding question, I discussed 
the prospect of granting this type of waiver and have been assessing the legal and 
technical considerations for an administrative action. 

63. How aggressively will EPA pursue the RIN obligation from refineries that declare 
bankruptcy? 

We, along with our colleagues across the federal government, will monitor any such 
bankruptcy proceedings closely. However, we would treat each situation on a case
by-case basis, so I am not able to comment further on this matter. 
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64. The Pesticide Registration Improvement Act (PRIA) was tlrst enacted in 2003 and 

established a tee schedule for pesticide registrations. It lists specitlc time periods for EPA 

to make a regulatory decision on pesticide registration and tolerance actions submitted to 

the Agency. The goal ofPRIA was to create a more predictable and effective evaluation 

system for affected pesticide decisions and couple the collection of individual fees with 

specific decision review periods. It also promoted shorter review periods for reduced-risk 

applications. 

PRIA has been tremendously successful, providing hundreds of millions of dollars in 

funding to EPA and providing product developers with clarity on timelines for Agency 

actions, and facilitating investment in research and development of new 

products. Importantly. through these industry fees. it has also provided $1 million 

annually in worker protection and pesticide safety training. 

PRIA has been reauthorized twice since it was tlrst enacted - in 2007 and 20 12 - each 

time by unanimous consent. It has been supported by large and small manufacturers of 

agricultural and non-agricultural products, antimicrobial products, biotech companies, 

and biopesticides, as well as labor and environmental advocates. The current law was set 

to expire on September 30, 20 17; however, an extension was included in the CR lhat 

extends the authorization through February 8, 2018. H.R. 1029, the Pesticide Registration 

Enhancem(:nt Act, which would reauthorize these authorities. passed the House by voice 

vote on March 20, 2017, and was reported by the Senate Agriculture Committee on June 

29,2017. 

a. Can you explain the likely impacts to worker protection programs and your ability to 

regulate pesticides if PRIA is not reauthorized? 

PRIA provides approximately 33 percent of the funding for EPA's pesticide 
program activities. Currently operating under the third iteration of the statute, 

PRIA provides two funding sources to EPA's pesticide program: 

One time registration service fees (i.e., PR1A fees) for the evaluation of 
new applications submitted to the EPA; and 

• Annual F1FRA maintenance fees assessed to products currently in the 
marketplace, a significant portion of which are used to support the re
evaluation of pesticides in order to meet the statutory deadline of October 
1, 2022, for completing the first round of registration review. 

PR1A's authorization expired on September 30,2017, has been extended in short 

term reauthorizations in each continuing resolution, and is now authorized 

through March 23, 2018. Legislation reauthorizing PRIA is currently pending in 

Congress. If the authorization expiration date is not further extended or if PR1A 

is not reauthorized by that date, pesticide applications submitted after that date 

will no longer be sub jed to decision time periods. The two year sunset provision 

in FIFRA section 33(m) specifies fees be reduced in fiscal year 2018 by 40 
percent below the levels in effect during fiscal year 2017, and by 70 perc1~nt in 
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fiscal year 2019. Effective September 30,2019, fee requirements under PRIA 
would be terminated. 

Additionally, if PRIA were not reauthorized, $2 million per year for worker 
protection activities, pesticide safety education programs, and partnership 
grants, monies that currently come from PRIA funds, would not be available 
and these programs would not be funded. These activities include: 

• Developing and administering a pesticide safety training program that 
will support a national network of pesticide safety trainers providing 
worker safety training to migrant and seasonal farmworkers and their 
families (National Farmworker Training Program); 

• Developing pesticide education materials for workers, handlers, and 
trainers on how to comply with WPS (cooperative agreement with UC
Davis and Oregon State University); and 
Supporting National Pesticide Information Center (NPIC), a bi-lingual, 
factual source of information for professional and public audiences on 
pesticide-related issues. 

b. What would be the impact to farmers across my state and the country? 

PRIA provides predictability and regulatory certainty to all stakeholders 
regarding the timing of pesticide registration decisions. In the absence of PRIA, 
the statutory timelines would no longer exist and applications to register new 
pest control tools would be reviewed as resources were available. However, EPA 
would not be in a position to guarantee a registration decision timeline with any 
certainty. Farmers in need of new pest control tools would be greatly impacted 
as they may not be able to timely adopt new technologies to address their pest 
management needs. 
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Senator Fischer: 

65. In two recent television interviews, you discussed the need for RFS and RIN 
reform. Given your commitments made to this committee during the confirmation 
process that you would uphold the RFS, can you please elaborate on what you think RFS 

reform means? 

There has been a heightened interest from a broad range of stakeholders advocating 
for programmatic changes to the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) in order to 
expand the use of higher ethanol blends and stabilize the costs of compliance. The 
above referenced interviews were subsequent to a then-recent meeting with 
government leaders at the White House which included representatives from your 
office. As you may recall, concerns were expressed regarding the variability of 
Renewable Identification Number (RIN) values, the impact of those costs on 
obligated parties and the range of options government leaders and policy makers 
should consider to strengthen the long-term viability of the RFS program. My 
references to RFS orRIN reform in those interviews was merely a summation of 
those discussions and associated concerns. 

66. How do you plan to approach the bankruptcy court case involving Philadelphia Energy 

Solutions? Do you intend to ask the refinery to honor their legal obligation? 

We, along with our colleagues across the federal government, will monitor any such 
bankruptcy proceedings closely. However, we would treat each situation on a case
by-case basis, so I am not able to comment further on this matter. 

67. If PES is allowed to use bankruptcy to avoid their RFS obligation, do you expect other 

refineries to follow this path? 

We are aware that PES recently filed a plan of reorganization with a bankruptcy 
court in Delaware, and we, along with our colleagues across the federal government, 
are monitoring the bankruptcy proceedings closely. As this is the subject of ongoing 
court proceedings, I am not able to comment further on this matter. 

68. I understand that several commercial-ready companies seeking approval of new cellulosic 

biofuel (DJ) registrations have been told by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) staff that the processing of such applications is currently on hold until EPA staff 

completes an internal review. 

Because of the investment and long-term planning required to undertake these projects, it 

is imperative that new production of qualified cellulosic biofucls is approved as 
efficiently as possible. This will allow these commercial-ready businesses to gain the 

value associated with the 03 RIN production during this time of tight margins in the 
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agriculture economy and signal to the marketplace that these gallons are valued, as the 
Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) intends. 

lf EPA is curremly delaying registration of new 03 production, the falsely low 03 
production volume would affect not only today's market, but also the market lor the 
coming year and beyond, through EPA's annual volumetric rulemaking for the RFS. This 
practice would systematically underestimate 03 production, and thereby undermine 
Congress's intent under the RFS to grow the cellulosic biofuel market. 

Does EPA currently have new cellulosic registrations on hold until EPA staff completes 
an internal review? 

Under the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) program, cellulosic ethanol produced 
from corn kernel fiber qualifies to generate cellulosic RTNs under an existing 
approved fuel pathway if certain registration and reporting requirements are met. 
EPA has registered some ethanol facilities under this pathway and received 
additional applications that are currently under review at this time. 

69. When docs EPA anticipate completing this review. and what does it hope to accomplish 
through this review? 

Facilities that are simultaneously processing corn starch and corn kernel fiber to 
produce a mixture of conventional ethanol and cellulosic ethanol. The regulations 
require use of a test method to identity the cellulosic converted fraction that has 
either been certified hy a voluntary consensus standards body or is demonstrated to 
produce "reasonably accurate" results. Unfortunately, there is currently no 
analytical test method that is certified by a voluntary consensus body and no 
certified reference samples containing both cellulose and starch. This requires EPA 
to evaluate each company's application on its unique merits. Due to the complexity 
of these applications, EPA docs not have a specific time to complete its review. 
However, EPA is committed to supporting efforts by the industry and other 
government/non-governmental parties to find a way forward. 

70. What steps is EPA taking to ensure these actions do not negatively impact cellulosic 
hiofuel volumes in the 2019 RVO rulemaking? 

The registration process is designed to ensure that when RINs are generated the fuel 
on which they are based qualified for the corresponding category of renewable fuel. 
EPA takes this responsibility very seriously, and in some cases it takes considerable 
time to work through the technical issues, which may include developing new test 
procedures. In projecting cellulosic hiofuel production for 2019 as part of the RVO 
process, EPA staff carefully monitor the status of pending facility registration 
requests to ensure that our projections of cellulosic RINs generated in 2019 arc as 
accurate as possible. We also carefully consider the comments we receive on the 
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proposed rule and make amendments to our projection methodology and volume 
projections as appropriate. 

Senator Markey: 

WEBSITE 

71. In all, mort: than 5,000 pages of scientific, policy. and educational material on climate 
change have been moved off the main website for the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA). This information has been largely relegated to a maze of archives and portals that 

is virtually inaccessible to the public. The EPA's mission states that the agency should 

ensure "all parts of society- communities. individuals, businesses, and state, local and 
tribal governments- have access to accurate information sufficient to effectively 
participate in managing human health and environmental risks."25 Additionally, the 
Paperwork Reduction Act directs agencies to "provide adequate notice when initiating. 

substantially modifying, or terminating significant information dissemination products.''26 

However, there was no notice of the changes made to the EPA website, leaving the public 

with no opportunity to weigh in on the Administrator's decision to move, hide, and 
archive inf<)flnation on the Clean Power Plan or on climate change. 

a. How does the decision to remove hundreds ofwebpages and post the notice on 
the same day comply with the EPA's mission? 

b. How does the decision to remove hundreds of webpages and post the notice on 
the same day comply with the Paperwork Reduction Act? 

c. Were you personally involved in directing the removal of any information from 
the EPA website? If so, please provide any correspondence or documentation 
relating to your personal involvement in the overhaul and censorship of the EPA 
website. 

EPA is continually making changes to its website and other digital information 
resources to reflect and support the agency's current priorities and work. \\''hen we 
remove information from our main portal, \\W\Lepa.gov, the majority ofth!~ time 
we make sure it is still available to the public via our archive website, 
ht1ps://archiH'.epa.gm/. In addition, because of the public concern about access to 
information on our website last year, we created a snapshot website that contains 
the content that was on our main portal ou .January 12,2017. The snapshot website 
can be searched here: https:L119janua•·v21l l7,napshot.ep:!."<n /. 

All changes to EPA's websites and digital resources are coordinated between the 
different offices at the agency. We do our best to make new information available to 
the public as soon as possible and then notify them of the changes. 

""Our Mission and What We Do." United States Environmental Protection Agency. Accessed February 1, 2018. 
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72. The error page on the EPA website that the public reaches when trying to access former 
resources on climate change reads. '"This page is being updated[ ... ] We are currently 
updating our website to reflect EPA's priorities under the leadership of President Trump 
and Administrator Pruitt." 

a. Please provide a timeline for when this update will be complete, as well as a 
detailed list of all the pages that have been permanently removed from 

~·''·"·~'·'"'''"''-' and the changes made on those that remain in an altered form. 
b. Please explain how the priorities of President Trump and Administrator Pruitt 

necessitate the removal of pages like "What Climate Change Means for 
Massachusetts'' from ~\\'-''-·.cpa,,g(),l. 

c. Please provide an accounting of the costs and employee hours associated with 
developing the resources that were removed, as well as with the process of 
moving and updating the website to ''reflect EPA's priorities.'' 

We are constantly updating our website to reflect new initiatives and projects of the 
Agency. Of course the site will be reflective of the current administration's priorities 
- with that said, all the content from the previous administration is still easily 
accessible and publicly available-through the banner across the top of the main page 
of the site. 

ENFORCEMENT 

73. Oklahoma recently suffered what may be the deadliest accident in the history of the shale 
industry. when five workers were killed by an explosion at a tracking site. The company 
that owns this site (Patterson-UTI) has reportedly experienced several other deadly safety 
incidents 1rom 20 I 0-2013. Oklahoma's regulators use an enforcement system that shuns 
tines in favor of working with violators, a strategy which you appear to have emulated 
during your tenure. For example, Devon Energy had admitted to illegally emitting 
hazardous chemicals, and was in discussions to pay a settlement of more than $100,000 
and install mitigation technology. After your swearing it, Devon Energy informed the 
EPA that it was "re-evaluating its settlement posture" and now offered a settlement of 
around $25,000 with no commitment to install additional technology. 27 

According to a New York Times analysis, compared to the first nine months of the 
Obama administration, you have: filed roughly 1,000 fewer new enforcement cases; 
sought 60 percent less in civil penalties; requested almost 90 percent fewer injunctive 
relief fixes, which prompt companies to cut pollution; and made it harder for EPA offices 
to request pollution tests. 28 

27 Brook-Davison, Carrick. "RE: Revised Devon settlement proposal for the Beaver Creek Gas Plant.'' Guida, Slavich 

& Flores. February 22,2017. Accessed February 1, 2018. •cc~l0cJ'.I.vi.J:::~u3.\L\\!.'l'!CL'~-·Y..C:YU'l;L'!Y.'·"'"~c'"-"'"'-!..?.!LY;LC. 

28 Lipton, Eric and Danielle Ivory. "Under Trump, E.P.A. Has Slowed Actions Against Polluters, and Put Limits on 
Enforcement Officers." The New York Times. December 10, 2017. Accessed February 1, 2018. 

httP.~) /www -J!Yt ~ 1"~1~'? x _qm/~0 ! j; 2/1 0/ll'>/po!i ric~/pq1J_u1 LqQ· ~N:Lf'RUI~ ~lt;ms._bX~Jl[ 
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a. Please provide a list of companies and plants that received notices of violations 
from 2008-2017 under the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, or the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, but that have not yet had any EPA penalties 
levied upon them. 

In some enforcement circumstances, the EPA issues a NOV to a facility 
owner/operator that the agency has identified as having one or more 
violations. However, not all statutes include provisions for issuance of an 
NOV or require issuance of an NOV. Compare Clean Air Act§ 205(c)(l), 42 
U.S.C. § 7523(c)(l) ("[T]he Administrator shall give written notice to the 
person to be assessed" a penalty) with Clean Water Act§ 309, 33 U.S. C. § 
1319 (no provision for written notice). 

Since not all statutes include these provisions, the agency does not centrally 
track all NOVs in the agency's Integrated Compliance Information System 
(ICIS) enforcement and compliance database. Some information on NOVs is 
available in lCIS, but NOVs arc not required to be entered. Additionally, 
because NOVs do not always result in the need for follow-up enforcement 
actions, e.g., where the facility promptly returns to compliance, we do not 
hne the ability to link NOVs to later enforcement actions. 

b. Please provide a detailed list of cases where, under your leadership, the EPA 
withdrew or accepted lower civil monetary penalties than were recommended 
under the previous administration from 2008-2017 and the rationale for these 
decisions. 

EPA's civil penalty policies provide the bases upon which EPA compromises 
claims and settles cases for less than the statutory maximum penalty. These 
policies can be found here hllps://ww\1 .epa. gO\ /en forccmcnt/cu forccmcut
polin-guidancc-puhlication'i. The negotiation of penalties is based on these 
policies. The specifics of each case arc confidential enforcement information. 
When an enforcement action is withdrawn or not pursued, that information 
is reported in ICIS. However, please note that these data arc not certified 
and may not always be entered in a timely manner. We have provided below 
the total number of enforcement actions in ICIS reported as withdrawn or 
not pursued. Because the decision to withdraw a case may involve an 
enforcement-confidential determination, we have not provided a list of cases. 
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74. The EPA recently released data that detailed the fines, penalties, and other commitments 
that the agency collected during fiscal year 201729 According to the EPA's report, the 
number ofne'" cases, defendants charged, and federal inspections and evaluations began 
by the agency in FY20 17 were all at the lowest level in at least a decade. Despite this, the 
EPA still touted an increase in the total amount of criminal fines, including restitution 
and mitigation activities. 

a. Of the cases included in the FYI7 reporting, what percentage of fines and 
restitutions, court ordered environmental projects, Superfund site commitments 
from liable parties, judicial penalties, injunctive relief, and other penalties were 
made before January 20. 2017? 

The enforcement and compliance work accomplished in fiscal year 2017 
included work performed under both the prior and current administrations. 
This administration is proud to highlight accomplishments and to honor 
EPA employees for all of the great work they did last fiscal year. 

In response to your request for data on the percentage ofFYl7 fines, 
penalties, and other relief secured before and after January 20,2017, please 
see the chart below. 

Total I'Y 2017 
Values for 

Percentage for 
Values for 

Percentage for 
Values 

October I, 2016 
October I, anuary 20, 2017 

January 20, 
Measure October 1, 20 16 2016- 2017-

-September 30, 
-.January 19, 

January 19, 
September 30, 

September 30, 
2017 

2017 
2017 

2017 
2017 

Fines (Criminal) $2,829.202,563 $8,716,000 0.3% $2,820.486,563 99.7% 

Restitution (Criminal) $147,520,835 $84,755,737 57.5% $62,765,098 42.5% 
Court Ordered 
Environmental Projects 
(Criminal) $3,092,631 $1,146,362 37.1% $1,946,269 62.9% 
Amount Committed by 
Liable pa1ties to Clean Up 
for Superfund sites $1,227.057.039 $68,586.500 5.6% $1.158,470,53> 94.4% 
Amount Committed by 
Liable Parties to Reimburse 
the Government for Past 
Costs at Superfund Sites $142,577.803 $22.398.806 15.7% $120,178,997 84.3% 

Judicial Penalties $1,583.608.081 $51,310,581 3.2% $1,532,297,500 96.8% 
Administrative Penalties $48.078.393 $13,206.031 27.5% $34,872,362 72.5% 
Injunctive Relief (Judicial 
and Administrative) $19,971.202,303 $16.483,587.889 82.5% S3.487.614,414 17.5% 

29 "Enforcement Annual Results for Fiscal Year 2017." EnvironmEntal ProtEction AgEncy. Accessed February 9, 
2018. 
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Supplemental Environmental 
Projects (Judicial and 
Administrative) 

b. Of the cases included in the FYI7 reporting, what percentage of civil and criminal 

cases, inspections/evaluations. complaints. and orders were initiated, opened. or 

filed after January 20. 20 I 7" 

Please see the chart below in response to your question. 

Case Counts from 
Measure FY 2017 Counts January 20,2017- Percentage 

September 30,2017 

Civil Judicial Referrals 114 81 71% 

Criminal Cases Opened 115 70 61% 

lnspections/Evaluations30 9.918 -~~ -~ 
Administrative Penalty Order Complaints 

1,218 I (APOCs) 939 77% 

Administrative Comeliance Orders (A COs) 606 476 79%J 

Final Administrative Penalty Orders 
(FAPOs) 1.255 972 77% 

Complaints Filed With Court 83 43 52% 

75. The EPA FY19 budget request included an 18 percent cut to civil enforcement and a 12 

percent cut to criminal enforcement from the FY 18 annualized Continuing Resolution 

(CR). 
a. As the number of new enforcement cases are already h11ling under your tenure. 

how does limiting the enforcement budget further facilitate your stated objective 

to •·timely enforce environmental laws to increase compliance rates r ... ] 
especially enforcement actions to address environmental violations?31 

b. How many full-time EPA employees working on civil, criminal, Superfund, and 

federal facilities enforcement do you expect to be supported by the FY 19 budget 

request? 

30 The Inspection/Evaluation totals in this chart exclude manually reported SDWA UIC inspections because EPA 

does not maintain the date of these inspections. The FY 2017 total number of inspections reported for Annual 

Results, including SDWA U!C inspections, is 11,756 {9,918 + 1,838 manually reported SWDA U\C inspections.) 
31 "FY 2019 EPA Budget in Brief." United States Environmental Protection Agency. February 2018. Accessed 

February 13, 2019. 
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EPA's enforcement efforts continue to be focused on achieving compliance, not on 
the number of individual actions taken. To achieve the desired outcome, EPA works 
in partnership with state and tribal agencies to assure compliance, protect public 
health and the environment, and ensure a level playing field for businesses. 
Recognizing that states are the primary implcmenters of our nation's environmental 
laws, EPA will focus where it can provide the most value including matters affecting 
multiple states or tribes, serving as a backstop when a state or tribe does not address 
serious noncompliance in a timely fashion, and assisting states and tribes when they 
lack the capability, resources, or will to address noncompliance. 

In FY 2019, the agency is requesting 2,264.1 FTE for the civil, criminal, Superfund, 
and federal facilities enforcement programs. 

CLIMATE IN DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN 

76. You have said that "scientists continue to disagree about the degree and extent of global 
warming and its connection to the actions of mankind. ''32 With regard to human-produced 
carbon dioxide, in an interview with CNBC, you said that. "I would not agree that it's a 
primary contributor to the global warming that we see."33 But the statutorily required 
National Climate Assessment's Climate Science Special Report that was released by the 
Trump Administration in November concluded that "human activities, especially 
emissions of greenhouse gases. are the dominant cause of the observed warming since the 
mid-20th century."34 Last year was the second-hottest year in recorded history, according 
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and saw record-breaking costs 
incurred by extreme weather and climate disasters. 

a. Do you disagree with the conclusion made in the Climate Science Special Report 
by our country's top scientists at 13 federal agencies, including your own. that 
human activities are the dominant cause of global warming. with "no convincing 
alternative explanation"? 

EPA recognizes the challenges that communities face in adapting to a 
changing climate. EPA works with state, local and tribal governments to 
improve infrastructure to protect against the consequences of climate change 
and natural disasters. EI> A also promotes science that helps inform states, 
municipalities, and tribes on how to plan for and respond to extreme events 
and environmental emergencies. Moving forward, EPA will continue to 
advance its climate adaptation efforts, and have reconvened the cross-EPA 
Adaptation Working Group in support of those efforts. 

32 Pruitt, Scott and Luther Strange. "The Climate-Change Gang." The National Review. May 17, 2016. Accessed 

January 31, 2018, tl!.t.P~L!.YY.Yi__:!;LJ~Q,!iQ.nal r-ev~.~corul?JliflfijJ 54 70/s:.llinate chang~ill.!2L_r}J'::L?..::RPJJ_s;L<U 
33 DiChristopher, Tom. "EPA chief Scott Pruitt says carbon dioxide is not a primary contributor to global warming." 

CNBC. March 9, 2017. Accessed February 1, 2018. hj1J2>:f/vJ_~Jw .<:rliKC!lLT1J2!ll_Z/03f_()]Jicd'" :chifJ:scglL~E~jgjltDJ] 
34 Wuebbles, O.J., and D.W. Fahey, K.A. Hibbard, D.J. Dokken, B.C. Stewart, and T.K. Maycock (eds.) "Climate 
Science Special Report." U.S. Global Change and Research Program. November 2017, Accessed January 31, 2018. 
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Human activity impacts our changing climate in some manner. The ability to 
measure with precision the degree and extent of that impact, and what to do 
about it, are subject to continuing debate and dialogue. 

77. Despite these findings, and the conclusion that "[c]hanges in the characteristics of 
extreme events are particularly important for human safety."35 climate change did not 
appear in the EPA's Strategic Plan for 2018-2022, as published on February 12,2018. 

a. Why docs climate change not appear in the draft plan? 
b. Do you intend to address climate in other strategic planning documents, 

commensurate with the findings of the Climate Science Special Report? If not, 
why not? 

Strategic plans are drafted every five years to reflect new initiatives and pro.jects of 
the Agency. Naturally the plan will be reflective of the current administration's 
priorities of refocusing the Agency on its core mission, restoring power to the states 
through cooperative federalism, and leading the Agency through improved 
processes and adherence to the rule of law. 

PERSONNEL 

78. In the FY 19 budget request, Science and Technology funding was cut from $708,975,000 
in the FY 2018 annualized CR to $448,965,000-a decrease of37 percent. The Regional 
Science and Technology funding was zeroed out entirely. This attack on science comes as 
more than 200 scientists have left the agency over the past year. 

35 lbid. 

a. How many full-time scientists will be supported at the EPA by the FY19 budget 
request? 

Based on the distribution of scientific positions within the agency workforce, 
EPA would estimate that between 8,300 and 8,800 scientific positions would 
be supported through the FY 2019 Presidents Budget Request. This is an 
estimate extrapolated from on-board data that is current as of FY 2017 and 
includes non-federal positions. The actual number is dependent upon 
programmatic workforce decisions that remain to be made as well as factors 
such as attrition. 

b. Can you describe how the Regional Science and Technology capabilities will be 
fully replaced by the "ad hoc" efforts described in the Budget in Brief? 

The Regional Science and Technology program performs laboratory 
analysis, field monitoring, and sampling investigations in order to provide 
credible scientific data on environmental pollutants and conditions to Agency 
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policy makers. Under its Reform Plan, the Agency is working to develop a 
comprehensive enterprise-wide laboratory approach that will address many 
of the programs' traditional functions. 

TOXIC CHEMICALS 

79. During the hearing, you committed to updating my office on the status of the 
formaldehyde health assessment, which I understand has been completed by EPA staff 
but not yet released. 

a. What date was the draft assessment completed by EPA staff? 
b. What is the exact timeline for public release? 
c. What are the exact steps that EPA must take internally before the report is shared 

for interagency review? 

Please sec response to Question 10. 

80. The Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) provides the scientific research needed to 
effectively implement the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, 
Food Quality Protection Act, and the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), among 
other laws that protect our nation's public health and environment. However, there have 
been repeated attacks made on IRIS's objectivity and independence. despite recent 
changes made to strengthen its scientific approach. There are reportedly around 30 people 
left working at IRIS, alter a period of serious attrition similar to that seen within other 
EPA offices. 

a. Does the EPA plan on moving the IRIS program from the Office of Research and 
Development to the Office of Chemical Safety Pollution and Prevention (OCSPP) 
as reported, thereby placing it within the regulatory arm of the EPA and out of the 
science and research office? 

There are no plans to move IRIS out of ORD. 

b. If yes, please detail how the EPA would ensure that the scientific research 
remains independent, transparent, and non-politicized. 

N/a. Sec 80a. 

c. Please provide a list of dates and attendees of meetings you or senior political 
appointees have taken in which IRIS was discussed, as well as any 
communication or documents relating to these meetings. 

We are working to gather this information with regard to EPA's IRIS 
meetings aud will provide this information to you as soon as possible. 
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Senator Merkley: 

81. Under your new policy, you exclude scientists who currently receive EPA grants from 

serving on EPA scientific advisory committees (link: 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/20 17-1 0/documents/final draft fac directive

! 0.31.20 17.pdf). 
a. What is the legal basis for this new directive? 
b. What is your reasoning in exempting tribal, state, and local EPA grant recipients 

from the directive? 
c. How do you define conflicts of interest within the EPA advisory committees? 

d. Have you consulted with scientific societies, the National Academies, or other 

independent science organizations about the definition of conflicts of interest? 

e. How will your directive work to ensure that the agency's advisory committees are 

able to make objective recommendations based on the best available science? 

f. Can you provide an example of a time when a EPA grant recipient on a federal 

advisory committee provided ·'conflicted" advice to the administrator? 

g. Now that your directive has tripled the number of industry scientists on the SAB, 

how will you ensure that the EPA's science advice remains independent? 

Information responsive to these questions can be found in EPA guidelines and 
public documents, including: 

• !!.!!J:ls :I /www .cpa.gov/!'aca/s tn:ngt ht•n i ng-a n d-im 11 ro•ing- m<' m bersh i [)··cpa
fed era l-ad,. isorv-com mitt ccs 

• https://\1 '' w.<·pa.gov/siks/productioni!iks/21) 15-
02/ d ocu m <'II tsfl,thicsnd ,·iso ry. ptl f 

• h ttps;//yo'icm itc.cpa.go,'/sa bisa hprod uct.nsl/\Vcb/cthit•s'.'Opcnl)ocu n: en f 

82. The policy excluding scientists does not affect individuals who have industry tics. For 

example, Dr. Tony Cox received money from American Chemistry Council, American 
Petroleum Institute, Engine Manufacturers Association. National Mining Association, 

and many others, yet you selected him to chair the Clean Air Scientific Advisory 
Committee (CASAC). Why are industry-funded individuals with apparent conflicts of 

interest more qualified to serve in these science committees than independent scientists? 

All EPA employees, including Special Government Employees, must abide by 
federal ethics laws and regulations, including the Standards of Ethical Conduct for 
Employees in the Executive Branch, 5 C.F.R. Part 2635, and the conflict of interest 
statutes codified in Title 18 of the United States Code. Agency policies, including 
ethics-related and conflict of interest guidelines, which can be found at: 

• !!.!!fJs://w" w .cpa.goY/I!Ica/strcngtl~<'ning-and-impnn ing-rnem hcrsh ii!-£Jlll

fcdc ra l-ad visor.,. -<·om m i !tees 

• 
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83. You took an unprecedented action and dismissed Dr. Donna Kenski from EPA CASC 
before her term expired, alleging that Kcnski would not qualify under EPA ·s problematic 
new policy. Even so. Dr. Kenski's employer, the Lake Michigan Air Directors 
Consortium's EPA grant is routed through the state government, a category is exempted 
in the new policy. At the same time, Dr. Michael Honeycutt is allowed to chair the 
Scientific Advisory Board, even though he has received over $58 million in grants while 
leading the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality. Why does the same policy 
disqualifies Dr. Kcnski while allowing Dr. Honeycutt to serve? 

All EPA employees, including Special Government Employees, must abide by 
federal ethics laws and regulations, including the Standards of Ethical Conduct for 
Employees in the Executive Branch, 5 C.F.R. Part 2635, and the conflict of interest 
statutes codified in Title 18 of the United States Code. Agency policies, including 
ethics-related and conflict of interest guidelines, which can be found at: 

• http"i://'' ".,, .epa.g(n /faca/o,jr(·ngthcning-anll-irnpro\ ing-mcmbcrship-epa
f!o·dq·al-ad~ i>on ·<·mnmitlees 
https:/i"" w .epa.gm />.iil~s/pro<hH'Iiun/lilcs/201 :;. 
O:?JtJ,wnrncnh/ethiesad' i.'on .pdf 
hiJ ps: 1:\ o><: rn i tc .cpa. go' /sah/sa h prod u ct.ns f!\\" c b/ct hi L'S ·:open Dot~um en t 

84. You pledged repeatedly in front of this committee that since you are a lawyer and a 
prosecutor, you would defer to your career staff for science advice. Y ct you replaced Dr. 
Kenski with Dr. Larry Wolk. whom according to your staffs memo, had ·•no direct 
experience in health effects of air pollution. epidemiology, toxicology." On Dr. Tony 
Cox, your staff raised conflict of interest and appearance of a lack of impartiality issues. 
Will you commit to follow the recommendations of EPA's career staff so no one 
appointed to the EPA's advisory committees are either unqualified or have conflicts of 
interests so that the committees can provide you with the best and sound science that you 
and the agency so desperately need? 

The Agency is committed to selecting qualified and knowledgeable individuals to 
serve on advisory committees. All EPA employees, including Special Government 
Employees, must abide by federal ethics laws and regulations, including the 
Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees in the Executive Branch, 5 C.F.R. Part 
2635, and the conflict of interest statutes codified in Title 18 of the United States 
Code, Agency policies, including ethics-related and conflict of interest guidelines, 
which can be found at: 

h f l ps:/fy\ \-\ "~ .. :~tJ!~J.goy/facat\ln~ngttwn ing-antl-im proYing-ttlCITl hcrship-cpa
fcd era l-ad ,·ison· -eom m i ttces 
https:/1111\"\\ .cp:Lgm lsittslprodul·tion/llles/21ll5-
il21 d ll<: llllll'n ts/ct h ksa!l Yisor\" .pdf 

• http': I /yos;•m ite.epa.grn i'o<l h/sabprod uct.nsf/\\"ch/cthks'.'Opcnllol'lllllC!l t 
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85. In your hearing in lront of the House Energy & Commerce Committee, you said that EPA 

has issued $77 million in grant money to twenty members of the EPA scientific advisory 

committees. Please provide detailed information behind this statement, including the 

names of the 20 members. their affiliations, their EPA-tundcd projects and grant amount. 

EPA makes grant awards publicly available. These databases can be found at: 

!!!!JJs://nJSl'lllilc.cp:l.gov/oarm/igms cgf.nsf/Hom<·pagc?Rcad Fonn 

!!!!JJs://cfpuh.cpa.gm/n<-cr ahstra<·t-./in d ex.cfm/fuscal'lio!JI'carch." ckom c 

86. During your nomination hearing, you said that you ·'have no first-hand knowledge" of the 

EPA's scientific integrity policy at the time. However, you did commit to ''thoroughly 

reviewing" the policy and following "federal guidance regarding scientiftc integrity.'' The 

policy states that EPA scientists are free to "exercise their right to express their personal 

views provided they specify they arc no! speaking on behalf of. .. ·• the EPA (Link: 

IJt~D-'.> · '' " "~-"cm.u;< '~ · ;,jt_"-"nrodlJc L i ,,n• JIb 211 L-1:.: 
02 dll_cume_llJ'C\QC:lL(il~ intcclil::_j)0lic~_21i_I2Jl_cjJ_). Have you reviewed and 

implemented this part of the policy? Can you affirm that EPA scientists and managers are 

free to exercise their right to express their personal views free from political interference, 

as guaranteed by this policy? 

I am committed to upholding EPA's Scientific Integrity Policy, which ensures that 

the agency's scientific work is of the highest quality, is presented openly and with 

integrity, and is free from political interference. EPA scientists are supporh:d in 

speaking directly to the science in their presentations, yet leave policy statements to 

the relevant programs. In their private capacity, EPA staff can freely exemisc their 

right to express their personal views provided they specify that they arc not 

speaking on behalf of the Agency. 

87. The EPA· s scienti tic integrity policy encourages EPA scientists to engage with their 

peers in the industry, academia. government, and non-governmental organizations as long 

as it is consistent with their job duties. The policy explicitly states that this can include 

presenting their work at scientific meetings and actively participating in professional 

societies. and more. However. 3 EPA scientists that were scheduled to speak at a 

conference: on climate change at Narragansett Estttary Bay were restricted 

[link:11l!Dii..:~~\~:_\~ :"t!~-~t!ShQI.&.~.S::!J.ll?r-:.L'icl!_l,;~_:_aful-::d~lJJ.:l~~G:!_\-:.J~-~u!;_l~k-.-S_:!l:: 

~1:!J~Ci Ill'~.! ~il~~~Ll:~ti JlJ!_.:_\:'}~}~S::: t Ct l~_ntl-..:o.;( i cnt i :-, t '>-U rc- bili~,~< :_ \_\' nJ)_ag_~t!_~!lLJJL] frotn 

attending, in direct conflict with the agency's scientific integrity policy. 

a. Did you realize that this decision was in violation of the policy? 

I am committed to upholding EPA's Scientific Integrity Policy. Procedures have 

been put in place to prevent snch an occurrence in the future. 
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b. Will you commit to ensuring that this type of flagrant violation will not happen again 
under your watch? 

I am committed to upholding EPA's Scientific Integrity Policy, which ensures 
that the Agency's scientific work is of the highest quality, is presented openly 
and with integrity, and is free from political interference. 

c. ln the spirit of upholding scientific integrity in CPA decision making, will you 
commit to not politically interfere in science-based policy decisions at the agency, yes 
or no? 

I am committed to upholding EPA's Scientific Integrity Policy. The policy 
recognizes the distinction between scientific information, analyses, and results 
from policy decisions based on that scientific information. Policy makers within 
the Agency weigh the best available science, along with additional factors such as 
practicality, economics, and societal impact, when making policy decisions. 

88. You decided to postpone steam electric power plant et11uent guidelines rule in 
September. Who are the stakeholders that you met with prior to making this decision? 
Additionally. please provide the analyses that helped you make this decision. 

Meetings related to this issue are in the public record. 

As part of EPA's overall regulatory review and in response to a petition in April 
2017, EPA announced a proposal to postpone certain compliance dates in the 2015 
Steam Electric ELG Rule in order to give full consideration to those concerns. After 
reviewing thousands of public comments to EPA's June 2017 proposed rule to 
postpone those dates, EPA finalized a rule in September 2017, postponing certain 
compliance dates in the 2015 Rule and announcing onr intention to conduct 
subsequent rulemaking to potentially revise the limits for those wastcstrcams whose 
compliance dates were postponed dates. 

89. Please explain why the CPA removed methylene chloride, NMP, and TCE from the 
Unified Agenda of Regulatory and Deregulatory Actions. 

Under TSCA section 6(a), regulation of certain uses of methylene chloride, NMP, 
aud TCE were proposed in 2016 and 2017. These actions were listed as Long-Term 
Actions on the Unified Agenda, meaning they arc under development, but EPA did 
not expect to have a regulatory action within the year following publication of the 
Unified Agenda. The agency is currently considering the comments received in 
response to the 2016 and 2017 proposals, including comments suggesting that EPA 
quickly finalize these actions and comments suggesting that these actions be 
evaluated as part of the group of the first ten chemicals undergoing initial risk 
evaluations under the amendments to TSCA. 
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90. During the hearing I asked if you were inclined to grant an exemption to asbestos used by 
the chloralkali industry, which imports 95% of asbestos into the United States. You said 
that you would have to look into the issue. Now that you have had more time to study the 
issue, arc you going to exempt asbestos used by the chloralkali industry from regulation? 

It is premature for EPA to determine whether asbestos used by the chloralkali 
industry will be subject to regulation under TSCA. As required by amended TSCA 
under section 6(b)(4)(A), EPA must first conduct a risk evaluation to determine 
whether the chemical substance presents an unreasonable risk of injury to health or 
the environment under its conditions of usc. EPA initiated the risk evaluation for 
asbestos in December 2016. Subsequently, in June 2017, EPA published the scope 
document as per TSCA section 6(b)(4)(D) for the asbestos risk evaluation. In this 
scope document, EPA identified asbestos diaphragms used by the chloralkali 
industry to produce chlorine and caustic soda as a condition of usc that would be 
included within the scope of the asbestos risk evaluation. This risk evaluation must 
be completed within three years of initiation, with a possible extension of 6 months. 
If EPA determines from the risk evaluation that the conditions of use of asbestos by 
the chloralkali industry present an unreasonable risk of injury to health or the 
environmt~nt, then regulation would be pursued under TSCA section 6(a). 

91. EPA has reduced climate change website access to at least 5,000 pages, possibly many 
more, of scientific, policy, and educational material paid for by taxpayer dollars over the 
past year. In the one example of content being partially returned to the website, all of the 
more than 200 climate-related web pages were omitted from what was previously a 3 SO
page website titled "Climate and Energy Resources for State. Local. and Tribal 
Governments," which has now been renamed simply "Energy Resources for State, Local. 
and Tribal Governments." How do you justify such overt censorship of taxpayer--funded 
information that was created to help state, local, and tribal decision-makers protect the 
well-being of their constituents? Will you return this content to the EPA website so that 
the public can benefit from it again? 

We are constantly updating our website to reflect new initiatives and projects of the 
Agency. Of course the site will be rellective of the current administration's priorities 
-with that said, all the content from the previous administration is still easily 
accessible and publicly available-through the banner across the top of the main page 
of the site. 
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92. According to the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 USC§ 3506(d)(3), all agencies must 
'·provide adequate notice when initiating, substantially modifying, or terminating 
significant information dissemination products.'' The news release announcing that the 
EPA was overhauling its website was published the same day that the EPA removed the 
vast majority of its climate change website, thousands ofwebpages --the public did not 
have an opportunity to provide comment or express its concerns. I low do you justity 
overtly disregarding this process and failing to notify the public? 

We are constantly updating our website to reflect new initiatives and projects of the 
Agency. Of course the site will be reflective of the current administration's priorities 
-with that said, all the content from the previous administration is still easily 
accessible and publicly available-through the banner across the top of the main page 
of the site. 

93. While Dr. Michael Dourson was under consideration to be Assistant Administrator ol'the 
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention 
(OCSPP). he was employed as a senior adviser at the EPA. 

a. What was Dr. Dourson 'sjob title and type of appointment? 

Dr. Dourson was a Senior Advisor to the Administrator. His position was a 
Non-Career Senior Executive Service Limited Term position located in the 
Office of the Administrator. He has since left the agency. 

b. Whom did he supervise? 

Dr. Dourson did not have any supervisory responsibilities. 

c. Oid you delegate any duties ol'the OCSPP to him? If so, what were they'? 

Dr. Dourson did not have any OCSPl' duties delegated to him. 

d. What projects did Dr. Dourson work on while at EPA and what was his role 
related to these projects? 

Dr. Dourson was a Senior Advisor to the Administrator, a position located in 
the Office of the Administrator. He advised on issues related to chemical 
safety. 

e. What monetary and non-monetary compensation did Dr. Douson receive while he 
was employed at EPA? 

A Comprehensive search could not be performed by the submission of this 
document. 
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f. Please provide Dr. Dourson's daily schedule while he was at EPA. 

A Comprehensive search could not be performed by the submission of this 

document. 

94. You claim that special interest groups have been circumventing the regulatory process 

through litigation, resulting in creation of regulation via consent decrees and settlement 

agreements. However, EPA has been making "policy decisions" of late that do just that-

circumvent the rulemaking process. EPA's January 25 guidance allowing the downgrade 

of source status from "major" to ''area" has a major impact on reporting and compliance 

requirements, yet this new benefit to industry did not undergo the required regulatory 

process under the Administrative Procedures Act. 
a. Please describe how EPA is increasing transparency and improving public 

engagement with respect to making the decision to downgrade source status for 

industries without a rulemaking, and how this is an improvement to public health 

and the environment. 

EPA's issuance of the January 25,2018 guidance memo provided the public with 

notice of EPA's plain language reading of the statutory terms "major source" and 

"area source". The public was notified of the memorandum through a notil:£ 

published in the Federal Register on February 8, 2018. Further, EPA will be 

providing for public engagement through an opportunity for public comment on the 

plain language reading of the statute discussed in the January 25 memo. As stated in 

the memo, EPA expects to "publish a Federal Register notice to take comment on 

adding regulatory text that will reflect EPA's plain language reading of the statute 

as discussed in this memorandum." EPA staff are currently working on a proposed 

rule package. Finally, we disagree with the assertion that EPA somehow 

circumvented the regulatory process in issuing the memo. The January 25 guidance 

memo provides EPA's reading of the plain language of statutory terms in the Clean 

Air Act and withdrew a prior guidance memorandum that had been issued without 

notice and comment rulemaking. The Supreme Court (in Perez v. Mortgage 

Bankers Association, 135 S.Ct. 1199, 1206 (2015)) has recognized that EPA and 

other agencies may revise and withdraw policies issued through guidance without 

conducting a notice and comment rulemaking. 

95. Facilities will now have the ability to downgrade to an area source without needing to 

comply with maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards, which require 

control efficiencies of 95% and higher. Please explain how the emissions reductions from 

MACT standards will be achieved when you are allowing sources to be rccategorized as 

area sources. 
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In the January 25, 2018, guidance memorandum titled "Reclassitlcation ot MaJor 
Sources as Area Sources Under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act," EPA addressed 
the question of when a major source subject to a MACT standard may be 
reclassified as an area source and avoid being subject to major source requirements. 
The memo states that the plain language of the definitions of "major source" and 
"area source" in CAA section ll2(a) compels the conclusion that a major source 
becomes an area source at such time as the source takes an enforceable limit on its 
potential to emit (PTE) hazardous air pollutants (HAP). Under this plain reading of 
the CAA, sources of HAP previously classified as "major sources" may be 
reclassified as "area" sources when the facility limits its PTE below major source 
thresholds using a federally enforceable mechanism. There is no time limitation 
supported within the plain reading of the CAA Section ll2 definitions of major and 
area source. 

96. Historically, environmental organizations have sued EPA due to lack of agency action on 
implementation of critical environmental laws, resulting in court decisions that force EPA 
to take action ... or as you refer to it. sue and settle. What other courses of action can 
special interest groups pursue when EPA does not meet statutory deadlines? 

EPA published its FY 2018-2022 Strategic Plan on February l2, 2018. Within that 
plan, EPA included a strategic measure (SM-19 within Objective 3.2) to meet 100% 
oflegal deadlines imposed on EPA by September 30,2022. Yon can view that plan 
here: https://" "'' .cpa.gm /sitc~/production/lilt:s/201 S-02/documcnts/1\-20 18-2022-
cpa-slratcgk-plan.pdf. Moreover, special interests groups, and others alike, can 
always choose to exercise the rights provided to them by the law. 

97. In your Sue and Settle directive, you issued a memo to EPA managers 

(l:ill!l;i~~\~'-~~~p~l, ~:~~~it 0~--~~h!~Jl~~l_l_}Ll_c_::._~;JLLZ: 

1_1) _d\ >c u n1 CJllSc-'.i~nccL.JJlc:_l_lll~-dllll~llL.in ... S\lPJl'liL t'LC:'.'!lc'.C_nt~dccJTC_jllld _sc'tt lcln~lll_jJg_r 

7.pul) discussing how past practices of EPA have harmed the American 
public. In this memo, you say that EPA has met with outside groups behind closed door 
and excluded other interested stakeholders. essentially accusing EPA's Otlice of General 
Counsel of collusion. Is it your position that EPA lawyers are liable [or collusion? If you 
believe that collusion has occurred, are you aware that many state bar associations 
consider collusion grounds for attorney discipline or even debarment? Was it your 
intention to endanger the status of all EPA attorneys? 

The Memorandum to which you are referring is not a set of conclusions made at the 
end of a case-by-case investigation, but rather describes general concerns of those 
outside of the agency who wanted to participate in the process for resolving a 
particular case but could not. As the related Directive explained, "It has been 
reported, however, that EPA has previously sought to resolve lawsuits through 
consent decrees and settlement agreements that appeared to be the result of 
collusion with outside groups." (Emphasis added.) While the words "It has been 
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reported" do not also appear in the Memorandum, the intent of the statements was 
the same. It is not my position that EPA lawyers have violated their bar obligations. 

98. It has been reported that the grant review process at EPA has been captured by political 
appointees. 
a. Can you please describe how the EPA is currently reviewing grants? 

Please see Attachments 6 and 7. 

b. Why is the EPA specifically targeting grants that are dealing with climate change and 
climate impacts? 

The purpose of the grant solicitation review process EPA has in place is 
consistent with previous administrations. Under our current grant solicitation 
review process, grant solicitations are prepared by program and regional staff, 
who then consult with a centralized review to ensure the expenditures of EPA 
funds are consistent with agency priorities. This process is similar in nature to 
long standing agency practice for grant awards, under which political appointees 
heading EPA program and regional offices consult with career staff as they 
approve or disapprove grants. 

Further, the EPA solicitation review process only addresses competitive grants. 
State, tribal and local governments receive the vast majority of EPA grant 
funding on a non-competitive basis for continuing environmental programs and 
state revolving loan funds for water infrastructure projects. These funds are 
allocated based on statutory, regulatory or program policy formulas that take 
into account a variety of factors. The process EPA has established for reviewing 
competitive solicitations does not impact these grants. 
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Senator Sanders: 

Climate Change 
99. During a recent interview with KSNV TV, you stated: 

"Is (global climate change) an existential threat? Is it something that is 
unsustainable. or what kind of effect or harm is this going to have? I mean, we 
know that humans have most flourished during times of what? Warming trends. I 
think there's an assumption made that because the climate is warming, that 
(warming) is necessarily a bad thing. Do we really know what the ideal surface 
temperature should be in the year 21 00? In the year 20 18? I mean it's fairly 
arrogant for us to think that we know exactly what it should be in 2IOO." 

The Trump Administration's Climate Science Special Report, the United Nation's 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's Fifth Assessment Report, and the 
Department of Defense's National Security Implicalions of Climate-Related Rish and a 
Changing C/imale report all found with high confidence that global climate change and 
rising global temperatures are likely to cause rising sea levels and increase crop failures. 
hunger, illness, and extreme weather. The Department of Defense's report identified 
these factors as clear risks to the United States' national security. 

In January, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration published a technical 
report that predicted that rising global temperatures could cause global mean sea levels to 
rise over ten feet by 2100. This sea level rise would displace more than 30 million 
Americans and mostly or completely cover Cape Canaveral, the U.S. Naval Academy, 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the John F. Kennedy International and San 
Francisco International airports, and the Mar-a-Lago resort. among other prominent 
localities. Given the level of destruction anticipated. would you consider these outcomes 
to ''necessarily be a bad thing"? 

In January, the peer-reviewed journal, Nature Climate Change, published a report 
predicting that 260.000 people around the world will die annually by 2100 due to 
decreasing air quality and rising global temperatures. If global climate change and 
decreasing air quality were to cause this level of increase in annual deaths, would you 
consider that outcome to ''necessarily be a bad thing"? 

In 2012, the independent humanitarian group DARA estimated that between 2012 and 
2030, 150,000 people around the world will die annually due to infections and 360,000 
people will die annually due to hunger and malnutrition related to rising global 
temperatures. If a warming climate were to cause this type of increase in illness, would 
you consider that outcome to ''necessarily be a bad thing"? 

The Union of Concerned Scientists estimates that if global warming emissions continue 
to grow unabated, the annual economic impact of more severe hurricanes, residential 
real-estate losses to sea-level rise, and growing water and energy costs could reach 1.9% 
ofthe U.S. GOP by 2100. They also estimate that a sea-level rise of13-20 inches by2100 
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Lead 

would threaten insured properties in U.S. Northeast coastal communities valued at $4.7 
trillion. If a warming climate were to cause these types of economic impacts, would you 
consider that outcome to ·'necessarily be a bad thing"? 

EPA recognizes the challenges that communities face in adapting to a changing 
climate. EPA works with state, local and tribal governments to improve 
infrastructure to protect against the consequences of climate change and natural 
disasters. EPA also promotes science that helps inform states, municipalities, and 
tribes on how to plan for and respond to extreme events and environmental 
emergencies. Moving forward, EPA will continue to advance its climate adat>tation 
efforts, and have reconvened the cross-EPA Adaptation Working Group in support 
of those efforts. 

Human activity impacts onr changing climate in some manner. The ability to 
measure with precision the degree and extent of that impact, and what to do about 
it, arc subject to continuing debate and dialogue. 

I 00. You have stated that "[l]ead poisoning is an insidious menace that robs our 
children of their intellect and their future." This is especially true for children living in 
communities of color, who are most likely to suffer from lead exposure and poisoning. 
According to the Center for Disease Control, African American children are over three 
times as likely to have highly elevated blood-lead levels. African American and Latino 
communities are often more likely to live near active battery recyclers. industrial sites, or 
highways. and to live in older housing that are sources of high levels of lead. In addition, 
a 2012 study found that lead exposure resulted in greater cognitive detriment for children 
with a lower socioeconomic status. Scientists agree that there is absolutely no acceptable 
level of lead exposure for children. 

lhsed on your own statement, will you commit to eradicating lead exposure for 
America's children? How will you work with other leaders in the Administration to 
ensure the safety of our children, including those in more vulnerable communities? 

Since the 1970s, EPA and other federal agencies have implemented numerous 
actions resulting in a significant reduction of lead exposure throughout our country 
and significantly lower blood lead levels in children. According to the Centet·s for 
Disease Control and Prevention, no safe blood lead level in children has been 
identified and even low levels of lead in blood have been shown to affect IQ, ability 
to pay attention, and academic achievement. Now, tackling the problem at this stage 
will benefit from a coordinated federal-wide effort. To this end, EPA is 
collaborating with our federal partners to address the remaining exposures and to 
explore ways to increase our relationships and partnerships with states, tribes, and 
localities. As Co-chair of the President's Task Force on Environmental Health Risks 
and Safety Risks to Children, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt recently hosted a 
meeting of principals from the 17 Federal departments and agencies on the 
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President's Task Force. At the meeting, the Task Force members, including EPA 
Administrator Scott Pruitt, committed to make addressing childhood lead exposure 
a priority and to quickly develop a new federal strategy to reduce childhood lead 
exposures. At EPA, this includes identifying and seeking to appropriately address 
disproportionately high and adverse childhood lead exposure in minority and low
income communities. 

I 0 I. In 2015. the Natural Resource Detense Council found that more than 18 million 

Americans were served by community water systems that had violated the EPA's Lead 
and Copper Rule, which limits the concentration of lead and copper in public drinking 

water. You estimated it would cost "as much as $30 billion or maybe upward of$50 

billion" to replace all the lead service lines across the country, implying that this price tag 
is too high. However, Fitch Ratings. an independent credit rating agency. has estimated 

that the capital costs to replace these lines could be over $275 billion. Based on the 

discrepancy in these figures. please detail how you arrived at your estimate, and explain 

why it is so much lower than that of Fitch Ratings. 

EPA's cost estimate to fully replace all lead service lines is $30-$47 billion. 

The EPA cost estimate cost range accounts for uncertainty regarding the total 
number of lead service lines that remain in service. National surveys completed by 
the American Water Works Association indicate that between 6.5 and 10 million 
lead service lines may exist. The expense of a lead service line replacement can vary 

between $1,200 and $12,300, based on a number of factors, including the 
replacement technique, the length of the service line, if the replacement is 
coordinated with other infrastructure work, if the street needs to be cut and 
repaved, and if landscaping restoration is included. EPA estimates that an average 
lead service line replacement cost is $4,700 per line. Given the average cost of 
replacing a lead service line and the estimated range of lead service lines in the 
country, the total cost of replacing all lead service lines may range from $30 to $47 
billion. 

We would also note that Fitch Ratings retracted their initial cost estimate of $275 
billion on March 8, 2016, just a few days after its initial reporting on March 4, 2016, 
and provided a revised estimate of"a few billion to $50 billion." Their updated cost 
estimate is in line with EPA's estimate. 
h t l.ps_:/1" ww.fn·t·p.cnm/ston/ncws/lot,al/m ichigan/llint-" att,r-
nisis/20 J (1/()3i(l8/rating-ag~nt·Y-corrct·t>··ll'ad-pipc-rcpl:tt'cmcn t-t•stimatc/S 14997121 
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EPA Website 
102. On April28, 2017, the EPA removed its climate change website. To this day, the 

removed pages redirect to a notice stating, "we arc currently updating our website to 
reflect EPA's priorities under the leadership of President Trump and Administrator 
Pruitt." The EPA did not announce the overhaul prior to its start date and has not yet 
provided a justification for the removals. 

According to the Paperwork Reduction Act, all agencies must "provide adequate notice 
when initiating, substantially modifying. or terminating significant information 
dissemination products." The EPA's announcement regarding its website overhaul was 
published on the same day that the EPA removed the vast majority of its climate change 
website, and therefore the public did not have an opportunity to provide comment or 
express concerns. 
Does the EPA generally take public comments into account when making these types of 
decisions? 

Can you please explain how announcing an overhaul of the climate website on the same 
day changes were made constitutes ''adequate notice'' under the Paperwork Reduction 
Act? 

We are constantly updating our website to reflect new initiatives and projects of the 
Agency. Of course the site will be reflective of the current administration's priorities 
-with that said, all the content from the previous administration is still easily 
accessible and publicly available-through the banner across the top of the main page 
of the site. 

103. On February 2, 2018, the Associated Press reported that internal EPA emails, 
released following a Freedom of Information Act request by the Environmental Defense 
Fund, show that you personally monitored efforts to overhaul the EPA's climate change 
website. One email from Lincoln Ferguson, an EPA senior advisor for public affairs. 
states: 

"How close are we to launching this on the website? The Administrator would 
like it to go up ASAP. He also has several other changes that need to take place." 

Did the EPA, under your leadership, remove the content of the EPA's climate change 
website and replace the removed pages with a notice stating "this page is being updated 
to reflect the agency's new direction under President Donald Trump and Administrator 
Scott Pruitt"? 

Was this overhaul announced prior to its start date? If not, why not? 
Please provide a specific time for the EPA's climate change website to come back online. 
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We are constantly updating our website to reflect new initiatives and projects of the 
Agency. Of course the site will be reflective of the current administration's priorities 
-with that said, all the content from the previous administration is still easily 
accessible and publicly available-through the banner across the top of the main page 
of the site. 

104. Did the EPA, under your leadership, remove web resources providing information 
about the benefits of the Clean Power Plan months before the proposed rulemaking to 
withdraw the rule? 

If so, did the EPA remove website information regarding what was, at the time, current 
EPA policy before initiating the appropriate rulemaking process? 

We are constantly updating our website to reflect new initiatives and projects of the 
Agency. Of course the site will be reflective of the current administration's priorities 
-with that said, all the content from the previous administration is still easily 
accessible and publicly available-through the banner across the top of the main page 
of the site. 

Renewable Energy 

I 05. In October 2017, you said that if it were up to you, you would do away with the 
Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit and the Investment Tax Credit for wind and 
solar. You stated: 

"I'd let (solar and wind) stand on their own and compete against coal and natural 
gas and other sources, and let utilities make real-time market decisions on those 
types of things as opposed to being propped up by tax incentives and other credits 
that occur, both in the federal and state level." 

As you may know, the United States currently wastes billions of dollars each year 
subsidizing the fossil fuel industry. Since you believe energy tax credits should be 
eliminated to let technologies ·'stand on their own," do you also believe we should 
eliminate fossil fuel subsidies to let coal, oil and gas "stand on their own" as well? If so, 
what actions arc you taking to eliminate the unfair subsidization of certain energy 
resources? 

My personal view is that the federal government ought not use the tax code to pick 
winners and losers. As you may know, it is the province of the legislative branch to 
establish tax credits. EPA does not have a formal role in this process. 
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Senator Van Hollen: 
I 06. You have noted repeatedly- more than a dozen times in your appearances before 

Congress and in your testimony for today- that EPA's only authority is the "rule of law" 
or "the authority given to it by Congress". 

The updates to the Toxic Substances Control Act Congress enacted in 2016 directed EPA 

to assess the safety of new chemicals before they go onto the market. The law says that 

EPA, quote, "shall issue an order" regulating the chemical in order to protect against the 

danger the new chemical may pose. 

On January 17'h of this year, )j!_U told_ffi'i_~_c_,\_, that EPA should not regulate m~w 
chemicals using orders even though the law clearly says otherwise. Your views appear to 

be in direct conflict with the law Congress wrote. 

Mr. Pruitt, will you direct EPA staff to issue orders to regulate the safety of new 
chemicals under all circumstances in which the law says that orders are required? 

As directed by Congress, under TSCA, EPA reviews new chemicals for 
unreasonable risk, and where necessary takes action to protect against such risk 
before a new chemical may be commercialized. Where EPA makes one of the 
determinations that call for an order under the statute- for example, that there is 
insufficient information to permit a reasoned evaluation of the chemical's effects
EPA will issue an order. 

I 07. I appreciated your recent announcement that that you have decided not to abandon 

proposed EPA oversight of the massive Pebble Mine, leaving restrictions in place while 

the Agency receives more information on the potential mine's impact on the region's 
world-class fisheries and natural resources. Given EPA's role in this process, would you 

say that EPA can contribute valuable feedback to the development of projects. be they 
energy, mining, or transportation? Given EPA's valuable feedback, would you object to 
efforts to roll back EPA's responsibilities to provide input on infrastructure projects? 

Regarding the Pebble Mine project, EPA's decision to suspend its proposal to 
withdraw the proposed determination under Clean Water Act section 404(c) does 
not impede the reYiew of Pebble Limited Partnership's permit application by the 
Army Corps of Engineers under the normal Clean Water Act process. However, the 
Corps cannot issue a permit during the pendency of the section 404(c) process, and 
EPA will ensure protection of the world-class fishery in the Bristol Bay region. EPA 
looks forward to working with the Corps as the Corps assesses the permit 
application. 
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As to your broader question, EPA strongly supports the President's infrastructure 

initiatives and associated efforts to significantly improve predictability, timeliness, 

and consistency in the permitting of urgently needed infrastructure projects. The 

Agency is working under the President's direction to streamline and improve EPA's 

role in the review of new infrastructure projects to help to assure they are reviewed 

and permitting decisions are made without unnecessary delay. 

Senator Wicker: 

I 08. Do you support providing hardship exemptions from Renewable Fuel Volume 

Obligations (RVOs) for small refineries experiencing disproportionate economic impacts 

from high R!N prices? 

Section 2ll(o)(9)(B) of the CAA and 40 CFR 80.1441(e)(2) allow EPA to grant an 

extension of a small refinery's exemption from compliance with its renewable fuel 

volume obligations for a given year based on a small refinery's demonstration of 

"disproportionate economic hardship" in that year. The statute also directs EPA to 

consult with the Department of Energy (DOE) in evaluating small refinery 
exemption petitions. EPA will grant a hardship exemption if we conclude, after 

review of available information and in consultation with DOE, that a refinery will 

experience disproportionate economic hardship that can be relieved in whole or in 

part by removing its RFS obligations for that year. 
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Attachment 1- QFR40 SES Appointments 
Run Date as of 02/28/2018. This report criteria includes employees appointed on or after 01/20/2017 to apponting authorities under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SD\ 
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PAUCH, CHRISTIAN ROBERT OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS DEP ASSOC ADMIN FOR CONGRESSIONAL REL 

RINGEL, AARON E ASSOC ADMR FOR CONGRESS&INTERGOV RLNS DEP ASSOC ADMIN FOR OC!R 

ROD~I~K, ~~RISTIAN W OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRS SPECASSTTOTHE DEP ADMIN FOR 

SANDS, JEFFREY M OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE ADMINISTRATOR 

SHIMMIN, KAJTLYN E ASSOC ADMR FOR CONGRESS&!NTERGOV RLNS SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE OCIR 

STEPP, CATHY l REGION 7 DEPUTY REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR 

THIEDE, KURT A. REGION 5 CHIEF OF STAFF TO THE REGION 5 ADMIN 

WAGNER, KENNETH E D REGIONAl OPERATIONS STAFF SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE ADMINISTRATOR 

WEHRUM, WILUAM L OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR SENIOR ADVISOR 
WHITE, ELIZABETH BEACHAM OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE 
WILCOX, JAHAN R ,OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS ADVISOR 
WOODS, CLINTON J ASST ADMR FOR AIR & RADIATION DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR 

YAMADA, YUJIRO RICHARD ASST ADMR FOR RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR 

Yellow highlights indicitates employees who were Schedule C then were converted to appointments under the SDWA authority 
Orange highlights indicates employees who were converted to a new appointment then resigned or were terminated. 
Grey highlights new appointments that are active and have not been terminated or converted. 
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Green highlights indicates employees who converted from an appointment under the SDWA, then converted to Schedule C, then coverve1 
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NA), Schedule C, and/or Non-Career Senior Executiv Service. 
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P.L 95-190 04/30/17 05/14/17 05/14/17 SCH C, 213.3316 AGENCY UNIQUE 
P. L 95-190 04/16/17 06/04/17 "o6;o4;i7 SCH C, 213.3316 AGENCY UNIQUE 
P.L 95-190 06/11/17 07/09/17 07/09/17 SCH C, 213.3320 AGENCY UNIQUE 
P. L 95-190 10/15/17 10/29/17 10/29/17 SCH C, 213.3323 
P. L 95-190 04/23/17 07/16/17 Yes 07/16/17 SCH C, 213.3325 AGENCY UNIQUE 

12/31/17 12-20-17 

04/16/17 OPM FORM 1652 

04/16/17 

rted back to an appointment under the SDWA authority. 
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Attachment 2 - QFR46 USWAG letter 

u 
May 12, 2017 

The Honorable Scott Pruitt 
Administrator 

UTILITY 
SOLID 
WASTE 
ACTIVITIES 
GROUP 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
William Jefferson Clinton Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Mail Code 1101A 
Washington, DC 20460 

c/o Edison Electric Institute 
701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20004-2696 

202-508-5fi45 
www.uswag.org 

Re: Utility Solid Waste Activities Group Petition for Rulemaking to Reconsider 
Provisions of the Coal Combustion Residuals Rule, SO Fed. Reg. 21302 (April 
17, 2015), and Request for EPA To Hold in Abeyance Challenge to Coal 
Combustion Residual Rule, No. 15-1219, et al. (D.C. Cir.) 

Dear Administrator Pruitt: 

Enclosed please find the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group's ("USWAG") Petition 
for Reconsideration of EPA's final rule titled Rulemaking to Reconsider Provisions of 
the Coal Combustion Residuals Rule ("CCR Rule"), SO Fed. Reg. 21302 (April 17, 
2015), and a Request for EPA to seek to Hold In Abeyance the Challenge to the 
Coal Combustion Residuals Rule, No. 15-1219, et al. (D.C. Cir.). 

As set forth in the Petition, USWAG is not seeking reconsideration of the entire 
Rule, but only those provisions that warrant modification, revision or repeal due to 
recent legislation fundamentally altering the self-implementing nature of the Rule 
to one implemented through enforceable permit programs, as well as the 
Administration's Executive Orders on regulatory reform. 

We also ask that EPA take action as soon as possible to extend the Rule's 
impending compliance deadlines given that owners/operators of coal combustion 
residuals ("CCR") units are making critical operating decisions based on elements 
of the CCR Rule that likely will be implemented differently under CCR permit 
programs and provisions that should be modified based on the re-evaluation of the 
Rule under the President's Executive Orders on regulatory reform. Extension of 
the compliance deadlines also is necessary to ensure alignment of the CCR Rule's 
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requirements with EPA's recent postponement of the compliance dates for 
implementation of the Final Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards Rule for 
the Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Category ("ELG Rule"). Because 
it was EPA's intent that the CCR and ELG Rules work in tandem, both in terms of 
content and timing, extension of the CCR Rule compliance deadlines is necessary 
so that owners/operators of CCR units are not forced to make decisions affecting 
these units under the CCR Rule without first understanding their obligations under 
the ELG Rule. 

Finally, because certain provisions of the Rule identified in the attached Petition 
are the subject of ongoing litigation challenging the Rule, USWAG requests that 
EPA seek hold the case in abeyance so that the Agency can reconsider its positions 
in the litigation in light of the recent statutory changes and Executive Orders. 

USWAG believes that the modifications to the Rule identified in this Petition will 
result in a more practical and workable, yet equally protective regulatory program 
for CCR disposal units. We look forward to working with EPA in making these 
important and necessary modifications to the CCR Rule. 

Enclosure 

cc: Samantha Dravis 
Brittany Bolen 
Ryan Jackson 
Byron Brown 
David Fatouhi 
Patrick Davis 
Barry Breen 
Barnes Johnson 

James Roewer 
Executive Director 
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Attachment 3 - QFR46 USWAG petition 

In the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

Utility Solid Waste Activities Group Petition for Rulemaking to 
Reconsider Provisions of the Coal Combustion Residuals Rule, 80 Fed. 

Reg. 21,302 (April17, 2015), and Request to Hold in Abeyance Challenge 
to Coal Combustion Residual Rule, No. 15-1219, et al. (D.C. Cir.) 

Douglas Green 
Venable LLP 
600 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
202-344-4483 

Margaret Fawal 
Venable LLP 
600 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
202-344-4791 

Counseljor Petitioner Utility Solid Waste Activities Group 
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RELIEF SOUGHT 

The Utility Solid Waste Activities Group 1 ("USWAG") hereby petitions 

the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 

§ 553(e) and 42 U.S.C. § 6974(a) for a mlemaking to reconsider specific 

provisions of the Final Rule entitled Hazardous and Solid Waste Management 

System; Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals2 (the "CCR Rule," the "Final 

Rule," or "Rule").3 USWAG is not seeking EPA's reconsideration ofthc entire 

CCR Rule, but rather only the provisions of the Rule that warrant modification, 

revision or repeal due to recent legislation fundamentally altering the self-

implementing nature of the Rule, as well as the Administration's Executive Orders 

on regulatory reform. 

An extension of the upcoming CCR Rule compliance deadlines is also 

necessary, and the EPA should take immediate action to extend those deadlines for 

several critically important reasons. First, owners/operators of coal combustion 

1 USW AG, formed in 1978, is an association of over one hundred and twenty electric 
utilities, power producers, utility operating companies, and utility service companies located 
throughout the United States, including the Edison Electric Institute ("EEl"), the American 
Public Power Association ("APPA"), and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association 
("NRECA"). Together, USWAG members represent more than 73% of the total electric 
generating capacity of the United States, and service more than 95% of the nation's consumers of 
electricity and 92% of the nation's consumers of natural gas. 

2 80 Fed. Reg. 21,302 (April 17, 2015). 
3 Section 553(e) of the Administrative Procedure Act provides that interested persons 

have "the right to petition for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of a rule." Similarly, section 
7004 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"). 42 U.S.C. § 6974(a), provides 
that "any person may petition the Administrator for the promulgation, amendment or repeal of 
any regulation under this chapter." 
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residuals ("CCR") units are now facing decisions on whether to make large capital 

expenditures to comply with central requirements of the CCR Rule-requirements 

that will be evaluated for potential modification or replacement pursuant to this 

reconsideration Petition. Second, many of these requirements also may change or 

be implemented differently with the transition to state permit programs. Finally, 

an extension is necessary to ensure alignment ofthe CCR Rule's requirements with 

EPA's recent postponement of the compliance dates for implementation of the 

Final Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards Rule for the Steam Electric 

Power Generating Point Source Category4 ("ELG Rule"). Coordination of the 

CCR and ELG Rules' compliance time frames has been one of the overarching 

objectives of the Agency to ensure that owners/operators of CCR units are not 

forced to make decisions affecting these units under the CCR Rule without first 

understanding the ELG requirements.5 

In addition, given that certain of the provisions of the Rule identified in this 

Petition for reconsideration are the subject of ongoing litigation challenging the 

CCR Rule, 6 USW AG also requests that EPA seek to hold the case in abeyance so 

4 80 Fed. Reg. 67,838 (Nov. 3, 2015). 
5 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,428. 
6 Utility Solid Waste Activities Group. eta!. v. EPA, eta/., No. 15-1219 (D.C. Cir.) 

(consolidated with Nos. 15-1221, 15-1222, 15-1223, 15-1227, 15-1228, and 15-1229) 
(hereinafter "CCR Litigation"). 
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that the Agency can reconsider its positions in the litigation in light of the recent 

statutory changes and Executive Orders. 

INTRODUCTION 

EPA's CCR Rule, found at 40 C.P.R. Part 257, regulating the disposal of 

CCR by the electric utility sector will result in significant economic and 

operational impacts to coal-fired power generation. Rapidly approaching 

compliance deadlines for the most impactful components of the Rule are forcing 

owners or operators of power plants to make irreversible and tremendously 

significant long-term business and operational decisions regarding how to comply 

with the Rule. In many cases, these compliance decisions include the closure of 

CCR disposal units, and even the premature closure of power plants. Put simply, if 

there is no cost-effective option to manage CCR-the byproduct from the 

combustion of coal-the use of coal to produce power is significantly burdened, 

and the economic viability of coal-fired power plants is jeopardized. The CCR 

Rule is having precisely this adverse effect on coal-fired power generation across 

the country. 

Many of the problems underlying the Rule can be solved through the use of 

site-specific, risk based management standards that EPA chose not to include in 

the Final Rule due to the Rule's underlying self-implementing regulatory scheme. 

But recently enacted legislation now allows the: CCR Rule to be implemented 

3 
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through state CCR permit programs or systems of prior approval (collectively, 

"state CCR permit programs"). This fundamental change, along with recently 

issued Executive Orders governing regulatory refonn, wan-ants reconsideration 

and modification of the CCR Rule to incorporate such site-specific, risk-based 

provisions for assuring the proper management and disposal of CCR. 

As stated above, USW AG is not seeking to eliminate or have EPA 

reconsider the entire CCR Rule. Indeed, USW AG strongly endorsed and 

supported EPA's development ofRCRA SubtitleD non-hazardous waste rules for 

the disposal of CCR. Importantly, however, the necessary modifications to the 

Rule identified in this Petition will produce a more balanced and cost-effective 

Rule, while also ensuring that CCR disposal units are regulated in a manner 

meeting RCRA's statutory standard of ensuring "no reasonable probability of 

adverse effects on health or the environment."7 

We begin by providing an overview of the CCR Rule and then identify the 

reasons why reconsideration and modification of the Rule is necessary in light of 

the new legislation and to achieve the regulatory refonn objectives of the 

Executive Orders. The Petition also identifies why it is critical for EPA promptly 

to extend the Rule's upcoming compliance deadlines given that many 

owner/operators must make long-term strategic and operational decisions over the 

7 42 U.S.C. § 6944(a). 

4 
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next few months in order to assure compliance with current CCR Rule 

requirements. As discussed below, we urge EPA to take action as soon as possible 

to extend these compliance deadlines so that these owners/operators are not left 

with stranded assets or unde1iake plant closures in order to comply with elements 

of the Rule that EPA appropriately determines wanant modification and/or are 

implemented differently under state pcnnit programs. Finally, we identify the 

specific provisions of the Rule requiring modification and, given that certain of 

these provisions are subject to ongoing litigation challenging the CCR Rule, 

request that EPA seek to hold the case in abeyance while EPA reconsiders its 

positions in the litigation. 

OVERVIEW OF THE CCR RULE 

The CCR Rule regulates the disposal of CCR at electric utilities as a non

hazardous solid waste under SubtitleD ofRCRA. The Rule establishes minimum 

federal criteria for determining which CCR landfills and surface impoundments 

qualify as "sanitary landfills" and may continue to operate, and which landfills and 

surface impoundments are "open dumps" and must close. A precedent setting 

aspect of the Rule is EPA's decision to apply these criteria to inactive CCR surface 

impoundments (i.e., impoundments that ceased receiving CCR before the effective 

date of the Rule), thus resulting in the regulation of inactive CCR surface 

impoundments in the same manner as operating impoundments. CCR landfills and 

5 
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surface impoundments that fail to meet the Rule's criteria are considered "open 

dumps" subject to closure. The Rule became effective on October 19, 2015. 

The major criteria in the Rule include (I) restrictions on the siting of CCR 

units, including the imposition of location restrictions on existing surface 

impoundments that have been sited and in operation for years; (2) standards for the 

design of CCR units, such as specified liner requirements that can effectively 

supersede differing state requirements; (3) operating conditions, such as mandated 

inspections of landfills and surface impoundments and fugitive dust controls; ( 4) 

structural integrity requirements for surface impoundments that, if not met by a 

specified time period, mandate the prompt closure of the unit; (5) groundwater 

monitoring and corrective action requirements, which include the establishment of 

groundwater protection standards that, in the case of certain constituents, are set at 

background levels-even though these levels can be far lower than established and 

accepted risk-based levels; (6) two specified closure options, including (i) closure 

with CCR in place in confonnance with specified dewatering, stabilization and cap 

design standards, followed by a minimum of 30-years of post-closure care and 

groundwater monitoring, or (ii) closure by removing the CCR from the unit and 

certifying compliance with the mandated groundwater protection standards, with 

no subsequent post-closure care; and (7) reeordkeeping and reporting requirements 

6 
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demonstrating compliance with the criteria that must be posted to a publicly 

available website. 

Because the Rule was promulgated as a self-implementing rule, whether in 

fact a facility is in compliance with the above-referenced criteria is determined by 

a Qualified Professional Engineer ("QPE"), whose certifications are posted to the 

facility's publicly available website. The QPE's certification is then subject to 

review by EPA, the states, and citizen groups and, if there is disagreement, the 

facility's compliance with the Rule can be challenged by EPA through an EPA 

administrative enforcement order8 or through a RCRA citizen suit brought by a 

citizen group or a state in federal district court. 9 This unorthodox enforcement 

scheme has led to a degree of uncertainty, as QPE certifications are subject to 

challenge and possible reversal afier the certification is made and the applicable 

regulatory deadline has passed. 

Moreover, failure to comply with certain of the Rule's criteria leads to the 

mandated closure of the CCR disposal unit within very short time frames. Of most 

importance, the detection of a release to groundwater from an unlined surface 

impoundment above a mandated groundwater protection standard-even where the 

~When the Rule was originally promulgated in April2015, EPA did not have statutory 
authority to enforce the Rule. However, the recently enacted Water Infrastructure Improvements 
for the Nation Act ("WIIN Act"), which, in part, amended SubtitleD ofRCRA to authorize the 
states to implement the CCR Rule through state permit programs. also gave EPA authority to 

directly enforce the Rule. 
9 See 42 U.S.C. § 6972. 

7 
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groundwater protection standard is background and far below accepted health-

based levels-requires the prompt closure ofthc impoundment even if other 

corrective action measures may be available at considerably less cost for ensuring 

the protection of human health and the environment based on site-specific 

circumstances. 

Ce1iain of the Rule's criteria have already taken effect, including fugitive 

dust controls, unit inspections and the preparation of closure plans. However, the 

Rule's most demanding and onerous requirements (including in particular its 

groundwater monitoring requirements, with the attendant regulatory ramifications 

of forced closures ofCCR disposal units and corrective action) are scheduled to go 

into effect on October 17, 2017, approximately five months from the filing of this 

Petition. 

REASONS TO RECONSIDER THE RULE 

A. The Self-Implementing Nature of the CCR Rule Results in 
Inflexible Requirements that Impose Tremendous Costs on 
Regulated Entities. 

The enonnous costs associated with the CCR Rule arc largely attributable to 

the Rule's burdensome, inflexible, and often impracticable requirements, which do 

not allow for the type of site-specific, risk-based management techniques 

contained in many state coal ash regulatory programs and other federal solid waste 

regulations. Instead, the CCR Rule operates independently of existing state risk-

8 
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based CCR control programs. 10 Therefore, owners/operators of coal-fired power 

plants must often comply with two sets of CCR disposal controls: those imposed 

by the CCR Rule and any additional state requirements. 11 

This dual and inefficient regulatory regime is the result of the self-

implementing nature of the CCR Rule. At the time the CCR Rule was 

promulgated in 2015, the underlying statute, RCRA, did not allow for the Rule to 

be delegated to the states or to be implemented through state or federal pennit 

programs. Instead, as explained above, regulated entities are responsible for "self-

implementing" the Rule, meaning that owners/operators of coal-fired power plants 

must ascertain for themselves what is required to comply with the Rule and then 

certify such compliance on a publicly available website. Alleged non-compliance 

with the Rule is enforced through RCRA's citizen suit provision or directly by 

EPA through the issuance of administrative orders. 

Because of this self-implementing scheme, EPA declined to include in the 

Final Rule many site-specific, risk-based provisions contained in other state and 

federal solid waste programs, and instead created a monolithic, one-size-tits-all 

regulatory regime. For example, EPA removed certain provisions from the Final 

Rule-provisions which were contained in the 2010 CCR proposal 12 and drawn 

10 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,333. 
ll !d. 
12 75 Fed. Reg. 35,128 (June 21, 2010). 

9 
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from EPA's Municipal Solid Waste Landfills ("MSWLF") program under 40 

C.P.R. Part 258-that would have allowed for tailoring of the Rule's groundwater 

monitoring and corrective action programs based on site-specific conditions. EPA 

removed this flexibility precisely because there is no regulatory authority 

overseeing implementation of the CCR Rule through an enforceable permit 

program. As EPA reasoned, "the possibility that a state may lack a pern1it program 

for CCR units made it impossible to include some of the alternatives available in 

[the MSWLF program], which establish alternative standards that allow a state, as 

part of its permit program to tailor the default requirements to account for site 

specific conditions at the individual facility." 13 

This has resulted in a CCR Rule reflecting risk assumptions and regulatory 

criteria based on the "lowest common denominator." EPA readily acknowledged 

this point when it determined that any unlined impoundment contaminating 

groundwater must, in all circumstances, close: 

EPA acknowledges that it may be possible at certain sites to engineer 
an alternative to closure of the unit that would adequately control the 
source of the contamination and would otherwise protect human 
health and the environment. However, the efficacy of those 
engineering solutions will necessarily be determined by individual site 
conditions. As previously discussed, the regulatory structure under 
which this rule is issued effectively limits the Agency's ability to 
develop the type of requirements that can be individually tailored to 
accommodate particular site conditions. Under [RCRA] sections 

11 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,396-97. 

10 
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1 008(a) and 4004(a), EPA must establish national criteria that will 
operate effectively in the absence of any guaranteed regulatory 
oversight (i.e., a permitting program), to achieve the statutory 
standard of"no reasonable probability of adverse effects on health or 
the environment" at all sites subject to the standards. 14 

This lack of site-specific consideration has resulted in an inf1exible and 

overly-conservative Rule that is imposing tremendous operational costs on the 

power industry and is threatening the premature closure of CCR disposal units. As 

explained below, however, the statutory structure underpinning the enforcement 

scheme for the Rule has fundamentally changed since its promulgation in 2015. 

Therefore, there is no longer any basis for the Rule's inf1exible requirements, 

which, as noted above, even EPA acknowledges can force the closure of units that 

are otherwise capable of remaining open in a manner that protects human health 

and the environment. Furthem1ore, these inf1exible requirements are the exact 

types ofunnecessarily burdensome regulation that EPA has been directed to repeal, 

replace, or modify under the recent Executive Orders relating to regulatory reform. 

B. By Authorizing State CCR Permit Programs, the WIIN Act 
Fundamentally Altered the CCR Rule's Enforcement Scheme. 

On December 16, 2016, President Obama signed into law the Water 

Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act ("WIIN Act"), which, in part, 

amended SubtitleD ofRCRA to authorize the states to implement the CCR Rule 

14 Id. at 21,371. 

II 
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through state permit programs. 15 Specifically, the WIIN Act authorizes the states 

to submit an application requesting EPA's approval to administer the CCR Rule 

through a state permit program in lieu ofthe self-implementing CCR Rule. Where 

states do not seek to administer the Rule or where a state's application is denied by 

EPA-referred to as "Nonparticipating States"-EPA is directed to implement the 

CCR Rule through a federal permit program. 16 This statutory change 

fundamentally transfom1s the CCR Rule from a self-implementing program, into a 

rule that will be implemented through either a state or EPA permit program (much 

like traditional federal environmental programs). 

With the WIIN Act's change to the implementation of the CCR Rule, EPA's 

original rationale for excluding the site-specific, risk-based tailoring provisions 

from the Final Rule-its concern for "abuse" by entities operating under the self-

implementing regime-no longer exists. Therefore, the Rule should be amended 

as soon as possible to incorporate the risk-based management options contained in 

state and other EPA solid waste programs, eliminating the burdensome one-size-

fits-all approach of the current Rule. 

15 The legislation amends scction4005 in SubtitleD ofRCRA ("Upgrading of Open 
Dumps") by adding a new subsection (d) to the section entitled "State Programs for Control of 
Coal Combustion Residuals." 

16 The requirement that EPA implement a CCR permit program in a Nonparticipating 
State is conditioned on Congress appropriating funds for EPA to administer a CCR permit 
program. Nonetheless, even without such direct appropriations, nothing in the statute prohibits 
EPA from administering CCR pennit programs in Nonparticipating States if it so chooses. 

12 
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C. The Policies Established by Executive Orders on Regulatory 
Reform Support Modification of the CCR Rule. 

In addition to the WIIN Act, the Rule requires reconsideration pursuant to the 

policies set forth in the Administration's recent series of Executive Orders 

regarding regulatory rcfom1, including the regulatory reform agenda set forth in 

Executive Order 13 777 ("EO 13 777")Y Reconsideration of the Rule also is 

consistent with the policies expressed in the President's Executive Order 13771 on 

"Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs"18 ("EO 13 771 ") and the 

President's Executive Order 13783 on "Promoting Energy Independence and 

Economic Growth" 19 ("EO 13783"). We discuss these EOs below and explain 

why individually, and collectively, they warrant modification to the CCR Rule. 

1. EO 13777 

One of the key directives in EO 13777 is for agency regulatory refonn task 

forces ("RRTFs") to "evaluate existing regulations and make recommendations to 

the agency head regarding their repeal, replacement, or modification, consistent 

17 See Executive Order 13777, Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda (Feb. 24, 20 17), 

82 Fed. Reg. 12,285 (Mar. I, 20 17). 
18 Executive Order 13771, Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs (Jan. 

30, 20 17), 82 Fed. Reg. 193 39 (Feb. 3, 20 17). 
19 Executive Order 13783, Promoting Energy Independence and Economic Growth (Mar. 

28, 20 17), 82 Fed. Reg. 16,093 (Mar. 31, 20 17). 

13 
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with applicable law."20 The RRTFs have until May 25, 2017, to make their 

recommendations. 21 

In undertaking this task, EO 13 777 directs that the RR TF shall attempt to 

identify regulations that, among other things: 

(i) eliminate jobs or inhibit job creation; 
(ii) are outdated, unnecessary, or ineffective; 
(iii) impose costs that exceed benefits; or 
(iv) create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with regulatory 
reform initiatives and policies.22 

The CCR Rule meets all of these criteria. 

First, EPA itself readily acknowledged in issuing the Final Rule that the 

Rule's costs far exceed its benefits, with annual costs conservatively exceeding 

the Rule's benefits by a range of at least $273 to $441 million per yearY Even 

these ranges far underestimate the gaps between the Rule's compliance costs 

versus its estimated benefits because they fail to take into account the excessive 

20 EO 13 777 § 4. EO 13 777 refers to the definition of "regulation" or "rule" found in EO 
13 771, which includes, in pertinent part, "an agency statement of general or particular applicability 
and future effect designed to implement, intetpret, or prescribe law or policy or to describe the 
procedure or practice requirements of an agency .... " EO 13771 § 4. 

21 By imposing a rigorous deadline on the Task Force, EO 13777 recognizes the urgency 
of addressing overly burdensome regulations. Ultimately, it is the customers of the electric utility 
industry who suffer the economic burden of exorbitantly expensive rules having no concomitant 
environmental benefit. This burden is exacerbated when important issues regarding those rules 
go unresolved for extended periods of time (e.g., the Mercury and Air Toxics rule) and, as a 
result, the regulated must move forward with burdensome regulations before they can be 
repealed or revised. Uncertainty also contributes to potential instability in energy delivery. Thus, 
in the spirit of EO 13777, the Agency should move expeditiously to reconsider and revise the 
Rule. 

22 EO 13777 § 3(d)(i)-(iv). 
23 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,460. 

14 
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compliance costs brought about by the Rule's overly stringent one-size-fits-all 

operating, groundwater monitoring and corrective action standards that cannot be 

tailored to reflect site-specific characteristics of a particular unit. Consistent with 

EO 13777, a mle whose costs exceeds its benefits should be re-evaluated and 

modified. 

The Rule also will cause job losses due to the premature closure of power 

plants caused by the forced closure of CCR disposal units. Similarly, the 

provisions of the Rule identified for reconsideration in this Petition are outdated 

and unnecessary, as they fail to reflect the fundamental statutory change brought 

about by the WIIN Act with respect to the implementation of the Rule through 

enforceable pem1it programs in lieu of the original self-implementing regime. 

Finally, as discussed below, the adverse effects on coal-powered energy 

generation caused by the Rule's current implementation scheme and overly 

burdensome regulatory regime are directly inconsistent, with EO 13 783. 

For all these reasons, the CCR Rule should be chief among the EPA 

RRTF's recommendations under EO 13 777 for repeal, replacement or 

modification as set forth in this Petition. 

2. EO 13771 

The CCR Rule also should be reconsidered as part of EPA's compliance 

with EO 13 771. Among other things, EO 13 771 directs that "for every one new 

15 
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regulation issued, at least two prior regulations be identified for elimination, and 

that the cost of planned regulations be prudently managed and controlled through 

the budgeting process."24 Agencies are to achieve a net incremental regulatory 

cost of zero in Fiscal 201725 by offsetting the costs of new regulations during the 

current fiscal year with costs eliminated from existing regulations. 26 

By reconsidering the CCR Rule and taking its costs properly into account 

when promulgating a modified CCR Rule, EPA can engage in regulatory burden 

reduction as contemplated by EO 13771, thereby facilitating the promulgation of 

other rules, including a revised CCR Rule that provides meaningful environmental 

benefits. 

3. EO 13783 

EO 13 783 provides even further support for the requested modifications to 

the CCR Rule identified in this Petition. EO 13783 states, in pertinent pat1, that it 

is the national policy of the United States and executive agencies to "immediately 

review existing regulations that potentially burden the ... usc of domestically 

produced energy resources and appropriately suspend, revise, or rescind those that 

24 EO 13771 § l. 
25 "For fiscal year 2017, which is in progress, the heads of all agencies arc directed that 

the total incremental cost of all new regulations, including repealed regulations, to be finalized 
this year shall be no greater than zero .... " !d. ,11' 2(b). 

26 !d..~· 2(c) ("incremental costs associated with new regulations shall, to the extent 
permitted by law, be offset by the elimination of existing costs associated with at least two 
prior regulations."). 

16 
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unduly burden the development of domestic energy resources beyond the degree 

necessary to protect the public interest or otherwise comply with law."27 To 

achieve this national policy objective, EO 13783 directs that heads of federal 

agencies immediately "review all existing regulations, orders, guidance 

documents, policies, and any other similar agency actions (collectively, agency 

actions) that potentially burden the development or use of domestically produced 

energy resources, with particular attention to oil, natural gas, coal, and nuclear 

energy resources. "28 

Pursuant to the above directives, within 180 days of the issuance of EO 

13783, the heads of federal agencies arc to submit final reports to the Vice 

President and Director of the Office of Management and Budget (among others) 

detailing the regulations identified by the agency as potentially burdening the 

development or use of domestically produced energy resources, including with 

particular attention to coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear energy resources. After 

submission of these final reports, the heads of federal agencies "shall as soon as 

practicable, suspend, revise, or rescind, or publish for notice and comment 

proposed rules suspending, revising, or rescinding, those actions, as appropriate 

and consistent with law. "29 

27 EO 13 783 § I (c) (emphasis added). 
28 I d. at ~ 2(a) (emphasis added). 
29 Jd. at § (g). Agencies are directed to coordinate such regulatory reform with their 

activities undertaken pursuant to EO 13 771, discussed above. !d. 
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The CCR Rule is an "agency action" that directly burdens the use of coal as 

an energy resource by imposing unduly stringent and extremely costly regulations 

on the management of CCR-a coal combustion byproduct. Put simply, the 

continued use of coal for electricity generation is effectively precluded if there is 

no economical option for managing the residuals from its use. These burdens are 

only compounded by a suite of other major rules affecting coal-fired power plants. 

And, ultimately, the costs imposed by these regulations will be borne by 

consumers of the electricity. 

Therefore, as currently written and implemented, the CCR Rule is having 

significant adverse effects on the domestic use of coal as an energy source in 

direct contradiction of the national energy policy set forth in EO 13783. This docs 

not have to be the case. The identified revisions, and in certain cases repeal, of the 

specific provisions of the CCR Rule discussed below will remove these 

unwarranted regulatory burdens on the management ofCCR and the related 

burdens on the use of coal as an energy source-none of which arc mandated by 

the statute. Rather, with the enactment of a new regulatory paradigm allowing for 

implementation through CCR permit programs, EPA can move from a monolithic, 

one-size-fits-all regulatory regime to a site-specific and risk-based approach, all 

while continuing to ensure that CCR will be managed in a manner meeting 

18 
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RCRA' s Subtitle D standard of ensuring "no reasonable probability of adverse 

effects on health or the environment."30 

Therefore, it is appropriate for the CCR Rule to be included in the final 

report prepared under EO 13783 and then revised as soon as practicable 

consistent with the request for reconsideration set forth in this Petition. 

NEED TO EXTEND CCR RULE COMPLIANCE DEADLINES 

Although certain of the CCR Rule's operating criteria have already taken 

effect, other provisions of the CCR Rule, including the Rule's groundwater 

monitoring and associated corrective action provisions, have not. As discussed in 

more detail below, it is critically important to extend the compliance dates of these 

remaining CCR Rule requirements so that electric utilities do not make irreversible 

operational and significant investment decisions (including decisions on plant 

closures) before EPA has time to reconsider the provisions of the Rule identified in 

this Petition and make any necessary Rule modifications. ln addition, an extension 

of the Rule's upcoming time frames is necessary to allow time for implementation 

of the Rule through enforceable permit programs as contemplated under the WIIN 

Act and, equally important, to ensure alignment of the CCR Rule's remaining 

compliance dates with the ELG Rule, which was recently stayed while EPA 

reconsiders many of the key requirements of that rule. 

30 42 U.S.C. § 6944(a). 
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A. Extension of CCR Rule Deadlines is Necessary to Allow Time to 
Transition to State Permit Programs and Undertake the Necessary 
Substantive Changes to the Rule. 

Given the anticipated implementation of the Rule through state permit 

programs-including the adoption of requirements that may differ, yet be equally 

protective as the federal Rulc-EP A should take immediate action to extend the 

CCR Rule's upcoming compliance deadlines to coincide with implementation of 

the Rule through CCR permit programs. This is necessary to allow time for the 

transition of the Rule to state-based pennit programs, under which elements of the 

Rule, including the groundwater monitoring program, can be tailored to reflect the 

site-specific characteristics of individual CCR units. Similarly, an extension of 

time is necessary for EPA to evaluate the requested modifications to the CCR Rule 

identified in this Petition and to undertake rulcmakings to implement those 

changes, many of which will likely be reflected in state CCR permit programs. As 

discussed below, these changes will allow for implementation of the Rule's 

requirements in a more balanced and cost-effective manner while meeting RCRA's 

statutory standard of ensuring "no reasonable probability of adverse effects on 

health or the enviromnent."31 

Indeed, we understand that EPA is in the process of preparing guidance 

detailing the procedures states should use to apply for and receive approval to 

11 42 U.S.C. § 6944(a). 
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implement the CCR Rule through state permit programs. 32 Many states, including 

Missouri, Georgia and Kansas, have reportedly already expressed an interest in 

obtaining or are already seeking EPA approval to administer such programs. 

Therefore, it is expected that many states will be in the position to implement the 

requirements of the CCR Rule through state permit programs in the near future, 

perhaps before the end of this year, with more states to follow later. 

This transition to state permit programs necessitates an extension of the 

Rule's deadlines to avoid large-scale capital expenditures by the regulated 

community for elements of the Rule that are likely to be changed significantly 

through the reconsideration Petition or at least implemented differently under 

future permits. Electric utilities should not be forced to invest significant and 

irretrievable capital resources to comply with requirements that are likely to 

change. 

Chief among these deadlines is the fast approaching October 17, 2017 

requirement for initiating the Rule's groundwater monitoring program,33 which 

sets off a series of cascading requirements, including possibly onerous corrective 

action requirements and, in some cases, forced closure of CCR units and power 

32 See Jetter dated April 28, 2017 from Administrator Pruitt to Governor Sandoval of 
Nevada. 

33 40 C.F.R. §§ 257.90(b), 257.90(e). 
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plants.34 As currently written, the Rule's groundwater monitoring program does 

not allow for the consideration of any site-specific characteristics, such as 

groundwater hydrology, local geological characteristics, or proximity to surface 

water and drinking water receptors. But, now, state regulators will be in a position 

to tailor, as appropriate, the applicable groundwater standards to reflect the risks 

and groundwater characteristics of individual sites. Extending the Rule's 

groundwater monitoring program to coincide with the adoption and 

implementation of the Rule through state pennit programs will avoid needless 

capital expenditures, the likely closure of CCR units,and perhaps even the 

premature closure of power plants, for elements of the Rule that may change as a 

result ofthe reconsideration rulemaking or be implemented differently under state 

CCR permit programs. 

B. Extension of CCR Rule Deadlines is Necessary to Allow for 
Coordination with ELG Rule. 

An extension of the Rule's compliance deadlines also is critical to ensure 

coordination with the time frames in the ELG Rule. Significantly, EPA recently 

34 Sec id. §§ 257.90-.98: sec also 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,397 (discussing the "phased 
approach" to groundwater monitoring). 
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granted two petitions for reconsideration35 of the ELG Rule.36 As part of this 

reconsideration, EPA has postponed the compliance deadlines in the ELG Rule 

through an administrative stay and announced its plan to extend or revise the ELG 

compliance deadlines through a subsequent notice and comment rulemaking over 

the next few months.37 

Although the ELG Rule and the CCR Rule are separate regulations issued 

pursuant to two separate statutes, both rules impact the management of CCR waste 

streams and the operation of CCR surface impoundments. Because of this, EPA 

correctly reasoned in promulgating the CCR Rule that it was necessary to align the 

structure and timelines of the CCR Rule to account for the content and time lines of 

the ELG Rule. Therefore, in establishing the compliance time frames in the CCR 

Rule, EPA "accounted for other Agency rulemakings that may affect owners or 

operators of CCR units," including specifically the ELG Rule.38 EPA also 

explained that "effective coordination of any final RCRA requirements with the 

ELG requirements would be sought in order to minimize the overall complexity of 

35 Petition to reconsider the Final Rule, submitted by U.S. Small Business Administration 
(April 5, 20 17); Petition to reconsider the Final Rule, submitted by Utility Water Act 

(March 24, 2017) (available at htl[l\ 1\\\l~,l'J'''g''Vcg 

g Vi _d t.; I i p c '-.-p~\ it i .(./ ~ 1 ~ -:I~~;t..H 1 \i.~,tcr_;t t \ o ~!). 
36 April 12, 2017 Letter from EPA Administrator Scott Pruit! to Harry M. Johnson, Major 

Clark, and Kevin Bromberg (available at httjl~:· 1''\''~cp:Lgm 'itcs. pwductiPn 
!Jld i). 

82 Fed. Reg. 19,005 (April 25, 2017). 
Jg ld. 
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the two regulatory structures, and facilitate implementation of engineering, 

financial, and pennitting activities."39 

Accordingly, the compliance deadlines in the CCR Rule were established by 

EPA with the full expectation that the contents and timing of the final ELG Rule 

would be understood by owners or operators of CCR units. 40 This was so that the 

CCR Rule would not force any major operational decisions (such as closure or 

retrofit of a CCR unit) before an owner or operator of a CCR unit could properly 

take into account and consider the associated implications under the ELG Rule, 

allowing "ample time for the owners and operators of CCR units to understand the 

requirements of both regulations and make the appropriate business deeisions."41 

EPA recognized this was particularly true with respect to CCR Rule obligations 

that could require a surface impoundment to undergo closure or retrofit, explaining 

that "[a] decision on what action to take with that unit may ultimately be directly 

influenced by the requirements of the ELG mle."42 

Consistent with the above position, EPA stated that the CCR Rule "will not 

require owners or operators of CCR units to make decisions about these units 

39 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,313. 
40 See id. at 21,428 ("Thus, under the final timeframes in this [CCR] rule, any such 

decision [whether to re!rofit a CCR impoundment] will not have to be made by the owner or 
operator of a CCR unit until well after the ELG rule is final and the regulatory requirements are 
well understood."). 

41 Jd. (emphasis added). 
42 Jd. 
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[including closure decisions] without first understanding the implications that such 

decisions would have meeting the requirements of [the ELG]."43 Obviously, 

however, owners or operators ofCCR units are not in a position to make this type 

of informed decision given EPA's recent decision to reconsider the content and 

compliance time frames of the ELG Rule. 

For example, a decision on whether to undertake the significant capital 

investment to retrofit a CCR surface impoundment otherwise required to close 

under the CCR Rule will tum in large part on whether that impoundment will 

continue to serve a wastewater management function for an ELG-regulated waste 

stream-such as bottom ash transport water. But the future role of that 

impoundment in managing bottom ash transport water under the ELG Rule will not 

be known until such time as EPA completes its reconsideration of both the timing 

and content of the ELG Rule. This is precisely the type of predicament that EPA 

intended to avoid by declaring that it would not force any major compliance 

decisions under the CCR Rule before a facility could properly take into account 

and consider the associated implications under the ELG Rule. 

In short, because the ELG and CCR Rules were designed to work in tandem, 

both with respect to content and timing, it is clear that EPA must now also extend 

the upcoming compliance deadlines in the CCR Rule to coincide with revised 

43 Jd. (emphasis added). 
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compliance deadlines in the ELG Rule. For similar reasons, other CCR Rule 

deadlines that should be extended include the time schedules in 40 C.F.R. 

§§ 257.60-257.64 for assessing compliance with the CCR Rule's location 

restrictions. 

PROVISIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION 

As discussed above, in light of the President's Regulatory Refonn Orders 

and the fundamental statutory change brought about by the WIIN Act, EPA should 

reconsider and modify the provisions of the CCR Rule identified below. Because 

the CCR Rule can now be implemented through slate permit programs, EPA's 

rationale for not including many of the risk-based provisions contained in the 

proposed CCR Rule, and currently contained in many existing state CCR permit 

programs, no longer exists. Many of the recommended provisions for 

reconsideration discussed below reflect this fundamental statutory change in how 

the Rule is to be implemented and, accordingly, urge modifications incorporating 

common sense, risk-based management options into the Rule. In addition, the CCR 

Rule contains other overly prescriptive requirements that impose unnecessary 

regulatory burdens on the electric power sector and increase compliance costs 

without a corresponding environmental benefit. As discussed below, it is 

appropriate for EPA also to revise these requirements pursuant to the 

Administration's Executive Orders relating to regulatory refonn. 
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A. Alternative Risk-Based Groundwater Protection Standards 

The Rule's groundwater monitoring regime and corrective action 

requirements are centered around specified groundwater protection standards for 

the Rule's list of Appendix IV constituents. For most constituents, the 

groundwater protection standard is based on maximum contaminant levels 

("MCLs"), which are standards set by EPA for drinking water quality. Several 

Appendix IV constituents (molybdenum, lead, cobalt, and lithium), however, do 

not have an MCL. For these constituents, the groundwater protection standard 

defaults to background levels. 

In the 2010 proposal, EPA included a provision allowing for the 

establishment of altemative risk-based groundwater protection standards for 

Appendix IV constituents that do not have an MCL.44 This has long been the 

regulatory regime in the MSWLF program and has not been the subject of any 

controversy.45 Even under EPA's Subtitle C hazardous waste program, permit 

writers are authorized to establish site-specific groundwater protection standards 

based on the unique conditions ofthe regulated unit. 46 EPA removed this option 

from the Final Rule, however, explaining that such flexibility was "inappropriate 

in a self-implementing rule, as it was unlikely that a facility would have the 

44 75 Fed. Reg. at 35,249 (proposed 40 C.F.R. § 257.95(h)). 
45 See 40 C.F.R. § 258.55(h)(3 )(i). 
46 See !d. § 264. 94(b). 
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scientific expertise necessary to conduct a risk assessment, and was too susceptible 

to potential abuse."47 

By prohibiting risk-based groundwater protection standards, the Rule 

mandates the use of background levels even when those levels are far below any 

risk -based standard that would otherwise be required by a state or even by EPA 

under other federal cleanup programs (where risk-based remediation levels are 

routinely used). This means that a facility may be forced into the Rule's 

burdensome corrective action program, even if contamination at the facility does 

not exceed an acceptable risk-based level. And, more importantly, the ultimate 

cleanup standard under corrective action in these circumstances is set at 

background, even if the treatment required is far more costly than treating to an 

acceptable risk-based level. This overly prescriptive and conservative approach 

thus imposes compliance costs that far exceed any environmental benefit and is the 

type of regulation targeted for regulatory refom1 under the Executive Orders. 

The Appendix IV constituent cobalt is a good example of the illogical result 

compelled by the Rule's inflexible approach. As explained in the attached report 

prepared by Gradient Corporation (Appendix A), EPA has established a risk-based 

level for cobalt-referred to as a "Regional Screening Level" or "RSL"-of 6 ug/L 

in groundwater. However, the median background level of cobalt in groundwater 

47 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,405. 
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is 0.17 ug/L, which is 35 times lower than the RSL developed for cobalt by EPA. 

And, the median concentration of cobalt in CCR leachate is 1 ug/L, which is six 

times lower than the health-based standard for cobalt established by EPA. 

Therefore, at the vast majority of CCR facilities, no remediation would ever be 

required to achieve the health-based benchmarks for cobalt in order to protect 

human health and the environment. 

But this is not how the CCR Rule works. Instead, because cobalt does not 

have an MCL and facilities are not allowed to set the groundwater protection 

standard at an acceptable risk-based level, facilities would have to meet the 

groundwater protection standard of 0.17 ug/L,48 even though that standard is 35 

times lower than EPA's own risk-based standard. Therefore, facilities that contain 

the median CCR leachate concentration of 1 ug/L, which itself is six times lower 

than EPA's risk-based level for cobalt, would still have to spend hundreds of 

thousands of dollars (if not more) in groundwater remediation costs to achieve a 

typical (median) cobalt background level of 0.17 ug/L.49 

And, worse, in the case of unlined CCR surface impoundments, cxccedance 

of a groundwater protection standard results in the mandated cessation of receipt of 

48 This assumes that background is the 0.17 ug/L, the median concentration of cobalt in 
groundwater. 

49 In contrast, MSWLFs that receive CCR for disposal would be allowed to use risk-based 
groundwater protection standards under 40 C.F.R. Part 258, since MSWLFs that receive CCR are 
not regulated under the CCR Rule. See 40 C.F.R. § 257.50(i). 
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CCR within six month and the commencement of closure of the unit. This huge 

expenditure of time and resources, combined with the forced closure of surface 

impoundments in circumstances where a groundwater protection standard is below 

health-based levels and/or requires more treatment than otherwise necessary, 

provides no incremental benefit to human health and the environment. 

There is absolutely no reason for this type of expenditure of resources under 

the CCR Rule to continue. First, such an outcome is in direct contravention of EO 

13777's direction to identify and revise and/or rescind those regulations whose 

costs exceed their beneftts. Second, now that states and EPA can implement the 

CCR Rule through enforceable permit programs, states and EPA can readily adopt 

risk-based groundwater protection standards in lieu of the Rule's overly

conservative requirement to default to background levels. EPA should therefore 

revise the CCR Rule to allow for the use of alternative risk-based standards in 

establishing groundwater protection standards for Appendix IV constituents that do 

not have an MCL.50 This provision should be added to the Final Rule at 40 C.P.R. 

§ 257.95(h). 

B. Modification to Corrective Action Remedy 

The 20 I 0 proposal included a provision, again modeled after the MSWLF 

program, allowing a facility to detem1ine that undertaking corrective action was 

50 See 75 Fed. Reg. at 35,249-50 (proposed 40 C.F.R. § 257.95(h)). 
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not necessary if it would not result in any meaningful environmental benefit (e.g., 

where the groundwater is not a source of drinking water and there is a low 

likelihood of contamination migrating offsite). 51 The proposal also allowed 

facilities, when deciding on the appropriate remedy, to take into account "the 

desirability of utilizing technologies that are not cmrently available, but which may 

offer significant advantages over already available technologies in tenns of 

effectiveness, reliability, safety, or ability to achieve remedial objectives."52 Both 

of these concepts have long been included in EPA's MSWLF program, as state 

permit writers are well qualified to oversee any risk-based decisions made by a 

facility when evaluating corrective action options. 53 Both of these provisions, 

however, were removed from the Final Rule on the basis that such provisions were 

"potentially subject to abuse" and not appropriate where there is no state 

oversight. 54 

With the ability to implement the CCR Rule through state or EPA permit 

programs, EPA's concern for "abuse" by individual facilities no longer exists and 

permit writers should be authorized to tailor corrective action to the individual 

characteristics of the site. This allowance will achieve burden reduction by 

allowing for the use of the most efficient remediation technologies and/or avoiding 

51 !d. at 35,251 (proposed 40 C.F.R. § 257.97(e)-(t)). 
52 Jd. (proposed 40 C.F.R. § 257.97(d)(4)). 
53 See 40 C.F.R. §§ 258.57(cl)(4), 257.57(e). 
54 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,407. 
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the implementation of corrective action measures that provide no meaningful 

environmental benefit. Therefore, the above-referenced provisions should be 

added to 40 C.F.R. § 257.97 to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens. 

C. Allowance for Alternative Points of Compliance and Site-Specific 
Groundwater Monitoring Constituents 

The Final Rule does not allow facilities flexibility to utilize site-specific 

conditions to determine the appropriate point of compliance for groundwater. Nor 

does the Rule allow for site-specific modifications to the list of constituents subject 

to groundwater monitoring. Instead, the Rule requires in all circumstances that the 

point of compliance be at the edge of the CCR unit-even where this makes little 

practical sense-and mandates that all constituents in Appendix ITI and IV be 

monitored.55 

Many comments on the 2010 proposal requested that EPA provide facilities 

the option to determine the appropriate point of compliance for the groundwater 

monitoring system based on site-specific conditions. 56 In particular, based on the 

option included in the MSWLF regulations, 57 commenters requested that the CCR 

Rule allow for a point of compliance that is no more than 150 meters from the 

waste management unit boundary and located on land owned by the owner of the 

CCR unit, taking into account site-specific factors. Commentcrs also requested, 

55 See 40 C.F.R. §§ 257.9l(a)(2), 257.94(a). 
56 See 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,397-98. 
57 40 C.F.R. § 25S.40(d) 
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again based on the MSWLF program, that a facility be able to tailor the 

constituents subject to groundwater monitoring based on site-specific conditions 

(for example, if a modified list of parameters provided for a reliable indicator of 

potential releases from the unit). EPA rejected both of these suggestions in the 

Final Rule, however, explaining that "in the absence of a mandated state oversight 

mechanism to ensure that the suggested modifications are technically appropriate, 

these kinds of provisions can operate at the expense of protectiveness."58 

With the ability ofthe states and EPA to implement the Rule through site

specific permit programs properly administered by a regulatory authority, this 

concern no longer exists. Therefore, the Rule should be revised to include the 

provisions already in the MSWLF program providing a permitting authority (1) the 

option to determine the appropriate point of compliance for the groundwater 

monitoring system based on site-specific conditions, and (2) the ability to tailor the 

constituents subject to groundwater monitoring based on site-specific conditions. 

This will achieve burden reduction by allowing permit writers to determine, based 

on site-specific characteristics such as groundwater hydrology, local geological 

characteristics, and proximity to surface water and drinking water receptors, the 

most efficient placement of monitoring wells and to avoid monitoring for specific 

constituents that are not of concern or relevant to the site. These provisions should 

58 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,398. 
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be added to 40 C.F.R. § 257.91, § 257.94, and§ 257.95, respectively, in order to 

reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens. 

D. Ability of Unlined CCR Surface Impoundments to Operate While 
Undertaking Corrective Action 

Under the CCR Rule, an unlined surface impoundment that triggers 

corrective action-i.e., detects a statistically significantly increase over an 

applicable groundwater protection standard-must cease the receipt of CCR within 

6 months and commence closure with no opportunity to continue operation of the 

CCR unit by taking corrective action to remedy the release through engineering 

controls. 59 Importantly, though, EPA acknowledged "that it may be possible at 

certain sites to engineer an altemative to closure of the unit that would adequately 

control the source of contamination and would otherwise protect human health and 

the environmcnt."60 Nonetheless, EPA declined to allow facilities to pursue this 

option, explaining that "the efficacy of those engineering solutions will necessarily 

be dete1mined by individual site conditions" and "[a]s previously discussed, the 

regulatory structure under which this rule is issued effectively limits the Agency's 

ability to develop the type of requirements that can be individually tailored to 

accommodate particular site conditions."61 

59 40 C.F.R. § 257.95(g)(5). Units that have triggered forced closure are provided an 
opportunity to continue operations for a limited period of time if there is no available disposal 
capacity for the CCR. !d. § 257.103. 

60 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,371. 
61 !d. 
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Again, with the enactment of legislation authorizing the implementation of 

the CCR Rule through enforceable state CCR permits that can be tailored to take 

into consideration individual site conditions, EPA's reasoning no longer exists for 

establishing a blanket prohibition on allowing unlined surface impoundments that 

have triggered corrective action to employ engineering controls to address the 

source and continue operating in a manner that protects human health and the 

environment. EPA should amend the Rule to explicitly grant state pennitting 

programs the authority to allow unlined surface impoundments undertaking 

corrective action to demonstrate that such units can continue to operate during 

corrective action in a manner that is protective of human health and the 

environment. This option should be added to 40 C.F.R. § 257.10 I (a)(l) in order to 

reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens. 

E. Adjustments to Post-Closure Care Period 

The 2010 proposal included a provision that would have allowed facilities to 

conduct post-closure care for less than 30 years if the owner/operator was able to 

demonstrate that the reduced period was sufficient to protect human health and the 

environment.62 This option for a reduced post-closure care time period is available 

under both EPA's MSWLF and Subtitle C hazardous waste programs. 63 EPA 

62 75 Fed. Reg. at35,253 (proposed40C.F.R. § 257.!0l(b)(l)). 
63 See 40 C.F.R. §§ 258.6l(b)(l), 264.!!7(a)(2)(i)). 
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removed this option from the Final Rule, however, "due to the lack of guaranteed 

state oversight for this rule."64 

But now that the states and EPA can issue individual permits based on site-

specific characteristics, this concern no longer exists. Therefore, EPA should 

revise the Rule to include a provision allowing for a determination that a decreased 

period of post-closure care, as opposed to the mandatory 30-year period, is 

sufficient to protect human health and the environment. This provision should be 

added to 40 C.F.R. ~ 257.1 04( c) to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens. 

F. Repeal The Rule's Regulation of Inactive Surface Impoundments 

For the tirst time in its 35-year implementation of the RCRA program, EPA 

made the unprecedented decision in the CCR Rule to regulate "inactive units"-

that is, impoundments that had ceased receiving CCR before the effective date of 

the CCR Rule. 65 EPA does not regulate "inactive" units under its Subtitle C 

hazardous waste program but rather relies on its statutory "imminent and 

substantial endangerment" authorities under RCRA and CERCLA to address any 

potential risks from inactive hazardous waste surface impoundments. 

EPA's asserted regulatory jurisdiction over inactive CCR surface 

impoundments is not authorized by law. As discussed in more detail below in 

64 74 Fed. Reg. at 21,426. 
65 The regulation of inactive surface impoundments has been challenged by the industry 

petitioners in the CCR Litigation. 
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USW AG' s request for EPA to seek to hold the CCR Litigation in abeyance, RCRA 

is written in the present tense and its regulatory scheme is organized in a way that 

contemplates coverage of only those facilities that continue to operate and receive 

waste after the effective elate of the applicable regulations. But even if some 

question remains on this jurisdictional issue (which US WAG believes that it does 

not for the reasons discussed below), the regulation of inactive CCR surface 

impoundments is clearly not mandated by the statute, but rather was a policy 

decision by the fonner EPA administration. 

USW AG believes that EPA's policy decision to regulate inactive surface 

impoundments was misguided and consequently has many counterproductive and 

burdensome consequences without a corresponding environmental benefit. This 

provision is imposing hundreds of millions of dollars of inflexible, one-size-fits-all 

remediation costs on the power industry, ove1Ticling state risk-based cleanup 

programs. It is also one of the reasons why the Rule's costs far exceed its benefits. 

Therefore, EPA should repeal the provisions at 40 C.F.R. §§ 257.50(c) and 

257.100 subjecting inactive surface impoundments to regulation under the Rule. 

EPA and the states can address any remaining risks from these inactive units in a 

more cost-effective manner under RCRA's imminent and substantial 
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endangennent provision (and EPA also can do so under CERCLA's imminent and 

substantial endangcm1ent provision).66 

G. Clarification on Using the "Closure-in-Place" Option 

The CCR Rule authorizes owners or operators of CCR surface 

impoundments to close their impoundments by either (I) leaving the CCR in place 

after dewatering and/or stabilizing the wastes sufficient to support a final cover 

system and conducting 30 years of post-closure groundwater monitoring (referred 

to as "closure-in-place") or (2) removing the CCR and decontaminating the CCR 

unit and releases from the unit (referred to as "closure-by-removal"). 67 

Impoundments that undergo closure-by-removal are exempt from undertaking 

post-closure care. 

Importantly, the Rule does not mandate the use of the closure-by-removal 

option in any particular set of circumstances, but, rather, leaves to the owner or 

operator the choice of using either closure option. Indeed, EPA has made it clear 

that if the relevant perfonnance standard is met, both closure options are equally 

protective. Because the costs of closure-by-removal (commonly referred to by 

EPA as "clean closure") can be far greater than closure-in-place, however, the 

Agency correctly expects most facilities to close CCR surface impoundments 

under the closure-in-place option. EPA stated in the Final Rule that "most 

"' 42 U.S.C. § 9606(a). 
67 40 C.F.R. § 257.102. 
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facilities will likely not clean close their CCR units given the expense and 

difficulty of such an operation."68 

Thus, nothing in the plain text of the CCR Rule requires a particular closure 

option to be employed in any particular set of circumstances. In fact, EPA 

explicitly states that it "did not propose to require clean closure nor to establish 

restrictions on the situations in which clean closure would be appropriate."69 

Nonetheless, certain environmental interest groups contend that the closure-

by-removal option must be selected in circumstances where CCR is in contact with 

the groundwater, and that the Rule's equally protective and less costly closure-in-

place option cannot be used in these circumstances. Indeed, an environmental 

organization recently filed a Notice oflntent ("NOI") to bring a RCRA citizen suit 

against a US WAG member based solely on the facility's closure plan, which 

indicates the facility intends to close an impoundment under the closure-in-place 

option where CCR allegedly is in contact with groundwater.70 

Although the CCR regulations are explicitly clear that an owner or operator 

can choose which closure option is appropriate for its particular units, 

environmental organizations are seizing upon a recent EPA guidance document 

referencing, as an example, the use of "clean closure" in circumstances when CCR 

68 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,412 (emphasis added). 
69 Jd. (emphasis added). 
70 See April II, 2017 RCRA NOT from the Southern Environmental Law Center to EPA, 

the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality. and Duke Energy. 
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is in contact with the groundwater as somehow suggesting that the Agency's 

position is that closure-by-removal is mandated under these circumstances. 71 This 

position is flatly at the odds with the plain language of the Rule and would impose 

staggering and unnecessary costs on the power industry to close CCR surface 

impoundments under the Rule. Indeed, the closure-in-place option specifically 

contemplates that CCR will remain in the unit and that any potential releases from 

the unit following closure-including releases from CCR in contact with 

groundwater-will be addressed, as necessary, through the Rule's post-closure 

care groundwater monitoring and con-ective action requirements. 

To eliminate any possible confusion regarding EPA's position on this 

critically important issue, and to eliminate the inappropriate reliance on EPA's 

example by environmental organizations seeking to increase unnecessarily and 

dramatically the costs of closing CCR surface impoundments, US WAG requests 

that EPA clarify its recent guidance addressing this matter. In particular, the 

Agency should make it clear that either of the Rule's closure options, including the 

closure-in-place option, can be employed to close a CCR surface impoundment 

where CCR may be in contact with groundwater. 

71 See Relationship Between the Resource Conservation Act's Coal Combustion 
Residuals Rule and the Clean Water Act's National Pollutant Discharge System Permit 
Requirements, Closure Requirements, available at 
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Such a clarification is appropriate under all of the Administration's 

Executive Orders on regulatory refonn. Moreover, it is specifically called for 

under EO 13783, under which EPA is directed to review and modify, among other 

things, "guidance" that potentially burdens the development or use of domestically 

produced energy resources, including in particular on coal resources. 72 

H. Confirming Beneficial Use of CCR to Close CCR Units 

The CCR Rule does not apply to the "beneficial use ofCCR," as such term is 

defined in the CCR Rule.73 This is because EPA concluded that such practices do 

not pose the type of risk that warrant regulation under the Rule. 74 With one limited 

exception, the Rule does not prohibit any specific activities from qualifying as a 

beneficial use of CCR-including the beneficial use of CCR for purposes of 

closing a CCR unit. 

As a result, owners/operators of CCR units clearly are authorized to use CCR 

for a number of purposes during the process of closing a CCR unit, including 

waste stabilization, structural fill, and grading or contouring the slope for the final 

cover system. There is nothing unique about any of these practices that would 

prevent them from meeting the Rule's beneficial use conditions. Such practices 

are environmentally beneficial, as they conserve the use of natural resources (such 

72 EO 13783 § !(c) 
73 40 C.F.R. § 257.53. 
74 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,327. 
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as soil) that would otherwise have to be utilized for closure. And in fact, the 

Rule's preamble specifically identifies stmctural fill and waste 

stabilization/solidification as potential beneficial uses. 75 

Nonetheless, subsequent to the promulgation of the CCR Rule, EPA has been 

ambiguous regarding the appropriateness of beneficially using CCR for closing 

CCR units. There should be no ambiguity with respect to the environmentally 

sound and cost-effective use of CCR in lieu of virgin materials for the closure of 

CCR units. Therefore, EPA should eliminate any ambiguity and con finn that the 

exclusion for CCR beneficial use includes beneficially using CCR to close CCR 

landfills and surface impoundments.76 

I. CCR Beneficial Use at Clay Mine Sites 

As explained above, the regulatory text of the CCR Rule places no 

limitations on what activities can constitute beneficial use, with the only exception 

being the placement of CCR in a "sand and gravel pit or quarry."77 The phrase 

"sand and gravel pit or quarry," in tum, is defined as "an excavation for the 

extraction of aggregate, minerals or metals."78 Based on this language, EPA has 

taken a position prohibiting the environmentally sound and beneficial practice of 

75 See id. at 21,353. 
76 This clarification should also make clear that that beneficially using CCR to close units 

not regulated under the rule (i.e., inactive landfills) does not cause those units to become subject 
to regulation. 

77 See 40 C.F.R. § 257.53 (definition of"Beneficial use ofCCR"). 
78 !d. (definition of"Sand and gravel pit or quarry"). 
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using CCR to reclaim clay mines on the grounds that the placement of CCR in a 

clay mine cannot be a beneficial use, irrespective of purpose or function, because a 

clay mine is or was a site used for the extraction of minerals-i.e., clay. 79 

This interpretation is needlessly prohibiting a cost-effective and 

environmentally sound CCR beneficial use practice and is imposing unnecessary 

disposal costs on CCR when the CCR can otherwise be beneficially used to 

reclaim clay mines in lieu of using virgin materials. EPA itself recognizes that 

clay is an adequate "liner" for preventing the migration of CCR contaminants. 80 

EPA should therefore clarify in the CCR regulations that the definition of "sand 

and gravel pit or quarry" does not include clay mines and thereby provide 

owners/operators of such sites with the opportunity, as is the case with other CCR 

beneficial use structural fill activities, to demonstrate that the use of CCR to 

reclaim such sites meets the CCR Rule's beneficial use criteria. 

79 EPA listed the Brickhaven No. 2 Mine Tract A, a former clay mine being reclaimed 

with CCR, on its initial draft open dump inventory. The site was subsequently removed from the 

final open dump inventory because the owner/operator posted a CCR Rule-compliant public 

website and fugitive dust control plan. See EPA Finalized Initial Open Dump Inventory as of 

January 12, 2017, available at blliJ~.L,vv:,~~S[l}_,_!Zll\'SS!ilh'ltc:"J\l['lia!l~:c:_~<l<i~'lc'cn021llli>L!1"lil'l!lc 

Existing CCR surface impoundments are considered "lined" if constructed with a 

minimum of two feet compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than rxro-7 

em/sec. See 40 C.F.R. § 257.7l(a)(l)(i). 
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J. State-Approved Liner Systems 

In promulgating the CCR Rule, EPA established prescriptive liner design 

criteria that unfortunately failed to include liner systems for CCR units that state 

regulatory bodies have found to protect adequately human health and the 

environment81 This means, for example, some CCR units that arc considered to 

be "lined" under applicable state CCR requirements arc nonetheless classified as 

"unlined" under the CCR rule. This subjects those CCR units to extremely 

burdensome requirements not imposed on lined units, including, in some 

circumstances, mandatory closure requirements. 82 

Given that the WIIN Act now allows the CCR Rule to be implemented 

through enforceable state permit programs, this disregard for acceptable state liner 

requirements is at odds with the Administration's principles of federalism and 

imposes unnecessarily burdensome requirements on CCR units. Therefore, EPA 

should modify the Rule at 40 C.F.R. § 257.71 to allow for a determination that a 

CCR unit with an existing state-approved or -accepted liner system qualifies as a 

lined CCR unit under the Rule. 

81 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,370 (noting that the state of Florida's criteria for a liner system does 
not qualify as a "liner" under the federal CCR Rule). 

'
2 See id. at 21,371. 
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K. Correction to Definition of Beneficial Use 

In promulgating the definition of"beneficial use" at 40 C.F.R. § 257.53, a 

clear mathematical error was made in calculating the volume ofCCR that triggers 

the need to make an environmental safety demonstration when using CCR in an 

unencapsulated manner. 83 Although the rulemaking record shows that the volume 

threshold triggering this requirement should have been 75,000 tons, EPA 

mistakenly calculated the number to be 12,400 tons. 84 The Agency's failure to 

correct this figure, despite its awareness of the etTor, unnecessarily burdens power 

companies attempting to beneficially use CCR. EPA should therefore amend the 

definition of"bcneficial use ofCCR" at 40 C.F.R. § 257.53 such that the fourth 

condition applies only to unencapsulated uses exceeding 75,000 tons ofCCR. 85 

REQUEST TO HOLD CCR LITIGATION IN ABEYANCE 

As explained above, given that certain of the provisions of the Rule 

identified in this Petition for reconsideration are the subject of ongoing litigation, 86 

83 When unencapsulated usc of CCR involves placement on the land of 12,400 tons or 

more in non-roadway applications, the user must demonstrate that environmental releases to 

groundwater, surface water, soil and air are comparable to or lower than those from analogous 

products made without CCR, or that environmental releases to groundwater, surface water, soil 

and air will be at or below relevant regulatory and health-based benchmarks for human and 

ecological receptors during usc. 40 C.F.R. § 257.53 (definition of"Beneficial use ofCCR"). 
84 See April I, 2015 Letter from Headwaters Resources, Inc. to EPA, Docket No. EPA

HQ-RCRA-2009-0640-12147 (identifying an error in the calculation of the "smallest size 

landfill," which was EPA's basis for the 12,400 ton volume limitation). 
85 The 12,400 ton limitation has been challenged by industry petitioners in the CCR 

Litigation. 
86 Utility Solid Waste Activities Group, et aL v. EPA, eta/., No. 15-1219. 
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it is appropriate for EPA to seek to hold the case in abeyance while the Agency 

reconsiders and/or modifies its positions in the litigation. If the Agency ultimately 

modifies its positions with regard to the challenges raised by industry petitioners, 

industry petitioners would support a voluntary remand of those issues to the 

Agency. 

In patiicular, five industry petitioners, including USWAG, and eight 

environmental group petitioners have challenged certain portions of the Final Rule 

in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 

Industry petitioners have argued that elements of the Rule exceed EPA's statutory 

authority, were promulgated without notice and comment, and/or are arbitrary and 

capricious, while environmental petitioners argue that elements of the Rule are too 

lenient and are arbitrary and capricious. All the petitions have been consolidated 

and briefing is complete, but the Court has not yet set a date for oral argument. 87 

For all the reasons identified in this Petition, it is appropriate for EPA to 

seek to hold the case in abeyance. RR This would allow EPA to reconsider its 

~ 7 EPA entered into a settlement agreement with USW AG and environmental petitioners 
agreeing to a remand on certain aspects of their respective challenges to the Rule. The settlement 
requires EPA to engage in a new round of rule making that will require EPA to undergo notice
and-comment rulemaking to potentially revise the CCR Rule on cettain key issues, including (I) 
clarifying the degree to which non-groundwater releases arc subject to the Rule's corrective 
action provisions; (2) develop vegetative cover requirements for CCR units; (3) evaluate and 
undertake a rulcmaking as appropriate to include the consideration of non-CCR wastewaters in 
the Rule's alternative closure provision; and (4) whether to add boron to the Rule's list of 
Appendix IV constituents. 

55 The other industry petitioners in the CCR litigation have represented to USW AG that 
they agree with this position. 
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position on these issues in light of the WIIN Act and the President's Regulatory 

Reform Executive Orders and modify such positions to the extent permitted by 

law and supported by a reasoned explanation. 89 

The Agency has recently taken similar action to hold in abeyance pending 

litigation involving the prior EPA Administration's position on regulations 

impacting the power and other industry sectorsY° For example, the Agency 

recently filed a motion to hold in abeyance litigation challenging an EPA rule 

involving the regulation of hazardous air pollutants from coal- and oil-fired 

electric utility power plants91 to allow the new Administration time to reassess its 

position on the Rule in light of EO 13783.92 In filing this motion, EPA 

specifically referenced its obligation under EO 13 783 to review for possible 

x9 See FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 515 (2009}; Motor Vehicle 

Mfi·s. Ass 'n of the US., Inc., et al. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., eta/., 463 U.S. 29, 42 

(1983). 
90 See e.g., "Respondent EPA's Motion to Continue Oral Argument," in Walter Coke, 

Inc., eta!., v. EPA, No. 15-1166 (D.C. Cir.); see also Notice ofEx.ecutive Order and Motion to 

Hold Case in Abeyance, American Petroleum Institute. eta/. v. EPA, No. 13-1108 (and 

consolidated cases) (D.C. Cir.) (citing Nat 'I Cable & Telecomm. Ass 'n v. Brand X lntemet 

Sen·s., 545 U.S. 967, 981 (2005) ("EPA's interpretations of statutes it administers are not 'carved 

in stone' but must be evaluated 'on a continuing basis,' for ex.ample, 'in response to ... a change 

in administrations."). See also Nat 'I Ass 'n of Home Builders v. EPA, 682 F.3d I 032, I 038, l 043 

(D.C. Cir. 20 12) (a revised rulemaking based "on a reevaluation of which policy would be better 

in light of the facts" is "well within an agency's discretion," and "[a] change in administration 

brought about by the people casting their votes is a perfectly reasonable basis for an ex.ecutive 

agency's reappraisal of the costs and benefits of its programs and regulations."). 
91 Supplemental Finding That It Is Appropriate and Necessary to Regulate Hazardous Air 

Pollutants From Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units, 81 Fed. Reg. 

24,420 (Apr. 25, 2017). 
92 Sec Respondent EPA's Motion to Continue Oral Argument in Murray Energy C01p., et 

al. v. EPA, et al., No. 16-1127 (and consolidated cases) (D.C. Cir.) (filed April 18, 20 17). 
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reconsideration any mle that could "potentially burden the development and use of 

domestically produced energy resources, with particular attention to oil, natural 

gas, coal, and nuclear resources."93 The CCR Rule unquestionably falls within the 

category of a mle that could potentially burden the development and use of 

domestically produced coal, oil and natural gas resources and therefore wanants 

similar reconsideration by the Agency. 

All of the issues raised by industry petitioners in their challenge to the CCR 

Rule warrant reevaluation and modification by the new Administration. One issue 

in particular, however, wanants reevaluation and repeal pursuant to the 

President's Regulatory Refom1 policies: the Rule's regulation of"inactive" CCR 

surface impoundments-i.e., impoundments where facility owners/operators 

ceased placing CCR before the effective date of the Rule. 94 In some cases, a 

regulated "inactive" impoundment ceased receiving CCR years before the 

effective date of the Rule. 

As explained above, the regulation of inactive disposal units under RCRA is 

unprecedented. EPA readily acknowledges that it does not regulate "inactive" 

units under its Subtitle C hazardous waste program or under its MSWLF program 

(40 C.F.R. Part 258). 95 Indeed, EPA expressly "acknowledged that [regulating 

93 Jd. 
94 See 40 C.F.R. §§ 257.50(c), 257.100. 
95 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,342. 
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inactive surface impoundments] represented a departure from the Agency's long-

standing implementation of the [hazardous waste] regulatory program under 

subtitle C," and that "EPA has generally interpreted [RCRA J to require a permit 

only if a facility treats, stores, or actively disposes of the wastes after the effective 

date of its designation as a hazardous waste."96 

Despite this long standing practice of not regulating inactive units under 

RCRA, the prior EPA Administration nonetheless asserted that it was appropriate, 

for the first time, to exercise jurisdiction over inactive CCR surface 

impoundments under the CCR Rule because of EPA's allegation that the risks 

from inactive CCR surface impoundments arc equivalent to the risks of active 

CCR surface impoundments.97 Thus, EPA's asserted jurisdiction over inactive 

CCR surface impoundments in the CCR Rule is not mandated by the statute, but 

rather was solely a policy decision by the fom1er EPA Administration. n 

But this policy decision is not authorized under RCRA. As detailed in 

USWAG's briefs, EPA is statutorily constrained under RCRA SubtitleD to 

regulate "sanitary landfills," which are defined as units for the "disposal" of solid 

waste. Under RCRA's statutory text, legislative history, and case law, the term 

"disposal" encompasses units that are presently receiving solid waste. Therefore, 

96 Id. 
97 ld. 
9o ld. 
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the CCR Rule can only regulate those units that were receiving CCR as of the 

effective date of the Rule. 

Instead, Congress gave EPA, states, and citizens specific authority to 

address any concerns with "past disposal" activities at inactive units under 

RCRA's imminent and substantial endangerment provisions. 99 These provisions 

have been utilized since RCRA's inception over 35 years ago to address potential 

concerns with inactive solid and hazardous waste units. EPA has never suggested 

that these pre-existing statutory provisions have been ineffective or somehow 

insufficient to address the risks from such units, including inactive CCR surface 

impoundments. 

Instead of EPA utilizing its existing statutory authorities to address on a site-

specific basis the potential risk posed by inactive CCR impoundments, the Rule 

subjects all of these units to a one-size-fits-all set of mandated remediation criteria 

with no ability to tailor any potential response to the unique features and potential 

risks of the unit. This is completely antithetical to EPA's historic practice ofusing 

its RCRA imminent hazard authorities to address these sites on a unit-specific 

basis, which provides for a more cost-effective and tailored response mechanism. 

99 See 42 U.S.C. § 6973(a) (authorizing EPA to address the "past or present disposal" of 
any solid waste, including CCR, that may present an imminent and substantial endangennent to 
health or the environment); see also ld. § 6972(a)(l)(b) (authorizing any person, including the 
states, to bring an action for "past or present" disposal of solid waste which may present an 
imminent and substantial endangenncnt to health or the environment). 
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This means the power industry is needlessly incurring hundreds of millions of 

dollars in costs in complying with inflexible, one-size-fits-all standards for units 

that may not pose a risk to human health and the environment. Where a specific 

inactive impoundment poses an unreasonable risk, this risk would be better 

addressed using the more cost-effective and targeted imminent and substantial 

endangerment provisions. 

The regulation of inactive impoundments is therefore one of the key 

provisions in the Rule where the costs far exceed the benetlts. Because this 

particular CCR provision is undeniably an undue burden on the development and 

use of domestic energy resources-at both coal-fired facilities and oil- and gas-

fired facilities with inactive CCR surface impoundments-it is appropriate for 

reconsideration and rescission under the President's Regulatory Reform orders, 

including EO 13777, 13771, and 13783. 

Other issues challenged in the litigation as arbitrary and capricious also 

warrant reconsideration and modification by the new Administration, including, 

among others: 

1. CCR Storage: On-site storage of CCR destined for beneficial use is 
considered a regulated CCR landfill, even though the exact same storage 
activities are excluded from regulation if conducted off-site; 

11. Beneficial Use Volume Threshold: the Rule imposes additional 
requirements on the beneficial use ofCCR in amounts of more than 
12,400 tons, even though EPA acknowledged that this volume limitation 
was based on a mathematical error; 
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iii. Seismic Location Restriction: the Rule imposes an unreasonable short 
deadline for meeting the seismic location restriction. EPA also failed to 
provide an adequate basis for applying the seismic location restriction to 
expansions of existing CCR landfills; 

iv. Alternative Closure: the Rule imposes an absolute prohibition on 
considering cost or convenience in detetmining whether a unit can 
qualify for an extended closure schedule; and 

v. Risk-Based Compliance Alternatives: as explained above, the Rule fails 
to include any risk-based compliance altematives. 100 

For all the above reasons, EPA should seek to hold the litigation in abeyance 

while EPA reconsiders its position on the issues raised by industry petitioners in 

their challenge to the CCR Rule. 

CONCLUSION 

The CCR Rule affects both the utility and coal industries and also affects 

the large and small businesses that support and rely upon those industries. It is 

causing significant adverse impacts on coal-fired generation in this country due 

to the excessive costs of compliance-even EPA acknowledges the costs of the 

Rule outweigh its benefits. Those impacts are being, and will be, felt in 

communities around the country where those industries operate. Reconsideration 

will enable the Agency to take all of these impacts into account to the full extent 

100 Industry petitioners also are challenging elements of the Rule on grounds that EPA 
failed to provide adequate notice and comment, including (i) EPA's imposition of requirements 
on the beneficial use of CCR; (ii) the requirement for owners/operators of surface impoundments 
to certify compliance with specified dam safety factors not set forth in the proposed mle; and (iii) 
the requirement that the base of existing CCR surface impoundments be at least five feet above 
the uppermost aquifer underlying the impoundment. 
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allowed by law, as contemplated by recent Executive Orders and the changed 

statutory structure under which the Rule is to be implemented. 

For all the foregoing reasons, EPA should grant this Petition, take action to 

extend the Rule's upcoming compliance deadlines, promptly undertake to initiate a 

new rulemaking to reflect the required changes identified in this Petition, and seek 

to hold the CCR Litigation in abeyance to allow the new EPA Administration to 

reassess its position in the litigation in light of this Petition, the WIIN Act, and the 

President's Executive Orders on regulatory reform. 

Dated: May 12, 201 7 UTILITY SOLID WASTE ACTIVITES GROUP 

Douglas Green 
Venable LLP 
600 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
202-344-4483 

Margaret Fawal 
Venable LLP 
600 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
202-344-4 791 
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1 Introduction 

In 2015, the Federal Coal Combustion Residual Rule (CCR) promulgated a new groundwater monitoring 

program for CCR disposal facilities. The program consists of a tiered system of monitoring requirements. 

Under the program, utilities are required to monitor a specific set of chemical constituents (commonly 

refened to as Appendix Ill constituents). If any Appendix III constituents are detected at statistically 

significant levels (SSLs) above background concentrations, then assessment monitoring is triggered. Under 

the assessment monitoring program, a different series of constituents (referTed to as Appendix IV 

constituents) is monitored; the detection of any Appendix IV constituent at a statistically significant 

increased (SSI) concentration relative to its groundwater protection standard (GWPS) triggers groundwater 

corrective action and remediation to achieve the GWPS. 

The CCR Rule stipulates that the relevant GWPS for each Appendix IV constituent is the federally 

established Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL); for constituents that do not have established MCLs, the 

site-specific background groundwater concentration is the relevant GWPS. The Appendix IV constituents 

without MCLs include cobalt, molybdenum, lithium and lead. 

Using the background concentration as a GWPS for constituents without an MCL is problematic; such an 

approach causes constituents without MCLs to trigger corrective action disproportionately and requires 

more stringent clean-up requirements. In addition, such an approach runs antithetical to other US EPA's 

relevant regulatory programs in which protecting public health is based on the use of risk-based 

benchmarks. 

This memo provides a regulatory and technical basis for why using background as a GWPS for constituents 

without an MCL is inconsistent with current US EPA regulatory policy. and causes excessive resource 

expenditure without providing any added public health benefit Key conclusions include: 

The establishment of GWPS at background for Appendix IV constituents without MCLs is 

inconsistent with US EPA policy of establishing and using health-based remediation standards for 

RCRA cleanups. 

Requiring remediation for Appendix IV constituents without MCLs to background, when 

groundwater levels for these constituents are below established EPA health-based standards, results 

in excessively costly- and resource-intensive corrective action, without providing any public health 

benefit. 

Technologies employed to remediate msenic, which is the key risk driver in the CCR rule, will 

generally also remediate the Appendix IV constituents without MCLs to their respective health

based levels. However, additional and more extensive treatment will be required for these 

Appendix IV constituents if their GWPS is background. 

Using background as the GWPS for Appendix IV constituents without MCLs, will result in 

scenarios where conective action is triggered solely because the Appendix IV constituent is above 

background, but still below applicable health-based levels. This will result in a large expenditure 

of resources and costs without resulting in any added protection to human health. 

G:\PrOJlll:t>\217009_U$WAG_Boron\WOlki•lgFI!es\GWPS_r<!port (.)oo; 
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2 Risk-based safety determinations and corrective 
action assessments are a cornerstone of US EPA 
regulatory programs 

Using risk assessment to establish safe levels of exposures to chemicals in water, food, soil, and air is a 
central tenant of US federal and state regulatory agencies, including US EPA. In fact, US EPA provides 
leadership in risk assessment principles and implementation and has produced a multitude of guidance 
documents that put forth best risk assessment practices in general and under more specific environmental 
assessment conditions (e.g., US EPA, 1989, 2007a, 2012a, 2016a). Many different programs at US EPA 
use these principles to establish concentrations of chemicals in environmental media that are protective of 
public health, including the Office of Water for establishing MCLs, the Office of Pesticides for determining 
safe levels of pesticides on plants and in soil. and the Office of Air for setting National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards, among many others. Moreover, as explained below, risk-based remedial actions arc integral both 
to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), (i.e., 
Superfund program) and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (Herman and Laws. 1996). 

CCR disposal is currently regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). In its 
communication outreach, US EPA described the importance of risk assessment for RCRA and its key 
functions: 

Risk information is an essential factor in determining which industrial wastes are judged 
to be hazardous wastes and should therefore be managed under the RCRA hazardous waste 
system. Risk assessment is also used in developing waste management programs for 
nonhazardous wastes. Risk information is used in targeting waste minimization efforts, 
issuing operating permits, determining the need for cleanup actions at permitted facilities, 
and setting cleanup goals. Risk assessment is also used in cost-benetlt analysis l(>r major 
rules and regulations and to chal't strategic directions for the RCRA program (US EPA, 
2001). 

Of particular relevance to the CCR Rule ru·e the risk-based policies and resources for the protection and 
remediation of impacted groundwater that US EPA has developed. Specifically, US EPA has established 
Regional Screening Levels (RSLs) to assess potential human health risks from chemicals in soil, water, and 
air. The RSLs are derived using conservative exposure assumptions and toxicity factors (which are also 
usually developed by US EPA) that represent a Reasonable Maximum Exposure (RME) scenario for long
term or chronic exposures (US EPA, 2016c). US EPA routinely updates these values to reflect the best 
available science. For the protection of groundwater, the RSLs consider all routes of exposure, including 
drinking water ingestion, dermal exposure during bathing. and inhalation exposures if the constituent is 
volatile. These values assist risk assessors with determining whether levels of constituents at a site may 
warrant further investigation or cleanup, or whether no further investigation is required (US EPA, 2016c). 

If further investigation is warranted. more sophisticated risk evaluation approaches may be needed. Under 
the Superfund Program, US EPA has issued robust guidance over several decades for developing risk-based 
clean-up goals for groundwater that protect public health. Using this guidance in conjunction with US EPA 
policy, it is important to appreciate that the majority of (if not all) site clean-ups/corrective actions 

GRADIENT 
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involve cleaning up to a risk-based value, not background. In fact, background is usually set as a goal 
only if achieving the risk-based value is implausible because it falls below background (US EPA 2002). 

The specific explanation given in the CCR Rule for deviating from US EPA's risk-based approach and 
using background concentrations as cleanup goals instead of health-based groundwater benchmarks f()r 
Appendix IV constituents without MCLs is that "it was unlikely that a facility would have the scientific 
expertise necessary to conduct a risk assessment, and was too susceptible to potential abuse" (US EPA. 

2015a). However, such a statement is not supportable, given how integral risk assessment is to RCRA 
regulatory programs and that US EPA RSLs arc available for all of the Appendix IV constituents (see Table 

3.1 for a summary of the RSLs and Section 3.4 for more discussion on lead health-based benchmarks). 
Even under a self-implementing program. these RSLs are readily available and can be used to 
conservatively determine if there is a potential risk that may warrant action. 

GRADIENT 
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3 Corrective actions to achieve background 
with require significantly more treatment 

cost without providing any health benefit 

would 
added 

Aside from inconsistency with standard US EPA practice and policy, using background as clean-up goal 
will be excessively costly and resource-intensive, without providing any public health benefit. Using this 
approach, sites in corrective action may be required to remediate groundwater to levels that are many times 
lower than established health-based benchmarks (up to I 00 times lower'). Table 3.1 presents a comparison 
of the US EPA-developed RSLs for these constituents to the respective typical (median)2 background 
concentrations in groundwater obtained from the US Geological Survey. As presented in Table 3.1, 
background concentrations of these constituents in groundwater are 7-100 times below the health-based 
benchmarks (i.e., RSLs) developed by US EPA. 

Table 3.1 Comparison of US EPA Health-based Criteria and Generic Background 
Levels 

Constituenta 

Notes: 

US EPA Tap 
Water RSLb 

USGS Median GW 
Cdncentrations' 

Fold Difference 

a) Lead was not included in this table. The US EPA Tap Water RSL for lead is not a health-based value, 
because US EPA has not established toxicity criteria {an RfD or CSF) with which to calculate screening 
criteria for lead, as they have for other constituents. While having some health basis, this value is 
based on the best treatment technology available to remove lead from drinking water, considering 
cost. Refer to Section 3.4 for more information on an appropriate health-based benchmark for lead. 
b) US EPA, 2016d. 
c) USGS, 2011. 
CSF =Cancer Slope Factor; GW =:Groundwater; HA =-Health Advisory; HRL: Health Reference level; 
RfD =-Reference Dose; RSL: Regional Screening Level; US EPA=- US Environmental Protection Agency; 
USGS = US Geological Survey. 

The sections below provide a brief summary of each of the constituents highlighting the additional 
remediation that would be required to achieve background instead of the RSL. This information is 
summarized in Table 3.2. For this analysis, data from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
Characterization of Field Leachates at Coal Combustion Product Management Sites (2006) was used to 
approximate fteld ash leachate concentrations (2006; Table 4-l ). This data is based on a dataset consisting 
of 67 samples from surface impoundments and landfills and includes data collected from multiple sources 
including wells screened within CCR, drive point piezometers, seep samplers, core extracts, samples from 
leachate collection systems. and pond water samples collected from near the CCR-water intetface, sluice 
lines, and impoundment outfalls. Because a significant portion of this dataset comes from impoundment 

1Not including lead. because the drinking water standard for lead is not health-based. 
1 Note that data from the USGS report were used to provide perspective on typical hackground concentrations cohalt, lithium, and 
molyhdenum. Under the rule, site-specific hackground concentrations would need to be established to determine if corrective 
action was warranted. 

G'\Proje(t~\117009 __ U$WAG_Boron\Workingr,!es\GWPS_report.r.lN'X 
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water samples which likely comain lower CCR constituent concentrations than interstitial water samples 
from within the CCR, this dataset is likely biased low, and thus. conservative. Nonetheless, data presented 
in this report are consistent with data used by US EPA in the 2014 Final Human and Ecological Risk 
Assessment for Coal Combustion Residuals (US EPA, 2014). The median CCR constituent concentrations 
used in the analyses below arc meant to approximate typical leachate concentrations that exist across CCR 
management units, but it should be noted that the data were generated from a sub-set of facilities and median 
estimates may change (up or down) given additional data. 

3.1 Cobalt 

Cobalt is an essential element, forming part of the B 12 vitamin, and necessary for maintaining normal 
biological function. The recommended amount of daily Bl2 is about 6 flg (ATSDR, 2004). This dietary 
pathway is reported to be the largest source of cobalt exposure in the general population (ATSDR, 2004). 
Estimated intake rates range from 5-40 ftg/day (0.07-0.57 ~tg/kg-day for a normal adult), and an average 
person consumes about II fig/day of cobalt hom food (ATSDR, 2004 ). US EPA has developed a health
based RSL for cobalt of 6 flg/L. The cobalt RSL assumes that a 15-kg child will drink 0.78 L of water 
containing cobalt per day and bathe in water containing cobalt for 32 minutes each day (US EPA, 2016c). 

As noted in Table 3.1, the median background concentration of cobalt in groundwater is 35 times lower 
than the RSL developed by US EPA. The median concentration of cobalt in CCR ash leachate (l ftg/L) is 
6 times lower than the health-based cobalt RSL developed by US EPA. Thus, at the majority of CCR ash 
sites, no remediation would be required to achieve health-based benchmarks and protect human health. In 
contrast, in order to remediate median cobalt levels to background (i.e., reduce levels from 1 flg/L to 0.17 
ftg/L), groundwater concentrations would need to be reduced by about 80% (about 6-fold). 

3.2 Lithium 

Lithium is a strategic metal that is naturally present at low concentrations in soil and water. Estimated 
dietary intake rates range li'om 0.24-1.5 ftg/kg-day. 1 The US EPA has developed a health-based RSL for 
lithium of 40 flg/L (US EPA, 2012b). The lithium RSL assumes that a 15-kg child will drink 0.78 L of 
water containing lithium per day and bathe in water containing lithium for 32 minutes each day (US EPA, 
2016c). 

As noted in Table 3.1, the median background concentmtion of lithium in groundwater is over 6 times lower 
than the health based value developed by US EPA. The median concentration of lithium in CCR ash 
leachate (129 ftg!L) exceeds the health-based lithium RSL (40 ftg/L) developed by US EPA. Thus, a 70% 
(3-fold) reduction in lithium concentrations would be required at CCR ash sites to achieve health-based 
benchmarks and protect human health. In contrast, in order to remediate median lithium levels to 
background groundwater concentrations (i.e .. reduce levels from 129 flg/L to 6 ~g/L). the lithium 
concentrations would need to be reduced by about 95% (nearly 22-fold). 

3.3 Molybdenum 

Molybdenum is an essential element and is necessary for normal biological function. As an essential metal, 
the body is able to regulate molybdenum and limit its toxicity under higher than normal exposure 
conditions. In recognition of the essentiality of molybdenum. the Institute of Medicine (!OM) of the 

·'Although one source reports a significantly higher d<Jily intake for lithium of 33~80 ~tg/kg-day for ingestion from food and 
municipal water (Moore, 1995, as cited in US EPA 2008). 

GRADIENT 
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National Academies ha:; developed an estimated average requirement (EAR) and recommended dietary 
allowance (RDA) for molybdenum. Based on studies that examined molybdenum excretion over a large 
dose range, !OM established an EAR of 34 rg/day for adults (!OM, 200 I). Based on this analysis. !OM 
also established an RDA of 45 f(g/day for adults (!OM, 200 I). Although molybdenum is essential for 
certain biological functions, it is associated with specific toxic effects at high doses, which is true for all 
chemicals, including other essential elements. US EPA has developed an RSL of 100 rg/L (US EPA 
2016d). The molybdenum RSL relies on the same assumptions articulated above for cobalt and lithium. 

As noted in Table 3.1, the median background concentration of molybdenum in groundwater is 100 times 
lower than the health based value developed by US EPA. The median concentration of molybdenum in 
CCR ash leachate (405 f!g/L) exceeds the health-based molybdenum RSL (100 f(g/L) developed by US 
EPA. Thus, a 75% (4-fold) reduction in molybdenum concentrations would be required at CCR sites to 
achieve health-based benchmarks and protect human health. In contrast, in order to remediate median 
molybdenum levels to background groundwater concentrations (i.e., reduce levels from 405 f(g/L to I 
rg!L), the molybdenum concentrations would need to be reduced by about 99.8% (405-fold). 

3.4 Lead 

The regulation of lead in groundwater is unique. While there is some health basis for drinking water 
standard for lead, this value is also driven by a treatment technique requiring that water systems minimize 
exposure to lead in drinking water resulting from water corrosivity (US EPA, 2007b). The drinking water 
standard for lead is exceeded if the lead concentration in more thanlO% of the tap water samples collected 
during the sampling period is greater than 15 ~tg/L. Thus. the drinking water standard for lead may not be 
suitable for selection as a cleanup value at CCR ash sites. 

Instead, US EPA risk assessment methodology routinely relies on modeling to determine risk levels and 
appropriate cleanup values for lead. Specifically, the US EPA uses the Adult Lead Model (ALM) or child 
Integrated Exposure Uptake Biokinetic (IEUBK) Model (US EPA, 1994. 2003, 2010) as appropriate to 
develop acceptable lead levels in groundwater on a site-specific basis. These models calculate a level based 
on the probability of a child or a developing fetus having a blood lead level greater than 10 ftg/dL. 

While there is no readily available benchmark for lead remediation goals for CCR ash sites, and developing 
a site-specific value can be complex, it is noteworthy that the median concentration of lead in CCR ash 
leachate is generally low or not detectable (median::::: <0.20 ~lg/L) and thus corrective actions involving lead 
would be rare. 

Table 3 2 Reduction to Achieve Health-based Values vs Background 
Median CCR GWPSOption Fold Reduction Needed % Reduction Needed 

leachate US EPA USGS Background 
Constituent Concentrations" Tap Water Groundwater Health- Health-

(Jlg/L) RSL' Concentrationc based 
Background 

based 
Background 

(IJil/L) (IJil/L) 
Cobalt 1 6 0.17 NR 6 NR 83% 
Molybdenum 405 100 1 4 405 75% 99.8% 
Lithium 129 40 6 3 22 69% 95% 
lead <0.20 15 0.07 NR NR NR NR 

Notes: CCR- Coal Combustion Residual Rule· GWPS = Groundwater Prate tio St ·N c n andard, R No Redu tion N eeded, RSL Reg1ona! -
Screening Level; USGS:::: United States Geologkal Survey. 
Sources: a) EPR!, 2006; b) US EPA, 2016d; c) USGS, 2011. 

GRADIENT 
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4 Remediation of arsenic, which is likely key risk driver 
at most sites, will likely remediate lithium, 

molybdenum, and cobalt below risk-based levels 

In general, the corrective action process and treatment technology design is a site-specific process that 
should be conducted based on site conditions. However, conventional technologies that remove arsenic, a 
key risk driver at many sites, may be able to partly remove other Appendix IV constituents including those 
without an established MCL, particnlarly if the level of treatment efficiency needed is in a similar range. 
For example, the Treatment Technology Summary for Critical Pollutants of Concern in Power Plant 
Wastewaters report by EPRI (2007) described a case study where a bioremediation technology was used 
for arsenic and selenium removaL The results showed that the treatment system also removed more than 
90% of cobalt and molybdenum. Thus, if treating for arsenic, this level of treatment efficiency may be 
enough to meet the RSLs for the Appendix IV constituents without any additional cost. In contrast, if there 
is a large margin between the level of remediation required for arsenic compared to the other Appendix IV 
constituents without MCLs, it is likely that, based on the current CCR rule requirements, constituent
specific treatment systems in addition to conventional technologies used for arsenic treatment would be 
needed. 

Table 4.1 demonstrates that if RSLs are used as the GWPS for constituents without MCLs, the level of 
remediation required to remove arsenic will be similar or greater than the level needed for molybdenum 
lithium, and cobalt (2.5 fold decrease needed for arsenic vs 0-4.1 fold decrease needed for other 
constituents). Consequently, remediation technologies that target arsenic and partly remove other 
constituents will likely also be effective in reducing these constituents below the RSLs. In contrast, if 
background is used as the GWPS for constituents without MCLs, the level of remediation required between 
arsenic and other constituents is much more substantial (2.5-fold decrease needed for arsenic vs 5.9 to 405-
fold decrease needed for other constituents), such that remediating for arsenic will be ineffective in reducing 
the other constituents to background and additional treatments will be required. 

GRADIENT 
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Table 4.1 Groundwater Corrective Action Treatment Efficiency 
Required to Achieve GWPS 

Fold Reduction Required 
Constituent (Ratio of Median leachate Concentration to 

GWPS using RSLs for constituents without MCls ) 

Arsenic 2.5' 

Antimony ... b 

.. 

Barium • •• b 

Beryllium ••• b 

Cadmium 
___ b 

Chromium ... b 

Mercury ... b 

Selenium ••• b 

Thallium ••• b 

Cobalt ... b 

~ithium 3.2 

Molybdenum 4.1 
Notes: GWPS =Groundwater Protection Standard; MCl Max1mum 
Containment Level; RSL-= Regional Screening Level. 
a) GWPS is based on the MCL. 
b) For these constituents, the leachate concentration is already below GWPS 
c} GWPS is based on typical groundwater background concentration (USGS, 2011). 
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5 Using health based-benchmarks for a subset of 
constituents and background for another subset will 
cause constituents without MCLs to 
disproportionately trigger correction action 

The preceding sections provided information on the implications regarding the remediation of Appendix 
IV constituents if background is used as the GWPS. Another aspect of using background as the GWPS 
relates to an earlier step in the groundwater monitoring requirement-the triggering of assessment 
monitoring and subsequent corrective action. Although which and how many constituents trigger 
assessment monitoring will be site-specific. Table 5.1 provides perspective on how the GWPS (i.e., 

background vs a health-based value) affects the proportion of samples that can trigger assessment 
monitoring and corrective action for specific key constituents. The present analysis is restricted to arsenic, 
which is likely to trigger a substantial number of assessment monitoring and corrective actions as well as 
the Appendix IV constituents without MCLs. It should be noted that the percentages listed in Table 5.1 are 
calculated using the same EPRI (2006) data described in Section 2 and are based on detectable samples 
only. The percentage of samples with constituents not detected in groundwater is also reported in the table. 

As presented in Table 5. I, using background as the GWPS for Appendix IV constituents instead of a health
based value (e.g., MCL) will increase the number of times assessment monitoring and subsequent conective 
action is initiated. These values demonstrate how a scenario could occur where assessment monitoring and 
corrective action is completely driven by constituents that lack MCLs that are present above background 
but below health-based values. This translates into resource intensive groundwater remedies that provide 
no added protection to public health. As an example using EPRI (2006) leachate data to approximate utility
wide groundwater monitoring concentrations, one could expect molybdenum samples to trigger assessment 
monitoring and subsequent conective action approximately 76% of the time if a health-based benchmark 
is used as the GWPS. In contrast, one could expect conective action to be triggered over 95o/r of the time 
if background is used as the GWPS. 

Although this analysis is based on a small deta set and caution should be used to directly infer actions across 
facilities, these results suggest that increases in the number of samples that can trigger assessment 
monitoring and corrective action if background were used as the GWPS could be significant and result in 
an initiated corrective action at a substantial number of facilities. This is would involve a large expenditure 
of resources and cost that would not result in any added protection to human health. 

Table 5.1 Approximation of the Percentage of Samples that will Trigger Corrective Action under 
Different Potential GWPSs 
1 Percentage of Using Health-based Standard as Using Background as GWPS for 
I Detections GWPS for all Constituents All Constituents without MCLs 

I ~~sbea~~c 16080 :~ ~~' 
I Lithium 87 85 95 . 

1 Molybdenum >95 --~-·----------------"~_____j 
Notes: GWPS =Groundwater Protection Standard; MCL =Maximum Containment Level. 
a) GWPS for arsenic is the MCL under both scenarios. 

GRADitNT 
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6 The Water Infrastructure Improvements for the 
Nation Act (WIIN) Act creates a permitting program 
that can support the use of health-based 
benchmarks 

When the 2015 CCR Rule was passed, enforcement authority was not assigned to the federal or state 
govemment (US Congress, 2016). This lack of direct oversight is one of the key reasons that US EPA 
opted to use background as the GWPS for constituents when an MCL was not available. As mentioned in 
Section 2, the 2015 CCR Rule stated that independent development of a health-based benchmark for 
constituents without MCLs "was determined to be inappropriate in a self-implementing mle, as it was 
unlikely that a facility would have the scientific expertise necessary to conduct a risk assessment, and was 
too susceptible to potential abuse" (US EPA, 2015b). 

Since the passage of the 2015 CCR Rule, however, new legislation promulgated under the WIIN Act has 
amended the Federal CCR rule to allow for US EPA-approved state permitting programs. Such a process 
would allow for the development and regulatory approval of more site-specific health based benchmarks. 
The creating of state permits to oversee CCR Rule enforcement, which will include compliance with 
groundwater monitoring requirements, will be similar to other state-run permit programs that ensure 
facilities develop and meet appropriate risk based standards. 

10 
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7 Conclusions 

Using background concentrations as GWPSs for Appendix IV constituents without MCLs has far-reaching 

cost and resource allocation implications for CCR disposal facilities. The use of background concentrations 
as a GWPS for some constituents and MCLs for others results in disparate treatment of constituents and 
triggers costly cmTective action remedies that will not provide any public health benefit The available 

health-protective benchmarks for Appendix IV constituents (i.e. RSLs) and well-established US EPA risk 
assessment methodology for using or developing more site-specific benchmarks as a basis for GWPS. 
adequately provides for the long-term protection of human health. 

GRADIENT 11 
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Attachment 4- QFR46 AES petition 

In the {]nited States Environmental Protection Agency 

AES Puerto Rico LP's Petition for Rulemaking to Reconsider 
Provisions of the Coal Combustion Residuals Rule, 

80 Fed. Reg. 21,302 (Apr. 17, 2015), and Request to Hold in Abeyance 
Challenge to the Coal Combustion Residuals Rule, No. 15-1219, et al. (D.C. Cir.) 

INTRODVCTION 

AES Puerto Rico LP ("AES-PR") hereby petitions the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency ("EPA'" or "Agency") pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 553(e) and 42 U.S.C. § 6974 
for a rulemaking to reconsider one aspect ofEPA's rule regulating coal combustion residuals 
("CCR'') produced at electricity generation stations. See 40 C .F .R. Part 257 and Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Management System; Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals, 80 Fed. Reg. 
21,302 (Apr. 17, 2015), (the ''CCR Rule" or ·'Rule"). Specifically: 

First, AES-PR seeks a rulemaking to reconsider a single aspect of the CCR Rule: to 
reconsider how the Rule regulates the storage ofCCR at a facility (on-site) as a "CCR pile" 
before the CCR is delivered to a third party for beneficial use or disposal (off-site). 
Currently, the Rule imposes costly, unnecessary and arbitrary burdens on on-site storage 
because it defines a "CCR pile" to be a "CCR landfill'' and therefore subject to onerous 
regulatory requirements. Those burdens should be eliminated, consistent with the President's 
recent Executive Orders directing agencies to reduce the burden of federal regulations. 1 

Second, to allow EPA time to consider this and other petitions and to complete the 
transition to permit programs. EPA should also take immediate action to extend the CCR 
Rule's upcoming compliance deadlines. An extension would ensure the regulated 
community does not expend limited resources on elements of the CCR Rule that EPA may 
modify during the regulatory reform process mandated by the President and in the course of 
developing the new permit program required by Congress in the December 20 I 6 changes to 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA").2 

Third, AES-PR has challenged EPA's "CCR pile'' in a petition for review ofthe CCR 
Rule now consolidated with other petitions for review pending before the U.S. COln1 of 
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.3 AES-PR requests that EPA ask the D.C. Circuit to hold the 
consolidated challenges to the Rule in abeyance, so that the Agency can consider whether it 

1 See Letter from M. Mata, AES-PR to S. Dravis, EPA (May 15, 2017) (discussing Executive Orders and 
commenting to EPA· s Regulat01y Reform Task Force on need to repeal orrevise "CCR pile" requirement) 

'RCRA was amended in the Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation Act ("WflN Act"). 
3 AES Puerto Rico Lf' r. EPA. No. 15-1229, consolidated with Utility Solid Waste Activities Group v. EPA, No. 
15-1219 (D.C. Cir.) (and Nos. 15-1221, 15-1222, 15-1223, 15-1227. and 15-1228) ("CCR Litigation"). 

I 
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will choose to revise its positions in the CCR Litigation in light of the recent Executive 

Orders. as well as the changes to RCRA.4 

BACKGROUND 

CCR Rule. EPA's CCR Rule regulates coal combustion residuals (''CCR'') produced 

by the electric utility sector. See 40 C.F.R. Part 257. The CCR Rule causes significant 

economic and operational impacts on coal-fired power generation, including AES-PR. 

Among other requirements, the CCR Rule regulates the disposal ofCCR. For land 

disposal, the Rule establishes minimum federal criteria for determining which new and 

existing disposal sites would qualify as "CCR landfills" and may receive CCR. See e.g .. 40 

C.F.R. §§ 257.60-.64 (location restrictions), 257.70 (design criteria). These criteria are based 

on EPA's standards for municipal solid waste landfills under RCRA SubtitleD, such as an 

impervious liner, leachate collection, and groundwater monitoring. Permitted SubtitleD 

landfills are also authorized by the Rule to receive CCR. E.g., 80 Fed. Reg. at 21341-42. 

In addition, the Rule includes various operating requirements for CCR landtills, such 

as mandated inspections and fugitive dust control; groundwater monitoring and corrective 

action requirements; closure requirements, including (i) closure with CCR in place in 

conformance with specified standards, followed by post-closure care or (ii) closure by 

removing the CCR from the unit and certifYing compliance with the mandated groundwater 

protection standards; and recordkeeping and reporting requirements demonstrating 

compliance with the criteria that must be posted to a publicly available website. E.g., 40 

C.F.R. §§ 257.80 (air criteria), 257.81 (run-on and run-off controls) 257.84 (inspections) 

257.90-.98 (groundwater monitoring and corrective action) 257.1 03-.l 04 (closure and post

closure care) and 257 .I 05-.107 (recordkeeping and internet requirements). 

Certain of the Rule's operating criteria have already taken effect, including fugitive 

dust controls, regular inspections and the requirement to prepare closure and post-closure 

plans. However, the Rule's most burdensome requirements, including the groundwater 

monitoring requirements. which can trigger closure and corrective action rules. are scheduled 

to go into effect in less than five months, on October 17, 2017. 40 C.F .R. § 257.90(b)( I) 

(establishing deadline). 

AES Puerto Rico. AES-PR is a leading provider oflow-cost electricity for Puerto 

Rico. It owns and operates a state-of-the-art, coal-tired electricity generating facility located 

in Guayama, with a generating capacity of 454.3 megawatts (net). At a cost of $800 million, 

AES-PR is one of the largest public-private infi·astructure investments in the history of Puerto 

Rico. The plant has over 110 employees and contributes upwards of$100 million to the 

4 See FCC v. Fox Television Stations. Inc .. 556 U.S. 502, 515 (2009); Motor Vehicle .\fanu(acturers Ass 'n qfthe 

United States, Inc. v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co .. 463 U.S. 29, 42 ( 1983); see also Sat 'I 

Ass 'n of !fame Builders v. EPA, 682 F.3d 1032, 1038, 1043 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (a revised rulemaking based "on a 

reevaluation of which policy would be better in light of the facts" is "well within an agency's discretion," and 

"[a] change in administration brought about by the people cast their votes is a perfectly reasonable basis for an 

executive agency's reappraisal of the costs and benefits of its programs and regulations''') (quoting State Farm. 

463 U.S. at 59(Rehnquist. J., concurring in part)). 

2 
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island's economy each year.5 This contribution is critical, particularly given the dire 
economic situation imperiling the island.6 

The AES-PR plant includes state-of-the-art emission controls, using circulating 
fluidized bed technology, which allows it to produce lower NOx emissions. In addition, the 
action of the fluidized bed when mixed with limestone or other sulfur-absorbing materials 
greatly reduces S02 emissions. EPA authorized these and other emission-controls as best 
available control technology under the Clean Air Act 7 AES-PR is also a "zero liquid 
discharge" facility, as all process water from operations is recycled or reused. 

The Commonwealth government, through the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority 
("PREP A"), distributes all electricity in Puerto Rico. Accordingly, AES-PR operates under a 
Power Purchase Agreement ("PPA") with PREP A. Under the PPA, PREP A purchases the 
power from AES-PR and then distributes it through the Puerto Rico grid. AES-PR represents 
approximately 17% of the electricity consumed on the island and has been the lowest cost, 
most reliable source of base load power for Puerto Rico since it started commercial operations 
in November 2002. 

In the course of providing this essential electricity to the citizens ofthe island, like all 
coal-fired power plants, AES-PR produces CCR. AES-PR uses much of its CCR to produce 
a manufactured aggregate known as AGREMAX™ ("Agremax"). To produce Agremax, 
AES-PR mixes and hydrates the coal ash in an on-site mill, and the resulting mixture is then 
compacted and cured. This process of hydration, compaction and curing physically converts 
the coal ash into a hardened, manufactured aggregate, which can be further processed to 
reduce it to the appropriate size for beneficial use. In 2004, experts at the Texas A&M 
Transportation Institute performed tests on the aggregate and confirmed that it has the 
necessary physical, mechanical, and chemical properties for effective use in a range of 
applications, including road base and structural applications. 8 The effectiveness ofthese uses 
are well documented and have been specifically recognized by EPA, including in the CCR 
Rule. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,309 ("As of2012, CCR beneficial uses (i.e., industrial 

5 See INFORME DE AUDITORiA CP-10-02 4 de agosto de 2009 AUTORIDAD DE ENERGiA ELECTRICA 
DE PUERTO RICO 3075- Auditoria 12867) available at 
!.\ t 1J2_;_ .~~- ~_y~ !: : (_)5:121: .. g \l ':_ ' 

~> l1E!~?i,:.~~" \ Y.' ~ JDJ l\~1~~,- ~\1m .J.~~ LZ., Q~_.\ t} .hu.,~i ttcs>.5~ c~J l~_t29h Jl\:!.~f! \?_~xh;.~)-~~t ~::~~1 ! .iHQ] C_r·_~Q 
7 See W. Muszynski, EPA Region 2 to S. Slusser, AES Puerto Rico, Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
Permit for the Proposed AES Puerto Rico Cogeneration Plant (AES-PRCP) Administrative Permit Modification 
(Oct. 29, 200 I), available at The Facility also has a 
Clean Air Act Title V Operating Permit issued by Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board. See Puerto 
Rico EQB, Title V Operating Permit No. PFE-TV-4911-30-0703-1130 (Nov. 15, 2011 ), available at 
I) !JJl~-~ ~-~ \\~)_ J!l>KQ\' .~l~ ~Ll-":-.l:l::.J~t ! ~~-:I !Jll.5:1!\:. e~rDJJ'.'(!\ o,;!2 ( l}~~-~tf_1_lt£:Lm _l.l t~~ti95.C~~lht~~l~:210~~:'~.~-\L\ir~:.l:~llL\i,;l,~ 
.,:()20ck:':-~120(>pcract'~,)( ;n;,B ~r('-h:~<n ~',;l · .\:'-:!- \ !)l_ulo 1>if2q\' 0.~)~01· i1_1;tk~ .\1 }-}'\;,2_(H'j\._,_\ t-i)-:o.;?PJ>ct!l}jt .. pdL 

8 SeeS. Kochyil and D. N. Little. Physical. Mechanical and Chemical Evaluation of Manufactured Aggregate 
(2004) (the AES Puerto Rico ''manufactured aggregate has excellent properties for use as a fill or structural fill" 
and "may serve successfully as a subbase or base layer in pavements") available at 
ht~l0_ ~v ~,-~ \\-, l.~Lfl'Jna \_ '--nm ! )o\' nJnad:s J 1 na.tr:·:,:?.{l R.,·lw_rt 0-~~~:u_-~;-~,~{) J · rJ. pd C 
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applications) involved about 52 million tons annually"). 9 Agremax can also be used as daily 

cover or to stabilize liquids at a landfill. 

"CCR Pile" Provision Challenged by AES-PR. Like all power plants that produce 

electricity using coal, the company faces significant burdens from the EPA's CCR Rule. As 

noted, in particular, the Rule has defined a stockpile of CCR temporarily stored on-site before 

the CCR is delivered off-site to be a "CCR pile'' that must satisfy the requirements of a "CCR 

landfill." 40 C.F.R. § 257.53. This imposes costly and unnecessary regulatory burdens 

on electricity providers, like AES-PR, because requiring the CCR producer to handle its on

site CCR inventory as if it were operating a landfill greatly increase the cost to produce 

baseload electricity using coal. EPA should remove or reduce these substantial regulatory 

costs. 

As such, AES-PR urges EPA to reconsider and reopen the CCR Rule in order to 

repeal or narrow the burdens imposed on power providers that store CCR temporarily on-site. 

Repealing or limiting the "CCR pile" requirements will reduce the costs and burdens imposed 

on U.S. energy production. Moreover, during reconsideration. AES-PR urges the Agency to 

extend the next compliance deadlines for ''CCR piles" and hold AES-PR ·s D.C. Circuit 

petition in abeyance. With AES-PR (and many other coal-fired power plants) poised to make 

major investments to comply with CCR rule requirements, these requirements should be on 

hold while EPA conducts its review. 

I. EPA SHOULD RECONSIDER AND REPEAL OR REDUCE THE 
BURDENSOME CCR RULE REQUIREMENTS GOVERNING THE ON
SITE STORAGE OF CCR 

There are multiple aspects of the Rule that warrant repeal or revision. as industry

wide stakeholders have explained in a recently filed petition for rulemaking. 10 AES-PR · s 

petition is focused on the following critical issues: 

A. EPA should reconsider the way it regulates on-site storage of CCR 

1. EPA should revise the Rule to allow temporary on-site storage on 
the ground of CCR without triggering Rule requirements 

Foremost, EPA should revise the way in which it regulates the on-site storage ofCCR 

under the CCR Rule. According to the Rule: 

CCR pile or pile means any noncontainerized accumulation of solid, non

flowing CCR that is placed on the land. CCR that is beneficially used otTsite is 

not a CCR pile. 

9 See also Proposed Rule. /faoardous and Solid Waste Management Svstem; Identification and Listing of' Special 

Wastes; Disposal of Coal Combustion !?esidua/sfi'om Electric Utilities, 75 Fed. Reg. 35,128.35,254 (June 21, 
201 0); Notice of !?egulatory Determination on Wastes }rom the Combuslion of Fossil Fuels, 65 Fed. Reg. 
32,214,32,229 (May 22, 2000); Final Regulatot}' Determination on Four Large-Volume Wastesfi'om the 

Combustion of Coal by Electric Utility Power Plants. 58 Fed. Reg. 42,466 (Aug. 9, 1993) 

10 See Utility Solid Waste Activities Group Petition for Rulemaking to Reconsider Provisions of the Coal 
Combustion Residuals Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 21, 30 I (Apr. 17, 20 15) and Request to Hold in Abe} ance Challenge 
to Coal Combustion Residuals Rule, No. 15-1219. et al. (D.C. Cir.) (filed May 12. 2017) ("US WAG Petition"). 

4 
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40 C.F.R. § 257.53. The Rule further defines a "CCR landfill" to include a "CCR pile.'' !d. 
("CCR landfill" includes CCR piles). Consequently. any inventory of any CCR of any 
volume or quality that is produced and stored on the ground for any length of time before 
delivery off-site lor disposal or beneficial use, is regulated under the Rule as if the utility 
itself were operating a disposal site. Jd 

EPA should reconsider this regulatory approach due to the unnecessary burdens it 
imposes and the negligible benefits it provides. By treating an on-site inventory of CCR as if 
it were a landfill, EPA is placing significant additional burdens on operating facilities that 
only temporarily store CCR prior to off-site delivery for final use or disposal. As noted 
above, these additional burdens include groundwater monitoring, closure and potentially 
corrective action requirements, as well as others. 40 C.F.R. §§ 257.90 (groundwater 
monitoring), 257.96, .98 (corrective action), and 257.102,.104 (closure). These entail 
significant investments by facilities, requiring hiring of consulting engineers to develop plans 
and potentially substantial implementation costs to etfect closure. 

The Rule purports to exempt from its CCR landfill requirements, those CCR piles that 
arc ''containerized." However. this exemption does not provide sufficient relief, as it also 
imposes substantial and unnecessary burdens on temporary storage of CCR. According to 
EPA's preamble to the CCR Rule. in order for a CCR inventory to be considered 
"containerized" the measures "could include placement of the CCR on an impervious base 
such as asphalt, concrete, or a geomembrane; leachate and run-off collection; and walls or 
wind barriers." 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,356. !fan impervious base and leachate collection are 
required, these mechanisms are significant additional burdens that are similar to the 
requirements for a landfill and often cost millions of dollars to install and maintain. Walls 
and wind barriers could also impose significant additional burdens. Further. each measure of 
"containerization" is undefined, and is thus susceptible to different interpretations and, worse, 
regulatory fiat. 

In addition to reducing burdens on energy production, excluding CCR that is destined 
for off-site use or disposal from the CCR Rule is sound environmentally. CCR is not a 
hazardous waste and its constituents are naturally occurring and commonly found in our 
environment. 11 Moreover, CCR stored on-site is typically further processed at a facility 
before it is placed in on-site storage. Like AES-PR, many utilities convert CCR to a 
manufactured product for a range of beneficial uses, such as a manufactured aggregate. 
Inventories of natively quarried aggregate are commonly stored on the ground without the 
extraordinary regulatory burdens imposed by the CCR Rule. 12 CCR that is processed into 

11 Indeed, the concentrations of constituents in CCR are similar to concentrations in background soils in the 
U.S., including Puerto Rico. See Coal Ash Material Safety: A Health Risk-Based Evaluation of USGS Coal 
Ash Data from Five US Power Plants. American Coal Ash Association (ACAA, 20 12) available at 
h~s..;-~~\1')~.£~'.~'~:..\!\<U!DJ.'J\~naJ.i·~?J:.U.-;5.J'J)L2_.~\(:J../~-~·s)_;:l1~.\~h,~1f:}t(,!iL<!l~.~1l\1:~W!t~Z5LL~~m!J; Comparison of 
Coal Combustion Products to Other Common Materials. Electric Power Research Institute, Report No. 1020556 
(Sept. 2010). available for download at htlp ww\\.cjlri.c_om_; Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry, Centers for Disease Control, Petitioned Public Health Assessment Soil Pathway Evaluation, Isla de 
Yieques Bombing Range, Yieques, Puerto Rico (2003), available at 
hHp.:_:._\)_:~~\:~m_\9t._c:Q~:.J!tJ_Y fl\C .. Pl1:,\~rt.;Dllt~>-.J.:::l<~\t~~-.i.t;g_~s-:_J_!2_{)_T0D!~1Pr pdu_t\_i_l'.~.\:ht~!-,J-~ US Geological Survey, 
Geochemical and Mineralogical Maps for Soils of the Conterminous United States (2014), available at 
hHJ?_;_ m!.h:-.t_l?g_sg"!\ {:J 21/ l ,t _LO~.; 
12 Gravel pits, quarries and aggregate plants comply with air quality and storm water management rules (as does 
AES-PR). but are not subject to the extensive additional requirements of the CCR Rule. 
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aggregate should not be treated differently and should theretore be excluded from the 

requirements of the CCR Rule. Further, like any aggregate material stored at a plant site, 

long-established Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act regulations would regulate the storage 

pile and be more than adequate to address the potential for runoff to surface water or fugitive 

air emissions, if any. Hence, excluding from the CCR Rule those CCR that are destined for 

off-site use or disposal, would also serve to eliminate duplicate regulatory requirements 

imposed by the CCR Rule. 

2. At a minimum, EPA should confirm that CCR stored on the 
ground on-site prior to delivery for beneficial use off-site is not a 
CCR pile 

At a minimum. EPA should reconsider its interpretation of a "CCR pile" and aftlrm 

that CCR that are stored on the ground on-site at a generating facility prior to delivery of the 

CCRfor beneficia/use off-site is not a CCR pile and therefore not subject to the Rule. 

Wherever they are stored, CCR that are to be beneficially used should not be regulated as if 

they had been disposed of in a landfill. This is a sensible and straightforward way for the 

Agency to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens and promote the beneficial use of CCR. 

This should be clear, because as written, the Rule provides that storage before 

beneficial use should not be regulated. As detailed above, in the definition of"CCR pile" the 

Rule states "CCR that is beneficially used ofl~site is not a CCR pile." !d. It theretore should 

be the case that any CCR that are temporarily stored before beneficial use off-site are not 

subject to the burdens of being regulated as a landfill. 

However, in the preamble to the CCR Rule, EPA issued a contrary interpretation that 

rewrote its own plain language. Specifically, EPA stated that only CCR that are stored on the 

ground as inventory after it is transferred otT-site would be considered ''CCR that is 

beneficially used otl~site.'' 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,356. 13 By contrast, the exact same inventory 

of the exact same CCR placed on the ground on-site at the CCR generating facility before it is 

delivered would be regulated as a "CCR pile'' subject to all of the burdensome r~gulatory 

requirements of a landfill. 80 Fed. Reg. at 21.356. In fact, the on-site inventory would be 

considered a CCR pile even if the CCR has already ''been designated by the CCR facility to 

be transferred to another location for subsequent beneficial use ... in the near future." 80 

Fed. Reg. at 21,356. Therefore, even if the generating facility has determined that it is not 

going to discard the CCR, EPA has said the facility must treat the CCR inventory as if it had 

been disposed of in a landfill. 

That interpretation should be reversed. Given that EPA has already found that storage 

off-site prior to beneficial use did not warrant regulation, there is no legitimate justification 

for treating on-site storage of the exact same material differently. At a minimum, EPA 

should revise the CCR Rule to contirm that CCR that is stored on the ground on-site prior to 

beneficial use is not a CCR pile. 

13 EPA also limited the volume that could meet the exclusion to 12.400 tons. The 12,400 ton limit, which is 

found in the CCR Rule's definition of"beneficial use," 40 C.FK § 257.3, is not justified, as it is based on a 
mathematical error, which EPA has acknowledged. E.g.. Brief of Respondent, Environmental Protection 

Agency, Utility Solid WasTe AcTivities Group. eta/.. v. EPA, No. 15-1219 (consolidated) at 54-55 (tiled Apr. 18, 

2016). 

6 
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AES Puerto Rico LP's Petition for Rulemaking to Reconsider Provisions ofCCR Rule 

B. Reconsidering how EPA regulates CCR stored on-site squares with 
the Administration's policies to reduce regulatory burdens on 
energy producers like AES-PR 

Reconsidering how EPA regulates CCR stored on-site would be fully consistent with 
the President's recent Executive Orders directing federal agencies to reduce the costs of 
unnecessary and burdensome regulations. In Executive Order 13777, Enforcing the 
Regulatory Agenda (Feb. 24, 20 17) (''EO 13777"), 14 President Trump directed federal 
agencies to reduce unnecessary regulatory burdens on the American people. EO 13777 
directed each federal agency to create a Regulatory Reform Task Force ("RRTF") to 
"evaluate existing regulations and make recommendations to the agency head regarding their 
repeal. replacement. or modification, consistent with applicable law." Id § 4. In undertaking 
this task, the RRTf is charged with identifying regulations that are unnecessary or 
ineffective, impose costs that exceed benefits, and/or create a serious inconsistency or 
otherwise interfere with regulatory reform initiatives and policies. Measures identified for 
reform should reflect the Administration's core priorities. such as to reduce the scope and 
cost of regulations, see Executive Order 13771, Reducing Regulations and Controlling 
Regulatory Costs (Jan. 30. 2017), and to reduce the burdens on the production of energy in 
the United States. See Executive Order 13783, Promoting Energy Independence and 
Economic Growth (Mar. 28, 20 17). 15 

Every year, millions of tons ofCCR are produced, stored temporarily, delivered to 
customers, and then used beneficially (or disposed of in landfills). 16 Requiring CCR 
producers across the U.S. to handle that CCR inventory as if it were already in a landfill- or 
"containerize" it with costly additional measures- imposes unnecessary regulatory burdens 
that needlessly increase the costs to the utilities that produce bascload energy using coal. 

C. EPA should extend the compliance deadlines while the Agency 
considers revisions to the CCR Rule 

To allow time to consider these and other proposed reforms to the CCR Rule, it is 
critical that EPA promptly take action to extend compliance dates established in the Rule. In 
particular, EPA should immediately extend the time schedules in 40 C.F.R. §§ 257.90(b) and 
257.90(e) for initiating groundwater monitoring which is due to commence in October 
2017. By acting immediately to extend these compliance deadlines, EPA will minimize a 
utility's investment of their limited capital resources on requirements that EPA may change 
during EPA's regulatory review. 

Moreover, an extension will allow time for EPA and states (which includes Puerto 
Rico) to develop a permit program to implement the CCR Rule in accordance with the recent 
amendments to RCRA Subtitle 0. 17 States may now seek EPA's approval to administer the 

14 See 82 Fed. Reg. 12285 (Mar. I, 2017). 

15 See 82 Fed. Reg. 16093 (Mar. 31. 20 17). 

16 American Coal Ash Association, Beneficial Use of Coal Combustion Products: An American Recycling 
Success Story 7, https://www.acaa-usa.org/Publications/Production-Use-Reports. 

17 
See RCRA § 4005(d) ("State Programs for Control of Coal Combustion Residuals.''). The changes were 

made in the WIIN Act. 

7 
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AES Puerto Rico LP's Petition for Rulemaking to Reconsider Provisions of CCR Rule 

CCR Rule directly through a state permit program. If a state does not apply or EPA denies a 

state's application, EPA can implement the Rule through a federal permit program. 18 This 

statutory change transforms the CCR Rule from a self-implementing program, into a rule that 

will be implemented through either a state or EPA permit program, much like traditional 

federal environmental laws. EPA originally included, but then removed site-specific, risk

based provisions from the Final Rule because there was no permit program. 19 EPA should 

reconsider its regulation of temporary on-site storage in this more flexible context, as it 

considers state permit program applications. 

II. EPA SHOULD ASK THE COURT TO HOLD IN ABEYANCE THE CCR 
PETITIONS FOR REVIEW PENDING IN THE DC CIRCUIT 

As explained above, AES-PR has petitioned for review of the "CCR pile" provision ill 

consolidated litigation pending before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.20 

AES-PR and other industry petitioners have argued that elements of the rule exceed EPA's 

statutory authority, were promulgated without notice and comment, and/or are arbitrary and 

capricious. A group of environmental NGOs has also filed a petition for review. All the 

petitions have been consolidated and briefing is complete. but the Court has not yet set a date 

for oral argument. 

For the reasons outlined in this Petition, AES-PR requests that EPA ask the Court to 

hold in abeyance AES-PR's petition, as well as the remainder of the CCR Litigation, while 

the Agency reconsiders its position. This would allow EPA to reconsider and modify its 

position, to the extent permitted by law. Indeed, the Agency has taken similar action to ask 

the courts to hold in abeyance pending litigation while EPA reconsiders the Obama 

Administration's positions on regulations. including rules affecting the power sector.21 In 

18 See RCRA § 4005(d)(2)(8). 

19 Set: 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,371 (setting criteria that must operate ''in the absence of any guarantef.'d regulatory 

oversight (i.e., a permitting program)''). 

20 See CCR Litigation, supra at n.2. 

21 See e.g., Respondent EPA's Motion to Continue Oral Argument, Walter Coke, Inc. v. EPA, 1'\o. !5-!!66 

(D.C. Cir.) (filed Apr. !8, 2017) ("In light of the recent change in administration, EPA requests continuance of 

the oral argument to give the appropriate officials adequate time to fully review the SSM Action. EPA intends to 

closely review the SSM Action, and the prior positions taken by the Agency with respect to the SSM Action 

may not necessarily reflect its ultimate conclusions after that review is complete.''); Notice of Executive Order 

and Motion to Hold Case in Abeyance. American Petroleum Instilute 1'. EPA, No. 13-1108 (and consolidated 

cases) (D.C. Cir.) (requesting abeyance and that "once EPA has determined whether it will initiate a rulemaking 

... the parties can consider what course is appropriate for whatever remains of Petitioners' challenges") {citing 

Nat 'I Cable & Telecomm. Ass 'n v. Brand X Internet Sen·s., 545 U.S. 967. 981 (2005) (''EPA's interpretations of 

statutes it administers are not 'carved in stone' but must be evaluated 'on a continuing basis,' for example. 'in 

response to .. a change in administrations."); Respondent EPA's Motion to Continue Oral Argument, Murray 

Energy Corp. r. EPA. No. !6-1127 (and consolidated cases) (D.C. Cir.) (filed Apr. 18, 2017) (asking the court 

to "allow the new Administration adequate time to review the Supplemental Finding to determim: whether it 

will be reconsidered"); Respondents' Motion to Hold Proceedings in Abeyance While the Agency Undertakes 

Reconsideration, Southwestern Electric Power Co. 1' EPA. 1'\o. 15-6082! (5th Cir.) (filed Apr. 14. 2017) 

(seeking abeyance because "EPA's reconsideration of the rule might result in further rulemaking that would 

revise or rescind the rule at issue in these proceedings and thereby obviate the need for judicial resolution of 

some or all of the issues raised in the parties· briefs.") 

8 
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AES Puerto Rico LP' s Petition for Rulemaking to Reconsider Provisions of CCR Rule 

several instances, the courts have already granted EPA's requestY 

If EPA modifies the CCR pile requirements as outlined, AES-PR would then join 

EPA in supporting a remand of AES-PR's petition for review. AES-PR has also joined the 

US WAG Petition, which makes a similar request for all industry petitioners. 23 

CONCLUSION 

The CCR Rule is causing significant adverse impacts on coal-fired generation in this 

country by imposing excessive costs of compliance. Among many burdensome provisions, 

the burdens imposed on a "CCR pile" are particularly acute, especially in Puerto Rico

which is facing severe economic challenges. Reconsideration will enable the Agency to 

consider these and other impacts as contemplated by recent Executive Orders and in view of 

the new permitting structure required by the Congress. 

for all the foregoing reasons, EPA should grant this Petition, take action to suspend 

and/or extend the Rule's upcoming compliance deadlines, promptly initiate a new rulemaking 

to reflect the required changes, and ask the Court to hold the CCR Litigation in abeyance to 

allow the new Administration to reassess its position in the litigation. 

Dated: May 31,2017 

22 E.g., Order, Walter Coke, Inc. v. EPA, No. 15-1166 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 24, 2017) (granting EPA motion to 

continue oral argument and hold case in abeyance); Order, Southwestern Electric Power Co., v EPA, No. 15-

60821 (5th Cir. Apr. 24, 20 17) (granting EPA motion to continue oral argument and hold case in abeyance); 

Order, Murray Energy Corp. v. EPA, No. 16-1127 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 27, 2017) (granting EPA motion to continue 

oral argument and hold case in abeyance); Murray Energy Corp. v. EPA, No. 15-13 85 (D.C. Cir. Apr. II, 20 17) 

(removing case from oral argument calendar eight days before scheduled argument date); Order, North Dakota 

v. EPA, No. 15-!381 (D.C. Cir. Mar. 30, 20 17) (removing case from oral argument calendar in light of EPA 

review of underlying rule and motion to hold cases in abeyance). 

13 See US WAG Petition, supra at 45-52. 

9 
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Attachment 5 - QFR49 impoundment summary 

Summary of 113 inactive surface impoundments 
Plant Name Unit Name Address City State Zip 

Ames Electric Services Power Plant Ash Pond 200 E 5th St Ames lA 50010 

Arapahoe North Ash Pond 2601 5. Pliltte River Dr, Denver co 80223 

Arapahoe Polishing Impoundment 2601 S. Platte River Dr. Denver co 80123 

Arapahoe South Ash Pond 2601 S, Platte River Dr. Denver co 8022] 

Austin Northeast NE Plant Pond Austin Austin MN 55912 

B L England Slag Ponds 900 North Shore Road Beesley's Point NJ 8223 

Baldwin Energy Complex East F\yAsh Pond 10901 Baldwin Rd Box146 Baldwin IL 62217 

Baldwin Energy Complex Old East Fly Ash Pond 10901 Baldwin Rd Box146 Baldwin IL 62217 

Big Bend East Coalfield Stormwater Pond 13031 Wyandotte Road Apollo Beach FL 33572 

Big Bend South Economizer Ash Pond 13031 Wyandotte Road Apollo Beach FL 33571 

Black Dog Ash Pond 1 1400 Black Dog Road Burnsvilte MN 55101 

Black Dog Ash Pond 2 1400 Black Dog Road BurnsvHie MN 55101 

stack Dog Ash Pond 3 1400 Black Dog Road Burnsvil\e MN 55101 

Blue Valley Bottom Ash Pond 21500 E. Truman Rd. Independence MO 64056 

Blue Valley North Fly Ash Pond 21500 E. Truman Rd. Independence MO 64056 

Blue Valley South Fly Ash Pond 21500 E. Truman Rd. Independence MO 64056 

Bremo Bluff East Ash Pond 1038 Bremo Road Bremo Bluff VA 13022 

Bremo 13luff North Ash Pond 1038 Bremo Road Bremo Bluff VA 13022 

Bremo Bluff West Ash Pond 1038 Bremo Road Bremo Bluff VA 23022 

Bull Run Fly Ash StHling Pond 2C and Sluice 1265 EDGEMOOR RD. Clinton TN 37716 

Bun Run Main Ash Pond 1265 EDGEMOOR RD. Clinton TN 37716 

Cane Run Ash Treatment Basin 5252 Cane Run Road louisville KY 40116 

Cherokee East Ash Impoundment 6198 Franklin St denver co 80116 

Chesapeake Bottom Ash Pond 2701 VEPCO St Chesapeake VA 23323 

Gay Boswelt Old Bottom Ash Pond 1200NW3rdSt Cohasset MN 55721 

Cliffside Inactive Units 1-4 Basin Duke Power Rd #1 002 Cliffside NC 28014 

Cliffside Inactive Units 5 Basin Duke Power Rd #1 002 Cliffside NC 18024 

Clinch River Pond 1 State Route B2 Cleveland VA 24225 

Coffeen Ash Pond No. 2 134CIPS Lane Coffeen IL 62017 

Cotumb1a {MD) CCR Surface Impoundment 1501 Business loop 70 E Columbia MO 65105 

Columbia (WI) COL Secondary Pond W8375 Murray Rd Pardevil\e WI 53954 
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Coronado CGS Ash Slurry Sett!lng Ponds Hwy 1917 mi!esnof St. Johns St Johns AZ 85936 
Crisp Plant Plant Crisp Ash Pond 96i Powerdam Road Warwick GA 31796 
Cross Gypsum Pond 5S3 Cross Station Road Cross sc 2_!j436 
Cumberland Bottom Ash Pond 815 Cumb-edand City Rd. Cumberland City TN 37050 
Cumberland Stilting Pond B1S Cumberland City Rd. Cumberland City TN 37050 
Dale Dale Station Ash Pond ttl 1915 Ford Road Winchester KY 40391 
Dale Dale Station Ash Pond ll4 1915 Ford Road Winchester KY 40391 
Duck Creek Ash Pond No, 1 17751 N. Cilco Road Canton IL 61520 
Duck Creek Ash Pond No. 2 17751 N, Ci!co Road Canton IL 61520 
F B Culley West Ash Pond 3700 Darlington Road Newburgh IN 47630 
Fox Lake FOX Ash Pond 844125thSt Sherburn MN 56171 
Gadsden Ash Pond 1000 Goodyear Ave Gadsden AL 35903 
General James M Gavin Fly Ash Pond Ohio Route 7 Cheshire OH 45620 
George Neal North Surface Impoundment 1·3A 1151 160St Sergeant Sluff lA 51052 
Gibson East Settling Basin R 1 Box 300 OWensvii!e IN 47665 
Gibson South Settling Basin R 1 Box 300 Owensvl!le IN 47665 

Hammond Ash Pond 3 5963 Alabama Hwy., SW. Rome GA 301Z9 
latan Ash Impoundment 20250 Hwy 45 N Weston MO 64098 
JRWhiting Pond 6 4525 L Erie Rd. Erie Ml 48133 
Jack McDonough Ash Pond 1 5551 South Cobb Drive Smyrna GA 30080 
Jack McDonough Ash Pond 2 55515outh Cobb Drive Smyrna GA 30080 

Jack McDonough Ash Pond 3 5551 South Cobb Drive Smyrna GA 30080 
Jack McDonough Ash Pond 4 5551 South Cobb Drive Smyrna GA 30080 
Jack Watson Ash Pond 1 Lorraine Road Gulfport MS 39501 

James River Power Station East Pond 5701 5. Kissick Springfield MO 65804 
James Rwer Power Station West Pond 5701 5. Kissick Springfield MO 65804 
Jeffrey Energy Center Bottom Ash Pond 25905 Jeffrey Rd , PO Box 40 St. Mary's KS 66536 

Jim Bridger Jim Bridger FGD Pond 1 35 Miles East of Rock Springs Point of Rocks WY 829"l2 

John E Amos Fly Ash Pond U.S. Route 35 StAlbans wv 25213 

John Sevier Bottom Ash Pond Hwy 70 S PO Box :zooo RogersviHe TN 37857 

John Twitty Energy Center East Pond 5100 W Farm Road 164 Springfield MO 65807 

John Twitty Energy Center West Pond 5100WFarm Road 164 Springfield MO 6S807 

Kingston Sluice Trench and Ballfield East of 5 Swan Pond Rd. PO Box 2000 Kingston TN 37763 

Kingston Stilting Pond Swan Pond Rd. PO Box 2000 Kingston TN 37763 
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Ash Pond Area 2 1250 N 1800 Rd Lawrence KS 66049 

Pond 2 Surface Impoundme-nt 400t Highway 200 A Stanton NO 58571 

Pond 3 Surface Impoundment 4001 Highway 100 A Stanton NO 58571 

AP-1 1 Crispen Island Drive Brunswick GA 31523 

CCR Unit MCPE: 8200 Fine Rd SL Louis MO 63119 

City MCGS Primary Settling Pond Z 100 N. Wabash Michigan City IN 46360 

Milton L Kapp KAP Main Ash Pond 2001 Beaver Channel Parkway Clinton lA 52732 

Missouri City Missouri City Ast1 Pond 22225 210 Hwy. Missouri City MO 64072 

Monroe Bottom Ash Impoundment 3500 Front St Monroe Ml 48161 

Muskogee Emergency Ash Basin 5501 Three Forks Road Fort Gibson OK 74434 

Naughton Naughton FGD Pond 1 Hwy 189, 7 mites SW Kemmerer WY 83101 

Naughton Naughton FGD Pond 2 Hwy 189, 7 mites SW Kemmerer WY 83101 

Nelson Dewey Slag Pond 11999 County Highway VV assvitle WI 53806 

New Madrid Uned Ash Pond 41 St. Jude Industria! Park ew Madrid MO 63869 

Ottumwa OGS Zero Liquid Discharge Pond 20775 Power Plant Road Ottumwa lA 52501 

Pawnee Bottom Ash Storage Pond 14940 County Road 24 Brush co 80723 

Possum Point Surface Impoundment A 19000 Possum Point Road Dumfries VA 22026 
Possum Point Surface Impoundment B 19000 Possum Point Road Dumfries VA 22026 
Possum Point Surface Impoundment C 19000 Possum Point Road Dumfries VA 22026 

Possum Point Surface Impoundment D 19000 Po!.Sum Point Road Dumfries VA 2.2026 

Possum Point Surface Impoundment E 19000 Possum Point Road Dumfries VA 22026 

Powerton Former Ash Basin Rt 29 & Manito Rd Pekin IL 61554 
PSEG Hudson Generating Station Bottom Ash Pond Duffield and Van Keuren Avenue Jersey City NJ 7306 
PSEG Hudson Generating Station North Fty Ash Pond Duffield and Van Keuren Avenue Jersey City NJ 7306 
PSEG Hudson Generating Station South Fly Ash Pond Duffield and Van Keuren Avenue Jersey City NJ 7306 
PSEG Mercer Generating Station South Fly Ast1 Pond lamberton Road Hamilton Township NJ 8611 
PSEG Mercer Generating Station North Fly Ash Pond lamberton Road Hamilton Township NJ 8611 
R Gallagher Secondary Settling Pond 30 Jackson St New Albany IN 47200 
Reid Gardner Surface Impoundment B·1 1-15, Exit 88 Hidden VaHey Rd Moapa NY 89025 
Reid Gardner Surface Impoundment B·2 l-15, Exit 88 Hidden VaHey Rd Moapa NY B9lJ25 
Reid Gardner Surface Impoundment 6·3 1-15, Exit 88 Hidden Valley Rd Moapa NV 89025 
Reid Gardner Surface Impoundment E-1 l-15, Exit 88 Hidden VaHey Rd Moapa NV 89025 
Sikeston Power Station Fly Ash Pond 1551 West Wakefield St Sikeston MO 63801 
StClair Scrubber Impoundment 4901 Pointe Dr East China Twp Ml 48054 
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Sutherland Polishing Pond 3001 £.Main St Rd Marshalltown lA 50158 

Sutherland SGSMaln Pond 3001 E. M<lin St Rd Marshalltown lA 50158 

Sutherland SGS North Primary Pond 3001 E. Matn St Rd Marshalltown lA 50158 

Sutherland SGS South Primary Pond 3001 E. Main St Rd Marshalltown lA 50158 

Syl Laskin Ash Pon.d Cell E PO Box 166 Hoyt Lakes MN 55705 

Thomas Hit! Cell2 West 5693 Highway F Clifton Hilt MO 65244 

Va!mont Settling Impoundment 1800 N. 63rd St. Boulder co 80302 

W H Weatherspoon 1979Ash Basin 491 Pow~r Plant Road Lumberton NC 28358 

Walter Scott Jr Energy Center North Surface Impoundment 7215 Navajo St. CounCJl Bluffs lA 51501 

Whit€water Valley CCR Disposal Area 2000 US 27 SOUTH RICHMOND IN 47375 

Whitewater Va\!ey P Pon.ds 2000 US 27 SOUTH RICHMOND IN 47375 

Winyah Slurry Pond Z 3097 Penny Royal Road Georgetown sc 29440 

Wood River West Ash Pond ZW #1 Chessen Lane Alton ll 62002 

Yates Ash Pond 1 708 Dyer Road Newnan GA 30264 
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Attachment 6- QFR98 Transmittal Email from OGD Director- 11.9.2017 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Greetings, 

Polk, Denise 
Thursday, November 09, 2017 3:28PM 
DAA-Career; ARA; Grants GMOs; Grants JROs; Pumphrey, William; Keesee, Peyton; 
OGD_Grant_Reports; Williams, Michael; Durand, Jessica; Cooper, Marian; Bell, Matthew; 
Gentry, James; Moore, Dean 
Sylvester, Kenneth; Neal, Kerry, Konkus, John; Grantham, Nancy; Milbourn, Cathy; Jones, 
Laurice 
Effective Monday, November 13, 2017- Revised Guidance for Managing OGD's Grant 
Reports and Points of Contact for Communications 
Revised Guidance for Managing OGD Grant Reporting 11-3-17.docx 

Attached is revised Guidance for Managing OGD's Grant Reports, which will become effective on Monday, November 
13, 2016. These changes reflect slight modifications to the current grant reporting pr since the original June 30, 
2017 guidance release. We have also updated the Point of Contact {PO C) in for his provided below for your 
convenience. 

In keeping with our normal process, when OGD receives the pending rep 
information, the reports will be emailed to the Grants Management 0 
Las Vegas Finance Center {LVFC), Assistant Regional Administrators {ARAs e Senior Resource Officials {SROs) to 
ensure a timely review and engagement with OPA. Within two ays of receipt, OGD will send emails directly to 
the GMO, JRO, LVFC, ARA and/or SRO, as appropriate, identify '' ns that are specific to their AASHIP. This 
communication is intended to provide you a snapshot o require follow-up for your AASHIP. OGD 
encourages your grants/program office to make im h OPA so that any questions or concerns can be 
quickly addressed. Please share the revised guidan information with the designated person that will 
engage OPA to resolve the matter, 

The OGD_Grant_Reports@epa.gov email 
{Back-Up POC). 
this process. 

Michael 
Training Staff 

the OGO Grant Reports Process 
ed by Michael Williams {Primary POC) and Jessica Durand 

ation is provided below along with other individuals involved with 

Email Address 
Williams.Michael@epa.gov 

Telephone 

Number 
202-564-1068 

Jessica Durand, Durand.Jessica@epa.gov 202-564-5317 
Policy Specialist 

Laurice Jones, Jones.Laurice@epa.gov 202-564-0223 
Director, National Policy, Training and Compliance 

Division (NPTCD) 

Kenneth Sylvester {Ken), Sylvester.Kenneth@epa.gov 202-564-1902 
Special Assistant to the OGD Director 

Denise A. Polk, Director, OGD Polk.Denise@pa.gov 202-564-5306 
Kerry Neal, Neai.Kerry@epa.gov 202-S64-3766 

Deputy Director, OGD 

OGO - Competition POCs 
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Elizabeth January, January. Elizabeth@ epa.gov 617-918-8655 

Binder.bruce@epa.gov 202-564-4935 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Wishing you all an enjoyable holiday weekend! 

Denise A. Polk, Director 
Office of Grants and Debarment (OGD) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Mail Stop: 3901R 
Washington, DC 20460 

(202) 564-5306 (Phone) 
(202) 306-1056 (Cell) 
Email: l'olk.!)cmsc(li.•cpJW!DO: 
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Attachment 7- QFR98 Revised GwJance for Managing OGD Grant Reporting J l-13-17 

Effective Date: November 13,2017 

Guidance for Managing OGO'.s Grant Reports 

1) Reports Issued (in order of award phase) 
a) Pending New, Supplemental and Incremental Amendment Grant Report (Weekly on Mondays): Identifies only new, supplemental and incremental grant 

fundmg amendment actions submitted by the program office to the grants off!Ce for processing, but not yet awarded. 1 Th!s report will exclude the 
program codes identified below since OPA has approved these actions to move forward, but these actions for those program codes are still subject to 
press release. 

b) For Press Release-Pending New, Supplemental and Incremental Amendment Grant Report (Weekly on Mondays): Identifies new awards and 

supplemental, and incremental grant funding amendment actions submitted by the program office to the grarJtS office for processing. This report will 
ONLY be em ailed to the appropriate person in the Office of Public Affairs (OPA) to identify opportunities for press releases 

c) Non·Profit and UniversitieS Pendmg New, Supplemental and Incremental Grant Report (Weekly after Pending New and Supplemental Amendment Grant 

Report is reviewed by OPA): Identifies new awards and supplemental and incrementa! grant funding amendment actions submitted by the program 
office to the grants office for processing, but not yet awarded. This report will ONLY be em ailed to the appropriate person in OPA. 

d) Congressional Report (Daily and Weekly every Monday): Identifies signed grant awards currently in the congressional notification stage. These grant 
awardsweresignedthedaybeforethe report is issued 

2) The OPA will review the Congressional Report, Pl:'nding New, SupplemerJta! and Incremental Amendment Grant Report, and the Non-Profit and Universities 

Report as described directly below. The Press Release-Pending New, Supplemental and Incremental Amendment Grant Report will be reviewed by the 
appropriate person in OPAforpressrelease purposes only. 

3) Within 3 business days of receipt of the .applicable report, OPA will identify their response to the Items in the report and notify Denise Polk, Kenneth 

Sylvester, and OGD at 9\.c~u;;p:'L i)L)2t;_::_;:J:!!!:._~:_: !lQ-"'· If OGD does not receive a response from OPA within the 3 business days, OGD wifl contact OPA to 
determine how to proceed Wlth respect to the actmns in the report. 

a) The email address, QQJl (-, '"~\:Q0!-i:..:l!-:_U2!Lb2.S. W!l! be used for all reporting purposes. 
4) Within 1-2 business days of notification from OPA, OGD wiH contact individual POCs (LVFC, Regions, Programs, and GMOs) to notify them of specific actions 

requiring a9ditional follow-up, as appropriate. 
a) POCswill reach out to OPA directly to address any questions. 

b) POCs provide resolution status to OPA, Qf.>J] .Si£.0~:Lfk.Et!.!JS@Q.I?.i1fu~,_and the OGO POCs 
c) POCs have a deadline of 2 business days to provide status update and/or resolution to OGO. 
d) OGO will document communications in appropriate spreadsheet maintained in NPTCD's SharePoint site. 

e) OPA will notify OGD via email that the matter has been resolved and the actions can move forward. 
f) OGD documents resolution in appropriate spreadsheet and wi!l notify appropriate POCs of final resolution via email address 

provide final instructions. 
5) Withm 1-2 business da~ of reports being tssued, OGD wil! nottfy aU POCs that all actmns except those placed specifically on hold can move forward. 
6) For grants actions identified for press release, the appropriate OPA staff will be copied on the email communication. 
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Effective Date: November 13, 2017 

Specia !Instructions for GMOs: 

1. To ensure !GMS grant actmns accurately and timely correspond to the pending repo1ts, OGD requests that you adhere to the following gu1dance below 

IGMS Funding Package {FP) Date Field 

ALL action~ must howe a valid date entered in the tGMS "Funding Pkg Date" {FPD) field within the "Draft Award Document"_ This will allow OGD 

to accurately and timely link the pending report data to the grant mformation in !GMS 
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Senator BARRASSO. Thank you very much, Mr. Pruitt. We appre-
ciate your being here. 

With my time, let me ask one question and reserve the balance 
of my time to interject as needed during the discussion. 

I would say to our Republican members, in order to assist Sen-
ator McCain, Senator Inhofe is going to be chairing the Senate 
Armed Services Committee hearing today. I know a number of you 
are members of that committee. So if it is OK with my colleague 
counterparts here, I would ask that he be allowed to go out of order 
when he arrives, and then he can quickly return to the Armed 
Services Committee. Thank you very much. 

Administrator Pruitt, I want to thank you again for imple-
menting a new vision at the EPA that takes State input seriously. 
We are certainly feeling that at home in Wyoming. Wyoming has 
a very experienced Department of Environmental Quality. Wyo-
ming strives to use the best representative air quality data avail-
able to make sound regulatory decisions on issues like ozone pro-
tection, regional haze, and permits for industrial facilities. I think 
it is very critical to have good data. 

So as a result, Wyoming spends a lot of time and resources to 
review data and determine when so-called exceptional events occur, 
as they do. An exceptional event might be a wildfire causing air 
pollution levels to seem high. Under the Clean Air Act, States and 
EPA are supposed to exclude data collected during these excep-
tional events, because they don’t represent everyday circumstances. 

So from 2011 to 2014 my State identified many exceptional 
events that we asked the EPA to recognize these events and ex-
clude the data from these time periods from regulatory decisions. 
Well, in 2016 the EPA refused to act, and there were 46 of these 
Wyoming identified exceptional events between 2011 and 2014. 

Because this previous Administration failed to act, my home 
State faces real consequences. So the failure to act is going to make 
it seem like there are violations of air quality that have occurred, 
creating the perception that there are air quality problems, when 
there really are not. This could lead EPA to base future decisions 
on bad data, and it could interfere with permitting and put some 
restrictions on Wyoming’s economy. 

So I sent a recent letter to you, explaining the situation that the 
EPA had not yet acted on our filing. I just ask, if you had a 
timeline for when the EPA will be acting on Wyoming’s 46 excep-
tional event filings and any thoughts on that. 

Mr. PRUITT. Mr. Chairman, I think a couple things I would say, 
and you are speaking with, I think, particular emphasis on ozone. 
As you know, we are in the process of designating attainment and 
non-attainment with respect to ozone now. That has been priority. 
We will finish that in April. There are around 50 or so areas that 
have not been designated yet that we endeavor to finish by April 
of this year. 

I think what is important when you think about ozone, there has 
been a lot of focus on whether the parts per billion—75 parts per 
billion, reducing it to 70 parts per billion, was a wise decision. That 
has not been our focus. Our focus has been on more the issues and 
implementation that you have raised. 
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You mentioned exceptional events; there were others. Back-
ground levels—in addition to international global transport, we 
have some tremendous challenges with international air transport 
on ozone we also need to somehow consider, as we engage in the 
designation process. 

So we are earnestly looking at those implementation issues, Mr. 
Chairman, in addition to finishing that designation process by mid- 
April. And your exceptional events question is very, very important 
as we engage in implementation going forward. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you. I will reserve the remainder of 
my time. 

Senator Carper. 
Senator CARPER. Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 
Welcome, Mr. Pruitt. You have repeatedly stated that you want 

to follow the rule of law and work with States to protect our envi-
ronment. Sadly, you fail at both when it comes to clean air. The 
Clean Air Act requires EPA to partner with the States to address 
cross-State air pollution. These protections are critical for down-
wind States like Delaware and our neighbors. They are critical for 
downwind States, not just like Delaware, but others up and down 
the east coast. We are located at what I call the end of America’s 
tailpipe. 

Instead of working with States to address this pollution, your ac-
tions are actually making the problem worse. For example, you re-
jected a request from northeastern States to coordinate with 
upwind States to reduce ozone pollution. You have also failed to 
answer at least six State petitions—several of which are from Dela-
ware—that ask EPA to require upwind power plants to install or 
consistently operate already installed pollution controls. 

Last week you issued a memorandum to allow industry to in-
crease air emissions of toxic chemicals like arsenic, like mercury, 
like lead, and impact the health of millions of people and further 
burdening States dealing with cross-State pollution. Later on we 
will get to some questions that are not yes or no questions; I have 
a limited amount of time. 

Let me start off with a series of yes or no questions. Just answer 
them yes or no if you will, please. Later on you will have a chance 
to expand. 

Let me start off; yes or no, Mr. Pruitt, did EPA do an analysis 
of the health effects of last week’s decisions, including an analysis 
of the potential increased risk of cancer? Did you? 

Mr. PRUITT. Are you referring to the once in, always in decision, 
the policy decision from last week, Senator? 

Senator CARPER. Yes. 
Mr. PRUITT. Yes, that was a policy decision that we have author-

ity to make and the interpretation of statute. 
Senator CARPER. Yes or no, it is my question. 
Mr. PRUITT. As I indicated, Senator, that is a policy decision that 

we made. As far as the once in, always status of determining 
whether someone qualifies at certain levels under statute. So that 
was a decision that was made outside of the program Office of Air. 
It was a policy office decision. 

Senator CARPER. I find it—well, I will ask another question. 
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Yes or no, did EPA do an analysis that shows exactly what facili-
ties are likely to increase the toxic air pollution due to the action 
taken last week? 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, that decision was a decision that took major 
emitters, as you know, under the statute, there are major emitters, 
and what I would call minor emitters. 

Senator CARPER. I am sorry, I don’t have a lot of time. I am ask-
ing for a simple yes or no, otherwise I will run out of time. 

Mr. PRUITT. Those are not yes or no answers, Senator. I have to 
explain what we were doing with that decision. 

Senator CARPER. OK. I find it incredible that EPA did this seem-
ingly without knowing or caring about potential health effects of its 
action. 

Again, yes or no, will you revoke this memorandum until the 
analysis is actually completed and the public has had a chance to 
comment on it? Will you? 

Mr. PRUITT. If I may, Senator, I can explain our decision from 
last week, if you want me to. If not, we can continue. But that is 
a decision. I can’t give you a yes or no answer. 

Senator CARPER. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Pruitt, I wasn’t too happy when the Obama EPA asked for 

a 6 month delay to answer Delaware’s cross-State air pollution pe-
titions. However, your Administration seems to be ignoring those 
petitions altogether. The law requires an answer from the EPA in 
60 days. You and your team had over a year to answer. Again, this 
is a simple yes or no, will you commit to answering the petitions 
already submitted to EPA by Delaware and other States that re-
quest EPA’s help on cross-State air pollution within the next 30 
days? Will you do that? 

Mr. PRUITT. I commit to you that we will get an answer to you 
very, very expeditiously. It is important, Senator, you are right. 

Senator CARPER. Will you do that within 30 days? Is that asking 
too much? 

Mr. PRUITT. We will endeavor to respond within that timeframe. 
Senator CARPER. Thank you. 
Mr. Pruitt, both the Bush administration and the Obama admin-

istration EPA concluded that global warming pollution from cars 
and SUVs was dangerous. This is known as the Endangerment 
Finding. Federal Appeals Court also upheld its finding after you 
and others tried to overturn it. 

When you appeared before us during your confirmation hearing 
a year ago, you agreed that the Endangerment Finding was ‘‘the 
law of the land.’’ You often say that ‘‘rule of law matters.’’ In fact, 
you actually made similar statements in comments no fewer than 
a dozen times. 

But since your confirmation hearing, it seems you have changed 
your tune. For example, last July you told Reuters that there might 
be a legal basis to overturn EPA’s decision. You also stated in Octo-
ber and December of last year that the process EPA used to make 
the decision was flawed. 

Mr. Pruitt, the White House—Trump White House—has said it 
wants EPA and the Transportation Department to negotiate what 
I would describe as a win-win on CAFE and tailpipe standards 
with California. That means that the policy of the Trump adminis-
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tration must be to leave the Endangerment Finding alone, because 
the Endangerment Finding is what gives EPA and California the 
authority to write these rules in the first place. 

Another yes or no, Mr. Pruitt, for as long as you are Adminis-
trator, do you commit not to take any steps to repeal or replace the 
so-called Endangerment Finding? Do you? 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, as I indicated in my confirmation hearing, 
that is something that is likely—— 

Senator CARPER. My time is just about expired. Please, yes or no. 
Mr. PRUITT. But Senator, the CAFE standards that you refer 

to—— 
Senator CARPER. Yes or no? 
Mr. PRUITT. We are working through that process. 
Senator CARPER. Do you plan on taking any steps to repeal or 

replace the so-called Endangerment Finding, yes or no? 
Mr. PRUITT. We have made no decision or determination on that. 
Senator CARPER. One last question. 
Well, I will just stop there. My time is expired. We will have a 

second round. 
Thank you very much. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Carper. 
Senator Fischer. 
Senator FISCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Ad-

ministrator, for being here today. 
EPA’s back to basics agenda has resulted in economic viability 

across the Nation, while still ensuring the EPA’s primary mission 
of protecting our environment is upheld. I thank you for that. 

In 2017 Nebraska hit a jobs milestone, with an unemployment 
rate of 2.7 percent, which was reported last December. Mr. Chair-
man, I would ask unanimous consent to submit for the record an 
article from the Lincoln Journal Star highlighting Nebraska’s un-
employment standing as the fourth lowest in the Nation. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection, so ordered. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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Nebraska, Lincoln-area unemployment rates fall 

MATT OLBERDING Lincoln Journal Star Jan 23.2018 Updated Jan 23, 2018 
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State and local unemployment rates both felt in December compared with a year ago, 

and the state announced that it hit a jobs milestone last year. 

Nebraska's unemployment rate was 2.7 percent in December, the same as it was in 

November but down from 3.3 percent in December 2016. 

Employment was up by more than 4,000 from a year ago, while unemployment felt by 

more than 5,700 people. 

The number of jobs in the state in December was 1,037,248, which was an increase of 

more than I 0,000 from a year ago. 

The I million job mark in December helped the state hit a signil!cant milestone. 

"This is the first time that Nebraska had more than one million jobs in each month of the 

year," Commissioner of Labor John Albin said in a news relense. He called 2017 a 

"strong year" for non-fann employment. 
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In the Lincoln area, unemployment rose in December compared with November, but it 

was down from a year ago. The rate of 2.4 percent compared with 2.1 percent in 

November and 2.8 percent in December 2016. 

There were 1,350 more people employed in the Lincoln area than there were a year ago 

and nearly 650 fewer unemployed. There were 194,519 jobs locally, 3,666 more than a 

year ago. 

The local and state unemployment rates continued to be well below the national rate, 

which was 4.1 percent in December. Albin said Nebraska's rate was fourth-lowest 

among the states. Hawaii, which had an all-time record low rate of 2 percent in 

December, had the lowest rate in the country. 

Reach the writer at402-473-2647 or mo/berding@journalstar:com. 

On Twitter@Linco/nBizDuzz. 
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Senator FISCHER. Administrator, this is a direct correlation to 
your efforts at the EPA to streamline the regulatory process that 
has for many years negatively impacted job creators’ ability to hire 
workers because they were forced to allocate resources to comply 
with many cumbersome regulations. This past year has been a wel-
come change for Nebraska’s public power utilities, our farmers, and 
our ranchers, manufacturers, and small business owners. 

I am encouraged by the EPA’s recent decision to revisit the 2017 
Regional Haze rule, which was issued in the final days of the 
Obama administration. If implemented, that rule would take au-
thority away from the States and impose a one size fits all Federal 
implementation plan that simply doesn’t make sense. Many rural 
utilities have been adversely affected by past regional haze actions. 

During the prior Administration, EPA repeatedly second guessed 
States’ plans—including Nebraska’s 2012 plan—and instead im-
posed Federal plans that forced the installation of unnecessary and 
costly controls that went well beyond what the States had dem-
onstrated what was needed. As you know, Nebraska is the only 100 
percent public power State in the country. That means that any 
cost that is incurred by the utility from regulations gets passed on 
to every single one of our citizens. It is very important to me that 
you get this rule right. 

So can you describe what additional efforts EPA is taking to im-
prove the next phase of the Regional Haze program and the 
timeline for those actions, and how will the EPA respect States and 
also make sure that electricity is not made more costly through 
these unnecessary regulations? 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, thank you for the question. I would say to 
you that one of the interesting pieces of information that I discov-
ered upon arriving at the agency was a collection of about 700 or 
so State implementation plans that had been prepared by States 
all over the country where resources, expertise had been deployed 
to improve air quality across the full spectrum of programs, from 
NAAQS—excuse me, from Regional Haze across the spectrum. 
There was a backlog with no response. We put an emphasis on 
that, and that backlog is being addressed. 

But to the question about regional haze, regional haze is a por-
tion of our statute that I think even provides more primacy to the 
States. As you know, the only requirement is to reach natural visi-
bility by the year 2064. So while the States are taking steps to 
reach that level by that point, they have tremendous latitude on 
how they achieve it. 

So we are revising all those SIPs, looking at those State imple-
mentation plans, to which you refer, making sure that States are 
submitting plans that will reached objectives by that timeframe, as 
you have indicated in statute. 

Senator FISCHER. I thank you for your commitment to that and 
always taking into consideration the time and the expertise that 
States put forward on those plans. 

I would now like to turn to a topic that you are well aware of, 
and that is the 2015 WOTUS rule. I applaud you and the Adminis-
tration’s commitment to rescind the rule and focus on providing 
American businesses and families with really a clear definition of 
WOTUS that does not go beyond Federal authority. Can you share 
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with us what the next steps are in the EPA’s process for repealing 
this rule? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, Senator. 
And Senator Carper, this really goes to some things that you 

mentioned in your opening statement as well. 
This is not deregulation, when I am talking about WOTUS or 

even the Clean Power Plan. We are not deregulating in the tradi-
tional sense. We are providing regulatory certainty, because there 
are steps being taken to provide a substitute, a replacement for 
WOTUS. There are steps being taken to provide a substitute, a re-
placement to the CPP that we are in the midst of presently. 

So with respect to WOTUS, we have a withdrawal proposal that 
is out in the marketplace that will deal with that 2015 rule to pro-
vide certainty. Then we have a step two process that is ongoing to 
replace a substitute definition with what the textual and statute 
and case law says is waters of the United States. So we are work-
ing through that process. 

I anticipate that proposal, Senator, coming out some time in 
April, May of this year, the proposed substitute. Then hopefully fi-
nalizing that by the end of 2018. 

Senator FISCHER. Thank you, Administrator. I look forward to re-
viewing that. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Fischer. 
Senator Cardin. 
Senator CARDIN. Administrator Pruitt, first of all, thank you for 

being here. 
Let me just preface my comments with your statements in regard 

to lead in drinking water. There is strong bipartisan support to 
help eliminate lead in drinking water. We hope that we can have 
an actionable agenda to accomplish that in a bipartisan way. 

I am going to use my time to follow up on our confirmation hear-
ings, to talk about the Chesapeake Bay. You are not going to be 
surprised to know that. We have one new addition to our Com-
mittee; my colleague from Maryland, Chris Van Hollen, is on the 
Committee. So you are going to get more than just one Senator, 
and I also want to thank Senator Carper for his interest in the 
Bay, as one of the Bay States, and Senator Capito and Senator 
Gillibrand. 

So we have synergy here in our Committee as it relates to the 
Bay, and we make progress. The Bay is in better shape today as 
a result of the Bay Program. The recreational values, economic val-
ues, land values, public health have all been improved. 

So I hope I will have a chance to ask you three questions. If I 
don’t have enough time, I will do the rest for the record, dealing 
with the Chesapeake Bay program budget submitted by the Admin-
istration, the Chesapeake Bay Office, EPA’s office in Annapolis, 
and the support for the Bay Journal. 

So first, in regard to the appropriation level. The Committee’s fis-
cal year 2017 budget passed by Congress was $73 million. Our ap-
propriation committees are working up numbers for fiscal year 
2018 that are comparable. This Committee, on a bipartisan basis, 
passed an authorization bill after the President’s budget submis-
sion at $90 million. We need your help as an advocate. I remember 
our conversation, as the Chairman talked about, programs of which 
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are State up, they are local government to the Federal Govern-
ment, asking for the Federal Government’s participation. That is 
the Bay Program. This is a local program in which the Chesapeake 
Bay Office is the glue that keeps it together so we have an inde-
pendent observer and enforcer that we do what we say we are 
going to do. 

So can we get some help from you with OMB to get the money 
in the President’s budget? 

Mr. PRUITT. I seek to be persuasive there, Senator, but some-
times I am not as persuasive as I endeavor to be. But as I men-
tioned to Senator Van Hollen during the appropriations process, I 
will say the same thing to you. It is important. I believe there has 
been tremendous success achieved through the program. I really 
appreciate Congress’ response during the budgeting process, and I 
will continue to work with you through that to ensure that we ad-
dress those issues that you have raised. 

Senator CARDIN. Thank you. 
I want to talk about the Chesapeake Bay Office, the EPA’s office, 

which is located in Annapolis, today. It is co-located with USDA, 
U.S. Forest Service, NOAA, USGS. And there is a synergy in this 
office. 

Now, as I understand it, there is some concern by GSA particu-
larly in that it is located in the flood plain. So there may very well 
be a need to relocate; we fully understand that. But I would ask 
that you get engaged on this. I think keep the synergies with the 
other Federal agencies is important, and having a location near the 
Chesapeake Bay is symbolic and important. 

The location that EPA was looking at was to move the EPA office 
alone to Fort Meade, which is Federal facilities, and I can under-
stand the cost issue of locating in a Federal facility. The problem 
is that it is not near the Bay. And second, it is behind the fence 
line, which for DOD has a significant cost. Because every person 
who visits the EPA office has to go through the security network, 
which is already overtaxed because of budget concerns and the 
number of tenants that are located at Fort Meade. 

Would you work with us to get a more reasonable answer to 
EPA’s location with other agencies, so that we can accomplish the 
purpose of the Federal partnership with the other agencies? 

Mr. PRUITT. Absolutely, Senator. I was actually briefed on this 
in anticipation of our hearing. As we talked about it, if there are 
issues there at the current facility, we need to try to work through 
those issues to keep the facility there as best we can. So absolutely, 
you can count on my participation and cooperation with you and 
the other agencies. 

Senator CARDIN. Understand that DOD does not want EPA be-
hind a fence line. There is a cost issue there. So I just hope they 
would be sensitive to that, even though it may not come out di-
rectly of the EPA budget. 

Mr. PRUITT. I will. 
Senator CARDIN. I appreciate that. 
The last thing, on the Bay Journal, we talk about this being a 

public-private partnership, the Bay. And it is; we have tremendous 
public support for the Bay programs in all of the jurisdictions here. 
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And the significant part of the cost burdens are shouldered by the 
private sector. 

But public information about the Bay is very, very important. 
The leading source of that is the Bay Journal. It receives one-third 
of its funding through the EPA. And it is currently in a 6 year 
grant from the EPA, I think year 2. As I understand it, a decision 
was made to cut off the funding as early as February 1st. I would 
just urge you to give us time to make sure that this program con-
tinues, because it is an important part of our public-private part-
nership. 

Mr. PRUITT. It is under reconsideration, Senator, even in antici-
pation of this hearing. I think that was a decision that, I learned 
of that decision after the fact. I think it was probably a decision 
that should not have been made in the way that it was. So it is 
under reconsideration already. 

Senator CARDIN. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Cardin. 
Senator Moran. 
Senator MORAN. Chairman, thank you for having this hearing. 
Administrator Pruitt, thank you for your attendance. 
Let me start with CRCLA. I have sponsored legislation in the 

past to exempt ag emissions or reporting requirements under 
CRCLA and EPCRA. And I support this Committee moving for-
ward on a bill to provide certainty to ag producers. 

But in addition to the uncertainty and unnecessary burden, 
threat of citizen lawsuits that requirements would add to our farm-
ers and ranchers, I am also concerned about privacy, privacy of 
farmers and ranchers. Most producers live on their farm or ranch, 
so any public disclosure about this, the data, private information 
is problematic. 

I secured report language in an Interior appropriations bill di-
recting EPA to safeguard the privacy information. I would ask you, 
Mr. Administrator, if the EPA is required by the court to collect 
emission reports before Congress acts, what assurances can you 
give Kansas farmers and ranchers that any sensitive information 
required on those reports, including their farm location, would be 
protected from the public? 

Mr. PRUITT. You know, Senator, thank you, it’s a very important 
area, as you indicate, with both EPCRA and CRCLA. There is more 
latitude that we have, probably under CRCLA statute, than we do 
under EPCRA presently. But we are looking at all options available 
to us to provide clarity. But also, I think opportunity for farmers 
and ranchers to know that as information is collected—if in fact it 
is—that privacy concerns will be addressed. 

So it is a very important issue and something that I think Con-
gress does need to look at, very, very expeditiously. I think our 
team has been visiting with members of the Senate to that end, 
and I am hoping that we can address it legislatively. But until that 
occurs, we are taking all steps available to us to address these 
issues. 

Senator MORAN. Thank you. If there are particular issues that 
you would like to raise with me, I would be happy to have this fur-
ther conversation. 
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Let me turn to another topic. Thank you for your efforts to ap-
prove an RFS pathway for the production of advanced biofuels from 
sorghum oil. Once that is finalized, the pathway will result in the 
production of up to 20 million additional gallons of advanced 
biofuels. 

The comment period on that proposed rule closed on Friday. I ap-
preciate the progress being made, but want to continue to urge you 
to act quickly. You and I have talked about the pathway on the 
phone on two occasions. But we want to see that Kansas sorghum 
farmers and sorghum ethanol facilities can utilize and benefit from 
that pathway. Can you provide me with an estimated timeline for 
reviewing and submitting comments and finalizing the rule? 

Mr. PRUITT. You know, as you indicated, the period closed this 
past week. I am not aware of the number of comments that came 
in, Senator, so it is very difficult to say how long the process is. 
But I understand the urgency, and it is something we are focused 
upon it from a program office perspective. 

Senator MORAN. Would you ask your team to get back with me? 
Mr. PRUITT. I will. 
Senator MORAN. Thank you. 
And then finally, just a more general question, the voices of 

farmers and ranchers, it seems to me, are often left out of the deci-
sionmaking process at EPA. I appreciate that you personally have 
developed a much stronger working relationship with the agri-
culture community. If in the future, we have different Administra-
tions in charge of EPA, we may revert back to the old ways in 
which farmers and ranchers are once again left out of a seat at the 
table. 

Can you talk to me about the changes you have instituted at 
EPA that you believe will be carried forward beyond your tenure? 
What are the long term effects of your actions to make sure that 
agriculture is considered? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, as you know, I have an agriculture advisor 
that interfaces with those stakeholders on an ongoing basis. That 
person, that position will continue post my time at the EPA. 

We also have something called the smart sector strategy. It is an 
effort on our part to work with those across various issues from air, 
water, chemicals, across all the things that we regulate to deal 
with issues prospectively and proactively as opposed to just re-
sponding to rules. So the ag sector is in that smart sector strategy. 
And so hopefully that will live on as well. But that is something 
that we have instituted. 

Senator MORAN. Thank you, Mr. Administrator. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 
Senator BARRASSO. Senator Booker. 
Senator BOOKER. Thank you very much. 
Thank you very much for being here, Mr. Pruitt. I echo the con-

cerns, it really would be helpful if you were here more often. 
First and foremost, just talking about Superfunds, I was 

alarmed—I know this is a budget recommendation about the 30 
percent cut; this is an area that needs a lot more attention, and 
in the last Congress I asked for information about Superfunds, are 
we driving them down. But actually, they are increasing, the num-
ber of these contaminated sites are increasing in our country. 
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And you know this, I am sure, but 11 million people—including 
about 3 million children—live within a mile of a Superfund site. 
We have a lot of data now, longitudinal data coming out of Prince-
ton, that shows that people living around Superfund sites, children 
born, have higher, significantly higher rates of birth defects, sig-
nificantly higher rates of autism. 

But Superfund sites don’t just contaminate the ground and the 
water. We know that these birth defects and serious problems 
could come from a lot of other contaminants in the air and the like. 

But there is an urgent risk from a study that I know you are fa-
miliar with, about a recent analysis that showed that 327 Super-
fund sites are at risk of flooding due to some of the impacts that 
we see with the climate changing. Thirty-five of those flood prone 
Superfund sites are located in New Jersey, and it is a big concern 
in my State. 

Last week one of the EPA’s top career Superfund staffers told the 
House Energy and Commerce Committee, ‘‘We have to respond to 
this climate challenge. That is just part of our mission set. So we 
need to design remedies that account for that. We don’t get to pick 
where Superfund sites are; we deal with the waste where it is.’’ 

So with this increased flooding that we are seeing, we really have 
the urgency—the threat—of these Superfund sites growing. So do 
you agree that we must design remedies for these Superfund sites, 
the 327 that right now are at imminent risk of flooding? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, absolutely. In fact, we had a decision recently, 
Senator, down in Houston, called the San Jacinto site, that the 
dioxin that was in the inner harbor area, and the remedy that had 
been deployed for the last 10 years was simply covering with rocks 
on top of it. And we came in and provided a more permanent solu-
tion to the tune of $150 million. 

Senator BOOKER. I am sorry to interrupt you, and I am inter-
ested in hearing about Houston. 

Mr. PRUITT. But that is—— 
Senator BOOKER. Yes, so if you could maybe get me in writing 

some of what you are trying to do to remediate these 327 sites, and 
some sense of a timeline and the resources that might be needed 
if there needs to be congressional action. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes. 
Senator BOOKER. Thank you very much. 
Have you directed your staff to do some kind of analysis on these 

sites? 
Mr. PRUITT. We have taken the Superfund portfolio, and we have 

as a priority to identify not just those 327, but of all the sites, what 
poses immediate risk to health. So across the full spectrum. 

Senator BOOKER. I would love to get, for QFR, sort of under-
standing your approach to this imminent health crisis. 

The next issue—we have talked about this—is environmental 
justice. It is an issue that I have been doing a lot more traveling 
on and seeing the most unconscionable realities in places like Ala-
bama and North Carolina and other States. I am not sure—what 
I am really concerned about is how much you are taking into ac-
count the environmental burdens that are disproportionately im-
pacting communities of color, indigenous communities, and low in-
come communities. 
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One example is on December 19th the EPA initiated a rule-
making process to revise protections provided to Agricultural Work-
ers Protection Standard. The Worker Protection Standard is a pri-
mary set of Federal standards to protect over 2 million farm work-
ers, including half a million children, from the hazards of working 
with pesticides. Among the other problematic changes that I am 
seeing is the EPA is now considering lowering the minimum age 
requirement that prohibits children from handling dangerous pes-
ticides if they are under 18 years old. The protection was put in 
place because pesticides can increase the risk of cancer for chil-
dren, whose brains are still developing, and more. 

I don’t know if you believe this personally, but do you think that 
children handling dangerous pesticides is a good idea? This rule 
seems to be placed for a reason. You know probably about Execu-
tive Order 12898, which requires the EPA to identify and address 
disproportionately high and adverse human health effects that af-
fects, disproportionately affects minorities. It is an Executive Order 
that looked at minorities and low income communities being dis-
proportionately impacted. It is one of those Executive Orders 
around the issue of environmental justice. And again, these are 
communities disproportionately harmed. 

As my time is expiring, I really, and I will ask this for QFR, if 
I can just finish my question, you decided to move forward with 
this process to potentially weaken these agriculture protections 
that hold the notice that you have here, not only the requirements 
for minimum age, but also the designated representative require-
ment, which often, populations that might not be English fluent, 
having that designated representative is often their best chance of 
getting an advocate. I am really worried about the weakening of 
the rules. 

You cite the Executive Order, President Trump’s Executive Order 
on deregulation. But you don’t have anything in here about ex-
pressing concerns about disproportionate impact on low income 
folks and minorities. So just for the record, Mr. Chairman, and I 
recognize your indulgence here, would you please be able to provide 
for me in the record how you are considering the disproportionate 
impact on minorities when it comes to this advertised rule change 
that really raises alarms with me that these vulnerable populations 
will be disproportionately hurt, whether it is children that might 
be handling these chemicals, or the lack of advocacy that might 
exist for one of the more vulnerable populations we see in America, 
which is farm workers. 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, as you know, that is a proposal. So we are 
in the process of taking comments on that now, so that many of 
those issues will be addressed and unpacked during that process. 

Senator BOOKER. Well, consider this my comment, sir. 
Mr. PRUITT. But on environmental justice generally, I want you 

to know, that as an example, East Chicago, with respect to the 
Superfund site there, I think you and I have talked about this dur-
ing the confirmation hearing process. I very much believe that we 
need to make sure that as we make decisions on key issues, like 
East Chicago and the Superfund space, I spent time there listening 
to the stakeholders and making decisions one on one. So it is a 
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very important aspect. We will get the information to you on the 
other. 

Senator BOOKER. Will you come to New Jersey, for some visits 
to the Superfund sites? 

Mr. PRUITT. Absolutely. Yes. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Ernst. 
Senator ERNST. Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you, Adminis-

trator Pruitt, for being here today and taking the time to answer 
our questions. I really do appreciate that. 

As you know, Americans do expect good governance from all of 
us. They expect accessibility, participation, responsiveness, and ac-
countability. Since taking the reins at the EPA, you have shown 
that you are not afraid to engage with the American population. 
You just gave that example of going out, visiting those sites for Su-
perfunds. You have also shown that you are willing to hear first- 
hand the concerns of Americans, while getting those that are af-
fected an opportunity to engage in the decisionmaking process. So 
thank you for that. 

In addition to the Superfund issue that you just address, in Au-
gust of last year you traveled to Des Moines, Iowa, and you met 
with over 50 stakeholders from across the ag industry at the Farm 
Bureau. We left that roundtable really encouraged by what we 
heard and what we were able to engage in, knowing that we do 
now have a partner in EPA. 

Under your leadership, EPA has taken necessary actions to walk 
back and repeal destructive Obama era rules, as discussed earlier 
today, like WOTUS and like the Clean Power Plan. Those are all 
things that have harmed our farmers and ranchers and our con-
stituents at large in Iowa. 

Most importantly, you followed the rule of law and fulfilled the 
Administration’s promise, protecting high quality American jobs by 
providing key commitments to maintain the letter and the spirit of 
the Renewable Fuel Standard. Today I want to thank you again on 
behalf of Iowa’s farmers and rural communities. 

All of these actions have created certainty, they have kick started 
economic growth and generated countless jobs across the country. 
Your back to basics approach has helped Iowa’s unemployment rate 
dip below 3 percent for the first time since the year 2000. So thank 
you for that. 

During a more recent trip to Iowa, on December 1st, you noted 
that EPA was actively exploring whether it possessed the legal au-
thority to issue a nationwide RVP, or Reid Vapor Pressure waiver. 
Three months ago you sent a letter to a group of Senators, myself 
included, stating you would look at ways EPA could fix the restric-
tion preventing E–15 from being sold during our summer months. 

Can you give me an update on where this stands, and do you 
today have clarification on whether or not the agency can extend 
the RVP waiver to ensure that our consumers have year round ac-
cess? 

Mr. PRUITT. So, Senator, thank you for your comments. With re-
spect to the RVP issue, as you know, it is not really a policy issue. 
It truly is a determination about the legal authority on whether it 
can be granted nationally or not. It is my understanding that Sen-
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ator Fischer actually has some proposed legislation on that par-
ticular issue. 

Senator ERNST. Yes, she does. 
Mr. PRUITT. And we have talked about that. But the process in-

ternally, to determine the legal authority, continues. I am hopeful 
that we will have a conclusion on that soon. I mentioned that to— 
I made a second trip to Iowa in the fourth quarter of last year and 
shared that with stakeholders there. It is very important. And we 
are working to get an answer as soon as we can. 

Senator ERNST. Do you have a projected timeframe? 
Mr. PRUITT. No, but we can get that to you. I will get a follow 

up from this meeting and provide that to you. 
Senator ERNST. OK, because that will be very important to us as 

we move through a lot of discussions between the consumers, be-
tween those that are producing E–15 and of course, those in the 
Administration. So we look forward to having that answer very 
soon. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, Senator. 
Senator ERNST. Last August, while you were in Des Moines, you 

also touched on the potential benefit of moving Federal agencies or 
various departments out of Washington, DC, and into the country-
side and across the country where an agency’s decision are actually 
felt. This could be a relatively simple way to shift economic activity 
to hard pressed communities and prevent harmful rules and regu-
lations from even being considered. 

With a more decentralized EPA, do you feel misguided policies, 
such as WOTUS, could have been prevented? And do you support 
relocating Government functions outside of the Washington, DC, 
metro area? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, Senator, and Mr. Chairman and Ranking 
Member Carper and others, this is a very important question with 
respect to how we do business and how we deliver services as an 
agency. About half of our employees are located in those 10 regions 
across the country, and half are here in Washington, DC. One of 
the things that ought to engage in as far as a collaborative discus-
sion is whether it makes sense to locate operational units in each 
of the State capitals across this country to ensure that there is a 
focus on issues that are specific to that State, whether it is Super-
fund, air issues, water issues, the rest. 

So I really believe that this is a discussion, we have just begun 
this discussion internally. But I would welcome the input of mem-
bers of this Committee as well as Congress on what makes sense 
there, as relates to better delivering services across the States and 
the country. 

Senator ERNST. And I appreciate that so much, Administrator. I 
do believe, having that easier access, the access closest to the peo-
ple, is the best way that our Federal Government can work. Thank 
you very much. 

Thank you, Mr. Chair. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you very much, Senator. 
Senator Duckworth. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I hope, Administrator Pruitt, that you would then continue to re-

consider a shut down of the EPA office in Chicago, Region 5, which, 
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I believe there was a memo stating that you wanted to potentially 
shut down that office and move it to Kansas, leaving no EPA of-
fices in the entire Midwest-Great Lakes Region. 

Mr. PRUITT. That is inaccurate, Senator. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Well, I hope that it stays inaccurate, and 

that you don’t shut down that office. 
Mr. PRUITT. I am not sure where that came from. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. It came from a memo from the EPA. 
Last month, before the House Energy and Commerce Committee, 

you said regarding lead in our drinking water, that it is one of the 
greatest environmental threats that I think we face as a country. 
You have repeatedly referenced your war on lead and said that you 
wanted to eradicate lead poisoning in the next 10 years, which was 
music to my ears. 

During your nomination hearing I had asked you if you knew 
what the safe blood lead level was for children. You had stated at 
the time that you were not familiar with the latest science on lead 
exposure. Given your comments on your war on lead, I take it since 
then you have familiarized yourself with what the safe blood lead 
exposure is for children. Can you state for the record what that 
level is? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, EPA has a level of 15 parts per billion. There 
are States that are considering lowering that. But from my per-
spective, Senator, as I indicated, I don’t think there is a safe level, 
and we need to eradicate it from our drinking water. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. The right answer is zero, according to sci-
entific literature. So it would be wonderful if you could take what 
your opinion is and actually apply it at EPA. I am really glad that 
you have reviewed the science literature since we last spoke a year 
ago; the last time we saw you in this Committee, you said you 
didn’t know. 

Unfortunately, your rhetoric doesn’t match your actions. Over the 
last several months, the Administration has taken several steps 
that will make it harder—not easier—to limit lead exposure. For 
example, the EPA had planned to update the Lead and Copper 
Rule in 2017, and finalize it in 2018 under the Obama administra-
tion. Since taking over as Administrator, you have instead decided 
to kick the can down the road by at least 2 years. And now, during 
your war on lead, we can expect updates to the rule not in 2018, 
but 2020. 

This doesn’t sound much like a war on lead. Yes or no, will you 
direct EPA to finalize this rule in 2018 instead of waiting 2 whole 
years, as recently announced? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, Senator, I think that, as you know it is a 1991 
lead and copper rule, it has been in just—— 

Senator DUCKWORTH. No, no, no. Yes or no. Yes or no. Yes or no. 
Mr. PRUITT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask—— 
Senator DUCKWORTH. I am happy for you to elaborate in writing 

for the record, I just don’t have much time. 
Is that all right, Mr. Chairman, if he would elaborate in writing 

for the record? 
Senator BARRASSO. We will take this as a question for response 

and—— 
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Mr. PRUITT. It is. And the agency has been working for a decade 
to update the rule, Senator. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. OK, thank you. 
Mr. PRUITT. And I can tell you, it is a priority for this Adminis-

tration to update the rule. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Well, then a 2 year deal is not acceptable. 

Because every day I have children who are exposed to lead, and 
they don’t have 700 days to wait. The President’s fiscal year 2018 
budget proposal, which outlines the Administration’s 10 year policy 
priorities, called for the elimination of EPA’s lead risk reduction 
program that trains contractors and educates the public about safe-
ly removing lead paint from homes. The budget, in reality, also 
cuts millions of dollars in grant money to States and tribes to ad-
dress lead risk. 

This does not sound like a war on lead. Again, given your war 
on lead, your words, yes or no, will you commit to prioritizing this 
program and make sure it is fully funded? 

Mr. PRUITT. We are working to update the lead and copper rule 
expeditiously. We are also working with this body, hopefully, to en-
gage in an infrastructure spend on eradicating lead from our drink-
ing water. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. What about the EPA’s lead risk reduction 
program that the President attempts to cut in his fiscal year 2018 
budget, actually eliminates? 

Mr. PRUITT. It is a point of emphasis for us to update the rules 
and take an aggressive posture to eradicate lead. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. So you will not fight to keep the EPA’s 
lead risk reduction program, is what you are saying? 

Mr. PRUITT. I didn’t say that, Senator. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. So you will fight to keep the program, as 

opposed to the President’s budget, which seeks to eliminate it? 
Mr. PRUITT. We will continue discussions with this body to prop-

erly fund it, as you decide. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Will you speak with the President and say, 

don’t cut this program? His budget eliminates it. 
Mr. PRUITT. Well, as you know, your marked up version of the 

budget is $7.9 billion. So that is not in the marked up budget, I 
think. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. So you are not going to fight for the EPA’s 
lead risk reduction program. For something that is a priority for 
you, remember, war on lead, get rid of it in 10 years, not enough 
to fight for it. 

Senator PRUITT. We will continue to work with the agency to 
fund that, yes. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. OK. 
I am also alarmed to see that the Trump budget slashes funding 

for the Office of Ground and Drinking Water, which is responsible 
for implementing our lead and drinking water program. How about 
this priority? Will you prioritize this program to ensure that it is 
fully funded? The Ground and Drinking Water Program, the Office 
of Ground and Drinking Water. And surely, the Office of Ground 
and Drinking Water is consistent with your back to basics vision 
for EPA. 
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Mr. PRUITT. Very important, and we will continue the dialogue 
with Congress on that issue. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. What about the White House? Will you 
fight for this program? 

Mr. PRUITT. I will continue to work with this body to make 
sure—— 

Senator DUCKWORTH. OK, I am going to have to take that as a 
no, because you are not answering my question. 

I am out of time. I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Inhofe. 
Senator INHOFE. Thank you. 
I get the impression they don’t like you. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. PRUITT. At least one. 
Senator INHOFE. Well, anyway, you have been doing a great job. 
I do have something for the record I wanted to put in, Mr. Chair-

man. It is an article out of the Oklahoman. It talks about all the 
improvements in the economy that are coming with getting rid of 
some of these very punitive regulations that we have been going 
through. I want to ask unanimous consent this be made a part of 
the record. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection, so ordered. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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Oklahoma jobless rate improves 

Unemployment is down in Oklahoma when comparing December 2016 to December 2017. 

The rate changed ti·om 4.8 percent in December 2016 to 4.1 percent in December 2017. 
according to preliminary numbers released by the U.S. Labor Department. 

".lobs up, unemployment down, wages up that's the direction we are trending right now," said 
Lynn Gray. Oklahoma Employment Security Commission director of economic research and 
analysis. 

The unemployment rate represented a slight change from November, when the rate was 4.2 
percent in Oklahoma. 

Nationally, the unemployment rate was unchanged ti·om November to December, remaining at 
4.1 percent. In December 2016. the U.S. jobless rate was 4.7 percent. 

Employers across the country added 148.000 jobs in the past month. 

Preliminary estimates for the number of unemployed declined throughout the state by I ,207, 
according to the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission. In the past year, the total number 
dropped ti·om 88.312 to 76.004. 

"You've got a decline in the number of unemployed individuals between November and 
December." Gray said. "Since these are seasonally adjusted, you can more comfortably compare 
month-to-month." 

Hawaii, Mississippi and California each recorded record lows for unemployment rate. Hawaii's 
rate was 2 percent, Mississippi's was 4.6 percent and California's was 4.3 percent. These rates 
were the lowest in the respective states since records began in 1976. 

Alaska recorded the highest rate of unemployment in the nation, at 7.3 percent. 
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Senator CARPER. I will ask unanimous consent to insert for the 
record a report from Moody’s which suggests something a bit dif-
ferent. Thank you. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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Announcement: Moody's: Climate change is forecast to heighten US exposure 
to economic loss placing short- and long-term credit pressure on US states and 
local governments 

New York, November 28, 2017 --The growing effects of climate change, including climbing global 
temperatures, and rising sea levels, are forecast to have an increasing economic impact on US state and local 
issuers. This will be a growing negative credit factor for issuers without sufficient adaptation and mitigation 
strategies, Moody's Investors Service says in a new report 

The report differentiates between climate trends, which are a longer-term shift in the climate over several 
decades, versus climate shock, defined as extreme weather events like natural disasters, floods, and droughts 
which are exacerbated by climate trends. Our credit analysis considers the effects of climate change when we 
believe a meaningful credit impact is highly likely to occur and not be mitigated by issuer actions, even if this is 
a number of years in the future. 

Climate shocks or extreme weather events have sharp, immediate and observable impacts on an issuer's 
infrastructure, economy and revenue base, and environment As such, we factor these impacts into our 
analysis of an issuer's economy, fiscal position and capital infrastructure, as well as management's ability to 
marshal resources and implement strategies to drive recovery. 

Extreme weather patterns exacerbated by changing climate trends include higher rates of coastal storm 
damage, more frequent droughts, and severe heat waves. These events can also cause economic challenges 
like smaller crop yields, infrastructure damage, higher energy demands, and escalated recovery costs. 

"While we anticipate states and municipalities will adopt mitigation strategies for these events, costs to employ 
them could also become an ongoing credit challenge," Michael Wertz, a Moody's Vice President says. "Our 
analysis of economic strength and diversity, access to liquidity and levers to raise additional revenue are also 
key to our assessment of climate risks as is evaluating asset management and governance." 

One example of climate shock driving rating change was when Hurricane Katrina struck the City of New 
Orleans (A3 stable). In addition to widespread infrastructure damage, the city's revenue declined significantly 
and a large percentage of its population permanently left New Orleans. 

"US issuer resilience to extreme climate events is enhanced by a variety of local, state and federal tools to 
improve immediate response and long-term recovery from climate shocks," Wertz says. 

For issuers, the availability of state and federal resources is an important element that broadens the response 
capabilities of local governments and their ability to mitigate credit impacts. As well, all municipalities can 
benefit from the deployment of broader state and federal aid, particularly disaster aid from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to help with economic recovery. 

Moody's analysts weigh the impact of climate risks with states and municipalities' preparedness and planning 
for these changes when we are analyzing credit ratings. Analysts for municipal issuers with higher exposure to 
climate risks will also focus on current and future mitigation steps and how these steps will impact the issuer's 
overall profile when assigning ratings. 

NOTE TO JOURNALISTS ONLY: For more information, please call one of our global press information 
hotlines: New York +1-212-553-0376, London +44-20-7772-5456, Tokyo +813-5408-4110, Hong Kong +852-
3758-1350, Sydney +61-2-9270-8141, Mexico City 001-888-779-5833, Sao Paulo 0800-891-2518, or Buenos 
Aires 0800-666-3506. You can also email us at mediarelations@moodys.com or visit our web site at 
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Senator INHOFE. OK. I walked in just at the tail end of somebody 
else’s who is not here now inquisitions of you talking about the reg-
ulations. You know, I remember so well, because I was all during 
the Obama administration, I was either the Chairman or the Rank-
ing Member of this Committee. And that guy sitting right behind 
you and I used to look at what was happening to our economy, 
which is in the process of being reversed right now. But he was im-
plying that some of the poorest, the most vulnerable people are the 
ones who are being—that we are trying somehow, or that you are 
trying somehow, to punish. And I want to just remind you that we 
had a guy, I remember so well, Harry Alford, he was the President 
of the National Black Chamber of Commerce, he provided some of 
the most powerful testimony that I have ever heard when it comes 
to the effects of the Clean Power Plan and some of the other regu-
lations, but he was referring specifically to that, would have on the 
Black and Hispanic poverty, including job losses and increased en-
ergy costs when it comes to regulations that you have been quoted 
as saying, and who benefits, the elites, the folks who can least af-
ford those kinds of decisions pay the most. 

So I would ask you, how is the EPA working to ensure that the 
most vulnerable communities are being considered and that the 
agency’s cost benefit calculations are accurately portraying realities 
on the ground? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, Senator, good morning to you. I think your 
question goes to the heart of the cost of electricity, largely, and our 
power grid. And there are issues around that that obviously go to 
cost. We can’t consider cost in our NAAQS program, but we can 
these other provisions that impact the cost of electricity. So we en-
deavor to make sure that our cost-benefit analysis is considerate of 
those things, and to make sure that we are making informed deci-
sions as we finalize our rules. 

Senator INHOFE. Well, he was very emphatic as to who is paying 
the price on these. And I think sometimes that previous Adminis-
tration forgot those individuals. There are people out there paying 
all they can pay to try to keep—try to eat and keep their house 
warm. And that is one of the things that we have observed. 

I was happy to see that you ended the practice of sue and settle. 
Oklahoma has been on the wrong end of this tactic used by the 
Obama administration, which was nothing more than a way to cre-
ate regulations behind closed doors without public input or even 
input from affected parties. Can you explain more about how you 
see this being a positive environmental outcome? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes. The sue and settle practice I mentioned in my 
opening comment, Senator, with respect to regulation through liti-
gation, it is something that is not unique to the EPA. It is some-
thing that has happened at other Federal agencies. Justice is also 
involved in a reform effort there. But I think what is important to 
note that as we engage in regulation, regulation is intended to be— 
there are laws of general applicability. And when you go into a liti-
gation, and you negotiate a consent decree with one party that af-
fects others, that is not transparency, and it is also not, I think, 
fundamental to the APA and the opening process to rulemaking. 

So that was the motivation in addressing the sue and settle phe-
nomena, the regulation through litigation. We have stopped that at 
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the agency. That doesn’t mean that we won’t ever enter into con-
sent decrees or settle cases. It just means as we do it we will pub-
lish those settlements up to 30 days for people to provide comment 
and interested parties that want to be aware of that can be aware 
of it and participate as necessary. 

Senator INHOFE. Well, Mr. Pruitt, I wasn’t here during your 
opening statement, so I missed it. That was a very good expla-
nation. 

Let me—in an interview with the National Review last month, 
you stated that we still have a lot of work to do on clean air. But 
that was for the last decade. The EPA was so focused on CO2 that 
we have let a lot of other things slide. From my view as Chairman 
and the Ranking Member of this Committee for the Obama admin-
istration, I agree with you that his singular focus on regulating a 
naturally occurring gas as a pollutant came at a heavy cost. Now 
that you have been Administrator for nearly a year, what areas of 
environmental protection were neglected by the previous Adminis-
tration? Do you have any that come to your mind? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, the attainment issues specifically. We still 
have 40 percent roughly of our country that live in areas that don’t 
meet the air quality standards, about 120 million people. I think 
as I look at the investment, for instance, counties that are making 
decisions collecting data, a lot of times we are using model data as 
opposed to monitored data. And that is primarily for a cost issue. 
So I think as we talk about the budget through this process, I 
think it is important to maybe look at ways that we can help 
States and counties put more monitors in place to get real time 
data to ensure that we are making real time decisions in air qual-
ity. That is something I would love to work with Congress to 
achieve. 

Senator INHOFE. Yes. 
Well, right now I am chairing the Senate Armed Services Com-

mittee, and I have to get back to that. But I appreciate the fact 
that you are here. But why in the world did you agree to 2 and 
a half hours? 

Senator BARRASSO. That is an end point, but we possibly will be 
done before that, Senator Inhofe. If you have a chance to come 
back, come back. 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, you used to blame Ryan Jackson for a few 
things. I will do the same. 

[Laughter.] 
Senator INHOFE. I hope you get further than that in. 
[Laughter.] 
Senator BARRASSO. Senator Whitehouse. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you, Chairman. 
Mr. Pruitt, welcome to the Committee. 
Let me start by asking unanimous consent to put three docu-

ments in the record. One is a report entitled Abandoning Science 
Advice by the Center for Science and Democracy. With it are two 
internal documents from the EPA that chronicle how political ap-
pointees are stacking the scientific advisory committees with indus-
try representatives, in this case the Clean Air Scientific Advisory 
Committee. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
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Is Sidelinins: Science Advisory Committees 
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At several federal agencies, political appointees have misrep

resented scientifiC information, overruled the recommendations 
of scientific experts, scruhhed scientific content from websites, 
and even forbidden some stafl' from describing their work as 

"science-based" in budget documents (Carteret al. 2017; Sun 
and Eilperin 2017). These actions are well documented, but 
less attention has been paid to a related challenge: the state 

of science advice that the White House and federal agencies 

need on an ongoing basis. 
When making important decisions, all modern presidents 

and their appointee~ at federal agencies have relied on scientific 

advice from entitites such as the presidential science advisor, 
the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy 

(OSTP), the Presidenr's Council of Advisors on Science and 

Technology (PCAST), and advisory committees within 
federal agencies. Breaking with four decades of precedent, 

1 Presidential First-Year Appointments 
to Science Positions 
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Not only has President Trump failed to nominate a presidential 
science advisor, but he also has filled only 20 of83 top government 
science positions,far fewer tlmn his two predecessors in their 
first year as president. 

President Trump ha:-;: failed to nominate a presidential science 

advisor. The OSTP, which the advisor would direct, sits mostly 
dormant, with a skeletal staff of 38 in contrast to its 130 staff 
members in 2016 (Marshal12017). While President Trump 

commissioned PCAST by executive order on September 29, 
he took no further action to appoint advisors in 2017 (Federal 

Register 2017a). By contrast, Prcsidenr Obama nominated 

PCAST's co-chairs h::ofore his fir:;t inauguration and the rest of 

the committee just three months into his first term so that the 
council could meet three times during the year (White House 
2017; White House 2009; Kin tisch and Mervis 2009). President 

George \V. Bush nominated the science advisor and PCAST 

chair six months into his first term and appointed PCA.ST 

members in December of his f1rst year (Lane 2001; White 
House 2001). As of December 31,2017, President Trump 
h<~d (-i.Jled 20 of the 83 government posts that the National 

Academies of Science designate as "scientist appointees" 

(Partnership for Public Service and tVashington Post 2017; 
NAS 2008). At this point in their respective administrations, 

President llarack Obam<~ had filled 63 such positions <~nd 
President George W. Bush had filled 51 (Figure 1). 

To examine whether the neglect of scientific advice extends 

beyond top-level appointments, the Union of Concerned Scien

tists (UCS) analyzed the record of the government's network 
of science advisory committees. The analysis included meet

ing and membershi.P data from 73 advisory committees desig
nated ns "scientific and technic.1l" across 24 departments, 
agencies, and subagencies within the Department of Com~ 
merce (DOC), the Department of the Interior (DOI), and the 

Department of Energy (DOE), as well as the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), Elnd the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). We also interviewed 33 current and former committee 
members. (Full methodology and detailed results available 

online at www.ucsusa.org/scienceadvice.) 

The CCS research reveals the Trump administration's 
sidelining- of scientific advice is considerably more wide

spread than preYiously recognized. Among the findings: 

Science advisory committees at the DOE, the DOl, and 

the EPA have met less often in 2017 than at anytime since 
1997, when the government began collecting such data. 

Fewer l'Xperts serve on science advisory committees at the 

DOE, the EPA. and the DOC than at any time since 1997. 

Cf:NTIO:R FOR SCIENCE AND DEMOCRACY\ UNlON OF CO:'o/CERNED SCl£~1'l51'S 
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The total number of science advisory committee meet~ 
ings in 2017 at the agencies UCS analyzed decreased 20 
percent from 2016 and membership decreased 14 per~ 

cent This compares with a 4 percent decrease in meetings 
and a 7 percent decrease in membership during President 

Obama's transition year and 38 percent and 0.8 percent 
decreases, respectively, in President G.W. Bush's transi
tion year. 

In 2017, nearly two-thirds (62 percent) of the 73 science 
advisory committees at the 24 agencies analyzed met 
!ess frequently than their charters direct. 

Further, actions at some agencies are llkcly to reduce 
both the quality and quantity of scientific advice. For 

example: 

The EPA dismissed experienced expt:'rts from its Science 
Advisory Board. In an unprecedented move, EPA Admin
istrator Scott Pruitt banned all experts who receive agency 
grants from serving as advisors on any committee. 

Secretary of Energy Rick Perry failed to reconstitute 
the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board, the agency's 
longstanding· flagship advisory committee. 

The DOl froze membership on its more than 200 federal 
;1dvisory committees, including nine scientific committees, 
at a time when the agency was making critical land
management decisions, including a review of national 
monuments. 

The DOL halted the work of several Occupational Health 
and Safety Administration (OSHA) advisory committees. 

The FDA disbanded it.-: Food Advisory Committee. 

The DOI disbanded a climate science advisory commit~ 
tee as did the Commerce Department's National Oceanic 
<1nd Atmospheric Administr11tion (NOAA). 

The neglect of independent scientific advice seriously 
endangers the nation. Such advice is crucial to the federal 
government's ability to make informed decisions on matters 
that have enormous consequences for puhlic health and safe

ty. Policymakers regularly turn to science to help them deter
mine government responses to complex challenges, from the 
outbreak of deadly diseases to environmental and national 
security threars. From the discovery of lifesaving vaccinations 
to the development of the Internet, scientists advising the 
federnl government have an indisputable record of helping 

[ 

The UCS research reveals 
a clear pattern: the 
Trump administration's 
sidelining of scientific 
advice is considerably 
more widespread than 
previously recognized. 

make Americans safer, healthier, more prosperous, 

and better informed. 
Oft he roughly 1,000 advisory committees currently 

in operation, the federal government designates over 200 

] 

ns "scientific and technical" in nature, comprised of inde
pendent experts from academia, state and local government, 
industry, and nonprofits (GSA 2017). The president, Congress, 
and federal agencies can commission such committees and 
empanel them to examine and make recommendations about 
particular short-term problems, such as disease epidemics, 
and perennial issues, such as nuclear safety (Ginsberg and 
Burg·at 2016). Off1cial ch<lrters, renewed every t\\-'0 years, 

govern the committees and dictate their missions, 
procedures, and meeting frequency. 

The thousands of independent experts called upon 
to serve on the government's network of science advisory 
committees weigh evidence and debate issues ranging from 
the safety and effectiveness of new drugs to the best course 
of action for minimizing lead exposure from drinking water. 
These scientists and technical specialists, often serving 
without pay or receiving only modest stipends, provide 
an important vehicle for providingdccisionmakers with 
rohust, professional, and up-to~date scientific adYice. 

Advisory committees play an important role in alerting 
federal officials to the policy implications of the latest scien~ 
tific research, with consequences that can be a matter of 
life and death. This was the case in the 1970s, when policies 
required a phase~ out oft he use of lead in paint and gasoline, 
based on research into the neurological effects of lead on 
children. Research on infectious diseases has saved innumer

able lives by helping governments prevent future outbreaks 
or craft responses to them. Research on chemicals and metals 
has dramatically improved the quality of our air, water, and 
soiL In 2004, an FDA advisory committee weighed evidence 
of an elevated risk of suicidal thinking in children and 
adolescents who took a class of popular antidepressants. 
It then recommendedthat the FDA employ its most serious 

Abandon in); Sd{'nce Advice 
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warning label in order to reduce the risk of such tragic 

deaths among youth (Newman 2004; FDA 2004), 

Science advisory committees provide a transparent 

and objective eye that helps the public know when the 

government is making sound, science-based decisions. And 

it helps us know when to hold the government accountable 

when it fails to protect the public interest. 

Finding..,: A Pattern of Neglect~ 
Ag:ency by Agency 

The UCS investigation of federal advisory committees 

llnds that the Trump administration systematically sidelines 

science to an unprecedented extent by neglecting valuable 

input from the nation's established network of fede1·al science 

advisory committees. 

Analyzing data from a government-run database man

dated by the 1972 Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), 

we find that the number of federal science advisory committee 

meetings decreased substantially over the past year, as did the 

number of committee members (Figure 2). From 2016 to 2017, 

the number of science advisory committee meetings across 

all agencies examined decreased 20 percent; the number 

of members decreased by 14 percent. During the Obama 

administmtion·s first ye<1r, the number of meetings actually 

in~.:reased slightly and membership decreased only 7 percent. 

Ag·encies vary, yet there was an aggreg·ate pattern of 

failure to adhere to committees' chartered missions. Advi

sory committee members report that meetings are routinely 

cancelled or rescheduled at the last minute, sometimes 

repeatedly. Some advisory committees had similar issues in 

the Bush and Obama administmtions, but the trends appear 

to have worsened during the Trump administration. 

In several cases, members report that brief telephone 

conference calls-as short as 15 minutes·-have replaced 

in-person meetings. The aggregate data support anecdotal 

reports. For exampk, the vast majority of science advisory 

committees at the FDA (71 percent), the EPA (70 perce11t), 

and DOI (67 percent) failed to meet in 2017 as frequently 

as their charters die! ate (Figure 3). 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY: 

ERODING IMPARTIAL SCIENCE ADVICE 

At the EPA, the number of science advisory committee meet

ings held and the current number of committee members 

stand at their lowest levels since the government began 

collecting such records in 1997. More than two-thirds of the 

EPA·s science advisory committees faile..._i to meet as often 

as their charters direct. 

Yet those numbers fail to capture the breadth of actions 

that EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt has taken to disrupt 

and politicize advisory committee work. 

In October 20C', Administrator Pruitt announced that 

scientists currently receiving EPA grants could not sen'e 

on any agency advisory committee, including the Science 

Advisory Board (SAB), the Clean Air Scientific Advisory 

Committee (CASAC), or the P.oard of Scientific Counselors 

(BOSC). This policy, issued with little justification e~nd 

\Vithout precedent, creates a double standard: it forces out 

scientists who receive EPA funding, while tribal and state 

:) Total Scientific Advisory Committee 1\1eetings and Membership during Presidential Transition Years 
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Percentage of Science Advisory Committees That Failed to Meet as Often as Their Charters Directed 

10% 20% 30% 40% 

entities receiving EPA funding and industry scientists face 

no such restriction (Friedman 2017), 

Until this move, the agency had relied on independent 
experts, regardless of whether they received agency grants

grants that often have little to do with the rang·e of topics 

on which members advis-e. Of course, qualified industry 

scientists have long served on advisory committees us well, 
hut Administrator Pruitt's policy shifts the halancc on advi

sory committees away from unconAicted academic experts 

toward industry experts. 

Also breaking with precedent is the decision to not 
renew the terms of six individuals who had been fully vetted 

and were qualified to serve on the EPA Science Advisory 
Board. One of thost' individuals, Charles Werth, a distinguished 
professor of environmental health engineering at the Univer

sity of Texas, Austin, said, "It was my impression that there's 
more turnover on the hoard this year hccausc of the desire 
of the administrator to have more industry representation .. 

It is certainly a break from the past and a changing of the 

board's representation" (Werth 2017). After implementing 
the new policy, Administrator Pruitt moved swiftly to 

triple the numher of industry representatives on the SAD 

(Figure 4, p, 6) (Reed 2017). 

Administrator Pruitt's shakeup of EPA advisory commit

tees began in May 1017, when he failed to renew nine members 

of the Board of Scientific Counselors, which reviews the work 

2017 

• 2016 

SO% 60% 70% BO% 90% 100% 

of EPA's research scientists on chemical safety, air pollution, 
fracking, and a variety of other critical topics (Eilperin and 

Dennis 2017} Pruitt continued to reshape the committee in 

June, notifying 38 of the 49 executive committee and sub

committee members that their terms would not be renewed 
(renewals arc typical) and cancelling board meetings for the 

rest of the year. As economist and BOSC member Peter B. 

Meyer noted, this interruption will co;;;t the agency valuable 

~uidancc in shaping it.~ agenda: "Cost-effectiveness of research 
wi!l sufTcr, as will science" (Mooney and Ei!perin 20!7). 

The EPA's politicization of the Science Advisory Board, 
Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, and Board of Scien
tific Counselors has drawn considerahle criticism, :md similar 

actions have occurred at less-known EPA advisory committees 
as well. For example, the Science Advisory Committee on 
Chemicals, directed to meet three to four times a year, has not 

met once since Congress mandated its creation in 2016 
to provide advice on chemicals regulated under the 1976 
Toxic Suhstances Contml Act. The new committee replaced 

the former Chemical Safety Advisory Committee and expanded 

its membership (EPA 2017a; EPA 2017b; Former CSAC mem
ber 2017). There is concern among members of the former 

commitrec that the appointment of Nancy Beck-previously 

a staff person <lt the industry's American Chemistry- Council

to lead the EPA office overseeing the committee will affect 

how it functions (Former CSAC member 2017). 

Abandoning Science Advice 
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The Changing Makeup of the EPA Science Advisory Board 

Nongovernment 
Organization 

9% 

2017 

Consultant 
2% 

n=47 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR: 

MANDATING DISREGARD 

In May 2017, the Department of the Interior announced a 
formal review of the "charter and charge" of the department's 
advisory committees and postponed all scheduled meetings 

through fal12017 (Eilperin and Dennis 2017). This edict 

resulted in the fewest number of meetings of the agency's 
science advisory committees since recordkeeping began 

in 1997 (GSA 2017). 

Among other committees, the freeze applied to all of 
the Bureau of Land Management's resource advisory councils, 

including the Utah Resource Advisory Council, which met 
once (in February 2017). This means that President Trump's 

decision in fall2017 to drasticalty reduce the size of national 

monuments in Utah proceeded without benefit of the Interior 
Department's expert advice (Dawsey and Eilperin 2017). 

At the end of the review process, the DOI terminated 

the Advisory Committee on Climate Change and Natural 

Resource Science and dismissed its members. Created in 
2013, the committee had advised the secretary of the interior 

on managing natural resources in the face of climate c.:hange 

(Doyle and Patterson 2017). According to conservation 

Government 
9% 

2018 

Consultant 
9% 

I 

n=44 

Industry 
23% 

biologist Paul Beier, Regents' Professor at Northern Arizona 
University and a former committee member, "Until the change 

of administration, I felt that our voice was valued. It was 

a very rewarding experience. I felt like we were making a 
difference'' (Beier 2017). The committee had been slated to 
hold its ftrst meeting under the Trump ndministration in 

spring 2017, but the freeze of aH advisory committees came 
less than a week before that meeting would have taken 

pluce (Former ACCNRS member 2017). 

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY: 

NEGLECT FROM THE TOP DOWN 

In 2017, the Department of Energy's science advisory com

mittees held fewer meetings than in any year since 1997. Some 
44 percent of the agency's scientific committees failed to 
hold the number of charter-prescribed meetings. 

The Secretary of Energy Advisory Board (SEAB), a par

ticubrly strong example of nn effective independent addsory 

committee, was left to languish in 2017. For nearly three 
decades, all but one Department of Energy secretary had used 

the SEAB extensively. This high-level committee produced 
detailed reports on such issues as high-speed computing, the 

C£NTER FOil. SCIENCE AND DEMOCRACY I UNIO:-< Or CONCEHNED SCIENTISTS 
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future of energy technologies, and the efl'cctiveness of thr 
DOE's 17 national laboratories. 

At the start of the Trump administration, as is customary 
in presidential transitions, all hut one of the SEAB's I9members 
wrote to Energy Secretary Perry offering to resign (Kickro 

and Marshall2017). The DOE wehsite continues to list all 
19 a.:; committee members, but they report no contact from 
the administration in the past year (DOE 2017; Former SEAB 

member 20l7a; Former SEAB member 2017h). Responding 
to our inquiry about the SEAR's status, the DOE's deputy 
committee management officer emailed, "The Secretary of 

Energy Advisory Board was sunset in January 2017, and there 
are no plans to reconstitute it at the moment" (Butler 2017). 

"I've worked for four secretaries of energy," one of the 

19 former members noted. "All of them used this committee 
for advice on a wide range of topics. And yet T have had 
absolutely no communication from the committee since 

Trump was inaugurated. They didn't even respond to my 
letter offering to resign" (Former SEAB member 2017a). 

THE FOOD AND DRUG 1\DMINISTRATlON: 

IDLING SCJENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

At the Food and Drug Administration, 71 percent of science 
advisory committees (22 out of 31) met less frequently than 
their charters prescribe. Roughly one-third failed to meet at 

all in 2017. (2016 was only slightly more functional: 64 percent 
of committees failed to meet the prescribed number of times.) 

On the other hand, some advisory committees, such as the 

FDA's Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory 
Committee and the Pediatrics Advisory Committee, continue 
to meet regularly, and even more often than in the past 
(MemherofVRBPAC 2017; Member of PAC 2017). 

Some advisory committee members report that FDA 
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb appears to be interested in 

expert advice, noting that he has not terminated the FDA 
Science Board, which advises him on emerging scientific 

issues and challenges (Memher of FDA Science Board 2017a). 

However, when the board met by phone in Decemher 2017, 
with Commissioner Gottlieb participating, there was no agenda 

and the meeting lasted less than IS minutes, according to 

another memher. "ln this administration, they have made 

little or no usc of the committee thus far," the member noted. 

"The hottom line is we've been idle" (Member of FDA Science 
Board 20l7b). 

Tn December 2017, the FDA dishanded its longstanding 
Food Advisory Committee. This body had operated for 

25 years as the agency's only advisory committee dedicated 

to food-related science policy. Its 17 members had advised 
the FDA commissioner on emerging issues in food science, 

nutrition, and food safety (Federal Register 2017h). Although 

Abandoning Science Advice 
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it had not met in 2016 either, the loss of the committee still 
represents a noteworthy signal from the current administra
tion. Former committee member Urvashi Rangan noted, "The 
advisory committee was incredibly important and reprC"sents 
a significant loss to the FDA, ·which needs the input of mul~ 

tiple experts in order to ensure that they're doing the best 
work and operating in the public interest" (Rangan 20li). 

THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION: 

CENSORSHIP BUT A MIXED PICTURE 

In December 2017, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention made headlines when it and at least one other 
Department of Health and Human Services agency received 
directive!> prohibiting the use of seven words, including 
"diversity," ''vulnerable," and "sciencc~based," in agency 
budget documents (Sun and Eilperin 2017). Nonetheless, 
the CDC's science advisory committeC"S are among the most 
active of the agencies reviewed. Of the CDC's 11 sdentific 
committees, more than half matched their charter-prescribed 
meeting numbers, and their membership numbers stand 

on par with previous years. 
A notable exception is the Advisory Committee to the 

Director (ACD), a Aagship committee of public health experts 
and medical professionals tasked with recommending priorities 
for agency activities, addressing health disparities, and help
ing the agency fulfil! its mission more effectively (CDC 2017). 
While the committee met in April2017, its October meeting· 
was canceleJ, ostensibly to provide more orientation time for 

CDC Director Brenda Fitzgerald, even though she assumed 
her position in July. ·'Things are being held up" as a result, 
according to one member. "There are working groups that 
are completing their projects, but acting on those projects or 
recommendations is held up. We can't move anything along 
unless we have a full committee meeting." It also means that 
the current chair's term will expire before ever meeting with 
the new CDC director (Member of ACD 2017). The implications 
arc trouhling, gi\'en the CDC's vital role in protecting the 

nation against disease outbreaks, tracking opioid overdoses, 
reducing teen pregnancy, and slowing HIV transmission. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE: 

SIDELINING THE NATIONAL CLIMATE ASSESSMENT 

Most science advisory committees at the Department of Com~ 
merce, including those at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration and the US Census Dureau, appear to meet as 
often as their charters prescribe, although total membership 

is down 13 percent from 2016. However, in August 2017, the 
department quietly disbanded the Advisory Committee for 
the Sustained National Climate Asessment as it failed to 
renew the charter of this key committee on climate chang\'. 

Established in 2015, the panel advised the federal govern
ment on improving the National Climate Assessment's scien
tific information on the ongoing impact of climate chang;e, 
with the goal of making the assessment more useful for 
businesses, the public, and state and local governments. Its 
disbanding could hinder actions based on future editions of 
the National Climai-e Assessment (Eilperin 2017). Rush Holt, 
CEO of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, called the committee's removal "yet another example 
ofrhe administration's increasingly blatant attempts to ignore 
and dismiss scientific information" (AAAS 2017). 

THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR: 
PARALYSIS BY REEVALUATION 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), 
part of the Department of Labor, has five advi:->Ol)' committees; 
four failed to meet in 2017. While these are not designated as 
"science advisory committees'' (and thus fall outside many 
of this report's mclrics), their work bears deeply on science 
policy. This is especially the case for the National Advisory 

Committee on Occupational Safety and Health (NACOSH) 
and the Whistleblower Protection Advisory Committee (WPAC), 
neither of which met in 2017, a rare occurrence for NACOSH 
since it was formed in 1970 and unprecedented forWPAC. 

NACOSH advises the secretary oflabor and the secretary 
of health and human services on best practices for imple
menting OSHA's standards to reduce work~ related deaths, 

C£NTER f'OR SCfENGE AND DEMOCnACY I UNION OF CONCF.nNEU SCJENTJ."TS 
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The UCS review of science 
advisory committees 
reveals a pattern of 
neglect and disrespect. 
Many committees 
have been suspended, 
disbanded, or otherwise 
left to sit idle. 

injuries, and illne~scs and on the relevant agencies' research 
needs. Charged with meeting two to four times per year, 
it was not active in 2017 (DOL n.d. a). During a recent con
ference call on NACOSI-rs status, OSHA told committee 
members that they would not meet until the new OSHA 
director was confirmed. In the meantime, the process of 
bringing on new members was put on hold even though 
half of their terms expired at the end of20l7. According 
to one NACOSH member, "\Vc can't meet in the new 
year [20I8l either because we will not have a quorum" 
(Member ofNACOSH 20!7). 

The mission of the Whistlcblower Protection Advisory 
Committee, founded in 2012, is to improve the fairness, 
efficiency, and transparency ofwhistlcblower investigations 
(DOL n.d. b). Soon after the Trump administration took office, 
committee members found out that no meetings would be 
scheduled tmtil after Congress confirmed a new .secretary of 
labor. In December 2017, members received notice that, due 
to President Trump's Executive Order 13781, "Comprehensive 
Plan for Reorganizing the Executive Branch," issued in March 
2017, the Department of Labor was evaluating all of its activities, 
inclmling its advisory committees, It is not known when the 
agency~ wide review will be complete (Member of\\'PAC 2017a). 

Given recent reports of reprisals against federal employ
ees, the WPAC is more important than ever (Clement 2017). 
Members believe the administration would not risk a likely 
backlash fl'om attempting to disband the committee, but they 
also report indications that its work will have a low priority 
in the Trump administration (Member ofWPAC 2017b). 

(·ondusion 

disrespect. Many committees have been suspended, disbanded, 
or otherwise left to sit iJle. These findings suggest that the 
Trump administration in its first year has substantially under
utilized the government's netv.rork of science advisors, side
lining an important check on government decisionmaking. 
Committee members with extensive experience advising the 
government describe 2017 as "not normal" and "a break with 
the past" (Former CASAC member 2017; Werth 2017). Several 

The administration's actions arc spurring strong responses 
from elected officials, the scientific community, and the gencr11l 
public. For example, members of Congress have called on 
the Government Accountability Office to investigate Admin
istrator Pruitt's EPA-wide directive on advisory committees 
(Whitehouse et al. 2017). One member of EPA's Science Advi
sory Board, Robyn Wilson, dismissed a recipient of a current 
EPA grant, has pushed back, refusing to resign from the board 
(Dennis and Eilperin 2017). And scientific societies are form
ing "shadow" advisory committees to monitor the activities 
of nmv-politicized committees (Sedlak 2017). 

In response to the documented indications of a science 
advisory system in serious decline, the Union of Concerned 
Scientists makes three recommendations for immediate 
:l.Ction; 

Current nnd former science advisors .should speak out 
when they discover that federal agencies and orhers 
in the govet·nment are sidelining important scientific 
work and fmdings. 

Tbe Government Accountability Office should ascertain 
whether federal agencies are appropriately carrying 
out tbe Federal Advisory Committee Act, especially 
given EPA Administrator Pruitt's directive on advisory 
committee eligibility. 

Congress should hold hearings on the status of science 
advisory committees tthroughout the government to 
investigate wherher they are serving the public interest 
by functioning as directed hy law. 

Genna Reed is a science and policy analyst in the Center for 

Science and Democracy at the Union of Concerned Scientists 
(UCS). Seth Shulman is the UCS editorial director. Peter 
Hansel is a research consultant who worked with the Center 

The UCS review of science advisory committees throughout for Science and Democracy. Gretchen Goldman is the 
the federal government rewals a pattern of neglect and center's research director. 
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Abandoning 
Science Advice 
One Year in, the Trump Administration 
Is Sidelining Science Advisory Committees 

[ The Trump administration's sidelining ] 
of scientific advice is considerably more 
widespread than previously recognized. 

Traditionally, independent experts inform national policymaking science advisory committees that play critical roles, diminished 
by advising the federal goYernment on a wide mngc of scientific activity at committees in many agencies, and changed commit

and technical issues. The work that federal agencies do to protect tees' membership in ways that tilt toward increased rcprescn
public health such as monitoring pollution, evaluating chemical tation of industry intncsts and decreased representation of the 

hazards, preventing the spread of disease, tracking and managing public interest. Analy:dng data from i3 committees across 24 

nntural disasters and enforcing· laws like the Clean Air Act depends departments, agencies, and sub<.Jgencies this research confirms 

on scientific input. There are more than 1,000 federal advisory troubling trends away from evidence-based dccisionmaking. 

committees across the g·overnmcnt, over 200 of which provide Drops in membership and number of meetings of the analyzed 
Jdvice specifically on scientific and technic,ll issues. Committee advisory committees during President Trump's first year in office 

members ensure that agencies rely on the best available science, represent a greater loss of activity than in the first ye<1rs of two 

playing a crucial role in the government's scientific process. previous administrations. \Vith independent and informed science 

Howewr, <l Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) analysis advice in the government as crucial as ever, all voices must 
finds th'It the Trump <~dministration in its first year has neg-lected continue raising the politic<~} price of sidelining· science. 
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you. 
Mr. Pruitt, you were confirmed about a year ago, in February. 

And about a year before that, in February 2016, you went on a 
radio talk show at a radio station called KFAQ in Tulsa. The 
show’s host is a man named Pat Campbell. I don’t know if you re-
member that. 

Mr. PRUITT. I appeared on that program a few times. So I don’t 
remember the particular program you are referencing. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well, the reason I mention it is that we 
have a transcript of the interview that you provided. And I don’t 
know if this is what you had in mind when you said you were in-
terested in reaching common ground. But I can assure you that 
there are a great many Americans who share the concerns that you 
expressed in that interview. 

The first one is this one; you told Mr. Campbell, ‘‘I believe that 
Donald Trump in the White House would be more abusive to the 
Constitution than Barack Obama. And that is saying a lot.’’ Do you 
recall saying that? 

Mr. PRUITT. I don’t, Senator. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Would you—— 
Mr. PRUITT. And I don’t echo that today at all. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I guess not. We have—I am having tech-

nical difficulties. So anyway, that was one statement. Then the 
interview continued, and Mr. Campbell said the following: ‘‘Every-
thing that we loathe and detest about Barack Obama and the 
abuses of power, Donald Trump is the same thing except he’s our 
bully.’’ Your answer to that, ‘‘That’s right.’’ 

As the interview continued, Mr. Campbell talked about his dad, 
who, as I recall from the interview, was a veteran and was now el-
derly, had served our country. Mr. Campbell said, ‘‘I had a con-
versation with my dad not long ago.’’ And he went on to say, ‘‘He 
summed up Donald Trump in one word. He said’’—this is Mr. 
Campbell referring to his dad—‘‘He said he’s dangerous.’’ You said, 
‘‘You know, your dad is very astute.’’ 

We are going to hear from the President tonight. I think the 
President is going to be speaking to a country in which millions of 
people share your concerns of February 4th, 2016, about a Presi-
dent who you believed then would be abusive to the Constitution, 
a bully and dangerous. 

In my minute remaining, I would like to ask you about your 
schedule, because you have an unusual propensity for not releasing 
what is going on on your schedule. I direct you to Friday, May 5th, 
when you spent the day in Tulsa, Oklahoma. That night you were 
scheduled to give a keynote address at a fundraiser for the Okla-
homa Republican Party. Because of the Hatch Act, you canceled 
that event. You are not allowed to go and do fundraising for parties 
in the position that you are in. That was the original reason for 
your trip to Tulsa that day. 

The only thing that shows on your schedule for that day is lunch 
with a guy named Sam Wade. It seems to me like it is an awful 
long way to go at taxpayer expense to Tulsa for lunch with one guy. 
Could you please let us know what all else you did that day? Spe-
cifically, did you go to the Oklahoma Republican Party fundraiser? 
And because my time is up, that can be a question for the record. 
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Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Whitehouse. 
Senator Boozman. 
Senator BOOZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, I have a letter that the Arkansas Department of 

Environmental Quality sent me yesterday in support of EPA’s re-
cent decision to approve Arkansas’ revised Regional Haze State Im-
plementation Plan. To quote the letter, ‘‘Arkansas applauds the 
EPA’s recent improvements in regard to fostering increased co-
operation with the States in order to achieve environmental goals 
in a sensible and practical manner.’’ I would like unanimous con-
sent to enter that. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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January 29,2018 

Tbe Honorable .John Boozman 
U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works 
141 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator: 

Since the appointment of Administrator Scott Pruitt, the State of Arkansas has experienced a 
significant improvement in its relationship with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
throughout a number of areas. As a state regulator, 1 understand the importance of the 
relationship the states have with their federal counterparts regarding environmental issues. The 
states require meaningful, sustained, and timely engagement with EPA. Arkansas applauds 
EPA's recent improvements in regard to fostering increased cooperation with the states in order 
to achieve environmental goals in a sensible and practical manner. 

The State of Arkansas has made significant improvements in air quality. Arkansas is now in 
attainment with all national ambient air quality standards and remains below its 2018 reasonable 
progress goals for visibility improvement at its two Class I Areas: Upper Buffalo and Caney 
Creek Wilderness Areas. Despite these successes, EPA under the prior administration imposed a 
federal plan for regional haze that required more than two billion dollars of controls on Arkansas 
facilities with no discernible visibility impact. Since this costly regulatory action, Administrator 
Pruitt has halted EPA's previous pattern of excessive regulation and has taken steps toward 
returning states to their roles as the primary drivers of air regulation. 

The Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) is nearing finalization of the 
Arkansas Regional Haze State Implementation Plan (SIP), completion of which the ADEQ has 
been working toward since its initial submittal in 2008. Once approved by EPA, the Arkansas 
Regional Haze SIP will complete the State requirement to promulgate a Regional Haze SIP and 
allow affected facilities to forego installation of more than two billion dollars in controls in favor 
of a more flexible SIP that will still achieve the goals of the program. 

EPA has already proposed approval of a key portion of the Regional Haze SIP for nitrogen 
oxides less than three months after State submittaL This quick review and proposed action by 
EPA indicates that EPA is prioritizing a timely review and approval process of state 
environmental agency submittals. Once finalized by EPA, this part of the SIP vvill allow facilities 
to meet certain regional haze requirements for nitrogen oxides through an interstate trading 
program rather than through capital investments that would have been paid for by Arkansas 
ratepayers. 
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Similarly, ADEQ has experienced marked improvement in cooperation with regard to water 
quality obligations. On July 20,2017, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt announced the approval of 
Arkansas's 2016 303 (d) list. This approval marked the first EPA-approved list of impaired 
waters for the State of Arkansas since 2008. The approval of the 2016 list allows significant 
economic and envirorrmental decisions to be made based on water quality data reflective of 
existing conditions and has been of great benefit to Arkansas. 

The approval of Arkansas's 2016 303(d) list is critically important to the communities of 
Arkansas. Counties, cities, municipalities, facilities, agencies, and other organizations are 
restricted to water quality specifications based on the most recent EPA-approved 303(d) list. 
Before the approval of the 2016 impaired waters list, permitted entities were held to limits that 
may have no longer been reflective of current water quality conditions. State and fetleral funding 
for conservation programs is also prioritized based on the most cunent EPA-approved list An 
up-to-date, approved list is vital to ensuring that the efforts of state and federal agencies are 
focused on appropriate locations, allowing for effective resource allocation throughout Arkansas. 

Another example of improved cooperation between Arkansas and EPA is the recent completion 
of a brownfield site in Fonest City, Arkansas. Because of the Brownf1elds Program, a fom1er 
television manufacturing plant in Forrest City, Arkansas is being converted into a cotton 
processing plant that is projected to create 800 jobs. The $410 million renovation project began 
in late 2017. The Brownfields Program is essential to revitalizing underutilized land and provides 
far-reaching benefits to communities throughout Arkansa~. The program has the potential to 
jumpstart local economies, create job opportunities, and raise property values. Since the 
inception of the Brownfields Program in 1995, the State of Arkam.as has returned forty-five 
properties and over 1000 acres to beneficial use. 

In recalibrating the federal-state relationship, the EPA has also worked to involve the State of 
Arkansas early and often when conducting inspections of hazardous waste facilities in Arkansas. 
There has been a shitt toward collaborative decision making on whether the State or the EPA 
should take the lead on enforcement resulting from EPA inspections and toward joint input for 
training curricula. This movement toward cooperative federalism is crucial for the development 
of responsive, efficient, and effective protection of the environment and public health. 

Finally, EPA recently announced its appointments to three impm1ant scientific committees: the 
Science Advisory Board, the Board of Scientific Counselors, and the Clean Air Scientific 
Advisory Committee. ADEQ's Chief Technical Officer, Dr. Bob Blanz, was selected to serve on 
both the Science Advisory Board and the Board of Scientific Counselors. ADEQ was encouraged 
that EPA not only appointed Dr. B!anz, but also individuals from other geographically diverse 
state agencies with expertise and experience in various environmental areas. Arkansas welcomes 
this signal from EPA that it is taking steps to improve the balance of its panels, boards, and 
committees by adding more state voices to improve understanding of the challenges states are 
facing and to better inform the science with local, on-the-ground experience. 
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Arkansas encourages the EPA to continue fostering its relationship with states consistent with 
the examples presented above and to prioritize the completion of projects with benefits to states 
and local communities. I look forward to working with Administrator Pruitt as we continue to 
evaluate and true up our appropriate state/federal roles in the evolving "cooperative federalism" 
construct. 

Sincerelv, 0 . 
t;;ui.· 
~~·o 

Becky W. Keogh 
ADEQ, Director 
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Senator BOOZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator, I was very happy to see the EPA approved Arkan-

sas’ revisions to the Regional Haze State Implementation Plan. 
Many in Arkansas are thrilled that we now have an EPA that is 
willing to listen to the States and are excited to proceed toward the 
goal of improving air quality. 

In the past we have had a situation where the EPA wanted to 
hear input as long as the State agreed with them. If not, then they 
got themselves in trouble. Can you explain your approach to coop-
erative federalism and the change that we are seeing in that re-
gard? 

Mr. PRUITT. You know, I think, Senator, with respect to the Re-
gional Haze Program, I appreciate your comments. Arkansas has 
worked very diligently to submit a plan that is approvable under 
the statute. I think that would be something I would highlight for 
you, is that the agency needs to take a more proactive approach 
working with States in submission of plans to actually recognize 
their expertise and resources at the local level to achieve those out-
comes. And then help provide clarity in the timing as far as getting 
that done. 

I think in the past we had an effort of displacing State authority 
there, and issuing Federal implementation plans at the expense of 
those State plans. I think the opposite should be true. We should 
work with those States, let them adopt the plans that are par-
ticular to the issues that they face, and provide the type of support 
that helps them achieve that. 

Senator BOOZMAN. Good. So working with all the States in that 
regard. What else, since your confirmation, have you done to reach 
out to other stakeholders besides the States? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, I think one of the things that is so different, 
DNRs, EEQs across the country, Departments of Natural Re-
sources or Departments of Environmental Quality, obviously vary 
by State. But their interaction with the Governors is different. So 
we have worked very diligently with Governors—both Democrat 
and Republican Governors—to ensure that issues that the State 
faces, they are aware of those issues, that, from our perspective, 
and we are learning from them, and making sure that their respec-
tive executive branch agencies are working with us to achieve that, 
too. 

So it is an effort to work with Governors in addition to those 
agency partners that we have worked with for a number of years. 

Senator BOOZMAN. Very good. The folks on the left have spent a 
lot of resources selling a narrative that you’ve locked career em-
ployees out of meetings, don’t heed their input when considering 
the direction of the EPA. Are these allegations accurate? And—— 

Mr. PRUITT. They’re inaccurate. They’re inaccurate. You know, 
some of the things that I have heard with respect to not bringing 
notepads, I am very encouraging of the folks taking notes during 
meetings. Because I forget things often, and we want to make sure 
we are keeping track of where we are heading on issues. So I am 
not sure where those things came from, but they are in fact inac-
curate. 

Senator BOOZMAN. What does that, again, these false claims, 
what does that do to morale in the office? 
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Mr. PRUITT. Well, look, I think that we had a lot of work to do, 
a lot of opportunities to do good things, and we try to stay focused 
on that. I try to stay focused myself, and then working with those 
career employees; yesterday we had our SES conference that I at-
tended. I talked about the importance of establishing goals and 
metrics, keeping track of those, and celebrating successes. And I 
think for too long, the agency has not been willing to state goals, 
where are we going to be in air attainment 5 years from now, set-
ting that out there on the horizon and working to achieve that. 

And I think that is something, both in the water space, across 
all the program offices, we need to do better at. 

Senator BOOZMAN. Very good. 
I would like to just reinforce Senator Inhofe’s words, discussion 

about sue and settle, how important that is. And can you again tell 
us how that is actually helping the environment versus hurting the 
environment and getting rid of that? 

Mr. PRUITT. Primarily, when you, again, enter into a negotiation 
through litigation and a consent decree comes out of that that 
doesn’t involve voices from across the country, it is short shrifted. 
For instance, there have been examples where States have endeav-
ored to intervene, and those discussions are part of the core process 
and have been denied. And then an agreement is reached, and then 
it is foisted or forced upon those States. 

So it is kind of subverted, the voice of those stakeholders, at the 
State level, among others. That is not a good way of doing busi-
ness. 

Senator BOOZMAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator BARRASSO. Senator Markey. 
Senator MARKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. 
Earlier, you did not answer Senator Carper on whether EPA per-

formed an analysis of the health impacts of your decision last week 
to allow significantly more amounts of extremely dangerous pollut-
ants to be put into our air. Your decision means that industrial fa-
cilities like power plants, or chemical facilities, or hazardous waste 
incinerators will no longer be required to use state of the art tech-
nology—the gold standard—to reduce these harmful emissions. 

This should be a very simple answer. There are 187 dangerous 
pollutants covered by this policy that you have rolled back. Let’s 
just go through a few of these. Arsenic. Do you believe that more 
arsenic pollution is harmful to the public? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes. 
Senator MARKEY. Do you believe that more mercury pollution is 

harmful to the public? 
Mr. PRUITT. I do. 
Senator MARKEY. Do you believe that more lead pollution is 

harmful to the public health? 
Mr. PRUITT. Yes, Senator. 
Senator MARKEY. Do you believe that more benzene pollution is 

harmful to the public health? 
Mr. PRUITT. Yes, sir. 
Senator MARKEY. Well, your decision allows more of these pollu-

tions, more of these toxics to go into the atmosphere, to go into the 
air, to go into the water, to go into the environment. Children will 
be exposed to these pollutants; seniors will be exposed to these pol-
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lutants. We should have a gold standard of pollution control in this 
country. That is what the EPA should ensure is on the books. 

But you are going to replace the gold standard with a lead stand-
ard. And that will not be good for the health of the children in our 
country. The President has a slogan of MAGA. But here it is going 
to mean Make Arsenic Great Again. 

So this is not good for our country. It is not where we should be 
heading. That decision is an historically bad one from last week. 
I urge you to reconsider it immediately. 

On the question of fuel economy standards, you say that you are 
reviewing them right now in response to Senator Carper. The head 
of EPA’s Air Office, Bill Wehrum, recently said that he has no in-
terest whatsoever in withdrawing California’s ability to regulate 
from a good, solid public policy standpoint; the very best outcome 
for all of us to achieve is one national program. Do you agree with 
that? 

Mr. PRUITT. One national program is essential. 
Senator MARKEY. One national program is essential. And do you 

support, once again, the maintenance, the retention, of the Cali-
fornia waiver, which Massachusetts uses, and many other States 
also use? Do you—— 

Mr. PRUITT. California, yes, there are ongoing discussions with 
CARB in California, the agency that oversees these matters. It is 
our hope that we can come to a resolution as we visit about these 
standards in April of this year. Senator, federalism doesn’t mean 
that one State can dictate to the rest of the country, that we recog-
nize California’s special status on the statute. And we are working 
with them to find consensus around these issues. 

Senator MARKEY. Well, Massachusetts is part of that waiver, as 
are the States of many of the members of this Committee. And we 
want to retain that ability to have the highest standards possible. 
Yes, we do want there to be harmonization. It happened under the 
Obama EPA and Department of Transportation. But we are in-
creasingly fearful that there will be a rollback of the fuel economy 
standard. 

So there is one thing that I would like you to keep in mind. We 
still import 3 million barrels of oil a day from Saudi Arabia, Libya, 
Kuwait, Iraq, Qatar. We should not be importing oil from these 
countries if we can increase our fuel economy standards. Fracking 
is reducing our dependence, but so is the fuel economy standard. 

And we cannot have no retreat. Because we are sending young 
men and women in uniform over to the Middle East to continue to 
protect that oil coming in from the Middle East, we have a moral 
responsibility to put the fuel economy standards of our vehicles at 
the highest possible level. I just want the EPA and the Trump ad-
ministration to understand that these young men and women are 
over there, not exclusively, but in part to protect that supply of oil. 

We will never be energy independent; we will never produce all 
the oil that we need in our country. At 10 million barrels a day, 
13 million barrels a day, we are still consuming 19 million or 20 
million barrels a day. Fuel economy standards will back out 2.5 
million barrels a day. We should honor that commitment, and you 
should honor what Massachusetts and California and the other 
States want to accomplish. 
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Mr. PRUITT. If I may, Senator, I think the issue that you have 
raised is important, but also the harmonization with DOT. As you 
know, there are joint equities there between DOT and EPA. We are 
working diligently with them to harmonize these efforts, again, to 
provide clarity on these issues. So it’s State, it’s federalism, and it’s 
also interagency at the Federal level. 

Senator MARKEY. The most important equities are those young 
men and women we send over to the Middle East to protect that 
oil. We should just ensure those standards stay as high as possible. 

Senator BARRASSO. The Senator’s time has expired. 
Senator Carper. 
Senator CARPER. I will ask unanimous consent, if I could, just 

following on to Senator Markey’s comments and questions, to sub-
mit for the record if I could, Mr. Chairman, the Bush Regional 
Record, as the Bush Regional office concern stated several years 
ago with respect to air toxic rollbacks. Thank you. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Carper. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION IX 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

December 13, 2005 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

Regional Comments on Draft OIAI Policy Revisions 

MichaelS. Bandrowski, Chief 
Air Taxies, Radiation and Indoor Air Office 
Region IX 

David Cozzie, Group Leader 
Minerals and Inorganic Chemicals Group 
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards 

Thank you for allowing the Regional Offices the opportunity to comment on the 
draft proposed changes to the General Provisions of 40 CFR Part 63, intended to replace 
EPA's Once-in-Always-In (OIAI) policy established in a May 16, 1995, memorandum 
entitled, "Potential to Emit for MACT standards- Guidance on Timing Issues,'' from 
JohnS. Seitz to the Regional Air Directors. A draft copy of the proposed changes, dated 
November 16, 2005, was received by Region IX on November 30, 2005, and we shared 
this copy with the Regional Offices. As sub-lead Region for air taxies, we have 
summarized and consolidated the feedback received from the Regional Offices, and are 
forwarding these Regional comments and concerns through this memo. Eight Regions 
provided comments. For your convenience, the original comments from each Regional 
Office are included as attachments to this memo. 

Over the years, many questions and implementation issues have arisen that have 
initiated the reconsideration of the OIAI policy. The new revisions being planned by 
OAQPS would essentially negate the original policy, and this change would be codified 
in the 40 CFR Part 63 General Provisions. This change in policy would have major 
implications for implementation and enforcement of the maximum achievable control 
technology (MACT) standards. The Regional Offices, therefore, appreciate the 
opportunity to review and comment on HQ drafts before the revisions are proposed in the 
Federal Register for public comment. However, we are disappointed that OAQPS 
formulated revisions to the OlAI policy without seeking Regional input and was reluctant 
to share the draft policy with the Regional Offices. This trend of excluding the Regional 
Offices from involvement in rule and policy development efforts is disturbing. We are 
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requesting that OAQPS establish a means for Regional input during the development of 
future policies and rules. 

With regard to the OIAI policy, all the Regional Offices that submitted comments 
acknowledged the need for a change from the 1995 guidance in limited circumstances. 
For example, ifEP A finalizes the delisting of methyl ethyl ketone as a hazardous air 
pollutant (HAP), it would be logical for EPA to allow existing major sources of HAPs to 
reevaluate their PTE, excluding emissions of methyl ethyl ketone. Lkewise, if a source 
eliminates, or significantly reduces their use of HAPs, then it would be reasonable for 
EPA to allow such a source to reevaluate MACT standard applicability. In addition, 
certain pollution prevention benefits may follow in eircwnstances where a source has an 
incentive to obtain actual reductions in emissions of HAPs equivalent to or greater than 
the level required by the MACT standard with less burden and cost. Overall, the Regions 
support the intent behind the draft proposed amendments to provide incentive to 
companies for engaging in emission-reducing activities. Several Regions also explicitly 
stated their support of revising the policy through a public rulemaking process and 
encouraging sources to explore different control technologies and pollution prevention 
options to reduce emissions and potential to emit (PTE). One Region was supportive of 
the change in policy as drafted. However, all other Regional Offices expressed varying 
degrees of concern about allowing any source to take synthetic minor limits at any time, 
for any reason. The concerns are described below, followed by suggestions for addressing 
these concerns while still encouraging existing MACT sources to take actions towards 
pollution prevention. Our comments are organized as follows: 

CONCERNS 
Health and Emission Concerns 
Permitting and Compliance Concerns 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 
GENERAL EDITS AND COMMENTS 

CONCERNS 

Health and Emissions Concerns 

l. Reversal of Position with inadequate Justification 

The May 16, !995, Seitz memo regarding potential to emit for MACT standards states: 

EPA believes that this once in, always in policy follows most naturally 
from the language and structure of the statute. In many cases, application 
of MACT will reduce a major emitter's emissions to levels substantially 
below the major thresholds. Without a once in, always in policy, these 
facilities could "backslide" from MACT control levels by obtaining 
potential-to-emit limits, escaping applicability of the MACT standard, and 
increasing emissions to the major-source threshold (I 0/25 tons per year). 

2 
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Thus, the maximum achievable emissions reductions that Congress 
mandated for major sources would not be achieved. A once in, always in 
policy ensures that MACT emissions reductions are pem1anent, and that 
the health and environmental protection provided by MACT standards is 
not undermined. (See page 9) 

Elsewhere, the Seitz memo states: 

In the absence of a rulemaking record supporting a different result, EPA 
believes that once a source is required to install controls or take other 
measures to comply with a MACT standard, it should not be able to 
substitute different controls of measures that happen to bring the source 
below major source levels. (See page 5) 

While it is true that policy is not set in stone, and that policy decisions may be reversed, 
the preamble, as currently drafted, does not set forth an adequate rulemaking record to 
justify this drastic change in interpretation. In 1995, EPA believed that the OIAI policy 
follows "most naturally" from the language and structure of the statute, and that allowing 
facilities to backslide would undermine the ma,ximum achievable emissions reductions 
mandated by Congre.'is. Now, in 2005, EPA is claiming that "there is nothing in the 
statute which compels the conclusion that a source cannot attain area source status after 
the first compliance date of a MACT standard" {see page 15 of the draft proposed 
changes). In order to provide an adequate rulemaking record, the preamble should more 
clearly articulate why EPA no longer believes that the OIAI policy flows naturally from 
the statute. 

2. Increased HAP Emissions Resultingfrom Abandoning MACT Control Levels 

The Clean Air Act requires the maximum degree of reduction in emissions of HAPs from 
sources subject to the MACT standards. The reductions anticipated through the MACT 
program will not be achieved through the strategy described in the draft rule proposal. A 
key concern is that the draft proposal allows facilities to obtain synthetic minor permits 
after the MACT standard compliance date by taking potentially less protective 
requirements than the MACT standard would otherwise require them to install. The 
proposal, as written, would be detrimental to the environment and undermine the intent of 
the MACT program. 

Many MACT standards require affected facilities to reduce their HAP levels at a control 
efficiency of95% and higher. Tn many instances, the MACT requirements could lead to 
greater reductions when compared to sources accepting synthetic minor limits of 24 tons 
per year (tpy) for a combination of HAPs and 9 tpy for a single HAP. Clearly, the intent 
in promulgating MACT standards was to reduce emissions to the extent feasible, not just 
to the minor source level. However, under the current draft proposal, the reductions that 
were intended to be achieved through the M.ACT standards would be offset by synthetic 
minor limits that allow sources to emit HAPs at levels higher than those allowed by the 
MACT standard. The cost of the increased HAP emissions would be borne by the 

3 
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communities surrounding the sources. On pages 15 and 16 of the draft preamble, EPA 
states: 

A concern has been raised that sources that arc currently well below the major 
source threshold will increase emissions to a point just be:low the threshold. We 
believe these concerns are unfounded. While this may occur in some instances, 
it is more likely that sources '"'ill adopt PTE limitations at or near their current 
levels to avoid negative publicity and to maintain their appearance as 
responsible businesses. 

This statement is unfounded and overly optimistic. Regional experience indicates that 
sources requesting synthetic minor limits to avoid a MACT standard typically request, 
and are frequently given, limits of at least 24 tpy for a combination of HAPs and 9 tpy for 
a single HAP. The Regional Offices anticipate that many sources would take limits less 
stringent than MACT requirements, if allowed. Thus, the cumulative impact of many 
"area" sources whose status is derived after the MACT compliance date could be 
significant. This change in policy would offset the intended environmental benefits of the 
MACT standards. Although the draft changes could serve to alleviate some possible 
inequity under the current OIAI policy, or encourage some sources to further reduce 
emissions to achieve area source status, EPA should look closely at this issue to 
determine whether the likely benefits would be greater than the potential environmental 
costs. This analysis should occur before the proposal is put forth for public comment. 
One Region suggested that EPA should not enact a policy allowing facilities to qualify 
out of the MACT standards until a strong area source taxies progwm is in place, or until 
state, local and tribal air quality agencies have programs that c;m provide an equivalent 
level of protection. 

A related concern with regard to the draft changes as written is that a facility, by 
changing from a major source to an area source, and back again, could virtually avoid 
regulation and greatly complicate any enforcement against them. Take, for example, a 
facility that is covered by a MACT standard, and has three years from the date that the 
rule is promulgated to come into compliance. Three years go by, and just before the end 
of that time period, the facility announces its area source status. If an area source 
regulation exists, there may also be some equivalent waiting period before the facility is 
required to comply with the area source requirements. If the facility later announces that 
it is, after all, a major source, then it may again enter a grace period, possibly up to 
another 3 years, before it is subject to the MACT standard requirements. Thus, by 
continually going back and forth between major and area source status, a facility could be 
a major source for most of its operating life and never have to comply with the MACT 
standard requirements. The 1995 OIAI policy recognizes this and states, "TI1e EPA 
believes the stmcture of section 112 strongly suggests certain outer limits for when a 
source may avoid a standard through a limit on its potential to emit." This type of 
problem must be addressed if the OIAI policy is changed. 

4 
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3. Residual Risk 

Section ll2(f) of the Clean Air Act requires that EPA examine risks remaining after 
implementation of the MACT standards. It is unclear from the preamble of this draft 
rulcmaking how EPA envisions this draft rulcmaking will affect or interact with the 
residual risk efforts currently underway at EPA. If there is a likelihood that this proposal 
will increase residual risks, EPA should examine whether sources that will be obtaining 
synthetic minor limits under this rulemaking may later need to take additional measures 
under the residual risk rules. This interface should be discussed in the preamble. 

Permitting and Compliance Concerns 

1. Delayed Compliance 

The draft rule proposal does not address how to treat a facility seeking synthetic minor 
status after failing to comply with the MACT standard requirements by the initial 
compliance date. Any violations should be resolved before allowing a permit revision to 
facilitate area source status. lf this issue is not addressed in the rule, then facilities may 
choose to delay compliance if they believe they can achieve area source status after the 
compliance date without any consequences. 

2. Violation of a Synthetic Minor Limit 

The draft rule proposal docs not address how a source should be treated if it accepts 
synthetic minor limits to get out of a MACT standard and later violates those limits. 
Under the current General Provisions and most, if not all, MACT standards, an area 
source that subsequently increases its actual or potential emissions of HAPs to at or 
above the major source threshold would thereafter be subject to the MACT standard. 
EPA should clarify whether a source that violates its synthetic minor limits would be 
expected to comply with the MACT thereafter, by when compliance must be achieved, 
and how the source should be treated during such situations. 

3. Process for Removinf{ MACT Requirements from Existing Title V Permits 

The Clean Air Act requires all major sources to obtain a Part 70 operating permit. Section 
501(2) provides that any source that is major under section 112 will also be major under 
title V. Therefore, sources that are currently considered major for the purposes of a 
MACT standard are required to have a title V permit that contains applicable MACT 
requirements. The draft rule does not address the permitting process that a source must go 
through in order to have MACT requirements removed from its title V permit once it 
takes synthetic minor limits. EPA should clarify minimum requirements that arc expected 
to be met by sources, including the type of permitting action required (i.e. 
Administrative, Minor, or Significant). Also, if a source is still subject to title V after 
taking synthetic minor limits (i.e. the source is required to obtain a title V permit for 
reasons other than MACT applicability), the preamble should recommend or require that 
the source have its synthetic minor limits added to the permit at the same time. The 
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preamble should address the mechanism for adding synthetic minor limits to title V 

permits, as well, where appropriate. 

4. Mechanism for Obtaining Synthetic Minor Limits 

It is unclear what mechanism is envisioned and viable for sources to obtain the synthetic 

minor limits. The draft preamble, on page 18, states: 

Most, if not all, permitting authorities have created and instituted enforceable 

permitting mechanisms such as federally enforceable state operating permits or 

conditional major operating permits, in lieu of title V permits, that allow sources 

to limit their potential to emit HAP emissions so as to avoid having to comply 

with major source requirements of one type or another. 

In reality, few states have federally enforceable state operating permits programs, and we 

are not aware of many other mechanisms for adding such synthetic minor limits. The 

preamble should provide more detail regarding the mechanisms avo,ilable for 

implementing such limits, and should also discuss whether title V permits (particularly 

for sources on tribal lands) may be used as the sole mechanism to limit PTE. 

5. Enforceability of Synthetic Minor Limits 

There are several concerns regarding the enforceability of these synthetic minor limits. 

First, EPA should not endorse the use of PTE limits enforceable by states only to avoid 

applicability of federal rules, such as the MACT standards. Second. there are concerns 

about the lack of clear-cut requirements regarding practicable enforceability <md fear that 

significant time and energy will be spent debating the enforceability of synthetic minor 

limits with permitting authorities. Third, significant resources will :Jeed to be expended 

defending the enforceability of these limits in responding to title V public petitions in 

instances where a source is required to obtain a title V permit revision to incorporate the 

synthetic minor limits. Finally, the draft proposed rule does not provide clear guidelines 

regarding appropriate monitoring for these synthetic minor limits. Many of the 

environmental benefits that are achieved by the comprehensive monitoring and reporting 

requirements of the MACT standards will be lost in the process. The preamble should 

state what type of monitoring is acceptable for demonstrating compliance with synthetic 

minor limits, for instance, by requiring the same level of compliance assurance as is 

required by title V. One Region suggested adding a clear definition in the regulatory text 

for "practicably enforceable permit limits" that specifies sufficient monitoring, 

rccordkeeping, reporting, and actual PTE limits. 

6. Notification of Area Source Status 

The new section 63.l(c)(6) should require notiJication to EPA when a major source 

becomes an area source. 

6 
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

Based on the concerns outlined above coupled with the desire to provide incentives for 
sources to engage in pollution prevention activities, the Regions are offering the 
following suggestions for potential alternative approaches for this rulemaking. We 
believe it is important to consider these alternatives, and other viable approaches, in order 
to continue achieving the intended maximum emissions reductions of HAPs, while still 
providing incentive for sources to implement pollution prevention practices. We 
recommend that EPA request public comment on these alternative approaches. 

I. Finalize Pollution Prevention Rulemaking 

The preamble of the draft rule mentions the proposed pollution prevention rule 
amendments (68 FR 26249, May 15, 2003), which were intended to provide regulatory 
relief to facilities that use pollution prevention to achieve and maintain HAP emission 
reductions equivalent to, or better than, the MACT level of control required under the 
NESHAP. EPA proposed two options in the proposed pollution prevention rule 
amendments. First, if a facility completely eliminates all HAP emissions from all of its 
emissions sources regulated by the MACT standard, then it could request to be no longer 
subject to that MACT standard. Second, if a facility that is subject to a MACT standard 
uses pollution prevention to reduce its HAP levels to less than the emission levels 
required by the MACT standard, then that facility could request alternative compliance 
requirements that would amount to some regulatory relief. To provide the desired 
regulatory relief sought by the current draft proposal, EPA should consider finalizing the 
proposed pollution prevention rule amendments in lieu of, or in addition to, the strategy 
described in the draft proposed amendments to the General Provisions of 40 CFR Part 63. 

2. Examine Appropriateness of Synthetic Minor Limits Standard-by-Standard 

There may be certain MACT standards where it would be appropriate and beneficial to 
allow a source to take sy11thetic minor limits and to thus comply with MACT 
requirements via pollution prevention activities rather than by employing prescriptive 
control technologies -- for instance, source categories that lend themselves to replacing 
HAP-containing materials with non-HAP materials. However, there are many source 
categories for which this approach does not provide environmental benefrts, such as those 
categories for which the MACT standard requires the installation of controls to minimize 
emissions of HAP byproducts. A more justifiable and environmentally protective 
approach would be to examine and modify MACT standards on a case-by-case basis. 

3. Restrict Instances in which a Source May Take a Synthetic Minor l.imit 

Another alternate approach would be to proceed with a general rule, such as the one 
proposed, but to limit instances in which a source could take synthetic minor limits after 
the compliance deadline of the MACT standard. Suggested allowable instances include 
sources that eliminate or reduce the use of HAP materials, maintain a level of control 

7 
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equivalent to the MACT level of control, or are subject to categories where area source 
MACT requirements have been promulgated. 

4. Case-by-Case Determinations by the Administrator 

Another alternate approach could be to revise the 1995 guidance or the General 
Provisions of 40 CFR Part 63 to allow sources the opportunity to petition the 
Administrator to request synthetic minor limits after the compliance deadline of the 
MACT. 

5. Alternative Compliance Options under the MACT 

Another recommendation is to consider revising the MACT standards to allow sources to 
take synthetic minor limits afler the compliance deadline, but to continue to require some 
monitoring and recordkeeping pursuant to the MACT standard. ln other words, allow 
sources to take a synthetic minor limit as an alternate compliance option while 
maintaining compliance assurance. 

GENERAL EDITS AND COMMENTS 

New area sources 

Unlike the OIAI policy, the draft proposal does not distinguish between new and existing 
sources. The preamble should clarify that 40 CFR 63.6(b)(7) requir·es a new or 
reconstructed area source that becomes major to comply with the relevant standard upon 
startup. 

Specific MACT standards 

1. Degreasers 

One Region mentioned that sources subject to !he Halogenated Solvent MACT standard 
(Subpart T) have previously requested to take limits on PTE aJler the compliance date to 
be deferred from title V permit requirements. On March 23, 2000, William Harnett issued 
a clarifying memo to the OIAI policy that explains that these degreasers may not take 
restrictions on PTE after the compliance date to be deferred from title V. Language 
should be added to the preamble about the halogenated solvent rule to make it clear that 
these sources may now take PTE limits to avoid title V. 

2. Dry Cleaners 

One Region mentioned that the Dry Cleaning MACT standard (Subpart M) specifies two 
categories of area sources: large area sources and small area sources. Did the OIAl policy 
apply to large area sources? Will these sources be affected by the draft proposed 
changes? If so, how? 

8 
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Inconsistency with other programs 

On November 29, 2005, EPA published in the Federal Register the final phase 2 rule to 
implement the 8-hour ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard. See 70 FR 7161 L 
In this notice, EPA indicates that sources that were required to obtain title V permits 
because they were major under the now-revoked !-hour ozone standard are still required 
to have a title V permit, even though they are no longer major under the 8-hour ozone 
standard. The policy indicated in the draft revisions to the General Provisions of 40 CFR 
Part 63 may be seen as inconsistent with the phase 2 implementation rule for the 8-hour 
ozone standard. EPA may want to address the two approaches in the preamble to this 
proposed rule change. 

Page I 

l. MACT Acronym 

The 1995 guidance is referred to a~ a memorandum entitled "Potential to Emit for 
Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) Standards ... " The term "Maximum 
Achievable Control Technology" is not actually spelled out in the subject of the guidance 
(it is only abbreviated). Since this is a title, in quotes, "Maximum Achievable Control 
Technology" should not be spelled out here. 

2. Conji1sing Sentences 

The last two sentences on page 1 are confusing and should be revised to read: "These 
amendments would replace a policy described in a May 16, 1995, EPA memorandum 
('Potential to Emit...,' May 16, 1995, from John Seitz ... to EPA Regional Air Division 
Directors). This memorandum l!ftd specifyjes how a major source may become an area 
source by limiting its potential to emit.. .HAP ... to below the major source thresholds of 
lO .. tpy ... or 25 tpy ... before the first major compliance deadline. If today's proposed 
action is finalized, a A source attaining ... " 

Page 5 

Regulated Entities 

The second to last sentence on page 5 reads "Categories and entities potentially regulated 
by this action include all major sources ... " Given that some sources currently complying 
with MACT standards may actually be minor sources (i.e. they've reduced emissions to 
below the major source threshold at some point after becoming subject to the MACT), 
this sentence should be revised to read " ... include all sources subject to MACT 
requirements for major sources." 

9 
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Page 13 

Confusing Example 

The preamble gives an example at the bottom of page 13 of a source with post-MACT 
emissions above major source levels. According to the preamble, this source will not 
reduce emissions of one HAP that is not regulated by the MACT unless it is allowed to 
obtain synthetic minor limits to avoid MACT. This example is confusing. It is also 
unlikely that this is a common situation, and therefore should not b<: used as an example 
in the preamble to justify the rulemaking. Finally, the example raise:s the question of why 
the MACT standard is not being revised to require control of this one HAP or whether 
this HAP will be required to be controlled by another MACT standard with a future 
effective date. 

Page 14 

1. Confusing Example 

The example given at the top of page 14 is fairly confusing on first read and should be 
clarified if possible. 

2. Clarification 

The second to last sentence on page 14 states: "A major source, therefore, could initially 
be subject to a MACT standard, apply MACT, and in doing so become an area source." 
The preamble is unclear as to wbetber it is addressing PTE or actua.l emissions. The 
sentence suggests that a source's actual emissions are enough to make it an area source; 
the preamble should make it clear that complying with a MACT standard alone is 
probably not sufficient to limit PTE, and that a source would most likely also need to take 
limits on production or hours of operation. 

PagelS 

Practicable Enforceability 

On page 18, the preamble states, "These permitting mechanisms arc practicably 
enforceable in that they provide for sufficient monitoring, recordkeeping, and 
reporting ... " However, because we are not being prescriptive in exactly what 
mechanisms or permitting programs are to be used in limiting PTE, we should not make 
presumptions about the adequacy of monitoring, rccordkeeping, and reporting. Instead 
we should state that "These permitting mechanisms may be practicably enforceable if 
they provide for sufficient monitoring ... " 

Attachments 

10 
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Senator BARRASSO. And I would like to use a little of my time 
to interject and respond to comments on the EPA’s once in, always 
in policy. Because in 2017 the State of Connecticut supported the 
EPA’s decision to withdraw the policy. As a matter of fact, the 
State of Connecticut said, ‘‘Such a policy discourages pollution pre-
vention efforts and often forces business owners with very small ac-
tual hazardous pollutant emissions to expend significant resources 
not consistent with air emission and health benefits achieved. State 
and Federal regulatory agencies.’’ This is the State of Connecticut 
going on, ‘‘State and Federal regulatory agencies also must expend 
significant resources on compliance and enforcement efforts for 
these facilities with small actual emissions often gaining little in 
air quality improvement.’’ 

So I ask unanimous consent that the entire statement be in-
cluded in the record. 

[The referenced information follows:] 
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www.cLgov/dcej) Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 

May 15,2017 

Scott Pruitt, CPA Administrator 
United States Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters 
\Vil!iam JeftCrson Clinton Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Mail Code: 110111 
Washington, DC 20460 

RE: Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190; Evaluation ofE.:dsting llegu/ationx, Executive 
Order 13777 

Dear Admiuistrator Pruitt: 

Under the Clean Air Act Amendments of !990 (CAA), the primary responsibility oft he United 
St.1tcs Environmental Protcc!!on Agency (EPA) is to provide leadership for the development of 
cooperative rederHI and State programs to control air pollution and protect public health. States arc 
dependent on EPA's leadership to set <1!ld implement nationc-tl standards in a timely manner, address 
rnobile source emissions, and resolve interstate transport of air pollutants to create a national level playing 
llcld for air quc-tlity. 

The Prcsidcnl's Executive Order 13777 provides an opportunity to identify the many ineffective 
and obsolete air quality programs that consume Stnlc and Federal agency resources with little 
benefit. Some spceitic ::~rcas that we recommend for rcp!::lct'ment or modification to improve 
c-tnd air quality outcomes arc tJw following: 

Create a fqJl..Q££1llC tt:!!!LIH2llt't remedy under CAA sectillDJ.10(?.)(2)(r2l. To date, EPA's partial 
remedies to air transport under the Clean Air Intcl'statc Rule and Cross-State Air Pollution Rule 
have imposed significant administrative burdens on many states while leaving rnany northcHstcrn 
stat~s. such as Connecticut, continuing to suffer the health impac1s of transported air pollutants. 
EPA should cease current ctfotis to create yet another partial remedy and completely resolve the 
in1nsport problem. 
1IpiJ..ate thcJ~fL~n!l..<lftc.rm~rkeJ c~_t;!ly_tj_c; CO!lYCrtcr jllil.i£y. EPA's curnml policy n)r aftcrnJ8rkct 
catnlytic convertcrs 1 docs not reflect the significant changes in automotive technologies .1nd 
vehicle emission standards. An updated policy \Votdd reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
fi·om mobile sources significantly, thereby reducing burdens on public health and assisting states 
in their effixts to comply with federrd ozone standnrds. 

Not;ce qfProposed EJ!f(wcemcnt Policy regar<ling the "Sct!e w1d l lse of:{!iermm·ket Cata/y!ic Converters,'' 

51 FR 28114 (Augusl 5, 1986). 
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Conn eel icut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection 
Comments 
Page 2 

Jl!lf_la1.Q the federal consuQ19.t.Rt<l<i!.LcJ {!!_ld architcct!Jral contin~R.!~l§· The federal consumer 
product and architectural coatings programs2 are nearly 20 years old and fail to reflect current 
product illl,'I'Cdicnts ant! volatile organic compound (VOC)-reduction potentiaL Updated 
progmms won lei yield signiticant reductions in emissions ofVOC, thereby reducing burdens on 
public health and assisting states to comply with federal ozone standards, 

h,;11c COI_ltl'QLtQQlmi'lli~.R\Jide[ill§1Ul_S_~_ational regnlations, F:PA's current two-step process of 
issuing "control techniq11e guidelines" in the l(mn of recommendations for states and then 
requiring states to adopt the guidelines as regulations so the requirements apply to regulated 
C1cilitics is inefficient and unfair, States that arc slow adopters benefit fhnn the resources saved 
in not adopting regulations while the transported pollutants harm downwind states, If the 
guidelines were issued as regulations and applied directly to the regulated tacilities, VOC 
reductions would be achieved more quickly, more unit(mnly and absent mHch unnecessary 
administrative Hnd enforcement action. 
J:llimim!le the "once in, always in" polic:/ for MACT_smu:ccs located at Ilrcilities withpotenrial 
emissions that exceed major source thresholds. for haz>rrd()U.S.JUr Jlilllutants, EPA's 1995 policy, 
still in effect, requires that a facility with potential emissions that exceed a major source threshold 
for hazardous air pollutants to always be subject to a ·'maximum achievable control technology" 
(M ACT) standard of control and carry the additional burden of obtaining a Title V !Jennit, an 
expensive and complicated obligation that continues in future years, Even if the facility owner 
subsequently takes action to reduce the facility's potenrial hazardous air pollutant emissions to a 
Juvcl below the major source threshold, the facility owner still must comply with the MACT 
standards and maintain a Title V permit Such a policy discourages pollution prevention efforts 
E~nd often forces business owners with very smaH actual hazardous pollutant emissions to expend 
significant resources not consistent with the air emission and health benefits achieved. State and 
federal n::gulatory agencies also must expend significant resources on compliance and 
enforcement efforts for these facilities with small actual emissions, often gaining little in air 
quality improvement 

Connecticut depends on EPA's leadership to provide healthy air to our citizens, We remain 
committed to the strong partnership we have forged over the years in our llgltt for clean air. To that end, 
we would be happy to provide additional information concerning our recommendntions. 

National Volatile Organic Compound Emission Standards for Consm11er Prodncts, 40 CFR 59, Subpart C: 

and National Volatile Organic Compound Emission Standards for Architectural CoMings, '10 CFR 59. Subpart D. 

John 5. Seitz, Potential to Emit for MACT Stondards- Guidance on Timing Issues. May 16, 1995 
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Senator BARRASSO. Senator Rounds. 
Senator CARPER. If I could just say, it would be interesting to 

know if the current Governor of Connecticut shares those same 
views. We will have to find out. Thank you. 

Senator BARRASSO. Senator Rounds. 
Senator ROUNDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator Pruitt, Senator Markey and I actually served to-

gether for the last 2 years on a subcommittee with oversight of the 
EPA. One of the items that I think we would both agree on, coming 
from different political approaches, was still the idea that sound 
science was going to be critical in our discussions. 

I would like to go back just a little bit; we have had Senator Mar-
key make his statements and express his concerns versus the exist-
ing, as he identifies it, a gold standard. But I didn’t hear the oppor-
tunity for you to respond and to share your thoughts on this. I 
would like to give you an opportunity to share your thoughts and 
perhaps analyses on the decision that you have made and the rea-
soning behind it. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, the Chairman, I think—thank you, Senator— 
and I think the Chairman just made reference to that, too, with his 
comments. The once in always in decision was really about 
incentivizing investment by a company to achieve their outcomes 
for the environment. Under statute, there are entities called major 
emitters. All this policy says is those major emitters make invest-
ment and achieve the outcomes to improve air quality, or whatever 
their objective is, is they meet those standards, they ought to be 
rewarded and not have to be treated as a major emitter if they are 
no longer in that category. 

Senator, the issue is, if you are a company, and you invested 
hundreds of millions of dollars to improve outcomes, and you were 
considered a major emitter before, you ought to be considered a 
minor emitter under the statute, once you make those investments. 
This rewards investment and conduct to achieve better outcomes. 

So my response to you, with respect to all those pollutants, is ab-
solutely what I believe, that I believe that we can achieve better 
outcomes through this kind of policy by rewarding investment and 
encouraging companies to do that. 

Senator ROUNDS. I’d like to take another step down that same 
line, and that is with regard to sound science. We had a lot of dis-
cussion about the need to return back. Many of us feel that in some 
cases, on either side of the aisle, we either win or we lose when 
more information is interjected. I think we take our chances, and 
we look at the best sound science available to us. 

Would you explain the steps that you have taken to make sure 
that the agency decisionmaking is based on the most current, best 
available science? Can you elaborate on how your new guidance on 
the role of scientific advisory boards and conflict of interest will en-
hance the use of sound science at the agency? 

Mr. PRUITT. As you are aware, Senator, and members of the 
Committee are aware, we have 22 advisory committees that are at 
the agency: the Science Advisory Board, the CASAC, BOSC, the 
Board of Science Counselors are 3 of those 22. And members of 
those committees historically have been able to serve while receiv-
ing grants and also providing independent counsel under the stat-
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ute to the agency as far as rulemaking. That is something from my 
perspective that is not consistent with providing independence, if 
they are receiving a grant, and there are oversight responsibilities 
at the agency with those members that serve on those advisory 
committees at the same time that they are rendering counsel on 
the others. 

So we established a policy that if you want to continue receiving 
a grant providing hope to the agency on that side of the ledger, you 
can continue or you can continue serving as a member of the com-
mittee, but you can’t do both. Because that goes to the independ-
ence of the review with respect to the integrity of that process. So 
that was the heart of the policy initiative that we adopted. 

Senator ROUNDS. Thank you. 
There has been a lot of discussion back and forth about biofuels 

and all sorts of items like that. I am just curious—I have focused 
on, particularly in South Dakota, corn ethanol is a critical part of 
our economic activity. We also think we have a long term oppor-
tunity to add corn ethanol as a very valuable octane enhancer with 
regard to liquid fuels. 

I am just curious, I think it is an item that I suspect you spend 
some time on with regard to all of those issues. I would just like 
your thoughts. Are we reasonable in a discussion long term about 
the viability and the need for octane enhancements with regard to 
fuel standards and so forth coming of age? 

Mr. PRUITT. I think this goes a little bit to the questions that the 
Senator just raised on fuel efficiency standards, on CAFE review. 
I think the agency long has not been considerate of the fuel side 
of the ledger as far as how to achieve better outcomes. High octane 
is one of those. Europe has looked at that rather extensively, imple-
menting that rather extensively. We have not. It has been one of 
the design element of the vehicles, which obviously is important. 
The fuel side is equally important. 

So as we go through the CAFE process, we are in fact looking 
at those kinds of issues. 

Senator ROUNDS. OK, and that includes the ability and the most 
efficient ways of delivering octane from any one of a number of dif-
ferent sources, including ethanol in the future. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes. We are agnostic about the source. It is more of 
just a high octane kind of approach generally. 

Senator ROUNDS. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Rounds. 
Senator Merkley. 
Senator MERKLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
During the time that you have now been Director, the agency has 

taken 15 actions related to air quality. Fifteen of those diminish air 
quality, and zero of them improve air quality. And yet I heard from 
you quite a bit today about your interest in air quality. But right 
now you are zero for 15. 

So my question is, how many of those 15 actions were supported 
by the American Lung Association, which has made air quality a 
significant part of its advocacy effort? 

Mr. PRUITT. I am not sure, Senator. 
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Senator MARKLEY. Well, it is zero. As you would expect, since 15 
actions have diminished air quality. And how many of them have 
been supported by the American Academy of Pediatrics? 

Mr. PRUITT. I am not sure. 
Senator MARKLEY. Well, do you want to take a guess? 
Mr. PRUITT. I am sure you will advise me. 
Senator MARKLEY. Well, if I was giving you advice, I would say, 

actually run the agency to improve air quality, rather than to di-
minish it in areas such as ozone and smog and methane and mer-
cury. And the list goes on and on. 

Mr. PRUITT. One of those issues, Senator, is an example on 
ozone. We are implementing the 2015 standard as we speak. On 
methane, I have indicated that—— 

Senator MARKLEY. Well, I will have you submit your extensive 
answer for the record, because I know you are very good at filibus-
tering, but we would like to cover as much material for the public 
as possible. I will note on ozone, you delayed defending and com-
plying with the ozone rule on April 7th, 2017. 

But let’s turn to asbestos. To my colleague, you answered that 
there were a number of items you thought didn’t contribute to 
health when you increased the amount of pollution. How about as-
bestos? Have you increased the amount of asbestos pollution? Does 
it contribute to Americans’ health? 

Mr. PRUITT. No. It is something we ought to seek to do all we 
can to eradicate. 

Senator MARKLEY. Thank you. That really is supported by the 
scientists. The Center for Disease Control reports that malignant 
mesothelioma is a neoplasm associated with occupational environ-
mental inhalation exposure to asbestos. It makes sense that you 
would have that position. Patients have a median survival of ap-
proximately 1 year from time of diagnosis. 

So in this particular area, the President has been very clear 
about his position, which is the opposite of your position. So I just 
want to be absolutely clear. You disagree with the President when 
he says that asbestos is 100 percent safe? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, disposal issues with respect to asbestos I think 
are some of our initial challenges, and we are working through 
those. 

Senator MARKLEY. I am not asking about disposal. I am asking 
if you agree or disagree with the President when he says asbestos 
is 100 percent safe. 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, I think I have indicated to you that asbes-
tos, it is actually one of the priority chemicals we are reviewing 
with respect to the TSCA program. 

Senator MARKLEY. Thank you. And in that regard, there is a 
group that is a major importer of asbestos into our country; 95 per-
cent is imported. It is seeking an exemption from the asbestos 
standard, whatever that might be that eventually comes out of the 
EPA. Are you inclined to grant an exemption for the group that im-
ports 95 percent of the asbestos into the United States? 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, that is something I would have to look into, 
the status of that petition. I am not familiar with the status at this 
time. 
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Senator MERKLEY. OK. But conceptually, the standard doesn’t 
mean much if 95 percent of the imports of the asbestos is exempted 
from the standard. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, as I indicated, I would have to check on the sta-
tus and report back to you. 

Senator MERKLEY. Well, I encourage you also to look at Canada 
and to look at Brazil, which have reached the logical conclusion, 
where we started from, that asbestos is hazardous, and they have 
banned it. Also, there is an emphasis at the EPA now to only look 
at the production of new items that have asbestos in them, while 
ignoring the vast amount of asbestos that is already in the environ-
ment and causing significant problems, because it frays, and it 
therefore causes contamination. Containment is not complete. 

Will you commit to taking on asbestos, both with the new asbes-
tos that is being put into products but also in terms of the existing 
asbestos? 

Mr. PRUITT. It is one of those priority chemicals that we are re-
viewing under TSCA, Senator, and I can tell you that the legacy 
issues that you make reference to is very important. That is the 
reason I mentioned disposal earlier. 

Senator MERKLEY. A recent report noted that although it is one 
of the priority chemicals that it and nine other of the priority 
chemicals are being slow walked in the agency. Are you slow walk-
ing the priority pollutants for Americans? 

Mr. PRUITT. No, Senator. As you know, under the TSCA law, we 
had obligations last year to adopt three rules consistent with im-
plementation. We achieved those. We have actually added re-
sources in the office to address a backlog of chemical review. So no, 
it has been an absolute priority during our first year. 

Senator MERKLEY. Well, outside observers are finding the oppo-
site. So I do hope that we will get details from you showing that 
in fact you are working hard. This is a singular bipartisan accom-
plishment of this Committee, getting the TSCA Act passed. And it 
would be nice to see it implemented aggressively. 

Thank you. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Merkley. 
Senator Van Hollen. 
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you, Administrator Pruitt. I appreciate the exchange you 

had with Senator Cardin on the Chesapeake Bay. I am still hoping 
you will prevail upon the Administration to put the $73 million or 
more in for the Bay program. 

You would agree, would you not, that it is important that EPA’s 
decisions be based on the facts, be based on merit, be based on the 
law and not on politics? Would you agree with that? 

Mr. PRUITT. Absolutely, Senator, in the sense that as we do rule-
making, as you know, we have to build a record. And the record 
is based upon—— 

Senator VAN HOLLEN. I don’t mean just that, though. I mean in 
your procurement, in your contracts, wouldn’t you agree it needs to 
be based on the law and the merits, not on politics? 

Mr. PRUITT. I believe generally what you are saying, yes. 
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Generally? 
Mr. PRUITT. Yes. I am not—I meant—— 
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Senator VAN HOLLEN. Well, it disturbed me to find this report 
back in December, it was headlined ‘‘EPA Contractor has spent 
past year scouring the agency for anti-Trump officials.’’ In an ex-
change with one of my colleagues on the Republican side who 
asked you about EPA employees and morale, you said you don’t 
think there is any reason for bad morale. Are you familiar with 
this article? 

Mr. PRUITT. I am not. 
Senator VAN HOLLEN. It is a New York Times piece. 
Mr. PRUITT. I am not, Senator. 
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Well, you should be, because Senator 

Whitehouse and Senator Harris have written you a letter about it 
that you haven’t responded to. What the article stated was that the 
EPA contracted on a no bid basis with an entity called Definers 
Public Affairs. Are you familiar with that entity? 

Mr. PRUITT. I am familiar with the clipping service that we have. 
I think that is what that is. So I am familiar with that entity. 

Senator VAN HOLLEN. That is right. So this is a clipping service, 
the co-founders of the clipping service are both well known Repub-
lican operatives. And they got a no bid contract. Can you commit 
to the Committee that you will be responding to the letters from 
Senators on this Committee regarding what happened in this case? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes. Yes. It is my understanding that the contract 
was actually $87,000 less than what had been paid the year before 
for clipping service. 

Senator VAN HOLLEN. That is right. Is it appropriate that this 
entity was doing searches on EPA employees to determine whether 
or not they were ‘‘part of the resistance’’? 

Mr. PRUITT. And I am not familiar with that happening. But I 
will say this to you, the contract has actually been terminated to 
date. But we will provide additional information to you. 

Senator VAN HOLLEN. OK. The reason it really caught my eye 
was in connection with something that Senator Cardin raised. I ap-
preciate your mentioning that the decision to end the contract for 
the Chesapeake Bay Journal, known as the Bay Journal, is being 
reconsidered. It should not have gotten to this point. It worries me, 
as a window into politicization at the EPA, that is captured in this 
other article as well. Because what happened in that case was it 
was shortly after the Bay Journal published an article. And there 
are lots of articles and opinion pieces in the Bay Journal. Shortly 
after they published an article questioning and criticizing the Ad-
ministration’s position on some environmental issues, especially cli-
mate change, and the impact that could have on the Chesapeake 
Bay. I encourage you to go to the Naval Academy, because there 
they talk about the risks of rising sea level in Annapolis, on their 
operations there and around the world. 

But the Bay Journal had a piece in there, and it was shortly 
after that that its contract was terminated despite a good perform-
ance review from EPA in April. And the retired head of the Bay 
program, just earlier this month, in an interview to Energy and 
Environment Daily, said that it was politics that killed the funding 
for the Bay Journal. 

Have you looked into this issue at all? 
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Mr. PRUITT. As I shared with your colleague, Senator Cardin, 
about this, it is something that is under reconsideration. I am fa-
miliar with it at this point. We are taking steps to address it. 

Senator VAN HOLLEN. OK. Well, Senator Cardin and I wrote to 
you back in October on this issue. We would appreciate a written 
response as well. 

But in an exchange that the folks at the Bay Journal had with 
the EPA folks making the decision, specifically John Konkus, who 
was on the phone with them, who is your Assistant Administrator 
for Public Affairs, he reportedly said the following. This is John 
Konkus: ‘‘Well, everybody knows that the American public doesn’t 
trust the press, and he saw no reason for us to fund the Bay Jour-
nal.’’ 

Is that a position that EPA takes regarding its review of con-
tracts like this? 

Mr. PRUITT. I think I have indicated, Senator, that the contract 
is under reconsideration, and we are going to deal with it fairly. 

Senator VAN HOLLEN. I understand. But you understand that 
this is now under litigation. And my concern is a broader issue, 
right? We should never have gotten to this point. We should not 
get to the point where EPA is making politically driven decisions 
on contracts where EPA is previously, ever, on political grounds. 
This is one where EPA found them to be in full performance. 

So I just hope you will work with us to get all the documents re-
garding this decision. It is a small contract. It is meaningful to the 
Bay Journal, which assembles a lot of this information. But I am 
most worried about it, also in combination with other stories about 
political decisions in contracting coming out of the EPA. 

So Mr. Chairman, I hope we will agree on a bipartisan basis that 
no agency should be basing its decision on politics. Again, I appre-
ciate your review of this decision. But we really need to get to the 
bottom of how it happened so that there is integrity in the process. 
Thank you. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Van Hollen. 
Senator Sullivan. 
Senator SULLIVAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator Pruitt, good to see you. I am glad you are here. 

I heard it has been going great. 
It is good to have you here on a regular basis, so I appreciate 

that. I also appreciate the meeting you and Senator Whitehouse 
and I had recently. I am not sure if he mentioned it. I am actually 
serious; we had a very good meeting over in your office, the three 
of us and your staffs. 

Great to see Senator Van Hollen here in a Committee that actu-
ally gets a lot of stuff done. We welcome him. 

I do want to mention on that issue of marine debris that you and 
Senator Whitehouse and I talked about, we do want to look at op-
portunities for the EPA—in addition to NOAA and other Federal 
agencies—to play an important role on that. It is a very strong— 
there is a lot of strong bipartisan support on this issue, which is 
a huge environmental issue. It impacts my State, it impacts Rhode 
Island, it impacts every State, really, not just States with coast-
lines but every State in the country. I know we had a lot of follow 
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up from our meeting, but I appreciate your working with me and 
Senator Whitehouse on that. 

I also appreciate, at the outset, the Chairman mentioned some 
of the things you have done. Your focus, as you said, during your 
confirmation hearing, on the rule of law process, which is impor-
tant, certainly important in my State. You made some decisions re-
cently with regard to Pebble Mine and others that I think you are 
focused a lot on that process. 

And on the WOTUS rule. Some of the complaints here, on this 
side, the vast majority of the States in America, Democrat and Re-
publican-led States, were opposed to the WOTUS rule. I think 
there were 30 States that sued the Federal Government. There was 
no process. That was a huge Federal overreach. I appreciate your 
drawing that back. You have the vast support of the majority of the 
States and American citizens on that one. I just want to thank you 
on that. 

I do want to mention another one that is actually very important 
to me, and I am really glad that you highlighted it. Two, actually, 
in your opening testimony. You mentioned lead with regard to 
water infrastructure, water and sewer. I think that is important. 
And I think you can get a lot of bipartisan support on that. 

I do want to remind you, though—and we have talked about it 
a lot—after the Flint, Michigan, scandal, really, occurred, a lot of 
people were talking about how we need to address aging infrastruc-
ture. My own view, though, is we need to address communities who 
have no infrastructure first, like over 30 communities in Alaska 
that don’t have water or sewer systems, that don’t have clean 
water, that still use what are called honey buckets, which don’t 
smell good; they don’t small like honey. It is actually American citi-
zens removing their own human waste from their house because 
they don’t have sewer systems, and putting them in a lagoon. 
American citizens. It is a disgrace. 

We passed a bill, a bipartisan bill last year, last Congress in this 
Committee that significantly advances funding for that, for commu-
nities that don’t have water and sewer. In America? In America. 
Thousands of my constituents. I certainly want your support on 
that. Can you comment on that? I would like you to get to that be-
fore you get to the lead issue. Because it is a disgrace, right? 
Whether you live in Alaska or—no American citizen should live in 
a community where it is essentially like a third world country. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes. I think this, Senator, actually goes to part of 
the President’s infrastructure proposal. As I think you are aware, 
25 percent of the moneys that are a part of the infrastructure pack-
age are going to go to rural communities across the country. I think 
water infrastructure is terribly important, as you have identified. 
So I think the infrastructure opportunity we have, as we go to the 
first quarter and second quarter of this year, hopefully we will be 
able to address those issues in that package. 

But I do think with respect to lead, it is also an infrastructure 
issue, aging infrastructure. But those rural communities that even 
have it also need upgrades and corrosion control measures and the 
rest. So there are opportunities across the spectrum with respect 
to these matters. 
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Senator SULLIVAN. Great. Let me just touch on another one. I 
would like to be able to work with you and your team on an issue 
that you raised here, on abandoned mines. With regard to aban-
doned mines, it is actually not just abandoned mines in America. 
We have a significant challenge with our good neighbors to the 
north, not really to my north, they are actually to my State’s east, 
Canada, where there are trans-boundary mines that impact the 
waters and fishing and tourism of southeast Alaska. These are 
mines that are in Canada, some of which have been abandoned, 
some of which have recently had huge spills, like the Mount Polley 
Mine in British Columbia. 

I am actually going to be heading to Canada this weekend to 
meet with senior officials there with my Lieutenant Governor to 
talk about this trans-boundary mine issue and others. But having 
the full weight of the Federal Government, the State Department, 
and the EPA helping us on this—well, to be perfectly honest, Can-
ada has not acted like a good neighbor on this. They are ignoring 
our concerns, and they are very legitimate concerns. 

So if I could get your commitment to help me and my State with 
regard to not just abandoned mines, which I think is a great topic 
to focus on, but trans-boundary mining in Canada, which nega-
tively impacts, certainly has the potential to negatively impact, 
clean water in America. Can I get your commitment to work with 
us on that, and the State Department, on that issue? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, and we should work with Ambassador Craft as 
well on those issues. 

We have similar challenges on the southern border, not with re-
spect to mines, but in Tijuana and California, with respect to water 
issues, sewage issues, with Mexico. So we do have some boundary 
issues that are very, very important, air and water, that we need 
to work with our neighbors to improve outcomes. 

Senator SULLIVAN. Great. I look forward to working with you on 
that. Thank you very much. 

Senator BARRASSO. We are heading now into the second round of 
questions, the 2 minute round of questioning. 

Senator Carper would be first, although if you wanted to relin-
quish your time and call on Senator Whitehouse. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you. Two minutes is short, so I will 
try to be as quick as I can. 

I mentioned the May 5th day that you were going down to speak 
to the Republican fundraiser in Oklahoma. Do you recall off the top 
of your head right now whether you actually went to that? Do you 
remember? 

Mr. PRUITT. I did not attend, Senator. We did in fact receive an 
ethics review of that, and I was actually authorized to go. But 
when the event was publicized, they did it incorrectly. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Would you tell us what you actually did 
that day? 

Mr. PRUITT. I am sorry? 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Would you tell us what you actually did 

that day, and unblock your schedule? 
Mr. PRUITT. Yes, we will provide the information pursuant to—— 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Unredacted. 
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Mr. PRUITT. That is something that we will coordinate with this 
body. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. OK. Because I don’t see why you would 
block out parts of your schedule. That is all we have, is the lunch. 

Mr. PRUITT. And again, Senator—— 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. It is a long way to go for lunch with one 

man. 
Mr. PRUITT. I did not attend that event, so the day could have 

been rescheduled entirely as far as activities. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Well, we would never know it, because it 

is all redacted and blacked out. We don’t see that. 
Mr. PRUITT. We will look and see how productive we were that 

day. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I would appreciate it. 
The second thing is that I had a request in to you regarding the 

EPA scientists who were instructed not to speak and then with-
drew themselves from the speaking role at the Narragansett Bay 
Conference. You may recall that, because it kicked up a big fuss 
in my area. And it even kicked up quite a national fuss as well, 
because it was a patent case of scientists being told not to speak 
about something that they had worked on for years. 

What you answered in response to our questions about that was, 
‘‘This will not happen again.’’ And I am delighted that this will not 
happen again. I think you are right, that it should not happen 
again. What we have not been given is any explanation of how it 
happened, who told whom what. Could you please—I mean, I don’t 
know why it is hard to get an answer, but will you guarantee that 
you will tell us how that happened and give us an actual expla-
nation, looking back at how this happened, who told who what, 
what were the e-mail chains, whatever the story was? Let’s get it 
out there. 

Mr. PRUITT. And Senator, yes, in response to your other question, 
I am advised by staff that they did communicate to your office that 
I did not attend that event that you asked about. So that has been 
confirmed. 

Senator WHITEHOUSE. Great. So now the question boils down to 
unblocking your schedule for that day. 

Mr. PRUITT. We will work on those issues. 
Senator WHITEHOUSE. I think that is a very soft yes. We will see 

where we go. 
Senator BARRASSO. Senator Ernst. 
Senator ERNST. Thank you very much. 
And in your testimony, Administrator, you have highlighted how 

EPA is committed to undoing regulation that is strangling eco-
nomic growth and job creation. I travel all 99 counties in Iowa, so 
I hear this from businesses and manufacturers who are experi-
encing now tremendous growth as a direct result from undoing 
some of those burdensome regulations. 

How will the EPA continue to chart a path forward by returning 
power to the States and maintaining this economic growth trend? 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, that is the reason I mentioned in my open-
ing comments the importance of the three principles, from rule of 
law to process to federalism. That isn’t just simply academic. It is 
not just obligatory to say that. It is actually essential to how we 
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do business. Because when we adopt rules that are untethered to 
statutes, that means there is uncertainty. And most of the folks 
across the country that are regulated, they want to know what is 
expected of them, that it is grounded in the statutes that you have 
passed and that they can allocate resources to achieve those out-
comes. 

So those are very important principles, fundamental principles to 
achieve clarity, certainty, confidence in the American people that 
what we are doing is well grounded in both science and the law 
and that they can take confidence in our actions. 

Senator ERNST. And in the remaining 45 seconds that we have 
left, I would like to allow you that time to answer any questions 
that maybe you didn’t have enough time to answer. 

Mr. PRUITT. You know, Senator, I think overall, sometimes on 
these issues around the environment, there are passionate issues 
on both sides. That is the reason I keep talking about civility and 
I keep talking about this approach doing business that tries to find 
the pro-jobs and pro-environment combination. We don’t have to 
choose between the two. We as a country have always done that 
well. We don’t celebrate our progress and our success enough. 

We have reduced those pollutants under the Clean Air Act that 
we regulate under the National Ambient Air Quality Program by 
over 65 percent. We have made wonderful progress there. We in 
fact have reduced our CO2 as a country by over 14 percent from 
the years 2000 and 2014. And it is largely through innovation tech-
nology, Senator Carper. Obviously, there are Government regula-
tions involved, in the mobile sources, particularly. But it is a part-
nership, it is an approach that we as a country, I think, are setting 
the pace. It is striking the balance between a growing economy and 
protecting our environment, being good stewards of our environ-
ment going ahead. 

Senator ERNST. And I appreciate that very much. Thank you for 
your partnership. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Ernst. 
Senator Duckworth. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Pruitt, I am holding in my hands a memorandum from the 

EPA dated March 21st, which is after you were confirmed as its 
head. I would like this memorandum submitted for the record, I 
ask unanimous consent. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
[The referenced material was not received at time of print.] 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Thank you. 
It is titled Fiscal Year 2018 President’s Budget, Major Policy and 

Final Resource Decisions. It communicates final resource levels and 
policy guidance to support the Environmental Protection Agency’s 
fiscal year 2018 President’s budget submission. In it, it lists elimi-
nation of the Great Lakes Restoration Program, numerous pro-
grams that we talked about, including my previous mentioning of 
the statement about shutting down EPA Office Region 5 as a rent 
cost avoidance measure, listing Potomac Yards North, Region 1, 
Region 5, and Region 9. You might want to make yourself familiar 
with this particular memorandum, as it is being submitted for the 
record. 
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I would like to go back to your travel, Mr. Pruitt. In addition to 
your hefty domestic travel schedule, you have taken at least four 
foreign trips, to include a recent trip to Morocco at a cost to tax-
payers of $40,000, where according to the Washington Post you 
spent 4 days promoting the sale of American natural gas. Now, 
while your home State of Oklahoma is the third largest producer 
of natural gas in the country, I don’t understand what the sale of 
natural gas has to do with the EPA’s mission. 

This is certainly inconsistent with your claim to bring back the 
basics, the vision of EPA. Natural gas, in case you were unaware, 
is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of Energy. And 
promotion of natural gas is the kind of thing that the Secretary of 
Energy would do, or perhaps someone running for Governor of 
Oklahoma or some other elected office there, but not consistent 
with what the head of the EPA should be doing. 

So will you provide this Committee, yes or no, with a detailed 
schedule of your meetings and receipts for international travel you 
have taken since being confirmed? 

Mr. PRUITT. I will do so, because it will show that I have at-
tended two countries, not four. So I am not sure where you got 
your information. 

Senator DUCKWORTH. Well, the last two were canceled, Japan 
and Israel, during the shutdown. 

Mr. PRUITT. We will provide that to the Committee, yes. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Wonderful; thank you. And can I assume 

that like all decent Americans, you did not find Morocco, a North 
African nation, to be a shithole when you visited? 

Senator BARRASSO. The Senator’s time has expired. 
Senator DUCKWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Senator Gillibrand. 
Senator GILLIBRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator Pruitt, as we have discussed previously, I am real-

ly concerned about the levels of a toxic PFOA and PFOS that have 
been found throughout New York State, from Hoosick Falls in up-
state New York to Newburgh on Long Island. Just over a year and 
a half ago Congress granted EPA the authority to regulate the 
safety of chemicals when it revised the Toxic Substances Control 
Act, TSCA. 

In that law, Congress instructed the EPA to consider the risks 
from all of the uses of a chemical that are ‘‘intended, known, or 
reasonably foreseen to be manufactured, processed, distributed in 
commerce, used, or disposed of.’’ Your agency recently finalized its 
TSCA implementation rules. Despite Congress’ very clear direction, 
those rules ignored the public’s exposure to the past uses of chemi-
cals called legacy uses. However, legacy uses pose risks to public 
health, because the past manufacturing and disposal of those 
chemicals can still contaminate groundwater as is currently the 
case with PFOA in Hoosick Falls, New York. 

This means that EPA will likely not study the health risks from 
widespread exposure to chemicals like PFOA under the TSCA law. 
You have said that ‘‘any action by the EPA that exceeds the au-
thority granted to it by Congress by definition cannot be consistent 
with the agency’s mission.’’ EPA’s decision to choose to ignore the 
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clear intent of Congress is therefore not consistent with the agen-
cy’s mission. 

Will you please direct EPA to revise the TSCA implementation 
rules to comply with Congress’ direction that all uses of a chemical, 
including legacy uses, are studied? 

Mr. PRUITT. We are in fact going to look at foreseeable uses, as 
you have indicated. I am very concerned; PFOA and PFOS have 
not been manufactured or distributed since the early 2000s. So all 
the issues we have with PFOA and PFOS are in fact legacy issues. 

Senator GILLIBRAND. Legacy, all of it. 
Mr. PRUITT. And we are very much going to focus on that. 
Senator GILLIBRAND. OK. 
On the Hudson River, specifically, I would like to begin by saying 

that I was very glad to see yesterday’s announcement that EPA is 
broadening the scope of its Hudson River cleanup analysis to look 
at sediment samples from the upper Hudson, the flood plain, and 
assess the impacts of contamination from the lower Hudson. As you 
know, the EPA is currently in the process of finalizing the 5 year 
review that examines the effectiveness of dredging for removing 
PCBs from the Hudson River. 

I am very concerned that in the draft review report, EPA deter-
mined that while the remedy is not currently protective of human 
health and the environment, no additional PCB removal is needed, 
even though restrictions on the consumption of fish from the river 
are expect to remain for more than 50—five-oh— years. New York 
State and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, both natural re-
sources trustees for the Hudson River, strongly disagree with 
EPA’s analysis. Will you incorporate the new sampling data in the 
5 year review analysis? 

Mr. PRUITT. We in fact are reviewing those samples as we speak. 
And so there has been no final determination on that. And I am 
concerned, as you are, there has actually been PCBs found in the 
flood plain. 

Senator GILLIBRAND. Yes. 
Mr. PRUITT. In the 40 miles that has already been dredged. So 

there is much work left to be done before we get clarity on that 
issue. 

Senator GILLIBRAND. And will you personally review the final re-
port before it is released to the public and ensure that all the con-
cerns raised by the trustees and the public are fully addressed? 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, I will. 
Senator GILLIBRAND. OK, third topic. In December EPA released 

a list of 21 Superfund sites that need immediate, intense action. 
Not a single one of the sites on the list is in New York State, de-
spite the fact that there are currently 86 Superfund sites in our 
State. EPA has offered no detailed explanation of how it arrived at 
this list. 

Additionally, it is my understanding that when a Freedom of In-
formation Act request was filed, asking for documents associated 
with EPA’s Superfund Task Force, the response was that not a sin-
gle document from this 107 member task force existed, other than 
the final public memo. So that obviously is not true. 

Will you commit to producing all documents related to how EPA 
developed the 42 specific recommendations on how to improve the 
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Superfund program and the immediate intense action list of Super-
fund sites within 15 business days? 

Mr. PRUITT. We will deliver them to you by the end of the week. 
Senator GILLIBRAND. Great. Given your focus on interest in 

Superfund sites, do you believe it is wise to cut the budget for 
EPA’s Superfund program? 

Mr. PRUITT. As indicated, Senator, with respect to the budgeting 
process, I have made it clear to this body, as well as to the House, 
that we will continue to work with you to make sure priorities are 
funded. I am concerned about orphan sites across the country in 
the Superfund portfolio. I think there are greater challenges be-
yond money, but money matters to our success in that side of our 
responsibility. So yes, we will continue the discussion with you. 

Senator GILLIBRAND. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Thank you very much. 
Before turning to Senator Inhofe, it was interesting, there was 

this full page article in the Washington Post, Friday, January 26th, 
2018, about going through the work that the Administrator is doing 
with regard to Superfund, with maps of before and after, basically 
talking about the exceptionally good job that is being done by the 
Administrator of the EPA in addressing Superfunds. I don’t know 
if you had seen that article, but I would recommend it to your at-
tention. 

Mr. PRUITT. If I may, Mr. Chairman, just for a second, in that 
regard, I think the sites that we highlighted in the last year, they 
are not meant to be exclusive. Those are sites that we see that im-
mediate progress can be made within a timeframe. So that list will 
continue to be populated with new sites. So it is not an exclu-
sionary list at all. It was a matter of providing focus to our Land 
and Emergency Management Office on getting achievement in each 
of those respective areas. 

Senator CARPER. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent to submit for the 

record Superfund materials, including several news articles about 
EPA’s Superfund activities, including an article that found that the 
majority of the Superfund cleanups touted by Mr. Pruitt was the 
work of the Obama administration. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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AP 

By MICHAEL 
BIESECKER 

Following v 

WASHINGTON (AP)- A top manager who supervises 

the Environmental Protection Agency program 

responsible for cleaning up the nation's most 

contaminated properties and waterways told Congress on 

Thursday that the government needs to plan for the 

ongoing threat posed to Superfund sites from climate 

change. 

The testimony by EPA Principal Deputy Assistant 

Administrator Barty Breen before a House oversight 

subcommittee conflicts with the agency's policy positions 

under President Donald Trump, who has called climate 

change a hoax. Breen's boss, EPA Administrator Scott 

Pruitt, is an ardent fossil fuel promoter who questions the 

validity of mainstream climate science. 
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During a hearing Thursday, Rep . .Jerry McNerney, a 

California Democrat, asked Breen whether extreme 

weather events like hurricanes and wildfires could damage 

the highly toxic sites and cause contamination to spread. 

"We have to respond to climate change, that's just part of 

our mission set," replied Breen, a career official who leads 

EPA's Office of Land and Emergency Management. "So we 

need to design remedies that account for that. We don't 

get to pick where Superfund sites are. We deal with the 

waste where it is." 

There are more than 1,300 Superfund sites in the U.S. 

Under the Obama administration, EPA issued a robust 

plan for prioritizing cleanup and protection of toxic sites 

located in flood zones and areas vulnerable to sea level 

rise. However, a Superfund Task Force appointed by 

Pruitt last year issued a 34-page list of recommendations 

that makes no mention of climate change, flooding risks 

from stronger storms or rising seas. 

EPA spokesman Jahan Wilcox did not respond to 

questions Thursday about whether Pruitt agreed with 

Breen's testimony or precisely what the agency is 

currently doing to address to risks posed to Superfund 

sites by climate change. 

The Associated Press first reported in September that 

more than a dozen Superfund sites in the Houston area 

were flooded by heavy rains from Hurricane Harvey. Spills 

of potentially hazardous waste were reported at two of 

those sites, including a release of cancer-causing dioxin 

into the San Jacinto River. 
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A subsequent AP review of EPA records and census data 

revealed that more than 2 million Americans live within a 

mile of 327 Superfund sites located in flood-prone areas or 

those at risk from rising sea levels. 

The Government Accountability Office told Congress 

earlier this month it was assigning investigators to study 

the risks to human health and the environment posed to 

Superfund sites by natural disasters. 

EPA's 20l4 Climate Adaptation Plan noted that prolonged 

flooding at low-lying Superfund sites could cause 

extensive erosion, carrying away contaminants as waters 

recede. 

Pruitt says he has made faster Superfund site cleanups a 

high priority for the agency. Pruitt's task force on the 

issue is led by Albert "Kell'' Kelly, a former Oklahoma 

banker with no experience as an environmental regulator. 

Kelly had been expected to testify at Thursday's hearing, 

but was replaced by Breen due to what EPA told the 

House committee was a scheduling conflict. 

AP reported in August that Pruitt hired Kelly as a senior 

adviser at EPA after federal financial regulators cited Kelly 

for unspecified violations while serving as the top 

executive at a community bank in Oklahoma. Kelly 

previously served as chairman of Tulsa-based Spirit Bank, 

which provided a $6.8 million financing when Pruitt and 

his business partners purchased Oklahoma City's minor 

league baseball team in 2003-

Asked by Democrats for details about why Kelly was 

barred by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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from working for any U.S. financial institution, Breen said 

Thursday that Kelly had elected to settle the case against 

him and "is fully willing to discuss this matter." 

An email and voicemail to Kelly seeking comment on 

Thursday received no response. Wilcox also did not 

respond to a request seeking details ahout why the FDIC 

barred Kelly from the banking industry. 

Follow AP environmental writer Michael Biesecker at 

vlww.twitter.comjmbieseck 
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EPA touts Superfund cleanups 
actually finished years ago 

4,811 

The EnY!ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) boasted this week about removmg 

from 1ts contaminated Superfund list s1tes whose cleanups were actually 

completed years ago 

An A~soaated Press analySIS found that all seven of the s1tes that were partially 

or fully-;:;,;o~~017 were cleaned up before EPA Admm1strator Scott Pruitt 
took over the agency last year But Pruitt sought to link the deletions to his wOfk 
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to exped1te Superiund cleanups and pnont1ze the program 

.~,~~made!! a prionty to get these Sites cleaned up faster and m the 

nght way," he soud in a statement at the lime, addmg, 'The Superfund 

program IS carrymg out the agency's miSSIOn of protecting human health and the 

environment more every day " 

Superfund cleanups can take decades, and some of the sites taken off of th1~ !1st 

had thelrworkstartedinthe 1980s 

There 1s often a delay 1n removmg Sites from the Superfund list due to 

adm1mstrat1ve actiOns and pollution monitoring that must take place after wort; is 

complete AP sa1d 

Furthermore, the AP found that the pace of delettons by the Trump 

administration is. on average, slower than predecessors thus far 

The EPA took an average of more than 10 s1tes off the its! durmg the Obama 

adm1mstrat1on. includmg 11 1n 1ts first year The Bush admmlslratJon average 

was almost 18and30inthefirstyear, theAPfound 

EPA spokesman Jahan 'Micox defended Pruttt's work 

'In 2016, Pres1dent Obama's EPA cleaned up two Superfund s1tes, but rather 

than cl1erry-pick mdivJdual years, 1! would only be fa1r to judge us upon the 

completion of our tenure: he told AP. "Under Admmistrator Pruitt's leadership 

we've completed the cleanup of seven tOXIC land sites and thiS IS JUSt the 

beg1nmng 

The AP said the EPA did not respond to questiOnS regarding steps the agency 

took under Pruitt to remove Superfund sites faster 
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Senator BARRASSO. And without objection, I will submit this arti-
cle. 

[The referenced information follows:] 
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The Washington Post 

1\t Superfund sites, Scott 
Pruitt industry-
friendly 

By le, and 

:\lot long after Hurrieane Harvey battered Houston last summer, Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Seott Pruitt 

stood on the banks of the San Jacinto River and surveyed a decatles-old toxic waste site as divers checked whether the storm 

had unearthed dangerous chemicals. 

Days later, he ordered n.....-o corporations to spend $115 million to excavate the contamination rather than leaving it covered, llis 

dramatic decision put Pruitt in unfamiliar territory: Environmental activists cheered, while the targeted firms protested that the 

directive was not backed by science and could expose more people to health risks. 

Pruitt's approach to the San .Jaeinto River \Vastc Pits, as well as to several other Superfund sites across the country1 stands in 

stark contrast to the industry-fri{•ndly moves on everything from pesticide exposure to power plant pollution that have defiiWd 

hi:-: first year Jt the EPA. 

ln press;ing for aggressive, accelerated cleanups, he is butting heads with companies while siding at times with locai 

Pnvironmental groups. His supporters, and Pruitt himself, say it is evidence he is reinvigorating a core function ofthC' agency. 

I lis critic·s see it as a political move, an effort to protect himself against charges that he const;mtly favors corporate interests. 

Yet Pruitt's attention is shifting the conversation in some beleaguered communities, Residents say they don't care what his 

motiYations are- if they bring the results tbey have long sought. 

"Scott Pruitt is probably the most important person right now in the lives of the people in this community," said Dawn 

Chapman, w·ho lives with her husband and three children near a contro\'·ersial site northwest of St. Louis. 

The landfill there, known as West Lake, contains thousands of tons of radioactive waste from the World ·war JI~era Manhaltan 

Project. Chapman and other activists are pushing for significant excavation. Pruitt has promised them he wi!l issue a decision 

within days. 
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Thnc an: signs he might seek more extensive and expensive- removal than EPA staffers have recommended in the past. A,s 

i:-, 1 he case in Texas, the companies on the hook for the cleanup contend that years of scientific evidence shov.r capping the wash' 

in plan• V>:ould bP safer, cheaper and completed sooner. 

''DPpending on the decision [Pruitt] makes," Chapman said, "he v...ill probably forever re:nain the hero or the villain in the eyes 

of this community." 

If he continues to propose aggressive actions across the country- his office last month published a list of 21 places in need of 

"immediate and intense attention" it would represent one of the rare areas in which he has pushed to apply a cautionary 

approach when calculating the risk of exposure to environment<~l hazards. 

Individuals familiar with the process, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss internal deliberations, say Pruitt has 

nsked agency staff briefing him on proposals at cex1ain sites to flesh out more extensive remedies. 

"fn the briefings I've been in, he has set pretty high expectations for getting v-mrk done quickly .. ,, The region will lay out a 

srhf'duk. And he'll say, 'Can you do it sooner than that? Can you do it faster?"' said ,Jim Woolford, director of an EPA office that 

helps run the Superfund program, "It elevates the attention and the work that goes into making those decisions happen faster.., 

ln ~hort, \Voolford added, "What gets watched is what gets done." 

Peter de Fur, \'\·ho has consulted on Superfund for more than twn decades, remains skeptical of the administrator's emphasis on 

speed. 

"The whole thing just raises a big red flag to me," de Fur said. WhilP. acknowledging that past EPA leaders have let some sites 

hm_guish, he worries rushing to get locations off the program's National Priorities List could mean inadequate cleanups and 

PXpose communities to long-term harm. 

Mathy Stanislaus, who oversaw lhe Superfund program in the Obama years, is wary of Pruitt's public posture. "Selecting a few 

n:medies that are more expensive allows him to claim that he is protecting the environment," he said. ''Politically, ifs a cmmh•r 

against 'I'm just listening to industry.'" 

With llw San ,Jaeinto site, one of the companies involved has questioned why Pruitt announced a final plan before all data 011 

tlw hurricane's impact was in. "Removing the existing protective cap, whieh successfully withstood Hurricane Harvey, could 

wsu!t in significant damage to public health and the local environment,'' a spokesman for International Paper said in a 

statement. The other company that is liable is McGinni,c; Industrial Maintenance COil). 

Pruitt gave no ground in a recent interview v.'ith The \Vashington Post. "The [companies] are already barking about it, bnt tlwy 

caused it,"' he said. ''We're going to hold them accountable." 

Still, Pruitt appears willing to alter Supeiiund plans to ease the burden on some firms. He is revisiting a dcrjsion the EPA 

fina]];:{'djust before Baraek Obama left office to dean up Portland Harbor in Oregon, which is projected to cost more than 
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S t billion and take 13 years to complete. 

During his first year in offke, Pruitt has consistently listed the Superfund program as one of his top priorities, even as he has 

trirnnwd agency staff and rolled back a slew of other environmental regulations and even as the Trump administration has 

proposed cutting the program's annual hudget by 30 percent, or about $330 million. 

At many contaminated sites Pruitt has singled out for attention, the EPA can legally force companies responsible for the 

pollution to pay for cleanups. At "orphan" sites, where the polluters have gone bankrupt, the federal government still shoulders 

rno.st of the tab. The pot of available dollars keeps shrinking. 

·'"!'his is about leadership and attitude and actually making decisions on how·we're going to remediate these sites,'' Pruitt told 

the Post last year. In 2018, he said he hopes to remove as many as 22 sites from the more than 1,aoo that remain on that 

National Priorities List. 

Last spring, Pruitt issued a directive saying he planned to he directly involved in decisions about cleanups in excess of 

.'f;:JO rnillion. He also established a Superfund task force to examine bow to restructure the program in ways that favor 

·'expeditious remediation," "reduce the burden" on firms responsible for such efforts and ''encourage private investment'' in tht• 

projects. 

So far, however, Pruitt has few concrete results to tout. 

The EPA this month hemldcd cleanups at seven toxic waste sites and credited Pmitt's leadership for their removill from the 

Superfund list. An Associated Press analysis notrd the physical work at each was largely completed before President Trump took 

ofTic(~. 

Sud1 dcanup!i are frequently rnassive projects that take decades. Although every administration can shape the outcome at a sitl', 

certain kgal ~uidclines must be followed, 

Among the nine criteria the EPA has to eonsider: Will the proposed approach protect human health and the environment? How 

permanent will the solution he? Will states and communities embrace it? \'\rhat are the short-term risks? 

Unlike with air and water pollution rules, which do not factor cost into the equation, the agency is required to shmv the 

proposed action is cost~effective given the public health risk posed under each specific scenario. 

Albert "Kell" Kelly, the former Oklahoma banker whom Pruitt put in charge of revamping Superfund, said in an interview that 

Pruitt does not want "a shortcut of a remedy" with any case. "He wants to be sure that tbe remedy is a sound remedy for a long, 

long time." 

The agency is laying the groundwork to defend Pruitt's deeisions in comt, Kelly said, '"ith the administrator "trying to bt> very 

judicious in what he does." 
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Kl'll!· hns faced questions about his qualifications for the job, given his lack of environmental experience and his $125,000 firw 

las1 .\Tar from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. The FDIC also banned him from future banking activity. 

! k tkdined to elaborate on the FDIC settlement but called it a ''highly frustrating" experience "which I could go into in dC'pth, 

!butl rm not sure that it's wise to do that." 

As for his bona fides, "I never represented that I had an environmental sc.ience degree," Kelly noted, saying his main job on 

Superfund is to "bring pmties together" and employ"managemcnt skills that, frankly, I've known for a long, long time.'' 

The npeoming decision on West Lake will test not only those skills but also Pruitt's promises. 

Both companies now responsible for the Missouri landfill, Republic Senrices and Exelon Corp., have urged the EPA to avoid 

wi(kspread excavation that they say could stir up and spread dangerous pollutants. They baek a solution similar to a George W. 

Bush aJministration plan to cap and monitor the site, which would be several hundred million dollars cheaper. Protractt'd 

Jiti~ation is likely if the agency rejects that idea. 

The local activists who have spent years arguing for tougher action helieve they have grc·ater leverage .,.vith the Trump EPA. 

,,I h;JVC to give them credit. The experience has been night and day different,'' Dawn Chapman said. "I don't know what deeision 

i Pruittj is going to make at this site. But 1 do know that he will he the one to make it." 

26 Comments 

G1 udy Dennis is a national reporter for The Washington Post, focusing on the environment and public health 
'>II Follow @brady_dennis 

f:iiper1n ls The Washington Post's senior natiormi nffairs correspondent, covering how the new administration 1s 
tt ansfonn1ng a range of U.S. policies and the federal government itself. She is the author of two books--one 011 shark:, 

dnonwr on Congress, not to be confused with each other-and has worked for the Post .since 1998. 
'>II Follow @eilperin 
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Senator BARRASSO. Senator Inhofe. 
Senator INHOFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Since we were in the other committee, not able to be here at this 

time, I was told there were a couple of things where you didn’t 
have ample time to respond. Actually, there were two questions I 
was going to ask; I am going to go ahead, since I didn’t get a 
chance to before. These were the subject matter that you didn’t 
have time to respond to. 

You have been vocal about the differences of the EPA being 
about stewardship versus prohibition. We have been through a pe-
riod of prohibition. What is the difference, and how are you moving 
EPA from a policy of prohibition to stewardship? 

Mr. PRUITT. Well, I think it is something that the American peo-
ple, and I think this body, and as we do our work, we need to wres-
tle with what is true environmentalism. That is a very important 
question. I think as we ask and answer that question, to your ques-
tion, Senator Inhofe, many look at that as a prohibition to say that 
even though we have been blessed with natural resources to, again, 
power the world and feed the world, that we put up fences and pre-
vent the development of those resources. We just never have done 
that as a country. We have always been about implementing tech-
nology, innovation to achieve better outcomes as far as emission. 

But the American people I think expect us to use the natural re-
sources, focus on stewardship, and not let prohibition be our aim. 
So that is something we intend on talking about as an attitude as 
we go through 2018, and getting back to basics in these core, fun-
damental areas that we have already talked about as far as show-
ing outcomes. 

Senator INHOFE. What are some of the enforcement or response 
efforts that you believe show that you take your role as a steward 
of the environment under the law, that you take it seriously? 

Mr. PRUITT. It is interesting, Senator Carper just made an entry 
in the record as far as the Superfund, and saying that that is the 
work of the previous Administration. Look, I mean, we take cases 
that come to us that the previous Administration began. But I will 
tell you, I am very proud of the work we have done over the last 
year getting accountability with respect to Superfund. 

As an example, in Houston, Texas—I mentioned this earlier— 
there is a responsible party there that for years has simply put 
rocks on top of a site that has dioxin. And I went into Houston with 
our team in Region 6. We came up with a conclusion of $115 mil-
lion, and we are enforcing it. The company has been very much 
barking or objecting to that. But we are given accountability with 
respect to cleanup. 

So, Senator Carper, I think we as a team, I am very, very proud 
of the career employees as well as the appointees working together 
to achieve better outcomes in the Superfund area. That is one ex-
ample of those. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you, Senator Inhofe. 
Senator CARPER. Could I just say something very briefly, this 

will be part of my time. To that point, as I understand, there are 
300 Superfund sites yet to be cleaned up. We have an Administra-
tion—— 

Mr. PRUITT. More than that. 
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Senator CARPER. Over 300 yet to be cleaned up. We have an Ad-
ministration that is asking for not more money to clean them up, 
but actually less money. 

That is all. I yield back. 
Senator BARRASSO. I still have a little time from my round. 
Yes, sir. 
Mr. PRUITT. There is actually 1,340-plus sites across the country 

that are yet to be remediated. Most of those sites have a respon-
sible party—a company— that polluted that is responsible that has 
the money to do it. We have to have processes in place to hold 
them accountable to get those cleanups occurring. That is our 
focus, along with advising Congress on needs that we have on fund-
ing. 

Senator BARRASSO. Senator Carper, we are going to head to Sen-
ator Merkley next. 

Senator MERKLEY. Thank you. 
Mr. Pruitt, you had talked quite a bit previously about having a 

Red Team, Blue Team exercise to examine the issue of climate 
change, global warming. Is that still part of your plan? 

Mr. PRUITT. It is under consideration, Senator. The discussion is 
not whether, there are questions that we know the answer to, there 
are questions we don’t know the answer to. For example, what is 
the ideal surface temperature in the year 2100 is something that 
many folks have different perspective on. So that Red Team, Blue 
Team exercise is an exercise to provide an opportunity to the 
American people to consume information from scientists that have 
different perspectives on key issues, and frankly could be used to 
build consensus in this body. 

As you know, the Clean Air Act that was amended in 1990, as 
you look at it, many who are involved in that process recognize 
that CO2 was not part of the discussion under Section 111. So we 
have much work to do legally and procedurally. But this is still 
under consideration. 

Senator MERKLEY. So it is my understanding that the White 
House has asked the agency not to go forward with the Red Team, 
Blue Team. 

Mr. PRUITT. That is untrue. 
Senator MERKLEY. So the public reports were incorrect? 
Mr. PRUITT. In this instance, yes. 
Senator MERKLEY. Thank you. 
Well, I will say that the perception of the Red Team, Blue Team 

was that your entire intention was to, on behalf of the Koch Broth-
er cartel, continue to mislead American people about the very sig-
nificant impacts of carbon pollution, casting doubt on established 
science, contrary to your contention that you like to listen to sci-
entists. Is it in fact your sense that the scientific world is split 
down the middle on this question of whether carbon dioxide is 
warming the planet and causing significantly damage in many 
ways to rural America, to our farming, to our fishing, and to our 
forests? 

Mr. PRUITT. This idea, the Red Team, Blue Team exercise, did 
not originate with me. It originated with the scientist from NYU 
called Steve Koonin, who actually worked for the Obama adminis-
tration in the Department of Energy. This is something that we are 
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considering based upon that original publication in the Wall Street 
Journal. 

Senator MERKLEY. I will be watching with interest whether you 
conduct it, if you do conduct it, because you are a year in, and we 
have not seen any evidence in a way that sheds additional informa-
tion on important issues, as you have suggested. Or it is just an-
other effort to confuse the public over well established scientific in-
formation. 

Senator BARRASSO. Senator Merkley, thank you. 
Senator Markey. 
Senator MARKEY. Merkley, Markey. It took me 20 years to get 

Volkley, Markey in Massachusetts out of my life. And now Jeff and 
I have to have Merkley, Markey. 

Senator INHOFE. Your time expired. 
[Laughter.] 
Senator BARRASSO. As you figure out your identity situation, I 

would submit to the record, Superfund has been a priority under 
Administrator Pruitt. Last week, the EPA announced a cleanup 
agreement for the Nation’s largest Superfund site. The Montana 
Standard is reporting, and I am going to submit this to the record, 
‘‘EPA Administrator Pruitt put both Butte and Anaconda, which is 
a separate Superfund site, on the emphasis list last month.’’ This 
means that both sites are being fast tracked for completion and 
getting Pruitt’s ‘‘immediate and intense attention.’’ I would like to 
enter this into the record, without objection, an article from the 
Montana Standard, January 26th, 2018. 

[The referenced information follows:] 
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2/812018 EPA: Butte Hill cleanup agreement reaChed l Local! mtstandard.com 

http://mtstandard.com/news/local/epa-butte-hill-cleanup-agreement-reached/article_798fec1c-1635-5b00-8c83-
2c01fb64e058.html 

~DfT()R'S P'.C~ jTO~ICA~ 

EPA: Butte Hill cleanup agreement reached 

SUSAN DUNLAP susan.dunlap@mtstandard.com Jan 26,2018 Updated 14 hrs ago 

EPA Regional Administrator Doug Benevento exhibits a book about a proposed Silver Bow Creek Headwaters Park 
compiled by the Restore Our Creek Coalition during his presentation in Butte Friday afternoon. He said the 
agreement in principle reached among the Butte Hill negotiators makes Restore Our Creek's vision "achievable:• 

Walter Hinick, The Montana Standard 

http:f/mtstandard.com/newsllocal!epa-butte.hill-cleanup-agreement~reached/artide_798fec1c-1635-5b00-8c83-2c01fb64e058.html 1/13 
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The Environmental Protection Agency has reached a milestone agreement with all the 

parties on the Butte Hill Superfund cleanup, it announced Friday. 

EPA has set a goal of having all the work on the nation's largest Superfund site complete 

by the end of2024. That would initiate the delisting process from the National Priorities 

List. 

The most notorious part of the larger Silver Bow Creek/Butte Area Superfund site

the Berkeley Pit- is included in that plan. That will "lift the stigma" of being a 

Superfund site, EPA Regional Administrator Doug Benevento said before a packed 

house Friday at the Butte-Silver Bow Public Archives. 

• 

EPA and the state are also working to bring "sunshine" to this week's agreement on the 

Butte Hill. Because of a federal court gag order, the 12 years' worth of talks over the 

Butte Hill have all taken place behind closed doors. 

Benevento hopes to adjust that court order around the agreement so the people of Butte 

can know the details. Dan Villa, the state's budget director, said during the public 

meeting that the state would be talking to Judge Sam Haddon to see if the court order 

could be "loosened" as soon as possible. 

Benevento gave a general time frame of spring or summer as to when he wants to see 

that accomplished. 

He said all the parties involved agree that the public should be allowed to know more. 

http:/lmtstandard.com/news/locallepa~butte-hiU~cleanup.-agreement-reachedlarticle_798fec1c-1635-5bQ0...8c83.-2c01fb64e058.html 2/13 
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The confidentiality order affected how much Benevento could say about what the 

agreement actually means for Butte during his 1 Y,-hour presentation. (See information 

box.) 

But there will be a public process, giving residents an opportunity to weigh in on the 

details before anything becomes formalized and concrete, Benevento said. EPA doesn't 

expect the agreement to reach the final stage of getting signatures from all parties to the 

agreement until the end of2018. 

What EPA did reveal during the meeting is that there will be infrastructure built to 

control storm water along the creek. He specifically mentioned the tailings waste along 

George Street as well as Buffalo Gulch and Grove Gulch. Buffalo Gulch empties at 

Silver Bow Creek just east of South Montana Street. Grove Gulch reaches Silver Bow 

Creek just east of the Lexington Avenue Bridge. 

The state has long maintained that all of these areas are problem spots where heavy 

metals are getting into the waterway. 

Whether removal of the much-fought-over Parrot tailings -more than I 00-year-old 

mining and smelting waste buried behind the Butte Civic Center- is part of the deal is 

unknown. But Benevento's list of what he could say will be done includes removing 

contaminated sediment, streambanks, and adjacent floodplain materials along Silver 

Bow Creek and Blacktail Creek. 

That at least appears to suggest that additional issues such as Blacktail Berm, which is 

behind the Chamber of Commerce, and the Parrot tailings will be addressed under this 
agreement. 

When Montana Standard editor David McCumber asked if the agreement addresses the 

"knowledge gap" that exists between now and 2006, when the cleanup's general terms 

were laid out in a record of decision, Montana Superfund Unit Manager Joe Vranka said 

he believed this week's agreement "satisfies everybody." 

The state never agreed with the 2006 document because it said contamination flowing 

from the Parrot tailings waste would not reach Silver Bow Creek for 200 years. The 

state demonstrated in 2012 that the contamination was already 80 percent of the way to 
http:l/mtstandard.comJnewsllocallepa~butte-hiHwcleanup-agreernent-reachedfarticle_798fec1c-1635-5b00--8c8J..2c01rb64e058,html 3/13 
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Blacktail Creek. 

Even if all the details are unknown, reaching the agreement is a major milestone in the 

35-year-long cleanup of Silver Bow Creek and Butte. The confidential talks have 

included EPA, Atlantic Richfield Company, the county, the railroads, and state agencies. 

Patricia Gallery, commercial director for Atlantic Richfield, traveled in from BP's 

Houston headquarters this week to participate in the talks. Atlantic Richfield is a 

subsidiary of oil giant BP. Gallery attended Benevento's presentation. 

Gallery told The Montana Standard after the meeting that Atllmtic Richfield has done 

"an enormous amount of work." 

"But we recognize the job isn't done," she said. "We have a long way to go, but this is 

the final framework to finishing the remedy." 

After so many years of a stalemate, the agreement comes just three months into 

Benevento's tenure in the top job for Region 8. Benevento made Butte's Superfund 

cleanup a priority as soon as he took his position in October. 

EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt put both Butte and Anaconda, which is a separate 

Superfund site, on his "emphasis list" last month. That means that both sites are being 

fast-tracked for completion and are getting Pruitt's "immediate and intense attention." 

"Cleaning up America's most contaminated sites has been a priority since the get-go of 

this administration, and the Silver Bow Creek Butte Area is no exception," Pruitt said 

this morning. "Today, EPA is taking the necessary steps to ensure a full, protective 

cleanup for these Montana communities to achieve better environmental and health 

outcomes." 

Many of EPA's most outspoken critics expressed cautious hope after the meeting's end 

Friday. While Benevento stressed that EPA can't always "say yes" and that there are 

limitations to what the federal agency can accomplish, he said that the current 

http:l/mtstandartl .com/newsllocallepa·bufu!..hiU-cleanup.-agreement·reached/article _796fec1 c·1635--5b00-&:83-2c01 fb64e058.html 4113 
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agreement "enables" the vision Restore Our Creek Coalition has long held at the heart of 

its mission- to remove the hazardous waste from Texas Avenue to George Street and 

construct a meandering creek through the center of the Flat. 

Restore Our Creek Coalition spokesperson Northey Tretheway told the Standard after 

the meeting that he is "encouraged" by what he saw and heard during Benevento's 

presentation Friday. 

Sister Mary Jo McDonald, who is a member of Silver Bow Creek Headwaters Coalition, 

said she is "very hopeful." 

Retired state Project Manager Joe Griffin said he is "pleased." 

"They laid out a real road map," Griffm said. 

Benevento said he set the goal for all the cleanup work to be complete in the 

approximately 30-mile Superfund site by 2024 so that the Butte public could hold him 

accountable for that goal. 

And if he is no longer on the job in 2024, the community can hold the next region 

administrator accountable for that timeline, he said. Benevento was appointed by 

President Donald Trump. 

Butte-Silver Bow Chief Executive Dave Palmer said he believes the public "will be 

pleased" once all the details are known and that reaching the agreement this week 

"brings a little bit of finality" to the process. 

http://mtstandard.com/newsllocaUepa~butte-hill-deanup-agreemant·reachedlarticle _798fec1~> 1635-5bOO...aca.J..2c01 fb64e058.html 5/13 
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"This is a good, comprehensive cleanup, and it insulates the taxpayers," Palmer said. 

Gov. Steve Bullock, who made removing the Parrot tailings a priority two years ago, 

spoke of the sense of "certainty" this agreement brings. 

"Butte has deserved certainty and action for decades, and I could not be more pleased 

that today, together with the EPA, we are delivering on both," Bullock said. "The 

citizens and community of Butte can fmally rest assured we are on a path to get the job 

done once and for all." 

Sen. Jon Tester, a Democrat, said via email that "this deal was a long time coming for 

Butte." 

"I commend all the parties involved for working together to find a solution. I will hold 

the EPA accountable to deliver on its word and will work with the folks on the ground to 

ensure a transparent and efficient cleanup for Butte. The people of Butte America will 

ultimately be the judge of this agreement," Tester said in writing. 

Sen. Steve Daines, a Republican, called the agreement "an important development for 

the Butte Superfund site." 

"The people of Butte have waited long enough for this milestone. I will continue 

fighting to ensure Montana Superfund sites make the progress they need," Daines said 

via email. 

Congressman Greg Gianforte, a Republican, called the announcement "a positive step in 

the effort to clean up Superfund in Butte." Benevento gave credit to Montana's elected 

officials for EPA's focused attention on Butte. 

Benevento called reaching the agreement not the end, but the beginning. He said that if 

the agency can't get to the final agreement with signatures, EPA will issue an order to 

Atlantic Richfield, so the work will get done one way or another. 

Benevento also stressed he wants EPA to do a better job of communicating in a way that 

works for Butte. 

http://mtstandard.com/news/loeallepa.-butte-h!U-c!eanuj>agreement~reached/artlde _796fec1c~ 1635-5b00-8c:83-2c01 fb64e058.html 6/1J 
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"This presentation is about starting a conversation," he said. "We won't be strangers." 

What the agreement says 

While EPA Region Administrator Doug Benevento could not give details of what the agreement in principle 
means for Butte, he gave some general conceptual ideas. This is what Benevento outlined during Friday's 
presentation at the Butte-Silver Bow Public Archives: 

o Additional stormwater controls at locations along upper Silver Bow Creek (Northside Tailings, Diggings 
East), at Buffalo Gulch, and at Grove Gulch. 

• Removal of contaminated sediments, streambanks, and adjacent floodplain materials along Silver Bow Creek 
and Blacktail Creek. 

• Capture and treatment of additional contaminated groundwater along Blacktail Creek. 

• Additional reclamation and cappingworkforwaste sources under the Butte Reclamation Evaluation System 
for unreclaimed and insufficiently reclaimed source areas. 

• A consent decree (the agreement) provides for agreement on cleanup and resolves legal disagreements. 

• There will be public input for cleanup decisions and designs. 

MORE INFORMATION 

http:l/mtstandard.com/news/local/epa~butte-hill-deanup-agreement-resctted/article_798fec1o-16J5...5b00-8c83--2c011b64e058.html 7/13 
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Senator MARKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; I appreciate it. 
Mr. Pruitt, it is my understanding that the EPA has finalized its 

conclusion that formaldehyde causes leukemia and other cancers, 
and that that completed new assessment is ready to be released for 
public review. But it is still being held up. 

Can you give us a status update as to the EPA’s handling of the 
formaldehyde issue and the conclusion that it in fact does cause 
leukemias and other cancers? 

Mr. PRUITT. My understanding is similar to yours, but I will con-
firm that and provide the information to you from the program of-
fice. 

Senator MARKEY. Will you commit to releasing that report, which 
is already completed, in a short period of time once you have re-
viewed it, if in fact meets the standards which your EPA staff has 
already established that it does cause—— 

Mr. PRUITT. Senator, I commit to you that I will look into that 
and make sure your office is aware of what we have and when we 
can release it. 

Senator MARKEY. Can you get me an answer within 10 days? 
Mr. PRUITT. Yes. 
Senator MARKEY. Thank you. 
And I have also sent you over a series of letters seeking informa-

tion about several different policies and processes that have been 
put in place at the EPA. I have not received any response to those 
letters. I would ask that you also look at those letters and provide 
a response in the shortest possible time. 

Mr. PRUITT. My very handy staff behind me indicates that we 
provided answers to 100 questions 1 week ago. So if there are addi-
tional questions beyond the 100 that you have already submitted, 
we will get that to you. 

Senator MARKEY. OK, great, thank you. 
Senator BARRASSO. Administrator Pruitt, last month I sent you 

a letter encouraging the EPA to withdraw its proposed rule on in 
situ uranium recovery, ISR. 

Mr. PRUITT. I am sorry; I didn’t hear you, Chairman. 
Senator BARRASSO. Last month, I sent you a letter, EPA a letter, 

asking the EPA to withdraw its proposed rule on its in situ ura-
nium recovery, ISR. The thing that is interesting about this rule, 
this is a rule that the Obama administration proposed on January 
19th, 2017, 1 day before President Obama left office. 

Since then, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has come out— 
our Nation’s principal regulator on these activities—and has stated 
there is no health or safety justification for this rulemaking by the 
EPA that came out 1 day before President Obama left office. The 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission went on to say, in almost 40 years 
of operational experience, Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff is 
aware of no documented instance of ISR, in situ uranium recovery, 
wellfield being a source of contamination of an adjacent or nearby 
aquifer or of a non-exempt portion of the same aquifer in which the 
ISR activities are being conducted. No documented instance. 

Wyoming produces more uranium than any other State. Uranium 
production is vital to our energy and national security. When can 
we expect the EPA to decide whether or not to scrap this unneces-
sary regulation? 

VerDate Aug 31 2005 06:55 Oct 10, 2018 Jkt 000000 PO 00000 Frm 00284 Fmt 6633 Sfmt 6633 S:\_EPW\DOCS\30599A.TXT SONYA
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Mr. PRUITT. I will get information on that, Mr. Chairman, very 
quickly, and get it back to your office. I am not sure of the timing 
presently. 

Senator BARRASSO. Senator Carper, do you have a final round of 
questions? I have one final question. 

Senator CARPER. I do. I would ask unanimous consent, since no 
one else is going to come to have 5 minutes to ask these questions. 

Senator INHOFE. Reserving the right to object, say that again? 
Senator CARPER. Since no one else appears to be going to arrive, 

I would ask that I have 5 minutes to ask my last round of ques-
tions. And if Senator Inhofe would like to have another 3 minutes 
or so, that is fine by me. Whatever time the Chairman wants. 

Senator INHOFE. Since I have been at the other committee hear-
ing, have you had your second round? Are you taking your second 
round? 

Senator CARPER. No, I have not. 
Senator BARRASSO. He is taking a second round. 
Senator CARPER. And you want to turn that into a 5 minute 

round? 
Senator INHOFE. I object. 
Senator CARPER. Why, thank you. 
We have something called the Golden Rule—yes, go ahead. 
Senator MARKEY. Just for 20 seconds, if the gentleman would 

yield. I just checked with my staff and there has been no answer 
to the questions which I posed to you, Mr. Administrator. So I 
would ask, again, that you respond to me in a timely fashion. 

Senator CARPER. There is something called the Golden Rule, al-
most every Thursday when we gather in Senator Inhofe’s office, we 
meet with the chaplain of the U.S. Senate, and he reminds us to 
treat other people the way we want to be treated. It is not only ap-
propriate in a forum like this, it is also appropriate when we are 
considering pollution that is put up in the air in States to the west 
of downwind States, including all of us who live on the east coast. 

To the extent that this EPA and this Administration believes 
that the Golden Rule is a good idea, I would ask that you consider 
applying the Golden Rule when it comes to cross-border pollution. 
When I was Governor of Delaware, I could literally shut down my 
State’s economy—all the cars, vans, trucks off the road, shut down 
all of our businesses—we would still have been out of compliance 
for clean air because of all the stuff that is put up in the air in 
other States. 

I don’t like that, and frankly, I am not sure I like being denied 
the opportunity to actually go from 2 minutes to 5 minutes when 
we have plenty of time. 

Senator INHOFE. Listen—— 
Senator CARPER. No, I will not. 
Senator INHOFE. Mr. Chairman, since we have been, my name 

has been referred to, let me just respond and say that there are 
four committee hearings at the same time today. We are trying to 
balance. And if you continue one going longer, the ones who suffer, 
you are punishing, are the ones who have not had ample to time 
to even their first round of questioning in some of the other com-
mittees. So in sense of fairness, I would like to—there is going to 
be an end to this sometime. 
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Senator CARPER. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask unanimous con-
sent to submit to the record the history of the Obama EPA’s years 
long process to address the Waters of the U.S. Rule. This included 
hundreds of meetings across the country, including one in Dela-
ware involving EPA, Army Corps of Engineers, farmers and build-
ers. I think over 100, there were over a million public comments 
that were received during the course of the years long activity. I 
am told that those million or so comments were actually responded 
to. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

STATES OF NEW YORK, CALIFORNIA, 
CONNECTICUT, MARYLAND, NEW 
JERSEY, OREGON, RHODE ISLAND, 
VERMONT, and WASHINGTON; 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS; 
and the DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

E. SCOTT PRUITT, as Administrator ofthe 
United States Environmental Protection 
Agency; UNITED STATES 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY; RYAN A. FISHER, as Acting 
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil 
Works; and UNITED STATES ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

Case No. 1:18-cv-1030 

Plaintiffs, the States of New York, California, Connecticut, Maryland, New 

Jersey, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington, the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts, and the District of Columbia (the States), each represented by its 

Attorney General, allege as follows against defendants E. Scott Pruitt, as 

Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); EPA; 

Ryan A. Fisher, as Acting Assistant Secretary for the United States Army Corps of 

Engineers (Army Corps); and the Army Corps (collectively, the agencies): 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. ln 201.5, following a multi-year comment process and extensive 

scientific analysis, the agencies promulgated the Clean vVater Rule to clarify which 

waters are protected by the Clean Water Act (CWA or Act), streamline and 

strengthen enforcement of antipollution laws. and protect the health and safety of 

this country's natural resources and drinking water supply. 

2. The agencies have now suspended the Clean Water Rule-without 

consideration of the extensive scientific record that supported it or the 

environmental and public health consequences of doing so-by ndding a new 

"applicability date'' that delays the rule's applicnbility for two years and n'instates 

the definition of'\vaters of the United States" from the 1D80:l (Suspension Rule). 

:3. Reverting to the definition that pre-dnted the 201fi Clean Water Rule 

is a wholesale, substantive redefinition of"waters of the United States·· under the 

Act. The agencies have undertaken this redefinition with inadequate public notice 

nnd opportunity for comment, insufficient record support, and outside their 

statutory authority. illegally suspending a rulf~ that became effective more than two 

years ago. And the agencies have codified this expansive redefinition under the 

guise of merely "preserving the status quo." 

4, Accordingly. the States seek a declaration that the Suspension Rule is 

unlawful and an order vacating it. 

2 
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NATURE OF THE ACTION 

G. On February 6, 2018, the agencies issued the Suspension Rule, 

effectively rc•pealing the agencie8' 2015 Clean \.Vater Rule by suspending the 

applicability of the Clean Water Rule for two years and replacing it with pre

existing regulations. Definition of 'lVaters of the United States"-Addition ol an 

,\pp/icabili.ty Date to 2015 Clean Water Rule, 8:1 Fed. Reg. 5200 (Feb. 6, 2018) 

(Suspension Rule). The agencies promulgated the Suspension Rule in violation of 

the Administrative Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. § :'551 et seq. (APA) by failing to provide 

an opportunity for the States and general public to comment on the merits of either 

the Clean Water Rule or the preexisting reg·ulations replacing it, by failing to 

consider the merits of either the Clean Water Rule or the preexisting regulations, 

and by failing· to consider the substantive environmental and public health effects of 

their actions. 

6. The CWA prohibits the discharge of pollutants, including dredged or 

fill material, into "the waters of the United States'' unless authorized by a permit 

issued by EPA or the Army Corps. 3:3 U.S.C. §§ 1.1ll(a), 1312, 134,1, 1:362(6),(12), 

J:l62(7). 

7. The Clean \Vater Rule, which took effect on August 28, 2015, defined 

"waters of the United States" to include both navigable waters and waters that 

impact the chemical, physical and biological integrity of navigable waters. Clean 

Water Ru/p: DP/inition of "Waters ol the United States," 80 Fed. Reg. 37,054 (June 

29, 2015). The definition was intended to address ambiguities in preexisting 

.3 
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regulations (1980s regulations) by establishing a "clearer, more consistent, and 

easily implementable" definition of protected waters, thus reducing the need for 

burdensome, case-specific jurisdictional determinations, ld, at 87,054, 37,05G-ii7, 

8, The definition of waters of the United States is of fundamental 

importance to achieving the Aet's overarching objective "to restore and maintain the 

chemical, physical, and biological integrity ofthe Nation's waters," 83 U,S,C, 

§125l(a), because it establishes which waters are protected by the Act and are 

therefore subject to the Act's prohibition against discharges uf pollutants, including 

dredge and fill material, without a permit 

9, The Clean Water Rule protected the States' environmental interests by 

strengthening and clarif~-ing CWA protections of waters within the States' 

jurisdictions and by helping to ensure that polluted water fi-om other states did not 

f1ow into their waters, The Suspension Rule harms the States' waters by limiting 

the Act's protections and by making implementation of the Act mme difficult, The 

Suspension Rule nlso imposes economic burdens nne! costs upon the States and 

harms their proprietary interests, 

10, The Clean Water Rule rests upon a massive factual record, It was 

developed with an extensive multi-year public outreach that elicited over one 

million public comments, 80 Fed, Reg-, at ~37,056-57, Consisb2nt with the Act, the 

Clenn Water Rule is based on the best peer-reviewed science and protects waters 

that if polluted are likely to have significant advers8 impacts on the integrity of 

downstream waters, 

4 
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ll. The Suspension Rule arlds an "applicability elate" of February 6, 2020 

to the Clean Water Rule. thus suspendin1!" the Clean Water Rule. SE'e S:l Fed. Reg-. 

at :5208. [t replaces the Clean Water Rule with the 1980s regulations. !d. at 5201. 

12. In promulgating the Suspension Rule, the agencies have violated the 

.-\PA. The agencies' promulgation of the Suspension Rule exceeds the agencies' 

statutory jurisrliction, authority, and limitations, and is short of statutory right (5 

U.S.C. § 706(2)(C)); violates the APA's procedural requirements (5 U.S.C. 

§ 70G(2)(D)); anrl is otherwise arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion and not in 

accordance with law (:'5 U.S.C. § 70G(2)(A)) because: 

a) neither the CWA nor the APA. 5 U.S. C. § 705, authorized the 

agencies to suspenrl the Clean Water Rule for at least two years; 

b) the agencies denierl the public a meaningful opportunity to 

comment on the Suspension Rule by (i) instructing the public not to comment on the 

law and the facts justifying the Clean Water Rule or the 1980s regulations that 

replace it. and (ii) providing a comment period that was too short for an important 

nne\ complex rule; 

c) the agencies acterl arbitrarily and capriciously and without a 

rational basis because (i) they failed to consirler whether or how the Suspension 

Rule would meet the Act's objective of restoring and maintaining the integrity oft he 

Nation's waters; (ii) they failed to consider the law and facts justifying the Clean 

\Vater Rule or its replacement with the 1980s regulations; (iii) they ignored or 

countermanded, without reasoned explanation, key factual anrl scientific findings 

5 
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that they themselves reached just a few years earlier when they promulgated the 

Clean Water Rule to replace the 1980s regulations; (iv) they failed to reasonably 

discuss or consider alternatives; and (v) they failed to articulate a rational 

explanation for the Suspension Rule. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUB 

1:3. This action raises federal quf~stions, and the Court has subject mattcer 

jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 13:31 and 5 U.S.C. § 702. The States seek 

declaratory and injunctive relidpursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 22()1, 2202, and 5 U.S.C. 

§ 701 ct seq. 

14. Vemw is proper within this federal district, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 1:39l(b) and 139l(e). because plaintiff State of New York resides within thG 

district and defendants reside or may be found there. 

THE PARTIBS 

15. Plaintiffs are sovereign states of the United States of America, except 

for the District of Columbia, which is a municipal corporation. Plaintiffs bring this 

action as parens patriae on behalf of their citizens and residents to protect public 

health, safety, welfare. their waters and environment. and their general economic•s. 

Each plaintiff also brings this action in its own sovereign and proprietary 

capacities. 

16. Defendant E. Scott Pruitt is sued in his official capacity as 

Administrator of EPA. 

G 
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17. Ddc'ndant EPA is the federal agency with primary reg·ulatory 

authority under the CWA Act. 

18. Defendant Ryan A. Fisher is sued in his official capacity as Acting 

Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil \Vorks within the Army Corps. 

Hl. Defendant Army Corps has primary regulatory authority over the 1\ct"s 

Section 404 permit program for dredge and fill permits, codified at :3:3 U.S.C. § 1 :H"I. 

STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

Suspension of a Final Regulation 

20. Federal agencies may only act in accordance with specific stntutory 

authority granted to them by Congress. 

21. The CWA does not grant EPA or the Army Corps authority to suspend 

a final regulation. 

The Administrative Procedure Act 

22. Federal agencies are required to comply with the APA's rulemaking· 

requirements. 

2:3. Under the APA. a federal ngency must publish notice of a proposed 

rulemaking in the Federal Register and "shall give interested persons an 

opportunity to participate in the rule making through submission of written data, 

views, or arguments." 5 U.S.C. § 55:3(b), (c). 

2··1. "!R]ule making" mceans "ag-ency process for formulating. amending, or 

repealing a rule." ld. § 551 (5). 

7 
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25. The opportunity for public comment under 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) must be 

meaningful, which means that the agency must allow comment on the relevant 

issues and provide adequate time for comment. A short comment period for an 

important and complex rule is insufficient. 

26. An agency may only issue a rule after "consideration of the relevant 

matter presented" in public comments. 5 U.S.C. §§ 553(c). 

27. An agency must publish a rule in the Federal Register "not less than 

30 days before its effective date" except pursuant to certain exceptions, including 

good cause shown. 5 U.S.C § f553(cl). 

28. The APA does not authorize an agency to delay the effective date of a 

rule after the effective elate has passed. See 5 O.S.C. § 705. 

29. The APA does not require a rule to have an "applicability date." 

30. The APA authorizes this Court to "hold unlawful and set aside agency, 

findings and conclusions" it finds to be "arbitrary, capricious. Rn abuse of discretion, 

or otherwise not in accordance with law." 5 U.S.C. § 70G(2)(A). 

;n. The APA also authorizes this Court to "hold unlawful and set aside 

agency'' rules adopted ''without observation of procedure required by law." G O.S.C. 

§ 70G(2)(D). 

The Clean Water Act 

:32. The Act's "objective ... is to restore and maintain the chemical, 

physical. and biological integrity of the Nation"s waters.'' 3a O.S.C. § 125l(a). 

8 
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:1:1. The Act's central requirement is that pollutants, includinR dred?:ed 

and fill materials. may nol be dischar?:ed from point sources into ''navigable water8" 

without a permit. Id. §§ 13ll(a). 1:342. 1:344, 1:162(12). ·'Navigable waters'' are 

defined as "Lhl' waters of the United States. includinR the territorial seas." !d. 

§ L-lG2(7). The Act does not define "waters of the United States." Permits control 

pollution at its source. and dischar?:es of pollutants, includinR dredged and fill 

materials, into waters ofthe United States are prohibited unless they are in 

compliance with permit requirements. See id. § l3ll(a): S. Rep. No. 92-414 at 77 

(1972) (''llJt is essential that discharg·e of pollutants be controlled at the source.''). 

:14. Permits for the discharge of dredged and fill materials into waters of 

the United States are issued by the Army Corps under Section 404 of the Act, 

unless a state is authorized by EPA to operate this permit pmgram for dischar?:es 

within its borders. :3:-l U.S.C. § l:H4(a), (h). Permits for the discharge of other 

pollutants are issued by EPA under Section 402 of the Act. unless EPA authorizes a 

state to operate this permit program for such discharges within its bmders. :3:3 

U.S.C. § J:ll2(a). (h). 

:lG. Before the CW/\ was amended in 1972 to require that point sources 

have permits, water pollution controls tar?:eted the poliution in recei\'ing water 

bodies without specifically regulating the pollution sourcc:s. That made it difficult 

f(Jr the agencies and states to take action against polluters. Without the permit 

program ag-encies had to "work backward from an overpolluted body of water to 

determine which point sources are responsible and which should be abated." 

~) 
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Ent·iromn ental Protection Agency tJ. Stole Water Resources Control Bd., 42G U.S. 

200, 204 (1976). 

:36. The Act's permitting progr<1ms m<1ke enforcement simpler, only 

requiring proof tlwt pollut<1nts <1re dischm·ged to <1 water of the United States from 

a point source in violation of a permit's terms (or without a permit). 

37. The Act <1lso establishes minimum pollution controls that are 

applicable nationwide, creating a uniform "national floor" of protective measures 

against water pollution. :33 U.S.C .. §§ 1:344(h)(l), 1370. Under the CWA, states are 

free to rise above this nationwide floor by implementing their own more stringent 

controls. See id. § 1:370(1). 

38. Because many of the Nation's waters cross state• boundaries, and it is 

difficult for downstream states to control pollution sources in upstream states, the 

Act's nationwide controls an) crucial for protecting downstream states from 

pollution originating outside their borders. Without thosf! nationwide controls, 

upstream states can impose loss stringent standards on point sources in their 

states. Those less stringent controls would harm the environm~mtal and 

proprietary interests of downstream states. In addition, downstream states would 

be at a competitive disadvantage if they must impose mo1·e stringent. controls than 

upstream states to protect the downstream states' waters and safeguard public 

health and welfare. 

10 
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The 1980s Regulations 

:iD. The agencies have defined "the waters of the United States" through 

regulation. 

40. In 1977, the Army Corps issued regulations defining "waters of the 

United States." 42 Feel. Reg. 37,144 (,July 19. 1977). EPA promulgated a revised 

dotlnition in 1980, -t5 Fed. Reg. 85.:1;l6, 85,846 (Dec. 21, 1980). and the Army Corps 

promulgated the very same definition in 1982, ·17 Fed. Reg. :31,794 (,July 22, 1982). 

<11. The 1980s regulations defined the "waters of the United States'' to 

cover (I) waters used or susceptible of usc in interstate m· foreign commerce (i.e., for 

transportation by vessels). commonly referred to as navigable-in-fact m· 

"traditionally navigable" waters, (2) interstate waters, (:3) the territorial seas, and 

(-1) impoundments of jurisdictional waters, as well as other waters having a nexus 

with interstate commerce. 

'12. The regulatory definition remained essentially unchanged until2015. 

when the agencies promulgated the Clean \Vater Rule. 

4:3. Stakeholders have long criticized the 1980s regulations. as applied by 

the agencies, for their lack of clarity and consistency. See 82 PeeL Reg. :34.899, 

:14,801: 80 Fed. Reg. at :37,054. The regulations resulted in mrmy complex case-by

case determinations by the agencies throughout the country. and led to confusing 

and inconsistent interpretations by the agencies and the federal courts as to which 

waters arc "waters of the United Stales," and therefore within the Act's protections. 

II 
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44. The Supreme Court interpreted "waters of the United States" in 

Rapo.nos l'. United States, 547 U.S. 715 (2006) (Rapan.os), where a property owner 

challenged the Army Corps' determination that he impropccrly filled wetlands 

without a permit. ,Justice Scalia, writing for a plurality of the Court, defined waters 

covered by the statute to include relatively permanent, standing or continuously 

ilowing bodies of water connectc'd to traditional navigablE~ WFtters (i.e., navigable-in

fact waters), as well as wetlands with a continuous surface connection to traditional 

navigable waters. 547 U.S. at 739. Justice Kennedy's concurring opinion set forth 

the "significant nexus" standard: if a wetland or water significantly affects the 

integrity of other waters "more readily understood as 'navigable,"' it is protected by 

the Act. Id. at 780. 

45. After Ropanos, the lower federal courts continu,2d to grapple with how 

to apply the 1980s regulations. 

THE CLEAN WATER RULE 

46. To remedy the ambiguity of the 1980s regulations, the agencies 

promulgated the Clean Water Rule. which defined "waters of the United States" 

under the Act based on "the text of the statute, Supreme Court decisions. the best 

available peer-reviewed science, public input, and the agcmcic)s' technical expertise 

and experience." 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,055. The Clean Water 1-lule became effective on 

August 28, 2015. ld. at :37,054. 

47. \\'hen the agencies promulgated the Clean Wat,~r Rule, they found that 

the 1980s regulations: 

12 
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did not provide the public or agency staff with the kind of 
information needed to ensure timely, consistent, and 
predictable jurisdictional determinations. JV!any waters 
an: currently subject to case specific jurisdictional 
analysis to determine whether a "significant nexus'' 
exists, and this time and resource intensive process can 
result in inconsistent interpretation of CWA jurisdiction 
and perpetuate ambiguity over where the CWA applies. 
As a result of the ambiguity that exists under curr<•nt 
regulations and practice following these recent [court] 
decisions. almost all waters and wetlands across the 
country theoretically could be subject to a case-specific 
jurisdictional determination. 

Td. at 37.05G. 

48. The agencies explained that: 

The purposes of the [Clean Water Rule] are to ensure 
protection of our nation's aquatic resources and make the 
process of identifying 'waters of the United States' less 
complicated and more efficient. The rule achieves these 
goals by increasing CWA program transparency, 
predictability. and consistency ... with increased 
certainty and less litigation. 

79 Fed. Reg. at 22,190. 

49. The Clean Water Rule establishes clear categories of waters within the 

CWA's jurisdiction as well as categories that are excluded from the C\VA's 

jurisdiction. thereby reducing the need for case-specific jurisdictional 

determinations. 80 Fed. Reg. at 37.05G. 

:50. The Clean Water Rule employs the "significant nexus" standard, 

consistent with Justice Kennedy's concurrence in Rapanos. 

51. The agencies performed rigorous scientific review in crafting the Clean 

Water Rule to define jurisdictional waters as those waters that have a ''significant 

]:3 
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nexus" with the integrity of downstream navigable·in·fact W<Jters. See id. at 87,057. 

In particular, they relied on a comprehensive report prepared by EPA's Office of 

Research and Development, entitled "Connectivity of Stream:> <Jnd Wetlands to 

Downstream Waters: A Review and Synthesis of the Scientific Evidence" (Science 

Report),l which reviewed more than 1200 peer·reviewed publications. The agencies 

also relied on F~PA's Science Advisory Board's independent review ofthe Science 

Report. !d. 

52. In developing the Clean Water Rule, the agencies also prepared an 

economic analysis of their proposed action. See ici. ut 37, lOl. 

5:3. In developing the Clean Water Rule, the agencies clarified and 

tightened the definition of waters of the United States to cover waters with 

significant effects on the integrity of downstream waters and to exclude others 

lacking such efl'ects. 

54. The Clean Water Rule, reflecting longstanding consensus views of the 

agencies and stakeholders, retained several categories of protected waters from the 

1980s regulations: (l) waters used or susceptible of use in interstate or foreign 

commerce (i.e., for transportation by vessds), commonly refecred to as navigable·in· 

fact or ·'traditionally navigable" watc:rs. (2) interstate waters, (:3) the territorial seas, 

and (4) impoundmcmts of jurisdictional waters. 

l U.S. EPA. Connectivity ol Streams and Wetlands to Downs/ream Waters: A Review and Synthesis of 
the Scientific Evidence (Final Report), EPAIGOOIR-14/415F (Weshington. D.C. :WlG), auailable at 
https:llcfpub.epa.govlncenlrisklrecordisplay.cfm?deid=29G414. 

14 
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fi5. The agencies found that many waters not specifically listed in the 

I !l80s regulations have a significant nexus to downstream waters. including 

headwater stream tributaries and certain waters in floodplains. In reliance on their 

scientific finding-s, the agencies expressly included such waters within the Clean 

Water Rule's protections. 

5G. The agencies explained that "wetlands and open waters in floodplains 

of streams and rivers and in riparian areas ... have a strong- influence on 

downstream waters," 79 Fed. Reg. at 22,19G, and "[t]he body of literature 

documenting connectivity and downstream effpcts was most abundant for 

riparian/floodplain wetlands." Technical Support Document for the Clean Water 

Rule; Definition of\Vatcrs of the United States, May 27, 2015, Docket ld. No. EPA

HQ-OW-2011-0880. at 104. 

fi7. Tn applying the significant nexus test, the Clean Wilter Rule also 

supplied precise definitions missing from the 1980s regulations for "tributaries" ilnd 

"adjacent" waters protected by the Act, and definitions of waters not protected, 

thereby reducing the need for complex case-hy-cilse administrative decisions and 

judicial review. The Clean Water Rule protected "adjil.cent waters," including those 

found within 100 feet of certain other covered waters or within specified portions of 

100-year floodplains. 

58. States, trade associations, environmental organizations, and others 

challenged the Clean Water Rule in several federal district courts and federal courts 

of appeals. Before becoming EPA Administrator. defendant E. Scott Pruitt. as 

15 
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Oklahoma Attorney General, brought challenges to the Clean Water Rule, claiming 

that it exceeded the ag·encies' statutory and constitutional authority. 

59. The petitions in circuit courts were consolidated in the Sixth Circuit, 

which issued a nationwide stay of the Clean Water Rule pending resolution of the 

merits. Ohio u. United Stat.es Army Co1ps of Eng'rs (In re EPA & DOD Final Rule), 

803 F.3d 804 (Gth Cir. 2015). In a ruling sub nom. Jvfu.rray En.ergy Corp. t'. United 

States Dep't of De(, 817 F.:3d 261 (6th Cir. 2016), the Sixth Circuit subsequently 

determined thi1t it hi1d jurisdiction over the petitions rather than the district courts. 

60. The district court actions challenging the Clean \'Vater Rule were 

dismissed or stayed pending resolution of proceedings in the Sixth Circuit and 

Supreme Court. 

61. On ,January 22. 2018, the Supreme Court held unanimously that the 

Sixth Circuit lacked jurisdiction over the petitions for review challenging the Clean 

Water Rule and remanded the case to that court to dismiss the petitions for lack of 

jurisdiction. Nat'l Ass'n o/A1anvfacturcrs u. Department o/Defi'nsc, No. JG-299, 

2018 U.S. LEXIS 7Gl, at *31-*::32 (,Jan. 22, 2018). 

THE PROPOSED REPEAL RULE 

G2. In July 2017, the agencies published a proposed rule to rescind the 

definition of"waters of the United Sti1tes'' contained in the 2015 Clean Viater RulE;, 

and replace it with the pre-existing definition contained in tlw 1980s regulations. 

See Proposed Rule, Deji:nition o/ "Waters of the United States" Recodification o/ 

Pr!'-Existing Rules, 82 Fed. Reg. :34,89D (July 27. 2017) (the Proposed Hepeal Rule). 

16 
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The agencies characterized this proposal as the first step in a two-step process, with 

the second step to be a subsequent notice-and-comment rulemaking to re-evaluate 

the substantive definition of"waters of the United States." Id. at 34,901. The 

agencies called this proposal an "interim measure pending substantive rulemaking." 

and indicated that they were not seeking public comments concerning the pre-2015 

definition of"wflters of the United States, id. flt 84,90:l (agencies ·'an' not soliciting 

comment on the specific content of those longstanding regulfltions") or "issues 

related to the 2015 [Clean Water] Rule,"' id. They also made clear that the Proposed 

Repeal Rule was not based on a substantive review of the definition of waters of the 

United States. Id. 

G:l. The agencies stated that they were proposing to rescind the 2015 

definition because, in the event that the Supreme Court ruled that the Sixth Circuit 

did not have original jurisdiction to review the Clean Water Rule, the Sixth Circuit's 

nationwide stay of the Clean Water Rule would be dissolved, leading to 

"inconsistencies, uncertainty, and confusion." ld. at :34,902. The agencies indicated 

that the Clean Water Rule would still be preliminarily enjoined in thirteen states 

pursuant to an order of the district court for North Dakota, hut would apply in the 

rest of the nation. !d. at :34.902-0:l. They also expressed concern that other district 

court actions ··would likely be reactivated." !d. at 34,90:3. 

6'1. The agencies invited comments for the Proposed Repeal Rule through 

August 28. 2017./d. at :34,899. They subsequently extended the comment period 

through September 27, 2017. See "'!Jcjinition o/ '11 olcrs u/lhe /"nitcd Stoles'--

17 
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l!cwdi(lcot.ion o/l're-J.;.riolin,o; Rules; J.;xlcn:;ion o/ Col!/11/cl// [·'eriod," i-\2 Foe!. Hcg. 

:l!J./1:2 (.\ug. :2:2, :Zlllll. 

65. The agencies received over 680,000 comments on the Proposed Repeal 

Rule. They have not yet issued a final rule as part of the Proposed Repeal Rule 

rulemaking process. 

THE SUSPENSION RULE 

DD. After the comment period closed on the Proposed Repeal Rule, and 

without further action on that proposal, the agencies published a different proposal 

to modify the :2015 Clean Water H.ule-this time, by proposing to add an 

·'applicability date'' to the 2015 Clean Water Rule of"two years from the date of 

final action on this proposal." Proposed Rule, De/inition ol "}faters o/ the United 

States"- Addition ol on Applicobdity Dote to 2015 Clean ~Vater Rule, 82 Feel. Reg. 

at 55,542 (Nov. 22, 2017) (the Proposed Suspension Rule). 

67. An earlier version of the Proposed Suspension Rule announced by the 

agencies sought to delay the effective elate of the Clean Water Rule-which was 

August 28. 2015-to a date two years from finalizing the proposed rule. The 

published version of the Proposed SuspPnsion Rule instead characterized the delay 

as an "addition of an applicability date" to the Clean Watm· llule. 

68. The agencies did not withdraw the Proposed Repeal Rule upon 

publication of the Proposed Suspension Rule; rather, they stated that the Proposed 

Repeal Rule "remains under active consideration." I d. at :)5,[>43. 

18 
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6H. As with the Proposed Repeal Rule, the agencies characterized the 

l'wposed Suspension Rule as an interim measure prior to their anticipated "Step 

Two" rulemaking for developing a new substantive definition of the "waters of the 

United States." Id. at 55,542. 

70. Like the Proposed Repeal Rule, the Proposed Suspension Rule also 

stated that th<' IH80s regulations would replace the Clean 'vVater Rule during the 

suspension of the Clean Water Rule. !d. at 55,542-4:3. 

71. The rationale for the Proposed Suspension Rule was similar to the 

rationale for the Proposed Repeal Rule. The agencies expressed concern that, if the 

Supreme Court held that the Sixth Circuit lacks original jurisdiction over 

challenges to the Clean Water Rule, the temporary nationwide stay of that rule 

"would expire. leading to possible inconsistencies, uncertainty. and confusion as to 

the regulatory regime tlwt could be in eff<~ct pending substantive rulemaking." ld. 

at 55,i54:l. They expressed concern about the district courts having control over 

whether the Clean Water Rule is stayed: "control over which regulatory definition of 

'waters of the United States' is in effect while the agencies engage in deliberations 

on the ultimate regulntion could remain outside of the agencies." ld. at 55,544. 

They also justified adding an applicability date on the ground that the Clean Water 

Rule did not have one. !d. at. 5i5,543. 

72. As with the Proposed Repeal Rule. the Proposed Suspension Rule did 

not include a substantive analysis of the objectives of tho Clean Water Act, the law 

and facts justifying tho Clean Water Rule, the merits of the 1980s rc>gulations, or 

lH 
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the potential environmental and public health effects and foregone benefits of 

repealing the Clean Water Rule for two years. 

7;3. The Proposed Suspension Rule also ignored or countermanded key 

factual and scientific findings reached by t.he agencies when they promulgated the 

Clean Water Rule without any explanation for doing so. 

74. Also like the Proposed Repeal Rule. the Proposed Suspension Rule 

made chear that the agencies wen' not seeking substantive comment on either the 

Clean Water Rule or the 1980s regulations that would repli!ce it. Imtead, the 

ilgencies stated that they were deferring substantive comments until their "Step 

Two" rulemaking. ld. at 55,544-45. 

75. The agencies provided only a twenty-one day comment period (which 

included the Thanksgiving holiday) for the Proposed Suspension Rule, a much 

shorter period than the sixty-day comment period provided for the Proposed Repeal 

Rule. 

76. The agencies justified that brief comment perio<l on the ground that 

the Suspension Rule is a "narrowly targeted and focused int(·rim rule" and "the 

n'quest for comment is on such a narrow topic." I d. at 55,54·!. 

77. During the short 21-day comment period, the agencies received 4,600 

comments as compared to 680,000 comments on the Proposed Repeal Rule. 

78. On December 1;3, 2017, many of the States filed comments with the' 

agencies on the Proposed Suspension Rule, objecting to the proposal and requesting 

that the ilgencies withdraw it. 

20 
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79. On February 6, 2018, the agencies published the Suspension Rule in 

essentially the same f(Jrm as it was proposed. 8:i Fed. Reg·. 5200. The Suspension 

Rule adds an applicability date of February 6, 2020 to the Clean Water Rule. !d. at 

!)208. 

80. [n issuing the final Suspension Rule, the agencies relied principall~: on 

the rationale articulated in the Proposed Suspension Rule. They indicated that the 

lifting oft he Sixth Circuit's nationwide stay of the Clean Water Rule as a result of 

the Supreme Court's ,January 22 ruling is "likely to lead to uncertainty and 

confusion as to the regulatory regime applicable, and to inconsistencies between the 

regulatory regimes applicable in different States pending· further rulemaking bv the 

agcncit~s." I d. at 5202. 

81. The final Suspension Rule took effect upon publication in the Federal 

Register on February 6, 2018. The agencies assert that the impending lifting of the 

Sixth Circuit stay constitutes "good cnusE/' to dispense~ with the requirement under 

5 U.S.C § 553(d) that a final rule may take effect no earlier than 30 days after its 

publication. hi. at 520:1. 

R2. The Suspension Rule results in a wholesale substantive replacement 

of t.he Clean Water Rule, rendering the Clean Water Rule ineffective for two years. 

THE SUSPENSION RULE HARMS THE STATES 

83. The Suspension Rule irreparably harms the States' waters and the 

States' environmental, economic, nnd proprietary interests. 

21 
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84. As the agencies themselves recognized when they adopted the Clean 

\Vater Rule, the 1980s regulations employed a limited, unclear, and difficult-to

administer definition of protected waters. As a result, the 1fi80s regulations do not 

provide the protection to the States' water quality that is provided by the Clean 

Water Rule. 

8f:i. The States are situated along the shores of the Atlantic and Pacific 

Oceans, the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries, the Great Lakes, and Lake 

Champlain, and are downstream from and/or otherwise hydrologically connected 

with many of the Nation's waters. The States have authority to control water 

pollution generated by sources within their borders but are also impacted by water 

pollution from sources outside their borders over which thcly lack jurisdiction. The 

States rely on the Act and its uniform nationwide Door of pollution controls as the 

primary mechanisms for protecting them from the effects of out-of-state pollution. 

The Suspension Rule injures the States' waters by replacmg the Clean Water Rule, 

which protected them from pollution occurring in upstream E.tat.es, with the 

inadequate and ambiguous 1980s regulations. 

86. Tho States rely on the Army Corps to operate the Act's Section 40·1 

permitting program that regulates dredging and filling of waters within their 

borders. The less protc~ctive definition of waters of the United States under th(l 

1980s regulations means there will be more dredging and filling of waters within 

the States without the protections of the CW A's Section 404 permitting program, to 

the detriment of the physical, chemic21l 21nd biological integrity of the States' waters. 

22 
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87. The Suspension Rule puts the States at an unfair economic 

disadvantage in competition with other states. To mitigate out-of-state pollution. 

umler the 1980s regulations the States face having to impose disproportionately 

strict controls on pollution generated within their borders. thereby raising the costs 

to States and the costs of doing business in them. 

88. The Suspension Rule impairs the States' proprietary interests. The 

States own, operate, finance, or manag·e property within their borders, including 

lnnds, roads, bridges, universities, office buildings, drinking water systems, sewage 

and storm water treatment or conveyance systems, and other infrastructure and 

improvements. The Suspension Rule results in inadequate and ineffective 

protection of waters undm· the Act, and is likely to cause damage to State properties 

as well as increase costs of operating and managing them. 

89. The requested relief. il' granted, will redress the injuries to the States' 

interests caused by the Suspension Rule. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Administrative Procedure Act- Not in 
Accordance With Law and Beyond 

Statutmy Authority) 

90. The States incorporate by reference in this claim the allegations in all 

preceding par>~graphs of the complaint. 

BL Under the APA, courts must "compel agency action unlawfully 

withheld or unreasonably delayed,'' and "hold unlawful and set aside" agency action 

that is "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance 

23 
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with law," or that is "in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or 

short of statutory right." 5 U.S.C. § 706. 

92. The Clean Water Act does not give the agencies authority to suspend 

the Clean Water Rule. 

9:3. The APA, 5 U.S.C. § 705, did not give the agenc1es authority to 

suspend the Clean Water Rule after its effective date pass8d. 

94. The agencies' promulgation of the Suspension Rule is in excess of 

statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations. or is short of statutory right. 

95. The Suspension Rule is unlawfi.!l and must be S•2t aside. 5 U.S.C. 

§ 706(2)(C). 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Administrative Procedure Act
Without Observanc8 of Procedure 

Required by Law) 

96. The States incorporate by reference in this claim the allegations in all 

preceding paragraphs of the complaint. 

97. Under the APA, a federal agency must publish notice of a proposed 

rulemaking in the Federal Register and ''shall give intereste:i persons an 

opportunity to participate in the rule making through submission of written data. 

views, or arguments" 5 U.S.C. §§ 55:3(b), (c). A federal agency must provide this 

opportunity for public comment when it seeks to formulate, amend, or repeal a rule. 

See 5 U.S.C. § 551(5). 

24 
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!18. The Suspension Rule effectively repeals the 2015 Clean Water Rule by 

reinstating the pre-2015 regulatory definitions for a two-year period. 

99. The opportunity for public comment under 5 U.S.C. § 55;l(c) must be 

mtc,aningful. which means that the agency must allow comment on the relevant 

issues and provide adequate time for comment. A short comment period for an 

important and complex rule is insufficient. 

I 00. When an agency suspends a rule, the law and facts justifying· the rule 

and the efl'tc:ct.s of doing so are relevant issues. 

101. When an agency proposes to replace a rule with prior regulations, the 

effectiveness and conformance to law of the prior regulations is a relevant issue. 

102. The agencies failed to provide a meaningful opportunity for public 

comment on the Suspension Rule by instructing the public not to comment 

substantively on any matters regarding the definition of waters of the United 

States, including issues related to the 1980s regulations and the Clean Water Rule. 

10:3. The definition of"waters of the United States" is a complex matter of 

great importance to the public. 

1 04. The agencies failed to pl'Ovide a meaningful opportunity for public 

comment on the Suspension Rule by allowing only a short, ill-timed comment 

period. 

105. A final rule must be published in the Federal Register not less than 

thirty days before its effective date except pursuant to certain exceptions, including 

good cause. 5 U.S.C § 55:1(d). 

25 
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106. The agencies did not have g·ood cause to make the Suspension Rule 

effective upon publication in the Federal Register. 

107. The Suspcmsion Rule is unlawful and must be set aside because it is 

without observance of procedure required by law and not in accordance with law. 5 

U.S.C. §§ 55:3(b). (c); 706(2)(A), (2)(D). 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Administrative Procedure Act- Arbitrary and Capricious Action) 

108. The States incorporate by reference in this claim the allegations in all 

preceding paragraphs of the complaint. 

109. Promulgation of a regulation is arbitrary and capricious if the agency 

fails to consider relevant issues or fails to articulate a rational explanation for the 

rule. 

110. Whet·e an agency proposes to suspend a rule and replaee it with prior 

regulations, the agency must consider the objectives of the statute under which the 

rule was promulgated. the• law and facts justifying the proposal, and the 

pifc•ctiveness of the prior regulations. 

111. When an agency proposes to suspend a rule. thP agency may not ignore 

or countermand its earlier factual and scientific findings without a reasoned 

explanation for doing so. 

112. When the agencies promulgated the) Suspension Rule. they did not 

consider whether or how the Suspension Rule would meet the Act's objective of 

restoring and maintaining the integrity of the Nation's waters. 

2G 
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ll:l. When the agencies promulgated the Suspension Rule, they did not 

consider the law and facts justifying the Clean Water Rule or the 1980s regulations 

that would replace it. 

114. When the agencies promulgated the Suspension Rule, they ignored or 

countermanded key factual and scientific tlndings reached by them when they 

promulgated the Clean Water Rule without a reasoned explanation for doing so. 

115. When the agencies promulgated the Suspension Rule, they did not 

reasonably consider or discuss alternatives. 

116. When the agencies promulgated the Suspension Rule, they failed to 

articulate a rational explanation for it. 

117. Because, among other things, the agencies failed to consider all of the 

relevant issues and offer a rational explanation for the Suspension Rule, the 

Suspension Rule is unlawful and must be set aside because it is arbitrary, 

capricious, an abuse of discretion. or otherwise not in accordance with law. 5 U.S. C. 

§ 706(2)(A). 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the States respectfully request that the Court issue a 

judgment and order: 

a) holding the Suspension Rule unlawful, setting it aside. and vacating it: 

b) declaring that the Suspension Rule is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of 

discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law; in excess of statutory 

27 
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jurisdiction, authority, or limitations. or short of statutory right; and without 

observance of procedure required by law; 

c) awarding the States their reasonable fees, cost,., expenses, and 

disbursements, including attorneys' fees, associated with this litigation under the 

Equal Access to Justice Act, 28 U.S.C. §2412(d); and 

d) awarding the StatPs such additional and further relief as the Court 

may deem just, proper, and necessary. 

DATED: February 6, 2018 
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Senator CARPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have one more question I want to ask. This gives the following 

on implementing TSCA. 
Mr. Pruitt, you have said on numerous occasions, ‘‘The only au-

thority that any agency has in the executive branch is the author-
ity given to it by Congress.’’ When Congress was negotiating the 
final text of the Toxic Substances Control Act, EPA came to Con-
gress and asked for specific provisions that would allow the agency 
to move forward with bans for some uses of three highly toxic 
chemicals. Congress agreed, and that language was included in the 
final law. 

One of those chemicals, a paint stripper called methylene chlo-
ride, is so dangerous that it has killed dozens of people, even when 
they were wearing protective gear. EPA proposed rules banning 
these chemicals more than a year ago. But more recent reports in-
dicate that EPA may delay action on the uses of these chemicals 
for several more years, which almost certainly will mean that more 
people will get sick and probably some of them will die. 

Yes or no, Mr. Pruitt; to wrap it up, will you commit to use the 
authority given to EPA by Congress and the Toxic Substances Con-
trol Act and finalize these bans within the next 30 days? Will you? 

Mr. PRUITT. It’s my understanding that is actually on the priority 
list as far as the chemicals that are we reviewing. TCE and others. 
So that is something that I will clarify and confirm with the agen-
cy. But that was my understanding. 

Senator CARPER. I hope that means yes. 
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent to submit 

for the record more materials describing Mr. Pruitt’s record at the 
EPA. Thank you. 

Senator BARRASSO. Without objection. 
[The referenced information follows:] 
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A Strong Case Against a Pesticide Docs Not Faze E.P.A. Under Trump- The New York Times 

HEALTH 

A Strong Case Against a Pesticide Does 
Not Faze E.P .A. Under Trump 
Ry RONI CARYN RABIN MA'f 15, 2017 

Some of the most compelling evidence linking a widely used pesticide to 

h!tps;//www.nytimes.com/2017!05/15/hea!th/pesticides-cpa-ch!orpyrifos-scott-pmitthtmlf I /24/20 !8 4:02:0 I PM} 
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A Strong Case Against a Pesticide Does Not Faze E.P.A. Under Trump. The New York Times 

developmental problems in children stems from what scientists call a 
''natural" experiment. 

Though in this case, there was nothing natural about it. 

Chlnrpyrifos (pronounced klor-PYE-ruh-fahs) had been used to control bugs 

in homes and fields for decades \vhen researchers at Columbia University 

began studying the effects of pollutants on pregnant mothers from 10\v

income neighborhoods. 1\vo years into their study, the pesticide \vas 

removed from store shelves and banned from home use, because animal 

research had found it caused brain damage in baby rats. 

Pesticide levels dropped in the eord blood of many newborns joining the 

study. Scientists soon discovered that those \vith comparatively higher levels 

weighed less at birth and at ages 2 and 3, and were more likely to experience 

persistent developmental delays, including h:n)eractivity and cor.;nitive, 

motor and attention problems. By age 7, they had lower IQ scores. 

The Columbia study did not prove definitively that the pesticide had caused 

the children's developmental problems, but it did find a dose-response 

effect: The higher a child's exposure to the chemical, the stronger the 

negative effects. 

That study was one of many. Decades of research into the effects of 
chlorpyrifos strongly suggests that exposure at even low levels may threaten 

children. A few years ago, scientists at the Environmental Protection Agency 
eoncluded that it should be banned altogether. 

Yet ehlorpyrifos is still widely used in agric.ulture and routinely sprayed on 
crops like apples, oranges, strawberries and broccoli. Whether it remains 
available may become an early test of the Trump administration's 

detennination to par.r .. hil.c.k cn,vironme!lLJ1LCRUlli1illil2 frowned on by the 
industry and to retreat from food-safety laws, possibly provoking another 

clash with the courts, 

In March, the new chief of the E,P,A,, Scott Pruitt, denied a 10-year-old 

J)i~LilJil_tLI2L~UJX"~-u:.i.J:Diu.nenl~:Ulllb seeking a complete ban on 
chlorpyrifos. In a statement accompanying his decision, Mr. Pruitt said 

there "continue to he considerable areas of uncertainty'' about the 

neurodevelopmental effects of early life exposure to the pesticide. 

https://w\\\\ .nytimes.comi20 17!05/15/health/pesticides.epa~chlorpyrifos-scott-pruitt.html{ 1124!20 18 4:02:U I P\11 
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A Strong Case Against a Pesticide Does Not Faze E.P.A. Under Tnm1p ~The New York Times 

Even though a court last year denied the agency's request for more time to 
review the scientific evidence, Mr. Pruitt said the agency would postpone a 
final determination on the pesticide until 2022. The agency was "returning 
to using iillllll.d_,'i£iQ11CC in decision-making- rather than predetermined 
results,'' he added. 

Agency officials have declined repeated requests for information detailing 
the scientific rationale for Mr. Pruitt's decision. 

Lawyers representing Dow and other pesticide manufacturers have also 
been to ignore E.P.A. studies that have found 
chlorpyrifos and other pesticides are harmful to endangered plants and 
animals. 

A statement issued by Dow Chemical, which manufactures the pesticide, 
said: "No pest control product has been more thoroughly evaluated, with 
more than 4,000 studies and reports examining chlorpyrifos in terms of 
health, safety and environment." 

A Baffling Order 
Mr. Pruitt's decision has confounded environmentalists and research 
scientists convinced that the pesticide is harmful. 

Farm workers and their families are routinely exposed to chlorpyrifos, 
which leaches into ground water and persists in residues on fruits and 
vegetables, even after washing and peeling, they say. 

Mr. Pruitt's order contradicted the E.P.A.'s own exhaustive scientific 
analyses, which had been reviewed by industly experts and modified in 
response to their concerns. 

In 2015, an agency report concluded that infants and children in some parts 

of the country were being t'l:il.'-OSJ~d L\llllJSak<ll1JJU!!lto_Qltl~_(:}J.Q11li££1liu 
<JrlnkillJ~_watcr, and to a dangerous byproduct. Agency researchers could not 
determine any level of exposure that was safe. 

https://www.nylimes.com/20 17/05/15/health/pesticides·epa·chlorpyrifos·scott-pruitt.html[l/24/2018 4:02:0 I PM] 
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A Strong Case Against a Pesticide Does Not Faze E.P.A. Under !rump- The Ne\v York Times 

.t\n updated human health risk assessment compiled by the E.P.i\. in 

November found that health problems were occurring at lm .. ·er levels of 

exposure than had previously been hclieved harmful. 

Infants, children, young girls and women are exposed to dangerous levels of 

chlorpyrifos LlliQ11gb.. \Li.r:Lillnn~, the agency said. Children are exposed to 

levels up to 140 times the safety limit. 

''The science was very complicated, and it took the E.P.A. a long time to 

figure out how to deal \Vith what the Columbia study vvas saying," said ,Jim 

,Jones, who ran the chemical safety unit at the agency for five years, leaving 

after President Trump took office. 

The evidence that the pesticide causes neurodevelopmental damage to 

https:/,\vww.nytimes.wm/20 17/05115/heal!h/pesticides-epa·chlorpyrifos-scott-pruitt.html[ l /24/2018 4:02:0 I PMJ 
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A Strong Case Against a Pesticide Does Not Faze E.P.A. Under Tmmp- The New York Times 

children "is not a slam dunk, the way it is for some of the most well
understood chemicals," Mr. ,Jones conceded. Still, he added, "very few 
chemicals fall into that category." 

But the law governing the regulation of pesticides used on foods doesn't 
require conclusive evidence for regulators to prohibit potentially dangerous 
chemicals. It errs on the side of caution. 

fungicides when it was passed in 1996, requiring the E.P.A. to determine 
that a chemical can be used with "a reasonable cettainty of no harm." 

The act also required the agency to take the unique vulnerabilities of young 
children into account and to use a wide margin of safely when setting 
tolerance levels. 

Children may be exposed to multiple pesticides that have the same toxic 
mechanism of action at the same time, the law noted. They're also exposed 
through routes other than food, like drinking water. 

Environmental groups returned last month to the United States Court of 

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, asking that the E.P.A. be ordered to ban the 
pesticide. The court has already ruiJ:llQnisheJ.l.ih!o-<!~~ for what it called 
"egregious" delays in responding to a petition filed by the groups in 2007. 

The E.P.A. responded on April 28, saying it had met its deadline when Mr. 
Pruitt denied the petition. 

Erik D. Olson, director of the health program at Natural Resources Defense 
Council, one ofthe groups petitioning the E.P.A. to ban chlorpyrifos, 
disagreed. 

"The E.P.A. has twice made a formal determination that this chemical is not 
safe," Mr. Olson said. "The agency cannot just decide not to act on that. They 
have not put ont a new finding of safety, which is what they would have to 
do to allow it to continue to be used." 

Devastating Effects 

Chlorpyrifos belongs to a class of pesticides called organophosphates, a 

https://www .nytimes.com/20 17 105/15/health/pesticides-epa-chlorpyrifos-scott-pruitt.html[ 1/24/20 18 4:02:0 l PM] 
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diverse group of compounds that includes nerve agents like sarin gas. 

It acts by blocking an enzyme called eholinestcrase, which causes a toxie 

buildup of acetykholine, an important neurotransmitter that carries signals 
from nerve cells to their targets. 

Acute poisoning with the pesticide can cau~e nausea, dizziness, convulsions 

and even death in humans, as weU as animals. 

But the scientific question has been vvhether humans, and especially small 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 17/05il5/healthfpesticides-epa-ch!o!1Jyrifos-scott-pruitt.html[ 1/24/2018 4:02:0 I PMl 
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children, are affected by chronie low-level exposures that don't cause any 
obvious immediate effects- and if so, at what threshold these exposures 
cause harm. 

Scientists have been studying the impact of chlorpyrifos on brain 
development in young rats under controlled laboratory conditions for 
decades. These studies have shown that the chemical has devastating effects 
on the brain. 

"Even at exquisitely low doses, this compound would stop cells from 
dividing and push them instead into programmed cell death," said Theodore 
Slotkin, a scientist at Duke University Medical Center, who has published 
dozens of studies on rats exposed to chlorpyrifos shortly after birth. 

In the animal studies, Dr. Slotkin was able to demonstrate a clear cause-and 
effect relationship. It didn't matter when the young rats were exposed; their 
developing brains were vulnerable to its effects throughout gestation and 
early childhood, and exposure led to structural abnormalities, behavioral 
problems, impaired cognitive performance and depressive-like symptoms. 

And there was no safe window for exposure. "There doesn't appear to be any 
period of brain development that is safe from its effects," Dr. Slotkin said. 

Manufacturers say there is no proof low-level exposures to chlorpyrifos 
causes similar effects in humans. Carol Burns, a consultant to Dow 
Chemical, said the Columbia study pointed to an association between 
exposure just before birth and poor outcomes, but did not prove a cause
and-effect relationship. 

Studies of children exposed to other organophosphate pesticides, however, 
have also found lower IQ scores and attention problems after prenatal 
exposure, as well as abnormal reflexes in infants and poor lung function in 
early childhood. 

"When you weigh the evidence across the different studies that have looked 
at this, it really does pretty strongly point the finger that organophosphate 
pesticides as a class are of significant concern to child neurodevelopment," 
said Stephanie M. Engel, an associate professor of epidemiology at 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

https:/ /www.nytimes.com/20 17 /05/15/health/pesticides-epa-chlorpyri fos-scott-pruitt. htm I[ 1/24/2018 4:02:0 I PM] 
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Dr. Engel has published research showing that exposure to 

organophosphates during pregnancy may impair cognitive development in 

children. 

But Dr. Burns argues that other factors may be responsible for cognitive 

impairment, and that it is impossible to control for the myriad factors in 

children's lives that affect health outcomes. ''It's not a criticism of a study

that's the reality of observational studies in human beings,'' she said. 

"Poverty, inadequate housing, poor social support, maternal depression, not 

reading to your children- all these kinds of things also ultimately impact 

the development of the child, and are interrelated." 

While animal studies can determine causality, it's difficult to do so in human 

studies, said Brenda Eskenazi, director of the Center for Environmental 

Research and Children's Health at the University of California, Berkeley. 

"The human literature will never be as strong as the animal literature, 

because of the problems inherent in doing research on humans," she said. 

With regard to organophosphates, she added, "the animal literature is very 

strong, and the human literature is consistent, but not as strong." 

If the E.P.A. will not end use of the pesticide, consumer preferences may. 

ln California, the nation's breadbasket, use of chlorpyrifos has been 
declining, Dr. Eskenazi said. Farmers have responded to rising demand for 

organic produce and to concerns about organophosphate pesticides. 

She is already concerned about what chemicals will replace it. While 
organophosphates and chlorpyrifos in particular have been scrutinized, 

newer pesticides have not been studied so closely, she said. 

"We know more about chlorpyrifos than any other organophosphate; that 
doesn't mean it's the most toxic;" she said, adding, "There may be others 

that are worse offenders." 

Correction: May 18, 2017 
An article on Tuesday about the pesticide chlorpyrij()s described 

acetylcholine incorrectly. It is an ester of choline and acetic acid, not a 
pmiein. The article also misstated part of the name of a cow·t that was 
asked to ban the pesticide. It is the United State.<; Court of Appeals for the 

Ninth Circuit, not the Ninth District. 

https:llwww.nytimes.com/2017/05/15/health/pesticides-epa-chlorpyrifos·scott-pruitt.html[ l/24/20 18 4:02:0 I PMI 
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As the Arkema crisis is unfolding, an EPA chemical plant safety rule is on hold, I New Republic 

As the Arkema crisis is unfolding, an EPA chemical plant safety rule is on 

hold. The critical situation at a chemical plant compromised by Hurricane 

Harvey's flooding is all over the news, and rightfully so. Two small 

containers of highly volatile organic peroxides have already exploded, and 

residents living within a 1.5-mile radius of the Houston-area plant were 

asked to evacuate. Fifteen local sheriffs deputies went to the hospital after 

getting close to the plant, though all have been released. And Arkema 

officials say that the worst may not be over. A larger explosion could still 

occur. 

In a statement, the Environmental Protection Agency said it had deployed 

an aircraft to secure chemical information from the smoke cloud and has 

sent air monitoring personnel to the scene, as well as a disaster response 

coordinator. "We will consider using any authority we have to further 

address the situation to protect human health and the environment," 

Administrator Scott Pruitt said in a statement. 

But as the crisis is unfolding, we shouldn't forget that Pruitt's EPA is 

delaying an Obama-era chemical safety plant rule that would soon have 

covered this very plant. In June, the EPA announced it would delay 

implementation of what environmental groups call the Chemical Disaster 

Rule for two years. Pruitt's reason, of course, was industry concerns

specifically, the concerns that it would be hard for companies to implement, 

https:/ /newrepu blic,com/minutes/144655/arkemaRcrisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safety-n!le-boldf l/22/20 J 8 ll :40:30 AM] 
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and that disclosure of their chemicals could be a national security threat 

The rule, which is actually an amendment to the federal Risk Management 

Program, was intended to improve accident preparation at facilities. Former 

EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy told me it was "specifically designed to 

make sure that large chemical facilities and refineries do more to ensure 

they are prepared for emergencies and provide local communities with the 

information they need to deal with potential explosions and releases just 

like the ones we are seeing today." 

Here are some of the specifics, via ThinkProgress' Natasha Gelling: 

[The rule] required facilities to conduct root-cause analyses in the 

event of a chemical release or explosion, to pinpoint exactly what 

led to the incident. The rule also required facilities to contract with 

an independent third-pariy to perform a compliance audit after any 

incident that caused death, injury, or significant damage. 

Under the Obama administration's rule, regulated facilities would 

have to provide local emergency responders with the facility s 

emergency response plan and would have to conduct annual 

exercises to test the facility's ability to effectively communicate with 

both emergency responders and the public in the event of a release 

or explosion. 

Finally. the rule required that chemical facilities share chemical 

hazard information with the public upon request, and that the 

companies provide notification of the availability of such information 

on their website. via social media. or some other public platform. 

Just to be completely clear: The EPA's decision to delay this particular rule 

is in no way affecting the situation at the Arkema plant But environmental 

groups are pointing to Arkema as an example of what could happen in the 

future without the regulations. "The Arkema disaster is just the kind 

situation that the Chemical Disaster Rule is meant to mitigate," said 

Gordon Sommers, an Earthjustice attorney suing the EPA over its delay of 

https :/ /newrepub!ic.corn/minutes/144655/arkema~crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safety-rule-hold[ 1/22/2018 ll :40:30 AM] 
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the regulation. "The last thing that a community battling hurricanes and 

floods needs is a hazardous chemical release on top of that, but 

unfortunately that extra threat is what many communities in Texas and 

Louisiana face because the Trump Administration is delaying chemical 

disaster prevention measures." 

On Thursday the White House announced that the president would donate 

$1 million of his personal fortune to hurricane relief efforts. But if you were 

expecting to hear Trump's EPA pledge to implement the Chemical Disaster 

Rule, you'll have to keep on waiting. 

--------January 22, 2018 -------

https:/ /nev.rrcpublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema~crisis~unfolding~epa~chemical~plant~safcty~mle~hold[ 1/22/20 I 8 ll :4 0:30 AM] 
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Alex Shephard 

The government shutdown has revealed the GOP's true position on the 

DREAMers. The shutdown has entered its third day and the two parties are 

at an impasse. Republicans say they won't consider immigration reform 

until Democrats help them reopen the government. Democrats say they 

won't reopen the government until Republicans pledge to hold a vote to 

protect those 800,000 undocumented immigrants brought to the United 

States as children. 

Both sides are blaming each other, but the cause for this logjam is simple. 

In September, President Trump ended DACA but claimed that he wanted 

to protect the DREAMers. Most Republicans have publicly maintained that 

they do not want to see these people deported. But at the same time, they 

have used the DREAMers as hostages, threatening to abandon them if 

Democrats don't agree to a string of tougher immigration measures. 

The closer Congress gets to a March deadline to resolve the issue, the 

more valuable that bargaining chip becomes. If they hammer out an 

agreement to the DACA issue now, they will lose the leverage to extract 

more severe concessions from Democrats. 

Republicans, in other words, are trying to have it both ways. They don't 

https://nc\vrepublic.com/rninutes/l 44655/arkema-crisis~unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safcty-rule-hold[ l/22/20 18 11 :40:30 AM] 
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want to seem heartless, so they publicly maintain that they are negotiating 

in good faith to protect the DREAMers. But they also want to keep their 

legal status in limbo for as long as possible. The Republicans are less 

interested in the fate of these 800,000 individuals than in using them to get 

hardline policies on immigration. 

--------January 19, 2018 --------

Emily Atkin 

https://newrepublic.com/minutes/1 44655/arkema~crisis~unfolding-epa~chcmical-plant-safcty-rule-hold[ 1/22/2018 11 :40:30 AM] 
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Trump has tried to restrict science almost 100 times already. There are 91 

entries on Columbia Law School's "Silencing Science Tracker," a 

searchable database released Friday that intends to document every 

instance of information censorship or restriction since President Donald 

Trump was elected. If this is an accurate tally, that means there's been 

some kind of attempt to limit government scientific information once every 

week in Trump's America. 

The online resource is a joint project of Columbia's Sabin Center for 

Climate Change Law and the Climate Science Legal Defense Fund, a non

profit originally created in 2011 to defend scientists from what at the time 

seemed like the biggest threat facing the climate science community: legal 

attacks against individual scientists by conservative groups. The group's 

priorities have shifted somewhat since Trump's election. "Political and 

ideological attacks on science have a long and shameful history, and such 

attacks are the most dangerous when carried out or condoned by 

government authorities," said Lauren Kurtz, CSLDF's executive director. 

To be included in the Silencing Science Tracker, a federal government 

action must have the effect of "prohibiting scientific research, education or 

discussion, or the publication or use of scientific information," the site says. 

The tracker divides actions into six broad categories, and includes Trump's 

https://newrepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema-crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safety-rule-hold{ l/22/20 18 II :40:30 AM] 
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appointments of unqualified nominees to science-related posts, the 

removal of various climate references from executive agency websites, and 

suspensions on scientific research. The category with the most entries is 

"government censorship," which includes 40 instances when the 

administration changed website content, restricted public communication 

by scientists, or made data more difficult to access. 

Trump isn't censoring all government science, though. This week, NASA 

released global temperature data showing 2017 to be the second-hottest 

year on record. 

Alex Shephard 

https://nev.rrepublic.com/m inutes/144655/arkema~crisis-unfolding~epa-chem ical~plant -safety-rule-hold[ 1/22/2018 11 :40:30 AM] 
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If the government shuts down, Donald Trump is to blame. With hours to go 

until the government shuts down, surprisingly little is happening in 

Washington. Negotiations are at a standstill and neither party seems to be 

facing the potential crisis with any sense of urgency. Instead, Republicans 

and Democrats are testing out messaging blaming the other party for the 

disaster to come. 

There is, with any shutdown, more than enough blame to go around. But 

this mess is particularly one of Donald Trump's making. The stage was set 

when Trump unnecessarily announced that he was ending the DACA 

program that protected undocumented immigrants who were brought to the 

United States at a young age. While various proposals have been floated 

to protect these young immigrants-a move that, at least publicly, has 

broad bipartisan support-Trump has sided with Republican hardliners, 

demanding that funding for a border wall be included in any package that 

codifies DACA and keeps the government open. On Thursday he even 

negotiated directly with the House's Freedom Caucus on a continuing 

resolution. 

The odd thing about all of this is that last week Trump got what he had 

professed to want-a deal that would protect DACA and include wall 

funding. For Republicans, it was a big win. Despite having little leverage, 

they were able to extract a number of concessions, including over $1 billion 

https:/ /ne'>'tTepublic.com/minutes/14465 5/arkema-crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safety-rule-hold[ l/22/20 18 J I :40:30 AM] 
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in funding for the wall. This is exactly the kind of face-saving compromise 

that is supposed to win out in these situations. 

But Trump tore that deal up for not having enough wall funding. He has 

now created a situation in which he will shut down the government over the 

issue-putting hundreds of thousands temporarily out of work and leaving 

hundreds of thousands of immigrants in the lurch. Republicans, who 

control both chambers of Congress, deserve a great deal of blame for their 

lack of internal discipline and their refusal to compromise with Democrats. 

But they're in this situation because of President Trump's impulsive, self

defeating acts. 

Sarah Jones 

Donald Trump has a crippling fear of sharks. Thanks to Stormy Daniels, 

whose real name is Stephanie Clifford, we at last know the president's 

kryptonite: sharks. Trump hates sharks, according to a 2011 In Touch 

interview with Daniels. The Guardian has the summary: 

According to Clifford, Trump invited her to his hotel room at a 

celebrity golf tournament in Nevada in 2006. When she arrived 

there. she said. he was wearing "pajama pants· and watching the 

https:/ /ncwTepublic,com/minutes/144655/arkcma~crisis~unfolding~cpa~chemical~planl~safety*ru Je~hold[ 1/22/20 18 11 :40:30 AM] 
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Discovery Channel's yearly Shark Week on television. 

"The strangest thing about that night- this was the best thing ever,' 

Clifford said, describing the businessman's fasciation with a special 

about a shipwreck. 'It was like the worst shark attack in history. He 

is obsessed with sharks. Terrified of sharks. 

"He was like. 'I donate to all these charities and I would never 

donate to any charity that helps sharks. I hope all the sharks die.' 

He was like riveted. He was like obsessed. It's so strange, I know." 

In fact, before he decided to run for president, he almost played the 

president in Syfy's Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No! Perhaps instead of pretend

killing a shark, Trump, a climate change denier, became president so he 

could actually kill sharks by allowing the oceans to boil. But the sharks 

aren't going anywhere, as Trump himself once admitted: 

Sorry folks, I'm just not a fan of sharks- and don't worry. they will be 

around long after we are gone. 

Donald J. Trump (@reaiDonaldTrump) July 4, 2013 

Sharks are magnificent beasts that frankly deserve more than one week a 

year dedicated to them. That Trump fears them so much should only 

increase their reputation. At the very least, this has the makings of a solid 

premise for a new Sharknado movie where the sharks save America. 

https:/ /ne\vrepublic.com/minutes/1 44655/arkema~crisis~unfolding-epa-chemical-plnntMsafety-rule-hold[ 1/22/20 l 8 11 :40:30 AM] 
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--------January 18, 2018 --------

Graham Vyse 

Barack Obama has a Donald Trump dilemma. The former president 

generally laid low during Donald Trump's first year in the White House. He 

issued statements on policy issues, campaigned for Governor Ralph 

Northam in Virginia, and recorded a robocall for Senator Doug Jones in 

Alabama. Mostly, though, Obama counseled Democrats behind the 

scenes. 

"But with the midterms approaching," Politico reported on Thursday, 

"people close to him say he'll shift into higher gear: campaigning, focusing 

his endorsements on down-ballot candidates, and headlining fund raisers. 

He'll activate his 15,000-member campaign alumni association for causes 

and candidates he supports- including the 40 who are running for office 

themselves. He's already strategizing behind the scenes with Democratic 

National Committee chair Tom Perez and Eric Holder, who's chairing his 

redistricting effort." 

"Throughout," Politico added, "Obama is determined not to become the foil 

https:l lile\vrepublic.com/m inutes/ 144655/arkema-crisis-unfolding-epa-chcmical-p!ant-safi.:::ty-ru !e-hold[ 1/22/20 18 11 :40:30 AMl 
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that he can see President Donald Trump clearly wants, and resist being the 

face of the Resistance for his own party." The former president is expected 

to wait until this fall to resume campaigning, and continue to avoid 

speaking his successor's name in public, "barring a major national crisis 

that he'd set as his standard for going directly Trump, aware that he can 

only cross that barrier once for it to have real meaning." Obama feels 

"vindicated" that his absence last year allowed a new generation of 

Democrats to raise their profile. 

You can understand his dilemma: Obama remains the most unifying figure 

in a Democratic Party still somewhat divided by Hillary Clinton's 

presidential primary fight with Bernie Sanders. No Democrat, with the 

possible exception of former First Lady Michelle Obama, more effectively 

criticized Trump in 2016, which is why I initially thought he should shun the 

political norm that former presidents don't criticize their successors directly. 

But one of the benefits of the Democratic Party lacking a clear leader is 

Trump doesn't have a clear foil. He launches an attack on New York 

Senator Kirsten Gillibrand one day and Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth 

Warren the next. He's still tweeting about "Crooked Hillary." Perhaps, then, 

Obama is justified in treading carefully. He's valuable to rally Democrats in 

this crucial year, but right to let the party look to the future. 

Sarah Jones 

https:/ /newrepublic.com/minutes/ 144655/arkema~crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical~plant~safcty-mle-holdf I/22/20 18 11 :40:30 AM] 
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If CHIP loses funding, the Republican Party is to blame. A government 

shutdown looms, and the GOP's solution has been to ask Democrats to 

choose between equally inhumane proposals. At Vox, Dylan Scott 

explains: 

So Republicans, after months of criticism and a stalemate over how 

to pay for CHIP. have decided to turn the tables: They attached a 

six-year CHIP extension to their short-term spending bill in an 

attempt to deter Democrats from shutting down the federal 

government this week over the Deferred Action for Childhood 

Arrivals program, which the two parties still haven't agree on how tc 

fix. 

If Democrats reject this-and so far the party seems united in its 

determination to do just that-the government shuts down. Keep in mind 

that the Children's Health Insurance Program, which provides health 

coverage to some 10 million kids, is nearly universally popular, and that 

extending it costs the government little; extending now, in fact, would 

actually save the government money. So the usual fiscal excuses don't 

apply. 

The GOP's willingness to hold CHIP hostage is instructive: It opposes 

welfare for reasons that have nothing to do with the deficit. It's easy to hold 

https :/ /newrepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema-crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-sa fety-rule-hold[ I /22/20 18 11 :40:30 AM J 
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something hostage when you know it matters more to everyone else than it 

does to you. 

Alex Shephard 

https:iine"Tepublic.comiminutes/144655/arkema-crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safety-mle-hold[l 12212018 II :40:30 AM] 
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Donald Trump will never give up on The Wall. On Wednesday, Chief of 

Staff John Kelly sat down with Fox News's Brei Baier and made the case 

that he was the adult in the room. The gist was that the president may be 

uninformed and immature, but Kelly was informed and mature. To illustrate 

this fact, Kelly used his conversations with Congress about Trump's central 

campaign promise: The Wall. 

As we talked about things-where this president is and how much 

he wants to deal with this DACA issue and take it away--1 told them 

that. you know, there's been an evolutionary process that this 

president has gone through as a campaign. And I pointed out to all 

of the members that were in the room that they all say things during 

the course of campaigns that may or may not be fully informed. But 

this president, if you've seen what he's done. he has changed the 

way that he's looked at a number of things ... So he has evolved in 

the way he's looked at things. Campaign to governing are two 

different things. and this president is very. very flexible in terms of 

what is within the realm of the possible. 

Trump responded by implicitly blasting his chief of staff for suggesting that 

he has "evolved" on the issue. 

The Wall is the Wall. it has never changed or evolved from the first 

https://ne\\Tepublic.com/minutcs/144655/arkcma-crisis-unfolding-epa-chemical-plant·Safety-ru Jc-hold[J/22/20 18 II :40:30 AM] 
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day I conceived of it Parts will be, of necessity see through and it 

was never intended to be built in areas where there is natural 

protection such as mountains, wastelands or tough rivers or 

water, 

-Donald J. Trump (@reaiDonaldTrump) January 18, 2018 

.. The Wall will be paid for, directly or indirectly. or through longer 

term reimbursement by Mexico, which has a ridiculous $71 billion 

dollar trade surplus with the U.S. The $20 billion dollar Wall is 

"peanuts·· compared to what Mexico makes from the U.S. NAFTA is 

a bad joke I 

Donald J. Trump (@reaiDonaldTrump) January 18, 2018 

The Wall was a quintessential campaign promise in that it was largely 

symbolic. Insisting that the United States (or, sometimes, Mexico) build a 

costly and expensive border wall was a supposed "common sense" 

proposal-never mind that it's ineffective-meant to illustrate the difference 

between Trump and the bureaucrats dictating immigration policy. But 

Trump has never grasped the subtlety of his own messaging and has 

continued to insist on a literal wall. 

The irony of these tweets is that it's clear that Trump still isn't "fully 

informed" about his signature promise or who will pay for it. There has 

been an expectation that, at some point, the president would have to 

recognize its infeasibility. But it looks like that won't happen anytime soon. 

https:/ /newrepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkcma~crisis·unfolding~epa~chemical~plant·safety-rule~holdf l/22/20 18 11:40:30 AM] 
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Emily Atkin 

Why is Trump censoring some agencies' climate science. but not 

https ://newrepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema~crisis~unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safcty-rule-hold[ 1/22/201 8 11 :4 0:30 AM] 
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others'? NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

are holding an annual joint press conference on Thursday to announce 

global temperature data for the year 2017. Every year, the conclusion is 

pretty much the same: The planet is too hot, it's getting hotter, and humans 

are to blame. This year's announcement is no different. According to 

NASA, 2017 was the second-hottest year on record; according to NOAA, 

it's the third hottest. (Both agencies say that the five warmest years on 

record have all occurred since 2010.) 

While this annual announcement is predictable, this year was the first time 

the government's temperature data was released under President Donald 

Trump. Some wondered whether Trump, a climate-science denier, would 

attempt to censor or alter this data. Would he order scientists to soften 

information that might undermine his policy agenda, like President George 

W. Bush did? Would he prevent government scientists who compiled the 

data from speaking with certain media outlets, which Bush also did? 

In short: No. Thursday's announcement went off without controversy. The 

data was released. The scientists were made available for questions. I 

asked whether Trump's people were involved in the data's analysis or 

release. "We've done this exactly the way we've always done," NASA 

climatologist Gavin Schmidt said. "We've had no imput from any political 

appointees." 

On the one hand, this is good news-just as it was when Trump didn't 

censor a major federal report in November that detailed humans' 

responsibility for global warming. Political officials from the Trump 

administration may still be interfering with science at regulatory agencies at 

regulatory agencies like the Environmental Protection Agency and the 

Department of Interior, but at least they've left non-regulatory science 

agencies like NASA and NOAA alone. 

And yet, one can't help but wonder why Trump is leaving NASA and NOAA 

alone. The Bush administration interfered with regulatory and non

regulatory science agencies alike because it wanted the public to think that 

its environmental and public health policies were based on solid evidence. 

https :/ /ncwrepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema~crisis~unfolding-epa-chemical-plant-safcty-rule-hold[ 1/22/2018 11 :40:30 AM] 
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They feared what would happen if NASA or NOAA contradicted them on 

climate science. They considered science a powerful tool in shaping Pllblic 

opinion. 

But when it comes to climate and the environment, Trump officials are only 

interfering with agencies like EPA and Interior, where sound science is 

often a legal requirement for regulatory decisions. In other words, the 

Trump administration recognizes that science is powerful in a legal sense, 

but seems less interested in using science to shape public opinion. 

At any time you like, you can visit a website controlled by Donald Trump 

and learn not only that the planet is rapidly warming, but that there's a 

scientific consensus that humans are the primary cause. You can watch 

stunning videos of ice melt in Greenland and Antarctica. From 1880 to the 

present day, you can watch the earth turn from a blue marble to an orange 

sphere freckled with red. 

And yet, 32 percent of Americans still don't believe global warming is 

caused by human activity; 38 percent don't believe that changes are 

happening now; and climate change remains at the near-bottom of the 

public's priority list. If the scientists who put a man on the moon and orbited 

a satellite around Saturn can't change that, it's hard to see what could. 

--------January 17, 2018 -------

Sarah Jones 

https://newrepublic.com/minutes/ 144655/arkema~crisis~un foldingvepa~chemical-plant~safety~rule-hold[l /22/2018 ll :40:30 /\M j 
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Trump's war against workers continues. According to the Economic Policy 

Institute, the Department of Labor has proposed a rule that would allow 

employers to take employee tips, and does not require them to redistribute 

the funds. The biggest losers, EPI calculates, would be women: 

In other words. nearly 80 percent of the tips that would be taken by 

employers as a result of this rule would come out of tt1e pockets of 

women and their families. (The specific share, calculated from 

unrounded numbers. is 78.7 percent) Because women are both 

more likely to be tipped workers and to earn lower wages. this rule 

would disproportionately harm them. 

No word yet on how lvanka Trump, who has presented herself as a 

prominent defender of working women, has taken this news. But the 

Department of Labor's latest bit of rule-making isn't an isolated incident. 

The administration wants to adjust the salary threshold for an Obama-era 

overtime rule; if it succeeds in raising the threshold, lower-wage workers 

will find themselves in possession of shrinking bank accounts. Trump also 

used his executive authority to roll back a number of regulations that would 

have protected worker safety. As his son Eric reminded us Wednesday 

morning, green is the only color Trump sees. 

https:/ /newrepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema~crisis-un folding-epa-chemical-plant-safety~ru le-holdf l/22/20 18 11 :40:30 AM] 
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As the Arkema crisis is unfolding, an EPA chemical plant safety rule is on hold. I New Republic 

Alex Shephard 

https:l/newrepublic,com/minutes/144655/arkemnwcrisis-unfolding-epn-chemicnl-plant-sa fcty-rule-holdf 1/22/20 18 11 :40:30 AM] 
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As the Arkema crisis is unfolding. an EPA chemical plant safety rule is on hold. j New Republic 

Republicans are this close to shooting themselves in the foot. Congress 

has until Friday to reach a budget deal that would keep the government 

open. But with the clock ticking, a deal does not seem close. President 

Trump's "shithole" comments have set negotiations back in the Senate on 

provisions related to DACA. In the House, meanwhile, Republicans are 

effectively negotiating with themselves. But in both chambers, the same 

fundamental dynamic is playing out. Republicans control the government, 

but hard line factions within the party, which are decrying any immigration 

compromise included in the spending bill as "amnesty," are effectively 

holding the negotiations hostage. 

In the Senate, these tensions boiled over on Tuesday in a hearing with 

Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen. While Democrats grilled 

Nielsen about what was said in the "shithole" meeting, Republican Lindsey 

Graham, who had reached an immigration deal with Democrat Dick Durbin 

last week, said that the shutdown negotiations had turned into a 

"shitstorm." His colleague Tom Cotton, meanwhile, criticized the Durbin

Graham compromise as "mass amnesty." 

In the House, things are even worse. Unlike the Senate, there are enough 

Republicans in the House to pass a bill without Democratic votes. But the 

ultra-conservative House Freedom Caucus has once again emerged as a 

roadblock. On Tuesday evening, conservatives in the House revolted 

https:/hlC\\Tepublic.com/minutes/144655/arkema~crisis-un folding-epa-chemical-plant-satety-ru le-hold[l/22/20 18 II :40:30 AM J 
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As the Arkema crisis is unfolding. an EPA chemical plant safety rule is on lw!d. 1 New Republic 

against a compromise bill pushed by Paul Ryan that would extend 

government funding for another month and include funding for the 

Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) for six years-a compromise 

that could win support from Democrats in both chambers and avert a 

shutdown. 

Conservatives are pushing a deal that would fund the government for a 

month and the Pentagon for a year-a deal that would make hardliners 

less willing to budge if the government were to shut down ln a month over 

DACA. But Senate Democrats, who are increasingly pushing for a fix for 

DACA now, have no reason to take that deal. 

All of these factors-Trump's "shithole" comments, Democratic anxiety 

over DACA, the revolt of Republican hardliners-have made a government 

shutdown more likely than it was a week ago, when a compromise seemed 

near. With two days to go until the deadline, there's little bringing the 

factions within the Republican Party together. 

Facebobk Twitter lns~agram Linked!n 

https:!/newrepublic.com/minutcsll-14655hrkema-crisis-unfolding-epa-chcmical-plaot-safety-mle-holdfl!22/20 l 8 11:40:30 AMJ 
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Buming Houston Chemical Plant Highlights Trump-Pruitt Refusal To Improve Chemical Safety I HuffPost 

Burning Houston Chemical Plant 
Highlights Trump-Pruitt Refusal To 
Improve Chemical Safety 

This morning a flooded chemical plant in Crosby, Texas, 20 miles from Houston, continues to 

burn, after explosions there overnight sent plumes of smoke into the air. The plant, which has 

lost electric power, is owned by France's Arkema Group, one of the world's biggest chemical 

companies. An Arkema spokeswoman told the Associated Press that the fire "will be 

explosive and intense in nature." Richard Rennard, an Arkema executive, told reporters near 

the site this morning that smoke from the fire could cause irritation to skin, lungs, and eyes 

and that anyone exposed should "call their doctor or seek medical advice." Brock Long, the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency head, said that the "the plume is incredibly 

https://v.v...-w.huffingtonpost.com/entrylhurning-houston-chemical-plant-highlights-trump-pruitt_ us~59a83Sfde4b096fi:l8876c II fll/24!201 8 II :05:49 AM] 
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13uming Houston Chemical Plant Highlights Trump-Pmitt Retlls<ll To Improve Chemical Safety i HuffPost 

dangerous'' Residents around the area already had been evacuated because of the potential 

plant danger. 

The Harris County Sheriff's office tweeted that one if its deputies was "taken to hospital after 

inhaling fumes from Archem plant in Crosby." The sheriff later said that deputy and 14 other 

first responders were treated and released. 

The plant manufactures organic peroxides - compounds used to make countertops, paints, 

construction materials, and other products. 

There is powerful scientific evidence that climate change is making rainstorms more powerful 

and destructive. So many are pointing out that actions by President Trump and APA 

administrator Scott Pruitt to cancel U.S. initiatives to combat climate change- withdrawing 

from the Paris accord and dumping a range of Obama-era environmental regulations- look 

particularly foolish in the wake of the terrible destruction caused by Harvey. 

But the Arkema fires highlights one more area where Trump-Pruitt environmental decisions 

endanger the American people - and could increase the suffering and destruction in the 

wake of natural disasters like Harvey. Because in June, Pruitt's EPA announced it was 

delaying for 20 months an Obama rule aimed at improving safety at U.S. chemical plants, 

while it revisits the wisdom of the rule. 

In April I testified at an EPA hearing on the delay of the chemical safety rule, presenting a joint 

statement from me and from Major General Randy Manner, US Army (Ret), a former acting 

director of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, and Lieutenant General Russel L. Honore, 

US Army (Ret), the former commander of Joint Task Force Katrina, who is now in Houston 

talking about the relief effort. 

General Honore, General Manner, and I told the EPA that for decades, our country has failed 

to squarely address the dangers of hazardous chemical facilities - from oil refineries to water 

treatment plants. We noted that a chemical explosion or release could be triggered by an 

accident, a deliberate attack, or a natural disaster- and that such an incident could kill 

thousands of people. Millions of our citizens live and work near these dangerous facilities. 

The Obama EPA rule, issued on January 13, was the product of extensive deliberation -

three years of discussions with chemical companies, plant workers, affected communities, 

https:f/v.ww.huffingtonpost.com/entrylbuming-houston-chemical-plant-highlights-trump-pruitt~ us_59a838fde4b096fd8876c I l fl' /24/2018 II :05:49 AM] 
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first responders and others. The rule strengthens the federal Risk Management Program 

(RMP), which addresses some 12,500 facilities that use or store large quantities of highly 

toxic or highly flammable chemicals. 

The AP reports this morning that the EPA had required the Arkema plant now burning to 

develop and submit a plan under the RMP program, "because it has large amounts of sulfur 

dioxide, a toxic chemical, and methylpropene, a flammable gas." RMP plans must explain the 

risks of a potential release, including worst-case scenarios, and outline how the company 

would respond. The AP report says, "In its most recently available submission from 2014, 

Arkema said potentially 1.1 million residents could be impacted over a distance of 23 miles 

(37 kilometers) in a worse case, according to information compiled by a nonprofit group and 

posted on a website hosted by the Houston Chronicle. But, Arkema added, it was using 

'multiple layers of preventative and mitigation measures' at the plant, including steps to 

reduce the amount of substances released, and that made the worst case 'very unlikely."' 

(Note: Here is that website.) 

The AP further reported, "Daryl Roberts, the company's vice president of manufacturing, 

technology and regulatory services in the Americas, did not dispute that worst-case scenario 

but said that assumed all the controls in place failed and strong winds blew directly toward 

Houston, the nation's fourth-largest city. 'We have not modeled this exact scenario but we are 

very comfortable with this 1.5-mile radius,' Roberts told the AP. He added that it mostly 

resembled less serious scenarios that would affect a half-mile radius and a few dozen 

people." 

Even that version of the risks doesn't sound comforting, on top of all the dangers and 

hardships the people of the Gulf region face right now. 

The Arkema plant is no outlier. Across our country, hazardous chemical facilities are, in effect, 

as Senator Barack Obama said in 2006, "stationary weapons of mass destruction" - capable, 

if triggered, of causing the same kinds of harm as chemical weapons. 

We know the risk because there have been major incidents, like the 2013 West, Texas, 

ammonium nitrate explosion. That tragedy, which some federal investigators concluded was 

sabotage, killed 15 Americans and injured 160 more. It highlighted the failure by many in the 

chemical industry to minimize and safely secure toxic materials, and our government's failure 

to create comprehensive and fair rules to protect against such incidents. 

https:/J\.vww.huffingtonpost.com/entrylhurning~houston~chemical~plant*highlights~trump*pruitt~ us _59a838fde4b096fd8876c 11 fii/24!2018 II :05:49 AMJ 
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West, Texas, was not the only warning. From 2004 to 2013 there were some 1,500 chemical 

releases or explosions, causing 17,000 injuries and 58 deaths. There have been hundreds 

more incidents since then, with more casualties. 

We know the dangers, also, from the 1 gs4 pesticide plant disaster at Bhopal, India, which 

caused 20,000 deaths. The Bhopal plant was owned by a U.S. company, Union Carbide. If 

that plant had been located in the U.S. and 20,000 people had died here, we would have fixed 

this problem long ago. 

Terrorists could trigger a chemical plant attack in our country, with consequences like Bhopal, 

or worse. g-11 hijacker Mohammed Atta, before he flew a jet into the World Trade Center, 

reportedly had been scouting U.S. chemical plant sites. 

In 2003, the government's National Infrastructure Protection Center warned that U.S. 

chemical plants could be terrorist targets. Security experts have warned of the relative ease 

with which determined attackers could thwart plant security. The potential for cyber attacks 

makes the challenge even more serious. 

The EPA has identified 466 chemical facilities that each put 100,000 or more people at risk of 

a poison gas disaster. In 2004, the Homeland Security Council projected that a major attack 

would kill 17,500 people and injure tens of thousands. 

This is an urgent national security or homeland security issue. Yet the Trump Administration 

has simply yielded to the demands of Koch Industries and others in the chemical industry 

lobby, blocking an urgent, common sense rule to placate wealthy patrons, just as Pruitt has 

dumped rules to curb global warming and toxic pollution at the behest of the fossil fuel 

industry and other polluters. 

Chemical industry lobbying already kept important protections out of the Obama rule. In 

particular, community, labor, and environmental groups had strongly urged that plants be 

required to move to safer technologies where feasible, as some responsible companies, such 

as Clorox, already have done voluntarily. 

But the Obama rule did provide some common sense safety reforms. One can't say now, 

without more information, that these reforms, once implemented, would have prevented 

today's Arkema explosion. But the rule blocked by Pruitt would require plants like Arkema's to 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entl")·!buming~houston·chemical·plant·highlights·trump·pruitt_ us~ 59a838fQc4b096fd8876c 11 lT 1124/2018 11:05:49 AM] 
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engage in more coordination with local first responders to plan for incidents and make it 

easier for community members to learn about plant dangers. The rule also would require such 

plants to evaluate whether they need greater safety improvements and emergency 

preparedness, such as storing fewer chemicals, improving storage safety, and strengthening 

backup power so electricity would be maintained in a storm. And the rule would have 

required, for three industries with the most serious accident records - refineries, paper mills, 

and chemical manufacturers - to analyze whether it was feasible to move to safer 

technologies and materials. 

Today's chemical plant explosion highlights the dangers of our chemical plants in the wake of 

a natural disaster and the urgent need to do more to make our plants safer. Instead, Donald 

Trump and Scott Pruitt have heightened those dangers. 

This arlic/e also appears on HuffPost. 

https:/1\V'.vvv.hu ffingtonpostcom/entry/buming-housto!Hhemical-plant-high!ighl~-trump-pruitt_us~ 59a838fde4b096fd8S76cll fi 1124/2018 ! 1 :05:49 AMJ 
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Chern ical Watch 

NGO platform: Making America toxic again 

Global Business Briefing, March 2017 I New TSCA/LCSA, TSCA, United States 

By Ken Cook, Environmental Working Group President 

h ttps :// chem i calwatch .com/54 51 0/ngo-p latform-making-america-toxic-again 

It's easy to forget what America was like before President Richard Nixon established the 
Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. The country's landscape was marred by oil slickened 
rivers that caught on fire, smog so thick it obscured city skylines, and unregulated chemical 
plants that spewed life-threatening toxic pollution into the air and water. 

Now, much of the progress accomplished over nearly 50 years is threatened by President Trump 
and his new EPA administrator, Scott Pruitt. The nation's drinking water and air quality, 
safeguards against pesticides and oversight of big polluters are at great risk. It is not hyperbole to 
say that Americans are facing the greatest political challenge to our environmental health ever. 

As attorney general of Oklahoma, Mr Pruitt did nothing to clean up the state's serious problem 
of chicken manure pollution in water. He filed or joined more than a dozen lawsuits against the 
EPA's rules on clean air and drinking water. He rejects the overwhelming scientific consensus 
that carbon dioxide emissions are causing catastrophic climate change. 

At his confirmation hearing, he couldn't even say if banning leaded gasoline was a good idea. Mr 
Pruitt now holds the most important environmental job in the world, yet his record and rhetoric 
confirm that Mr Trump picked him to dismantle the EPA, not lead its efforts to protect public 
health. 

Fast start 

And they are making a fast start. Mr Pruitt and the Trump administration are already working at 
a breakneck pace, weakening safeguards intended to cut mercury, lead and other air pollutants 
that lower IQ and cause asthma attacks in children. They're also working to erode rules designed 
to prevent pollution of drinking water supplies from factories and farms. 
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The White House is moving forward with plans to cripple the EPA, proposing to cut the 
agency's annual budget by more than $2bn and reduce staff by one-fifth. These massive cuts will 
hobble the agency's ability to protect Americans from exposures to toxic chemicals, and will 
ultimately jeopardise the health of tens of millions of Americans, including children. 

TSCA at risk? 

Last year Congress passed the new Frank R Lauten berg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century 
Act- it was the first update of the nation's primary toxic substances law, the Toxic Substances 
Control Act, or TSCA, since 1976. In November, the EPA named the first ten highly toxic 
substances it planned to evaluate. Many of these chemicals have been linked to cancer and can 
be found in everything from cosmetics to insulation, paint strippers and household cleaning 
products. lfthe EPA gets it wrong with these first ten, there could be serious consequences for 
current and future generations of Americans. 

The agency designated asbestos as one of the top chemicals for review and regulation under the 
new law. As a real estate developer, Mr Trump praised the notorious carcinogen as "the greatest 
fire-proofing material ever used". 

The EPA first moved to ban asbestos more than 25 years ago, but was overruled by a federal 
court in 1991. Finally, the EPA has strengthened authority to take decisive action against this 
deadly substance that continues to kill up to 15,000 Americans each year, and join the other 58 
nations that have already banned asbestos. 

Other priority chemicals targeted by the EPA for action include 1,4-dioxane, found in cosmetics, 
and tetrachloroethylene, common in dry-cleaning chemicals. Like asbestos, both an~ strongly 
associated with causing cancer in humans. 

Targets 

Mr Pruitt who at his confirmation hearing wouldn't commit to prioritising an asbestos ban
has not yet set his sights on TSCA and the EPA's new found powers to protect the public from 
toxic chemicals. But no one should think for a second that he and Mr Trump will leave the 
chemical safety law off their list oftargets. 

If they turn their rhetoric into reality, the EPA could be starved of the resources it needs to 
evaluate and regulate these and many other toxic chemicals. Under an administration that seems 
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unlikely to act aggressively to restrict toxic chemicals, it's more important than ever for 
consumers to vote with their wallets. 

A number of manufacturers are making market-changing decisions in response to growing 
consumer demand for nontoxic substances in products and healthier ingredients in food. In 
February, Unilever announced a bold new initiative to provide detailed information on fragrance 
ingredients for all products in its multibillion-dollar portfolio of personal care brands. 

Last year, Procter & Gamble- the multinational manufacturer of family, personal care and 
household products- made public a list of more than 140 chemicals it does not use in any 
fragrances in its brands. 

Progress 

When consumers support companies and retailers that are making strides to improve products, 
progress in environmental health protection can occur even in the absence of government 
safeguards. 

Consumer action can't completely make up for the need for changes in government policy, but 
they send a signal to Mr Trump, Mr Pruitt and other elected enemies of public health that no one 
voted for dirty air, contaminated water or consumer products containing hazardous chemicals 

The views expressed in contributed articles are those ofthe expert authors and are not 
necessarily shared by Chemical Watch. 
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E.P.A. Chief. Rejecting Agency's Science, Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide- The New York Times 

D 

POLITICS 

E.P.A. Chief, Rejecting Agency's Science, 
Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide 
Ry ERIC LIPTON MARCH 29, 2017 

https:!iwww.nytimes.comnOl7103/29/us/po!itics/epa-insectieide-chlorpyrifos.htm![l/22/2018 9:18:48 AM] 
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E.P.A. Chief. Rejecting Agency's Science, Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide~ The New York Times 

\'VASHINGTON- Scott Pruitt, the head of the Em~irWlJJHCLllaLl'mL"~·tillH 
L~!.lQ:, moved late on Wednesday to reject the !illi:rllilicLQLti:llllii!l!.Liill1: 

<c~~JJJ.:~.lLill\'1lihemkaLliafut;,::_\.'2Q)J::ITi who under the Obama administration 
recommended that one of the nation's most widely used insecticides be 

permanently banned at farms nation .. vide because of the harm it potentially 

causes children and farm workers. 

:IJJ\:n!liJ~.it!Ll'nlitl, in one of his first formal actions as the nation's top 
environmental official, rejected a petition filed a decade ago by two 

environmental groups that had asked that the agency ban all uses of 

chlorpyrifos. Thg_.clJe.!lliull '>:;llLllimut_\Li.n.20J20_[u_r_ Uii!L.iillll.\lS l bJ!.\L~hd.d 

S£.UiJ1¥,:i, but still today is used at about 40,000 farms on about 50 different 

types of crops, ranging from almonds to apples. 

Late last year, and hll:iJ.:.d.lu .. p_ill'LQll re;;e<u:dl1:\l.!ldUL!.<cd at Columbia 

University, E.P.A. scientists concluded that exposure to the chemical that 

has been in use since 1965 was potentially causing significant health 

consequences. They included learning and memory declines, particularly 

among farm workers and young children who may be exposed through 
drinking water and other sources. 

But Dow Chemical, which sells the product under the trade name l~Q.Isblm, 
along with farm groups that use it, had argued that the science 

demonstrating that chlorpyrifos caused such harm is inconclusive

especially when properly used to killerop-spoiling insects. 

An E.P.A. scientific review panel made up of academic experts lillit.J.!Jlr also 
had raised questions about some of the conclusions the chemical safety staff 
had reached. That led the staff to revise the way it had justified its findings 

of harm, although the agency employees as of late last year still concluded 

that the chemical should be banned. 

Mr. Pruitt, in an annQlmeemr.!liJ!;stH~d WL~drwsch\\·ni.lilil, said the agency 

needed to study the science more. 

"We need to provide regulatory certainty to the thousands of American 

farms that rely on chlorpyrifos, while still protecting human health and the 

environment," Mr. Pruitt said in his statement. "By reversing the previous 

administration's steps to ban one of the most widely used p_t;b\i_dik"'i in the 
world, we are returning to using sound science in decision-making- rather 

https:/iwww.nytimes.com/2017/03/29/us/politics/epa-inseetieide-chlorpyri fos.html[ l/22120 18 9: 18:48 AM] 
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E.P.A. Chief. Rejecting Agency's Science, Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide~ The New York Times 

than predetermined results." 

The United States Department of Agriculture, which works close with the 
nation's farmers, supported Mr. Pruitt's action. 

"It means that this important pest management tool will remain available to 

growers, helping to ensure an abundant and affordable food supply for this 
nation," Sheryl Kunickis, director of the U.S.D.A. Office of Pest Management 

Policy, said in a statement Wednesday. 

Dow Agroseiences, the division that sells the product, also praised the 

ruling, calling it in a statement "the right decision for farmers who, in about 
100 countries, rely on the effectiveness of chlorpyrifos to protect more than 
so crops." 

But ,Jim Jones, who ran the chemical safety unit at the E.P.A. for five years, 
and spent more than 20 years working there until he left the agency in 
January when President Trump took office, said he was disappointed by Mr. 
Pruitt's action. 

"They are ignoring the science that is pretty solid," Mr. Jones said, adding 
that he believed the ruling would put farm workers and exposed children at 
unnecessary risk. 

The ruling is, in some ways, more consequential than the ll4:.lwr proi\k 
!Llil\~C_by order the start of rolling hack Obama 
administration rules related to coal-burning power plants and climate 
change. 

In rejecting the pesticide ban, Mr. Pruitt took what is known as a "final 
agency action'' on the question of the safety and use of chlorpyrifos, 
suggesting that the matter would not likely he revisited until 2022, the next 
time the E.P.A. is formally required to re-evaluate the safety of the pesticide. 

Mr. Pruitt's move was immediately condemned by environmental groups, 

which said it showed that the Trump administration cared more about 
catering to the demands of major corporate players, like Dow Chemical, 
than the health and safety of families nationwide. 

''We have a law that requires the E.P.A. to ban pesticides that it cannot 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 17 /03129/usipol itics/epa-insecticide-chlorpyri fos.html[ l/22120 18 9: 18:48 AM] 
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E.P.A. Chief. Rejecting Agency's Science. Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide~ The New York Times 

determine are safe, and the E.P.A. has repeatedly said this pesticide is not 

safe," said Patti Goldman, managing attorney at Earthjustice, a San 

Francisco-based environmental group that serves as the legal team for the 
Natural Resources Defense Council and the Pesticide Action Network of 

North America, which filed the petition in 2007 to han the product. 

The agency had been under court order to issue a ruling on the petition by 

Friday. The environmental groups intend to return to the Ninth Circuit 

Court of Appeals in San Francisco to ask judges to order the agency to "take 

action to protect children from this pesticide'' Ms. Goldman said on 

Wednesday. 

Correction: March 29, 2017 

An earlier version of this article misstated part of the nome of an 
environmental advocacy group. It is the Notuml Resources Defense 
Council, not the Notional Resources Defense Council. 

RELATED COVERAGE 

Trump Leaves Science Jobs Vacant, Troubling 
Critics 

NEWS 

World 

U.S. 

https:llwww.nytimes.com/2017/03/29/us/politics/epa-insecticide-chlorpyrifos.html[ 1/22/2018 9: 18:48 AM] 
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EPA chief met with Dow Chemic11! CEO betOre deciding not to ban toxic pesticide 

EPA chief met with Dow Chemical 
CEO before deciding not to ban toxic 
pesticide 

H' .\'i'WCIAILI) PRI'>S 

DO 

http://www.!atimes.oom!business/la-fi~epa-pesticide-dow-20 170627-story.html[l/24120 I 8 3:39:37 PM) 
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EPA chief met with Dow Chemical CEO before deciding not lo ban toxic pesticide 

The Trump administration's top environmental official met privately with the chief 
executive of Dow Chemical shortly before reversing his agency's push to ban a widely 
used pesticide that health studies showed can harm children's brains, newly released 

records reveal. 

Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt's schedule shows he met 

with Dow CEO Andrew Liveris for about half an hour March 9 during a conference held 
at a Houston hotel. Twenty days later, Pruitt announced his decision to deny a petition to 

ban Dow's chlorpyrifos pesticide from being sprayed on food even though a review by his 

agency's scientists concluded that ingesting even minuscule amounts of the chemical can 
interfere with the brain development offetuses and infants. 

http:/1\vww.latimes.com!business/la-H·cpa·pcsticidc-dow-20 170627 -story.html[ 1/24/20 I 8 3:39:37 PMJ 
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EPA chief met with Dow Chemical CEO before deciding not to ban toxic pesticide 

The EPA released a copy of Pruitt's March meeting schedule this month after several 

Freedom of Information Act requests. 

Asked in April whether Pruitt had meet with Dow executives or lobbyists before his 

decision, EPA spokesman J.P. Freire replied: "We have had no meetings with Dow on 

this topic." 

The EPA did not respond this week to questions about what Pruitt and Liveris discussed 

during their March 9 meeting, or whether the two had also met on other occasions. 

Liveris has close ties to the Trump administration. He heads a White House 
manufacturing working group, and Dow wrote a $1-million check to help underwrite the 
president's inaugural festivities. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics has urged Pruitt to take chlorpyrifos off the market. 
The group representing more than 66,ooo pediatricians and pediatric surgeons said 
Tuesday that it is "deeply alarmed" by Pruitt's decision to allow the pesticide's continued 

use. 

"There is a wealth of science demonstrating the detrimental effects of chlorpyrifos 
exposure to developing fetuses, infants, children and pregnant women," the academy 
said in a letter to Pruitt. "The risk to infant and children's health and development is 

unambiguous." 

http://www.!atimes_cmn/business/la*fi-epa-pesticide-dow-20170627-story.htm![l/24/2018 3:39:37 PM} 
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EPA ch~efmet with Dow Chemical CEO before deciding not to ban toxic pesticide 

The Associated Press reported in April that Dow was lobbying the Trump administration 
to "set aside" the findings of federal scientists that organophosphate pesticides, including 

chlorpyrifos, are also harmful to about 1,800 critically threatened or endangered species. 

U.S. farmers spray more than 6 million pounds of chlorpyrifos each year on citrus fruits, 
apples, cherries and other crops, making it one of the most widely used pesticides in the 
world. 

First developed as a chemical weapon before World War II, chlorpyrifos has been sold by 

Dow as a pesticide since the mid-1g6os. It has been blamed for sickening dozens of 
farmworkers in recent years. Traces have been found in waterways, threatening fish, and 

experts say overuse of the pesticide could make targeted insects immune to it. 

Under pressure from federal regulators over safety concerns, Dow withdrew chlorpyrifos 

for use as a home insecticide in 2000. The EPA placed "no-spray" buffer zones around 
sensitive sites, snch as schools, in 2012. 

But environmental and public health groups said those proposals don't go far enough 
and filed a federal lawsuit seeking a national ban on the pesticide. 

In October 2015, the Obama administration proposed revoking the pesticide's use in 
response to a petition from the Natural Resources Defense Council and Pesticide Action 
Network North America. A risk assessment memo issued in November by nine EPA 
scientists conclnded: "There is a breadth of information available on the potential 

adverse neurodevelopmental effects in infants and children as a result of prenatal 

exposure to chlorpyrifos." 

ALSO 

California lists Roundup ingredient as a chemical linked to cancer; Monsanto vows to 

fight 

http://www.latimes.com/bu~iness/la-fi-cpa-pcsticide-dow-20 170627-story.htm!f 1/2412018 3:39:37 PM] 
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EPA delayed chemical safety rule after mdustry complaints 

https://www.apnews.com/a3 88 836864624989b804d04160b6486e 
Link copied! 
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https://www.apnews.com/a388836864624989b804d04160b6486e/EPA~delayed·chemical~safety·ru!c-after-industry-complaints[ 1/24/2018 11 :02:49 AM] 
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l:PA delayed chem1cal safety rule alkr industry comp!amts 

A man talks with officers at a roadblock less than three miles from the Arkema Inc. chemical plant Thursday, Aug. 3l, 
2017, in Crosby, Texas. The Houston-area chemical plant that lost power after Harvey engulfed the area in extensive 
floods was rocked by multiple explosions early Thursday, the plant's operator said. The Arkema Inc. plant had been left 
without refrigeration for chemicals that become volatile as the temperature rises. (AP Photo/Gregory Bull) 

L 
2. 
3. 

By MATTHEW DALY 

Aug. 31, 2017 

]Jttps·//w,~ew.apnews comla388836864624989b804d04 160b6486e/EP A-ddayed-chcmica!-safety-rule-after-industry-comp!airrtsf 1124/2018 1 ! ·02A9 AM] 
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EPA delayed chemical safety rule after industry complamts 

Mike Cossey. of Bureau Veritas, uses an air monitor to check the quality of air at a police roadblock marking the 1.5-mile 
perimeter of the evacuation area around the Arkema Inc. chemical plant Thursday. Aug. 31, 2017, in Crosby, Texas. The 
Houston-area chemical plant that lost power after Harvey engulfed the area in extensive floods was rocked by multiple 
explosions early Thursday, the plant's operator said. The Arkema Inc. plant had been left without refrigeration for 
chemicals that become volatile as the temperature rises. (AP Photo/Gregory Bull) 

https'//www.apnews com/a388836864624989b804dCMI60b6486e/EPA-delayed-chemical-sllfety-rule-after-industry-complaints[ 1/24/2018 11:02:49 AM] 
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!:PA ddayed chemical safety rule after industry comp!amts 

Richard Rennard, president of the acrylic monomers division at Ark em a, talks to the media about the explosion of organic 
peroxide inside the plant Thursday, Aug. 31, 2017, in Crosby, Texas. Explosions and fires rocked a flood-crippled 
chemical plant near Houston early Thursday, sending up a plume of acrid, eye-irritating smoke and adding a new hazard to 
Hurricane Harvey's aftermath. (Godofredo A. Vasquez/Houston Chronicle via AP) 

https-1/www apnews com/a] 888368646240R9b804d04! 60b6486e/EPA-delaycd-chemica1-safcty-rule-aflcr-mdustry-cmnp!aints[ 1/24/2018 11 :02·49 AMJ 
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EPA ddayed chemical safety rule after industry complaints 

By MATTHE\\1 DALY 

Aug.Jl,20I7 

https:/ /www .apnews.com/a3 8883 6864624989b804d04160b6486e 
Link copied! 

WASHINGTON (AP)- The Trump administration delayed an Obama-era rule that would have tightened safety 
requirements for companies that store large quantities of dangerous chemicals such as the chemical plant near Houston that 
exploded early Thursday. 

The Environmental Protection Agency rule would have required chemical plants, including the now-destroyed Arkema 
Inc., plant outside Houston, to make public the types and quantities of chemicals stored on site. The rule was developed 
after a fertilizer plant in West, Texas, exploded in 2013, killing 15 people. 

EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt prevented the safety rule from taking effect until2019 to allow the agency time to 
reconsider industry objections. Chemical companies, including Arkema, said the rule could make it easier for terrorists and 
other criminals to target refineries, chemical plants and other facilities. 

Environmental groups and ll states are fighting the delay in court. 

Arkema has not released a full list of chemicals stored at the plant, although officials said the substances that caught fire 
were organic peroxides, a family of volatile compounds used for making a variety of products, including pharmaceuticals 
and construction materials. 

Mathy Stanislaus, a former EPA assistant administrator who helped draft the rule for the Obama administration, said it 
probably would not have prevented the explosion but could bave greatly reduced the risk to first responders. The Harris 
County sheriff says 15 deputies sought medical attention for eye irritation after the fire, although most were quickly treated 
and released. 

''There was a gap in specific knowledge, People need to know what chemicals (are being stored) and what kind of 
precautions are in place," Stanislaus said in an interview Thursday. 

Stanislaus, who led the EPA's Otlice of Land and Emergency Management during the Obama administration, disputed 
critics who said the rule would have made it easier for terrorists to gain information about hazardous chemicals. 

The rule nstruck a balance" between the public's right to know important safety infonnation and national security concerns, 
he said. 

An EPA spokeswoman said the agency's Risk Management Program rule continues to be in effect and requires facilities 

https"/f~-..vw.apnews.com/a388836864624989b804d04160b6486c/EPA-delayed-chemical·safety·rule-after-industry-comp!aints[!/24!2018 11:02 49 AM] 
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EPA delayed chemical safety rule after industry complauJts 

that use extremely hazardous substances to develop plans that identify potential effects of a chemical accident, steps to 
prevent an accident and emergency response procedures. 

"The agency's recent action to delay the effectiveness of the 2017 amendments had no effect on the major safety 
requirements that applied to the Arkema Crosby plant at the time of the fire," spokeswoman Amy Graham said. 

EPA is providing assistance and resources to the first responders in Harris County and the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, Pruitt said in a statement. Data received from an aircraft that surveyed the scene early Thursday 
"indicates that there are no concentrations of concern for toxic materials reported at this time," he said. 

The EPA issued a final rule in January, seven days before President Barack Obama left office. The EPA said at the time 
that the rule would help prevent accidents and improve emergency preparedness by allowing first responders better data on 
chemical storage. 

A coalition of business groups opposed the rule, saying it would impose significant new costs without specific safety 
benefits. The rule "may actually compromise the security of our facilities, emergency responders and our communities," 
groups including the American Chemistry Council, the American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers and American 
Petroleum Institute said. 

Arkema also lobbied against the rule, telling the EPA in a May 20161etterthat the proposal "will likely add significant new 
costs and burdens" and "could create a risk to our sites and to the communities surrounding them." 

Stanislaus called the rule "a modest first step" to address safety for first responders and localities. The rule came after a 
three-year process that included eight public hearings and more than 44,000 public comments, he said. 

Follow Matthew Daly: http· I /twitter com/Matthe\\DalyWDC 

https:f/w\\-w.apnews_com/aJ88836864624989b804d04160b6486e!EPA-ddayed-chemica!-saftty-mle-after-industry-comp!aints[ l/24/20 I 8 !I :02·49 AM} 
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E.P.A. Delays Bans on Uses ofHanrdous Chemicals· The New York Times 

HEALTH 

E.P .A. Delays Bans on Uses of 
Hazardous Chemicals 
lly SHEILA KAPLAN DEC. 19, 2017 

https:ftv,ww.nytimes.com/20 17/12/19/health/epa-toxic-chemicals.html?_r-"'0[ 1/! 9/20 I 8 4:28:24 PMI 

D 
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E.P.A. Delays Bans on Uses of Hazardous Chemicals- The New York Times 

The Environmental Protection Agency will indefinitely postpone bans on 

certain uses of three toxic chemicals found in consumer products, according 

to an update of the Trump administration's regulatory plans. 

Critics said the reversal demonstrated the agency's increasing reluctance to 

use enforcement powers granted to it last year by Congress under the Toxic 
Substances Control Act. 

E.P.A. Administrator Scott Pruitt is "blatantly ignoring Congress's clear 
directive to the agency to better protect the health and safety of millions of 

Americans by more effectively regulating some of the most dangerous 

chemicals known to man," said Senator Tom Carper, Democrat of Delaware 

and the ranking minority member on the Senate Environment and Public 

Works committee. 

The E.P.A. declined to comment. In a news release earlier this month, the 

agency wrote that its "commonsense, balanced approach carefully protects 

both public health and the environment while curbing unnecessary 

regulatory burdens that stifle economic growth for communities across the 

country." 

Agency officials dropped prohibitions against certain uses of two chemicals 

from the administration's Unified Agenda of Regulat01y and Deregulatory 
Actions, which details short- and long-term plans of the federal agencies. 
The third ban was dropped in the spring edition of that reptnt. 
The proposed bans targeted methylene chloride and N-methylpyrrolidone 
(NMP), ingredients in paint strippers, and trichloroethylene (TCE), used as 
a spot cleaner in d1y-cleaning and as a de greasing agent. 

Under an overhaul of the Toxic Substances Control Act last year, the E.P.A. 

initially is reviewing the risks of ten chemicals, including other uses of these 

three. The updated law is known as the Frank R. Lauten berg Chemical 
Safety for tbe 21st Century Act, named after the late New ,Jersey senator who 

had long championed an overhaul of the loophole-ridden toxic substances 

law. 

The revised law had strong bipartisan support. The Senate passed the 

measure on a voice vote; the House approved it 403 to 12. The intention was 

to give the E.P.A. the authority necessary to require new testing and 

https:l/\\~vw.nytimes.com/20 17 112/19/health/epa-toxic-chemicals.html'' _PO[ 1/19/20 IS 4:28:24 PM] 
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LP.A. Delays Bans on Uses of Hazardous Chemicals" The New York Times 

regulation of thousands of chemicals used in everyday products, from 
laundry detergents to hardware supplies. 

ln a compromise that disappointed some environmental advocates, the law 
required the E.P.i\. to examine about 20 chemieals at a time, for no longer 
than seven years per chemic.al. But the law expressly allowed for faster 
action on high-risk uses of methylene chloride, NMP and TCE. 

Public health experts had been pushing t<Jr faster review of methylene 
chloride-based paint strippers after several deaths from inhalation, among 
them a 21-year-old who died recently after stripping a bathtub. 

It has been several years since the E.P.A. first declared these applications of 
the three chemicals to be dangerous. The agency itself11ilS found TCE 
"carcinogenic to humans by all routes of exposure'' and has reported that it 

https://v,;ww.nytimes.com/20 17/1 2/! 9/health/cptHo-xic"chemica!s.html'? J"""O[ 1/19/2018 4:28:24 PM] 
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E. P .A. Delays Bans on Uses of Hazardous Chemicals - The New York Times 

causes developmental and reproductive damage. 

"Potential health concerns from exposure to trichloroethylene, based on 

limited epidemiological data and evidence from animal studies, include 
decreased fetal growth and birth defects, particularly cardiac birth defects," 

agency officials noted in 2013. 

Methylene chloride is toxic to the brain and liver, and NMP can harm the 

reproductive system. 

Michael Dourson, President Trump's nominee to oversee the E.P.A.'s 

chemical safety branch, in 2010 represented the Halogenated Solvents 

Industry Alliance before the E.P.A., which was considering restrictions on 
TCE. 

Mr. Dourson, who withdrew his name from consideration last week, had 

been working as an E.P.A. adviser while awaiting confirmation. The agency 

did not respond to a query about whether Mr. Dourson had been involved in 
the evaluation ofTCE. 

The E.P .A. now describes the enforcement actions regarding TCE, 
methylene chloride and NMP as "long-term actions" without a set deadline. 

"The delays are very disturbing," said Dr. Richard Denison, lead senior 
scientist of the Environmental Defense Fund. "This latest agenda shows that 
instead of using their expanded anthorities under this new law, the E.P.A. is 

shoving health protections from highly toxic chemicals to the very back of 
the back burner." 

Representative Frank Pallone, Democrat of New Jersey and the ranking 

minority member of the House Energy and Commerce committee, agreed, 

saying, "These indefinite delays are unnecessary and dangerous." 

"The harmful impacts of these chemicals are avoidable, and E.P.A. should 

finalize the proposed rules as soon as possible," he added. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12119/health/epa-toxic-chemicals.html'' _!=0!1/19120 18 4:28:24 PM] 
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AD'Uik1~seekmg additional t1me to revrew the program, so that we can fully 
evaluate the public comments rmsed by muitrple petrtroners and consrder 

other msues that may benefit from addltrona! publrc mput' Prurtl sard rna 
statement 

Otlrcmls moved to overhaul chemrcal safety standards after a 2013 explosron ot 
a chemrcal plant in Texas lulled 15 people Therr rule would requrre compan•es 

tobetterprapareforaccidentsand expand the EPA's•nvestigatrveand auditmg 
powers 

complrance.rssuesthatwrllcauserrreparableharm'' 

before Prurrt formally moved to delay the rule 
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EPA eases path for new chemicals, raising fears of health hazards ~ NBC News 

NIGHTLY NEWS MEETTHE PRESS DATELINE 

NEWS U.S. NEWS WORLD INVESTIGATIONS CRIME & COURTS LATINO NBCBLI< 

EXCLUSIVE NEWS JAN 17 2018. 11 31 AM ET 

EPA eases path for new 
chemicals, raising fears of health 
hazards 
by SUZY KHIMM 

SHARE 

WASHINGTON- The Environmental Protection 

Agency is shifting course under the Trump 

administration on how it assesses new chemicals lor 

health and environmental hazards. streamlining a 

safety review process that industry leaders say is too 

slow and cumbersome. 

But some former EPA officials, as well as experts and 

advocates, say the agency is skipping vital steps that 

protect the public from hazardous chemicals that 

consumers have never used before, undermining new 

laws and regulations that Congress passed with 

overwhelming bipartisan support in 2016. 

According to these critics, that could mean that 

manufacturers might get approval to introduce a new 

chemical for one purpose, without getting a thorough, 

timely review of the chemical's safety if it is later used 

for a different purpose. Asbestos, lor example, was 

commonly used in building insulation before the EPA 

cracked down on its use, but the carcinogenic 

chemical is still found in brake pads lor automobiles

posing hazards lor garage mechanics- and is widely 

used to manufacture chlorine. 

https://'A'WW.nbcnews.corn!news/us-ncws/epa~eases~path-new~chemica!s-mising-fcars-heafth-hazards-n83820! [ 1124/2018 5: 18:18 PM] 
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EPA eases path for new chemicals. raising fears of health hazards- NBC News 

This Aug. 29. 2017 file photo shows the TPC petrochemical plant. 
with downtown Houston in the background. David J Phillip I AP 
f1ie 

In recent months, the EPA has quietly overhauled its 

process for determining whether new chemicals -

used in everything from household cleaners and 

industrial manufacturing to children's toys- pose a 

serious risk to human health or the environment 

Among other changes, the agency will no longer 

require that manufacturers who want to produce new, 

potentially hazardous chemicals sign legal agreements 

that restrict their use under certain conditions. 

Such agreements, known as consent orders, will still 

be required if the EPA believes that the manufacturer's 

intended use for a new chemical poses a risk to the 

public health and the environment But the agency 

won't require consent orders when it believes there are 

risks associated with "reasonably foreseen" uses of the 

new chemical - ones that go beyond what a 

manufacturer says it's intending to do, but which the 

agency believes are reasonable to anticipate in the 

future. 

Instead the EPA will rely on a broader measure, known 

as Significant new-use rules, to regulate chemicals that 

are likely to pose a risk if they're used for a different 

purpose. The agency typically has to issue these rules 

whenever they want to restrict the broad use of 

potentially hazardous chemicals, since consent orders 

https:J/www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/epa-eases-path-new-chemicals-raising-fears-hcalth-hazards-n838201 [ l/24/20 18 5: 18: 18 PM] 
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EPA eases path for new chemicals, raising fears of health hazards ~ NBC News 

apply only to a single manufacturer. 

Eliminating consent orders in these cases would be 

"more efficient," said Jeff Morris, director of the EPA's 

taxies program. He laid out the agency's shift to 

significant new use rules at a public meeting in early 

December: "It's our belief that they could be equally 

protective but eliminate this one step." 

Chemical industry lobbyists had pushed for the 

change, arguing that the EPA's rising use of consent 

orders was unwarranted. Chemical manufacturers "are 

burdened by the delay of waiting for EPA to draft the 

orders, negotiating them with EPA, and then waiting for 

EPA to issue the orders," the American Chemistry 

Council, the industry's largest trade association, told 

the agency days before President Donald Trump took 

office. 

But consumer advocates, along with some former 

agency officials and research experts, believe that 

EPA's moves are sabotaging a safety review process 

that Congress had taken great pains to bolster. 

Richard Denison of the Environmental Defense Fund, 

an advocacy group, points out that the 2016 law 

requires the EPA to assess the broad use of chemicals 

because manufacturers frequently find different uses 

for hazardous substances over time, as in the use of 

asbestos. 

"EPA is explicitly disavowing and downplaying a tool 

that's really been a cornerstone of new chemical 

regulation," said Bob Sussman, a former EPA attorney 

under Obama and counsel for the Safer Chernica!s, 

Healthy Families coailtion, which represents 

environmental and public health advocates. "We 

believe EPA is taking a big step backward in the 

protection of health and the environment without an 

offsetting benefit." 

'Playing a dangerous game' 

https://www .nbcnews.com/news/us·ncws/epa-eases-path·new-chemicals-raising-fears-health-hazards-n83&20 1 [1/24/201 & 5: 18: 18 PM] 
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EPA eases path for new chemicals, raising fears of health hazards~ NBC News 

Under EPA administrator Scott Pruitt's leadership, the 

agency has taken major industry-friendly steps to 

loosen its regulation of legacy chemicals. Last year, 

the EPA delayed bans on chemicals already in 

widespread use, including a lethal substance in paint 

strippers and a pesticide linked to developmental 

disabilities in children. 

But the agency is also overhauling its process of 

reviewing new, unproven chemicals that have yet to hit 

the marketplace. The changes come in the wake of 

intense lobbying by the chemical industry, which 

complained that the EPA was taking too long to clear 

innovative new products for commercial use that the 

industry considered safe. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator Scott Pruitt 
testifies about the fiscal year 2018 budget during a Senate 
,4.ppropr!ations Subcommittee on Interior. Environment, and Related 
Agencies hearing on Capitol Hill in Washington on June 27, 2017 
Saul loeb I AFP - Getty Images file 

"We were very concerned as an industry- that was 

one of our top priorities when I talked to the 

administration," said Robert Helminiak, a lobbyist for 

the Society of Chemical Manufacturers and Affiliates, 

who met with Pruitt last year. 

When the Trump administration took office, the EPA 

was facing a serious backlog of new chemicals 

awaiting safety reviews. About 600 cases had piled up 

https://v./\vw.nbcncws.com/news/us-news/epa-eases-path-new-chcmicals-raising-fcars-hcalth-hazards-n83 820 I [ 1/24/20 I 8 5: 18: 18 PM] 
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EPA eases path for new chemicals, raising fCars of health hazards~ NBC News 

after Congress approved the sweeping reforms to the 

1976 Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), which 

passed in June 2016 after decades of deliberation and 

was called the Frank R. Lautenberg Chemical Safety 

for the 21st Century Act, after the Democratic senator 

from New Jersey. 

For the first time, the EPA under the act was required 

to make an explicit determination that a new chemical 

was safe before it could be sold to consumers, using 

stricter criteria to evaluate their health and 

environmental risks. The new law also required the 

EPA to evaluate the risks of chemicals already in 

commercial use, by specific deadlines. 

At the urging of industry, Pruitt promised to expedite 

the post-Lautenberg review process for new chemicals 

"to make the process faster and more efficient, while 

ensuring chemical safety." With great fanfare, he 

announced the EPA had cleared its backlog in August 

and unveiled its early reforms to the safety review 

process. 

But some public-health experts and former officials say 

that the EPA's efforts to streamline the program are 

undermining its newly expanded authority to require 

testing when it believes there is insufficient data, or 

when future uses may pose a risk. 

"What I'm observing is an effort by the agency and also 

some in the industry to turn back the clock and behave 

as though the Lauten berg Act was never passed in the 

first place," said Lynn Goldman, dean of George 

Washington University's school of public health and a 

former EPA official under Clinton. "The agency has 

been granted more authority to do testing, then it put 

hands in its pockets and said it doesn't want to use this 

authority." 

Critics say there's a big difference between the 

consent orders they want the EPA to issue and the 

agency's proposed alternative. Consent orders often 

https:/ /www.nbcnews.com/ncws/us-news/epa-eases-patb-new-chemicals-raising-fears-health-hazards-n83820 I [ 1/24/2018 5: 18: 18 PM] 
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include mandatory testing of new chemicals for 

potential health and environmental hazards. By 

contrast, significant new-use rules typically don't 

require testing, though they can recommend that it 

should happen in the future if a manufacturer wants to 

use a restricted chemical. 

At that point, however, the harm may have already 

been done, says Veena Singla, an environmental 

health researcher at the University of California, San 

Francisco. "Chemicals do end up being used for many 

different applications than what the manufacturer 

originally thought or intended," she said. "After the fact, 

we've seen what the problem is: The chemical is out 

there." 

How Much Has the EPA Changed One Year Since 
the Election? 2:41 

The Trump administration says that its safety reviews 

will be just as robust under its changes to the program. 

If a manufacturer wants to use a chemical for a new 

purpose that might be risky- say, by putting the 

substance in water it's still legally required to seek 

the EPA's approval if there are significant new-use 

restrictions in place. The EPA can then mandate more 

testing at that point, said Morris: 'The end result is that 

there would be the same amount of testing." 

But public-health advocates say there's no guarantee 

that the EPA will require the same testing further down 

the line, arguing that consent orders provide far more 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/epa-eases-path-new-chemicals-raising-fears-health-hazards-n83 8201 [ 1124/20 18 5: 18: 18 PM j 
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assurance that the agency is properly scrutinizing toxic 

substances. They now fear that the EPA will go even 

further to relax the law: The agency is currently 

deciding whether it will allow manufacturers to 

commercialize new chemicals while it is still 

hammering out the rules restricting future, reasonably 

foreseen uses- something that industry groups are 

currently pushing for. 

If the EPA lets these chemicals on the marketplace 

early, then it will be "blatantly violating the Jaw" that 

Congress passed to tighten these safety reviews, said 

Sen. Tom Udall, 0-N.M., who co-authored the 

Lauten berg Act and help push it into law after 

Lautenberg's death in 2013. 

The new law requires the EPA "to review the safety of 

all uses of a new, and potentially dangerous, chemical 

before allowing it to be sold to consumers, not just 

selective uses," said Sen. Tom Carper, 0-Del., the top

ranking Democrat on the Senate Environment and 

Public Works Committee. If the agency allows a 

chemical to be sold before putting all its restrictions 

into place, that "contradicts the spirit and letter of the 

law," he added. 

"This may please Pruitt's corporate allies, but it is 

playing a dangerous game, with the safety of millions 

of Americans at stake," Udall said. 

'Regrettable substitutions' 
Consumer advocates say that it's critical for the EPA to 

be aggressive about putting the 2016 Jaw into effect, 

given the agency's past failures to protect the public 

from toxic chemicals. 

Older flame retardants linked to cancer were phased 

out in the 1970s, only to be replaced by new flame 

retardants that were also linked to cancer, hormone 

disruption and development problems, despite passing 

the EPA's safety review process. 

https:/ /ww\v. nbcnews.com/news/us-news/epa~eases-path-new-chemicals~raising-fears-health-hazards-n83820 1 [ l/24/20 18 5: 18: 18 PM} 
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Protestor Cathy McFeeters holds a sign up at the New Hanover 
County Government Complex on June 15_ 2017 during a press 

confGrence after officials from Chemours Company meet with 

Wi'rrington area officials about GenX, a chemical the company's 

plant in Fayetteville has been releasing into the Cape Fear Rrver_ 
The ·!ver water is used for drinking water in much of Southeastern 

Norih Carolina_ Ken Blevins I The Star-News via AP 

Other "regrettable substrtutions" include bisphenoi-S, 

which was intended to be a safe replacement for BPA; 

and GenX, a substitute for a carcinogenic substance 

used to make Teflon, only to be later linked to cancer 

as well. Right before Trump took office, the federal 

government agreed to pay more than $2 billion to 

veterans who developed leukemia, liver cancer and 

Parkinson's disease after exposure to water 

contaminated with trichloroethylene and other 

chemicals at a North Carolina military base. 

Such horror stories helped build broad bipartisan 

support for the 2016 overhaul, which Congress passed 

on a nearly unanimous vote. Under the old regime, the 

EPA didn't have to sign off on new chemicals if it 

concluded that they were likely to be safe. If the 

manufacturer never heard anything from the agency 

within 90 days, it could go ahead and start making its 

new product. Under the new law, the EPA has to make 

an affirmative decision that a new chemical is safe 

before it can be commercialized -the crux of its new 

safety review process_ 

https:/ /www .nbcnews.com/news/us-news/epa-eases-path-new-chemicals-raising-fears-health-hazards-n83 820 l [ 1/24/20 18 5: l 8: 18 PM] 
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Getting to market sooner 
The chemical industry, however, insists that the 2016 

overhaul was never intended to make radical reforms 

across the board. The new law "really doesn't do very 

much for new chemicals- the process was the part of 

TSCA that was really working pretty well," Helminiak 

said. 

Before the EPA had unveiled its Trump-era changes, 

industry groups argued that the agency was taking a 

needlessly draconian approach toward new chemicals 

reviews, requiring consent orders where none were 

necessary. When a manufacturer wants the EPA to 

approve a new chemical, it describes its intended use 

for the substance. So the EPA "accomplishes nothing 

useful" by subjecting them to consent orders for other 

purposes they have no intention of pursuing, the 

American Chemistry Council (ACC) said in January. 

Instead, it would simply burden manufacturers with 

onerous testing requirements and other conditions that 

make it harder for them to sell innovative new 

products, industry groups said. 

The EPA's new approach is likely to reduce the testing 

that manufacturers who first bring these new chemicals 

to market are required to do. Using significant new-use 

rules (SNURs) "reduces the testing that the EPA is 

seeking to impose, because testing is rarely required in 

a SNUR," said Richard Engler, a former EPA scientist 

who now works for Bergeson & Campbell, a law firm 

that represents chemical manufacturers. "If someone is 

of the view that every consent order should have 

testing in it, then yes, switching to SNURs is going to 

produce less data," Engler said, though he believes 

EPA's new approach will be just as protective. 

But industry groups say the agency still hasn't gone far 

enough to speed up the safety review process, 

warning that the latest reforms could bring their own 

delays. 

https://v.ww .nbcnews.com/news/us~news/cpa-cases-path-new-chemicals-raising-fears-health-hazards-n83820 l [ l/24/20 18 5: 18: 18 PM] 
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Significant new-use rules can take far longer to finalize 

than consent orders, since they are regulations subject 

to a public notice and comment period. If the EPA 

determines that a new chemical is safe for its intended 

use, a manufacturer should be able to start making 

and selling that product immediately, without waiting 

for the EPA to finalize its new rules for separate, 

reasonably foreseeable uses, said the ACC's Michael 

Walls: "There's got to be a way to get to market 

earlier." 

Denison of the Environmental Defense Fund warns the 

EPA against giving the green light too early. Even if a 

company sticks to the use of a chemical that the 

agency has deemed safe, it can't predict what other 

parties might do with it once it's on the market, said 

Denison: "Companies say they can't control how 

chemicals are being used." 

'This EPA has worked very well with 
industry' 
The EPA says that it's still deliberating how long 

manufacturers will have to wait to bring their new 

chemicals to market. "This is an area that we are 

discussing," Morris said in December. 

Consumer advocates fear the EPA will ultimately heed 

industry's call. Under the new administration, industry 

heavyweights have been able to appeal directly to their 

former colleagues: Trump appointee Nancy Beck, a 

former senior executive at the ACC, is now a top 

deputy for the EPA's chemical safety office. Trump's 

nominee to lead the office, Michael Dourson, spent 

decades conducting industry-friendly research for the 

ACC and Dow Chemical, among others. He worked as 

a senior EPA adviser for months before withdrawtng 

his nomination in December, under fire for his industry 

ties. 

https :/ /w\\W.nbcnews.com/news/uswnews/cpa-eases-path-new-chemicals-rnising-fears-hcalth-hazards-n83 8201 [ 1/24/20 J 8 5: 18: 18 PM J 
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In this video grab. Nancy Beck speaks about the use of science in 

the rule-making process on March 9. 2017 in Washington. US 

Senate Committee Channel 

In recent months, the agency has worked closely with 

the ACC to revamp the paperwork that manufacturers 

must submit to get new chemicals approved. With the 

group's help, the EPA consulted three industry giants 

-Dow Chemical, Procter & Gamble, and the BASF 

Corporation -to revise its new chemical application 

process. 

"It's always important to get feedback from companies 

using the document," David Tobias, an EPA scientist, 

said at the agency's December meeting. "We've 

already made some changes based on this 

consultation." (The EPA declined to specify the 

changes it's made and said it is working with "a variety 

of stakeholders" on the new chemicals program.) 

Industry groups say they're hardly getting a free pass: 

From their perspective, the EPA hasn't hesitated to 

tighten its scrutiny of new chemicals, placing more 

stringent restrictions on their use and expanding the 

scope of their reviews. But they acknowledge that 

Pruitt's EPA has been receptive to their concerns. 

"This EPA has worked very well with industry," 

Helminiak said. "They really have certainly listened to 

what the specialty chemical industry has to say." 

https:/ I\V\V\V.nbcnews.com/news/us-newsiepaweases~path-new-chemicals~raising-fearsRhea1th-hazards-n83820 l [ 1/24/2018 5: 18: 18 PM] 
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CORRECTION (11:30 a.m., Jan. 17, 2018): An earlier 

version of this article misstated a chemical that was 

considered a "regrettable substitution" for another 

chemical by advocates. II was bisphenoi-S that 

replaced BPA, not the other way around. The article 

also misstated the chemical that contaminated a North 

Carolina military base. It was trichloroethylene, not 

GenX. ·~j.-

SUZY KHIMM 

TOPICS ;,' S 

FIRST PUBLISHED 

https://W\'l\V.nbcne\n.com/news/us-news/epa-eases-path-m•w-chemicals-raising-fcars-hcalth-hazards-n!(l820 I fl/24/2018 5:18:18 PMJ 
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News Releases from Headquarters 

EPA Eliminates New-Chemical 
Backlog, Announces Improvements to 
New Chemical Safety Reviews 

Administrator Pruitt Strengthens TSCA New Chemical 
Review Program to Ensure Safety, Transparency and 
Continuous Improvements 
0810712017 

Contact Information: 

(E're.os@e.lla~ji) 

WASHINGTON (August 7, 2017)- Following through with Administrator Pruitt's commitment to 

eliminating the backlog of new chemical cases that were stuck in EPA's review processes upon his 

https· //v.'\vw.cpa.gov/nc\vSrcleascs/epa-eltminates-new-chemical-hacklog-announces-impnwcments-new-chcmical-safcty-revicws[ l/22120 I 8 II :58·44 AMJ 
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confirmation, Administrator Pruitt is reporting that the backlog is eliminated. 

"EPA has a tremendous responsibility to review new chemicals intended to enter the U.S. market for 

safety," said EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt "EPA can either be a roadblock to new products, or it 

can be supporter of innovation and ever-improving chemical safety. I am happy to report that the 

backlog of new chemical reviews is eliminated. With the ongoing commitment of the staff working on 

TSCA reviews, and input from stakeholders, our goal is to ensure a new chemicals program that is 

both protective of human health and the environment, while also being supportive of bringing new 

chemicals to market" 

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), amended by the 2016 Lautenberg Chemical Safety Act, 

ensures that EPA must make an affirmative safety determination before a new chemical can come to 

market EPA can request more information from chemical companies if it needs more information to 

make a safety determination. 

When Administrator Pruitt was confirmed, over 600 new chemicals were 'stuck' in the EPA review 

process. The current case load is back at the baseline and now in line with the typical active workload. 

Administrator Pruitt committed to being a partner in the regulatory process, and ensuring safety for 

health and the environment, while also seeking ways to allow new chemicals to enter the market 

quickly, once EPA is assured that the chemical is not likely to present unreasonable risk for the 

intended and reasonably foreseen uses. 

In addition to announcing the elimination of the backlog, EPA Administrator Pruitt is committing the 

Agency to a more predictable and transparent process for making safety determinations through a 

commitment to following operating principles; continuously improving; and, increasing the 

transparency in the decision-making for new chemical safety determinations. 

"Not only do I support reducing the backlogs that have built up at this Agency, I also encourage 

continuous improvement and increased transparency," said EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt 

Additional Details of New Measures to Strengthen EPA's New Chemicals Review 

EPA is committing to the following operating principles in its review of new chemicals: 

• Where the intended uses in premanufacture notices (PMNs) or other Section 5 notices (such as 

low volume exemption (LVE) requests) raise risk concerns, EPA will work with submitters, and, if 

the submitters submit timely amended PMNs addressing those concerns, EPA will generally make 

determinations based on those amended submissions . 

• Where EPA has concerns with reasonably foreseen uses, but not with the intended uses as 

described in a PMN or L VE application, as a general matter, those concerns can be addressed 

https· //ww>\ epa gov/newsreleases/epa-e!iminates-new·chemical·backlog·announces·improvcments·new·chemical·safety·reviews[ 1/22/2018 11:58:44 AM] 
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through significant new use rules. 

• As described in the risk evaluation rule EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt signed on June 22, 2017, 

identification of reasonably foreseen conditions of use will be fact-specific. It is reasonable to 

foresee a condition of use, for example, where facts suggest the activity is not only possible, but, 

over time under proper conditions, probable. 

• The purpose of testing in a Section 5 order is to reduce uncertainty in regard to risk. Specifically, it 

is to address risk concerns that gave rise to a finding of "may present unreasonable risk" or 

another Section 5 finding other than "not likely to present unreasonable risk." In addition, consistent 

with the statute, any request for testing by EPA will be structured to reduce and replace animal 

testing as appropriate. 

EPA supports continued improvement of EPA's TSCA new chemicals program, including: 

• Redeploying staff to increase the number of Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) staff working on new 

chemicals. 

• Initiating a LEAN exercise to streamline work processes around new chemicals review. 

• Institutionalizing a voluntary pre-submission consultation process so that submitters have a clear 

understanding of what infomnation will be most useful for EPA's review of their new chemical 

submission, and of what they can expect from EPA during the review process. While such 

engagement prior to submission is an additional up-front time and resource commitment by 

submitters and EPA, it should more than pay for itself with faster, better-informed EPA reviews. 

EPA needs to be more transparent in how it makes decisions on new chemicals under TSCA: 

• In Fall2017, EPA's Office of Pollution Prevention and Taxies (OPPT) intends to release, for public 

comment and stakeholder engagement, draft documents that will provide the public with more 

certainty and clarity regarding how EPA makes new chemical detemninations and what external 

information will help facilitate these determinations. 

• EPA will facilitate a public dialogue on the Agency's goal of continued improvement in the new 

chemicals review program. 

• EPA will continue posting weekly web updates of program statistics, so that manufacturers and the 

public can determine the disposition of cases as quickly as possible. 

For more information on the TSCA program, please visit: 

tlttps;/LwtNLerra.SJmLirevieYl.i.ng.·new-Qhe.mica.I!>:J.mlier::toxi.c.:sl.lb.s.t<~llC!lJ>;:l;Qn1ml::ac.t:l=LsiaJlsk~a.e.w-= 

<:llemic.als:revJew. 

https· //www.epa gov/newsreleases/epa-eliminat.::s-new-chemical-backlog-announces-improvemcnts-new-chemical-safety-reviews[l/22120 18 II :58·44 AM] 
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Conlar::LUs to ask a question, provide feedback, or report a problem. 

https· /lwww.epa gov/newsreleases/epa-clnninates-ncw-chemical-batklog-announccs-improvemcnts-new-chemical-safCty-revicws! J/?2120 J 8 11:58:44 AM] 
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• 
EPA scientists said ban the pesticide 
chlorpyrifos. Scott Pruitt said no 

DO 

http://\vww .lati mes. com/opinion/op-ed/!a-oe-cranor-ch!orpyri f os-shou ld-be-banned-20 170606-story .htm !{I /24/20 18 4:0 1 : 26 PM] 
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EPA scientists said ban the pesticide chlorpyrifos. Scott Pmitt said no 

Miners carried canaries into coal mines; if the canary died it was an early warning of the 
presence of toxic gases that could also asphyxiate humans or explode. The Trump 
administration has decided to use children and farmworkers as 21st centmy canaries, 

continuing their exposure to a pesticide named chlorpyrifos that has been linked to 

serious health concerns. 

The toxicity of this commonly used pesticide was demonstrated in early May when 
chlorpyrifos sprayed on a Bakersfield orchard drifted into a neighboring cabbage field, 

sickening a dozen farmworkers. One was hospitalized. 

http://\\ \V\V Jatimes. com/opini on/op-edila-oe~cranor -chi orpyri fos-shou !d-be-banned-20 17 0606-story. htm! f I /24/20 18 4:0 1 :26 PM} 
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This is the same chemical that Scott Pruitt, the new administrator of the Environmental 

Protection Agency, refused to ban in March, despite the advice of EPA scientists. 

In November 2016, EPA scientists reported that residues of chlorpyrifos on food crops 

exceed the federal safety standards for pesticides. Their~ also found that in areas 

of extensive but permitted chlorpyrifos use, exposure to the chemical from drinking 

water exceeds levels safe for human consumption. Workers "who mix, load and apply 

chlorpyrifos pesticide products," according to the analysis, face particular risks. 

In utero exposures and early life exposures are 
particularly worrisome because our brains have 
only one chance to get it right. 

""'"q"otc&linkDD 

Chlorpyrifos is sprayed on turf and on agricultural fields, sometimes close to schools or 

residential areas. It is used on golf courses, playgrounds, row crops and fruit trees. Those 

http:i/v,.cww.!atimes.com/opinion/op~ed/!;NH>Cranor-ch!orpyrifos-shou!d-be-banned-20170606-story.html[l/24/2018 4:01:26 PM.! 
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working or playing in these areas come into direct contact with the pesticide. 

Those of us who don't come in direct contact with sprayed locations have likely ingested 
chlorpyrifos on produce we buy at the supermarket. (Washing produce with water 
modestly reduces residues; adding vinegar to the water is more effective.) When the 
pesticide is sprayed, it typically drifts to nearby areas - as demonstrated in the 
Bakersfield incident contaminating streams, rivers, drinking water and people. 

The health problems associated with chlorpyrifos are varied. It is an endocrine disrupter, 
which means it could be implicated in breast cancer, and it may also double the risk of 
lung cancer. It is also one of 12 well-understood and carefully studied nenrotoxicants that 
can adversely affect brain development. 

That means it puts children at special risk. In utero exposures and early life exposures 
are particularly worrisome because our brains have only one chance to g<rt..it.right. If 
brain development is disrupted, the result can be greater or lesser lifelong deficits and 
dysfunctions. 

Children are generally more susceptible to adverse effects from toxic substances. An 
exposure that might not harm an adult will harm a child because of his or her smaller 
size. In utero, the fetus is vulnerable as its organ systems develop from a few cells to 
millions of cells. And children have lesser defenses because several protective 
mechanisms are not as well developed as in adults. 

A UC Davis lill!.dy, based on in-depth surveys of the parents of autistic children in 
California, found an increased risk of autism spectrum disorder among families living 
within a mile of agricultural fields during the mothers' pregnancies. A UC Berkeley ll1llil.y 
of mothers and children in Salinas identified poorer intellectual development in children 
resulting from high in utero exposures to chlorpyrifos, including a seven··point drop in 
IQ, poorer working memory, verbal comprehension and perceptual reasoning by age 7· 
Even the very architecture of exposed children's brains changes, according to Columbia 
University researchers. 

http://wmv .I atimes .cmn/opinion/op-ed!l ~-oe-cranor-chlorpyri fos-shou !d -be-banned-20 J 70606-story .h!tn 1[ 1 /24/2 0 18 4: 0 1 : 26 PM J 
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When Pruitt overturned the recommendation of the EPA's scientists regarding the 
banning of chlorpyrifos he expressed concern that there must be "sound science" about 
the pesticide's adverse health effects. Did he not respect the process, the data? He didn't 
make it clear. 

And hidden in Pruitt's statement is a worrisome implication: Before banning toxicants
and even perhaps reducing risks associated with them -there must be highly certain, 
doubt free, ideal evidence about their effects. Anything less and the products can remain 
on the market. 

But that is a choice, one that does not serve the public. Good, highly certain evidence 
from independent scientists and EPA scientists shows that chlorpyrifos is toxic to people 
and puts them at risk for serious health effects. Pruitt's decision favors farmers who want 
to use the pesticide and companies who want to sell it. It makes those who work in 
California's fields or grow up next to them expendable, coal-mine canaries for toxicants 
that can affect us all. 

Carl F. Cranor is a philosophy professor at UC Riverside, specializing in moral choices 
at the intersection of law and environmental dangers. His books include "Legally 
Poisoned: How the Law Puts Us at Risk from Toxicants" and "Tragic Failures: How 
and Why We are Harmed by Toxic Chemicals. 

Follow the Opinion section on Twitter @latimesopinion and Facebook 

http:l/www.!atimes.com/opinion/op·ed/la·oe·cranor-chlorpyrifos-shou!d-be-banned·20 170606-story .html{ 1/24/20 I 8 4:01 :26 PM] 
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A mao talks With o111cers at a roadblock less than three m1les from the Arkema Inc chem1cal plant Thursday, Aug 31 m Crosby, Texas.! Gregory Bull/ AI' 

Houston left with a toxic mess as Trump relaxes rules 

By RFN! FFI•HVIH· and AI FX C!'l! UN 
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EPA dispatched a sniffer plane equipped wnh sensors to detect chemical and mdiologJca! matena!s ltlbund "no concentrations of concern for to:.:tc matenaK· as ofThur;day mommg, 
Admnustrator Scott Pnutf smd m a statement 

!'rump's proposed budget for next year >\ou!d...ci.J.nuruili.:.jl.[lJJ.I.lldJli~Jbr the board. whu;h 1ssues safety tccommendahons but cannot directly enforce regulatiOns 

Mean,..hlle, county emergency workers acknowledged they have no idea v.hat other chenucal plants m the area might pose an munediate nsk 

Nelson's group has led a !awsmt ll}'H1gto overturn PrUitt's delay of the safety nile, wtnch was finahzed 111 the last days of the Obama admtmstratlon b<.l! never wok effect 
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lhrvc~' h What Climate Change Look~ Like 

By ERIC HOLTHAUS 
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rhe Toxic Chemical Industry Is Having a Really Great Year i New Republic 

The Toxic Chemical Industry Is 

Having a Really Great Year 

The Senate's EPA spending bill would kill a program that 

assesses health risks posed by chemicals, the latest in a 

long line of recent gifts to the industry. 

BY EMILY ATKIN November21, 2011 

The scariest part about the 2014 chemical spill in West Virginia 

was that, in the beginning, no one really knew anything about the 

chemical that poisoned their drinking water. Ten thousand gallons 

of a licorice-scented chemical called MCHM had leaked from a 

https://ncwrepubtic.com/articlc/J45952/toxic-chcmical-industl')'-rea!ly-great-year[l/24/2018 3:45:21 PM} 
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The Toxic Chemical Industry Is !laving a Really Great Year I New Republic 

storage container into the Elk River, a tap water source for 

30o,ooo people in Charleston. Schools closed, hospitals evacuated 

patients, and the local economy of the state's most populated city 

came grinding to a halt. For weeks, citizens were unsure whether 

they had been exposed to unsafe levels of the chemical, and what 

exactly MCHM would do to their bodies if they consumed it. 

West Virginians did eventually get a clearer picture ofMCHM. 

Tom Burke, who served as the Environmental Protection Agency's 

chief science adviser under President Obama, thinks that's 

partially because of an EPA program called the Integrated Risk 

Information System (IRIS), which assesses the health risks of 

thousands of chemicals across the country. "When there is a 

mystery like West Virginia, it's those world-class scientists in the 

IRIS program that do the exposure assessment and risk analysis 

that lead to future decision-making about the chemical," he told 

me. Congress is well aware of its value. "From the dusts of the 

World Trade Center and the faucets of Flint; to the toxic waters of 

Katrina and Harvey; [IRIS scientists] are there, working selflessly 

to protect our nation's environment and public health," Burke said 

in September before a House Science Committee hearing on the 

program. "Our health depends on them." 

We may not be able to depend on them for much longer. On 

Monday, the Republican-controlled Senate released a spending 

bill that eliminates IRIS. The bill asserts that IRIS's functions 

would be maintained, just transferred to the agency's Toxic 

Substances Control Act (TSCA) program. But Burke and others say 

the TSCA program is not large or well-funded enough to handle all 

the different types of chemical risk assessments IRIS does. "EPA's 

ability to conduct risk evaluations under the new TSCA would be 

severely curtailed by the loss of both expertise and capacity that 

reside in the IRIS program," wrote Richard Denison, a senior 

https://nev,rrepublic.com/articlc/ 145952/toxk~chemical-industry-really-grcat-ycar{ l 12412018 3:45:21 PM] 
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scientist at the Environmental Defense Fund. 

But this is good news for companies that produce and disseminate 

chemicals. IRIS scientists' findings have huge financial 

implications for polluters. When chemicals get into the air, soil, or 

water, regulators often base their cleanup requirements on what 

IRIS scientists say is safe. And chemical industry-funded 

scientists have been recently accusing the program of misconduct, 

claiming IRIS scientists exaggerate the health risks of certain 

chemicals. (One asserted that formaldehyde is not carcinogenic 

when inhaled.) A recent report also found that the IRIS program 

was operating more efficiently and more transparently than ever. 

That will surely cease being the case if the program is transferred 

to TSCA. 

The Senate's spending bill is just the latest victory for the chemical 

industry, which since Donald Trump's inauguration has had a lot 

to celebrate. Freed from the Obama administration's clampdown 

on safety, companies that produce essential but oftentimes toxic 

substances are seeing their stocks rally. Pesticides and chemicals 

banned for their poisonous nature are being newly reviewed; 

safety regulations are being relaxed; and industry representatives 

are being chosen for top government positions. 

Indeed, the industry is getting exactly what it paid for-but at what 

cost to public health? 

The most telling two paragraphs about the 
Trump administration's approach to chemical safety are contained 

within New York Times reporter Eric Lipton's damning 

investigation into the topic. Given several examples of how recent 

EPA decisions on chemicals could pose risks to human health and 

https:/ /newrepublic.com/article/l45952/toxic~chemical~industry-really-great-yearl1 /24/2018 3:45:21 PM] 
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the environment, a spokesperson lashed back: 

"No matter how much information we give you, you would 

never write a fair piece," Liz Bowman, a spokeswoman for the 

EPA, said in an email. "The only thing inappropriate and 

biased is your continued fixation on writing elitist clickbait 

trying to attack qualified professionals committed to serving 

their country." 

Before joining the EPA, Ms. Bowman was a spokeswoman for 

the American Chemistry Council. 

In Trump's federal government, industry players decide what's 

best for protecting human health and the environment. The Times 

piece points to the example of former American Chemistry Council 

executive Nancy Beck, now a top deputy at EPA's toxic chemical 

office. In her brief tenure, she has ordered risk re-evaluations of 

numerous chemicals previously found to be linked to health 

problems like cancer and birth defects. In addition, the person 

who oversees chemical safety at the EPA is Michael Dourson, the 

"voice ofthe chemical industry" who spent his career questioning 

the harmfulness of industry products. Trump also personally 

selected Dow Chemical CEO Andrew Liveris to head his now

defunct American Manufacturing Council, which Trump was 

forced to disband after mass resignations. 

These players' presence "is 

already visible in virtually 

every decision being made" at 

EPA, Denison told 

ThinkProgress earlier this 

month. One of EPA 

Administrator Scott Pruitt's 

https:/fnewrcpublic.com/articlef 1459 5 2/toxic-chemical-industry~really-great-year[ I /24/20 18 3:45:21 PM 1 
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first actions was to cancel an 

expected ban on chlorpyrifos, 

a pesticide that EPA's own 

scientists warned could cause 

brain damage in children. 

After Beck took charge of the 

EPA's toxics office, her first 

major action was to weaken a 

key chemical safety law. A 

congressionally mandated 

Campaign contributions from the chemical 

induSlry for 2017-2018 have heavily favored 

Republicans so far. 

chemical review, which was supposed to reevaluate risks of 

asbestos and several other highly toxic substances, has been 

limited by the Trump administration. And Pruitt also halted an 

Obama-era rule intended to prevent chemical manufacturers from 

emitting excess pollution. 

The $8oo billion chemical industry is finally getting what its been 

attempting to buy from Republicans for decades. "Since 1990, 

Republicans have received nearly three-quarters of the $141 

million contributed by the industry," according to OpenSecrets, 

which also notes that chemical industry was one of the only 

sectors to give more to John McCain than Barack Obama during 

the 2008 presidential election. "Since then, it has shown an even 

stronger preference for Republicans, who received 77 percent of its 

political donations during the 2012 cycle." 

It's true that Hillary Clinton got a bit more money from chemical 

https://ne\vrepublic.com/article/145952/toxic~chemical~industryMrcally-great-year[l/24/20 18 3:45:21 PM I 
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Facebook 

industry players during the 2016 election than Trump. But Trump 

received more money after the election from one chemical 

company than both candidates received from the entire industJy 

during the election. Dow Chemical, which sells approximately 5 

million pounds of chlorpyrifos per year, donated $1 million to 

Trump's inauguration. 

Emily Atkin is a staff writer at the New Republic. 

000 
Read More Climate Change, Politics, Environment. Donald Trump, Environmental Protection Agency, Scan 

Pruitt, Senate, Budget 

Twitter lnstagram Linked In 

Copyright 2018 © New Republic. All rigt1ts reserved. 

https:/ /ne,Hepubl ic.com/article/1459 52/toxic~chemical~industry~rcally~great~year{ 1/24/2018 3:4 5:21 PM l 
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Trump's EPA chief met with chemical 
CEO before dropping pesticide ban: 
report 

25,946 

Environmental Pro1ecnon Agency AdtnllliStr<ltor Scott Pru1tl met pnvately wtth 
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Pru1tt. Prestdent Trump's top enwonmental offtctal. reportedly met wtth the CEO 

of Dow Chemtca!, Andrew Ltvens, for 30 mmutes at a Houston hotel on March 9, 

accordmgtorecordsobtamed bytheAP 

mlnusculeamountsofthepesttctdecouldtmpactfetusandt!l!antbtam 

development 

Arlillollrf.J!.IM;pokeswoman told the AP that PrUitt and Ltvem were "bnefly 

mtroduced''atthe conference where both werespeaktng 

·They dtd notdtscuss chlorpynfos,·· the spokeswoman satd ··ounng the same 

tnp he also met Wtlh the Canadmn mtntster of nalllrai resources, and CEOs and 

executtves from other compantes attendmg the trade show 

Prllltt also reportedly attended a larger group meeting wtth two other Dow 

executives, but the spokeswoman satdtheydtdn'ld:scussthe pe~ttctdeth8re 

!he Pestlctde Act1on Network and the Natuwl Resource Defense Counc1l both 

farmworkers, the1r lom11ies and many others at PSk,' Patt1 Goldman the 

EarthjltS!Ice managmg attorney handling the case. sa1dm a ~tatementatthe 

\!Me 

The Amencan Acaderny of Ped1atncs a!so called for the pest1c1de to bo taken off 
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Trump's EPA moves to de fund programs that protect children from lcad~based paint~ Portland Press Herald 

INCREASE FONT SIZE Pi 
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Trump's EPA moves to defund 
programs that protect children from 
lead-based paint 
The administration wants states to deal with the problem while cutting 
money to be given to them for lead eradication. 

BY CH~IS MOONEY, JUUETEILPERIN THE WASHINGTON POST 

Stwre 

Environmental Protection Agency officials are proposing to eliminate two programs focused on 

limiting children's exposure to lead-based paint- which is known to cause damage to developing 

brains and nervous systems. 

The proposed cuts, outlined in a 64 page budget memo revealed by The Washington Post on 

Friday, would roll back programs aimed at reducing lead risks by $16.61 million and more than 

70 employees, in line with a broader project by the Trump administration to devolve 

responsibility for environmental and health protection to state and local governments. 

Old housing stock is the biggest risk for lead exposure and the EPA estimates that 38 million 

U.S. homes contain lead-based paint. 

Environmental groups said the elimination of the two programs, which are focused on training 

workers in the safe removal of lead-based paint and public education about its risks, would make 

https://www.pressherald.com/2017/04/07/trumps-epa-moves-to-defund-programs-that-protcct-children-from-lead-based-paintl[l/22/2.018 12:26:03 PMJ 
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Trump's EPA mov~s to defund programs that protccl children from lcad~bflsed paint- Portland Press I !crald 

it harder for the EPA to address the environmental hazard. 

One of the programs falling under the ax requires professional remodelers to undergo training in 

safe practices for stripping away old, lead-based paints from homes and other facilities. 

The training program for remodelers was set up under a 2010 EPA regulation that aims to reduce 

exposure to toxic lead-paint chips and dust by requiring renovators to be cetti fied in federally 

approved methods of containing and cleaning up work areas in homes constructed before 1978. 

The rule applies to a broad range of renovations, including carpet removal and window 

replacement, in homes inhabited by pregnant women and young children. 

Some operators in the home renovation industry have criticized the rule as too costly, noting that 

some customers simply opt to hire contractors who deliberately skirt the federal standards. 

Lead is a potent neurotoxin, and particularly harmful to children and the elderly. Its many 

dangers in gasoline, paint, and drinking water have been scientifically documented over many 

decades, which has Jed to stronger regulatory protections. 

In a 2014 report, the Centers for Disease Control found that 243,000 children had blood lead 

levels above the danger threshold and that permanent neurological damage and behavior 

disorders had been associated at even lower levels of lead exposure. 

'The most common risk factor is living in a housing unit built before 1978, the year when 

residential use of lead paint was banned in the United States," the CDC found. 

EPA spokeswoman Julia Valentine said in an email that the two programs facing cuts are 

''mature," and that the goal of their elimination is to return "the responsibility for funding to state 

and local entities." 

The Lead Risk Reduction Program, which would be cut by $2.56 million and 72.8 full-time 

equivalent employees, is charged with certifying renovators who work in buildings that may 

contain lead-based paint and upholding federal safety standards for such projects. Located in the 

agency's Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, the lead risk reduction program 

also helps educate Americans about how to minimize their exposure to lead in their homes. 

The second cut. a much deeper$ 14.05 million. would zero out grants to state and tribal 

programs that also address lead-based paint risks. 

https://wv,w.prcssherakl.com/2017/04!07/trumps·epa~moves~to-defund-programs-that-protcct-children-from-!ead-based-paintl[lf22/2018 12:26:03 PM] 
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Trump's EPA moves to de fund programs that protect children from lead-based paint~ Portland Press Herald 

"The basis for the EPA reduction is that states can do this work, but then we're going to take 

away the money we're going to give to states," said Jim Jones, who headed the EPA Office of 

Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention, which administers the lead-based paint program, in 

the Obama years. "I think it's just one of many examples in that budget of the circular thinking 

there that just doesn't hold together." 

But the National Association of the Remodeling Industry, which represents some of the 

industry's biggest players, welcomed the plan to abolish the two programs. The association's 

chief executive, Fred Ulreich said in a statement that the group "has long supported moving,, the 

Lead Renovation, Repair and Painting Program "from EPA down to the individual states." 

Fourteen states~ Alabama, Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Mississippi, North 

Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington and Wisconsin~ currently run 

programs to train contractors how to properly handle renovations involving lead paint, according 

to the EPA's website. The rest rely on the federal government to provide training. 

Ulreich said in his statement that his group "believes that the program can be better run and 

enforcement can be more vigorous the closer it is to the local contractors." 

But Ulrcich added that the group would object to states who seek to run a lead "abatement 

program." The group has successfully delayed a program in Maryland that goes further than the 

current federal requirements when it comes to lead paint removal. 

Erik Olson, who directs the Natural Resources Defense Council's health program, said in an 

interview that the move leaves children in dozens of states unprotected. 

"If the state doesn't have a program, which is true in most states, and if the EPA doesn't have a 

program, how are you going to have compliance with the lead rules?" Olson asked. "Basically, 

this is the guts of the program that protects kids from lead poisoning from paint." 

State effmts to reduce lead risks have had mixed results. In 2004, New Jersey created the Lead 

Hazard Control Assistance Fund, which was supposed to provide loans and grants to 

homeowners and landlords to help them remove lead-based paint from aging housing stock. The 

program was supposed to be funded by sales tax revenue from cans of paint, which was expected 

to be $7 million to $14 million every year. 

https :1/v·f\VW. presshera!d.com/20 17/04/07 /tnun ps-epa-moves-to-defund·prograrns-that -protect-children-fi·om-lcad·based-paintl[ l /22120 l 8 12:26:03 PM] 
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Instead, over the next dozen years the legislature and Democratic and Republican governors 

diverted more than $50 million fi·om the fund toward payment of routine bills and salaries. 

The EPA's Valentine said in an email that the agency is "working towards implementing the 

president's budget based on the framework provided by his bh1eprint" and "while many in 

Washington insist on greater spending, EPA is focused on greater value and real results.'' 

''Administrator EPA in a more effective, more focused, less costly way as we partner with states 

to fulfill the agency's core mission," she added. 

The cuts to the lead-paint programs would not directly affect EPA programs related to lead in 

drinking water, as in the case of Flint, Michigan. Those programs fall under the agency's Office 

of Water. But the EPA memo does propose reducing funding and staff for the agency's drinking 

water programs as well. 

Changes to how the federal government addresses lead paint could affect hundreds of thousands 

of renovators, noted Remodeling magazine editor in chief Craig Webb. 

The latest U.S. Census classified 78,000 firms as being in residential remodeling, with 278,921 

employees. But since the 2010 rule also affects many siding, painting and wall covering 

contractors, as well as individual proprietors, the total number could be much higher. 

The EPA announced in November 2016 that they had pursued more than 100 enforcement 

actions for lead-based paint hazards- much of those focused on the nation's largest companies. 

In 2014, Lowe's home improvement chain agreed to pay $500,000 and create a compliance 

program across its 1.700 stores as part of a settlement agreement with the EPA. 

Lowe's had "failed to provide documentation showing that the contractors it hires to perform 

renovation projects for Lowe's customers had been certified by EPA, had been properly trained, 

had used lead-safe work practices, or had correctly used EPA-approved lead test kits at 

renovation sites," the agency charged. (The company did not respond to a request for comment 

Tuesday.) 

Later, Sears reached a similar settlement with the agency. Sears also declined to comment for 

this story. 

The National Association of Home Builders has objected to EPA's regulation. charging that it is 

https:i/\\ ww.pressherald.com/20 17/04/07 /trumps·epa·movcs.to·clcfund~programs·that·protect·children·from·lcmJ·b<Jsed-paint/ll/22/20 18 12:26:03 PM} 
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Trump's EPA moves to de fund programs that protect children from lead-based paint~ Portland Press Herald 

"an inefficient tool for achieving the environmental and health goals of the underlying statute and 

rule." 

On Tuesday, association spokeswoman Elizabeth Thompson said in an email, "At this point, it is 

premature to comment until something official has been announced." 

Share 
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Why did Scott Pruitt refuse to ban a chemica! that the EPA itself said is dangerous?- The Washington Post 
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Why did Scott Pruitt 
refuse to ban a chemical 
that the EPA itself said is 
dangerous? 
By Aseem Prakash and Nives Dolsak ',~ 

https:i/www.washingtonpost.CDml ... did-scott-pruitt-refuse-to-ban-a-chcmical-that-the-epa-itsclf-said-is-dangerous!?utm_tcrm=.b30eb9!a2154[1/24/2018 4:02:46 PMl 
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Why d1d Scott Pruitt refuse to ban a chemical that the EPA itself said is dangerous?· The Washington Post 

On March 29, Scott Pruitt, the new head ofthe Environmental 

Protection Agency, denied a petition asking for a ban on the use of an 

insecticide called Chlorpyrifos. The petitioners, Pesticide Action 

Network and the Natural Resources Defense Council, cited studies show 

that Chlorpyrifos can have serious health consequences, such as 

damaging the nervous system of infants and children. 

Understanding why the EPA denied this petition means focusing on two 

related factors: the relative powerlessness of the communities affected 

by Chlorpyrifos and the relative invisibility ofthe health problems 

associated with it. 

What is Chlorpyrifos? 

https:l/ww-..v.washingtonpost.com/ ... did-scott-pruitt-refuse-to-ban-a-chemical-that-thc-epa-itself-said-is-dangerous/?utm _tentl"".b: Oeb91 a2154[ 1/24/20! 8 4:02:46 PM J 
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Why did Scott Pruitt refuse to ban a chemical that the EPA itself said is dangerous?· The Washington Post 

Chlorpyrifos is an insecticide used on corn, soybeans, broccoli, apples, 

and other row crops as well as on turf, in greenhouses, and other places. 

It has been in use since 1965, and by some estimates there are about 

44,000 farms that use about 6-10 million pounds of Chlorpyrifos each 

year. 

Chlorpyrifos belongs to the same chemical family as sarin nerve gas and 

works by attacking the nervous system. Under the Federal Food, Drug, 

and Cosmetic Act, the EPA is charged with establishing maximum limits 

for insecticide residues in food substances. Given Chlorpyrifos' toxicity, 

the EPA requires "workers handling and applying Chlorpyrifos to wear 

additional personal protective equipment (chemical resistant gloves, 

coveralls, respirators), and restricting entry into treated fields for 24 

hours up to five days." 

Why were these groups calling for a ban? 

Epidemiological evidence suggests that Chlorpyrifos can cause brain 

damage to children and eYen to the unborn. A California study found 

that pregnant women who lived near fields where Chlorpyrifos was 

sprayed ··were t hrec times more likely to giYe birth to a child who would 

develop a11tisn1." 

In 2000, Dow Agro Sciences and six other manufacturers of 

Chlorpyrifos reached an agreement with the EPA to voluntarily 

discontinue its use for most residential purposes. Carol Browner, then 

EPA Director, noted that "poison control centers received about Soo 

calls a year, many involving children, for exposure to products 

containing Chlorpyrifos." 

Nevertheless, these companies have lobbied the EPA to continue to use 

Chlorpyrifos in agricultural operations. This is why in 2007, 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/ ... did-scott-pruitt·refuse·to-ban·a-chemica!-that-the-epa-itself-said-is-dangerous/?utm_tenn=.b30eb91a2l54[1/24/2018 4:02:46 PMJ 
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environmental groups petitioned the EPA to ban its use in agricultural 

use as well. When the EPA dragged its feet, these groups approached the 

courts, which ordered the EPA to rule on the petition by March 2017. 

What did the EPA do? 

The EPA denied the petition to ban Chlorpyrifos. This is arguably pa1t of 

the Trump Administration's efforts to reduce the regulatory burden on 

companies. As Prui!l no hod: "we need to provide regulatory certainty to 

the thousands of American farms that rely on Chlorpyrifos, while still 

protecting human health and the environment ... By reversing the 

previous Administration's steps to ban one of the most widely used 

pesticides in the world, we are returning to using sound science in 

decision-making -rather than predetermined results." 

While Pruitt emphasized "sound science," the EPA's mm internal 

rc,;carcll notes the harmful effect of this pesticide. Of course, there is a 

debate about how to balance protecting public health and putting 

additional regulations on industry. Pruitt's decision suggests that a ban 

on Chlorpyrifos does not pass his cost-benefit test. 

Why did the EPA do this? 

But this begs the question of how costs and benefits are calculated, and 

who bears these costs. As much scholarship llas fonnd, poor and 

marginalized communities tend to be disproportionately exposed to 

pollution. In part this is because areas with more pollution tend to han' 

cheaper land and housing, which makes them more attractive to poor 

people. The poor and marginalized also haw little political power and 

thus offer less resistance. 

The same logic holds in this case. When the EPA banned the use of 

Chlorpyrifos for residential purposes, this benefited a v.ide cross-section 

haps:/h.\>V\V.'.VllShingtonpost.com/ ... did-scott-pruitt-refuse•to·ban-a·chcmical-that·thc-cpa-itself-said-is-dang:erous/?utm_teml=.b30cb91a2154[1/24/2018 4:02:46 PM] 
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of people whose health might suffer if this chemical were sprayed on 

their lawns. 

By contrast, the use of Chlorpyrifos in agriculture primarily affects the 

people who live near farmland. These families are disproportionatdy 

Latino and some studies report that Latino children are 

disproportionately affected by pesticide exposure. Many ofthe people 

affected cannot vote because they are guest workers or undocumented. 

Consequently, they have less political power and this means that firms 

and the EPA may be less attentive to the harmful consequences of 

pesticide use on their health. 

A second issue is that some of the health effects of Chlorpyrifos are not 

immediately visible. Less visible environmental problems tend to receive 

less attention from companies and regulators. This is one reason why 

water pollution gets ncglcctccl in relation to air pollution. The slow effort 

to remove lead from drinking water is a case in point. Without dramatic 

events like river catching fire or smog enveloping cities, it is easier for 

Americans to take a clean environment for granted and consider the 

environment a lmr-priorily issue. 

Of course, the politics surrounding Chlorpyrifos could change. The issue 

was discussed on a recent episode of Bill Maher's television show, 

lending it greater visibility. But overall the Chlorpyrifos episode shows 

how mostly invisible problems affecting marginalized communities 

often get less attention absent external publicity or political 

mobilization. 

Niues Do/.'iak is professor in the School of Marine and Environmental 

Affairs at the University q{Washington. 

/\.seem Pro kush is professor of political science, the Walker Family 

https:/ /W\w.c:washingtonpost.com/ ... did~scott ·pru itt ·refuse·to·ban·a·chemica!-that ·the-epa·itsel t~said·is-dangerous!?utm .. term=. b30eb91 a2 ! 54 ll /2 4/20 I 8 4:02:4 6 PM j 
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Professor and the founding director of the Center for Environmental 

Politics at the University of Washington. 

Most Read Politics 

https:i/wv.w.washingtonpost.com/ . ._did-scott-pmitt-refuse-to-ban-a-chemical-that-the-cpa-itsclJ:said-is-dangerous1?utm_ tenn=.b30cb91 a2154[ l/24/20 18 4:02:46 PMj 
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TRUMP RULES 

Why Has the E.P .A. Shifted on Toxic 
Chemicals? An Industry Insider Helps 

Call the Shots 

By ERIC LIPTON ocr. 21, 2017 

WASHINGTON For years, the Environmental Protection Agency has 
struggled to prevent an ingredient once used in stain-resistant carpets and 

nonstick pans from cottL\lJiilllilli.n~_driukin.~_llitt.u:. 

The ehemical, l1t:r.O._l1.D!:.\JJJ.ct;,uwk...adtL or PFOA, has 1LCJ:_uliJlk~d...lQ kidney 

cancer, birth defects, immune .system disorders and other serious health 
problems. 

So scientists and administrators in the E.P.A.'s Office of Water were alarmed 

in late May when a top Trump administration appointee insisted upon the 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 17/1 0/21/us/trump-ep:Hhemicats~regu!ations.html[ 1/22/2018 12: 13:49 PM] 

D 
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rewriting of a rule to make it harder to track the health consequences of the 
chemical, and therefore regulate it. 

The revision was among more than a dozen demanded by the appointee, 

Nancy B. Beck, after she joined the E.P.A.'s toxic chemical unit in May as a 

top deputy. For the previous five years, she had been an ex_e_\:lJ.liYe.il.Lt!Le 
'-'-'L'-'-'-"'"""'~"'""'"·''-""'-'+-'Y--'~lll.l-'•""'• the chemical industry's main trade 
association. 

The changes directed by Dr. Beck may result in an "underestimation of the 

potential risks to human health and the environment" caused by PFOA and 

other so-called legacy chemicals no longer sold on the market, the Office of 

Water's top official.twm_ed UUl..C.oJ:ilid!illli.aLilJJer!laLmUJJl.U obtained by The 
New York Times. 

https:ii'W-ww.nytimes.com/201 7/10/21/us/trump-epa-chemicals-regulations.html[1/22/2018 12: 13:49 PM] 
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The E.P.A.'s abrupt new direction on legacy chemicals is part of a broad 
initiative by the Trump administration to change the way the federal 

government evaluates health and environmental risks associated with 

hazardous chemicals, making it more aligned with the industry's wishes. 

It is a cause with far-reaching consequences for consumers and chemical 

companies, as the E.P.A. regulates some So,ooo different chemicals, many 

of them highly toxic and used in workplaces, homes and everyday products. 

If chemicals are deemed less risky, they are less likely to be subjected to 

heavy oversight and restrictions. 

The effort is not new, nor is the d~£..ade2::Jon~ dPhat~ over how best to 

identify and assess risks, but the industry has not benefited from such highly 

placed champions in government since the Reagan administration. The 

https:!fw,.vw.nytirnes.com/20 J 7/10/21/us/trump·epa-chcmicals·regulations.htm!fl/22/20 I 8 12:13:49 PMJ 
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cause was taken up by Dr. Beck and others in the administration of 
President George W. Bnsh, with some success, and 1net \vi.th resistance 
during the Obama administration. Now it has been aggressively revived 
under President Trump by an array of industJy-hacked political appointees 
and others. 

Dr. Beck, who has a dru:tnraleiD_Q!lDIJlnmeJllallllilllth, comes from a camp 
-firmly backed by the chemical industry- that says the government too 

often directs burdensome mles at what she has called "phlllllJ.lllLdsbs." 

Other scientists and administrators at the E.P.A., including Wendy Cleland

Hamnett, LlllliLli!sLmmilh the agency's LQJLilllid.aLm:GJ:o~ii!~icides and 
toxic chemicals, say the dangers are real and the pushback is often a tactic 
for deflecting accountability- and shoring up industry pro!lts at the 
expense of public safety. 

E.P.A.'s Decision 
Notto Ban 
Chlorpyrifos 

"\('W York Tinws 
n'que~tf'<i copies of t>rnail 
cOtT~':~ponciL·nce rdatt,d to 

old {1\'tition to 
<l \Y]d(•]y USL'd 

H~5earch 

dcvdopmcutul delays in 
chilc:ren cxpo~ed to it in 
drin \ing wntcr or in 
c<ml,Jl\ll1l1ics. I lt·n~ arc tho:-;e 

Since Mr. Trump's election, Dr. Beck's approach bas been unabashedly 
asct~ndant, according to interviews with more than two dozen current and 
former E.P.A. and White House officials, confidential E.P.A. documents, and 
materials obtained tbrough open-record requests. 

In "Th1arch, Scott Pruitt, the E.P.A. chief, overrn.deJ1Jg_J:t:rwrlOJ.eJ15latli.u.utf 
:\.L,lLilll.l.ll!!lLUlJ:La;:\'.lli.:.)~t&knli!il.o to ban the commercial use of the 
pesticide cll!l.u:m:rifuH, blamed for !.li'.Y_e.lo.jll1lG.U1illdioiHlilli.J.ies..in.d.U1dn:n. 

https://ww .. v.nytimes.com/20 17/l 012 t!us/trump~epa-t~hemicals-r~gu!utions.htm!l !/22120! 8 12: I 3:49 PM] 
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The E.P.A.'s new leadership also pressed agency scientists to re-evaluate a 
plan to ban certain uses of two dangerous chemicals that have caused 
dozens of deaths or severe health problems: metbvlenc chlil~, which is 

found in paint strippers, and triclJJ.DTDJ::J:.bvlene, which removes grease from 
metals and is used in dry cleaning. 

"It was extremely disturbing to me," Ms. Ham nett said of the or\k!:_2lle 
!:!;.c_<:_c;jvedJQ_[ever!LE; the proposed pesticide ban. "The industry met with 
E.P.A. political appointees. And then I was asked to change the agency's 
stand.'' 

The E.P.A. and Dr. Beck declined repeated requests to comment that 
included detailed lists of questions. 

"No matter how much information we give you, you would never write a fair 

piece," Liz Bowman, a spokeswoman for the E.P .A., S<!.id. in JliLCmill.l. "The 
only thing inappropriate and biased is your continued fixation on writing 

elitist clickbait trying to attack qualified professionals committed to serving 
their country." 

Before joining the E.P.A., Ms. Bowman was a spokeswoman for the 
American Chemistry Council. 

The conflict over how to define risk in federal regulations comes just as the 
E.P .A. was supposed to be fixing its backlogged and beleaguered chemical 
regulation program. Last year, after a decade of delays, Congress passed 
bipartisan legislation that would push the E.P.A. to determine whether 
dozens of chemicals were so dangerous that they should be banned or 
restricted. 

The E.P.A.'s Top 10 Toxic 
Threats, and Industry's 
Push back 

The chemical safety law lYllS passed after Congress and the chemical 
industry reached a consensus that toxic chemical threats - or at least the 

fear of them - were so severe that they undermined consumer confidence in 
products on the market. 

But now the chemical industry and many of the companies that use their 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 17/l 0/21/us/trump-epa-chemica1s-regulations.htm1[1/22/20 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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compounds are praising the Trump administration's changed direction, 
saying new chemicals are getting faster regulatmy reviews and existing 

chemicals will benefit from a less dogmatic approach to determining risk. 

'·u.s. businesses, jobs and competitiveness depend on a functioning new 
chemicals program," Calvin M. Dooley, a former congressman who is 

president of the American Chemistry Council, SJ:.d.d.iJUtb.L!Jl~UJilll- It was 

issued in June after Dr. Beck, his recent employee, pushed through many 

industry-friendly changes in her new role at the E.PA, including the change 

in tracking legacy chemicals such as PFOA. 

Anne Womack Kolton, a vice president at the council, said on \Vednesday 

thal Dr. Beck's appointment was a positive development. 

"\,Ve, along with many others, are glad that individuals vdw support credible 

science and thorough analysis as the basis for policymaking have agreed to 

serve," she said in an emaiL "Consistency, transparency and high quality 
science in the regulatory process are in everyone's interests .. , 

The Trump administration's shift, the industry has acknowledged, could 

have financial beneflts. Otherwise, the industry may lose "millions of dollars 

and years of research invested in a chemical," the American Chemistry 

Council and other groups IH!LlUQ~Uc~l\i!Lbrief defending the cbanges Dr. 
Beck had engineered. 

But consumer advocates and many longtime scientists, managers and 
administrators at the E.P.A. are alarmed by the administration's priorities 
and wony that the new law's anticipated crackdown on hazardous chemicals 

could be compromised. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017110!21/us!trump-epa-chemica!s-regu!ations.htm!ll/22/2018 12:13:49 PM] 
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ik Beck, kft, and :\L"-.! lmnm·tt. ('('liter. \\ho daslwd rm~r change~ to nc\\. to>. it: chemical rnles, attc'nck•d a signing eercmony 
wllli !.lr. Prui!l. \'ideo ln- U.S. En\"imnm,:ntall'roh'clion ,\gc'm:y. 

"You are never going to have 100 percent certainty on anything," Ms. 

Hnmnett said. "But when you have a chemical that evidence points to is 

causing fatalities, you err more on the side of taking some action, as opposed 

to 'Let's wait and spend some more time and try to get the science entirely 

certain,' which it hardly ever gets to be:' 

The divergent approaches and ycarslong face-off between Ms. Hamnctt and 

Dr. Beck parallel the story of the chemical industry's quest to keep the 

E.P.A.'s enforcement arm at bay. 

The two women, one a hnvyer from New .Jersey, the other a scientist from 

Long Island, have dedicated their lives to the issue ofhazartlous chemicals. 

Each's expertise is respected by her peers, hut their perspectives couldn't he 

more dissimilar. 

Ms. Hamnetl, 63, spent her entire 38-year career at the E.P.A., joining the 

ageney directly from law school as a believer in consumer ancl 
environmental protections. Dr. Beck, 51, did a fellowship at the E.P.A., but 

has spent most of her 29-year career elsewhere: in a testing lab at Estee 

Lander, as a toxicologist in the Washington State Health Department, as a 

regulatory analyst in the White House and most recently with the chemical 
industry's trade group. 

https:l/www.nytimes.com/2017/10/21/us/trump~cpa~chemicals-regulntions.html[l/22120 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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Before Mr. Trump's election, Ms. Hamnett would have been regarded as the 
hands-down victor in their professional tug of war. Her decision to retire in 

September amounted to a surrender of sorts, a powerful acknowledgment of 
the lwo women's reversed fortunes under the Trump administration. 

"I had become irrelevant," Ms. Hamnett said. 

https:i/w\VW.nytimcs.com/20 17/1 0121/us/trump-epa-chcmicals-regu!ations.htm![ l /22/20 I 8 12: 13:49 PMl 
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Her farewell party in late August was held in the wood-paneled Map Room 

on the first floor of the E.P.A. headquarters, the same room where M.L 

1J:wmLhad signllii an executive order backed by big business that called for 

the agency to dismantle environmental protections. 

Dr. Beck was among those who spoke. She thanked Ms. Hamnett for her 

decades of service. "I don't know what I am going to do without her," she 

said, according to multiple people who attended the event. 

Ms. Hamnett, in an interview, said she had little trouble envisioning the 

future under the new leadership. "It's time for me to go," she said. "I have 

done what I could do." 

'Unreasonable Risk of Injury' 

Chemical regulation was not part of the E.P.A.'s original mission. But 

several environmental disasters in the early 1970s prompted Congress to 

extend the agency's authority. 

Industrial waste, including highly toxic PCBs, led to fish kills in the l Iud~on 

BiYJ:J:. Chemicals from flame retardants were detected in livestock in 
Michigan, And residents in Niagara 

Falls, N.Y., first stm:le..d to nilli~~uLhlill:k, oily liquid in their basements, early 

hints of one ofthe worst environmental disasters in United States history: 

L.m:te.C.anaJ. 

President Gerald R. Ford ~il!,JJ.e_d_ihe Toxic Suhstanecs_Control Act in 

October 1976, giving the E.P.A. the authority to ban or restrict chemicals it 

deemed dangerous. It was hailed as a public health breakthrough. 

"For the first time, the law empowers the federal government to control and 
even to stop production or use of chemical substances that may present an 

unreasonable risk of injury to health or environment," a fQili:mirq:JorU;;illi. 

A few years later, after graduating from George Washington University Law 

School in 1979, Ms. Hamnett landed at the E.P.A. She arrived fully 
embracing its enhanced mission. 

She had grown up in Trenton, where the words 'Tu:.nJmJ.Mal~Jll!:}YJx!Jl 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/l 0/21/us/trump-epa-chemicals-regulations.html[l/22/2018 12: 13:49 PM] 
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T~Jkc~" are affixed in neon to the side of a railroad bridge spanning the 
Delaware River. 

Her childhood memories included passing by the 200-acre Rw~hHng_S~ti'd 
Cump<!U~ plant named after the designer of the Brooklyn Bridge. At its 
peak, the plant was Trenton's largest employer, and it help(•d spread 

prosperity to the region. 

But the company was also a chronic polluter. For decades, iL(llllll!ll:d 
~...u::,_~ __ flli~m_rnimJLlem:i and other hazardous chemicals, contaminating soil 
and grounth,•ater. Ultimately, the pollution was so pervasive that the E.P.A. 
declared the property a Superfund cleanup site. 

It was this legaey, as well as the congressional directive to the E.P.A. to 
protect the public from harm, that Ms. Hamnett said guided her. 

During the Bush administration, she was drmvn into a contentious debate 

https://www.nytimes.comi2017/10/2J/usitrump-epa-chem!ca!s-regulations.htm![l/22!2018 12:13:49 PM] 
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involving lead paint that highlighted her resolve- and that of her 
opponents. 

Few environmental hazards are as well understood as the dangers oflead in 
paint. Since it was first used in homes in the United States, more than a 

century ago, it has poisoned children. Even after it was banned in the late 

1970s, it remained a threat, particularly when renovations took place in the 

!ens olwilliOlliUlfll.Qm_~ with lead-based paint. 

The E.P.A. set out to establish standards governing home renovations, and 

.Ms. Hamnett came to the discussions with a strong perspective. 

"What is the effect of exposure likely to be?'' she recalled asking. "If it is 

likely to be a severe effect and result in a significant number of people 

exposed, if so, I am going to err on the side of safety." 

While the J::videru:_Q..ll:.<!sJi<Jlid that lead caused learning disabilities and other 
problems for children, it was less definitive on whether it was also a factor in 

adult diseases. 

To Ms. Hamnett and her colleagues, the results of multiple studies were 

compelling enough to establish an apparent link to cardiovascular disease in 

adults. They concluded in..;.u.~.:.p.m:l.irL:?,Q.Q.(i that there was "stronger evidence 

for a relationship between lead exposure and blood pressure for adults," 
citing it as a factor for aggressive safety requirements. 

The home renovation industry filed protests over the "iml.!2PLG.!2ri.ill~.J11!ll 
.c:Lbstli' rule with the Bush administration and Congress. Taking up its cause 
was a :VIlhil.i:: __ U..Q.\lsg: official with a reputation for assessing risk much 
differently: Dr. Beck. 

Throwing 'Sand in the Gears' 

As the Bush administration took office, .John D. Graham, who ran the White 
House office overseeing regulations, unveiled a plan to ease the 

government's burden on busine.ss by r.cini.L<lUJ.l.:tllt.:_n:..)l,uli.llm:,L.sJ:.aill." 

To that end, Mr. Graham hired scientists to review major federal regulations 

and make recommendations about their worthiness, something the E.P.A. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/l 0/21/us/trump-epa-chemicals-regulations.html[l/22/2018 12: 13:49 PMJ 
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itself had done over the years. 

Dr. Beck, Mr. Graham said, was an excellent addition to his staff. 

She had grown up in Oyster Bay, N.Y., an affluent suburb on Long Island, 

earned an undergraduate microbiology degree in 1988 from Cornell and a 

doctorate from the University of Washington a decade later.lha: 

rlilili<CI1illilln, which examined how the sedative phenobarbital impacts the 

metabolism of the liver, started with words still relevant to her today: "Each 

day the human body is confronted 'Nith many potentially toxic substances in 

the form offood items, medicinal products and environmental agents." 

She started her career at Estee Lauder, where she helped develop 

preservatives used to extend the shelf life of cosmetics, and also designed 

laboratory tests to determine if products caused adverse reactions when 
applied to skin. 

When Mr. Graham hired her, she had been working as a science fellow at the 

E.P.A.'s center for environmental reviews. He described her as having 

"street smarts and thick skin," someone who did not need the limelight to be 
effective. 

"Dr. Beck is easy to underestimate," ML__Graluun_:;aid itLC\ILGIWlil. 

When the proposed lead paint rule came along in 2006, Dr. Beck, in her 

·white House role, pressed Ms. Hamnett and others in the E.P.A. to ac:ri:o.i.~ 

ttu:: ... ilu:w;m.\l?;lL.to_diminisl:Uh!.:J.LnJi to cardiovascular disease in adults, Ms. 
Hamnett recalled, before letting the rule go into effect. 

That was one marker in Dr. Beck's journey to redetlne the way the 

government evaluates risk. Though they repeatedly found themselves on 

opposite sides, Ms. Hamnett said that, in a way, she admired Dr. Beck's 

effort during those years. 

She described Dr. Beck as a voracious reader of scientific studies and agency 

reports, diving deep into footnotes and scientific data with a rigor matched 

by few colleagues. She combed through thousands of comments submitted 

hllps:/lwww.nylimes.com/20 17 II 0/21/us/trump-epa-chemica1s-regubtions.htm1[ 112212018 12: 13:49 PM] 
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on proposed rules. And she had a habit of reading the Federal Register, the 

daily diary of new federal rules. 

All of it made Dr. Beck an intimidating and confident adversary, Ms. 
Hamnett recalled. "She's very smart and very well informed," she said. 

But there was a destructive side to that confidence, others said. In 
particular, Dr. Beck was seen as an enemy of scientists and risk assessors at 

the E.P .A., willing to challenge the validity of their studies and impose her 
own judgment, said Robert M. Sussman, a lawyer who represented chemical 

industry clients during the Bush administration and later became an E.P.A. 

lawyer and policy adviser under the Obama administration. 

"Her goal was to throw sand in the gears to stop things from going forward," 

said Mr. Sussman, who now is counsel to Safer Chemicals, Healthy Families, 

a coalition of consumer and environmental groups. 

Jack Housenger, a biologist who served as the director of the E.P.A.'s 

pesticide program, had a more positive recollection. He said Dr. Beck asked 

reasonable questions about his findings related to a wood preservative used 

in playgrounds and outdoor decks that was being pulled from the market. 

"She wanted us to present the uncertainties and ranges of risk," said Mr. 

Housenger, who retired this year. "She was trying to understand the 

methodology." 

PllllL.::l.m:, a lawyer who worked with Dr. Beck during the Bush 
administration, also said her critics got her wrong. 

"What you really want to do as a government is to set priorities," he said. "If 
you don't have a realistic way of distinguishing significant risks from 
insignificant ones, you are just going to get bogged down and waste 
significant resources, and that can impede public health and safety." 

One of the harshest criticisms of Dr. Beck's tenure in the Bush White House 

carne in 2007 from the nonpartisan National Academy of Sciences, which 

examined ;ulrufl polic;<L'ih(!ll.d~.d wrilc proposing much stricter controls 
over the way the government evaluates risks. 

"The committee agrees that there is room for improvement in risk 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 17 I I 0/2 I /us/trump·epa-chemicals-regulations.html[ I 122/2018 11: J 3 :49 PM] 
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assessment practices in the federal government," 1lH.'J.Tl:k\L0.<J.i.d, but it 

described Dr. Beck's suggestions as "oversimplified" and "fundamentally 

flawed,'' It recommended her proposal be >vithdrawn, 

E.P.A. and Toxic 
Chemical Rules 
:\n intt'rnal ~trugglc ha~ 
hrnL·n (l\l\ ln the 
EnYirnnnwntal Protection 

Agcrcy oH'r how to n'gub1te 
tnxi( l'lll'TlliGds. Thc'-'lC 
{]o,·umen1s tell the bnck~t<>ry 
~,,f the kll,<,inrL which 

aftu tlw Trump 
m1lnt;tistntion ll:tJnvd 
indu·~try iJL">ick'J as a top 

rq . .;ulator. 

Dr, Beck was so aggressive in second-guessing KP,A, scientists that she 

became central to a SU1.~fial..iJll'~1i~atiml h}:...t1h.:JJm.I.0(~.0JJJ1r:lliH!:LJll1 
S_clt:U_C\.'_(H1d.T~cbJJUlugy. 

The committee obtained copies of her detailed emails to agency officials and 

accused her of slowing progress in confirming drinking-water health threats 

presented by chemicals like perchlorate, used in rocket fueL "Suppression of 

Environmental Seience by the Bush Administration's Office of :Management 

and Budget," the committee wrote in 2009, before describing [)r, Beck's 

actions. 

The opposition became so intense that Dr, Beck's efforts started to get shut 

down, 

First, the new risk assessment policy she had proposed was formally 

withdrawn, Then, after ML Obama took office in 2009, Mr, Snssman 

recalled going to the White House along with Lisa P, ,Jackson, the new 

E,P,A, administrator, to ask for a commitment to curb Dr, Beck's power, 

"We told them that we need the White House out of the KP,A science 

prog.ram," Mr. Sussnwn said. "\'Ve demanded that. And we got it.·· 

h!tps://vt .. vw.nytimes.com/2017/1 0121/us/trump·epa·chemicalNegulations.htmt[ l/22/20 18 12: 13:49 PM} 
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Continuing the Fight 

During Mr. Obama's first term, Dr. Beck left the White House for the 

American Chemistry Council, Jt>hose members include~ Dow, DuPont and 

dozens of other major manufacturers and chemical companies. 

As the trade association's senior regulatory scientist, she was perfectly 

positioned to continue her second-guessing of the E.P.A.'s science. 

Now her detailed criticisms of the agency came on trade association 

letterhead and in presentations at agency meetings and events. 

"If the same person says the same thing three times, does this create a 

weight of evidence?" Dr. Beck ~mitlinJL!liCS.I:lltatiQ!l in 2013, essentially 
mocking the scientific standards at the agency. 

E.P .A. records show her challenging the agency's s.dCLiliflc.J:mJ.rlusillllii 

n:Jnli~ti..Lu.J.u~s.e.ni£ (used to manufacture semiconductors), terHluta.n..cl (used 
in perfumes and as an octane booster in gasoline), and l.::b.ru.n1opropane 
(used in dry cleaning). 

Her point was often the same: Did the scientists producing work that federal 

regulators relied on adequately justify all ofthe conclusions about any risks? 

"Scientists today are more prolific than ever," she said in a l'-)ovcn1her ~nM 

PIT.~t.a.t.i.\.Lu, later adding that "unfortunately, many of the scientific studies 

we read about in the news were not quite ready for prime time." 

But at the same time, the industry was confronting a much larger existential 
problem. 

E.P.A. and government-funded academic researchers were raising serious 
health questions about the safety of a range of chemicals, including flame 
retardants in furniture and plastics in water bottles and children ·s toys. 

CDDo~lJDJ.eLGmllidcnDlin ilw_ind.LJStrY was eroding. 

Some state legislatures, frustrated by the E.P.A.'s slow response and facing a 
consumer backlash, moved to increase their own authority to investigate 

and act on the problems threatening the chemical industry with an 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 1711 0/21/us/trump-cpa-chemicals-regulations.html[ 1/22/2018 12: 13:49 PM] 
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unwieldy patchwork of state rules and regulations. 

Dr. Beck and other chemical industry representatives were dispatched to the 
E.P.A. and Congress to press for changes to the federal regulatory system 
that would standardize testing of the most worrisome existing chemicals and 
improve and accelerate the evaluation of new ones. 

"'-L'"-'-"""'"cu~;,-''uc, passed last year with Democratic and Republican support, 
gave both sides something they wanted. The chemical industry got pre
emption from most new stale regulations, and environmentalists got 
assurances that new chemicals would be evaluated on health and safety risks 
alone, not financial considerations. 

It was the most significant overhaul of the Inxk0ubi:iliJJJC('S~DmLruLbJ:l 
since its enactment in the 1970s, and once again Ms. Hamnett was prepared 
to help shepherd it into place. The task was shaping up to be what she 
considered her final, crowning act at the E.P .A. 

Ms. Hamnett was invited to the Eisenhower Executive Office Building, a 
pa1t of the White House complex, to be present as J\1cJJJuumL~J',J1!.:lLtill:.bil! 
iu.tl.lla.;:;:. She was so excited that she arrived early and sneaked up to the 
stage to look at the papers Mr. Obama would be signing. 

https:/iwww.nytimes.com/2017/10121/usltrump·epa-chemicals-regulations.html[l/22120 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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"Protecting people and the environment for decades to come," she said, 
recalling her thoughts, as she excitedly stood on the stage. "At least, that is 
what we planned." 

Turning the Tables 

They ga.tbJ.:n~llirucm:l):"I=e_m:_mllliLLlo~u.>ILL~r=~ at the E. P.A. 
headquarters, the sunlight shining in from Constitution Avenue. In the 
crowd were Dr. Beck, Ms. Ham nett and other top agency officials charged 
with regulating toxic chemicals, as well as environmentalists worried about 

last-minute changes to rules being pushed by the chemical industry. 

Olga Naidenko, an immunologist specializing in children's health, said she 
was struck by the head-spinning scene. Dr. Beck, who had spent years trying 
to influence Ms. Hamnett and others to issue rules friendly to the chemical 

industry, was now sitting at the conference table as a government decision 

https:/iw~w.nytimes.com/20 17/1 0/21/us/trump-epa-chcmicals-regulations.htmlf !/22/20 18 12:13:49 PM} 
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maker. 

"I am running the show. I am now in the chair. And it is mine," Dr. 
Naidenko said, describing her impressions of Dr. Beck at the gathering. 

The Obama-era leadership at the E.P.A., in its last weeks, had published 
drafts of two critical rules needed to start the new chemical program. The 
rules detailed how the agency would choose the most risky chemicals to be 
tested or evaluated and how the hazards should be judged. 

It would be up to Mr. Pruitt, the new E.P.A. chief, and his team to complete 
the process in time for a June deadline, set in the legislation. 

Dr. :-J'aidenko, a staff scientist at the Environmental Working Group, was 
there to plead with the agency to ignore a request from the American 
Chemistry Council to make more than a dozen last-minute changes, some 
pushed by Dr. Beck while she was at the council. 

Dr. Beck did not seem convinced, recalled Dr. Naidenko and one of her 
colleagues, Melanie Benesh, a lawyer with the same organization. 

"Tell me why you are concerned. What is it about?" Ms. Benesh and Ms. 
Hamnett each said they recalled Dr. Beck saying. 

In fact, behind the scenes, the deed was already done. 

Before Dr. Beck's arrival, representatives from the E.P.A.'s major divisions 
had agreed on final wording for the rules that would be sent to the White 
House for approval. But they were told to wait until May 1, when Dr. Beck 
began her job as the acting assistant administrator for chemical safety. 

Dr. Beck then spent her first weeks on the job pressing agency staff to 
rewrite the standards to ref1ect, llli!JJIE~Jleifli,_l\:QJ:d fQI.l1'HilL the chemical 
industry's proposed changes, three staff members involved in the effort said. 
They asked not to be named for fear of losing their jobs. 

https:llwww. nytimes.com/201 711012 llusltrump-epa-chemicals-regulations.html[ 1122120 I 8 12: I 3:49 PM] 
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Dr. Beck had unusual authority to make it happen. 

When she was hired by the Trump administration, she~yas gnl.!lle.!llh!C 
&lliJlli of"administratively determined" position. It is an unusual 
classification that means she was not hired based on a competitive process 

-as civil servants are- and she was also not identified as a political 

appointee. There are only ab_QJJ.Lsu1u~m1im:h-l2Q'i15 at the E.P.A., among the 
15,800 agency employees, and the jobs are typically reserved for technical 

experts, not managers with the authority to give orders. 

Crucially, the special status me~mt that Dr. Beck did not have to abide by the 

ethics agreement Mr. Trump adopted in .Tanrun:,x, which bars political 

appointees in his administration from participating for two years "in any 

particular matter involving specific parties that is directly and substantially 

related to my former employer or former clients, including regulations and 

contracts." 

Her written offer of employment, obtained through a Freedom of 

Information Act request, also made it clear that Dr. Beck's appointment was 

junior enough not to require Senate confirmation, which would have almost 

certainly delayed her arrival at the agency and prevented her from making 
changes to the rules ahead of the ,June deadline. 

None of these arrangements raised concerns with the E.P.A.'s acting general 
counsel, Kevin S. Minoli, who issued a ruling on her lmusual employment 

status. Mr. Minoli saw Dr. Beck's background as a benefit, according to a 

memo he wrote that was reviewed by The Times. 

"You have extensive prior experience with the regulated industry's 
perspective and are already familiar with (and may well have authored) 

A. C. C. comments now under consideration," llf' . .WLill£, referring to the 
American Chemistry Council. 

He added that Dr. Beck's "unique expertise, knowledge and prior experience 
will ensure that the agency is able to consider all perspectives, including that 
of the regulated indust1y's major trade association." 

https://www.nytimcs.com/20 17/1 0/21/us/trump-epa-chemicals-regulations.html[ 1/22/20 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
Wasnmgton~ 0 C. 20460 

JUN- 8 2!l17 

ME~10RA~J>ll;\1 

SUBJEtT: P'llrtic!pation in Spccttk Party Mattcf"i> fnvo!ving Your Funn~r Fm!lhJ~c:r, the 
i\merkan ChcmL~try (\nau.·ii 

fRO~ I: KcYin S~ Minoli J( [:) 
Designated Agency l~thi.;s ()flkiJJ and 

_.\cting Gcncml Counsel 

TO: :\ancy Beck. l'h.lJ~. DABl 
Deputy A:~si~tam Admini:-:.rratm 
Onlcc of Chcmkal SalCt)" ;mJ Pollution Prcvl.!ntil)n 

Fffc-ctlvc April .\0, :!O 17. )OU joined the I :nih.·J ~t<ttcs Em irom1wntnl !)rotct::tinn Ag<!ncy 
(EP,\} in atl Adrninistmthdy Dl.!"h:nninco~.i (/\D) fX):'>llion u.s ttlc Deputy ;\:;;sistan1 >\dministrator 
for the Ofticc of Chemical SatCt) and Pollution Pr('H:niion (0CSPP). In this posi1inn. you an,· 
rcsponsihlc t{)r advisin~ tb .. • :\cting ,.\s~ist.lnt :\t..immi:·Hro:unr in math.'rs pertaining In t..'hcmicat 
safety, polluti-on prcvcntinn, pt:stii:idcs and loxi~.: suhstanccs, induding imph.:mcnwtion of 
mlcmaking under applicahlc fi:!dcral statut~s. Prc\'k~us H) your selection. yuu !i•I.'TYr.=d as the 
Senior Dircclor of Reg_ulat~.rry Scit:m:e P(llicy at the •\mcrican Chemf<;.try Cnum:ll U\CC). \\hich 
represents companies that r~guhncd 

Others at the KP.A., huwcvcr, were stumwd a! lhc free pass given to Dr. 

Beck. 

"It was a dear demonstration this administration ha.s been captun'cl by the 

indu5tr)'," said Elizabeth Soulherland, who serv·ed as the director of science 

8nd technolog~y in the Offiee ofVVater until her retirement in .July. 

Getting Her Way 

In the weeks leading up to the ,June deadline, tk Beck made clear what 

changes she wanted. 

https:!/ww\\', r~ytirnes.com/20 17/1 0/Z 1/us/inunp-cpa-chemi-cals-reg<llations.htm!f !/22!2:0! 8 12: 13:49 PMj 
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The conversations were polite, and Dr. Beck listened to counterarguments 

that Ms. Hamnett and her team made, Ms. Hamnett said. But in most cases, 

Dr. Beck did not back down, demanding a variety of revisions, particularly 

related to how the agency defined risks. 

It all had a familiar ring. Ms. Hamnett and the others had fielded many of 
the same demands from the American Chemistry Council and from Dr. Beck 

herself when she worked there. Ms. Hamnett took detailed notes in spiral 

One area of contention was Dr. Beck's insistence that the E.P.A. adopt 

precise definitions of terms and phrases used in imposing rules and 

regulations, such as "best £\TililubkCJ>cien<'lO" and "weiv;hLilLtllli evidence." 

The agency had repeatedly rejected the idea, most recently in January, in 

part because the definitions were seen as a guise for opponents to raise legal 

challenges. 

'These terms have and will continue to evolve with changing scientific 

methods and innovation," Lhr._llJ).encv said in lLJi.ln . .17 statement in the 
Federal Register, three days before Mr. Trump was sworn in. "Codifying 

specific definitions for these phrases in this rule may inhibit the flexibility 

and responsiveness of the agency to quickly adapt to and implement 
changing science." 

Another area of dispute involved the "all uses" standard for evaluating 
health threats posed by chemicals. Under that standard, the E.P.A. would 
consider any possible use of a chemical when determining how to regulate 

it; Dr. Beck, Uki~heu:U.caliil.dlL.'ili:):, wanted the E.P.A. to limit the 
evaluations to specific intended uses. 

"There is no way we can look at thousands of uses," Dr. Beck told Ms. 

Hamnett in one meeting in mid-May, according to Ms. Ham nett and lli:J: 
llil.lcl:'. "We can't chase the last molecule." 

https://wv.w.nytimes.com/20 17/1 0/21/us/lrump-epa-chemicals-regulations.html[ 1/22/2018 12: 13:49 PM] 
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As the June deadline under the new law approached, Dr. Beck took control 
of the rewriting herself, a highly unusual step at the E.P.A., where expert 
Civil Service employees traditionally hold the rule-writing pen. 

Ms. Hamnett said she did not try to stop Dr. Beck given she had the support 
of the agency's new leadership. 

Mr. Noe, the lawyer who worked with Dr. Beck during the Bush 
administration) was not involved in the re\vliting of the new rules. But he 

said it was wrong to interpret Dr. Beck's actions as pro-industry; instead, he 

said, she was a defender of rigorous science. 

"Anyone who would question Nancy's ability or integrity does not know her 
at all and just has a political ax to grind," he said. 

Ms. Hamnett's handwritten notes, however, record increasingly urgent 

objections from across the agency, including from the Waste and Chemical 
Enforcement Division, the Office of Water and the Office of General 
Counsel. 

"Everyone was furions," said Ms. Southerland, the official from the Office of 
Water. "Nancy was just rewriting the mle herself. And it was a huge change. 
Everybody was stunned such a substantial change would be made literally in 
the last week." 

The general counsel's objections to the substance of the changes were 
among the most alarming. 

Laurel Celeste, an agency lawyer, questioned whether the last-minute 

changes would leave the agency's mle-making open to legal challenges. Her 

objections were illLtlin.tli.LilliLlLLellillJTii\:\~(Cd_h):.lill~.Iirm::; that was marked 
"confidential attorney client communication. Do not release under FOIA," 

referring to the Freedom of Information Act. 

Federal law requires rules to be a "logical outgrowth" of the administrative 

record. But Dr. Beck bad demanded changes that the staff had rejected, 

https:/lv ... ,.,..w.nytimes.eom/20 17/1 0/21ius/tmmp~epa~chemicals~regu!ations.html[ 1122i2018 12:13:49 PMI 
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meaning that the rule contained items that "differ so greatly from the 
proposal that they cannot be considered to be the 'logical outgrov;th' of the 

proposal and the comments," Ms. Celeste said. 

Her memo, sent by email on May 30 to Dr. Beck and more than two dozen 
agency scientists and staff members, also raised concerns about the 

preamble, an important piece of any regulation that must accurately refleet 

its contents. 

"vVe are also concerned that, as currently drafted, the preamble lacks an 

adequate rationale for a number of final rule provisions that have changed 

significantly from the proposal," Ms. Celeste wrote. 

The objections were strongly worded, but they fell short of an important 

legal threshold- the formal filing of a "nonconcurrence" memo -that 

would have triggered further review of Dr. Beck's actions. Several E.P.A 

staff members said in interviews that they had been told by Mr. Pruitt's top 

deputies to air their concerns in so-called concur-with-comment memos, 

which put objections on the record but allowed the process to move fonvard. 

The rules, with Dr. Beck's changes, were sent to the White House and 

approved by the June deadline. Mr. Pruitt assembled the team in late .rune 

for a brief ceremony to celebrate the completion of the work. 

"Everybody here worked ve1y, very hard," ;vls,_i!mill.li'lL~ltid, as Mr. Pruitt 

signed his name, according to a video of the ceremony posted by the E.P.A. 

https://www.nytimes.com/201 7/1 0/21/us/trump-cpa-chcmicals-regulations.html[ 1122/2018 12: 13:49 PM] 
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'Not One of My Best Days' 

Environmentalists were di~mayed, but Ms. Hamnett emerged from the 

whirlwind process v.rith some confidence that all was not lost. 

While she disagreed with a number of Dr. Beck's changes, she trusted that 
the E.P.A. staff would maintain its commitment to honor Congress's intent 

in the 2016 legislation. That would translate into a rigorous crackd0\'\'11 on 

the most dangerous chemicals, regardless of the changes. 

But her confidence in the E.P.A.'s resolve was: fragile, and it had been 

shaken by other actions, including the order Ms. Ham nett received to 

reverse eourse on bannin12; the pesticide chlorpyrifos. 

The order came before Dr. Beck's arrival at the agency, but Ms. Hamnett 

saw the industry's fingerprints all over it. Mr. Pruitt's chief of staff, Ryan 

https://www.nytimes.com/20l7/I0/21/us/trump-cpa-chemica!s-rcgulations.html[l/22/2018 12:13:49 PM) 
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.Jackson, instructed Ms. Hamnett to ignore the recornmcndation of agency 
scientists, she said. 

Tl!!CJidellilild.tLu.LcnllmllilLa_bml based on research suggesting the 
pesticide might cause developmental disabilities in children. 

To k12ep the pesticide on the market, under E.P.A. guidelines, the agency 
needed to have a ".rr.:s11illnah~e..rhdnl;.:" that no harm was being caused. 

"The science and the law tell us this is the way to go," Ms. Hamnett said of a 

ban. 

But the reaction from her superiors was not about the scicnee or the law, she 
said. Instead, they queried her about Dow Chemicat the pestieide's largest 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/l 011 1/us/trump-epa-chcmica!s-reg.ulations.html[ I 122!20 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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Why lias the E.PA Shifted on Toxic Chemicals? An Industry Insider HelpsCa!l the Shots· The New York Times 

manufacturer, which had been lobbying againsl a han. 

The clash is recorded in Ms. Ham nett nolebook as well as in emails among 
Mr. Pruitt's top political aides, which were obtained by TI1e Times. 

''They are trying to strong arm us," ~h~b:td~'i.D1UYJ'Dh~.I!ilr_r:_nL.e___t.;HU.,~'{iLh 
:U!icllll!IliLdl, who presented him with a draft petition to ban the pesticide. 

Mr .• Jackson, ?rL:>., .. llamJl.tJl::iJ.LO.ld.KK~ks.hJJ.tYQ, then asked her to come up 
with alternatives to a ban. He asserted, her notes show, that he did not want 
to be "forced into a box" by the petition. 

•·r scared them,'' 1\-lr. Jackson \'\:TDlc_hu~n l~.mail to a colleague about his 
demands on Ms. Hamnett and her team. 

As a possible compromise, Ms. Hanu1ett's team had been talking to Dow 
about perhaps phasing out the pesticide instead of imposing an immediate 
ban. But Dow, after Mr. Trump's election, was suddenly in no mood to 

compromise, Ms. Hamnetl recalled. Dow did not respond to requests f(Jr 
comment. 

She now knew, she said, that the effort to ban the pesticide had been lost, 
something Mr. .Jackson's emails celebrated. 

"They know where this is headed," Mr. .Jackson wrote. 

https://\\tl.vw.nytimes,com/20 !7/1 0!21 /us/trump-cpa·chemicalHegtJlations.html[l/2212018 12:13:49 PMJ 
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Why Has the E.P.A. Shifted on Toxic Chemicals? An Industry Insider Helps Call the Sflots. The New York Times 

J11st over a week later, .l\1Ull.tmJle1Lhlillm.i~Lt\:d.JLdn:L(LHrd.!-:[ tl1at \Vould 
deny the request for a ban. 

"It was hard, very hard," she said, worrying that the pesticide would 

continue to harm children of farmworkers. "That was not one of my best 
days." 

The episode is one reason she worries the E.P.A. will defer to the chemical 
industry as it begins to evaluate toxic chemieals under the standards created 
by the new law. She became pmticularly concerned because of a more recent 
exchange "ith Dr. Beck over methylene chloride, which is used in paint 
removers. 

After more than a decade of research, the agency had ~;txn.du_d~~£Lin .January· 
that methylene chloride was so hazardous that its use in paint removers 

should be banned. 

Methylene chloride has been blamed in dozens of deaths, including that of a 
~t:<.l!:::i.l_liiJ'l:Jlll(:,SS<'C num in April, who was overwhelmed by fumes as he 
was refinishing a bathtub. 

"II ow is it possible that you can go to a home improvement store and buy a 
paint remover that can kill you?" Ms. Hamnett asked. "How can we let this 
happen?" 

Furniture-refinishing eompanies and chemical manufacturers have urged 

tbe E.P.A. to focus on steps like strengthening warning labels, complaining 
that there are few reasonably priced alternatives. 

Ms. Hamnett said Dr. Beck raised the possibility that people were not 
follov.ing the directions on the labels. She also suggested that only a small 
number of users had been injured. "Is it 1 percent'!" Ms. Hamnett recalled 
Dr. Beck asking. 

Ms. Ham nett said she was devastated by the line of questioning. 

After years of successfully fending off Dr. Beck and her industry allies, the 
balance of power at the agency had shifted toward the industry. 

https:f/\,·ww.nytimes.com/20 17/1 0121/us/trump-epa·chemicals-regulations.html[ l/22/20 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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Why Has the E.P.A. Shifted on Toxic Chemicals? An Jndustry Insider Helps Call the Shots~ The New York Times 

She had long planned to wrap up her work at the agency soon, as her 
husband, David, had retired three years ago. On Sept. 1, Ms. Hamnett 
turned in her badge and joined him. 

Mr. Pruitt has selected a replacement for Ms. Hamnett: J:llic11£w1L..JlollLc'\Qll, 
a toxicologist who has spent the last two decades as a consultant hdpill.g 
ILuc:uJ.L""-"-"'LLll>.LlLI.,"-'-'"<h-'~.;w.J~"'"'-"'u'" on the use of potentially toxic 
compounds. He is already at work at the agency in a temporary post while 
he awaits Senate confirmation. 

The American Chemistry Council, and its members, are among the top 
private-sector sponsors of Mr. Dourson's research. Last year, he 
collaborated on ll.IJ.lljlQI that was funded by the trade group. His fellow 
author was Dr. Beck. 

Sheila Kaplan contributed reporting. 

Follow Eric Lipton on Twitter: @l:'.licUptoJ1_11f:LT 

RELATED COVERAGE 

The E.P.A.'s Top 10 Toxic Threats, and 
Industry's Pushback 

Chemical Industry Ally Faces Critics in Bid for 
Top E.P.A. Post 

E.P.A. Chief, Rejecting Agency's Science, 
Chooses Not to Ban Insecticide 

E.P.A. Promised 'a New Day' for the 
Agriculture Industry, Documents Reveal 

https://\nvw.nytimes.com/2017/l 0/21/us/trump-cpa-chemicals-regulations.html[ 1/22/20 18 12: 13:49 PM] 
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Senator BARRASSO. And my final question is, can you just share 
a little bit maybe some of your goals and metrics you are going to 
set for yourself for the year ahead? I know this is something you 
and your team work on. 

Mr. PRUITT. Yes, Senator. In fact, at the end of last year, we had 
solicited and surveyed each of our program offices in the agency to 
submit 5 year goals in air, water, across the full spectrum of our 
regulation. In that dialogue, we had a very collaborative discussion 
to set ambitious goals on attainment issues and other matters. 

The metrics are really—if you don’t set an aim, it has been said 
if you don’t know where you are going, any road will take you 
there. I think that what we are trying to do is set aims and objec-
tives in each of our key priority areas, from water to air to chem-
ical, to Superfund, across the full spectrum, so that we can track 
day in and day out how we are making progress toward those ob-
jectives. 

We have not done that before. In fact, before we arrived at the 
agency, we didn’t know how long it took to do a permit under the 
Clean Water Act. We have collected that data, surveyed that, and 
it takes years for us to do that. States sometimes do it within 6 
months to a year. 

So we are trying to find out how good or not we are at certain 
things and then set objectives on how to improve and measure that 
daily to achieve outcomes. 

Senator BARRASSO. Thank you very much, Administrator Pruitt. 
I appreciate your being here. 

Members may submit questions in writing for the record by the 
close of business. We would like to hear back from you. That will 
go through February 13th. 

I want to thank you for your time and your testimony. 
The hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:26 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:] 
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The Honorable Scott Pruitt 
Administmtor 
Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Pruitt: 

January 19, 2018 

I write to reyucst your attention to two challenges associated with National /11nbicnt Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) implementation across the country. including in my home State of 
\Vyoming: exceptional events Jeterminations and interstate transporl of ozone. 

First, EPA has not workctl in full partnership with States in addressing "exceptional cwnts" in 
the past. In 20 I G. El'.l\ refuse<.! to act on a number of Wyoming's pending reyucsts relate<.! to 
unique air quality events, as explained in the enclosed correspondence between Wyoming and 
EPA. Linder Section 119 ol'thc Clean Air Act (CAA), Congress created a process lor addressing 
how .. exceptional ewnts" such as wildlircs should be evaluated in air quality monitoring data. 
Wyoming's experience \\'ith the program illustrates the nee<.! for a shiti in EPA's implementation 
approach. As a rural state with areas of high elevation and low population density, Wyoming 
laces issues clilkrcnt from many other parts orthe <:ountry. 

Second, EPA needs to revisit the methodology it has used to address interstate ozone transport, 
that is, whether and how emissions in one part of the country a!Tcct air quality elsewhere. On 
February 10, 2017. I raised concerns with EPA's treatment of ozone transport in the enclosed 
letter addressed to Reince Pricbus. Despite a clear directive at the beginning of this 
Administration to freeze issuance of new regulations, EPA found that Wyoming had not 
adequately addressed omne transport issues. In reaching that conclusion, EPA applied a 
methodology dt:signcd f{)f eastern States to allege that emissions in \Vyomlng posed air quality 
problems in Colorado. 

lly January 30, 20!8, please provide a status update on both of the issues above. First. what arc 
the Agency's plans to act on pending exceptional events requests filed by Wyoming? Second, 
what arc EP/,'s plans to address the February 2017 ozone transport !inding? 

I also request that you outline current or planned activities of the Ozone Cooperative Compliance 
Task Force, whkh was mentioned in an October 25, 20 !7 EPA report. 1 According to the report, 
the Task Force will address 'IA,I\QS implementation issues of national importance in the future. 

-------·----
1 L.S. FPA, "'Final Report on Review of Agency Actions that Potentially Bt~rden the Safe, EITicicnt 
Dcvelc>pmcnt of Domestic Energy Resources Under Executive Order I 3783" (Oct. 25. 20 17), 
h!ip:-..,_·_~ \\\\ ~L:P<Lg_~l\ ·...,_i_lc.-., 'pt·i,dUI..'I)nll· I}_Le;;<~D l ?~ l_tl("d\?~_!J!lh;n.!_-;. c\.' .. :J 3 "7~}-liH;d~r~J?on .. :._! 0~~-~<:~fl! }.ps.Jf 
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Your consideration ofthcs<: requests is gr<:atly appreciated. !fyou or your statTrcquirc 
acltlitional information, please contact Elizabeth Horner of the Committee on Environment and 
Public Works (JV!ajority) staff at 202-224-6176. 

Sincerely. 

Chairman 
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February 10, 2017 

The Honorable Rcincc Priebus 
Assistant to the President & Chief of Staff 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. Priebus: 

Thank you for your January 20,2017, Executive Memorandum entitled "Rcgul~tory 

Freeze Pending Review .. (hereinafter "Priebus Memo"). This type of memo is a routine, but 

important step during a transition to allow an incoming President and his designees to review and 

assess any pending administrative actions. The Priebus Memo established a regulatory freeze on 

almost all pending matters as of noon on January 20, 2017. 

Despite this clear directive, on Friday, February 3, 2017, the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) published a final rule that disapproves parts of Wyoming's state implementation 

plan relating to interstate transport and the 2008 ozone standard, entitled "Approval and 

Disproval and Promulgation of Air Quality Implementation Plans; Interstate Transport for 

Wyoming," Final Rule, 82 Fed. Reg. 9142 (Feb. 3, 2017).1 am surprised and concerned this rule 

was finalized after January 20, 2017 without going through a comprehensive review in 
accordanc" with the Pri.,bus Memo. 

It is our understanding that EPA told Wyoming officials that thi5 rule was exempt from 

the Priebus Memo because the agency was acting pursuant to a judicial deadline of January 17, 

2017. However, EPA is under no judicial deadline relating to this matter. EPA and the Sierra 

Cluh have proposed a consent decree to resolve a pending lawsuit relating to EPA approval of a 

number of state plans. The court has not yet entered that decree. Accordingly, EPA's 

disapproval of Wyoming's state implementation plan should have been subject to the Trump 

Administration's regulatory freeze, as provided under the Priebus Memo. 

The action taken by EPA on February J•d also raises significant policy concerns. 

Wyoming submitted its state implementation plan in February 2014 using EPA's 2013 guidance 

on plan development. In September 2015, the Sierra Club sued EPA regarding the agency's 

review of state plans. Wyoming had no notice of this lawsuit until June 2016. At that time, EPA 

published a notice in the Federal Register of its intent to settle the lawsuit by agreeing to 

deadlines for action on state plans, including that of Wyoming. Around the same time, again 

with no notice to Wyoming and other states, EPA replaced the 2013 guidance that Wyoming had 

relied upon. EPA's new methodology for evaluating ozone transport in the West uses a model 

developed for Eastern states that fails to account for Western topography and exceptional events, 
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such as wildlin:s. In November 2016, EPA proposed to disapprove Wyoming's plan to address 
the 2008 ozone standard. After sitting on Wyoming's suhmission for over two and a half years, 
EPA gave Wyoming only 30 days to comment. Wyoming asked for a 90-day extension to 
address EPA's new methodology. EPA denied that request, stating that it could not agree 
because the Sierra Club did not concur. This sequence of events left Wyoming with no 
opportunity to develop an approv.:~blc plan. 

The actions described nbove took place during the Obama Administration. However, 
EPA continues to disregard Wyoming's legitimate concerns. EPA chose to violate the Priebus 
Memo by finalizing the disapproval ofWyoming's implementation plan instead of using its 
lawful discretion to work cooperatively with the state. 

It is important that agencies such as the EPA follow the Pricbus Memo and its strictures, 
to ensure that states such as Wyoming arc not harmed by ill-conceived actions set in motion 
during the Obama Administration. 

Sincerely, 

ee on Environment and Publi•; Works 
Stat~:s Senate 

cc: Don Benton, S~:nior White Ilousc Advisor, FPA 
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of Environmental 
Ta protect, {.,Vflser.;e and enhance the qvalfty of" VVyoming's 

environment for the benefit of current and fl...Jture generations, 

May23, 2016 

Monica Morales 
Acting Director 

Air Program 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

R~gion 8 

1595 Wynkoop Street 

Denver, CO 80202-1129 

RE: Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) Exceptional Events 
Demonstration Packages; 2011-2014 

Dear Ms. Morales: 

The State of Wyoming, Department ofEnviromnontal Quality- Air Quality Division (AQO) has 

reviewed your letter, and offers the following comments. regarding the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) Region 8's preliminary review of, and decision to not act upon, WDEQ's exceptional event 

demonstration submittals for calendar years 2011~2014. The AQD appreciates EPA RegionS's 

notification of preliminary review, but ultimately finds the EPA's proposed inaction on WDEQ's request 

for concurrence on monitoring data flagged as influenced by exceptional events to be very disappointing. 

The AQD renews its requests for EPA Region 8 action. 

The EPA's inaction- to shelve Wyoming's exceptional event submissions until the EPA views them as 

the subject of an attainment demonstrntion or other EPA regulatory decision- signals the EPA's general 

disregard for the significant lime and staff resources committed by the AQD for each individual 

exceptional event demonstration. The EPA's response to Wyoming's submittals may discourage other 

state regulatory agencies from performing thorough, meticulous work on future exceptional event 

demonstrations under the presupposition that these demonstrations will be mereLy shelved once they reach 

federal review. This does not align with the objectives of the EPA or WDEQ~ as both entities should be 

wholly committed to providing outstanding responsiveness on environmental policy issues. 

Furthermore, the EPA's justification for inaction is also problematic. Although certain exceptional event 

demonstrations that appear on the enclosed table ofWDEQ's 2011-2014 packages may not directly 

pertain to a specific pending regulatory decision- such as whether an area will be considered 

nonattainment -they nevertheless represent exceedances of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

(NAAQS) that the AQD has determined were caused by circumstances beyond regulatory controL Unless 

these flagged data demonstrations are approved by the EPA~ they arc ultimately considered to be 

«violations"- regardless of whether such a "violation" is warranted- and Wyoming is left with possib[e 

200 West 17th Street Cheyenne, WY 82002 http://deq.wyomlng.gov Fa>! (3£17)635-1784 
ADMIN/OUTREACH ABANDONED MINES AIR OUAllT'i INDUSTRIALiilTlOO LAND OUAUTY <l:nlln Jil. 1.1a,. wa~:~n: w.n~D r"w >TV 
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undue consequences of delays to New Source Review pennitting actions, performing follow-up casework 
with stakeholders, as well as the abiding perceptions of the general public. Additionally, the AQD and 

other state agencies face the burden of implementing federal policies that are developed on the basis of 
elevated monitored data- data that should have been excluded from emission inventories as a result of 
being properly classified as exceptional events- and therefore, exceptional event demonstrations that are 
not acted upon by the EPA still influence regulatory decisions that directly impact states. Whereas in the 

past, EPA Region 8 had conferred with the AQD in compiling this list of shelved exceptional event 
demonstrations, there was no two-way dialogue in this instance. The AQD docs not believe this is a 
reasonable or efficient practice. The AQD respectfully requests that the EPA acts on WDEQ's 

concurrence requests or reopens its dialogue with WDEQ regarding which flagged monitoreC: data will be 
considered for the EPA's full review. 

Prior State Involvement in Demonstration Selection 

As previously noted, the April2016 letter from EPA Region 8 runs contrary to prior discussions between 
the EPA and the AQD regarding whether flagged data would he fully considered and reviewed by the 

EPA. The EPA's guidance on exceptional event demonstrations acknowledges that states should 
highlight the significance of each flagged event, and Wyoming has consistently followed this guidance by 

detailing the importance of certain demonstrations in its cover letter to the EPA. In this most recent 
instance, however, the AQD was merely informed that a series of 46 exceptional events- event 

demonstrations that AQD staff had invested significant time, resources, and analysis into compiling
would not be acted upon by the EPA unless the demonstrations became the subject of a future: attainment 
demonstration or other specific EPA regulatory decision. 

The EPA's practice is troublesome for the AQD on several fronts. It disregards a significant analytical 
and laborious effort undertaken by the AQD over the years- an effort that Wyoming undertook with the 

full expectation that the EPA would ultimately consider and act on the flagged data. The EPA's failure to 
act wastes state agency resources. The AQD maintains that, if it has technically demonstrable 
justification to compile an exceptional event demonstration, and if it has undertaken the effort in 
compiling that demonstration, then the EPA should fulfill its responsibility to take action. The EPA 
should honor the work undertaken by state agencies by providing its full consideration. 

Concerns Regarding State-Level Regulatory Decisions 

The AQD is in the unique position of having several industrial ambient monitors required through New 
Source Review penn its that must meet EPA requirements, and therefore, data that are currently eligible 
for treatment under the Exceptional Event Rule. There have been several instances where data have been 
influenced by exceptional events at these monitors. ln these instances, the AQD has demonstrated the 
regulatory significance of these events and has submitted demonstrations for review by the Region. The 

EPA's follow-through on the regulatory review process would lessen regulatory uncertainty by allowing a 

regulatory mechanism to demonstrate the effect of exceptional events upon ambient data used for 
permitting and regulatory decisions at the state level. This would benefit all regulatory entiti•es involved, 
as it would allow for the AQD to operate as efficiently and decisively as possible in acting upon ambient 

monitored data. 

2 
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Placing Undue Accountability on State Agencies 

The EPA's approach is further problematic to the AQD because the state agency is ultimately left to deal 
with the lingering consequences ofNAAQS "violations" that were entirely beyond the control of any 
regulatory entity. These consequences arc not necessarily limited to specific EPA attainment or other 
regulatory determinations. The notion that only such pending regulatory determinations are relevant in 
evaluating flagged monitoring data is a significant misconception on the EPA's behalf. 

While the EPA's evaluation of a certain exceptional event demonstration may not have specific bearing 
on whether or not a certain area is able to attain the NAAQS, these monitored data are nevertheless 
included in conjunction with national emission inventories and modeling exercises that are ultimately 

considered by the EPA in establishing policy and developing federal regulations. Exceptional event 
demonstrations make compelling cases that certain elevated monitored data should be disregarded when 
creating regulatory policy. When the EPA disregards and fails to act on these demonstrations, however, 
the consequence is the inclusion of inflated monitored data that misrepresents the prevailing air quality 

conditions. For example, the shelved data on Wyoming's exceptional event demonstration list from the 
2012 summer is attributable to the omnipresence of wildfire emissions in the state, or transported into the 
state, due to an extraordinarily active wildfire season. The EPA's reluctance to act on Wyoming's 
exceptional event demonstration submissions ultimately means that these exceedances represent 
"violations" of the NAAQS- from a regulatory standpoint, and in the eyes of the public- even though 

these events were beyond regulatory control. This is simply an unfair and unsound practice and is 
ultimately counterproductive to the state, the EPA, and the public. 

Additionally, the EPA's inaction is problematic because there are many circumstances where the 
consideration of exceptional event-influenced data would impact regulatory domains beyond NAAQS 
attainment. One such example is regional haze, where a wildfire-heavy summer- including wildfires 
burning in other states- would contribute significantly to pollutant levels in Wyoming and impact the 
presence of regional haze, despite the State of Wyoming having no capacity to control those emissions. 
This was, again, the case in 2012, where levels ofPM2.s in Wyoming increased dramatically between June 
and September because of the omnipresence of wildfires -largely attributable to the extraordinarily dry 
meteorological conditions. 

Although Wyoming still attained the primary annual arithmetic mean and the primary 24-hour average for 
both the 2006 and 2012 PM2.s NAAQS, the elevated PM2.slevels attributable to exceptional events still 
impacted the state's capacity to demonstrate that the state's overall marginal levels ofPM2.sdid not 
contribute significantly to regional haze. These exceptional events were significant in number (there were 
several multi-day wildfires throughout the summer) and had impacts beyond the State's regulatory 
capacity. Ultimately, the EPA's consideration of monitored data, bereft of exceptional event 

demonstrations results in a misrepresentation of the adequacy of existing state regulations and shifts state 
resources from addressing areas of concern to addressing situations that are not problematic. 

3 
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Conclusion 

The AQD hopes that its request and suggestions ensure that the EPA fully considers these ex,:eptional 

event demonstrations. The EPA's action is extremely beneficial for the planning and submittal of 

regulatory documents that may be influenced- both in scope and in details- by the classification of 

exceptional events that impact monitored data, and consequentially impact the regulatory detisions that 

air agencies must make. It is important to the State of Wyoming that the EPA honors its commitment to 
act on these exceptional event demonstrations. 

Thank you for the opportunity to reply to your letter. As always, the AQO is available to diseuss any of 

the concerns outlined in this letter. Please feel free to contact the AQD at 307-777-7391. 

Sincerely, 

~,,,d# ~~ ~ (/{1 
ncy E. tehr 

AQO Administrator 

Cc: Adam Clark, EPA Region 8 
Cara Keslar, AQD 
Amber Potts, AQD 
Mike Morris, AQD 

4 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 8 

Ref: 8P-AR 

Nancy Vehr, Administrator 
Air Quality Division 

1595 Wynkoop Street 
Denver, CO 80202-1129 

Phone 800-227-6917 
YAvw.epa.gov/regionOB 

Ar.\ :- 2il!S 

Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
200 West 17'11 Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Re: Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
(WDEQ) Exceptional Events Documentation 
Packages; 2011-2014 

Dear Ms. Vehr: 

.Rteceived 

APR 2 8 ZD!6 

This Jetter is in response to WDEQ's submittals of demonstrations of exceptional event influence on 
PMu, PM to, and ozone monitoring data for calendar years 2011-2014. The demonstration documents 
contain infmmation regarding monitoring data flagged by WDEQ to indicate that PMto National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) exceedances were affected by high winds, PM2.s NAAQS 
exceedances were affected by wildfires, and ozone NAAQS exceedances were affected by stratospheric 
inttusions. 

A preliminary review of the demonstrations submitted indicates that the flagged PM and ozone data may 
have been influenced by exceptional events; however, at this time the EPA will not take action on 
WDEQ's request for concurrence on the referenced data flags. The data are not anticipated to be 
involved in any pending regulatory decision by the EPA, therefore, the EPA is not making a concurrence 
decision on the demonstrations submitted. If at some point in the fl•ture the flagged data would be 
included in an attainment demonstration or involved in other regulatory decisions, the EPA would then 
undertake a full review of the submitted demonstrations to allow a concurrence decision at that time. 

The enclosed table provides a summary of the flagged PM2.5, PM to, and ozone monitoring data WDEQ 
provided for the calendar years 2011-2014 subject to this letter. With this letter, the EPA is determining 
our review of the WDEQ 201!-2014 packages listed in the enclosed table to be complete. As always, the 
EPA staff are available to answer any questions your staff may have and to provide help where needed. 
For additional infmmation, please feel free to contact me, or your staff may contact Kyle Olson, of my 
staff, at (303) 312-6002. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Monica Morales, Acting Director 
Air Program 

@Printed on Recycled Paper 
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EE Date Year Location Monitor ID Parameter Monitored 
Value 

5/30/2011 2011 South Pass 56-013-0099-1 0] 81 ppb 
l/11/2012 2012 Naughton 56-023-0820-2 PM10 312 p.g/m3 

i/12/2012 2012 Naughtor:, ___ 56-023-0820-2 PM10 167!:!:_g/m3 i 
1113/2012 2012 Naughton 56-023-0820-2 PMIO 325 p.g/m3 

1116/2012 2012 Naughton 56-023-0820-2 PMw 179 p.g/m3 
i -1-=-:---·-

1/18/2012 2012 Naughton 56-023-0820-2 PMIO 174 p.g/m3 

Mountain 56-001-0800-3 PM to 170 ).l.g/m3 

Cement 
1/21/2012 2012 ·School Creek- 56-005-0086-1 PM10 226 p.g/m3 

3 I 
School Creek- 56-005-0087-1 PM to 223 p.g/m3 

2 
N Antelope! 156-005-0869-2 PM to 200 )..lg/m3 

Rochelle R0-1 
3/26/2012 2012 Mountain 56-001-0800-3 PM to 204 p.g/m3 

Cemcilt 
4/12/2012 2012 Buckskin Mine 56-005-1899-1 PM10 180 flg/tn 3 

N 
6/512012 2012 Wyodak 56-005-0901-1 PM10 23 7 p.g/m3 

Bridger Coal 56-03 7-0860-1 PMIO 215 p.g/m3 

JB-4 
6/6/2012 2012 Thunder Basin 56-005-0123-1 03 88 ppb 

6/26/2012 2012 Pinedale 56-035-0101-1 PMB _±?_il_ jlg/!113 

6/28/2012 2012 Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PMu 53.8J..tg/m3 

6/29/2012 2012 Lauder 56-013-1003-1 PMz.s 41.8 )..lg/m3 

Casper 56-025-oo(jj::"! -PMz.s 36.5 ~to/m3 

Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PM2.5 110.6 flg/m3 

6130/2012 2012 Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PMIO 190 p.g/m3 

Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PMz.s 143.7 ).lg/m3 

711/2012 2012 Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PM2.s 85.4 11g/m3 

·-----=---
t-r>M2.5 7/2/2012 2012 Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 97.4 11g/m3 

7/3/2012 2012 "Bf~Piney 56-035-0700-1 PM2.s 74.7 _ll_g/m3 

7/4/2012 2012 Gillette Col. 56-005-0800-1 PM2.s 56.5 l-l:.gj'tn3 

Belle Ayr BA- 56-005-0892-1 PM2.s 55.3 ~tg/m3 

4 
Antelope 3 56-009-0819-1 PMz.s 47.0 ).lg/m3 

Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PM2.s -~8.4Hg/l!l:. ____ 
-----~-

7/5/2012 2012 Big Piney 56-035-0700-1 PM2.s 38.6 J.t.g/m3 

9118/2012 2012 Wyoming 56-035-0097-1 PMz.s 39.1 )lglm3 

Range 
9/20/2012 2012 Wyoming 56-035-0097-1 PMz.s 52.3 J.Lg/m3 

Range 

2 
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EE Date Year Location Monitor ID Parameter Monitored 
Value 

Pinedale 56-035-0101-1 PM2.s 44.8_~m3 ,_,__ 
Rock Springs 56-037-0007-1 PM2.s 37.6 f..lg/m3 9/2112012 2012 
Jackson Hole 56-039-1006-1 PM2.5 39.2 f..lg/m3 

12/2/2012 2012 Buckskin Mine 56-005-1899-1 PMIO 167 f..Lg/m 3 

N 
-· 

12/20/2012 2012 N Antelope/ 56-005-0869-2 PM10 188 f..Lglm 3 

'374!2013 
Rochelle R0-1 

2013 Black Thunder 56-005-0891-2 PM10 166_f..lg/rn3 

3/17/2013 2013 Black Butte 56-037-0868-2 PM10 261 f.lg/m3 

#10 
Black Butte I- 56-037-1868-1 PM10 432 f.lg/m3 

80 
6113/2013 2013 Kemmerer 56-023-0800-1 PMw 273 ~tg/m3 

Mine 
. 1!13/2014 2014 Black Butte 56-037-0868-2 PM to 166 f.lg/m3 

#10 
2/2112014 2014 Black Butte 56-037-0852-1 PMIO 204 ~tg/m3 

Lucite Hills 
3/17/2014 20!4 Black Butte 56-037-0868-2 PMIO 202 f.lg/rn3 

#10 
Black Butte 56-037-0852-1 PMw 242 llg/m3 

Lucite Hills 
4/28/2014 2014 Black Butte 56-037-0852-1 PMIO 219 f.!g/rn3 

Lucite Hills 
7!14/2014 2014 Black Butte 56-03 7-0852-1 PM to 294 f..lg/m 3 

Lucite Hills 

3 
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The Honorable E. ScoH Pruitt 
Administrator 
Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue. N\V 
Washington. D.C. 20460 

Dear Administrator Pruitt: 

December 14, 2017 

[ am writing to restate my concerns about EPA's proposed mle on ground water and in situ 
uranium recovery (ISR) under 40 C.F.R. Part 192. EPA initially issued its rule on January 26, 
2015. In 2016. I wrote to the Ofiice of Management and Budget (twice) questioning EPA's 
justification lor the rule and its cost-benefit analysis and called on the Obama Administration to 
withdraw the rule. On January 19, 2017 the day betore President Obama left office EPA 
issued a second proposed rule. Since then, I have come to Jearn that the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) has had -.fi'om /his rule making's inception-- serious concerns with EPA's 
proposals. 1 share NRC's concerns about EPA's rule and ask that you withdraw the rule. 

The NRC has substantive and jurisdictional concerns about EPA's proposals. After EPA issued 
its 20 I 5 rule, NRC Commissioner William Ostendorf!' asked NRC's General Counsel whether 
the rule reaches beyond EPA's authority to set "generally applicable standards" for ground water 
protection under the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA). On May 18, 
2015, the General Counsel submitted a 20-page memo to the Commission stating, among other 
things. that if promulgated, the rule would reach beyond EPA's authority in key areas. The rule 
rather than setting generally applicable standards- would impose implementation standards. 
which the Act delegates to the NRC, not EPA. At Commissioner Ostendorffs initiative, the 
Commission voted, in June of20 15. to authorize the General Counsel to convey both substantive 
and jurisdictional concerns to EPA. NRC's General Counsel did so in a July 28. 2015 Jetter. 

Arter EPA reproposed the rule in 2017, the NRC elaborated upon its concerns. The NRC staff 
sttbmittcd 25 pages of comments on the rule to the Commission. With the knowledge and 
implicit consent of the Commission, the NRC staff submitted the comments to EPA on July 18, 
2017. The comments explain that the NRC and its Agreement States "have been satCiy, securely, 
and successti.illy regulating ISR facilities since the 1970's." They state that "[i]n almost 40 years 
of operational experience, the NRC staff is aware of no documented instance of an ISR wellticld 
being the source of contamination of an adjacent or nearby aquifer, or of the non-exempt portion 
of the same aquifer in which ISR activities are being conducted." They explain that there is "No 
Health or Safety Justification for [the] Rulemaking." Finally, the comments detail how the rule 
"encroaches upon NRC's jurisdiction, and includes requirements that are not technically feasible 
or are unreasonably burdensome on ... licensees without providing any equivalent benefit." 

Since March 201 L prices lor natural uranium have fallen by roughly 70 percent. In 2017, 
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uranium producers in the U.S. are on track to produce the lowest amount of uranium since 1951 
befbre the U.S. had commercial nuclear power reactors. It is incumbent upon EPA to refrain 

ti·om imposing regulations that arc not technically feasible or are unreasonably burdensome on 
licensees. While Commissioner Ostendorffnoted that the NRC has the authority to deviate from 
EPA's regulations on a site-specific basis should EPA exceed its authority under lJMTRCA, he 
stated that this approach could easily lead to continuing conilict between the agencies and court 
challenges to NRC's actions. In order to end such contlict, I ask that, in addition to withdrawing 
EPA's rule, you sign a Memorandum of Understanding with the Commission clarifying EPA's 
authority to set generally applicable standards and NRC's authority to implement the standards. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration and I look forward to your prompt response. 

Sincerely, 

/ ... ~r 

'v~-~~ 
J<1hn Barrasso. M.D. 

"Chairman 

Enclosures ( 4) 
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UNITED STATES 
NUClEAR REGUlATORY COMMISSION 

A vi S Garbow, General Counsel 
Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Mail Code 2310A 
Washington D.C. 20460 

Dear Mr. Garbow: 

WASHiNGfON, Q,C, 2:05S':Hl001 

July 28, 2015 

My office has recently reviewed the Environmental Protection Agency's. 
proposed rule, "Health and Environmental Protection Standards for 
Tailings," which sets forth groundwater protection standards for ur 

ary 
horium 

recovery 

2015 

facilities. The proposed rule would add a new Subpart 
192. EPA's Part 192 regulations implement EPA's res 
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA). 

ns at 40 CFR Part 
er the Uranium Mill 

As explained below. we are concerned that, In certain 
encroach upon the Nuclear Regulatory Com 

, the EPA's proposed rule may 
thority. Our agencies for many 

ings that pertain to the regulation of 
early date to meet with your staff to 

decades have worked closely together on EP 
the commercial nuclear industry and we 
discuss our concerns 

As you know. section 275 of the At 
the uranium processing industry. 
of public health and the enviro 
associated with uranium pro 
There are two provisi 
may encroach upon N 

established a dual regulatory scheme over 
ds of general applicability for the protection 

radiological and non radiological hazards 
NRC implements and enforces those standards 

sed rule that we wish to discuss with you because they 

)(i)-(ii) allows for the NRC or other regulatory agency (Le., a NRC 
"final alternate concentration limits" provided that groundwater 

itu recovery operations had ceased, be demonstrated at a 95 percent 
on quarterly sampling, for three consecutive years. This proposed 
yond the UMTRCA authority to set general standards, as it can be 
era management or an engineering method upon licensees. The 

I rigor (95 percent confidence level) imposed by the proposed provision 
he licensee will demonstrate compliance, which the NRC views as an 

n issue, and thus a NRC responsibility, rather than a general standard. In this 
NRC's statutory duty is to provide reasonable assurance. Reasonable assurance IS 

·. . ed in terms of a particular level of statistical rigor. Our concern with the proposed 95 
"'\percent confidence level is that such a level does not equate to reasonable assurance but to 

'·essentially, absolute assurance. In essence the proposed rule goes beyond establishing a 
general standard such that it affects how the standard is met a role reserved for the NRC. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY- DELIBERATIVE PROCESS MATERIAL 
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Moreover, a 95 percent confidence level is extremely difficult to demonstrate, leavmg virtually no 
room for a margin of error. Given the difficulty in demonstrating compliance with a 95 percent 
confidence level, the provision may not be implementable in a meaningful way, and as such. the 
NRC may not be able to grant a final alternate concentration limits. 

Proposed 40 CFR 192.53 establishes extensive monitoring requirements upon uranium in· 
recovery licensees. In particular, proposed 40 CFR 192.53(b) requires the monitoring of 
constituents in the event an 'excursion' is detected. Notably. the proposed provision d 
account for the different speeds at which the various constituents may move throug 
aquifer-thus raising the question as to whether monitoring the slower-moving c 
necessary. Similar to our concerns with the 95 percent confidence level requir 
provision may be construed as imposing either a management or an engin 
licensees. and thus be beyond the scope of a general standard. 

st-We also have substantive concerns with one provision. Following the 
operatronal "stability phase·· in which the licensee must demo 
percent confidence level, the licensee must, under proposed 

t stability at a 95 
53(e)(iii), continue to 
ring period's term 

oring period may be longer 
monitor the site for an additional 30 years. Although est 
may be within the scope of general standard setting, a 3 
than needed to assure protection of groundwater resou 

The NRC wishes to discuss its concerns more fully w 
of a final rule. Please contact Andrew Pessin, of,.my offic 
to working with you on this matter. ~ 

Assistant Administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY- DELIBERATIVE PROCESS MATERIAL 
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July 17,2017 

NOTE TO COMMISSIONERS' ASSIST ANTS 

OCM/KLS 

x Patrick Castleman 
x Maxwell Smith 

Richard Harper 
Catherine Kanatas 
Veronica Rodriguez 
Lauren Gibson 

x Alan Frazier 
Samantha Crane 
Clare Kasputys 
Lindsey Hawkins 

x Janet Lepre 
x Nicole Riddick 

OCM/SGB 

x Jason Zorn 
x Steve Baggett 
x Tracey Stokes 

Nanette Valliere 
x Kathleen Blake 
x Sandra Cianci 

FROM: Robert J. Lewis IRA/ 
Assistant for Operations, OEDO 

OCM/JMB 

x Amy Powell 
-x- Jody Martin 

Robert Krsek 
""X Usa London 
-x- Stacy Schumann 

x Beth Brown 

SUBJECT: UPDATE ON THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S TITLE 40 
OF THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS PART 192 RULEMAKING 
ACTIVITIES (JULY 2017) 

The purpose of this Commissioners' Assistants (CA) note is to provide the Commission offices 
with an update on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Title 40 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (40 CFR) Part 192 rule making activities. In a previous CA note dated 
October 25, 2010 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) 
Accession No. ML 1 02950502), the staff informed the Commission that it was deferring its Title 
10 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 40 proposed rulemaking for ground water protection 
at uranium in situ recovery (ISR) facilities. The staff took this action after the EPA notified the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff that it was beginning its own rulemaking effort 
to promulgate generally applicable standards for ISR facilities. 

P=> ML 17179A384 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY- SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION 
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The Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA), which amended certain 
sections of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA), as amended, allows the EPA to promulgate 
generally applicable standards for the protection of the environment from both radiological and 
non-radiological hazards associated with the processing, possession, transfer, and disposal of 
AEA section 11e.(2) byproduct material. The EPA implements UMTRCA through its regulations 
at 40 CFR Part 192. Under the UMTRCA scheme, the NRC implements and enforces these 
generally applicable standards, usually by promulgating a conforming regulation. 

In a CA note dated May 19, 2017 (ADAMS Accession No. ML 17117A412), the staff notified the 
Commission that the EPA had republished its proposed rule on 40 CFR 192 ("Health and 
Environmental Protection Standards for Uranium and Thorium Mill Tailings," 82 FR 7400) for 
public comment with a comment period ending on July 18, 2017. The staff has reviewed the 
proposed rule and intends to submit the enclosed comments on that rulemaking to the EPA on 
or before July 18, 2017. The comments will become public when they are submitted via 
Regulations.gov to docket number EPA-HQ-OAR-2012-0788. The staff has coordinated with 
the Office of the General Counsel in preparing these comments, who has no legal objections. 

Enclosure: 
NRC Staff comments on EPA 40 CFR 192 

Proposed Rule 

cc: V. McCree, EDO 
M. Johnson, DEDR 
F. Brown, DEDM 
R. Lewis, AO 
H. Rasouli, DAO 
M. Sampson, OEDO 
M. Dapas, NMSS 
S. Moore, NMSS 
D. Collins, NMSS 
K. Williams, NMSS 
K. Morgan-Butler, NMSS 
G. Comfort, NMSS 
B. VonTill, NMSS 
E. Striz, NMSS 
A. Pessin, OGC 
J. Olmstead, OGC 

SECY 
OGC 
OCA 
OCAA 
OPA 
OIP 
OCFO 
OCIO 
EDO r/f 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY- SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION 
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staffs Comments 
on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Proposed Rulemaking 

for 40 CFR Part 192, 82 FR 7 400 

General Comments 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff appreciates the opportunity to provide 
input to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on the issues and questions posed 
by the Notice of Proposed Rule making for Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR) 
Part 192, published in the Federal Register (FR) on Thursday, January 19, 2017, under Docket 
ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2012-0788. 1 

As discussed in more detail in the specific comments below, the NRC staff is concerned that the 
proposed rule relies on arguments that are not fully supported, encroaches upon NRC's 
jurisdiction, and includes requirements that are not technically feasible or are unreasonably 
burdensome on both NRC and Agreement State licensees without providing any equivalent 
benefit. The NRC's current regulations, at 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, and those of the 
various Agreement States, as supplemented by site-specific license conditions, guidance 
documents (e.g., NRC's "Standard Review Plan for In Situ Leach Uranium Extraction License 
Applications," NUREG-1569), and the operational experience and technical expertise of the 
regulatory agency staff, constitute a comprehensive and effective regulatory program for 
uranium in situ recovery operations (ISR) facilities. The NRC and the various Agreement States 
(operating under authority discontinued by the NRC pursuant to section 274 of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA)) have been safely, securely, and successfully regulating 
ISR facilities since the 1970's. 

The NRC regulations at 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A were promulgated for conventional 
uranium milling and are not specific to ISR facilities. Nevertheless, the NRC staff has concluded 
that its application of the 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A regulations to ISR facilities meets the 
AEA standard of "adequate protection" of public health and safety and the environment. The 
basis for this conclusion is the established safety record of the NRC licensed ISR facilities. The 
NRC staff began a rule making specific to ISR facilities in 2006 for the purpose of standardizing 
existing NRC regulatory practices to ensure consistency in the NRC staffs evaluation and 
approval of ISR license applications. This rulemaking would have amended 10 CFR Part 40, 
Appendix A by codifying proven license conditions and staff practices, as reflected in guidance 
documents, into the 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A regulations. By revising NRC's regulations to 
specifically address ISRs, the NRC staff concluded that the ISR licensing process would be 
more effective, consistent, and transparent. This rulemaking has been in abeyance since 2010 
as a result of EPA's stated intention to promulgate generally applicable standards. 

The NRC staff did not believe in 2006, when it initiated its rulemaking, and does not believe 
now, that ISR uranium activities that are operated under the existing regulatory framework have 

1 82 FR 7400. 
Enclosure 
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caused, or are likely to cause, any contamination by listed hazardous constituents;' of adjacent 
or nearby aquifers or the non-exempt portion of the aquifer that is the subject of the licensed 
uranium ISR extraction activity. The NRC, through its requirements for extensive testing of 
licensee monitoring and private wells in and around its licensed ISR sites, has not found 
evidence to challenge that finding. 

In addition, the NRC staff believes that EPA's proposed rule exceeds its authority to promulgate 
generally applicable standards in many areas and that EPA's existing generally applicable 
standards in 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D, can continue to be readily applied to ISHs without 
need for this rulemaking. Moreover, the NRC staff has concluded that some of the specific 
technical requirements would be impracticable or unnecessarily cost prohibitive to implement 
without providing any significant benefit. 

Issue Specific Comments 

A. No Health or Safety Justification for Rulemaking 

1. Groundwater Monitoring 

Issue: The preamble justifies the rule, in part, by asserting that there has only been "limited 
post-restoration monitoring" of potential contaminants and as such, there is not enough data to 
determine that ISR wellfields are not a source of contamination for non-exempt aquifers. 3 The 
NRC staff disagrees as there is sufficient post-restoration monitoring data that demonstrates 
that ISR wellfields are not a source of contamination for non-exempt aquifers. 

Comment: In almost 40 years of operational experience, the NRC staff is aware of no 
documented instance of an ISR wellfield being the source of contamination of an adjacent or 
nearby aquifer, or of the non-exempt portion of the same aquifer in which ISR activities are 
being conducted. 

The NRC requires that its licensees, through license conditions, monitor a series of wells that 
surround and lie above and below the wellfield every two weeks during operations and 
throughout restoration to ensure that no undetected excursions occur. In addition, the NRC 
requires that its licensees monitor private wells located within one to two kilometers of each ISR 
wellfield (both those that are in an operating status as well as those undergoing restoration). 
These private wells can be located in aquifers above, under and around, but not within the ore 
zone aquifer of an ISR wellfield within the monitoring well ring. The private wells monitored 
include drinking water wells and livestock watering wells. Each licensee is required to sample 
the private wells on a quarterly basis for various radionuclides, including natural uranium and 
radium-226, both prior to and during wellfield operation. This data is provided to the NRC staff 
as part of a semi-annual report and is publicly available. 

In December 2008, the Commission tasked the NRC staff with preparing a report that assessed 
the environmental impacts to groundwater from ISR wellfields. The NRC staff submitted its 
report to the Commission in July 2009 (NRC, 2009). 4 The report examined licensee monitoring 

2 Criterion 13 of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A lists the hazardous constituents that are subject to NRC's 
regulation. Other than Nitrate (as N), all of the constituents listed in proposed Table 1 to Subpart Fare 
also listed in Criterion 13. 
3 82 FRat 7404. 
4 NRC SECY-2009-016, "Staff Assessment of Groundwater Impacts from Previously Licensed In-Situ 
Uranium Recovery Facilities," July 10, 2009, available in NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and 

2 
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data from private wells within and near the licensed boundaries of an ISR facility. Private wells 
are typically interspersed throughout and outside the licensed area of the ISR facility. The NRC 
staff notes that the external licensed boundaries of a typical ISR facility encompass an area of 
several square miles and usually includes several discrete wellfields, some of which are 
operating, while others may be undergoing restoration or are already in an approved, restored 
status. It is not uncommon for an operating wellfield to lie within a relatively close proximity to 
one or more restored wellfields or wellfields undergoing restoration. 

The 2009 report analyzed the private well data (comprised of 44 wells across three ISR 
facilities) available and found that, 

Based on a review of historical licensing documentation, data from 
the [private well) monitoring at all existing ISR facilities indicate 
that no impacts attributable to an ISR facility were observed at the 
regional monitoring locations. In addition, the staff is unaware of 
any situation indicating that: (1) the quality of groundwater at a 
nearby water supply well has been degraded; (2) the use of a 
water supply well has been discontinued; or, (3) a well has been 
relocated because of environmental impacts attributed to an ISR 
facilitys 

This report, together with continued private well monitoring data that has been provided semi
annually to the NRC staff since 2009, have shown no evidence of contamination at nearby 
private wells. 

In addition, with respect to NRC-approved aquifer restorations at ISR wellfields, the NRC staff 
found that, 

The impacts to groundwater in the exempted aquifer met all 
regulatory standards for the state or EPA's underground injection 
control (UIC) program, met the quality designated for its class of 
use prior to ISR operations, have been shown to decrease in the 
future due to natural attenuation processes, and have been shown 
to meet drinking water standards at the perimeter of the exempted 
aquifer. Therefore, the impacts to the exempted aquifer for each 
of the approved restorations do not pose a threat to human health 
or the environment. 6 

More recently, the Crow Butte ISR facility in Crawford, Nebraska, was the subject of litigation 
before the NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) when the licensee applied to 
renew its operating license. In a December 2016 decision, the ASLB found that, 

Despite the fact that excursions have occurred at the Crow Butte 
facility, we find that there is no evidence that those excursions 
resulted in the transport of contaminants outside of the License 
Area. This finding is supported by operational monitoring data 

Management System (ADAMS), #ML091770402. The report, entitled "Data on Groundwater Impacts at 
the Existing ISR Facilities," is an enclosure to SECY-2009-0016. 
5 /d., Enclosure at 5. The report used the term "regional monitoring" to refer to the "private well 
monitoring." 
6 /d., Enclosure at 3. 

3 
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collected during Crow Butte's mining operations that span more 
than 20 years. The total effect of: (1) the close proximity of the 
monitoring wells, (2) the low flow rate from the well field, and (3) 
the use of bleed water that removes more liquid from the aquifer 
than is reinjected, make it unlikely that there will be an undetected 
excursion. 7 

[* ••• * * *] 

In regards to overall impacts on private wells from excursions, we 
find that the water quality monitoring data from private wells 
shows the groundwater contamination has not exceeded 
radiological background levels. This data, in conjunction with the 
fact that all but one of the private wells are placed in the Upper 
Brule Aquifer, also demonstrates that vertical excursions, spills, 
leaks and Crow Butte operations in general, have not adversely 
impacted the Upper Brule Aquifer. 8 

The Crowe Butte decision is illustrative. Based upon its operational experience, the NRC staff 
is aware of no contamination from an ISR wellfield, including restored wellfields, to a non
exempt aquifer. 

Private well monitoring continues to be conducted at the three ISR facilities in which 11 
wellfields were approved for restoration by NRC in the 2003-2006 timeframe, as there are 
operating wellfields or wellfields undergoing restoration in close proximity to these restored 
wellfields. To date, this private well monitoring data has shown no evidence of radiological 
contamination and as such, provides no technical basis to establish significant risk from 
operating or restored wellfields to groundwater. 

In addition, long-term monitoring (2005-2015) of a restored wellfield has been conducted by 
Power Resources, Inc. in two perimeter ring monitoring wells at its ISR wellfield, Highlands Mine 
Unit (MU)-A in Wyoming. This monitoring was required for the approval of the MU-A restoration 
by the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (NRC, 2004). 9 The NRC staff's review of 
this perimeter ring well monitoring data has shown no increase in hazardous constituents 
(radium-226, uranium, selenium) or non-hazardous constituents (chloride, total dissolved solids, 
total alkalinity, potential of hydrogen (pH), iron, manganese), which were monitored over the 10 
year period. Based upon the 2009 report and the available 10 year monitoring data at a 
restored ISR wellfield, the NRC staff disagrees with the preamble statement and finds that there 
is significant and consistent data, including post-wellfield restoration monitoring data, which 
demonstrates that no contamination of a non-exempt aquifer has occurred. 

7 Crow Butte Resources, Inc. (License Renewal for the In Situ Leach Facility, Crawford, Nebraska), LBP-
16-13, _NRC_,_ (December 6, 2016), (slip op. at 113). 
BJd. 
9 NRC Technical Evaluation Report, "Review of Power Resources Inc.'s A-Wellfield Ground Water 
Restoration Report for the Smith Ranch-Highland Uranium Project," June 29, 2004, available in ADAMS, 
#ML0418404701. 
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2. Excursion vs. Contamination 

Issue: The proposed rule defines the term "excursion" as 

The movement of fluids containing lixiviant or uranium byproduct 
materials from the production zone into surrounding groundwater. 
An excursion is considered to have occurred when two indicator 
parameters (e.g., chloride, conductivity, total alkalinity) exceed 
their respective upper control limits in any excursion monitoring 
well, or, as determined by the regulatory agency, when one 
indicator parameter significantly exceeds its upper control limit in 
any excursion monitoring well. 10 

Comment: The definition of the term "excursion" should be revised by deleting the sentence 
that states "[t]he movement of fluids containing lixiviant or uranium byproduct materials from the 
production zone into surrounding groundwater." The term "excursion," as characterized by the 
NRC staff is the early detection of unplanned lixiviant migration from the wellfield production 
zone. Specifically, an excursion is the detection within an ISR wellfield monitoring well of the 
presence of certain lixiviant constituents which are identified as early indicator parameters (e.g., 
chloride, alkalinity, conductivity) because they are present in large concentrations in the lixiviant 
and move at or near the same speed as the groundwater. Excursions are not hazardous by 
themselves nor are they evidence of actual or likely contamination of the non-exempt portion of 
the aquifer subject to ISR extraction or of an adjacent or nearby aquifer by hazardous 
constituents. If an excursion is detected, then under the current regulatory regime and the 
conditions of the ISR license, the licensee must take the appropriate actions to regain control 
over the groundwater flow (e.g., by adjusting the extraction and injection rates). By promptly 
taking corrective action to maintain the groundwater flow within the wellfield, the licensee will 
prevent much slower moving, and hazardous lixiviant constituents, such as uranium, radium, 
arsenic, and selenium, from contaminating the non-exempt portion of the subject aquifer or an 
adjacent or nearby aquifer. 

Moreover, the phrase "into the surrounding groundwater," as used in the definition of "excursion" 
and in other preamble passages, 11 is vague and suggests that contamination has crossed into 
the non-exempt portion of the subject aquifer or into an adjacent or nearby aquifers. The NRC 
staff considers the boundary of an ISR wellfield to be the outer ring of monitoring wells 
surrounding the production zone. This outer monitoring well ring encompasses the production 
zone as well as portions of the wellfield that are not part of the production zone (typically, the 
edge of the production zone is 300 to 500 feet from the outer monitoring well ring). The 
boundaries of the exempt aquifer, as approved by EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act, fully 
encompass the wellfield (i.e., the outer monitoring well ring) and extend beyond it, currently by a 
distance of 100 to 180 feet. Thus, the "surrounding groundwater" referred to in the proposed 
rule's definition is within both the wellfield and the exempt aquifer. As such, the NRC staff 
recommends that the phrase "surrounding groundwater" be deleted in the definition of excursion 
and in other preamble passages. 

The NRC staff acknowledges that its operational experience with licensing and regulating 
uranium ISR facilities shows that excursions have occurred at ISR wellfields. This operational 
experience, however, has shown no evidence that contamination has crossed into the non
exempt portion of the subject aquifer or into adjacent or nearby aquifers. Thus an ISR wellfield 

to 82 FRat 7427. 
" E.g., 82 FR at 7 420. 
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monitoring well that detects an "excursion," is therefore not synonymous with actual or likely 
"contamination" of a non-exempt aquifer and the definition of "excursion" should be revised 
accordingly. 

3. No Evidence of Contamination Detection beyond the Exempt Aquifer Boundary 

Issue: The preamble states that EPA's UIC Program has received and evaluated data for "at 
least one ISR facility" that is "consistent with an excursion beyond the boundary of the exempt 
aquifer, leading to elevated uranium levels outside the ISR facility." 12 The statement incorrectly 
suggests that operations at an ISR wellfield resulted in uranium contamination in an adjacent or 
nearby aquifer. 

Comment: The NRC staff is aware of no documented instance of an ISR wellfield being the 
source of uranium or other contamination of an adjacent or nearby aquifer, or of the non-exempt 
portion of the same aquifer in which ISR activities are being conducted (NRC, 2009). 13 

According to one of the technical documents supporting the proposed rule, the Background 
Information Document (BID), 14 the ISR facility referred to in the preamble is the Uranium 
Resources, Inc. (URI) Kingsville Dome ISR facility located approximately eight miles southeast 
of Kingsville, Texas. The Kingsville Dome ISR facility is licensed by the State ofTexas, as 
Texas is an Agreement State under section 274 of the AEA. The Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is the applicable Texas Agreement State regulatory agency. 

In August 2014, TCEQ received a complaint alleging that ISR activities at Kingsville Dome 
contaminated a nearby, privately-owned water well and TCEQ's Critical Infrastructure Division, 
Office of Compliance and Enforcement subsequently investigated the complaint. Although the 
well, identified by TCEQ as water well (WW)-24, had samples showing high levels of uranium, 
TCEQ stated that no excursions were detected in the Kingsville Dome monitoring wells nearest 
the facility's mining unit closest to WW-24. 15 TCEQ also stated it was not able to conclude "that 
high levels of uranium concentration in water collected from these sources are caused by URI's 
mining activities.''16 TCEQ states that naturally occurring uranium located in a sand 
approximately 700 to 745 feet below ground level, identified as the "AA" layer, was the likely 
cause for fluctuation of uranium values in WW-24 and the other nearby private weils that were 
sampled. 17 In this regard, the TCEQ report stated that WW-24 likely drew water from the "highly 
mineralized 'AA' sand." 18 The TCEQ report further noted that the AA layer is so deep that URI 
has not mined it "due to economic constraints." 19 In a letter to URI, dated October 13, 2015, 
TCEQ stated that "[t]he investigation included groundwater sampling and records review. No 
violations were found as a result of the investigation."20 

12 /d., at 7404. 
13 See also Crow Butte Resources, Inc. (license Renewal for the In Situ Leach Facility, Crawford. 
Nebraska), LBP-16-13, _NRC at_, (December 6, 2016), (slip op. at 113). 
14 82 FRat 7404. 
1s TCEQ, Investigation Report (September 14, 2015), at 12. The thirteen page report itself is untitled but 
in two October 13, 2015 transmittal letters to both the complainant and URI, TCEQ identifies the report as 
an "Investigation Report." 
16/d. 
17 /d., at 3 and 12. 
18 /d., at 4 and 12. 
19 /d., at 3. Above the "AA" layer are, from the deepest, the "A," "B," and "C" layers of sand, all of which 
have been the subject of URI's ISR activities. /d. 
zo TCEQ letter, "Complaint Investigation, Kingsville Dome Facility, Kleberg County, Texas, TCEQ Permit 
No. UR02827, Regulated Entity Number: RN102380763," October 13, 2015. 
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4. Cost and Benefit Analysis 

Issue: Under the described "summary of costs and benefits" in section I.D of the proposed rule, 
EPA describes the purported benefits of the rule as being the avoidance of potential costs 
through earlier detection of contamination plumes. As part of the discussion in the preamble, 
EPA assumes the likelihood that the proposed rule would prevent contamination, but that 
current requirements would not, range from 20 to 80 percent. The NRC staff believes these 
costs to be overstated and that EPA does not provide sufficient credit for the existing NRC 
regulatory framework. 

Comment: The NRC staff agrees with the general theme that the costs of an undetected 
contamination event could be considerable and should be avoided. EPA estimates the benefit 
of avoided costs from their rule would range from $23.7 million to $608 million based upon the 
size of the plume. Calculation of these benefits are discussed in greater detail in EPA's 
supporting draft document "Economic Analysis: Proposed Revisions to the Health and 
Environmental Protection Standards for Uranium and Thorium Mill Tailings Rule (40 CFR 
Part192)," dated December 2016. However, EPA states that it is unable to quantify the number 
or characteristics of contamination episodes that could occur in the absence of the proposed 
rule, therefore the EPA is unable to estimate the nationwide cost savings. 

The NRC staff disagrees that EPA's proposed rule would result in significantly greater detection 
of contamination nor would the avoided costs be as high as identified by EPA. As stated earlier, 
in almost 40 years of operational experience, the NRC staff is aware of no documented instance 
of an ISR wellfield being the source of contamination of an adjacent or nearby aquifer, or of the 
non-exempt portion of the same aquifer in which ISR activities are being conducted. Although 
many wellfields have been restored, these restored wellfields are in close proximity to operating 
wellfields under the control of the same ISR licensee. As such, the NRC has continued to 
collect excursion monitoring data and radiological data in and around the licensed site (e.g. from 
private wells). To date, the NRC has not identified any instances of contamination moving past 
the exempt aquifer area. As a result the NRC staff has no reason to conclude that 
contamination of a non-exempt aquifer, whether detected or undetected, is likely to occur. 
Similarly, the NRC staff concludes that the EPA's economic analysis lacks sufficient data to 
demonstrate that the proposed rule's requirements would prevent the likelihood of 
contamination by a range of 20 to 80 percent when compared to the likelihood of contamination 
under existing regulatory programs. In short, the economic analysis fails to give proper credit to 
the existing NRC regulatory regime, which to date, has been successful in preventing 
contamination of a non-exempt aquifer. 

Issue: The modeling of contaminant plumes provided by EPA are worst case scenarios based 
upon unrealistic assumptions. 

Comment: EPA's supporting draft document "Economic Analysis: Proposed Revisions to the 
Health and Environmental Protection Standards for Uranium and Thorium Mill Tailings Rule (40 
CFR Part 192)," dated December 2016 bases its cost analysis on numerical groundwater flow 
and fate and transport models of contaminant plumes described in a second supporting 
document, "Ground Water Modeling Studies at In-Situ Leaching Facilities and Evaluation of 
Doses and Risks to Off-Site Receptors from Contaminated Ground Water." This modeling effort 
provided the bases for estimating economic costs to clean up a contamination plume discovered 
after license termination by simulating the remobilization of uranium (Appendix C of the report) 
after restoration. As described in the "Economic Analysis: Proposed Revisions to the Health 
and Environmental Protection Standards for Uranium and Thorium Mill Tailings Rule (40 CFR 
Part 192)" report, the economic analysis is based on a plume entirely within the exempted 
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aquifer, whereas the preamble to the proposed rule suggests plume migration to the 
surrounding underground sources of drinking water (USDWs}. 21 Furthermore, EPA used the 
uranium maximum contaminant level (MCL) as the remediation standard for the plume. The 
proposed groundwater constituent concentration standards, however. are the high•9St level of 
the pre-operational background or health based levels; or an alternate concentration level. 22 

Using the MCL unrealistically forced a higher remediation cost. Finally, in the economic 
analysis. EPA bases their costs in part on the benefit of using a 30 year monitoring period which 
is no longer part of the re-proposed rule. 

B. Jurisdictional Issues 

1. Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA) Does Not Provide Express 
Authority to Preserve Future Uses of Groundwater 

issue: As set forth in its preamble, the proposed rule's purpose is to preserve groundwater 
resources, particularly for future uses. The preamble identifies a range of multiple future 
groundwater uses. including human drinking water, water for livestock, irrigation, and wildlife 
support. The preamble states that section 275 of the AEA (42 U.S.C. § 2022) is the applicable 
authority under which EPA would promulgate this rule. The preamble indicates that EPA is 
relying upon UMTRCA as the statutory basis to preserve these future potential uses of 
groundwater. 23 

Comment: The NRC staff believes that the appropriate statutory vehicle to preserve future 
potential uses of groundwater is the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). not UMTRCA. In 
accordance with its SDWA UIC regulations. EPA has sole authority to exempt an aquifer from 
the protections of the SDWA-under current law. no other agency of the United States 
government nor any State or local government can exempt an aquifer from SDWA protection. 24 

EPA's exempti9n of the aquifer from the SDWA must be granted before the injection of lixiviant 
under the EPA UIC Class Ill injection well permiF5 can occur. 26 UMTRCA (or more specifically, 
the AEA, as amended by UMTRCA) provides no authority to protect groundwater for any use 
before this injection of lixiviant occurs. UMTRCA only becomes relevant after the EPA has 
made an affirmative determination to exempt an aquifer from SDWA protection followed by the 
EPA or State approval of a Class Ill injection permit for the uranium ISR extraction. 

"82 FRat 7424. 
"/d. at 7428 (proposed 40 CFR 192.52(c)(1)). 
23 The preamble states "UMTRCA provides authority that can be used to protect aquifers during and after 
uranium recovery operations, regardless of whether the aquifer meets the definition of an underground 
source of drinking water [USDW] as defined in the EPA's UIC regulations or is exempted from the 
protections of SDWA because it meets the existing regulatory criteria for exemption." /d., at 7403. 
24 40 CFR 144.7(b)(2) ("No designation of an exempted aquifer submitted as part of a UIC program shall 
be final until approved by the Administrator as part of a UIC program"); see also Office of Water, EPA 
Memorandum, "Enhancing Coordination and Communication with States on Review and Approval of 
Aquifer Exemptions Requests Under SDWA," July 24, 2014, p. 1 ("EPA is responsible for the final review 
and approval of all aquifer exemption requests, based on the regulatory criteria in 40 CFR 146.4"). 
25 Wells used for uranium ISR extraction are categorized as Class Ill wells per 40 CFR 144.6(c)(2). 
26 40 CFR 144.31 ("Unless an underground injection well is authorized by rule under subpart C of this 
part, all injection activities including construction of an injection well are prohibited until the owner or 
operator is authorized by permit. An owner or operator of a well currently authorized by rule must apply 
for a permit under this section unless well authorization by rule was for the life of the well or project") 
(emphasis added). 
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Under EPA regulations, one of the requirements for exempting an aquifer is that the aquifer 
"cannot now and will not in the future serve as a source of drinking water."27 If EPA determines 
that a given aquifer has the potential to be used as a future source of drinking water, it cannot, 
by its own regulation, exempt that aquifer. Thus, unless EPA changes its SDWA regulations, or 
provides an exemption to the current SDWA regulations for a specific application, an aquifer, 
once exempt, can never be used as a drinking water source. Any suggestion in the preamble to 
the contrary should be clarified. For example, the preamble states 

By altering the chemical composition of groundwater, ISR creates 
reasons to be concerned about impacts to groundwater, which 
may be used for human drinking water, as well as for other 
purposes, such as livestock watering, crop irrigation and wildlife 
support. 28 

This and similar statements contravene EPA's 40 CFR 146.4 and other SDWA regulations and 
as such, should be deleted or otherwise clarified. 

Issue: The other groundwater uses listed in the preamble, namely, water for livestock, irrigation, 
and wildlife support, are typically regulated by State and local authorities under State law. The 
proposed rule's preamble, however, states 

[s]ince UMTRCA provides authority that can be used to protect 
aquifers during and after uranium recovery operations, regardless 
of whether the aquifer meets the definition of an USDW as defined 
in EPA's UIC regulations or is exempted from the protections of 
the SDWA, the scope of UMTRCA's protection should be reflected 
in the regulatory text of these standards rather than relying on the 
SDWA UIC exemption regulations. 29 

Comment: Contrary to this and similar statements in the preamble, it is the NRC staff's view 
that UMTRCA provides no express authority to preserve the groundwater targeted for ISR Class 
Ill injection as a USDW or for the other potential purposes described in the preamble. Other 
than the statement that UMTRCA provides such authority and references to the general 
statutory language of AEA section 275, 30 there is no explanation in the preamble, either by 
reference to the statutory language, legislative history, or case law that shows how UMTRCA 
provides any such authority. The NRC staff suggests that if EPA's intent is to preserve 
groundwater as a resource for the uses listed in the preamble, then EPA's easiest course and 
one which does not involve rulemaking, is to simply not grant any aquifer exemptions under its 
SDWA UIC authority. 

If the purpose of this rule making is to preserve groundwater for such future uses, then UMTRCA 
is not the appropriate vehicle. Although UMTRCA provides authority to protect the general 
environment and public health and safety from the radiological and non-radiological hazards 
arising from processing 11 (e)(2) byproduct material, it was never intended or designed to 
preserve potential future uses of an aquifer properly exempted from the protections of the 
SDWA by EPA. The preamble also does not explain why UMTRCA should be construed as a 

27 40 CFR 146.4 (emphasis added). 
28 82 FRat 7403 (emphasis added). 
29 /d., at 7413. 
30 E.g., id., at 7403. 
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"complement"31 for, or an extension of, the SDWA, or as a land use or a resource preservation 
or protection statute. As EPA states in the preamble, 

The SDWA does not prevent recovery and use of the water within 
exempted aquifers (including where ISR operations were 
previously conducted) for private drinking water supply, public 
water supply, or other uses. 32 

Certainly, if the SDWA does not prevent "recovery and use of the water within exempted 
aquifers," then UMTRCA surely does not. With respect to active, UMTRCA Title II sites, the 
stated purpose of UMTRCA is to provide "a program to regulate mill tailings during uranium or 
thorium ore processing at active mill operations and after termination of such operations in order 
to stabilize and control such tailings in a safe and environmentally sound manner and to 
minimize or eliminate radiation health hazards to the public."33 If UMTRCA were intended to 
preserve future uses of groundwater, the NRC staff believes that the statutory language and the 
legislative history would have so indicated and, perhaps, have provided a mechanism for 
preservation. In this regard, UMTRCA does not have language that is typically found in Federal 
land use or resource protection statutes, such as the Clean Water Act, which has the statutory 
charge to "to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's 
waters,"34 or the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, which states, 'the national 
interest will be best realized if the public lands and their resources are periodically and 
systematically inventoried and their present and future use is projected through a land use 
planning process coordinated with other Federal and State planning efforts." 35 Finally, 
UMTRCA must be consistent with Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCHA) in regard 
to non-radiological hazards, and RCRA has no requirement for protection or preservation of a 
future use. 

2. Meaning of phrase "Generally Applicable Standards" 

EPA identifies the statutory authority for its 40 CFR Part 192 rulemaking as section 275 of the 
AEA (42 U.S. C.§ 2022), as added by section 206 of UMTRCA. 36 UMTRCA established a dual 
regulatory scheme over the uranium milling industry between EPA and the NRC. Under this 
scheme, EPA sets "standards of general application" or "generally applicable standards" 37 for 
the, 

protection of the public health, safety, and the environment from 
radiological and non-radiological hazards associated with 
processing and with the possession, transfer, and disposal of 
[AEA Section 11e.(2)] byproduct material, ... at sites at which ores 

31 /d., at7413. 
3' /d., at 7413 (emphasis added). 
33 42 usc§ 7901 (b)(2). 
34 33 USC§ 1251 (a) (emphasis added). Whether the groundwater resources of concern are waters of 
the United States, and thus subject to Federal jurisdiction, is beyond the scope of these comments. 
35 43 USC§ 1701(a)(2) (emphasis added). 
36 UMTRCA, Pub. L. 95-604, 92 Stat. 3021. 
"AEA, Section 275b.(1) uses the term "standards of general application," whereas Section 275b.(2) uses 
the term "generally applicable standards." For brevity, the term "generally applicable standards" will be 
used from this point forward in this paper. 

10 
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are processed primarily for their source material content or which 
are used for the disposal of such byproduct material. 38 

The standards set by EPA for non-radiological hazards must be consistent with the standards 
required under RCRA39 The NRC or an NRC Agreement State (the "regulatory agency") is 
responsible for implementing EPA's standards of general application and is the sole regulatory 
authority for granting an operating license to uranium recovery facilities. 40 

According to the preamble, the proposed rule would promulgate three different types of 
groundwater protection standards for ISR facilities, namely, constituent concentration standards, 
initial stability standards, and long-term stability standards. 41 The preamble describes 
constituent concentration standards as "numerical concentration limits for a set of groundwater 
constituents that are present in or affected by ISR operations."42 The proposed rule 
groundwater constituent standards are: (1) pre-operational background, (2) the numerical 
health based standards in referenced tables, or (3) an alternate concentration level. 43 An ISR 
licensee would need to meet these constituent concentration standards at various compliance 
points during the different phases of ISR wellfield operation, including the restoration phase. 
The proposed rule identifies 12 constituents that are the subject of the constituent concentration 
standards. Other than the express identification of the 12 constituents, these proposed 
standards are essentially equivalent to, if not the same as, those already in effect under current 
EPA regulations and are already implemented by NRC and Agreement States for ISR wellfields 
under NRC's regulations at 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A (see NRC RIS-2009-005)44 or the 
Agreement State equivalent to the NRC's 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A regulations. 

The NRC staff has no objection to such constituent concentration standards as their 
promulgation falls clearly within the EPA's generally applicable standards setting authority and 
are already used by NRC and the Agreement States. As explained below, however, the NRC 
staff continues to have both technical and jurisdictional objections to the initial stability 
standards and long-term stability standards. In particular, the NRC staff believes that the initial 
stability standards and long-term stability standards are not generally applicable standards but 
are implementation criteria, and as such, encroach upon NRC's authority and impair the NRC's 
ability to effectively regulate its ISR licensees. The initial stability standards and long-term 
stability standards that are of particular concern are the 95 percent confidence level requirement 
for a statistical trend analysis and the requirements for geochemical modeling (including the 
statements in the preamble showing EPA's expectations of such modeling). In addition, the 
NRC staff has concerns about the definition and use of the term "point of exposure." 

The NRC staff acknowledges that the term 'generally applicable standards" is not defined in the 
statutory language of the AEA or by its UMTRCA amendment. The term is, however, defined by 

38 AEA, Section 275b.(1); 42 U.S.C. § 2022(b)(1) (alteration added). 
39 AEA, Section 275b.(2); 42 U.S.C. § 2022(b)(2). 
40 AEA, Section 275d.; 42 U.S. C. § 2022(d). 
41 82 FRat 7405 and 7407. 
42 /d., at 7407 
43 /d. 
44 "RIS" is the NRC acronym for "Regulatory Issue Summary," a form of generic communication that the 
NRC issues to its regulated community. RIS-2009-05 clarified that the NRC's 10 CFR Part 40, 
Appendix A regulations were applicable to uranium ISR wellfields. RIS-2009-05, April 29, 2009, p. 3 
("Accordingly, the requirements in Criterion 58(5) of Appendix A apply to restoration of groundwater at 
uranium ISR facilities"). 
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the Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, which established EPA, and is further described in the 
legislative history of UMTRCA. 

Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970 

EPA's authority to promulgate generally applicable standards, at least for radiological material, 
is prescribed by what is essentially EPA's organic authority, namely, the Reorganization Plan 
No. 3 of 1970 (Reorganization Plan). 45 Section 1 of the Reorganization Plan established the 
EPA. Section 2 transferred various authorities from other federal agencies to the EPA. Section 
2(a)(6) transferred to the EPA Administrator certain "functions" of the former Atomic Energy 
Commission (AEC). Section 2(a)(6) states: 

(a) There are hereby transferred to the Administrator: 

[* * *] 

(6) The functions of the Atomic Energy Commission under the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, administered through its 
Division of Radiation Protection Standards, to the extent that such 
functions of the Commission consist of establishing generally 
applicable environmental standards for the protection of the 
general environment from radioactive material. As used herein, 
standards mean limits on radiation exposures or levels, or 
concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, in the general 
environment outside the boundaries of locations under the control 
of persons possessing or using radioactive material. 46 

Thus, the Reorganization Plan provided EPA with an express transfer of AEA authority to set 
generally applicable standards "for the protection of the general environment from radioactive 
material." The Reorganization Plan, however, expressly prescribed this standard setting 
authority by defining the term "standards" to mean "limits on radiation exposures or levels, or 
concentrations or quantities of radioactive material"-essentially, numerical limits. 

The use of the phrase "generally applicable environmental standards" in the Section 2(a)(6) 
provision is virtually identical to UMTRCA's language, namely, "standards of general application 
for the protection of the public health, safety, and the environment from radiological and non
radiological hazards." 47 Further, case law suggests that Congress intended that UMTRCA's 
"generally applicable standards" have the same meaning as the Reorganization Plan's 
"generally applicable environmental standards."48 

45 Reorg. Plan No.3 of 1970,35 FR 15623 (October6, 1970), 84 Stat. 2086 (December 2, 1970). The 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 is codified in 5 U.S.C. Appendix 1. 
46 Reorg. Plan No.3 of 1970, § 2(a)(6) (emphasis added). 
47 AEA § 275(b)(1)), 42 U.S.C. § 2022(b)(1). 
48 See NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.2d 1258, 1278 (1st Cir. 1987) (in interpreting EPA regulations promulgated 
under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 10141 (NWPA), the court construed the NWPA's 
statutory language in accordance with Section 2(a)(6) of the Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, and 
stated "[m]oreover, if Congress disagreed with this definition of the general environment from the 
reorganization plan (which defined the duties of the EPA), Congress would not have used the same 
terminology (i.e., the term 'general environment') that was used in the reorganization plan") (alterations 
added). 
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UMTRCA 's Legislative History Shows that EPA Generally Applicable Standard-Setting Authority 
is Bound by Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, Section 2(a)(6) 

UMTRCA's legislative history shows that Congress was aware of and considered section 2(a)(6) 
of the Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 when it enacted UMTRCA in 1978. In fact, the 
legislative history shows that Congress structured UMTRCA's grant of authority to the EPA 
Administrator upon this very provision. During the consideration of the various bills that led to 
UMTRCA's enactment, Section 2(a)(6) was referred to several times in the statements of both 
the NRC Chairman and the EPA Deputy Assistant Administrator for Radiation Programs. In an 
August 2, 1978 statement made before the House Subcommittee on Energy and Power, 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, then NRC chairman, Dr. Joseph M. Hendrie, 
stated that "[t]he EPA would establish ambient environmental radiation standards for this new 
class of byproduct material under Atomic Energy Act authority transferred to EPA under 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970."49 

Similarly, William D. Rowe, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Radiation Programs, EPA, stated 
on the same date before the same subcommittee, 

However, any such legislative proposal should also provide the 
EPA to promulgate general environmental standards for such 
[byproduct] material so that there will be consistency with the 
present authority of the Atomic Energy Act and Reorganization 
Plan No. 3 of 1970 which gives EPA such authority over present 
licensable material. 50 

In response to a question from the Committee counsel, Mr. David B. Finnegan, asking what the 
phrase "generally applicable standards" encompasses, Dr. Rowe stated, 

General [sic] applicable standard is defined in the Atomic Energy 
Act. This is where the language comes from, and it is the section 
that we use to set the standards outside the boundaries. 51 It 
covers standards which can be quantities, concentrations, and it is 
particularly defined here as concentrations or quantities of 
material into the general environment. That is how it has been 
defined. 52 

Although Dr. Rowe stated that the term "general applicable standard" was defined in the AEA, 
he was, as shown by his earlier statement, likely referring to Section 2(a)(6) of the 1970 
Reorganization Plan, which transferred AEA authority to EPA. Regardless, Dr. Rowe's 
statement shows that the EPA considered that the term "generally applicable standards" 
referred to a specified, numerical limit, namely, a concentration or a quantity of radioactive 
material. 

49 Uranium Mill Tailings Control Act of 1978: Hearing on H.R. 11698, H.R. 12229, H.R. 12938, 
H.R. 12535, H.R. 13049, H.R. 13650, and H.R. 13382 Before the Subcomm. On Energy and Power, 
H. Comm. On Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 95th Cong. 343 (1978). The Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce bill version would become UMTRCA. 
50 /d., at 366 (emphasis added). 
51 As explained below, the phrase "outside the boundaries" was a point of contention between the EPA 
and the NRC during the development of UMTRCA. 
52 Uranium Mill Tailings Control Act of 1978: Hearing on H.R. 11698, et at, 95th Cong. 393 (emphasis 
added) (alteration added). 
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In response to Dr. Rowe's statement, Mr. Finnegan then asked about using the UMTRCA 
legislation to apply the Reorganization Plan definition of a generally applicable standard when 
setting such standards to control non-radiological hazards, 

Can I suggest to you that the statute be drafted in such a way that 
EPA would have authority to establish by rule the standards to 
protect the public and the environment, and I am asking if this is 
what you are looking for, from radiological hazards associated 
with the processing and transfer of byproduct material in the 
possession or control of any licensee ... including the 
establishment of limits on the exposure or levels or concentrations 
or quantities of hazards and for standards for the nonradiological 
hazards in accordance with the requirements of [RCRA]. Is that 
essentially what you are looking for as far as legislation in this 
area? 53 

Dr. Rowe responded affirmatively. 54 Thus, this dialogue shows a legislative intent to apply the 
Reorganization Plan's Section 2(a)(6) generally applicable standards criteria of numerical limits 
to the non-radiological hazards covered by the UMTRCA legislation. 

In addition to the above statements, there are two House reports, one from each of the 
committees that considered the UMTRCA legislation, that show Congress intended to apply the 
Section 2(a)(6) criteria to the EPA's promulgation of generally applicable standards under AEA 
section 275, for both radiological and non-radiological hazards. 55 The Committee on Interior 
and Insular Affairs' report states, 

It is the responsibility of the Environmental Production Agency to 
establish generally applicable standards and criteria for the 
protection of the general environment, considering radiological 
and nonradiological aspects of tailings. The EPA standards and 
criteria should be developed to limit the exposure (or potential 
exposure) of the public and to protect the general environment 
from either radiological or nonradiological substances to 
acceptable levels through such means as allowable 
concentrations in air or water, quantities of the substances 
released over a period of time, or by specifying maximum 
allowable doses or levels to individuals in the general population 5 6 

This report language, together with the dialogue between Mr. Finnegan and Dr. Rowe, 
demonstrate Congress' intent that EPA's generally applicable standards under UMTRCA, for 
both radiological and non-radiological materials, be in the form of numerical limits, namely, limits 
on concentrations of radiological and non-radiological material, quantities of such material, or 
allowable doses or levels to individuals from such material. 

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce report stated that both committees held 
"considerable discussions with the EPA and NRC and developed these provisions" and was 

53 /d. (emphasis added) (alteration added). 
54Jd. 
55 The two respective House committees were the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and 
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 
56 H.R. Rep. No. 95-1480, Part 1, at 16-17 (1978) (emphasis added). 
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"satisfied with this resolution of a very difficult problem:'57 Based upon the testimonies of 
Chairman Hendrie, Dr. Rowe and Floyd Galpin, another EPA witness, the primary dispute 
between the EPA and the NRC concerned whether EPA's generally applicable standards would 
be prescribed by the "outside the boundaries" of the licensed site language, as set forth in 
Section 2(a)(6) of the Reorganization Plan, or would apply inside the boundaries as well. 58 

Congress resolved the dispute in favor of EPA, allowing application of the EPA generally 
applicable standards within the boundaries of the licensed facility, with the proviso, as set forth 
in an August 9, 1978 letter from then EPA Administrator Douglas M. Costle, that the NRC would 
establish management requirements for the licensed facility. 

The Interstate and Foreign Commerce committee report quotes the pertinent part of Mr. Castle's 
letter, which states, 

We agreed that NRC would establish management requirements 
for the uranium mill tailings; that such requirements would be 
comparable, to the maximum extent practicable, to requirements 
applicable to the possession, transfer, and disposal of similar 
hazardous material under the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as 
amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 
1976; and that in establishing general management requirements, 
the NRC would obtain the concurrence of EPA. 

Under both titles, EPA would retain its generally applicable 
standards-setting authority under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended. 59 

Administrator Castle's letter states that EPA shall "retain" its AEA "generally applicable 
standards-setting authority." Given the statements of Chairman Hendrie, Dr. Rowe, and 
Mr. Finnegan, the retention by EPA of its AEA generally applicable standards setting authority is 
best construed to mean section 2(a)(6) of the Reorganization Plan with its definition of the term 
"standards" being only in the form of numerical limits. 

According to the legislative history, the only portion of section 2(a)(6) of the Reorganization Plan 
provision that is rendered inapplicable by UMTRCA is the very last part of the last sentence of 
the provision, which states "outside the boundaries of locations under the control of persons 
possessing or using radioactive material."60 It is noteworthy that EPA challenged the "outside 
the boundaries" language of section 2(a)(6) and persuaded Congress to legislatively overturn 
it61 The legislative history shows no such similar effort by EPA with respect to expanding the 

57 /d., Part 2, at 46. 
58 Uranium Mill Tailings Control Act of 1978: Hearing on H.R. 11698, eta/, 95th Gong. 396-98. 
59 H.R. Rep. No. 95-1480, Part 2, at 46 (emphasis added). The report further stated that the committee 
"stresses that the EPA standards are not to be site-specific." 
60 UMTRCA, of course, only applies to those facilities involved in the processing of 11(e)(2) byproduct 
material. As such, the Section 2(a)(6) "outside the boundaries" language is still applicable to all other 
nuclear fuel cycle facilities. See e.g., 40 CFR 190.10. 
61 The dispute between the EPA and NRC's predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), 
over setting standards for fuel cycle facilities, essentially within the boundaries of a licensed site, predate 
the UMTRCA legislation. In a December 7, 1973 memorandum to the EPA Administrator and to the AEC 
Chairman, the Director, Office of Management Budget resolved the dispute in favor of the AEC, stating 
that "EPA has construed too broadly its responsibilities, as set forth in Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970, 
to set 'generally applicable environmental standards for the protection of the general environment from 
radioactive material.'" OMS Memorandum Regarding Responsibility for Setting Radiation Protection 
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meaning of the term "standards" to be more than the setting of numerical limits. Indeed, the 
above legislative history, including the cited portions of Mr. Castle's August 9, 19781etter, 
shows that Congress and the EPA considered the numerical limit definition of the term 
"standards" to be appropriate. 

In this regard, Supreme Court precedent shows that courts attach "great weight" to the 
testimonies of agency officials, especially when such officials work closely in developing the 
legislative language with Congressional committees62 Thus, upon the basis of this legislative 
history, the intent of UMTRCA was that the EPA would set generally applicable standards in 
accordance with its standing AEA authority as prescribed in the Reorganization Plan (that is 
standards consisting of numerical limits), that such standards would apply both inside the 
boundaries of the licensed site as well as in the general environment, and the NRC (or the 
Agreement State) would implement such standards. In short, numerical limits on exposures or 
levels, or concentrations or quantities of material are the only types of standards that EPA can 
impose under UMTRCA (AEA section 275). 

EPA Cites No Basis to Support Its Interpretation of the Reorganization Plan Provision 

The proposed rule's preamble does not expressly reference the Reorganization Plan. In 
response to comments "critical of EPA's authority to require corrective action programs," 
however, the preamble states, 

While the term "standard" includes numerical limitations, such as 
the concentration based limits for the listed constituents in 
groundwater, the EPA has long interpreted this term to also 
encompass the actions a source must take to reduce, remediate 
or otherwise avoid release of pollutants. The EPA notes that the 
existing rule, in subpart D, includes similar non-numerical 
standards to those included in this proposed rule. For example, 
40 CFR 192.32(a)(2)(iii) requires affected sources to implement 
detection monitoring programs, while 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(i) 
requires uranium mill tailings piles or impoundments to have a 
permanent barrier. 63 

Although EPA may have interpreted these provisions to go beyond the setting of numerical 
limits, it cites no legal basis to support this interpretation. 

The preamble cites two 1985 Tenth Circuit decisions, involving an industry challenge to EPA's 
first AEA section 275 rulemaking, in 1983, to support the EPA's position that its proposed rule 
provisions are a proper issuance of generally applicable standards, American Mining Congress 
eta/. v. Thomas, 772 F.2d 617 (10'" Cir. 1985) ("AMC /")and American Mining Congress eta/. 

Standards (December 7, 1973) reprinted in NRC NUREG-0980, vol. 1, No. 11 (20 15). The memorandum 
stated that "[o]n behalf of the President .. the decision is that AEC should proceed with its plans for 
issuing uranium fuel cycle standards, ... that EPA should discontinue its preparations for issuing, now or 
in the future, any standards for types of facilities; and that EPA should continue, under its current 
authority [i.e., the Reorganization Plan], to have responsibility for setting standards for the total amount of 
radiation in the general environment from all facilities combined in the uranium fuel cycle." /d. 
" The Supreme Court stated that "we attach 'great weight' to agency representations to Congress when 
the administrators 'participated in drafting and directly made known their views to Congress in committee 
hearings."' United States v. Vogel Fertilizer Co., 455 U.S. 16, 31, 102 S.Ct. 821, 830, 70 L.Ed.2d 792 
(1982), quoting Zuberv. Allen, 396 U.S. 168, 192, 90 S.Ct. 314,327,24 L.Ed.2d 345 (1969). 
63 82 FRat 7419. 
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v. Thomas, 772 F.2d 640 (10'h Cir. 1985) ("AMC lf'). 64 These two Tenth Circuit decisions, 
however, did not consider the numerical limits prescription of section 2(a)(6) of Reorganization 
Plan No. 3 of 1970. Only one of the Tenth Circuit decisions, AMC I, referenced the 
Reorganization Plan provision and only for the proposition that UMTRCA had removed the 
"outside the boundaries" limitation from the AEA authority transferred to EPA by the 
Reorganization Plan, as applied to activities concerning the possession and use of AEA section 
11 e.(2) byproduct material. 65 

Indeed, all of the challenged standards in the AMC I case were standards that set numerical 
limits. 66 The preamble to EPA's 1983 rule shows a relatively contemporaneous understanding 
of the limits of EPA's UMTRCA authority. The 1983 rule's preamble made a distinction from an 
earlier 1980 NRC UMTRCA rulemaking by stating "[w]e note that the NRC regulations specified 
design objectives; that is, the values specified were to be achieved based on average 
performance; whereas these EPA rules specify standards, which designers must plan not to 
exceed, with a reasonable degree of assurance." 67 The use of the phrase "must plan not to 
exceed" is informative as it is typically used in concert with a numerical limit. Similarly, the 1983 
rule's preamble stated that "UMTRCA gives the NRC and the Agreement States the 
responsibility to decide what methods will assure these standards are satisfied at specific 
sites."68 

The NRC staff acknowledges that EPA promulgated at least one standard that was not a 
numerical limit in its 1983 rulemaking, namely, the requirement for the use of liners at new 
waste depositories and to new portions of existing waste depositories. That requirement was 
one of the requirements challenged in AMC II, and is discussed further below. The NRC staff 
notes, however, that the AMC II petitioners did not appear to challenge the liner standard as 
violating the numerical limits prescription of the "standards" definition in Section 2(a)(6) of the 
Reorganization Plan-at least the published decision makes no reference to such a challenge. 
Here, the NRC staff finds relevant another Tenth Circuit decision, Quivira Mining Co. v. EPA, 
issued 1 year prior to AMC I and AMC II, which stated that "the Reorganization Act plainly 
provides that a reorganization plan may not create new agency functions,"69 and the previously 
cited 1987 First Circuit decision, NROC v. EPA, which stated that the Reorganization Plan No.3 
of 1970 "defined the duties of the EPA."70 Moreover, the past promulgation of regulations by 
EPA does not provide an adequate basis to promulgate regulations, now or in the future, that 
exceed or are inconsistent with the Reorganization Plan's "numerical limit" definition of 
"standards." 

6'/d., at 7418-19 and 7422. 
65 AMC /, 772 F.2d at 630 ("The American Mining Congress argues that this strict distinction between the 
EPA operating outside site boundaries and the NRC operating on-site has been maintained in the 
UMTRCA"). 
66 E.g., AMC /, 772 F.2d at 623, n. 3 and 638 (various numerical concentration limits by milligrams/liter for 
a list of various constituents toxic substances that could be present in surface and ground water); id., 772 
F.2d at 624 ("radon-222 emission limits from tailings piles of 20 pCilm 2s); and id. (radium-226 maximum 
concentration levels set at 5pCilgram averaged over the first 15 centimeters of soil and at 15pCi/gram for 
soil layers more than 15 centimeters below the surface). 
67 48 FR 45926, 45932 (October 7, 1983) (emphasis added). 
68 /d., at 45933. 
69 Quivira Mining Co. v. EPA, 728 F.2d 477, 481 (10'" Cir. 1984); see also NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.2d at 
1278 (stating that the Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 "defined the duties of the EPA"). 
1o NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.2d at 1278. 
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UMTRCA's Legislative History Further Prescribes EPA's Generally Applicable Standard-Setting 
Authority 

In addition to prescribing that generally applicable standards promulgated by EPA :nus! be in 
the form of numerical limits, the legislative history indicates a further restriction upon EPA's AEA 
section 275 authority. In its report, the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs stated that 

The EPA standards and criteria should not interject any detailed or 
site-specific requirements for management, technology, or 
engineering methods on licensees or the Department of Energy. 
Nor should EPA incorporate any requirements for permits or 
licenses for activities concerning uranium mill tailings which would 
duplicate NRC regulatory authority over the tailings sites. 71 

Thus, if the legislative history is given its proper effect, UMTRCA allows EPA to only promulgate 
generally applicable standards consisting solely of numerical limits, and further, such standards 
cannot interject any detailed or site-specific requirements for management, technology or 
engineering methods. The NRC staff comments below describe how the initial ancllong-term 
stability standards, particularly, the 95 percent confidence level requirement and the 
geochemical modeling requirement, are not generally applicable standards under UMTRCA 
(AEA, section 275). 

C. 95 Percent Confidence Level 

Proposed rule provisions 40 CFR 192.52(c)(2) (initial stability standards) and (c)(3)(i) (long-term 
stability standards) require that the regulatory agency ensure that licensees must provide it with 
a minimum of "three consecutive years of quarterly monitoring results with no statistically 
significant increasing trends that would exceed the constituent concentration standards at the 
95 percent confidence level."72 EPA asserts that this requirement is necessary to demonstrate 
both the initial and long-term stability of the groundwater quality. The NRC staff has significant 
jurisdictional and technical concerns with EPA's attempt to impose any sort of groundwater 
stability standard, including but not limited to the 95 percent confidence level requirement. 

In the preamble, EPA states that the 95 percent confidence level requirement is a "generally 
applicable stability standard" as it is used to "define stability" and further, that the "confidence 
level [is] a measure of stringency of the standard."73 According to the preamble, the purpose of 
this stability standard is to ensure "full restoration" across all wellfields and "to confirm that the 
restoration was successful and likely to persist." 74 The preamble asks for comments on 
"alternative approaches that would present a rigorous benchmark against which to measure and 
ensure stability."75 

From a jurisdictional perspective, this requirement goes well beyond a generally applicable 
standard and encroaches upon the NRC's authority as the regulatory agency. The NRC staff 
objects to the imposition of any confidence level requirement, regardless of the percentage 
target, as EPA has no authority to set such a standard and further, such a standard will require 

71 H. Rep. No. 95-1480, Part I, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess. at 17 (1978) (emphasis added). 
72 82 FR at 7428. The quoted language is from proposed 40 CFR 192.52(c)(2). The language for 
proposed 40 CFR 192.52(c)(3)(i) is essentially the same. 
73 /d., at 7422. 
74Jd. 
75 /d. 
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the NRC to implement a specific methodology (in this case, mandating a strict statistical 
confidence level for a hypothesis test of a stability trend). 

Under its AEA section 275 authority, as transferred to EPA by section 2(a)(6) of the 
Reorganization Plan, EPA can only set numerical limit standards-limits on exposures or levels, 
or concentrations or quantities of material. As noted above, the EPA's proposed constituent 
concentration standards fall within the scope of Reorganization Plan's definition of a generally 
applicable standard, and as such, the NRC staff has no objection to them. In contrast, a 
groundwater stability standard that attempts to regulate the "stringency of the standard," 
whether by imposing a 95 percent confidence level requirement or otherwise, are not limits on 
exposures or levels, or on concentrations or quantities of material. Rather, a statistical 
confidence level for a hypothesis test of a stability trend is a measure of the false positive rate 
(Type I error) of a trend being found to be significant when it is not (e.g., a 95 percent 
confidence level means that there is a f1ve percent chance of detecting what appears to be a 
significant trend when, in fact, none exists). Neither the use of the phrase "confidence level" nor 
placing a specific percentage before that phrase, here 95 percent, brings this proposed rule 
provision within the scope of the Reorganization Plan's definition of the term "standards." 

In addition to not being a numerical limit, the proposed rule's stability standards are not 
consistent with the direction in the UMTRCA legislative history that EPA "should not interject 
any detailed or site-specific requirements for management, technology, or engineering methods 
on licensees or the Department of Energy." A groundwater stability standard, and efforts to 
ensure stringency, concern how the presence of a trend is detected, established, and 
statistically evaluated. Sampling, measurement and related calculations, factoring in uncertainty 
given site-specific conditions, and how to perform such sampling, measurements, and 
calculations, and finally, determining what standards and methodologies are appropriate, are all 
implementation matters. In accordance with AEA section 275d., implementation matters are 
solely within the province of the regulatory agency, not EPA. Determining stability, including 
defining stability, and ensuring proper sampling and analysis to demonstrate such stability, are 
professional judgments made by the technical staff of the regulatory agency. 

The preamble, in an attempt to distinguish the provision from this prescription in the legislative 
history, states that the "proposed stability standards do not prescribe what specific statistical 
methods, sampling methods, or monitoring equipment should be used to show 95 percent 
confidence."76 The preamble then states, however, that "EPA expects that the regulatory 
agency would provide additional guidance regarding the statistical analysis required and the 
reasons for using a statistical test that facility operators and other stakeholders understand the 
reasons for using the statistical test, the concepts of Type 1 and Type 2 errors, the calculations 
required to perform the test, and how test results are interpreted" and then ties this statement to 
one of the technical documents supporting the proposed rule, the Background Information 
Document (BID) 77 According to the preamble, the BID includes "[i]nformation about what 
parameter is tested, the null and alternative hypotheses, requirements for implementing the 
statistical tests and tables for interpreting test results."78 Moreover, in Table 7.1 of the BID, EPA 
states that there are only two potential statistical methods available to adequately conduct a 
hypothesis test of a stability trend that supports a 95 percent confidence level: a regression 
trend test and the Mann-Kendall test. 79 The BID advocates exclusively for the Mann-Kendall 

76 /d. at 7419. 
77 ld. at 7422. 
76 Jd. (emphasis added). 
79 The regression trend test is a parametric test which relies on a normal distribution of residuals (a 
"bell-shaped" curve), whereas the Mann-Kendall test is a non-parametric test. 
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test. Together, these preamble statements and the BID's clear preference for the Mann-Kendall 
test as the hypothesis test to be used to achieve the 95 percent confidence level, r~ake this 
proposed rule provision a detailed standard. 

In addition, imposing the 95 percent confidence level for a hypothesis test of a stability trend 
removes the regulatory agency's ability to apply its technical judgment and discretion and 
precludes or restricts the ability of the licensee to present alternatives such as the use of other 
appropriate methodologies for stability trend analysis such as linear regression or non-linear 
curve fitting, and groundwater fate and transport models. The NRC staff is aware of no 
analogous Federal regulation that mandates any statistical trend analysis as a groundwater 
protection standard, let alone a 95 percent confidence level. 

The NRC staff disagrees with the preamble statement that the 95 percent statistical confidence 
level is ''widely accepted and used in other environmental standards."80 As explained above, 
there is a difference between using a confidence level for a test demonstrating compliance with 
or detecting exceedance of a constituent baseline standard, which is common (e.g. analysis of 
variance), 81 and using a confidence level for a hypothesis test of a constituent stability trend 
(e.g. Mann-Kendall). In the former case, current sample values are compared to baseline 
sample values (noted in BID Table 7.1, Phase 4) whereas in the latter case, an analysis of a 
trend with time is required (noted in BID Table 7.1, Phase 5). With respect to non-radiological 
hazards, UMTRCA requires consistency with the standards required under RCRA (AEA, section 
275(b)(2)). In this regard, RCRA has no provisions requiring either a stability trend standard 
with a confidence level or modeling to demonstrate compliance with a constituent standard. 

In addition, the NRC staff notes that the preamble states "that NRC staff has attempted to use 
the 95 percent confidence level for at least one facility." 62 Based upon NRC records, the NRC 
staff only applied a 95 percent confidence level for a hypothesis test of a stability trend to one 
licensee's request for approval of groundwater quality restoration (the restoration was not 
approved for several reasons, including the inability to meet the 95 percent confidence level). 
The staff did not apply the Mann-Kendall method nor use at least 3 years of data as 
recommended by EPA in the BID. The staff used a regression trend test with just 1 year of data, 
an approach the BID finds unsatisfactory. The staff applied the 95 percent confidence level only 
in this one instance on its own volition; it was not required by NRC license condition. 

Moreover, the 95 percent confidence level requirement will compromise the NRC's ability to 
promulgate a conforming regulation as it may not be technically implementable. EPA states in 
its own supporting technical document (BID, p. 130), "[a]nalyses of quarterly sampling and 
assumptions about natural variability (Table 7-19 to 7-21, Section 7.7.2.2) suggest quarterly 
sampling to reach the required level of confidence about the presence or absence of trend may 

80 /d., at 7417. 
81 The NRC staff is aware that an EPA RCRA regulation, 40 CFR 264.97(h)-(i), prescribes a 95 percent 
confidence level. This RCRA regulation, however, is not analogous to the proposed rule's 95 percent 
confidence level requirement for three reasons: 1) the RCRA regulation concerns the use of statistical 
tests of measured groundwater constituent concentrations (e.g., analysis of variance) to establish 
significant evidence of exceedance of groundwater standards (e.g., detection), which are not equivalent 
to a hypothesis test of a trend to show groundwater constituent concentration stability over a period of 
time: 2) the RCRA regulation provides for five options for statistical methods to be used to verify detection 
of an exceedance, including one proposed by the operator, and further, only two of the five require the 95 
percent confidence level; and 3) under RCRA, unlike with UMTRCA, EPA has both standards-making and 
implementation authority. 
82 82 FRat 7417. 
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require very long periods for post-restoration monitoring." The NRC staff has determined that 
Table 7-20 of the BID shows the 95 percent confidence level requirement for a hypothesis test 
of stability trend is impossible to meet within 3 years83 for the majority of combinations of trend 
slope and variability of the constituent concentrations using the Mann-Kendall or regression 
trend test. Specifically, Table 7-20 shows that the 95 percent confidence level cannot be met 
for 66 percent of combinations of slope and variability of a given constituent. The inability to 
meet the 95 percent confidence level in these cases will cause substantial uncertainty in 
monitoring time frames. In order to meet the 95 percent confidence level requirement, licensees 
may have to conduct monitoring for time frames substantially longer than 3 years, thus 
significantly increasing the cost of the rule. Similarly, the regulatory agency will need to 
evaluate additional data and oversee the licensee for a longer timeframe. Moreover, it may be 
possible that stability is never demonstrated leading to regulatory stalemate and the inability to 
terminate the license. 

Finally, the proposed rule's preamble states that the two 1985 Tenth Circuit decisions, AMC I 
and AMC II, 84 support EPA's position that the proposed standards are not "detailed" standards. 
The preamble cites the AMC I statement that the standards promulgated by EPA under AEA 
section 275 are "general in nature-they apply to all sites-we do not view them as site-specific 
'management, technology or engineering methods."85 The NRC staff, however, does not view 
the proposed standards in the January 2017 proposed rule as site-specific; rather, the NRC staff 
views the proposed standards as "detailed." The AMC I decision did not address whether the 
challenged standards were detailed, only that they were not site-specific. 

The AMC II decision likewise does not support the EPA's argument that the proposed standards 
are not detailed. In AMC II, one of the requirements challenged by the petitioners concerned 
the use of a liner for new waste depositories and to new portions of existing waste 
depositories. 56 The AMC II court, in ruling that the liner requirement was not the imposition of a 
detailed requirement, stated that "[a]lthough the regulations require a 'liner' for new piles and 
extensions thereof, we understand that tenn to refer to any impermeable barrier the NRC may 
approve that will prevent seepage." 87 Unlike the requirements for the 95 percent confidence 
level and the geochemical modeling, which the NRC staff believes to be detailed requirements, 
the requirement for a liner is not the imposition of a detailed methodology given the wide variety 
of impermeable barrier types that may installed by a licensee. 88 

D. Geochemical Modeling Requirements 

The proposed rule has several provisions that require geochemical modeling, namely, 40 CFR 
192.52(c)(3)(ii), 40 CFR 192.53(d)(2)(ii)(A) and (d)(5). In connection to this geochemical 

83 Three years of quarterly sampling is the minimum term required under the proposed rule to 
demonstrate initial and long-term stability. 
84 /d., at 7418-19 and 7422. 
85 /d., at 7419 quoting AMC /, 772 F.2d at 630. 
86 AMC II, 772 F.2d at 647 citing 40 CFR 192.32(a)(1)-(2). 
87 /d., 772 F.2d at 648 (emphasis added). 
88 See EPA, Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory, Office of Research and Development, "Lining of 
Waste Containment and Other Impoundment Facilities," EPAI60012-88/052 (September 1988). Chapter 4 
of the document provides a detailed description of the wide variety of materials that can be used to 
manufacture liners. 
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modelling requirement, the preamble states that the licensee should include the following seven 
elements in its long-term stability assessment•• The seven elements are: 

Conceptual hydrogeochemical modeling for the mine unit/production zone; 

Ground water and solid (core) data used for geochemical model(s), including field 
parameters; 

Incorporation of ground water data in an initial geochemical model (i.e., saturation 
indices calculations and assessment); 

Demonstration that stability (mainly reduction-oxidation or redox) condi1ions can be 
maintained in the production zone; 

Demonstration that ground water migrating into the production zone will not 
significantly change the geochemical stability within the production zone; 

Demonstration of alternative geochemical conditions that demonstrate stability 
(uranium and other elements); and 

Inter-relationships and contradictory claims (unintended consequences) for these 
various elements need to be identified and assessed in the context of the conceptual 
hydrogeochemical model. 

Similar to the specific 95 percent confidence level requirement, the geochemical modeling 
requirements go well beyond an UMTRCA generally applicable standard and encroach upon the 
regulatory agency's authority. Moreover, the geochemical modeling, as characterized by the 
seven elements listed in the preamble are not technically implementable as standards and 
compromises the ability of the NRC to promulgate a conforming regulation. 

As described above, EPA can only promulgate generally applicable standards that are 
numerical limits. A requirement to use geochemical modeling is not a standard that consists of 
a numerical limit Moreover, the proposed geochemical modeling requirement encroaches upon 
NRC's authority as it is essentially an implementation requirement Under the UMTRCA 
scheme, implementation of the generally applicable standards is a regulatory agency obligation. 
Whether to use geochemical modeling or another method as a means to demonstrate 
restoration is solely within the province of the regulatory agency. Likewise, if the regulatory 
agency decides to require that its licensees use geochemical modeling, the nature of that 
modeling is determined by the regulatory agency, not the seven elements listed in the preamble. 

The complexity of these geochemical modeling and geochemical evaluation requirements are 
presented in Section 4.73 of the BID. These requirements will demand very detailed and 
non-standardized methods, which will be specific to each ISR site. Nor is the proposed rule 
consistent with RCRA, as RCRA does not require geochemical modeling or a geochemical 
evaluation of any type and only requires that there be no exceedance of a groundwater 
protection standard for 3 years (as shown by compliance monitoring, not a statistical trend 
analysis). 

89 82 FRat 7410. 
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The seven elements listed in the preamble are beyond the scope of UMTRCA as they concern 
the stability of the subsurface conditions of depleted underground ore bodies, which is much 
broader than groundwater protection from ISR wellfields. For example, the second element 
states that the long-term stability assessment should include "ground water and solid (core) data 
used for geochemical model(s), including field parameters." In this regard, the NRC staff's 
definition of byproduct material excludes "underground ore bodies depleted by [uranium and 
thorium] extraction operations.'' 90 The AEA, as amended by UMTRCA, does not provide the 
NRC with any authority to regulate subsurface conditions or depleted underground ore bodies in 
the ISR wellfield. All but one of the seven of the preamble elements concern subsurface 
conditions of depleted underground ore bodies. 

Seven Elements Not Technically lmplementable 

The proposed rule's geochemical modeling requirements, particularly, if the regulatory agency 
were to address the seven elements listed in the preamble, will require specific detailed 
methods all of which are subject to tremendous uncertainty and none of which have been 
standardized for implementation or to demonstrate compliance. In fact, all of the elements listed 
in the preamble are currently the subject of research for potential application to ISR wellfields 
(e.g., Dangelmayr et al., 2017).>1 Therefore, no standard methods are even known or 
established for addressing these model elements for any listed constituent in Table 1 of the 
proposed rule at ISR wellfields. In addition, it is widely understood that all geochemical 
modeling is highly uncertain and non-unique because of the inherent uncertainty in the choice of 
conceptual models; limited availability and quality of input data; variability in modeling 
codes/solvers and their performance; limited availability of observation data for calibration and 
lack of standard methods for calibration. The EPA's BID document states that "[m]odeling of 
any type does not lead to a unique solution." 92 The EPA BID document lists the same 
limitations of geochemical modeling including insufficient input data, uncertainty and variability 
in results, misinterpretation of results and differences between modeled and actual field 
conditions. 93 The NRC staff concludes that the tremendous uncertainty and lack of standard 
methods for the proposed rule's geochemical modeling regulatory standard will make it 
impossible to establish conforming regulations to which a licensee can demonstrate compliance. 

E. Other Concerns 

1. Point of Exposure 

Issue: The "points of exposure" reference in the proposed 40 CFR 192.54(a)(3), which states 
that "points of exposure" are located in the wellfield, encroaches upon the NRC's authority to 
review and approve the location of a point of exposure-an action that must be based upon a 
site specific determination. 

Comment: In its prior January 2015 proposed rule, the EPA defined the point of exposure as 
"Intersection of a vertical plane with the boundary of the exempted aquifer." 94 This definition 

oo 10 CFR § 40.4 (alteration added). 
91 Dangelmayr, M.A. et al., "Laboratory column experiments and transport modeling to evaluate 
retardation of uranium in an aquifer downgradient of a uranium in-situ recovery site," Applied 
Geochemistry, 80 (2017), pp.1-13. 

92 BID at 82. 
93fd. 
94 80 FR 4156,4184 (January 26, 2015). 
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was not objectionable. Because EPA has now removed all references to exempt a1quifers from 
its current proposed rule, however, defining a "point of exposure" in the wellfield encroaches 
upon the regulatory agency's ability to implement its regulatory program. 

The regulatory agency has sole authority to review and approve an alternate concentration level 
(ACL), which under the UMTRCA scheme is an implementation and a site-specific compliance 
mechanism. To approve an ACL, the regulatory agency must review and meet the 
requirements of the factors listed in proposed 40 CFR 192.54. These are the same factors that 
the regulatory agency currently uses in its regulations for granting an ACL for any constituent in 
an ISR wellfield restoration (RIS 09-005). The approval of an ACL requires a site-specific 
determination of the "point of exposure," which can only be made after the wellfield is restored 
and the regulatory agency is able to evaluate all of the pertinent factors based on that 
restoration outcome. An a priori determination of the "point of exposure" in the wellfield 
effectively prohibits the regulatory agency from approving an ACL as it is precluded from 
considering technical factors of natural attenuation (e.g. adsorption, decay, low flow aquifer) of 
the ACL to background concentrations at a downgradient "point of exposure" (i.e., outside of the 
wellfield at the exempt aquifer boundary) when establishing an ACL. 

Any statement about the location of a point of exposure in the proposed rule is also contrary to 
the 1 O'h Circuit ruling in Environmental Defense Fund vs U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(866 F.2d 1263 (1989). In that case, the court held that AEA Section 84(c) (42 U.S.C. 
§ 2114(c)), gave sole authority to the NRC to evaluate and approve ACLs. 95 If EPA proceeds 
with this rulemaking, then the definition of "point of exposure" and references to its location 
should be deleted. 

2. Gross alpha particle activity 

Issue: EPA's January 2015 proposed rule listed gross alpha particle activity (GAA) as one of 
the Table 1 groundwater constituents. Although GAA has been removed from Table 1 in the 
January 2017 proposed rule, EPA has requested comments on whether GAA should be 
included within Table 1."6 

Comment: The NRC staff has significant technical concerns with the inclusion of GAA as a 
constituent in Table 1. GAA does not meet the proposed rule's definition of "constituent," which 
is "a detectable component within the groundwater." 97 Both government and industry use GAA 
as a screening parameter for the purpose of measuring the alpha particle activity of all alpha 
emitting constituents in a water sample. The measurement of GAA is subject to substantial 
error, bias and non-reproducibility (e.g., the same sample or duplicate samples will not produce 
similar results). A comprehensive report titled "Evaluation of Gross Alpha and Uranium 
Measurements for MCL Compliance" written for EPA by the Water Research Foundation 
(201 0) 98 , stated that "GAA is subject to various sources of bias and error which lead to 
substantially higher or lower values than the actual GAA and can cause duplicate 

95 Environmental Defense Fund vs. the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 66 F.2d 1263 (1 O'h Circuit 1989) 
"We ... hold that AEA Sec. 84(c) permits the NRC to approve, when the contrary is not practicable, 
licensee-proposed site-specific alternatives that are less stringent than the EPA general standards." 
96 82 FR at7411. 
97 /d., at 7427. 
98 Water Research Foundation, "Evaluation of Gross Alpha and Uranium Measurements for MCL 
Compliance" (2010), available at http://www.waterrf.org/PublicReportlibrary/3028.pdf. 
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measurements to differ significantly." The report goes on to describe the measurement 
problems inherent to GAA as a consequence of sampling, sample holding time, and limitations 
of the standard methods and correction. 

Although the NRC requires the measurement of GAA in its conforming 10 CFR Part 40 
Appendix A regulations, it does so because the measurement of GAA is required in EPA's 
current 40 CFR Part 192 regulations for conventional mill tailings impoundments. However, the 
existing regulations for GAA were not required to establish statistically representative 
constituent concentration standards, meet stability standards, and conduct the required 
hypothesis tests of trend at any confidence level, or geochemical modeling and analysis as 
would be required in EPA's proposed rule. 

The proposed rule's list of twelve constituents in Table 1 includes the major alpha emitters such 
as radium-226, radium-228, and uranium. Their inclusion reflects the improvement in 
technology to cost effectively separately measure major alpha emitters. As a result, the 
requirement to measure the GAA screening parameter provides no additional benefit, and will 
only incur unnecessary burdens and costs on the regulatory agency and licensees. 
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY- SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Background 

June 10,2015 

Chairman Burns 
Commissioner Svinicki 
Commissioner Baran 

Commissioner Ostendorff IRA! 

PROPOSED COMMISSION C91VlMCll;iJ£1iTION WITH THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTE<;!!IQWAGENCY TO ADDRESS 
40 CFR PART 192 RULEMAKING:~··'1 

'\ '~;'K, 

On January 26, 2015, the Environmental ProteCtio.n l)jlency (EPA) published a proposed rule 
setting forth groundwater protection standard~ fQ;'arn~ium in-situ recovery (ISR) facilities in 

40 CFR Part 192. In response to my · eneral Counsel submitted a memorandum to 

the Commission on May 18, 2015, he question whether the proposed rule reaches 
beyond EPA's statutory authority.'· al Counsel concluded that if promulgated, the 

proposed rule would reach '' s authority in some key areas. Namely, rather than 

setting general standards, posed rule imposes implementation standards, which fall 
under the NRC's statuto rity. 

"'{'",';; 

The General C~~(l~et;s1hlemorandum advises that the NRC is not required to accept EPA's 
regulations whe'h't'fio~'E!:cregulations go beyond the establishment of general standards. Instead, 

the NRC f(l8Y il!;;u~ ~ne:specific alternative approaches that deviate from EPA's standards. 
Such an appr,dacfN:ould easily lead to continuing conflict between the agencies as well as court 

chall,nges'ioJhe NRC's actions that deviate from EPA's regulations. 
:z>' \;,~\ 

Propos'~d Staff Direction 
'' ,,-~ 

It is•my understanding that the staff has not engaged with EPA on the issues outlined in the 

• '·General Counsel's memorandum and has no plans to do so. It would be inappropriate to wait for 

the EPA to finalize its regulations before voicing the NRC's concerns, particularly when the staff 

envisions the need to deviate from EPA's standards. Therefore, the General Counsel should 

draft Commission correspondence to Administrator Regina McCarthy. The letter should 
summarize the key concerns raised in the General Counsel's May 18, 2015 memorandum. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY- SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE 
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY- SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE 

The General Counsel should provide the correspondence to the Commission within ten 
business days of the final Staff Requirements Memorandum. 

SECY, please track. 

cc: SECY 
OGC 
OEDO 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY- SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE 
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY-SENSITIVE 
INTERNAL INFORMATION. 
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE 
COMMISSION DETERMINES 
OTHERWISE 

RESPONSE SHEET 

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

FROM: Chairman Burns 

SUBJECT: COMWC0-15-0001: PROPOSED COMMIS 
COMMUNICATION WITH THE ENVIRON 
PROTECTION AGENCY TO ADDRESS 
192 RULEMAKING 

Approved J:QS_ Disapproved XX Abstain 

COMMENTS: Below XX 

I approve Commissioner Ostendorffs prop 
correspondence to the Environmental Pr 

concerns raised in the General Counsel' 
to draftrng U1e letter as Commission carr 
more suitable in this circumstance t 
to tl1e appropriate individual at E 

ed in STARS 

lion the General Counsel to draft 
y (EPA) that summarizes the key 

5 memorandum, However as oopose(j 

e to EPA Administrator McCarthy. I 'rrnd rl 

be drafted as General Counsel correspondence 

30 June 2015 
Date 

OFFICIAL USE ONL'I·SENSITIVE 
INTERNAL INFORMATION· 
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE 
COMMISSION DETERMINES 
OTHERWISE 
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RESPONSE SHEET 

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

FROM: COMMISSIONER SVINICKI 

SUBJECT: COMWC0-15-0001: PROPOSED 
COMMUNICATION WITH THEE 
PROTECTION AGENCY TO 
192 RULEMAKING 

Approved XX 

Not Participating 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY ·SENSITIVE 
INTERNAL INFORMATION· 
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE 
COMMISSION m:TF.RMINES 
OTHERWISE 

___ None __ _ 

I approve Commissioner sal that the General Counsel be directed to draft 
Commission corresponde inlstrator McCarthy, expressing the key concerns 
raised in the General Cou 18, 2015 memorandum for the purpose of ventilating 
these issues between tw ies, which Is best done now, during the proposed rule 
stage. I thank m for directing the Commission's attention to this matter. 

/./ 

Entered in "STARS" Yes ~ No __ 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY .SENSITIVE 
INTERNAL INFORMATION· 
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE 
COMMISSION DETERMINES 
OTHERWISE 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

Commissioner Baran 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY-SENSITIVE 
INTERNAL INFORMATION· 
LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THe 
COMMISSION DETERMINES 
OTHERWISE 

SUBJECT: COMWC0-15-0001: PROPOSED COM MIS 
COMMUNICATION WITH THE ENVIRO 
PROTECTION AGENCY TO ADDRESS 
192 RULEMAKING 

Approved l2L_ Disapproved __ Abstain 

COMMENTS: Below 

Entered in STARS 
Yes XX 

No 

OFFICiAL USE ONLY -SENSITIVE 
INTERNAL iNFORMAT!ON
LiMITED TO NRC UNLeSS THE 
COMMISSION DETERMINES 
OTHERWISE 
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Commissioner Baran's Comments on COMWC0-15-0001, "Proposed Commission 
Communication with the Environmental Protection Agency to Address 40 CFR Part 192 

Rulemaking" 

I appreciate Commissioner Ostendorff requesting a legal memorandum from the Office 
of the General Counsel regarding the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) proposed 
to establish groundwater protection standards for uranium in-situ recovery (ISR) facilities in 
CFR Part 192. The Office of the General Counsel "determined that there is no cl 
between EPA's statutory authority and the NRC's statutory authority in the regu 
radiological and nonradiological hazards arising from ISR activities," but also c 
some provisions of EPA's proposed rule, most notably the monitoring requi 
do not fall within the category of general standards" for which EPA has stat 
agree with Commissioner Ostendorff that NRC should convey any jurisdi 
about the proposed rule before a final rule is promulgated and approve C 
Ostendorff's idea of sending a letter to EPA. 

Because the NRC staff did not raise any jurisdictional con 
interagency review process or public comment period, I think it 
raise this issue lor the first time in a letter from the Chairman 
Therefore, I propose that NRC's General Counsel convey 
proposed rule in a letter to EPA's General Counsel 
of Air and Radiation. The letter should focus e 

Administrator. 
al concems with EPA's 
inistrator for the Office 
issues addressed in 

the May 18, 2015, legal memorandum rather t 
General Counsel should send the correspon 

cy of the proposed rule. The 
usiness days of the final Staff 

Requirements Memorandum and provide the n with the letter lor its information. 
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY B SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION B 

LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

July 15, 2015 

Margaret M. Doane, 
General Counsel 

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS- COMWC0-15-0 
PROPOSED COMMISSION COMMUNI 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
CFR PART 192 RULEMAKING 

The General Counsel should draft correspondence to the 
that summarizes the key concerns raised in the General 
The letter should be drafted as General Counsel cor 
copy to Assistant Administrator for the Office R 
provide the Commission with the letter for its i 

(OGC) 

cc: 

Protection Agency (EPA) 
18,2015 memorandum. 

ce to EPA's General Counsel with 
The General Counsel should 

(SECY Suspense: 7/29/15) 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY B SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFORMATION B 

LIMITED TO NRC UNLESS THE COMMISSION DETERMINES OTHERWISE 
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The Honorable Scott Pruitt 
Administrator 
Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Pruitt: 

January 9, 2018 

We write to request that you rescind a current EPA policy that disincentivizes air emissions 
reductions. On November 15,2017, the Committee held a hearing entitled, "Promoting 
American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation." In testimony during that 
hearing, the so-called "once-in-always-in" policy under the Clean Air Act ·was identified as a 
policy that discourages emissions reductions. 

The 1995 policy requires a source to comply with stringent emissions standards even if the 
source later lowers its emissions below the "major source" thresholds that triggered the standards 
in the first place. In the enclosed submissions to the November 15th hearing record, the National 
Association of Manufacturers and the American Coatings Association (ACA) highlighted the 
practical effects of the policy. As ACA explains, "resources spent on compliance could be used 
instead for [research and development], or modernization activities." 

EPA can rescind this policy, which was issued under Section 112 ofthe Clean Air Act, without 
any legislative changes. As the Chairmen of the Committee and Subcommittee of jurisdiction 
over the Clean Air Act, we request that you incentivize additional hazardous air pollutant 
emissions reductions by promptly withdrawing this policy. If you have additional questions 
about the Committee's hearing that reviewed this issue, please contact Elizabeth Homer of the 
Committee's staff at 202-224-6176. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Subcommittee on Clean Air and 
Nuclear Safety 
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Nt Manufacturers 

Testimony 
of Ross Eisenberg 

Vice President 
Energy and Resources Policy 

National Association of Manufacturers 

before the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works 

on "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation" 

November 15, 2017 
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TESTIMONY OF ROSS EISENBERG 

BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS 

Hearing on: 
"Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation" 

NOVEMBER 15, 2017 

Good morning, Chairman Barrasso, Ranking Member Carper and 

members of the Environment and Public Works Committee. My name is Ross 

Eisenberg, and I am the vice president of energy and resources policy at the 

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM). The NAM is the nation's largest 

industrial trade association, representing nearly 14,000 small, medium and large 

manufacturers in every industrial sector and in all 50 states. I am pleased to 

represent the NAM and its members and provide testimony on manufacturers' 

continued commitment to reduce air emissions. 

Manufacturers have sharply reduced our impact on the environment 

through a wide range of innovations, such as increasing energy efficiency, saving 

and recycling water and implementing successful initiatives to reduce pollution 

and waste. Through these traditional and innovative measures, manufacturers 

have helped to usher in a new era of a cleaner and more sustainable 

environment. 

My written statement is broken into three parts. The first reviews air 

emission trends in the U.S. and the manufacturing sector. The second provides 

an overview of the technologies and innovative solutions manufacturers have 

developed to reduce their emissions. The third part identifies barriers that are 
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preventing manufacturers from doing even more to reduce emissions and 

increase efficiency. 

Part One: U.S. and Manufacturing Sector Air Trends 

A. Economy-Wide Emissions 

The story of U.S. air pollutant emissions is a positive one. Since 1990, a 

period spanning four different presidential administrations and 14 different 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administrators, national pollutant 

concentrations have dropped dramatically. Carbon monoxide concentrations are 

down 77 percent; lead 99 percent; nitrogen dioxide 54 percent; ozone 22 

percent; coarse particulate matter 39 percent; fine particulate matter 37 percent; 

2 
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and sulfur dioxide 81 percent. 1 

On greenhouse gases (GHGs), the United States has made greater 

reductions over the past decade than any other nation on earth.2 The following 

chart from the EPA's most recent Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

and Sinks shows the positive trends. 

Flgunt ES·3: Cumulative Change In Annual Gross U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Relative to 
1990 (1990=0, MMT co, Eq.) 

Source: Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2015 

B. Manufacturing Sector Emissions 

While it is useful to view the emissions reduction trends of the broader 

economy, it is worth focusing on the industrial sector's emissions and how they 

have decreased over time. For virtually every air pollutant regulated by the EPA, 

the manufacturing sector has made dramatic reductions over the past few 

decades. Today's manufacturing company is a sleek, technology-driven 

1 U.S. EPA "Our Nation's Air: Status and Trends Through 2015," available at 
https:/ I gispu b. epa.gov /a ir/trendsreport/2 0 16/. 
2 https:/ /www. forbes.com/sites/rrapi er/20 16/06/ 1 9/the-u-s-1 eads-all-countri es-i n-loweri n g -carbon-dioxide
emissions/#7d6790375fl!8. 
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operation that looks nothing like the industrial facilities of the past With that 

progress has come a smaller environmental footprint 

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 

In the case of nitrogen oxides (NOx), a criteria pollutant and the primary 

precursor of ozone, industrial emissions have dropped by 53 percent since 1970. 

The vast majority of the decline has come from technologies to reduce NOx 

emissions at onsite industrial power generation facilities. Industrial NOx 

of emissions have 

Source: EPA National fmissions Inventory 
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Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

The manufacturing sector's carbon monoxide (CO) emissions have 

dropped 70 percent since 1970. Most of these reductions have come through 

improvements to the manufacturing process. The chemical sector has reduced 

its CO emissions a staggering 96 percent; metals processing has reduced its CO 
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emissions 83 percent; petroleum and related industries have reduced their CO 

emissions 61 percent; and waste disposal and recycling industries have reduced 

their CO emissions Carbon Monoxide of 
Source: EPA National Emissions Inventory 
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emissions. However, these emissions have also dropped dramatically over time, 

a 71 percent reduction. 

Coarse Particulate Matter (PM1 0) 

Manufacturers have reduced their emissions of coarse particulate matter, 

or PM1 0, by 83 percent since 1970. The vast majority of these reductions have 

come from changes to the manufacturing process across individual sectors. For 

instance, chemical 
Coarse Particulate Matter 
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Source: EPA National Emissions lnvemory 
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emissions by 96 percent; petroleum and related industries have reduced their 

PM 10 emissions by 87 percent; and waste disposal and recycling industries have 

reduced their PM1 0 emissions by 70 percent. It is worth noting that the lion's 

share of PM1 0 emissions tracked by the EPA are not from industry, 

transportation or electricity production; they are what the EPA calls 

"miscellaneous" PM10, which include wildfires. windblown dust from open lands. 

wood burning stoves and fireplaces and dust from construction and agriculture. 

Miscellaneous PM 10 represents almost 90 percent of total PM 10 in the United 

States today. 

Fine Particulate Matter CPM2.5) 

Like PM1 0, the bulk of the fine particulate emissions measured by the 

EPA are classified as "miscellaneous," meaning not from industrial, 

transportation or power generation sources. Overall. total PM2.5 emissions from 

industrial. transportation and power generation sectors have dropped by 25 

percent since 1990, the first year the EPA began measuring this pollutant. The 

industrial sector 

has reduced its 

PM2.5 emissions 

6 percent since 

1990 and 23 

percent since its 

peak in 1999 and 

8000 
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will continue to reduce its emissions significantly as manufacturers take steps to 

comply with the 2012 Boiler MACT regulation. 

Sulfur Dioxide (502) 

Sulfur dioxide (S02) emissions have dropped precipitously over the past 

four decades. Since 1970, the industrial sector has reduced its S02 emissions by 

90 percent; electric utilities and other fuel combustion sources have reduced their 

S02 emissions by 93 percent; and the transportation sector has reduced its S02 

emissions by 91 
Sulfur Dioxide of 

percent Within Source: EPA National Emissions Inventory 

35000 
manufacturing 

specifically, the 

chemical sector 

has reduced its 

S02 emissions by 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2016 

80 percent; 
E Transportation 11 Fuel Combustion {Non··lndustrla!) 

metals processing has reduced its S02 emissions by almost 98 percent; 

petroleum and related industries have reduced their S02 emissions by 88 

percent; and other industrial processes reduced their S02 emissions by 80 

percent Manufacturers accomplished these dramatic reductions through 

technologies that allowed them to bum energy with less emissions, as well as 

technologies that reduced the S02 emissions in the manufacturing process. 
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Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 

Emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which mix with NOx to 

form ground-level ozone, have also been reduced considerably. Since 1970, 

manufacturers 

have reduced their 

VOC emissions by 
40000 

47 percent; the 35000 

30000 
transportation 25000 

20000 
sector has 15000 

10000 
reduced its VOC 5000 

0 
emissions by 82 

percent; and the !.!l Fuel Combustion (Non-Industrial) 

power generation fleet has reduced its already-small emissions of VOCs by 26 

percent. The vast majority of the manufacturing sector's VOC reductions have 

come through changes to the manufacturing process; the introduction of new 

chemicals, feedstocks and technologies; or reformulation of products. For 

instance, California's South Coast Air Management District reports that VOCs 

from architectural coatings in the Los Angeles area decreased more than 50 

percent between 2008 and 2014 3 

3 http://ww,v.paint.org/about-our-industrylenvironmental-footprintJ. 
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Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) 

The manufacturing sector emits greenhouse gases (GHGs) in two ways: 

during energy production and through industrial processes and product use. The 

good news is that 

the industrial sector 

actually produces 

less emissions than 

it did in 1990, a 

considerably 

different story 

Greenhouse Gas 
Source: Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 

1990·2015 

2000 

:~ J JJJJJJ JJJJJJ lJJ JJJJJJJJJ J 
1990 1992 1994 1995 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 

Ill! Industrial Processes and Use !llndus.tria! Fuel Consumption 

compared to the broader U.S. economy.4 Just over the past decade, 

manufacturers have reduced our GHG emissions by 10 percent while increasing 

our value to the economy by 19 percent. Many of those reductions have come 

from improved energy efficiency and changes to the mix of fuels manufacturers 

use. 

Part Two: The Innovations Manufacturers Are Using to Clean Up the Air 

The aforementioned charts are not meant to suggest that our 

environmental problems are over. Despite best-in-class efforts, the United States 

and the world continue to face serious environmental and sustain ability 

challenges. There are forces far beyond the control of manufacturers in the 

United States that are driving changes to the global environment. The world's 

4 Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks, 1990-2015, available at 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/filcs/20 17-02/documents/20 17 complete report. pdf. 
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population is expected to grow from 7.6 billion people today to 9.7 billion by 

2050; 795 million people in the world do not have enough food to lead a healthy, 

active life; 1.3 billion people lack access to electricity; and droughts and other 

natural disasters threaten many already environmentally and economically 

stressed parts of the world. Mitigating the impacts of climate change, protecting 

the air, feeding the world's growing population and ensuring adequate supplies of 

drinking water are just a few of the significant issues facing current and future 

generations. 

Manufacturers have demonstrated a commitment to protecting the 

environment through greater sustainability, increased energy efficiency and 

reducing emissions. We will continue to lead by minimizing environmental 

footprints, reducing emissions, conserving critical resources, protecting 

biodiversity, limiting waste and providing safe products and solutions so others in 

the economy can do the same. 

For instance, to control 802, acid gas and particulate matter emissions, 

manufacturers develop and install wet scrubbers, dry scrubbers with fabric filters, 

dry sorbent injection technologies and electrostatic precipitators. These 

technologies have been effective in controlling emissions on industrial boilers, at 

cement kilns, petroleum refineries, glassmaking facilities, lime kilns, coke 

manufacturing, chemical plants, pulp and paper facilities, brickmaking plants, 

asphalt and ferrous metals plants. Manufacturers have developed cost-effective 

10 
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technologies that can remove up to 95 percent of PM, 95 percent of S02 and 90 

percent of acid gases.5 

To control VOCs, manufacturers develop and install technologies such as 

ventilation air methane systems, afterburners, regenerative oxidizers, catalytic 

systems, recuperative oxidizers and absorbers. Controls are deployed over a 

wide range of industries-including petrochemical, chemical, pharmaceutical, 

wood products, painting, coating, electronics and oil and gas-and are capable 

of up to 99 percent VOC destruction. 

To control NOx and CO, manufacturers develop and install Selective Non-

Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) technologies, catalysts, Low-NOx Burners and 

Catalytic Reduction technologies. These are used on combustion sources, such 

as boilers, turbines, engines, process heat, iron and steel, lime kilns, glass and 

cement. These technologies control for CO up to 99 percent efficiency at more 

than 1,000 power plants and industrial boilers across the United States and can 

remove greater than 95 percent of NOx at temperatures ranging from 300'F to 

2,000'F. 

Controlling GHGs is a considerably different task than the conventional 

pollutants above. There is no ready-made, bolt-on technology solution to reduce 

GHGs from industrial operations or the products we manufacture. This is forcing 

manufacturers to get creative to achieve strong GHG reductions. Manufacturers 

of all shapes and sizes are setting GHG targets to 2020, 2025 and beyond-and 

5 See, e.g., The Institute of Clean Air Companies, Domestic Conventional Pollutants Division and 
Emissions Management Division, Issue Brief; available at 
http://www.icac.com/''page=DomConvPollutanls. 
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are often beating them several years early. They are doing this by innovating, 

taking risks, driving efficiencies, streamlining their processes and relying on 

internal experts who know their businesses best. 

Every manufacturer's operation is unique. That diversity is part of the 

challenge, but it can also lead to breakthroughs and innovation. We asked our 

members to send us examples, in their own words, of success stories in 

deploying environmental solutions at their facilities. Here are their stories.. 

MGK is a Minneapolis-based manufacturer that develops branded and 

custom insect control solutions. It recently lowered the VOC load in its ae~rosol 

and liquid products by levels between 30 and 70 percent. Some of this was done 

by shifting from solvent-based formulas to water-based formulas, and some 

came from lowering the use of hydrocarbon propellants in aerosols. MGK also 

lowered conventional pollutant emission rates by adding scrubbers to its stacks 

and reduced its use of methylene chloride by amending its production process to 

require fewer clean-out events and finding alternate solvents to use in clean-outs. 

Gerdau Long Steel North America is in the process of upgrading its steel 

mill in Rancho Cucamonga, California-the only steel mill in the state-with a 

$23 million emissions control system that will be used to meet new South Coast 

Air Quality Management District air emission regulations, which are some of the 

most stringent in North America. This state-of-the-art environmental control 

system project took two years to design, and the design process alone cost $2 

million. When completed, the system will capture 99.9 percent of contaminants in 

12 
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the emissions from the mill, making the Gerdau Rancho Cucamonga steel mill 

one of the world's greenest. 

Xerox has taken strong steps to reduce its environmental footprint. The 

company has focused on reducing the emissions that originate from the 

production of imaging supplies, such as toner, photoreceptor drums and belts 

and fuser rolls. Xerox has managed to reduce emissions through process 

modification, lower production volumes of legacy products coated using organic 

solvents and producing components with longer life spans, which results in fewer 

replacement components produced. The release of materials used in Xerox's 

worldwide operations is evaluated annually and reported to government agencies 

under national toxic chemical release reporting regulations, such as the U.S. TRI, 

the Canadian National Pollution Release Inventory and the European Pollutant 

Release and Transfer Register. Releases for reporting year 2016 remained 

unchanged compared to 2015 levels and were 75 percent lower than 2007 

levels. 

Nucor pioneered a new way of steelmaking when it introduced the mini

mill, an electric arc furnace with a considerably smaller environmental footprint 

than a traditional blast furnace: per ton of steel, the mini-mill results in a 99.2 

percent reduction in particulate matter, an 86 percent reduction in S02, an 80 

percent reduction in NOx, a 91 percent reduction in CO and a 71 percent 

reduction in V0Cs.6 The company recently introduced the micro-mill, a facility 

6 http://www .nucor .com/responsibility/ sustainability/hi ghl i ghts/. 
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with an even smaller environmental footprint than mini-mills, and it announced 

this fall that it is seeking to build a new micro-mill in the United States. 7 

At the chemical manufacturer Olin Corporation, employees within 

manufacturing and engineering, logistics and supply chain are encouraged to 

conceptualize, develop and execute productivity enhancement projects each 

year. The top 60 projects that deliver significant productivity gains are then 

presented by the global project teams to the company's top leadership in a 

conference setting. Providing an opportunity to leverage ideas, share 

opportunities and recognize the efforts and achievements of the project teams, 

the event serves as both a valuable development opportunity for employees and 

helps build further best practices for productivity and efficient, sustainable 

manufacturing practices throughout the organization. 

Air Products and Chemicals has reduced its hazardous air pollutant (HAP) 

emissions by 82 percent and S02 emissions by 60 percent since 2010. The 

company also develops a wide range of products and technologies that help 

manufacturers reduce their own emissions. Air Products' Helia® advanced 

oxidation technology reduces VOC emissions from wastewater treatment plants; 

it produces hydrogen used in refining to produce cleaner transportation fuels and 

to power advanced fuel cell vehicles; and its biogas membrane separators purify 

methane from farm waste, manure and municipal waste and help turn it into 

energy8 

7 https://v.,ww.prnewswire.com/ncws-rclcascs/nucor-board-of-dircctors-approves-steel-bar-micr('·mill
proicct-and-mcrchant-bar-operations-expansion-300520418 .htm I. 
8 http://www.airproducts.com/-/media!Files/PDF/companv/20 !7-sustainability-report.pdf'la=en. 
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Covestro, formerly Bayer MateriaiScience, committed to reduce its 2005 

carbon dioxide (COz) levels by 40 percent by 2020. The company has already 

beaten that goal and set a new goal to cut COz emissions in half again by 2025. 

It accomplished this by making numerous production improvements at Covestro 

facilities across the globe, including a $120 million investment at its largest facility 

in Baytown, Texas, to improve energy efficiencies, minimize waste and reduce 

natural resource consumption. Covestro developed a new manufacturing process 

that allows it to replace petrochemical feedstock with COz and recently opened a 

new plant that will utilize this technology to make polyurethane foam for 

mattresses and furniture. 

In the fall of 2012, steel manufacturer ArcelorMittal partnered with the 

federal government to install a 38-megawatt combined heat and power system to 

utilize previously wasted blast furnace gas (BFG), a by-product of the iron 

making process, to produce electricity on-site at its Indiana Harbor, Indiana, 

complex, the largest steelmaking facility in North America. The $63.2 million 

waste energy recovery system captures approximately 46 billion cubic feet of 

BFG from the facility's No. 7 blast furnace and uses it to produce steam to 

generate electricity. The installation lowered the facility's annual energy costs by 

nearly $20 million and reduced annual COz emissions by 340,000 tons. In 

addition, the project created approximately 360 manufacturing and construction 

jobs and helped retain 4,850 employees at the facility by lowering the production 

costs of steel by $5 per ton. 

15 
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BASF's global leadership in emissions reduction technologies for the 

automotive industry began in the 1960s with the creation of the catalytic 

converter by scientists working in Iselin and Union, New Jersey. In 2002, BASF's 

scientists earned an award for their work on the three-way catalyst, a key 

contributor to cleaner air for billions of people in the United States and around the 

world. More recently, BASF has continued to move the industry forward with the 

development of a four-way conversion catalyst that will reduce emissions of PM 

in addition to CO, NOx and HCI. The three-way catalysts are produced at BASF's 

Huntsville, Alabama, facility, a site that walks the talk of environmental 

stewardship and recently celebrated the production of the 400 millionth catalyst. 

All 650 employees are actively engaged in not only producing sustainable 

solutions for the automotive industry but also ensuring their own operations are 

just as sustainable. This summer, they were certified a virtual zero waste to 

landfill facility, one of only three manufacturing facilities in all of North America 

that is currently valid to UL Environment's UL 2799 certification. Their overall 

material management and recycling activities saved more than 35,000 metric 

tons of COze emissions and 1 ,500 metric tons of non-methane VOCs. Last 

month, they were awarded the Air Pollution Control Achievement Award by the 

city of Huntsville for their recent site-wide LED conversion lighting project, which 

saved more than 1,000,000 kilowatt-hours per year of electricity (a 57 percent 

reduction) and reduced greenhouse gas emissions by more than 730 metric tons 

per year. 

16 
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Calgon Carbon Corporation is a global leader in innovative solutions, high

quality products and reliable services designed to protect human health and the 

environment from harmful contaminants in water and air. As a leading 

manufacturer of activated carbon, with broad capabilities in ultraviolet light 

disinfection, Calgon Carbon provides purification solutions for drinking water, 

wastewater, pollution abatement and a variety of industrial and commercial 

manufacturing processes. One of the company's signature achievements has 

been the development of activated carbon-based products to control mercury 

emissions from coal-fired power plants, industrial boilers and cement kilns. 

Although the status of the regulations was an uncertain and winding road over 

the past decade, Calgon Carbon proactively invested more than $30 million to 

develop a better understanding of the issue, new products that delivered 

necessary mercury capture performance and new production capacity to meet 

the uncertain future demand. These products are being used by electric utilities 

to comply with the Mercury and Air Taxies Standard Rule. 

Global engine manufacturer Cummins has a long history of setting and 

exceeding energy and GHG reduction goals at its facilities and operations. At the 

company's high-horsepower engine plant and technical center in Seymour, 

Indiana, Cummins made a $5 million investment in advanced energy-efficiency 

technology called regenerative dynamometers, which convert engine power from 

test cells to electricity that can be used onsite and exported to the grid. This 

innovative approach to energy efficiency will help Cummins reduce electricity 

consumption by 14,000 MWh per year and reduce electricity costs by $1.2 million 

17 
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per year. The ability to net-meter this energy and to sell energy back to the grid 

has allowed Cummins to make this investment worthwhile. Cummins' engine 

plant in Jamestown, New York, recently showcased its latest initiative, a $47 

million block machining line that utilizes on-demand hydraulics, coolant and 

pneumatics to reduce energy consumption as it produces the company's high

efficiency diesel and natural gas heavy-duty engines. Among other 

improvements, the plant in recent years has also replaced nearly 3,000 

fluorescent lights with advanced LED lighting and a Wi-Fi-enabled control system 

that can automatically shut the lights off in parts of the plant not in use. National 

Grid, one of the largest investor-owned energy companies in the world, partnered 

with Cummins to invest $692,000 into the project as part of an effort to 

incentivize customers to use energy-efficient lighting, controls, heating and air

conditioning equipment and more. The plant's roof, meanwhile, has a nearly 

2MW solar panel installation that on a sunny day will produce more than 20 

percent of the facility's electric power needs. 

In 2013, ConocoPhillips' Eagle Ford fugitive emissions team began to 

identify and eliminate equipment emission sources, beginning with leaks from 

tank thief hatches, wellsite controllers and flares. The team uses infrared camera 

technology to find emission leaks and follows up to ensure problems are 

addressed. The program has evolved into a planned preventive maintenance 

program encompassing all field sites. The fugitive team or a follow-up crew 

repairs the leaks. Data are recorded in the SAP work order system, and a 

detailed worksheet documents the emission history and associated work 

18 
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performed. Documentation includes confirmation that the observed problems 

were addressed. A preventive maintenance schedule ensures that every site is 

inspected at least once a year. This proactive model demonstrating an effective 

way to manage fugitive emissions has been adopted across the company's 

Lower 48 business unit. In addition, Eagle Ford Operations has installed 

automation and centralized alarming to proactively maintain lit flares. All flares 

are alarmed to register flare-outs and to signal the Eagle Ford Integrated 

Operations of the Future team of any incident. 

Owens Corning has set an aggressive target for reducing its GHG 

emissions-50 percent below 2010 levels by 2020-and is taking its commitment 

one step further, reducing the embodied carbon emitted throughout the product 

lifecycle, including raw material extraction, transportation and manufacture. Just 

last week, the company announced three new types of insulation made with 100 

percent-certified wind energy. These products are intended to give commercial 

architects and specifiers, builders and even homeowners the option of lower

carbon products to build greener structures. 

Energy Transfer Partners (ETP) operates from the position that emission 

reductions are rooted in building and operating safe, well-maintained and reliable 

facilities to prevent accidents from happening. ETP has for several years utilized 

FUR infrared cameras to survey for natural gas leaks at its natural gas 

compression stations and treating plants. The program originated as a safety 

initiative to ensure that hazardous conditions did not exist for employees and has 

also evolved into an operations reliability program to reduce lost product and 
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identify maintenance issues. ETP was surveying for natural gas leaks long before 

regulations were promulgated by the EPA. ETP also utilizes LIDAR aerial 

technology to survey pipelines for leaks. This early detection technology can 

identify very small leaks by measuring vegetation disturbance and/or using 

hydrocarbon detection. This program prevents larger spills and releases and 

reduces repair and cleanup costs that are associated with a pipeline failure. 

Finally, at ETP's King Ranch Gas Processing Plant, ETP's engineering and 

safety requirements led the company to replace two in-service Light Petroleum 

Distillate (LPD) tanks with state-of-the-art pressurized tanks. Replacement of the 

original tanks with new pressurized tanks essentially eliminated all VOC 

emissions associated with storage of the LPD product-a net reduction of 

approximately 10 tons per year of VOC. 

Johnson Controls has made substantial emissions reductions across its 

U.S. manufacturing portfolio. A key part of this has been its engagement with the 

Department of Energy's (DOE) Better Plants program, which helps 

manufacturers improve the energy efficiency of their operations. The Better 

Plants program offers a variety of solutions and resources for partners, including 

materials, tools, webinars and on-site visits to help identify energy savings 

opportunities. Johnson Controls joined the DOE Better Buildings Better Plants 

Challenge in 2013, and it set a goal of a 25 percent reduction in energy intensity 

in 10 years, using a 2009 baseline, for its manufacturing facilities located in the 

United States. This year, Johnson Controls was recognized by the Better Plants 

program with two awards: (1) the Better Plants, Better Practice Award for 

20 
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establishing a company-wide Energy Hunt program as part of the Johnson 

Controls Manufacturing System that resulted in a threefold increase in identified 

energy savings projects; and (2) the Better Plants Goal Achievement Award for 

achieving its 25 percent energy intensity reduction goal across its U.S. industrial 

facilities, three years ahead of schedule, with a 26 percent reduction by end of 

2016. Johnson Controls has implemented its Energy Hunt program across its 

U.S. manufacturing locations, including plants in Delaware, Illinois, Kansas, 

Oklahoma and Oregon. 

Illinois Tool Works (ITW), one of the world's leading diversified 

manufacturers of specialized industrial equipment, consumables and related 

service businesses, is taking steps to phase out the refrigerants containing high 

global warming potential (GWP) in the commercial kitchen appliances it 

manufactures. ITW began its equipment transition early and is ahead of schedule 

to meet EPA compliance dates, by either using refrigerant alternatives with a 

lower GWP value or developing products using "natural" refrigerants like propane 

that have no GWP impact if emitted into the atmosphere. 

Schneider Electric, a leader in process efficiency and automation, is 

driving emissions savings at fifteen of its own U.S. plants, from Smyrna, 

Tennessee to its headquarters in Massachusetts, reducing the equivalent of 

5,788 tons of carbon in 20169 Schneider Electric has a sustainability objective of 

becoming carbon neutral by 2030. The company developed an Internet-of

Things, cloud-enabled platform called EcoStruxure to make buildings, power 

9 hltps://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/tiles/2017/05/D4/Schneider Electric EWA Case Studv 5-12-l?.pdf. 
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plants, and facilities smarter, improve processes, and save on down time, energy 

and water costs-a technology solution the company believes will be a useful 

compliance tool for power plant GHG policies. Schneider Electric recently helped 

implement enterprise-wide energy management solutions in 43 of Ford Motor 

Company's U.S. locations, leading to 40 percent energy efficiency savings. 

Part Three: Barriers to Innovation and Progress in Reducing Emissions 

The stories above, and the hundreds like them across the manufacturing 

sector, are impressive. However, there remain barriers to accomplishing even 

more. New Source Review, EPA policy on MACT standards, continuity problems 

for federal support programs and trade policy all present challenges that prevent 

manufacturers from making even deeper emissions reductions. 

New Source Review 

The New Source Review (NSR) program is a federal air permitting 

program under the Clean Air Act that applies to new facilities or major 

modifications to facilities. The purpose of NSR, according to the EPA, is to 

require industrial facilities "to install modern pollution control equipment when 

they are built or when making a change that increases emissions significantly." 10 

In practice, however, NSR often stands in the way of efficiency upgrades and the 

installation of modern pollution control equipment. 

10 https:!/www.epa.gov/sitcs/productionlfiles/20 15-12/documents/nsrbasicsfactsheet I 031 06.m!f. 
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For instance, if a manufacturer installs selective catalytic reduction 

technology to reduce NOx emissions, the component will trigger NSR for the 

entire source, requiring review of all emissions. Practically speaking, that means 

the manufacturer will need 12 to 18 months to obtain NSR permits, tying up 

investment capital and delaying the economic benefits from expansion projects. 

The program requires expensive air modeling that frequently delays projects and 

can cost $100,000 or more to complete. It can lead to citizen suits-not just 

during NSR but again during renewal of the facility's Title V operating permit

and enforcement actions. And that is assuming the manufacturer actually gets 

the permit. 

EPA rules on netting of emissions under NSR unnecessarily delay, and 

sometimes prevent, manufacturers from replacing older fossil fuel boilers with 

newer, environmentally beneficial units. In addition, the EPA has required 

manufacturers to go through NSR when they replace relatively minor equipment 

(like a water pump) with a newer model, taking the position that only replacement 

with the original, inefficient, outdated part qualifies as "routine maintenance" that 

could avoid onerous permitting regulations. 

The desire to avoid NSR can therefore create several perverse incentives: 

(1) an incentive for manufacturers to operate their plants exactly as they were 

built and only to replace parts with the exact same part that existed when the 

plant was built; and (2) an incentive to keep a plant's overall emissions high in 

order to "save" them for use in a future project. One manufacturer reports that 

customers have asked it to de-optimize performance in a suite of efficiency 
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upgrades in order to avoid triggering NSR. Any rule that results in companies 

affirmatively taking steps not to optimize efficiency puts those companies at a 

competitive disadvantage. 

An NAM member company manufactures gas turbine upgrade technology 

that could improve the vast majority of in-service gas turbines by 2.6 percent and 

reduce their total C02 emissions per MWh by 6.5 percent; however, many 

manufacturers are choosing not to install this equipment simply because it 

triggers NSR. The same can be said for steam turbine upgrades, which would 

ensure higher grid efficiency, lower emissions and reduced wear and tear that is 

occurring from a rapidly changing electric grid. 

NSR also presents a huge impediment to the installation of more efficient 

technologies that would ultimately combat climate change. An inability to define 

what is "routine maintenance" has resulted in NSR Notices of Violation being 

issued for environmentally beneficial projects like economizer replacement, 

steam turbine upgrades, feed water heater replacements and similar activities. In 

comments to the EPA's draft Clean Power Plan, the Utility Air Regulatory Group 

(UARG) cited more than 400 instances in which a regulated entity took on a 

project to improve the energy efficiency of a power generation unit, only to be 

targeted by the EPA or citizen suits alleging that it had violated NSR. 11 

This cannot possibly be what Congress intended. In response to recent 

stakeholder outreach by the Department of Commerce and the EPA on 

11 Comments of the Utility Air Regulatory Group on Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing 
Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units. Docket lD EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-22768. 
Attachment A (Dec. I. 2014). 
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regulatory impediments to manufacturing, commenters from aerospace, 

insulation, pulp and paper, hard rock mining, iron and steel, clean energy power 

generation, boiler manufacturing and many other sectors raised NSR as a 

serious regulatory impediment. The NAM urges this committee to work with the 

EPA to fix NSR so that it functions properly and does not stand in the way of 

efficiency upgrades or environmentally beneficial projects. 

Maximum Available Control Technology (MACT) Once-In-Always-In Policy 

The EPA's existing policy is that once a manufacturer is subject to a 

MACT standard, it will always be subject to that MACT standard and the 

regulatory obligations that go along with it-even if the manufacturer installs 

pollution control technologies that reduce its emissions below the threshold levels 

that originally triggered MACT applicability to begin with. Practically speaking, 

this means once a manufacturers' emissions are below the MACT-required limits. 

there are very few regulatory reasons why the manufacturer would drive them 

even lower. 

Ups and Downs of Federal Programs and Partnerships 

While a competitive market is generally the best way to encourage the 

development of transformational technologies, the reality is that both the public 

and private sectors have roles to play. For instance, the government can play a 

positive role in support of the research and development (R&D) of alternative 

energy sources or technologies at a pre-commercial stage. There is also an 
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important federal role to be played in basic R&D of new high-risk energy 

efficiency and waste minimization technologies in energy-intensive industries, 

particularly where private-sector incentives may be inadequate. 

Over the past 15 years, Congress has repeatedly enacted and enhanced 

programs that provide assistance to manufacturers in modernizing their plants 

and the products they make in them. These programs, with names like ARPA-E, 

ATVM, DERA, Energy Star, Better Buildings and Better Plants, are all regularly 

used by manufacturers and contribute to many of the innovations described 

above. Scores of manufacturers participate in programs such as the EPA's 

Climate Leaders Program, the DOE's Better Buildings, Better Plants Challenge 

and the Clean Energy Manufacturing Initiative, and with the help of these 

programs, these companies have not only met but exceeded their emissions 

goals. Continuity challenges for these programs, which often become subjects of 

Congressional scrutiny, can stand in the way of long-term progress for the 

manufacturers that rely on them. 

Environmental Goods Agreement 

The world's most pressing environmental problems do not exist solely 

within our own borders. There is a trillion-dollar market for environmental goods, 

and manufacturers in the United States make some of the best pollution control 

technologies on the planet. Unfortunately, many of our trading partners charge 

tariffs as high as 50 percent on these goods. The NAM has been a longtime 

supporter of efforts by the U.S. Trade Representative to negotiate an 
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Environmental Goods Agreement (EGA). A properly structured EGA would 

create jobs for U.S. manufacturers, who could then sell their best-in-class 

pollution control technologies to the rest of the world. 

In the EGA talks, the United States, China and 15 other World Trade 

Organization members are considering a list of more than 350 environmental 

products that the NAM hopes will form the basis for an ambitious agreement. In 

particular, NAM members are seeking an EGA that eliminates tariffs on products 

including air pollution equipment, catalytic incinerators, energy-efficiency 

materials, environmental monitoring equipment, renewable energy products and 

equipment, turbines for electrical power generation and water treatment 

equipment. 

The benefits of a robust EGA to manufacturers in the United States are 

crystal clear: it will boost U.S. manufacturing and our broad environmental goals 

as a country, supporting jobs and growth throughout the supply chain. It will also 

be an important catalyst to increased trade and innovation in technologies that 

will improve the environment, from providing cleaner water to reducing pollution, 

and support the growth of the manufacturing industries that produce these 

technologies. In the United States, such technologies are manufactured 

throughout the country, providing well-paying jobs. 

Conclusion 

Manufacturers have established a strong record of environmental 

protection and strive to reduce the environmental footprint of our operations and 
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to become more sustainable. The results are already impressive, and they get 

better with each passing year. However, as my testimony shows, barriers still 

exist. The NAM hopes it can work with this committee to reduce these barriers 

and help solve the environmental challenges of current and future generations. 
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Senate Environment and Public Works Committee 
Hearing entitled, "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through 

Innovation" 
November 15, 2017 

Questions for the Record for Ross Eisenberg 

Cbairman Barrasso: 

1. Mr. Eisenberg, at the hearing, you said that it is time to modernize the Clean Air Act. 
How do we build trust in Congress that changes to the Clean Air Act could actually result 
in net environmental gains and emissions reductions? In addition to the provisions 
governing New Source Review, are there other parts of the Clean Air Act that need to be 
significantly amended due to implementation challenges or that are simply outdated? 

Answer: 

As my testimony demonstrated, our environmental indicators are steadily improving. 
However, they are corning at an ever-increasing cost. Federal environmental regulations-many 
based on statutes that are decades old--are increasingly rigid, costly and harm our global 
competitiveness. Several recent regulations threaten to set new records for compliance costs, 
collectively strapping manufacturers with hundreds of billions of dollars in new regulatory 
burdens per year. We have lost the critical balance in our federal environmental policies between 
furthering progress and limiting unnecessary economic impacts. The state of our national 
economy, the manufacturing sector and the environment are considerably different than they 
were 20, 30 or 40 years ago. However, we are still operating with policies designed to address 
the environmental challenges of a previous era. Manufacturers believe it is time to modernize our 
environmental policies to better reflect and address current issues, technologies and opportunities 
to ensure a more sustainable future. 

The NAM recommends that Congress modernize outdated environmental laws written in 
the 1960s and 1970s and make them perform better, or require federal agencies to regulate 
environmental challenges better- or both. As you and Ranking Member Carper both recognized 
at the hearing, there is a significant amount of trust that needs to be rebuilt in order to accomplish 
this goal. 

I believe the answer to this problem lies, at least in part, in data and transparency. One of 
the main reasons I used the first ten pages of my testimony to reconstruct the emissions data for 
manufacturing on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis is to provide an unbiased view of the data for the 
Committee. I had to construct each of these charts myself because they were not otherwise 
available on a public forum. I encourage the Committee and the EPA to commit to providing a 
steady stream of data, both on emissions trends and compliance, to help determine which 
programs are working and which programs need improvement. You cannot build a case for 
change unless you have the best available facts to support your position. 

Congress should work with the Environmental Protection Agency to audit key programs 
under the Clean Air Act like NSR, NAAQS, Title V and NESHAPs. The goal should be to mine 

Page 1 of6 
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the data and determine if the issues that have been raised are in fact borne out by the data. 
Congress should also empower the EPA to identify areas the Agency and/or states may not have 
the best data. For instance, some air permitting programs are done by hand and are not available 
online. 

In addition to NSR, I believe the Committee should examine the NAAQS, NSPS and 
HAP programs. Not all situations will merit action. However, I do believe there are 
improvements available to programs like the NAAQS, which have been so successful that many 
pollutants are approaching background levels and the bulk of the compliance technologies have 
already been invented. The past two ozone NAAQS revisions have encountered the bizarre 
situation where even EPA admits that a large portion of the technologies needed for compliance 
do not exist. 

The NAM specifically recommends the following: 

• Modify the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) review cycle to more 
closely align with the pace of implementation of existing standards and consider cost 
and technological feasibility when conducting NAAQS policy assessments and 
during implementation. 

• Require the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) to comply with 
Section I 09( d) of the Clean Air Act and "advise the Administrator of any adverse 
public health, welfare, social, economic, or energy effects which may result from 
various strategies for attainment and maintenance" ofNAAQS. 

• Amend Clean Air Act Section 179B to more clearly provide relief for states that 
cannot meet federal air quality standards due to contributions from emissions from 
outside the United States. 

• Provide flexibility to N AAQS nonattainment areas so that offset requirements are tied 
to reasonable and available reduction opportunities, with consideration to reasonable 
cost thresholds. 

• Simplify the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) process to provide certainty 
for manufacturers that they are in compliance with the law. NSPS should be set using 
criteria that ensure optimal cost effectiveness and do not hinder economic growth. 
EPA should also allow adequate timing to demonstrate compliance once an NSPS is 
triggered. 

• Base any Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) regulations on sound scientific data that 
clearly demonstrate a need to protect public health and consideration of welfare, 
energy and economic impacts. The EPA's inability to meet arbitrary deadlines should 
not trigger automatic regulation. 

Page 2 of6 
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2. In your written testimony, you mention the "once-in-always-in" policy under the Section 
112 program of the Clean Air Act. Can you explain how the current "once-in-always-in" 
policy works in more detail, and why it discourages emissions reductions at facilities? 
How would you recommend fixing the problem? 

Answer: 

"Once-in-Always-In" refers to a policy established by EPA that once a source emits 
enough above the threshold to become a "major source" subject to a MACT standard, it is 
always subject to the regulatory obligations that accompany a major source, even if it reduces its 
emissions below the threshold that triggered MACT major source applicability. This is a policy 
interpretation by EPA and is not mandated by the statute. EPA issued a proposal to eliminate the 
policy in the mid-2000s, but the policy was never finalized. 

MACT requirements are often the most stringent in the Clean Air Act. If a major source 
is always a major source simply because it was once a major source, then manufacturers face the 
same regulatory burden regardless of whether they reduce emissions to the major source 
threshold or to a level substantially below the threshold. Manufacturers will continue to reduce 
their emissions because it is the right thing to do. That said, NAM believes if EPA were to 
abandon the once-in-always-in policy and instead allow facilities the benefit of being considered 
a minor source if they reduce emissions below the major source threshold, we could see even 
greater reductions of hazardous air pollutants. 

f'age 3 of6 
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American Coatings 
/\SSOCIATION~ 

December 6, 2017 

The Honorable John Barrasso, Chair 

Committee on Environment and Public Works 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

The Honorable Thomas Carper, Ranking Member 

Committee on Environment and Public Works 
U.S. Senate 

Washington, DC 20510 

RE: Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation Hearing, November 

15, 2017; Statement of Support on behalf ofthe American Coatings Association, Inc. 

Dear Chairman Barrasso and Ranking Member Carper: 

The American Coatings Association (ACA) is pleased to submit this statement of support for the 
Committee on Environment and Public Works hearing on "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing 
Air Emissions Through Innovation," and to showcase the efforts of the coatings industry in reducing air 
emissions. 

ACA is a voluntary, non-profit trade association working to advance the needs oft he paint and coatings 

industry and the professionals who work in it. The organization represents paint and coatings 
manufacturers, raw materials suppliers, distributors, and technical professionals. ACA serves as an 
advocate and ally for members on legislative, regulatory and judicial issues, and provides a forum for the 

advancement and promotion of the industry through educational and professional development 
services. ACA's membership represents over 90% of the total domestic production of paints and 
coatings in the country. 

ACA is eager to highlight the coatings industry's successes in reducing air emissions from our products 
and our facilities due to aggressive and robust research and development activities. Innovation has 
driven market demand for environmentally friendly products, which has resulted in significant 
reductions in both hazardous air pollutants (HAPS) and volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from 

production in recent years. At our recent Coatings Industry Policy Summit, ACA sponsored a luncheon 

for congressional staff to specifically discuss these and other innovations by coatings manufacturers. 

The Coatings Industry's Addresses Environmental Issues Proactively 

The paint and coatings industry has taken steps for maximum environmental improvements by 
managing and minimizing toxins and wastes, reducing air emissions, and promoting product and 

environmental stewardship. Here is a short list of our environmental successes: 

90 t NEW YORK AVE, NW, 5UITE300W"' WASHINGTON, DC 20001 •T 202.462.6272 * WWW.PAINT.ORG 
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Committee on Environment and Public Works 
Hearing on "Promoting American leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation 
November 15, 2017 

More than 90% of architectural coatings sales in the United States are now for environmentally 
preferable water-based paint. 
VOC emissions from architectural coatings have drastically decreased over the last few decades, 
even while the use of architectural coatings has increased over the same period nationwide. 
California's South Coast Air Quality Management District estimates that VOCs from architectural 
coatings in the los Angeles area -the air basin with the most severe air quality issues in the 
country- decreased by over 50% between 2008 and 2014. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) indicates 
releases by the paint and coatings sector decreased by 81% between 1990 and 2014. Toxicity
weighted results for air releases present an even more significant decline, decreasing 94% from 
1990. Air taxies -also known as HAPs - decreased by 82% between 1990 and 2014, and 
toxicity-weighted air taxies releases declined by 94%. 
The paint and coatings industry reduced its total production waste by 48%, from 1995 to 2013, 
while increasing the percentage of the total waste it recycles by over 81% during that period. 
The paint, coatings, and adhesives manufacturing industry reduced its generation of Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous waste in the United States by over one-third 
(34.8%) since 2001. 
97% of all waste solvents from paint and coatings manufacturing facilities are reclaimed for 
future use. 
The total quantity of electricity purchased and used for heat and power- and as a result, 
greenhouse gas emissions- from the paint and coatings sector decreased by 17.8% between 
2007 and 2012. 

Here are some real examples of how the coatings industry's research and development efforts have 
resulted in environmental gains, including reductions in air emissions in a variety of market sectors, as 
well as strides in sustainability. 

Architectural Paints 
Many architectural paints- both interior and exterior- are now paint and primer in one 
product, which allows for a paint-job with fewer coats, translating to greater efficiency and 
environmental advantages. These combinations are designed to provide a high-quality 
application that is more durable and lasts longer, thereby reducing the frequency for repainting 
or multiple applications. 

Emulsion technology used in architectural paints allows for low-VOC, near odorless paints with 
high-scrub resistance, and come in a variety of finishes, from flat to semi-gloss sheens. 

Certain architectural paints use renewable, bio-based or recycled ingredients, such as recycled 
plastic and soybean oil, shifting away from organic solvents. Bio-based products are composed 
of agricultural, forestry, or marine materials. Such innovation has been recognized with the 
Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge Award. 

Specially formulated low-emitting interior coatings protect the health and comfort of sensitive 
populations, including children in schools and patients in hospitals. 

2 
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Committee on Environment and Public Works 

Hearing on "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation 

November 15,2017 

Cool Roofs 

Cool roof coatings not only lower buildings' energy consumption and costs, but also overall 

temperature and stress on the power grid, This effort could help reduce New York City's 

greenhouse gas emissions 30% by 2030, 

According to the National Resources Defense Council, 'smart roofs' employing cool coatings 

technology substantially reduce energy costs and curb carbon pollution, 

The U.S, Department of Energy (DOE) estimates that replacing or resurfacing conventional 

roofing materials with improved reflective elastomeric roof coatings can reduce a commercial 

building's annual air conditioning energy use by up to 25%, 

Aerospace Coatings 

New technology in aerospace coatings can minimize drag in the air and eliminate debris build-up, both 

of which reduce airplane fuel consumption, and thereby, carbon footprint. Such savings have both an 

economic and environmental impact that cannot be understated: a 1% improvement in fuel efficiency in 

the aviation industry can lower fuel costs by $700 million a year, according to the International Air 

Transport Association (lATA). On average, airlines incur about $100 a minute per flight in total operating 

costs, lATA says. Therefore, even saving just one minute of flight time could reduce total industry 

operating costs by more than $1 billion a year and significantly reduce environmental emissions, 

Automotive and Industrial Coatings 

Many additives are made from bio-based molecules, especially those in automotive and industrial 

paints, and give those waterborne paints a better carbon footprint: they enable faster drying times and 

provide a smoother finish, When automakers paint cars, they typically pass them through an oven twice 

to speed the drying process, Such additives make it possible to eliminate one ofthe baking steps, thus 

reducing the overall energy consumed, Another benefit: the faster drying time can also increase the 

number of cars that can be painted during a work shift 

Marine 
Special marine coatings called antifouling coatings help reduce the growth of marine organisms on 

immersed areas of ships, which reduces the ship's energy and fuel consumption, Antifouling coatings 

carry tremendous eco-efficiency benefits: when applied to tankers, bulk cargo and other vessel types, 

they can reduce greenhouse gas and other emissions by an average of 9% -- no small feat, since 

shipping counts for an estimated 2-4% of global greenhouse gas emissions, 

Communications 

Optical fiber coatings make telephone and internet technology possible by protecting the glass fibers 

that transmit telecommunications signals, Such technology allows an estimated 3.9 million people to 

telecommute, reducing gasoline consumption by 840 million gallons and CO, emissions by almost 14 

million tons, 
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Committee on Environment and Public Works 
Hearing on "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation 
November 15, 2017 

Obstacle and Barriers to Manufacturing 

These stories of innovation and environmental successes are amazing and there are many more 
examples in the coatings industry. Research and development, and quite frankly, innovation cannot 
occur without the appropriate regulatory schemes to facilitate these activities. As such, I would like to 
highlight several legislative and regulatory barriers that make such progress less likely. 

Ozone standard 
Implementation of the 2015 ozone standard required states to identify whether they are in attainment 
or in non-attainment by February 2017. Reviewing the ozone standard is a recurring mandate under the 
Clean Air Act. 

EPA's 2015 final rule on the ozone standard is forcing many states that are currently "in attainment" to 
"non-attainment" status, triggering a requirement to revise their State Implementation Plans and adopt 
even stricter VOC emission regulations for coatings. This triggering event is being realized as ozone 
monitors across the country are demonstrating a marked improvement in air quality under the 2008 
standard of 0.75 ppm. Indeed, the previous standard of 0.7S ppm was not yet fully implemented. 

Cost to the Coatings Industry: EPA's final stringent ozone standards will limit business expansion in 
nearly every populated region of the United States and impair the ability of U.S. companies to create 
new jobs. EPA's lowered range adds unnecessary red tape for companies seeking to expand even in 
areas that can attain those standards. Increased costs associated with restrictive and expensive permit 
requirements will likely deter companies from siting new facilities in a nonattainment area. ACA shares 
the practical concerns of manufacturers regarding potential exorbitant costs that this regulation would 
create for the paint and coatings industry without commensurate benefits to public health or the 
environment. A study conducted by the National Association af Manufacturers (NAM) and NERA 
Economic Consulting, estimated this final rule could cost the economy $140 billion per year, result in 1.4 
mil/ian fewer jobs, and cost the average household $830 per year in the farm af last consumption -
making this the "costliest regulation in history" and threatening manufacturing. 

Recommended Solution: ACA urges a two-step solution to this problem: 1) EPA should revert to the 2008 
standard of 0.75 ppm and fully implement this standard so that the forward progress already achieved 
can be extended without unnecessarily burdening the paint and coatings industry with increased 
standards and costs for many years to come; and 2) the Clean Air Act should be amended to extend the 
time for review of the ozone standard to every 10 years. Currently, the law requires a review every five 
(S) years. Extending the review of the ozone standard to every 10 years will allow for more stability in 
the marketplace for formulators while still protecting human health and the environment. 

Once in, Always in Policy 
This "regulation" is a May 16, 1995 EPA memorandum titled, "Potential to Emit (PTE) for MACT 
Standards- Guidance on Timing Issues," from John Seitz, Director, Office of Air Quality Planning and 
Standards (OAQPS), to Regional Air Division Directors commonly known as the "Once in, Always in" 
memo- and may be found here: https:Uwww.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
08/documents/pteguid.pdf. 
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Committee on Environment and Public Works 

Hearing on "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation 

November 15, 2017 

A "major source" is defined as a source that has the potential to emit (PTE) hazardous air pollutants 

(HAP) up to 10 tons per year (tpy) of any single HAP or 25 tpy of any combination of HAPs. Sources 

below this threshold are considered "area sources." 

Under the "once in, always in" policy, a major source may become an area source (i.e., minor source) by 

limiting its PTE HAP below the major source thresholds by no later than the first compliance deadline 

listed under the applicable Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standard (also referred to 

as National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants or NESHAP). However, a source that fails to 

achieve "area source status" by the first MACT compliance deadline must remain subject to the MACT 

even if it subsequently reduces HAP emissions below major source levels at a later dote. In other words, 

sources will always be subject to the MACT rules, regardless of whether the source is no longer a major 

source of HAP. 

Note that that EPA published a proposed rule on January 3, 2007 to replace the "once-in always in" 

policy rule- (docket number EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0094. https://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/gp/fr03ja07.pdf). 

However, this rule making was never finalized. 

The coatings manufacturing industry has substantially reduced the use of HAPs since the 1990s. In fact, 

many facilities subject to the Miscellaneous Coatings Manufacturing (MCM) and Miscellaneous Organic 

Chemical Manufacturing MACT (MON) MACTs are now "area source" facilities, but still must comply 

with the MCM requirements even though they are not major source facilities. While many coatings and 

resin manufacturing operations could reduce emissions prior to the first compliance date of the MCM 

and MON, other facilities could not. Facilities that could not reduce their emissions have since installed 

expensive thermal oxidation units. 

This "policy" or "guidance" has been applied by EPA as a "rule," with binding effects on the regulated 

community, including very burdensome compliance costs. This guidance is outdated and unnecessary 

and imposes a substantial burden on industry that well exceeds any benefits. Industry resources spent 

on compliance could be used instead for R&D, or modernization activities. This policy also acts as a 

disincentive for industry, since facilities have no incentive to voluntarily reduce HAP emissions below 

major source thresholds. 

Cost to the Coatings Industry: Thermal oxidation units require a significant capital investment {millions 

of dollars per facility) and annual operation and maintenance costs (several hundred thousand dollars 

per facility per year in fuel cost alone). These units consume large amounts of electricity and natural gas, 

which results in additional emissions of carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide. EPA has 

estimated that installation and operating of air pollution controls for the MCM and MON rules would 

require on overall energy demand increase of 5.83 trillion BTUs; a total capitol expenditure of $184 

million; yearly operating costs of nearly $91 million; and on increase in NOx, CO, SOx emissions of 987 

tons per year. 

ACA and other organizations have flagged this policy and requested that EPA withdraw or rescind it. 

5 
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Committee on Environment and Public Works 
Hearing on "Promoting American Leadership in Reducing Air Emissions Through Innovation 

November 15, 2017 

Thank you for the opportunity to share some ofthe exciting innovations of coatings manufacturers as 

well as some of our challenges. Please do not hesitate to have your staff contact me should you have 

any questions or require additional information and these important topics. 

Best regards, 

Heidi K. McAuliffe, Esq. 
Vice President, Government Affairs 

6 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

\fVASHJNGTON. D.C 20460 

!he llononil'k J,>llll llmrasso. \J.D. 
('hairm;\11 

Fcbruar: I. ~0 I R 

( ·nmmittcc un Ln,·inmmen1 and Public \\'orks 
I ·nit,·d Stat~s Scnat,· 
\1 ashingtlltL ll.C. 20'> 10 

I am 1\ riting in r,·sponse to your January llJ. 20 I R. ktt.:r rcqu~sting attention to 'arious 
:\ational ,\mbicnt . \ir ()ualit: Standards ( '-':\,\()S) impkm.:ntution issu.:s. including <:xccptional 
l;\ l'!HS lktcrminations ~llld i!ltl'rstat~ transport or D/OilL'. 

Th~ L.S. l.n,ironmcntal l'n>tcl'lion ,\g.:ncy's Octoh.:r 2017 Final il<'f>Orl on /lerinr of 
.lg<'IILT .lclio111 lhur l'otenrioll•· !fun/en rile Su!c. /}ficiellf Oen·lopmcnt o/ /)omcsric l:'ncrgy 
1\,•.,ourc,·s I ·ndcr Frccurirc I )rder 13-83 outlined a ,·ari~tv of concerns id.:ntili.:d l>\ commcnt.:rs 
rc·gmdin~ 'iA \()S implementation issu<:s. 1 In orJcr to add;css issues related ttl the o;on<: ".; :\AQS. 
I limned the O;one Coop~ratiw Complianc~ las~ Foree. Th~ Task Fnrce is r~de\\ in:.; 
ndmini.strati' c opliPns to enable state~ to cmcr into C(HlpcratiYc agrecmf..'nts "·ith the LPA to 
pnn ide regulator; n.:licf and meaningful I: improve O/<lllc' air qualit:. The Task Force is 1\>eus~d 
on: full' und~rstandin:.; the role of background ozone il'\cls: ;tppropriatdy accounting l(>r 
international transport: and timd: ~'tlltsi(kratiPil or L'XL'CptionaJL'YCillS dcmonslrations. iVJun;o\ ~f. 
the· IT:\ plans to 1\ork to str~amlinc state implcm~ntation plan tSII') appro,·als through a 
nati<1nall; consistent pn>ccss. lln January H. the J-:1'.\ prtnided a status rcpnrt to the li.S. Court of' 
'\ppeals fill· the D.C Circ·uit indicating that the ag~nc: is cominuing to rC\ie\\ the 2015 n;on,· 
\.\ \I)S !<> detcTmine "hcther the standards sh<1uld he maintain,·cL modified. or other\\ ise 
n .. 'l'llll . .,illcrcd. 

Ih~ I P.\ is e<'mmittcd to \\orking 1\ ith state,; like W;·oming to address challenges \\ith 
csc·~ptimwl '" cnt dcnHHIStrati<>ns ulltkr ,;c·c·tion .11 'l( h) of the Clean :\ir ,\ct (C.\,\). In Seplcmlwr 
~1116. the I'P. \ finaliiL·d rc\ isi<>ns to the l·:sccpti<>nal h cnts Rule in an allempt to impnn , • 
.:1dministrath L' cflicietH:y and reduce burdens I{H· the ckmnnstration process. { :n(kr the 11C\\ rule. 
th~..· IJ}:\ has L'WlL'UITcd on sc\·cral O/OilL'-1\.'lat...::d dL'mtHbtration~ in 2017 and looks fon\an.l tu 
1\orking clo"·l: ''ith the Committe~ and the state of \\':oming to bcilitatc impl~mcnlation in a 
m;umc•r cn1"ist~nt "ith cooperatiYc 1\.:dcralism. I he upchlkd rule includes an initial notillcation 
jii\1L'o,;S;:.; to L'I1<Jhk Car!) Cllgagl'll1L'11t as \\d! aS inh.'rHJt:d rcspOT1Sl' tilllL'ii!lCS f()f' :lll in ilia! fL'YiC\\. of 

~uhmittL·d dt.•nwnstmlions \\ ithin I ~0 days and a <.'Ompk-lL' f~\ iC\\ or linal (k~monstralinns \\ithin 
I~ nwmhs. !he· I· 1':\ has r.:ccntly pnsted submitt.:d materials ;md 1'1':\ rc·,·icws li>r ,;ucccs,;li!l 
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<kmonstrations under the revised rule.2 as well as several tools which slwuld improve the process 
(including a June 2017 Mitigation Plan checklist and an April 2017 Best Procticcs{ill' !'repara/io11 
n( ,\!ulli-:lgi!llq l:\ccptiona! b·cnts Demonstratirms)3 Th.: EPA also intends to trunsition to a 
national electronic tracking system t(lr exceptional events as well as de' dop additi<lllal 
implementation materials related to alternate paths t(>r data exclusion (including for air qualit> 
data that may intlucncc regulator} determinations or actions typically outside the: scope nf thc 
exceptional events rule). stratospheric ozone intrusions. high wind events. and pn:scrihed tires. 

We look forward to working with the Committee and th..: stat.: of Wyoming to ~nsur..: that 
the "Good Neighbor'" proYisions of the CAA ·s section 110 rdlcct n:gi1llHll ditTcrcnccs. I inll'IHJ to 
engage in a transparent process that will allow states to haYe a meaningful opponunity to 
understand th<.'ir obligations with regard to reducing emissions that cause (>r contribuk to 
nonattainmcnt or interference with maintenance in other states through the SIP process. In October 
2017. a memorandum from EPA ·s Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards pro\iJ.cd 
supplemental inf(mnation to states fiJr development nf CiooJ Neighbor SIPs under the 2008 ozone 
NAAQS.'1 "I his updated modeling ··indicates that there tire no monitoring sites. outside of 
Calil(lrnia. that arc projected to ha\·e nonattainmcnt or mainknancc problems <vith respect to the 
200& ozone N/1/\QS of 75 ppb in 2023." The EPA also intends to \York closely \\·ith stat.:s early 
this year to provide mnrc information and tlexibility as they look to address in!L'rstatc transport 
issues under the 2015 ozone NA/\(.JS. 

Again. thank you fiJr your letter. If you have fl.mhcr questions. pkasc contact me or your 
staff may contact Matthew Davis in the El'i\"s Oflicc of Congressional ami Intergovernmental 
Relations at davis.matthew·ii•.cpa.go\· or at (202) 564-1267. 

William L \Vchnun 
,\ssistant i\dministrator 

~ Imps· tnnc t!fJtl. g{ n · · air-t.pwl iT_\ ·-mw~rs i!•· exccpl it ma!~tTe1li.\'~.,· uhm iss ion-.;~f' tid L ·- :Jt) I 0-rul t •• 
'hllfH: H·ww.epa.gm·. air-(/ualif.l'~ana~t·si.\ cxccp/itnwl-f.!\'t.'Jl/S-impft:nH'IIlathm4fuJ!.\-h:mpli.it.:s~and-liak'. 
'flltps: \\"\\W.<'{Wgm· Sili'S"f'l"<id/li"lianjffe.< ]l!r-/11 dtWIIIIIL'!IIS)inaf .'(){/,\' o3 IWW{S {/"11/ISflilr/ lll<'iiW /1!-c
/-/>pJf. 
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Introduction 

Federal regulations impose enormous costs on America's businesses and working families. These costs 
burden virtually every sector of our economy, although the manufacturing sector is disproportionately hard 
hit. The direct costs on manufacturing companies were estimated by the National Association of 
Manufacturers (NAM) to be $138.6 billion as of 2014, 1 though this estimate does not include indirect 
negative effects on the U.S. economy such as reduced innovation and global competitiveness, lost 
investment, and significant job losses. Small businesses are also disproportionately burdened by excessive 
federal regulation. 

As a nation, we can and must do better. That is why, on January 24, 2017, President Trump signed a 
Presidential Memorandum on Streamlining Permitting and Reducing Regulatory Burdens for Domestic 
Manufacturing2 The Memorandum, which is one part of an Administration-wide regulatory reform agenda,J 
required the Secretary of Commerce, in coordination with other executive departments and agencies, to 
conduct outreach to stakeholders on the impact of federal regulations and permitting requirements on 
domestic manufacturing and to submit a report to the President setting forth a plan to streamline federal 
permitting processes and to reduce the regulatory burdens affecting domestic manufacturing. 

For this report, the Department of Commerce sought input from stakeholders through a Request for 
Information (RFI) published in the Federal Register.4 The RFI asked industry stakeholders to identify the 
most burdensome regulations and permitting requirements they face and requested feedback on how 
regulatory compliance and permitting could be simplified. This report reflects extensive, thoughtful 
comments received from U.S. manufacturers as well as upstream and downstream industries closely linked 
to the manufacturing sector5 It aggregates and summarizes many of the most important recommendations 
raised by industry and presents the Department's recommendations for streamlining the federal permitting 
processes and reducing the regulatory burdens that affect domestic manufacturing. 

In response to the RFI, industry expressed clear support for the need to protect the environment, human 
health, and worker safety, but shared concrete, detailed concerns about how the federal government tries 
to achieve those objectives. Respondents identified numerous regulatory and permitting problems, 

1 W. Mark Crain and Nicole V. Crain, 'The Cost of Federal Regulation to the U.S. Economy Manufactunng. and Small Business,' A Report for 
the National Association of Manufacturers, September 2014. 
1 82 FR 8667 (January 24, 2017). 

3 President Trump has issued several executive orders that provide impetus and direction for regulatory reform efforts. These include £.Q 
13771 on Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs, which directs departments and agencies to identify for elimination at least 
two regulations for every one new regulation issued; EO 13777, on Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda, which requires agencies to 
designate a Regulatory Reform Officer (RRO) who is responsible for overseeing regulatory reform initiatives, and to establish a Regulatory 
Reform Task Force (RRTF); and EO 13683 which directs agencies to review regulations affecting the domestic energy industry and to 
appropriately reduce undue burdens to the development of domestic energy resources. 
4 82 FR 12786 (March 7, 2017). 

5 This report focused on regulatory and permitting issues that directly impact the construction, operation or expansion of manufacturing plants. 
While focused on the manufacturing sector, upstream and downstream industries also submitted comments echoing the concerns of U.S. 
manufacturers and highlighting unique issues that they face. This report includes that input because regulatory barriers that adjoining 
industries experience can weaken production and investment in the domestic manufacturing sector. 
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including: onerous and lengthy permitting processes that increase cost, add uncertainty, and inhibit 

investment in new and existing manufacturing facilities; inadequately designed rules that are impractical, 

unrealistic, inflexible, ambiguous, or that show a lack of understanding of how industry operates; 

unnecessary aspects of rules, or unnecessary stringency, that are not required to achieve environmental or 

other regulatory objectives; overlap and duplication between permitting processes and agencies; and overly 

strict or punitive interpretations of guidance, policies or regulations that are oflen counter to a pro-growth 

interpretation. The Department identified 20 sets of regulations and permitting reform issues from the 

respondents as being a top priority for immediate consideration. See the section titled, "Recommendations 

and Priority Areas for Reform." 

Despite numerous regulatory reform initiatives over the years, businesses continue to express concerns 

about increasing regulatory burdens. The fact that manufacturers continue to raise the same concerns, 

even after decades of regulatory reform efforts by the federal government, indicates a failure on the federal 

government's part to fully engage with regulated industries and fully understand the real-world impact of its 

regulations. There is a vital need for better dialogue and understanding between regulators and industry. In 

the meantime, the urgency for reform continues to grow. A 2017 NAM study states that most 

manufacturers perceive their regulatory burden to have increased significantly, such that reducing their 

current burden is at least as important as reducing the cost of new regulations. 6 We must do both. 

Rer:o•nmendalions 

The Department makes three major recommendations based on a thorough review of responses to the 

RFL 

Agency "Action Plans". Each agency's Regulatory Reform Taskforce (RRTF) should deliver to the 

President an "Action Plan" in response to all permitting and regulatory issues highlighted in the responses 

to the RFI, with particular attention to the "Priority Areas for Reform" section located at the end of the 

report. 

Annual Regulatory Reduction Forum. There is no regular process for consultations with industry to identify 

specific actions the federal government can take to eliminate unduly burdensome regulations and 

accelerate permitting decisions. Thus, the Department recommends creating an annual, open forum for 

regulators and industry stakeholders to evaluate progress in reducing regulatory burdens. 

Expanding the Model Process in FAST-41. The FAST AcF contains various provisions aimed at 

streamlining the environmental review process, with improved agency coordination through the creation of 

'National Association of Manufacturers, "Holding US Back: Regulation of the IJ S. Manufacturing Sector: prepared by Pareto Policy Solutions, 
LLC 
7 Title 4! of the Fixing America's Surtace Transportation Act of 2015 ("Fast-41", codified at 42 U.S C.§ 4370m) streamlines the Federal 
environmental review and permitting for certain infrastructure pro;ects. FAST -41 created an interagency Federal Permitting Improvement 
Council (FPISC); established new procedures for interagency consultation and coordination practices; authorized agencies to collect fees to 
help speed the review and permitting process; and uses the Department of Transportation's "Permitting Dashboard" to track all covered 
projects. 

2 
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a Coordinated Project Plan and a Permitting Dashboard. Covered projects will typically enjoy better 
coordination, transparency of approvals, and expedited permitting. The Department recommends that the 
Administration use existing authority to extend the use of streamlined permitting procedures in the FAST 
Act to any project that will result in a significant, immediate economic benefit to the United States. For 
example, consideration could be extended to funded, qualifying projects in a new "economically significant" 
category. Consideration should be extended to complex, funded manufacturing projects that are in late 
stages of development and that can demonstrate significant net direct and indirect benefits to the domestic 
economy. To be eligible for the current streamlining process, projects in this sector or category would still 
need to meet the definition of a "covered project" under FAST -41. 

FAST-41 provides a model process that could be incorporated into other Federal legislation that governs 
Federal programs and requirements that apply to manufacturing facilities. To expand further the universe 
of manufacturing projects that benefit from streamlined regulatory approval processes, the Administration 
could work with members of Congress to both expand the defmition of "covered project" under FAST -41 
and to incorporate procedures similar to those found in FAST-41 in other legislation applicable to 
manufacturing projects. 

The Department believes that these three recommendations, if executed promptly and with constant, 
aggressive leadership, will yield significant results. Set forth below is (i) a summary of issues raised in 
response to the RFI; (ii) an analysis relating to potential reforms; and (iii) specific recommendations and 
priority areas for reform. 

3 
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Issues Raised in Response to the RFI 
Regulatory and Permitting Problems- Key Themes 
This section discusses priority regulatory and permitting issues that were identified from the RFI responses 

and related outreachB Respondents did not question the need to protect the environment, human health, or 

worker safety but they expressed concern about how regulations are employed to achieve those objectives, 

including: 

• Onerous and lengthy permitting processes that increase cost, add uncertainty, and inhibit 

investment in new and existing manufacturing facilities; 

• Inadequately designed rules that are impractical, unrealistic, inflexible, ambiguous or lack 

understanding of how industry operates; 

• Unnecessary aspects of rules, or unnecessary stringency, not required to achieve environmental or 

other regulatory objectives; 

Overlap and duplication between penrnitting processes and agencies; and 

• Overly strict or punitive interpretations of guidance, policies or regulations that are often counter to 

a pro-growth interpretation. 

Table 1 provides some examples of these issues: 

'Responses to the RFI are collected under Docket ID DOC-2017-0001, at www.rwulations.gov. Department of Commerce officials also 
attended a listening session organized by the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) during which trade association representatives 
highlighted multiple regulatory and permitting issues. NAM, individual ccmpanies and trade associations later submitted comments detailing 
these issues to the public docket. Upon request, Department of Commerce officials also agreed to meet with company or trade association 
representatives that had submitted comments to tile docket. 

4 
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Table 1. Examples of Key Issues that Were Identified by Respondents 

Category Problem Examples from RFI Responses 

inadequate A regulation is written or implemented with a National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Hule Design lack of "on the ground" knowledge about how (NAAOS)- unrealistic assumptions 

the regulated industry operates,9 is on background levels; Crystalline Silica 

economically or technologically infeasible, or Exposure Standard 

is based on unrealistic data or assumptions 

There is a lack of clarity around the Clean Water Act (CWA)- Definition of 

requirements needed to comply with the Waters of the United States 

regulation 

The regulation is inflexible or too prescriptive; New Source Heview (NSR) Permitting 

overly strict interpretations of policy and Process- inflexibility in allowing for 

guidance aggregation of emissions within a plant 

Overlap or duplication of rules New Source Performance Standards 
(NSPS) and National Emissions 

Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAP) -overlap 

A better regulatory approach exists to achieve Resource Conservation and Recovery 

the objectives or the approach actually Act (RCRA)- inappropriate 

undermines key regulatory objectives classification of certain waste streams 

as hazardous, which has perverse 

effect of discouraging recycling of this 
waste 

The regulation is outdated Leak Detection and Repair Rules 
outdated monitoring technology 
options 

Regulatory over-reach -goes beyond statute New Source Performance Standards 
or rulemaking (NSPS)- enforcement beyond rules 

Complex, onerous, inefficient and lengthy New Source Review (NSR) Permitting 

processes, particularly permitting processes Process 

Uncertainty, particularly permitting processes Section 404 Wetlands Permitting 

Process (wide variation in duration) 

--------------·-

5 
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Cumbersome Overlap, duplication or poor coordination Title V permitting decisions can be a 
Processes- between agencies, rules or permits basis for "re-litigating" decisions 
Particularly already made under NSR pre-

Onerous construction permitting processes 

Permitting 
Processes Inconsistency, among agencies or between CAA permits- EPA often intervenes 

federal and state regulatory authorities, in in state decisions 
application or enforcement of rules 

Selection of Priority Specific Regulatory and Permitting Issues 
The selection of priority regulatory and permitting issues in this section was based on the following criteria: 

The volume of responses citing a particular issue (see Table 2 below). 

The number of in-depth or broad scope responses that discussed the issue. 

Comments in the responses that highlighted an issue as of particular importance in terms of 
regulatory burden or estimated costs; for example, NSRIPSD under the Clean Air Act was often 
singled out as the most significant regulatory and permitting burden, and the ozone NAAQS 

standard and crystalline silica exposure standard were both highlighted as resulting in very high 
costs. 

Issues that were discussed in sufficient detail to identify the nature of the burden and point toward 

potential solutions and actionable recommendations. to 

Some issues were included (or considered) because they have been longstanding challenges. 

'In response' to the following question: "The most challenging regulations to comply with are due to_, the statement that most commonly 
represented the experience of manufacturers surveyed by NAM (41.7% of responses) was "regulatory agencies writing a final rule absent an 
adequate understanding of my business and my compliance challenges.' (National Association of Manufacturers, "Holding US Back: 
Regulation of the U.S. Manufacturing Sector."). 

"As an example, though there were numerous concerns expressed about recent changes to the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), 
resutling from the Lauten berg Chemical Safety Act, the responses did not coalesce around a specific set of ~sues or recommendations. 

6 
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Table 2. Most Frequently Cited Regulatory & Permitting Issues that Impact Manufacturing 

Federal agency Issue area # Commenters 

1 EPA 
Clean Water Act (CWA): Wetlands Permits and Waters 

42 
of The United States (WOTUS) 

Clean Air Act (CAA): National Emissions Standards for 
2 EPA Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and New Source 41 

Performance Standards (NSPS) 

3 EPA 
CAA: New Source Review and Prevention of Significant 

40 
Deterioration Permits (NSRIPSD) 

4 EPA 
CWA: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

31 
(NPDES) Permits 

5 EPA CAA: Greenhouse Gas Requirements 29 

6 EPA 
CAA: National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 

28 
(general) 

7 EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 18 

8 EPA 
Risk Management Programs and Reduced Risk and 

19 
Tech Review 

9 EPA Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) 18 

10 
Department of 

Improve Tracking of Workforce Injuries and Illnesses 14 
Labor (DOL) 

Departments of 

11 
Interior and 

Endangered Species Act (ESA) 13 
Commerce 
(DOl and DOC) 

12 Securities and Conflict Minerals Rule (Dodd-Frank) 12 
Exchange 
Commission 
(SEC) 

13 EPA and others National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 11 

7 
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14 EPA Regional Haze Requirements 10 

15 DOL Crystalline Silica Exposure 10 

16 DOL Overtime Rule 9 

17 EPA 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

9 
Compensation & Liability Act (CERCLA) 

18 EPA Spill Prevention, Controls, and Countermeasures 9 

Equal 
Employment 

19 Opportunity EE0-1 Form 7 
Commission 
(EEOC) 

Department of 

20 
Health and 

Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) 
Human Services 

5 

(HHS) 

lssuos 
This report focuses on regulatory and permitting issues that directly affect the construction, operation or 

expansion of manufacturing plants. While some of these regulatory issues primarily affect the 

manufacturing sector, others affect businesses across multiple sectors. Several issues are highlighted due 
to their indirect impacts on manufacturing, a perceived high level of adverse impact on economic growth, 
and other factors. The following are priority regulatory and permitting issues identified by respondents to 
the RFI. Refer to the appendix for a list of respondents that are referenced in this report. 

Clean Water Act: Wetland Permits and Waters of the United States (WOTUS) Rule 

As part of the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates discharges of 
pollutants into "waters of the United States." In 2015, EPA promulgated the Clean Water Rule11, which was 

perceived by many respondents to have expanded the definition of waters of the United States- or at 

least added ambiguity to its definition -in ways that extend federal authority beyond the traditional limits. 

Different sources describe the expanded scope in different ways. For example, NAM states that it 

"extend(s) federal jurisdiction of CWA programs well beyond traditional navigable waters to ephemeral 

tributaries, flood plains, adjacent features and vaguely defined 'other waters' ... For manufacturers, the 

"80 Fed. Reg 37054 (June 29, 2015) 

8 
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uncertainty of whether a pond, ditch or other low-lying or wet area near their property is now subject to 
federal CWA permitting requirements, can introduce new upfront costs, project delays and threats of 
litigation." (146-NAM) The U.S. Chamber of Commerce (CoC) states that it includes "ditches, canals, and 
even land that is dry most of the year, as long as water runs over that land sometime on its way to 
interstate waters." Many respondents expressed the view that the definition of "waters of the United States" 
set in the rule is too broad and that a narrower definition would be appropriate. (6-NFIB, 146-NAM) 

The rule was stayed by the 6t~ Circuit Court of Appeals on October 9, 2015.12 On February 28,2017, the 
President issued Executive Order 13778 directing the EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps or 
USACE) to review the WOTUS rule. On March 6, 2017, the Corps and EPA published a notice announcing 
their intent to review the rule and seek to provide greater clarity concerning the definition of "waters of the 
United States."t3 On July 27, 2017, the EPA and the USACE published a proposed rulemaking to repeal 
the 2015 Clean Water Rule and reinstate the regulations in place prior to its issuance.t4 As indicated in the 
proposed withdrawal, the agencies are implementing EO 13778 in two steps to provide as much certainty 
as possible as quickly as possible to the regulated community and the public during the development of the 
ultimate replacement rule. In Step 1, the agencies are taking action to maintain the legal status quo of the 
rule in the Code of Federal Regulations, by recodifying the regulation that was in place prior to issuance of 
the 2015 Clean Water Rule. Currently, Step 1 is being implemented under the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit's stay of the rule. In Step 2, the agencies plan to propose a new definition that would replace 
the approach in the 2015 Clean Water Rule with one that reflects the principles in EO 13778. 

Clean Air Act: National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants and New Source Performance 
Standards 

The National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) 
limits emissions levels for specific pollutants from a variety of specific sources and manufacturing 
processes. The Air Permitting Forum (APF) provides a summary of how NESHAPs work: 

The CAA Section 112 program covers the regulation of hazardous air pollutants (a defined list) for 
various source categories. Initially, these NESHAPs were established based on a review of 
currently employed air pollution control technology applied to existing and new sources (referred to 
as Maximum Achievable Control Technology, or MACT). Then, after eight years, the statute 
requires EPA to conduct residual risk and technology reviews. EPA assesses the risk remaining 
after application of MACT controls and determines if it is acceptable. If not acceptable, further 
controls must be applied. EPA is also required [every eight years] to evaluate if advances in control 

"Ohio v. United States Army Corps of Engineers (In re EPA & DOD Final Rule), 803 F .3d 804 (6th Cir. Oct. 9, 2015). 

13 82 FR 12532 (March 6, 2017). 

"82 FR 34899 (July 27, 2017). 
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technologies have occurred since the MACT and to determine if their application to the source 

category is appropriate. (170-APF). 

Because the standards may apply to sources that are subject to another set of rules (the New Source 

Performance Standards (NSPS), discussed below) a number of respondents have suggested there are 

opportunities to consolidate and rationalize the requirements of these two sets of regulations. In addition, 

there are also a series of perceived "unnecessary burdens" specifically related to NESHAPs. 

A number of respondents expressed concern about the residual risk and technology reviews (RTRs) as 

leading to unnecessary additional requirements with no (or limited) environmental benefit. For example, 

NAM provided the following illustrative example for a sandblasting operation: 

For one manufacturer, this means having a dedicated employee climb on the roof of eight different 

manufacturing plants at the required interval (daily/weekly/monthly/quarterly) to do multiple 15-

minute observations on each roof, and perform visual observations of the on-site sandblasting 

booth at the required interval, only to document that zero visible emissions occurred at every 

observed location during every monitoring event. Since 2011, this manufacturer has made over 

700 visual observations consuming over 1,000 man-hours to comply with this regulation, despite 

having not once observed a "visible emission" at any of the plants. (146-NAM) 

Another example provided was secondary aluminum production, illustrating how regulations that emerged 

from an RTR led to rules that did not reflect real world operating conditions. This rule required "hooding" for 

new "round top furnaces," which was impractical because they were incongruent with the charging method 

for this type of furnace which requires an overhead crane and lifting of the lid. (101-AA) 

One set of Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) rulemakings for a particular source category 

(MACT for industrial and commercial boilers and process heaters) has received particular attention in 

recent literature, and in the RFI responses. The rulemakings for this source category have occurred over 

the last 20 years, and are being reviewed based on a 2016 court decision, which is causing the EPA to 

consider additional "best performing boilers."15 The length and complexity of the rule making process has 

created uncertainty for manufacturers. 16 In addition, specific requirements were identified by some 

respondents as burdensome, such as in the case of steel facilities: 

The requirement to test/tune/test each burner of each applicable source is a burdensome exercise. 

At many steel making facilities there are multiple finishing lines with indirect heating furnaces that 

are comprised of hundreds of natural gas fired burners each below 5 MMBTU/hour. These units 

are considered cumulatively under the Boiler MACT and are therefore required to have annual 

tune-ups per 40 CFR. § 63.7515(d). The annual tune-ups require excessive line outages and man 

15 See, https:i!Mvw.epa.gov/boilers. 

1s Paul R. Noe, "Smarter Regulation for the American Manufactunng Economy,~ American Forest and Paper Association. September 14, 2016. 
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hours. The annual requirement for testing and tuning of the many small bumers can range up to 
$100,000 for a company with the time, equipment and proper skills to conduct the tuning. For 
natural gas sources with burner sizes less than a certain threshold, reducing the frequency of these 
tune-ups to every five years would significantly reduce the cost burden. (92-AISI) 

Another MACT -related issue raised by respondents relates to the 'once-in-always-in" policy. 17 

The Clean Air Act defines emissions limits for specific types of stationary sources. These New Source 
Performance Standards (NSPS) are specific to approximately 90 different industries/manufacturing 
processes. NSPS applies to "new, modified and reconstructed" facilities. As an example, there is a NSPS 
standard for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) for surface coating processes for large appliances. 18 

For NSPS, the specific regulatory burdens cited often were not the rules themselves, but the potential for 
overlap and redundancy with related rules, such as National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants (NESHAPS, discussed above). NAM and IECA specifically suggest there are opportunities to 
rationalize the NSPS and NESHAP requirements, reporting and recordkeeping. (146-NAM, 89-IECA) Both 
sets of rules limit emissions from specific manufacturing processes, suggesting that there may be 
opportunities to integrate the two standards. NAM gives a specific example of the opportunity to rationalize 
8 different regulations for different coatings processes. (146-NAM) 

More frequently mentioned were examples of enforcement reaching beyond explicit NSPS standards. (89-
IECA, 92-AISI, 112-SMA) AISI gives the example of the EPA using enforcement actions to limit fugitive 
emissions of particulate matter in steel making facilities that are not explicitly delineated in the NSPS. (92-
AISI) 

Clean Air Act: New Source Review and Prevention of Significant Deterioration Penmits 

The New Source Review (NSR) permitting program under the Clean Air Act was cited in many of the RFI 
responses as one of the most important opportunities to streamline permitting processes for manufacturers. 
An NSR "preconstruction" permit is required for new industrial facilities (and other new "major sources") or 
for "major modifications" of existing facilities.19 The objectives of the program are to protect air quality by 
limiting increases in emissions and by ensuring that "advances in pollution control technology occur" as part 
of industrial expansion. The NSR program has different requirements depending on whether facilities are in 
"attainment" areas that are meeting National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six specific 
"criteria' pollutants, or whether they are in non-attainment areas. Permits that are required to be obtained in 

11 Under the "once-in-always-in' policy, EPA requires that a major source, subject to the MACT technology standard, remains subject to that 
standard even If "the facility undertakes pollution prevention or installs control devices to reduce emissions below the major source applicability 
thresholds." (170-APF). That means a company is subject to a higher standard than is "justified' by their current emissions levels. Perversely, 
this creates a disincentive for companies to reduce emissions. (170~APF). 

18 New EPA NSPS for industnal surtace coating for large appliances. 
ts For more information on NSR permitting, sea www.epa.gov/NSR 
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attainment areas are known as Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permits. Table 3 below 

outlines the broad requirements for NSR and PSD permits: 

Table 3. Requirements for New Source Review 

and Prevention of Significant Deterioration Permits 

New Source Review , "'"""'"' of .. ,. . Ll!.ntl!ovo auvo 

(Nonattainment Area) (Attainment Area) 

1. Installation of the Lowest Achievable 1. Installation of the Best Available Control 

Emission Rate or LAER ("meaning that the Technology or BACT (similar to LAER, but 

plant must install state-of-the-art pollution sometimes less stringent, and assessed on a case-

controls in order to match or exceed the by-case basis) (48-AF) 

emission rate achieved by the lowest 

emitting similar facility in the country") (48-

AF) 

TEmissions offsets (reductions) from other 2. An air impact analysis or modeling that 

plants in the same area that yield a net air demonstrates that the increase in emissions: 1) 

quality benefit for the region "will not result in changes in ambient air quality that 

would cause the area to exceed NAAQS for any 
pollutant. and 2) even if projected emissions will 

not violate NAAQS, they will not result in an 
increase in ambient concentrations of any pollutant 

that exceeds the allowable PSD 'increments' set by 

the CAA" 

3. Alternative Sites Analysis 3. An additional impacts analysis (which "assesses 
the impacts of air, ground and water pollution on 
soils, vegetation, and visibility caused by any 
increase in emissions of any regulated pollutant" 
from the source )20 

4. Opportunities for public comment 4. Opportunities for public comment 

Sources: www.epa.gov/nsr, 48-AF, 92-AISI, 136-AFPM, EPA, Webinar Slides: Revisions to the 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) and Title V Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Regulations 

and Establishment of a GHG Significant Emission Rate (SER): Proposed Rule, September 20, 201621 

2° For more information on NSR permitting, see www.eQ.a.gov/NSR 

21 81 FR 68110 (October 3, 2016). 
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The NSR/PSD permitting processes are perceived by RFI respondents to be unnecessarily cumbersome 
and lengthy. The time required to obtain a preconstruction permit, once an application is received, can 
range from 9 months to as much as 2-3 years. (48-AF, 170-APF) This duration does not include the months 
(or even years) required to prepare the application, nor does it include potential delays that can lengthen 
the process or make its timing uncertain, such as the need to revise air quality modeling when a NAAQS 
standard is changed, or the possibility of an appeal or review by the EPA of a state decision to issue a 
permit. (170-APF, 10-PCBI, 89-IECA) 

Respondents indicated the costs to prepare an application and construct air quality and dispersion models 
are significant, not to mention the costs of emissions offsets and what is sometimes perceived as "over
investment" in pollution control equipment due to the conservative assumptions built into these models. The 
result is that manufacturers avoid making investments to modernize facilities, improve processes or 
increase quality for fear of triggering an NSR/PSD requirement. (146-NAM, 10-PCBI) 

A number of recommendations have been put forward to address various issues that arise under 
NSR/PSD: 

• Turnaround Time. One proposal is to enforce reasonable turnaround times. (48-AF) According to a 
recent paper,zz under the CAA, "EPA and other permitting agencies are required to either grant or 
deny an NSR permit within one year of receiving a permit application, but there is no practical way 
to enforce this deadline." In addition to setting firm deadlines, other suggestions include: 

o Limiting challenges or appeals, including limiting the ability of the EPA to review or reject 
the decision of a state permitting authority. (89-IECA, 170-APF, 10-PCBI) 

o Allowing some construction activities to commence that do not generate emissions, prior to 
receiving a permit. (146-NAM) 

• Aggregation. There are also a set of rules regarding the "aggregation" of emissions (within a 
facility, over time within a facility, or across locations) that affect whether the need for a NSR/PSO 
permit process is triggered. A number of respondents made suggestions or encouraged 
approaches that allow flexibility for sources to aggregate emissions and thus demonstrate that total 
emissions are not increasing sufficiently to trigger an NSR/PSD process. (In some cases this would 
involve clarifying rules or "solidifying" past reforms already proposed.) These recommendations 
include: 

o Plant-Wide Applicability Limitations (PALs)- EPA could promote and facilitate "Plant
Wide Applicability Limitations (basically emissions limits that apply facility-wide) through a 

22 Art Fraas, John D. Graham, and Jeff Holmstead, 'EPA's New Source Review Program: Time for Reform?" Environmental Law Reporter, 1-
2017 
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permitting process, allowing such a facility to change, modify and upgrade equipment and 

operations and add new equipment without triggering major modification NSR review, 

provided the changes do not result in exceeding the established PAL emissions limits." 

(92-AISI quote, also 170-APF) 

o Units that precede or follow the unit being modified should not be considered as part of 

emissions increases that might trigger NSR. (170-APF, 136-AFPM) 

o Clarifying the rules around definition of a project, and whether separate activities can be 

grouped together into a project for purposes of triggering NSRIPSD. (170-APF, 136-AFPM, 

146-NAM) 

• Rules that Avoid Triggering NSR. There were also recommendations relating to the rules that 

trigger NSR, such as: 

o Revisiting and expanding the definition of activities that are defined as "routine 

maintenance, repair and replacement," which are exempted from NSRIPSD requirements. 

(92-AISI, 170-APF) 

o Using actual emission increases versus theoretical or maximum "potential to emit" in 

calculations. (10-PCBI, 136-AFPM) 

• Modeling. Numerous respondents identified the need to avoid delays and re-work in the application 

and air quality modeling process. (Note that a more general discussion of NAAQS and modeling is 

found in the section below.) Recommendations include: 

o Introducing guidance on modeling at the same time as NAAQS standards are revised, so 

there is clarity on modeling required as part of an NSR application. (92-AISI, 48-AF) 

o "Grandfathering" NSR applications that were submitted, but not yet approved, prior to a 

change to NAAQS standards, so companies do not have to revise the applications to 

conform to the new standards. (92-AISI, 48-AF) 

• BACT and LAER determinations. Several respondents offered suggestions about how to improve 

the process of determining the required pollution control technology, which is perceived to be 

onerous and susceptible to delays: 

o PSD BACT determination should be based on proven, domestic technology that is in the 

same "industrial category" as the applicant and was in existence when the application was 

submitted (92-AISI, 10-PCBI) and should consider alternatives to the "top down" BACT 

analysis process. (170-APF) 

14 
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• Emissions Credits or Offsets. Respondents also raised concerns that there can be challenges in 
obtaining emissions credits in non-attainment areas, and when they are available they can be very 
expensive. In one example, a relatively small new facility in Houston (emitting more than 100 tpy of 
Volatile Organic Compounds or N02) may need to spend between $32 million and $52 million for 
emissions offsets. (48-AF) Recommendations by respondents include: 

o Increased flexibility for buying offsets from outside the local areas where a new facility is 
being established. (48-AF) 

o Emission fees versus credits (which would require a statutory change). (48-AF) A recent 
paper on EPA's NSR program stated: "We propose a narrow statutory reform that could 
address these issues while still obtaining most or perhaps even more of the environmental 
benefits of the current program: allow permit applicants to pay emissions fees in lieu of 
meeting the current offset requirements, and require the state or local environmental 
agency to use these fees to pay for or subsidize emissions reductions that the agency 
believes will do the most good in terms of reducing environmental risks."23 (48-AF) 

The other major permit required by the CAA (beyond NSR!PSD) is the Title V operating permit for major 
(and some minor) sources, which incorporates all of the federal and state air pollution control requirements 
in one place. (170-APF). The operating permit must be renewed every 5 years. 

Industry respondents suggested that it has become costly to obtain, maintain and renew operating permits. 
(170-APF) AISI reported 'varied timelines for completing the Title V review and approval process, 
depending on the state regulatory agency and EPA Regional Office, taking up to three years to receive the 
final permit and costs of several million dollars for each operating permit needed." (92-AISI) And according 
to the Air Permitting Forum, "the cost of the program today is far more than was ever anticipated ... given the 
enormous costs of the program, it is incumbent on the government to take whatever steps it can to 
streamline permitting and minimize costs." (170-APF) 

Concerns were also raised that even when an NSRIPSD preconstruction permit already has been obtained, 
the Title V permit process provides another opportunity for NGOs or others to mount a legal challenge "on 
the same grounds that have already been adjudicated." (170-APF) Moreover, 'Title V petitions often sit in a 
long queue at EPA, and then can end up back in court--{]uplicating costs for industry to defend its 
expansive and long-evaluated permits." (170-APF) 

A related problem is the concern that the operating permit, which is intended to consolidate various 
regulatory requirements, is being used (e.g., by states) to add additional requirements or impede flexibility 
in meeting other requirements imposed by the CAA (e.g., such as using the permit language to limit the 
options for an appliance surface coating operation in meeting MACT standards for hazardous air pollutants 

"Art Fraas, John D. Graham, and Jeff Holmstead. 'EPA's New Source Review Program: Time for Reform?' Environmental Law Reporter, 1· 
2017. 
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(HAPs), which otherwise would be able to meet requirements by changing materials or adopting controls). 

(170-APF) 

In addition to an overall desire to streamline the approval process, specific recommendations include: 

eliminating the ability of EPA or other stakeholders to "re-litigate" preconstruction NSRIPSD permit 

decisions during the Tille V permitting process (170-APF); extending the term of the permit from 5 to 10 

years (170-APF); and citing other requirements in the permit rather than recreating or summarizing those 

requirements in their entirety in the permit itself. (170-APF) 

Historically, the CAA has exempted Start-up, Shutdown and Malfunctions (SSM) periods from the 

emissions restrictions that apply under normal operating periods. However, in response to recent court 

decisions, the EPA has reversed course, and proposed new rules (in 2016) to eliminate these exemptions 

and eliminate the "affirmative defense" provision for emergencies. Numerous industry respondents have 

urged that the SSM exemptions be restored (89-JECA, 170-APF, 92-AISJ): 

"Unless EPA acts quickly, every manufacturing company in the country operating under a Title V 

air permit could be subjected to unnecessary citizen suits and potential civil penalties as they shut 

down and start-up their equipment to conduct maintenance activities and other planned and 

unplanned outages." (89-IECA) 

It has also been suggested that other alternative approaches could be explored, such as developing a more 

"judicially sound affirmative defense concept" or "re-promulgating technology based emissions standards 

sufficient to cover emissions associated with SSM events." (101-AA) 

Clean Water Act: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permits 

Section 402 of the CWA- known as a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

requires a permit to discharge pollutants from a 'point source" into 'waters of the United States.' "The 

permit will contain limits on what you can discharge, monitoring and reporting requirements, and other 

provisions to ensure that the discharge does not hurt water quality or people's health."24 An NPDES Storm

water program also requires a permit for some storm-water discharges, which are not considered point 

sources. Also under the CWA, a section 404 permit may be required for the discharge of dredge or fill 

material into 'waters of the United States." Section 404 is managed by the EPA and US Army Corps of 

Engineers. 

A primary concern expressed by RFI respondents was the complexity of these permitting processes, and 

the time required to obtain a permit. According to AJSI, "[!]he 404 permitting process is currently one of the 

most ill-defined processes for a regulated party to understand and thus to predict permit timelines.'' (92-

AISI). Respondents reported that Section 404 permits can take 1-4 years or more to obtain and NPDES 

permits require 6 months or more. (92-AISI) In reference to wetlands (Section 404) permitting, SMA stated 

24 See www.epa.gov/npdes for more information on \he Section 404 permitting process~ 
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that "USACE [US Army Corps of Engineers] permitting processes are slow, antiquated and expensive." 
(112-SMA) And regarding NPDES, the Aluminum Association's assessment is that the "antiquated 
permitting timeline embedded in these regulations costs business money and lost opportunities for grow1h." 

(101-AA) 

Some of this long permitting cycle is driven by the complexity of the law and the permitting process, which 
requires permits for industrial discharges from point sources, often based on effluent guidelines for specific 
industrial processes (which are sometimes complicated by Total Maximum Daily Load limits on the amount 
of "pollutant a waterbody can receive"); a separate permit process for discharges that go into publicly 
owned treatment works (POTWs), for storm water, and for wetlands; a set of requirements for cooling 
intake water; and significant operational proscriptions and recordkeeping/reporting. (See 
www.epa.govlnpdes and 92-AISI; 112-SMA; 136-AFPM; 101-AA) 

The recommendations by respondents generally revolve around streamlining the process, eliminating 
duplicative requirements, making the steps to obtain a permit more defined (with fewer open-ended steps), 
and shortening the process timeline. (92-AISI, 101-AA, 76-Boeing) 

Clean Air Act: Greenhouse Gas Requirements 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions are now regulated under the CAA, using PSD and Title V permitting 
processes.25 The objective was to introduce "GHG emissions thresholds that define when permits under 
these permitting programs were required" for new or modified sources2 6 Litigation has caused a revision of 
the rules, which is still in progress.27 The primary result of the decision was that the EPA "may not treat 
GHGs as an air pollutant for the specific purpose of determining whether a source is required to obtain a 
PSD or Title V permit."28 In other words, a "BACT analysis for GHGs" is only required in cases "where 
another air pollutant triggers a review" and the requirement to obtain a PSD or Title V permit. (136-AFPM) 
A revised rule has been proposed, and final comments were due in December 2016. 

Nevertheless, for major sources that require Title V and PSD permits for another pollutant, EPA can apply 
BACT requirements to GHGs above a specific threshold, which has been proposed at 75,000 tons per year 
(tpy) C02e Significant Emission Rate (SER). The court decision referred to above also requires a 
justification for this threshold level. There is concern among a number of RFI respondents that this 
threshold level of GHG emissions is too low, and that the benefit in terms of a reduction in GHG emissions 

25 The EPA's original Greenhouse Gas Regulations consisted of the "Endangerment Finding' (74 FR 66523 (2009)), the "Triggering Rule" (Z1 
FR 75004 (2010)), the 'Tailpipe Rule" (75 FR 25324 (2010)), and the "Tailoring Rule" (75 FR 31514 (2010)) 

' 6 EPA "Revisions to the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSDl and Title V Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Regulations and 
Establishment of a GHG Significant Emission Rate (SER): Proposed Rule,' Webinar, Sept 20, 2016. 

71 Utilitv Air Regulatory Group v. EPA: Coalition for Responsible Regulation v. EPA. 

'"EPA "Revisions to the Prevention of Significant Detenoration (PSD) and Title V Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Regulations and 
EstabliShment of a GHG Sigmficant Emission Rate (SERI: Proposed Rule." Webinar, Sept. 20,2016. 
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would not justify the additional regulatory burden. (89-IECA, 136-AFPM) Respondents, therefore, 

recommend the EPA prioritize an expedited and judicious review of SER thresholds for GHGs. 

Clean Air Act: National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

The EPA establishes National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six "criteria" air pollutants 

(carbon monoxide, ozone, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, and sulfur dioxide). Regions are 

designated as "attainment" areas (which meet the NAAQS standards), non-attainment regions, or 

unclassified. Non-attainment regions are considerably more restricted in allowable emissions, thus limiting 

the potential for new manufacturing plants and plant expansions. NAAQS standards have been continually 

ratcheted downward; the 2015 ozone regulation established a standard of 70 parts per billion (ppb), which 

revised a 2008 standard of 75 ppb that has not yet been fully implemented.29 (89-IECA, 136-AFPM) At 70 

ppb, respondents raised concerns that the level is approaching "background" levels of ozone. (48-AF, 146-

NAM, 112-SMA) Respondents also raised concerns that the pace at which the standard has been revised 

has not allowed sufficient time for implementation, and is further complicated by measurement and (again) 

air quality modeling issues- in particular accounting for ozone transported from international sources. 

(112-SMA,107-COC) As noted in a recent paper: 

Recent research has found that stratospheric intrusions and long-range transport-particularly in 

western states-have resulted in daily maximum eight-hour ozone levels of 70 ppb or more. With 

the ozone NAAQS at or below background, sources will find it impossible to sl1ow that they will not 

"contribute to" a violation of the standard. ( 48-AF) 

Some observers recommended that implementation be delayed30 

Because of this increasingly restrictive standard, respondents specifically raised concerns that the current 

NAAQS standard for ozone is not practicable to implement, will shift numerous areas into a non-attainment 

designation, and will severely restrict the ability of manufacturing companies to establish new facilities or 

expand existing facilities in those regions. (136-AFPM, 112-SMA, 89-IECA) 

Because of this narrow margin, numerous respondents identified the need for EPA to improve air quality 

and dispersion models. For example, one respondent stated: 

In conducting an analysis for the PSD program, facilities must use EPA-approved models to 

demonstrate that a project will not cause a violation of a NAAQS standard. The models' overly 

conservative algorithms and assumptions, however, can create a modeling result that rarely 

represents and often significantly overestimates monitored concentrations around the facility. 

"A NAM-NERA 2014 report assessed the impact of a more stringent 60ppb standard that was contemplated at the time, and the analysis 
suggested the economic impact would be enormous: " ... the potential emissions control costs would reduce U.S. Gross Domestic Product 
(GOP) by $270 billion per year on average over the period from 20171hrough 2040 .. The potential labor market impacts represent an average 
annual loss of 2.9 million job-equivalents.· (NERA Economic Consulting, "Assessing Economic Impacts of a Sincter Nalional Ambtenl Air 
Quality Standard tor Ozone,' Prepared for NAM, July 2014). In contrast, the EPA estimated costs of $560M for what appears to be the final rule 
of 70ppb. (OMB, '2016 Draft Report"). 
30 146-NAM, Letter to National Economic Council, regarding regulations of concern, Business Roundtable, February 22, 2017. 
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Reliance on modeling that over-predicts ambient concentrations can result in additional 
unwarranted costs by causing facilities to install beyond-BACT pollution control equipment, even 
though the assumptions used in the models and the predicted concentrations are not 
representative of real-world conditions. (170-APF) 

Some of the specific suggestions to improve the approach involved re-examining assumptions about 
background concentration levels, the treatment of fugitive emissions, use of actual emissions rather than 
theoretical or maximum operating rates, employing probabilistic models, and reconsidering inappropriate 
"ambient air receptor" locations where individuals will not generally be exposed to emissions. (89-IECA, 92-
AISI, 170-APF, 112-SMA, 136-AFPM) 

Others recommended that changing the timetable for mandatory NAAQS reviews from every five years to 
every ten years would allow more time to meet the previous standard. (107-COC, 136-AFPM, 10 PA) In 
addition, the CoC notes that these "five-year deadlines are regularly exceeded by the EPA and inevitably 
result in 'sue-and-settle' agreements." Five-year review cycles have the potential to result in over 
regulation and constant changes requiring capital outlays from the private sector. Implementing the 
respondent's recommendation would require Congress to update the NAAQS review schedule to reflect a 
1 0-year cycle. This update would allow for complete realization of environmental improvements, and would 
bring greater certainty to regulated operators. 

Another frequent recommendation raised by respondents is to re-examine and clarify how to account for 
international and long-range transport of ozone, and for exceptional events. For example, the EPA has a 
policy which would allow it to "disregard exceedances of a NAAQS caused by certain types of exceptional 
events," such as stratospheric intrusions. However, it was suggested that in practice it is difficult to obtain 
EPA "recognition" of exceptional events in an NSR application. (48-AF) In light of this phenomenon, where 
meteorological conditions play a role in transporting extra-jurisdictional emissions, EPA should exclude 
those emissions from regulatory consideration, classifying them as "exceptional events." Respondents 
recommend that EPA employ all tools available to discount for "background" conditions and allow the 
maximum degree of flexibility afforded by statute. 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is a set of laws, regulations and policies that govern 
management and cleanup of solid, liquid, and gaseous hazardous waste 3 1 Manufacturers are affected by 
RCRA because of the generation of waste streams in their factories. An issue identified by several 
respondents is the inappropriate classification of certain waste streams as hazardous, which impose 
burdensome additional requirements, and have the effect of discouraging recycling, reuse or reclamation. 
(146-NAM) For example, AISI has proposed that baghouse dust from electric arc furnaces (EAFs) be 
delisted as hazardous, which would open up additional recycling or reuse opportunities (without always 
employing an RCRA-pernnitted recycling operator). SMA similarly suggested that by-products from EAFs 

31 For more information, see https://www.epa.gov/rcra. 
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are sometimes classified as hazardous, resulting in more complex and burdensome management 
requirements, which again undermine the goal of recycling. (112-SMA) In 2015, EPA has added a 
restrictive criterion for "legitimacy" which results in unnecessary treatment and disposal of material that 
could be reused or recycled for other purposes32 Respondents recommend updating the rule to allow for 
more beneficial uses of substances where reuse or recycling can be justified by industry. Additionally, 
another respondent proposed an aggressive approach to delisting waste as "hazardous," where 
appropriate, which would reduce regulatory burden. (76-Boeing) 

On November 28, 2016, the EPA published the Hazardous Waste Generators Improvement Rule 33 

According to 89-IECA it "causes waste generators who violate even one 'Condition for Exemption' from 
permitting to be treated as [full-fledged] waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities requiring RCRA 
permits. Violation of a single minor condition can, therefore, mean that an otherwise exempt facility must 
obtain a RCRA permit and can be cited for violations of numerous regulations and permit conditions" (136-
AFPM) or be subject to more onerous regulations. (89-IECA) It is recommended the rule be revised to allow 
some leeway on conditions of exemption and associated violations. 

Risk Management Programs 

Section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act addresses the prevention of accidental releases of hazardous 
substances. Respondents raised concerns that EPA's recently issued Risk Management Plan (RMP) rule 
(40 CFR, Part 68, finalized in 2017), which would add unnecessary or unreasonable additional burden for 
affected facilities. 

For example, there is significant concern about duplication and conflicting requirements under the rule with 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Process Safety Management standard. (136-
AFPM, 43-Mosaic, 133-PIA) In addition, several elements of the new requirements were perceived as 
unnecessary or inflexible. One such area is the requirement for third party audits in certain circumstances 
(such as chemical release or instance of non-compliance). (136-AFPM, 109-Valero) One respondent 
suggested appropriately trained internal staff could perform audits, and also suggested the qualifications for 
third party auditors outlined in the regulations were too restrictive. (158-CKRC) An additional requirement 
highlighted was the need for a "resource-intensive inherently safer technology analysis" that according to 
one respondent "provides little value after a facility is already built" (136-AFPM), and which another 
respondent said will "increase compliaflce costs without improving safety." (109-Valero) Finally, several 
respofldents expressed coflcern about reporting requirements that would release seflsitive iflformation that 
could be used for lawsuits or potentially even terrorist attacks. (146-NAM, 109-Valero, 136-AFPM) Legal 
action has been takefl seeking reconsideration of the rule. (136-AFPM) On March 13, 2017, the EPA 
convefled a proceeding to recoflsider RMP Rule34 On June 14, 2017, the EPA published a final rule to 

" 80 Fed. Reg. 1693-1814(Jan. 13. 2015), revising 40 CFR. Parts 260 & 261. 

33 81 FR 85732(November 28, 2016) 
"82 Fed. Reg. 13968 (March 16, 2017). 
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further delay the effective date of the RMP Rule for 20 months until February 19, 2019, to allow adequate 

time for the reconsideration.35 

Toxic Substances Control Act 

The Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (TSCA) provides EPA with authority to require reporting, record

keeping and testing requirements, and to impose restrictions relating to chemical substances and/or 

mixtures. Certain substances are generally excluded from TSCA, including, among others, food, drugs, 

cosmetics and pesticides. The types of chemicals regulated by TSCA fall into existing (chemicals on the 

TSCA Inventory) and new, which is an important distinction as TSCA regulates each category differently. 

For new chemicals, manufacturers must submit a pre-manufacturing notification to EPA prior to 

manufacturing or importing new chemicals for commerce. TSCA also specifically addresses the production, 

importation, use, and disposal of specific chemicals including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), asbestos, 

radon and lead-based paint. The most common issue with TSCA expressed by the respondents was the 

restrictions imposed on manufacturing and use of chemicals that have the potential to drastically and 

unnecessarily impact profit, productivity, competition and jobs. (37-ILMA, 39-IPC, 51-NSSGA, 56-CPA, 

101-AA, 115-HSIA, 116-NAFO, 141-ACC, 151-PESA, 155-PMPA) It should be noted, however, that on 

June 22, 2016, the Frank R. Lauten berg Chemical Safety for the 21st Century Act, which amended TSCA, 

was signed into law, addressing some of the shortcomings in the original law and adding a mandatory duty 

to evaluate chemicals and a new risk-based safety standard. 

Improve Tracking of Workforce Injuries and Illnesses 

In May 2016, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) published its final rule to "Improve 

Tracking of Workplace Injuries and lllnesses."36 However, manufacturers are concerned that this rule 

requires them to submit electronic records of workplace injuries and illnesses, which OSHA is planning to 

post on a public website. (92-AISI, 146-NAM, 1 07-COC) RFI respondents have voiced two objections to 

making the data publicly available: 1) the information may be used by union organizing campaigns, or as 

the basis of litigation on safety issues; 2) privacy concerns exist, as there may be identifying information 

included in the reporting that could expose sensitive, proprietary information. (92-AISI, 146-NAM, 107-

COC) Also, there are requirements for establishing a reasonable system for workers to report injury or 

illness, along with provisions that prevent employers from retaliating against whistleblowers or in other 

ways discouraging injury or illness reporting. 

Guidance issued on how to comply with the rules included language that suggested some safety 

performance incentives and drug testing programs might be construed as in violation of the rule, as they 

might deter reporting (to improve safety performance measures or to avoid post-accident drug testing). 

35 82 Fed. Reg. 27133 (June 14, 2017). 
36 81 FR 29623 (May 12, 2016). 
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(107-COC; 92-AISI; 39-IPC) Respondents would like the plan to post safety data online to be reconsidered, 

and to clarify the guidance so that it does not undermine safety incentive and drug testing programs. 

Endangered Species Act 

Specific concerns raised relating to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) fall primarily into three categories. 

First, federal agencies issuing permits must consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service when 

construction may affect an endangered or threatened species; this consultation adds considerably to permit 

time and complexity. (51-NSSGA, 84-Ameren, 114-AGC, 136-AFPM) Second, due to high volume, ESA 

rules such as the 2016 Critical Habitat Designations, have become "unreasonable." (86-IPAA, 114-AGC, 

144-AFPA, 146-NAM, 152-AWC) Finally, concerns were raised that the ESA is being exploited by project 

opponents as a means of blocking permits. (75-SLMA, 107-COC, 126-API) 

Conflict Minerals and Dodd-Frank 

Section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank Act37 mandates that the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

create rules38 that require public companies that use conflict minerals (tantalum, tin, gold or tungsten) in the 

manufacture of their products to "undertake 'due diligence' on the source and chain of custody of its conflict 

minerals and file a Conflict Minerals Report" and publicly disclose this information. 39 The concern is that the 

mineral may have come from or near the Democratic Republic of the Congo and its use, therefore, is 

contributing to a humanitarian crisis. A significant issue is that the due diligence requirement is directed 

back on to suppliers, which are often small to medium sized manufacturers who cannot easily comply with 

this burden. (53-ACMA, 120-NTMA/PMA, 137-MEMA, 146-NAM) One respondent noted that both the 

Department of Commerce and the SEC stated they lacked the expertise in this type of back-to-the-mine-of

origin investigation, and given this, asks how small firms can be asked to do these types of investigations. 

{120-NTMA/PMA) 

According to NAM, the "SEC estimates that it will take the average manufacturer 480 hours annually to 

comply with this regulation."4D Another association stated, "a large Tier 1 supplier estimated that their 

expenditures have totaled about $3 million since the annual reporting requirements took effect. These costs 

include tracking the supply chains and processes of over 7,000 lower tier suppliers, evaluating the minerals 

tracking efforts of all suppliers, and categorizing the likelihood that a supplier's products contain conflict 

minerals. Additional costs are incurred because all findings from the company's suppliers must be manually 

entered into a database and categorized so that the information provided may be utilized by the Tier 1 

37 PL 111-203. Dodd Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, July 21,2010. 

"17 CFR 240 and 249b. 

"SEC Fact Sheet, https-/lwww.sec.govlopa/Articlei2012-20J2-163htm---related-materials.html. 

40 Nattonal Association of Manufacturers. "Holding US Back Regulation oi the U.S. Manufacturing Sector," prepared by Pareto Policy 

Solutions. LLC. 
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supplier in preparing filings."(137-MEMA) Many respondents suggested that the rule be suspended. (14-

Chromaflo, 39-IPC, 53-ACMA, 71-Whirlpool, 107-COC, 120-NTMA/PMA, 137-MEMA; 146-NAM) 

A second SEC issue was the CEO pay ratio disclosure provision required by Section 953(b) of the Dodd

Frank Act. This provision calls for public companies to disclose the ratio of employees' median pay to the 

compensation of a company's chief executive officer. The SEC finalized a rule for this provision in August 

2015, and it becomes effective in 2018. NAM notes that this ratio is a "false and overly simplistic" metric of 

company compensation practices and it is burdensome due to the costs associated with calculating median 

pay. (146-NAM) The U.S. Chamber echoes those concerns and notes that some municipalities are 

"enacting a new tax based upon this ratio." (107-COC) NAM asks that the SEC reconsider the rule entirely. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that federal agencies consider significant 

environmental impacts in their decision-making, and established the President's Council on Environmental 

Quality (CEQ). Federal law requires permits for many kinds of industrial and commercial activity, and the 

issuance of such permits often triggers a requirement for NEPA analysis. This process can quickly become 

extremely lengthy and costly. For example, according to NAM: 

It (the NEPA) is often the largest, costliest, most time-consuming regulatory hurdle that project 

sponsors, developers, construction managers and engineers face before they can build. Philip 

Howard's 2015 report, "Two Years, Not Ten Years: Redefining Agency Approvals" explains that 

public project costs are increased by more [than] $3.7 trillion because of red tape. It is also a 

common target for abuse, as there are countless ways for federal and state agencies and external 

actors to throw a wrench in the process and delay completion of the review. The longer the delay, 

the more likely the developer walks away. Project opponents do not often need a [courl] judgment 

on the merits of NEPA to win; the delay can be enough ... A 2014 GAO report made several 

startling findings with respect to the administration of NEPA. [GAO found that the] Administration 

had no idea how long a typical NEPA review takes. GAO's best guess was an analysis by the 

National Association of Environmental Professionals (NAEP), which estimates that the average 

environmental impact statement (EIS) under NEPA takes 4.6 years, the highest it has ever been. 

NAEP also estimated that the time to complete an EIS increased by 34.2 days each year from 

2000 to 2012. (146-NAM) 

Another respondent wrote that, with respect to individual permits under CWA Section 404 for dredge and fill 

activities, this "process can take 4 years even if a full Environmental Impact Analysis is not required." (43-

Mosaic) Other respondents also discussed the increased costs and significant manufacturing and 

construction delays as a result of NEPA. (10-PCBI, 42-Novelis, 43-Mosaic, 46-ATT, 71-Whirlpool, 83-TM, 

86-IPAA, 96-NMA, 101-AA, 114-AGC, 115-HSIA, 125-BP, 136-AFPM, 146-NAM, 159-VI, 172-VI) 

Regional Haze Requirements 
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In 1999, the EPA announced a major effort to improve air quality in national parks and wilderness areas. 

The Regional Haze Rule (RHR) calls on states, in coordination with the EPA, the National Park Service, 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Forest Service, and other interested parties, to develop and 

implement air quality protection plans to reduce the pollution that causes visibility impairment. In 156 

national parks and wilderness areas such as the Grand Canyon, Yosemite, the Great Smoky Mountains 

and Shenandoah National Park. 

One of the most significant concerns with the RHR is that the requirement to reach "natural conditions" in 

visibility (defined as visibility in pre-industrial America) in the National Parks by 2064 may be unreasonable 

given the global nature of air quality and current operation and needs of our society. (148-TSGTA; see also 

69-Domtar, 86-IPAA, 89-IECA, 100-ACA, 101-AA, 102-Renfro, 123-3M, 125-BP, 170-APF) To reach 

natural conditions, the EPA has been implementing restrictions in NOx emissions and emissions from 

electric generators, and forcing states to impose high cost, low benefit pollution controls. In doing this 

concerns were raised that EPA is interfering with implementation of this rule, for which States have the 

primary role in determining how best to make emissions reductions and define their own 'glide-path' to 

achieving the goal. 

Crystalline Silica Standard 

Silica can be found in a number of manufacturing operations, including foundries, glass making, paint 

manufacturing, porcelain manufacturing, and brick manufacturing. (107-COC) In 2016, an OSHA rule was 

finalized41 which cut in half the permissible exposure to crystalline silica (for general industry and maritime) 

from 100 to 50 micrograms per cubic meter42 Compliance is required within 2 years after the effective date 

(2018). 

Industry respondents suggest the standard is simply too stringent and will be difficult, costly or impossible 

with which to comply. According to NAM the rule requires "extensive and costly engineering 

controls ... exposure monitoring, medical surveillance, work area restrictions, clean rooms and 

recordkeeping" (146-NAM) Respondents also state that the standard "could force manufacturers to shut 

their doors" or "could potentially cause several types of manufacturing to leave the United States." (146-

NAM, 107-COC) The U.S. Chamber of Commerce indicates that the previous standard was highly effective, 

reducing deaths from exposure to silica by over 93% since 1968, and this new standard is being challenged 

in court (to determine if OSHA demonstrated "significant risk," and whether compliance with the rule "is 

technologically and economically feasible"- a "statutory requirement for an OSHA standard)." (107-COC) 

Respondents have suggested that the rule should be rescinded or reviewed. 43 (146-NAM, 107 -COC) 

"81 FR 162885 (March 25, 2016) 

"Paul R. Noe, "Smarter Regulation for the American Manufacturing Economy," American Forest and Paper Association, September 14, 2016. 

"146-NAM, 107-CoC, NFIB, Problem Regulations. January 24,2017. 
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Department of Labor Overtime Rule 

The new overtime rule raises the salary level required for exemption from overtime pay of salaried white 

collar employees from $23,660 to $47,47644 A number of respondents suggested that the salary level for 

this exemption was too high, the rule exceeded statutory authority, and the automatic escalation of this 

salary threshold over time would be too rapid. (146-NAM, 6-NFIB, 39-IPC, 107-COC, 120-NTMA/PMA) The 

rule has been preliminarily enjoined by a district court, and the federal government has appealed this 

decision.45 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation. and Liability Act 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act's (CERCLA) major 

emphasis is on the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste sites. CERCLA gives the President authority to 

clean up or ensure the cleanup of these sites through "removal" and/or "remedial" actions, generally 

referred to as "response" actions, to address threats to human health and environment. CERCLA provides 

for cost recovery from potentially responsible parties, including current and former owners and operators of 

the facility, along with parties that arranged for or transported hazardous substances to the facility. 

Agencies provide oversight when the cleanup is pursuant to an agency order or a federal consent decree. 

The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) outlines CERCLA's 

implementing regulations. Agencies follow the procedures and standards detailed in the NCP when 

remediating these sites. 

RFI respondents raise concerns that CERCLA requirements can be extremely expensive and duplicative 

with other regulations. (84-Ameren, 92-AISI, 96-NMA, 101-AA, 110-Freeport, 111-GAC, 131-NMMA, 159-

VI, 160-TCC) As a separate point, one respondent further stated, "under this policy, EPA routinely requires 

cooperating private parties to pay for duplicative and unnecessary expenses that the Agency incurs-in 

addition to the substantial expenditures the private parties are already undertaking in order to remediate the 

site. EPA's duplicative oversight activities not only increase costs, but also impede the pace of remediation 

by adding layers of unnecessary review. In 2015, EPA billed private parties $106.4 million for agency 

oversight-a substantial amount of overhead costs and resources that are better spent directly on cleanup 

activities."46 

Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures 

EPA, within the CWA, requires non-exempt facilities to prepare Spill Prevention, Control and 

Countermeasure (SPCC) plans to prevent the discharge of oil from non-transportation related onshore and 

offshore facilities into U.S. navigable waters or adjoining shorelines. The SPCC rule applies to owners or 

operators of non-transportation related facilities who drill, produce, store, process, refine, transfer, 

44 For more information, see https/IIWiw.dolgoviwhd/overtimelfinal2016/. 

45 Nevada v. DOL. ED. Tex. No 4:16-cv-00731, motion granted 11122115. 
46 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Supertund Remedial Annual Accomplishments, "Fiscal Year 2016 Supertund Remedial Program 
Accomplishments Report." 
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distribute, use or consume oil or oil products that meet at least one of the capacity thresholds and have the 

potential to discharge oil to U.S. navigable waters or adjoining shorelines. 

One primary concern with SPCC is the overlap with other federal regulations. The most frequently raised 

overlap mentioned was the duplication of the SPCC with the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

(SWPPP). The duplicative effort required by these two regulations adds costs to the manufacturer and 

delays construction and operations. (37 -ILMA, 76-Boeing, 1 01-AA, 1 06-AFS, 1 07-CoC, 114-AGC, 127-

PCA) According to one respondent, "construction site operators are required to develop plans for 

preventing, containing, and cleaning up oil spills under the NPDES and SCPP regulations. If a construction 

site operator has a SWPPP that addresses oil storage and spill control, containment and cleanup 

measures, then EPA should allow the jobsite SWPPP to also satisfy the agency's SPCC requirements. 

Otherwise, this is double regulation- and each plan carries significant costs for the contractor to develop. 

The list of overlapping requirements includes documentation, management certification, site maps and 

diagrams, inspection and maintenance, record keeping, training, designated employees, notification 

procedures and response obligations. The U.S. Coast Guard also is involved in spill plans if the project is 

on/over water, which add further delays." 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Reporting Requirements 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) recently revised its EE0-1 reporting 

requirements so that beginning in 2018 employers must submit more comprehensive and detailed 

information that will be used to enforce prohibitions against employment discrimination and address 

discriminatory pay practices. Employers with 100 or more employees (both private industry and federal 

contractors) will be required to submit data on employees' W-2 earnings and hours worked by ethnicity, 

race, and sex, sorted into 10 job categories. Responding organizations are concerned with the additional 

time and resources that they will need to spend on this form and estimate that the number of reported 

entries will increase from less than 200 data points to over 3,000. (107-COC, 137-MEMA, 119-AGC, 77-

CIRT, 66-ARTBA, 37 -ILMA) Furthermore, responding organizations do not believe that the expanded data 

collection will provide useful information needed to enforce discriminatory pay practices. (107-COC, 137-

MEMA, 119-AGC, 77-CIRT, 66-ARTBA,37-ILMA) Finally, the additional reporting may put a company at 

risk of publicly disclosing employees' private information and/or proprietary company information. (146-

NAM, 66-ARTBA, 37-ILMA) 

Food Safety Modernization Act 

Over the last several years, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), part of the Department of Health and 

Human Services (HHS), has issued several regulations to implement the Food Safety Modernization Act 

(FSMA). Some portions of the new regulations are complex, and a misinterpretation could cause 

potentially negative consequences for a company. One such regulation, Mitigation Strategies to Protect 

Food Against Intentional Adulteration (lA rule), is aimed at preventing intentional adulteration of food 
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intended to cause wide-scale harm to public health, including acts of terrorism targeting the food supply47 

The regulation imposes significant new requirements on manufacturers of human food, including 
maintaining certain records. FDA should delay the compliance dates for the lA rule until it has revised the 
regulation to provide for more flexibility and greater focus on risk-based methods of preventing intentional 
adulteration of the food system. (98-IDFA) 

As manufacturing and agricultural processing continually evolves, the FDA should ensure that regulatory 
requirements are fiexible and able to adapt to science and innovation. Many agriculture processing 
companies sell secondary products (e.g., germ, feed, meal) from facilities which were not designed to 
handle these ingredients using the same standards for ingredients intended for human consumption. In the 
new FSMA foundational regulations, "manufacturing/processing" has been broadly defined around different 
activities conducted on food. The "farm" has a narrower definition. As a result, numerous activities that 
farms normally use to prepare a food crop for trade as Raw Agricultural Commodities (RAC) can be 
considered activities that transform the crop into a "processed food." A farm conducting these activities 
could be considered a manufacturer/processor and would be subject to food facility registration and to new 
requirements for "good manufacturing practices" and preventive controls. Current regulations will require 
some manufacturers to update facilities or adjust business practices to comply with good manufacturing 
requirements. There is a concern that such requirements are unnecessary and will result in lost jobs and 
lost opportunities for manufacturers. (146-NAM, 122-AHPA) 

Additionally, the FSMA requires sellers (farmers and food processors) to obtain from their customers 
(downstream food processors and distributors) certain "written assurances" on an annual basis. With these 
written assurances in place, the sellers are provided a certain amount of regulatory relief- relief which in 
many cases is essential to the continued existence of their business, since according to respondents it is 
nearly impossible (not just inefficient or uneconomical) for the firm otherwise to comply with the applicable 
regulations. An analysis by the Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA) determined that just the 
provisions in 21 CFR § 117.136 would require individual firms to obtain thousands or even millions of 
assurances every year. Therefore, the FDA should remove these unnecessary and burdensome provisions 
from the regulations. (70-GMA) 

Commenters raised other concerns about FDA regulations, such as the Nutrition Labelling Standards. To 
provide consumers with clearer nutritional content information for food, based on updated nutrition research 
and public health information, the FDA issued a regulation in May 201648 that would require changes to the 
Nutrition Labeling, 21 CFR §101 .9 and Reference Amounts Customarily Consumed Per Eating Occasion 
(serving size) regulations, 21 CFR § 101.12. These changes represent the first major update to the 
Nutrition Facts label in over 20 years and would require a massive overhaul to the food package label and 
information provided to consumers. FDA provided food manufacturers until July 26, 2018 to make this 
change even though FDA's own Regulatory Impact Analysis for this change estimated the cost to industry 
to comply in two years would be $4.6 billion, whereas the cost to comply in four years would be $2.8 billion. 

41 81 FR 34155 (May 27, 2016). 
46 81 FR 33741 (May 27, 2016). 
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In other words, just extending the compliance deadline from two to four years saves $1.8 billion. The 

challenge of compliance is compounded because FDA has yet to issue final guidance on the types of 

dietary fiber it considers to meet the new definition, 21 CFR §101.9(c)(6)(i), and information on calculating 

added sugars for some types of food, 21 CFR § 101.9(c)(6)(iii), which must be listed in the new label 

format. Additionally, the USDA is mandated by law to issue a regulation requiring the disclosure of the 

content of genetically modified ingredients in all foods by July 29, 2018, three days after the compliance 

deadline for the Nutrition Facts updates. FDA should extend the compliance date for this labeling update 

until May 2021 to ease the regulatory burden. Additional compliance time would allow companies to 

coordinate labeling updates, provide consumers with clear information to help them make healthy choices 

and avoid wasteful spending on duplicate relabeling schemes that would be required during the next four 

years. Additionally, USDA and FDA should work together on timing of compliance with these required 

changes so that manufacturers will only be required to make one label change. (98-IDFA, 146-NAM, 122-

AHPA, 70-GMA, 74-Knouse) Other regulatory redundancies should also be eliminated between FDA, 

USDA, EPA, and other federal agencies. {53-ACMA, 74-Knouse, 64-TFI, 85-NOPA) 
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Overview of Regulatory Reform 

Over the years, much effort has been spent on regulatory reform by think tanks, industry associations, and 

government agencies. Yet, for several reasons, the burden for manufacturers continues to grow. Through 

the process of writing this report it became clear to the Department that at the manufacturing plant level, 

there are significant opportunities for burden reduction. Respondents provided numerous examples of 

impractical, unrealistic, or onerous requirements and of processes that make permitting unnecessarily 

complex and time consuming. 

Regulators and manufacturers working together can eliminate unnecessary regulatory burdens. These 

unnecessary burdens can be eliminated if regulators work with industry to apply commonsense and 

practicality to regulations and requirements to more closely reflect real world operating conditions. 

Responses revealed the need to reform the permitting process and existing rules and to reduce the current 

compliance burden without impacting benefits. Responses to the RFI revealed the need to also reform the 

process for new rulemakings. 

Past Attempts at Regulatory and Permitting Reform 

Over the years there have been many regulatory reform efforts. Prior reform efforts have prescribed 

principles for effective rulemaking, including the use of cost-benefit analysis (CBA), examining alternatives 

to regulations, and retrospective reviews. Yet the regulatory burden has only grown more onerous. 

Factors that have undermined prior reform efforts include: indeterminate and underdeveloped cost-benefit 

models, methodologies and assumptions; a lack of agency effort to comply fully with all rulemaking 

requirements; and a lack of power and resources in oversight organizations to compel compliance with 

these principles. 

Agency cost-benefit analyses sometimes lack transparency and make self-serving assumptions regarding 

important direct and readily quantifiable costs. Moreover, technically challenging and resource-intensive 

intangible, indirect, and cumulative impacts are often not meaningfully addressed. This includes opportunity 

costs such as impacts on innovation and productivity, despite the potentially far-reaching benefits. 

Regulatory reforms also have required the consideration of alternatives -including market-based 

incentives (rather than a command and control approach). Despite these efforts, agencies tend to make 

assumptions that cast the politically preferred alternative in a favorable light. As a result of these factors, 

the cost-benefit models often fail in certain circumstances to capture the true costs of implementing 

regulation. For some important federal regulations (e.g., listing a species under the Endangered Species 
Act), a cost-benefit analysis is not required at all.49 

Moreover, current application of principles of regulation often results in unnecessary, unreasonable, 

outdated, and impractical requirements that are of concern to manufacturers. Agencies frequently attempt 

"Independent regulatory agencies are not required to provide a cosl·benefit analysis. 
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to skirt the federal requirement to 'maximize net benefits" prescribed in EO 12866' by over-weighting of 
qualitative benefits to justify quantitative costs. "Real-world" impacts of regulatory burdens are in many 
cases not adequately addressed. Regulatory agencies too often are not sensitive to concerns from 
manufacturers about overly cumbersome constraints and costs, a failure of agency culture and leadership. 

The Need for Collaboration between Regulators and Manufacturers 

Respondents provided a multitude of examples of unnecessary compliance burdens. Our review is not able 
to evaluate the substance of all the complaints or the soundness of all recommended solutions, but the 
large number of examples suggests there is a significant opportunity for regulatory reform. 

Rather than consider the retrospective review process as a re-confirmation of the validity of a regulation, 
agencies should adopt the practice of working together with the regulated community- manufacturers, in 
this case- to understand real world burdens (including unintended ones) and to devise potential 
alternative, commonsense solutions collaboratively. Given the myriad challenges in creating a good rule, 
lookbacks with stakeholders could give agencies another opportunity to work toward the goal of avoiding 
regulations that impose unwarranted burdensso 

This suggestion fits with EO 1377751: "In performing the evaluation [of existing regulations], each 
Regulatory Reform Task Force shall seek input and other assistance ... from entities significantly affected 
by Federal regulations ... " In addition, former Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) head Cass 
Sunstein recently wrote: "Because the White House itself lacks the capacity to scrutinize the stock of 
existing regulations, the Trump administration was smart to call for task forces within each agency to do 
that- and to require them to engage with the public to see which regulations are really causing trouble. "52 

This is also very much in line with other nations' reform policies in which government works with the 
regulated community to identify unnecessary burdens. As one former UK government official said, "In the 
UK, by focusing on how we regulated, rather than just what we regulated, we were able to drive enormous 
cost reductions without sacrificing protections. By simplifying forms and processes, compliance became 
much less costly without any underlying regulatory changes or compromising mission."53 This official also 
observes that the cultural change required to accomplish this reform should not be underestimated: "Those 
who work in regulatory policy often focus on designing new regulatory ideas. Typically, they don't 
systematically look for ways to reduce the costs of regulations that are already on the bcoks." 

RFI respondents also call for agencies to review existing regulations with stakeholders. 54 One association 
suggested that a better relationship with manufacturers may help agencies to reduce regulatory burden 

50 EO 12866: 'Each agency shall tailor its regulations to impose the least burden on society . .',September 30, 1993. 

51 EO 13777 (March 1, 2017). 

s2 Cass R. Sunstein, "Trump's Safe and Sane 'Regulatory Reform' Idea," Bloomberg, March 3, 2017. 

"Jitinder Kohli, "What President Trump Can Leam From The UK About Reducing Reaulations," Forbes, January 27, 2017. 
54 For example, note the following RFI responses: 48-RFF with regard to EPA and NAAQS; 133- PIA with regard to EPA and flexible air 
permitting; and 53- ACMA with regard to EPA emission modeling (see Docket ID 'DOC-2017-0001," at www.reaulations.gov). 
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without sacrificing their missions: "state regulators [in Indiana, Louisiana, Ohio, and Texas are] more 
knowledgeable about ... steel manufacturing, or more willing to take the time to become knowledgeable ... 
Armed with superior knowledge, state personnel often understand the impracticability or inapplicability of 
certain controls or requirements, and are more often open to allowing alternate compliance options that 
reach the same goal through the use of less burdensome means." (112-SMA) 

Examples from RFI responses of commonsense suggestions for reform (that might surface during a 
collaborative lookback) include the following (organized by category): 

Lack of Knowledge about How Industry Operates 

o "EPA's Risk Management Program rule and other regulations require manufacturers to interact 
with Local Emergency Planning Committees (LEPCs). [But] there are no LEPCs in many areas. Of 
the 100 counties in North Carolina, for example, only 40 have functioning LEPCs." (53-ACMA) 

o [Regarding OSHA's Hazardous Air Contaminants Standards; for employers seeking to meet 
through an engineering calculation or evaluation they conduct] "Powered ventilation is generally the 
most effective and widely used technology to limit exposures to hazardous airborne substances in 
composites manufacturing workplaces. PPE [personal protective equipment] is also employed 
when the nature of the work limits the ability of employers to achieve safe exposure levels via 
ventilation alone. However, several industry employers have been cited by OSHA for using PPE 
when they have not "proven" that engineering control would not be sufficiently effective .... " (53-
ACMA) 

o "FDA regulatory provisions implementing the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) require 
sellers (farmers and food processors) to obtain from their customers (downstream food processors 
and distributors) certain "written assurances" [re food safety hazards] on an annual basis ... An 
analysis by the Grocery Manufacturers Association determined that just the provisions in [one of 
several specific regulations] would require individual firms to obtain thousands or even millions of 
assurances every year .... " (122-AHPA) 

o [Regarding Non-Complying Lots-- 40 CFR § 770.20(0, which requires fabricators that received 
notification from a producer of panels that failed an emissions test, to inform customers that their 
finished products contained these panels.] "First, by the time the fabricator receives the panel 
producer's notification, the panels almost certainly no longer exist as panels. Instead, the fabricator 
will almost certainly have cut up the affected panels it received into component parts, incorporated 
those component parts into finished goods, and shipped those finished goods. Second, the 
affected panels are untraceable once they are incorporated into finished goods. A fabricator does 
not track which panels go into which finished goods ... Third, in the fabrication process the panels 
are covered with veneers or other coatings. This means that it is no longer feasible to test the 
panels accurately for compliance with the emissions limits. Fourth, the fabricator's notification is 
very likely to be completely unnecessary, because by the time the customer receives its 
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notification, the affected panels will probably have aged to the point that they now meet the 
emissions limits." (67-AHFA) 

o [Regarding CWA §316(b)- Cooling Water Intake Structures (CWIS) --Entrainment "Best 
Technology Available" (BTA) for facilities withdrawing less than 125 MGD] "Facilities withdrawing 
less than 125 MGD are not required to submit entrainment information however the permitting 
authority is still required to make a determination about the BTA to minimize entrainment. .. 
Permitting authorities generally lack the technical expertise in such areas, so it requires the 
permittees to provide the permitting authority with adequate technical information to support the 
BTA determination. A 52-week entrainment study can range from $140,000 to $410,000." (147-US 
Steel) 

o "([Regarding] Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) regulation ... Chemical Data Reporting (CDR) 
regulations require exceptionally detailed monitoring, recording, and reporting of the chemical 
make-up of our members' steel and steel coatings, raw materials ... ) It is overly burdensome to the 
steel industry to report on the general safety of a product that has been widely produced for several 
centuries and whose chemical makeup is well known and that poses little risk from exposure." (92-
AISI) 

o "EPA should ensure remediation cleanup standards are reasonably achievable ... for example 
cleanup standards may be set below background concentrations that can never be achieved at a 
cleanup site until sources in the wider area are controlled .... " (76-Boeing) 

o "FDA has formally acknowledged under various circumstances that reliance on batch records is an 
accurate and practical method for assuring that finished food products meet required compositional 
specifications for ingredients that are chemically complex or for which no validated test method 
exists ... [But] during inspections of firms under 21 CFR Part 111, FDA often pushes firms to 
implement expensive chemical testing for such ingredients (which would cost at least hundreds 
and potentially thousands of dollars per batch of product)- or to prove that no such chemical test 
method exists (an exercise that is expensive and pointless, since it's impossible to prove a 
negative and it is very rare for valid test methods to exist for chemically complex food ingredients, 
especially in a chemically complex matrix)." (122-AHPA) 

Inconsistent Enforcement 

o "Differential enforcement of a regulatory requirement across geographies (i.e., inspectors 
interpreting a regulation differently in two different manufacturing locations) is so troubling to 
compliance officials."ss 

ss Nattonal Association of Manufacturers, "Holding US Back: Regulation ofihe U.S. Manufacturing Sector," prepared by Pareto Policy 
Solutions. LLC. 
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o "Inconsistent Federal implementation of the RCRA Corrective Action process from region to region 
and site to site ... causes ... increased cost and lost opportunities due to unpredictable or longer 

time periods for addressing impacts to the environment." (147-US Steel) 

Antiquated Rules 

o "The current Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) rules require point-by-point monitoring for leaks 

(Method 21) for every LDAR component (valves, pumps, compressor seals, pressure relief 

devices, etc.). This is very lime consuming and inefficient. Infrared cameras (IR camera) are now 

voluntarily used in manufacturing to detect leaks much more quickly and efficiently. The use of 

these IR cameras should be a technology option to replace the current antiquated LDAR rules." 

(89-IECA) 

Technology Requirement is Too Expensive or Unproven (Unrealistic Assumptions or Cost is Too High) 

o "FDA regulation 21 CFR 111, Current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP) in Manufacturing, 

Packaging, Labeling, or Holding Operations for Dietary Supplements, includes Section 111.605 (a) 
and (b) ... requires that all electronic records comply with 21 CFR 11, a burdensome and complex 

requirement to validate computer systems that was developed for drug manufacturers. The 
software and hardware validation requirements are costly, difficult to maintain, and fail to provide 

added security ... Small and midsize dietary supplement manufacturers that lack the resources to 

validate computer systems are burdened with maintaining hard copies and using hand-written 
records, which is a costly, inefficient, and unnecessary clerical obligation .... " (63-CRN) 

o "The PSD BACT evaluation process, spelled out through EPA guidance, should not include 

unproven technologies employed in other countries that have not been demonstrated as 

commercially feasible or effective at controlling emission in the U.S. Requiring domestic facilities to 

conduct technology reviews and costly feasibility analyses of technologies utilized in countries that 

do not have the same rigorous air pollution control and permitting requirements, places 

unreasonable permitting demands and delays on the already lengthy U.S. permitting process." (92-
AISI) 

Complex, Onerous Processes, e.g., Unnecessary Recordkeeping 

o "In past years we dedicated the majority of our environmental resources to emission reduction 
equipment that has dramatically reduced our impact on the environment. In more recent years, the 
majority of our environmental resources have been dedicated to monitoring and record keeping. 
Reducing the frequency of monitoring, and reducing the amount of record keeping and reporting 

would be very beneficial. We believe that we can adequately demonstrate ongoing and continuous 

compliance with reduced levels of monitoring and recordkeeping." (112-SMA) 
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o "For permitting projects ... US EPA and States ask for endless pieces of information that are not 

necessary to issue a permit or approve a submittal; and are beyond what is required by statute and 

the implementing regulations. Frequently, the agencies indicate the information is needed to 

address questions or concerns from third parties-'we need this information because somebody 

may ask about it or because it would be nice to know.'" (147-US Steel) 

o "Review and streamline data requirements to ensure that only data that is required for a permit 

decision is required to be submitted." (79-Northrup Grumman) 

o "Record Keeping Mandate on EPA Air Permitted Standby Engines: 40 CFR Part 51 (Subpart A) .. 

Standby engines rarely operate but companies, by law, are required to report emissions data ... in 

2016, a company reported total emissions from emergency engines (generators and fire pumps) as 

follows. [Table shows emissions sum= 0.005716 tons per year) The company estimates that it 

takes $500 (5 times $100 per engine) per year to monitor, report, and do maintenance as EPA 

instructs them to do. Given the costs and given the emission volume, it cost about $90,000 per ton 

of emissions." (89-IECA) 

Review of Regulations 

Reducing the existing regulatory burden is perceived by some respondents to be more critical than 

reforming the process of creating new regulations. 56 Retrospective reviews of existing regulations have 

been required since the Carter administration, but like reforms for rulemaking processes, retrospective 

reviews often do not receive appropriate emphasis. 

The need for retrospective review is straightforward. Although public engagement is critical before rules are 

written, retrospective reviews give agencies and the regulated community an opportunity to assess a 

regulation's actual impact- costs and benefits- using real numbers and experiences. "Lookbacks" would 

allow agencies to examine unintended costs as well as identify (and ameliorate) unnecessarily burdensome 

compliance requirements. 

There are many reasons why meaningful retrospective reviews are rare. The overriding reason is probably 

the same as for new rules (above): there are "insufficient incentives"57 to overcome the strain on resources 

required to conduct these reviews. Some sources suggest that agencies are biased and that "External 

funds must be provided to give disinterested researchers an incentive to conduct unbiased and 

independent studies."ss 

"National Association of Manufacturers. "Holding US Back: Regulation of the U.S. Manufacturing Sector," prepamd by Pareto Policy 
Solutions. LLC and NERA Economic Consulting, "Macroeconomrc Impacts of Federal Regulation of the Manufacturing Sector." Prepared for 
the Manufacturers Alliance for Productivity and Innovation {MAPI), August 21, 2012. 
s1 Winston Harrington. "Grading Estimates of the Benefits and Costs of Federal Regulations: A Review of Reviews." Resources for the Future 
{RFF) Discussion Paper. September 2006. 

ss Ibid. 
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Several models were suggested such as creating another non-partisan entity like the Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) which avoids making policy recommendations and focuses on unbiased analysis; and, in this 
case, the new entity would identify regulations that are in need of reform or elimination.59 Regulatory 
Reform Task Forces (RRTFs) have been formed (via EO 13777) within each agency and they can help 
play this role if members are given sufficient autonomy and capacity to focus primarily on regulatory reform 
activities. Because of the limited resources historically made available for reviewing existing regulations, 
and the tendency for agencies to be biased in favor of their respective regulatory authorities, constant 
attention and oversight of their efforts will be required in order to make sufficient progress. 

President Trump's Executive Order 13771 also provides the forum and structure for an ongoing 
retrospective review by requiring agencies to implement a "2 for 1" (also known as "one-in, two-out," or Cut
Go) mandate that requires the elimination of regulations or costs of existing regulations to offset the 
burdens of a new regulation. Countries such as the United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands, and 
Australia have implemented a version of this program.6o In Senate testimony, Senator Mark Warner 
claimed that the United Kingdom went from being the epitome of regulatory oppression to surpassing the 
United States in international competitiveness in part because of its ongoing PAYGO-type policies.61 

According to respondents, "permitting requirements are numerous and quite onerous." (112-SMA) 
Permitting- particularly related to the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Acts- was the most frequently 
cited concern, and often identified as a top priority regulatory burden. The Clean Air Act New Source 
Review (NSR) program was described by many as the most significant permitting challenge and 
impediment to construction of new manufacturing plants and modernization of existing facilities. 

Beyond the reforms to specific regulations and permitting processes called for in this report, there are two 
overarching problems that must be addressed throughout federal permitting. The first is overlap, duplication 
and lack of coordination among agencies, permitting processes, and reporting requirements. The second is 
uncertainty in the permitting processes. 

Overlap. Duplication and Coordination 

Many RFI respondents raised concerns that EPA "second-guesses" state decisions. (170-APF) "Even in 
cases where a state issues CAA permits under an EPA-approved [state implementation plan], there are 
instances when decisions made by the permitting authority are re-evaluated and revisited by EPA, 
duplicating the efforts of the agencies and adding uncertainty for the permittee." (126-API) 

59 Philip A. Wallach, "An Opportune Moment for Regulatory Reform", Brookings, April2014. 

60 A114 nations focus on cutting costs not number of regulations; Australia, Canada, and the Netherlands focus on red-tape or administrative 
costs; the United Kingdom's deftnition is broader but focuses heavily on red-tape. 

61 How Best to Advance the Public Interest Hearing before the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, U.S. Senate, 112'' 
Congress, (2011) 
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In addition, there were examples cited of "overlapping jurisdiction of federal agencies and programs" (146-

NAM) such as: 

o "Aspects of RCRA and CAA permits" (158-CKRC) 

o "NSR and Title V permits can have significant overlap ... " (109-Valero) 

o "EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Water and wetlands." (146-NAM) 

o "EPA's Integrated Risk Information System, EPA's risk evaluation programs under the Toxic 

Substances Control Act, the CDC's Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 

Toxicological Profiles program, and NIH's National Toxicology Program Office of Report on 

Carcinogens have largely redundant missions." (53-ACMA) 

In some cases, multiple regulations or agencies require the same information: "Companies are often 

required to separately report the same information to multiple regulatory offices and programs, including at 

the federal, state and local level. For example, data on air emissions are typically reported as part of permit 

compliance reports, to state air emission inventories, and to EPA's Toxic Release Inventory program." 

(152-AWC) 

A related issue is the lack of coordination of the review process when more than one agency is involved: 

"US Army Corps of Engineers has authority for Section 404 permitting. However, in order to get the permit, 

review and consultation is required for multiple other federal agencies ... all raising issues about maintaining 

sufficient bird and fish habitat.' (126-API) 

Overlap, Duplication and Coordination -Potential Solutions. Many respondents suggested that federal 

agencies (primarily EPA) should defer to states in order to: " ... reduce, if not eliminate, federal second

guessing. Substitute individual permit oversight with federal programmatic overview of state adherence to 

permitting requirements. States should be evaluated on how their program is performing, not 

micromanaged on each and every permit decision." (170-APF) 

In other cases, where multiple agencies must be involved, many respondents suggested something similar 

to FAST -41 type provisions: 

o "Designate Lead Agency to coordinate responsibilities among multiple agencies involved in project 

reviews." 

o "Provide for concurrent reviews by agencies, rather than sequential reviews."62 (107-COC) 

62 The Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014 is another FAST-41 type model for permitting reform according to 109-Valero: 
' ... overhauled the Corps' planning process by creating a strict three-year deadline and $3 million federal cost limit for feasibility studies. It 
required different levels of Corps review to occur concurrently and eliminated duplicative requirements, such as multiple cost-estimates and a 
reconnaissance study.[Aiso] designated the Corps to be the lead agency coordinating reviews for civil works projects .... " 
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Respondents also offered the following best practice examples: 

o "Ohio EPA piloted a program in which it took normally sequential steps in permit processing and 
executed them in parallel, significantly reducing overall permit processing time." (170-APF) 

o "Indiana Department of Environmental Management's air program processes construction permit 
applications and associated Title V permit modification for projects concurrently .... " (147-US Steel) 

o "The California Unified Program Agency (CUPA) consolidates hazardous waste and hazardous 
materials requirements of multiple programs into a single regulatory entity. The result is simplified 
permitting, reduced regulatory complexities and reduced management burden." (79-Northrup 
Grumman) 

One association suggested a "reporting portal" to be created by EPA with state and local regulators to 
"allow manufacturers to report information needed by regulatory programs only once." (152-AWC) 

Several RFI respondents suggested that a specific coordinator is needed, such as a federal office 
responsible for permit coordination (106-AFS), or an EPA ombudsman: "This supervisory body could 
(provide] the regulated community with a means for coordination across various environmental media 
(water, air, etc.) and across various agencies (e.g., EPA, Army Corps of Engineers, Fish & Wildlife), 
perhaps even including state and local agencies or authorities." (76-Boeing) 

Uncertainty Related to Permit Processes 

Permitting challenges are exacerbated by uncertainty, as addressed in many of the RFI respondents 
complaints. Uncertainty comes from inter-related issues driven by complexity such as "case-by-case" or 
"one-off' reviews, which often "reinvent the wheel." There is also a general lack of consistency, which then 
contributes to uncertain timelines, which itself is exacerbated by the threat of delay driven by public 
protest/litigation. This complex situation is then made more uncertain by lack of transparency/poor 
communication. While uncertainty is also a problem in non-permitting regulations (discussed above), it 
appears to be a significant and systemic problem in environment-related permitting: 'Environmental 
permitting has many sources of uncertainty, including ... timing, procedures, the roles of various agencies 
in multi-agency review projects, and the data that the permitting authorities use and rely upon in making 
permitting decisions. Often, this variability is based on the views and expectations of a particular regional 
office or specific employee or office within EPA. Other times, the requirements can apply Agency-wide yet 
still create uncertainty. EPA, for example, is inconsistent in its data demands and the procedures by which 
it approves projects .... " (112-SMA) 

Environmental permitting is so complex that respondents described having to hire several consultants and 
lawyers to help "navigate" the "elaborate mazes" that permit regulations have become. (170-APF) 
Moreover, this appears to be true of 'even simple modifications" to regulations. (112-SMA) One association 
wrote, "Obtaining a permit for just one CAA program alone (the NSR program) can require the permittee to 
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review nearly 700 posted guidance documents .... " (170-APF) For manufacturing firms, the uncertainty of 

the permitting duration, which can take years, may be the greatest challenge. "The lack of certainty as to 

when the permit will be issued ... create(s) significant burden, compliance difficulty, and business 
uncertainty .... " (126-API) Permitting delays are partly driven by complexity and lack of coordination as 

discussed above. But some respondents blamed agency staff for contributing to the problem, claiming staff 

can "sit on an application until their allotted time is almost up before looking at it regardless of how minor or 

simple the task." (114-AGC) On the other hand, other respondents claimed that delays are sometimes due 

to insufficient staffing resources at permitting agencies. (79-Northrup Grumman; 126-API; 123-3M) 

Delays are not only driven by the agency or agencies. Lawsuits or "not-in-my-backyard activism" (1 07-

COC) are a significant permitting issue: "Even where a permit remains valid pending resolution of the 
litigation, significant uncertainty can be introduced into the process of building or expanding a facility and it 
can take years to resolve all issues." (136-AFPM) While this is not under the control of regulatory agencies, 

it does increase the uncertainty for manufacturers in making investment decisions. 

Lastly, according to respondents, EPA's lack of straightforward communication adds to manufacturers' 

burden: "EPA does not provide clarity on its procedures and information requirements. These transparency 
problems are significantly compounded when EPA changes its requirements through Agency-generated 

guidance without notice to the applicants or the ability to comment on, or ask questions about, the 
guidance." (112-SMA) As one example, an association explained that a Congressional requirement that 

EPA publish all state implementation plans (SIPs) was put in place "because it was virtually impossible to 
determine which regulations were currently approved as part of the SIP. This lack of transparency serves to 

delay projects simply because discerning what regulations apply presents its own challenge."63 

Uncertainty- Potential Solutions. FAST -41 is often praised as a step in the right direction for permitting 

reform. Established under Title 41 of the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (42 U.S.C. § 

4370m). FAST-41 was designed to improve the timeliness, predictability, and transparency of the federal 
environmental review and authorization process for "covered" infrastructure projects. 64 

FAST-41 created a new Federal Permitting Improvement Steering Council (FPISC), with representation 
from Deputy Secretary-level members and led by a presidentially-appointed Executive Director. It also 
created agency Chief Environmental Review and Permitting Officers (CERPOs). Covered projects 
voluntarily gain access to improved authorization and environmental review processes such as early 
consultation, coordinated projects plans, project timetables, public Dashboard tracking,65 and dispute 

resolution procedures. 

63 CAA Sect1on 110(h)(1) requires "EPA to assemble and publish air SIPs; but EPA is not complying. (170-APF). 

''For more information, see https:l/www.permils.performance.gov/abouVfast-41. 
65 For more information, see https:l/www.penmits.performance.gov/projects. 
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Covered projects are defined as any activity in the United States that requires authorization or 
environmental review by a federal agency involving: 

• Construction of infrastructure in a designated sector 

• That is subject to NEPA, and 

o Does not qualify for an abbreviated review process and is likely to cost more than $200M; 
or 

o Is of a size/complexity likely to benefit from enhanced oversighUcoordination in the opinion 
of the Council, including: 

Projects likely to require an Environmental Impact Statement 

Projects likely to require reviews from more than two federal agencies. 

Infrastructure includes (with some exemptions): manufacturing projects as well as renewable energy 
production, conventional energy productions, electricity transmission, surface transportation, aviation, ports 
and waterways, water resource projects, broadband, pipelines, aviation, and any other sector determined 
by a majority vote of the FPISC. 

The initiative is new, with the inventory of existing covered projects just added to the Dashboard in 
September 2016. For that reason, one commenter recommended "revisit[ing]lessons learned from FAST 
41 (sic) permit streamlining later when the FAST 41 program is more mature." (128-Pugh) At the same 
time, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce directly asked that "the administration's permit streamlining efforts 
are consistent with FAST-41 activities already being administered by the Office of Management and 
Budget." (107-COC). NAM noted the potential value of implementing in concert Executive Order 13766, 
"Expediting Environmental Reviews and Approvals for High Priority Infrastructure Projects," and FAST -41. 
(146-NAM) 

Although manufacturing is a covered sector under FAST-41, given the short history of FAST-41 and the 
strict definition of covered projects, the manufacturing community has yet to share in its benefits. Several 
of FAST-41's key provisions (107-COC) would be extremely beneficial if they were to be applied to 
manufacturing industry permitting: 

o "Establish a permitting timetable, including intermediate and final completion dates"; 

o "Require that agencies involve themselves in the [permitting review] process early and comment 
early, avoiding eleventh-hour objections that can restart the entire review timetable"; and 

o "Reduce the statute of limitations to challenge a project review from six years to two years." 
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RFI respondents echoed these types of recommendations. Florida offers a best practice model, illustrating 

that an efficient permitting process is possible: 'The SNAP (Simplified Nimble Accelerated Permitting) 

process, used by state and municipal agencies in central Florida engages in streamlined, efficient and rapid 

construction permitting ... transform[ing] an onerous and time consuming process into a reasonably 

straightforward and user friendly permit acquisition process." (79-Northrup Grumman). 

A frequently discussed provision of FAST-41-the "searchable, online 'dashboard' to track the status of 

projects during the environmental review and permitting process" (107-COC)- addresses transparency. In 

addition, a respondent cited a similar best practice in this area by a federal agency: "The FCC has most of 

its experimental license application process available on-line. It is easy to see that an application is in the 

system, and any comments or requests are also visible. The history of most experimental licenses is 

available, going back several years." (79-Northrup Grumman) 

To address over-complexity respondents suggested various types of permitting standardization as well as 

best practice examples: 

o "Replace uncertain case-by-case permit review programs with standardized regulatory decisions 

that are periodically updated through rulemaking after public notice and comment." (112-SMA) 

o 'Develop pre-approved specifications for permits to simplify and shorten the permit process." (79-

Northup Grumman) 

o Offer 'general permits that companies can opt into for standard pieces of equipment.. ." (170-APF) 

o "U.S. EPA should promote and directly facilitate issuance of innovative air quality permits by 

state/regional permitting authorities, especially permits that "advance- approve" changes at 

manufacturing facilities." (123-3M) 

o Streamlined permitting for "minor" projects are offered by the Pennsylvania Department of 

Environmental Protection (online self-registration forms using templates) and the State of Texas 

(permit-by-rule program). (158-CKRC) 

In addition, one respondent suggested that "Federal agencies should implement Lean [Six Sigma) practices 

to streamline permitting" and noted that EPA regional offices are attempting to do this. The respondent 

goes on to say Lean practices can help agencies reduce uncertainty and inefficiency and shorten 

schedules and points to the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality as having had success with Lean 

efforts. (76-Boeing) 

In addition to reducing the time limit for challenging a permit from 6 years to 2 years as described above, 

there were a few other recommendations as to how to improve the processes by which permitting decisions 

and projects can be opposed. One association related a case where a firm settled a lawsuit brought by an 

environmental group even though the regulatory agency had found that the facility had done nothing wrong. 

The association suggested: "The applicable provisions of the major environmental statutes must be revised 
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to introduce reasonable but tough thresholds to control the right of third parties to unreasonably intervene 
resulting in delays and expenses to industry. The thresholds must be based on local agency negligence, 
fraudulenUunlawful behavior or inappropriate influence." (89-IECA) 

Also, because of the potential of a lengthy permitting process, lack of "grandfather" protection can be 
exploited by objectors and is a recommended reform: "Without [grandfather] protection, project opponents 
will have an incentive to delay the permitting process as long as possible in the hope that the area will be 
designated NA [non attainment] before a final permit can be issued. A more consistent grandfathering 
approach would ensure that companies do not spend years trying to obtain a PSD permit, only to reach the 
end of the process and find they now need to get an NA NSR permit (with offsets that may not be available) 
rather than a PSD permit." (48-AF) 

New Rules: the Process 

The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) review of agency rules should be reaffirmed in a 
number of ways. 

o Cost benefit analysis methods should be refined, and made more rigorous and enforced by OIRA, 
with a view toward continual improvement, including development of new methods and more 
thorough evidence bases. 

o Cumulative costs should be rigorously weighed where appropriate. 

o Regulations should not impede innovation. 

o There should be meaningful public engagement prior to issuing significant proposed rules. 

o Regulations should be more sensitive to the impact on small business. 

o Regulations should only be enacted and enforced when there are adequate resources available for 
review, implementation and oversight. 
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Recommendations and Priority Areas for Reform 
Through submitted comments, industry expressed clear support for the need to protect the environment, 
human hea~h. and worker safety, but shared concrete, detailed concerns with how the federal government 
has set out to achieve those objectives through regulation, guidance documents, and other means. They 
identified numerous regulatory and permitting problems that include: 

o Onerous and lengthy permitting processes that increase cost, add uncertainty, and inhibit 
investment in and expansion of manufacturing facilities; 

o Inadequately designed rules that are impractical, unrealistic, inflexible, ambiguous or lack 
understanding of how industry operates; 

o Unnecessary aspects of rules, or unnecessary stringency, that are not required to achieve 
environmental or other regulatory objectives; 

o Overlap and duplication between permitting processes and agencies; and 

o Overly strict or punitive interpretations of guidance, policies or regulations that are often counter to 
a pro-growth interpretation. 

The Department identified twenty sets of regulations and permitting reform issues from the respondents as 
being a top priority for immediate consideration. Consistent with previous studies on the costs of federal 
regulations, comments on Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rules dominated the responses from 
industry, and constitute the bulk of the Department's recommended Priority Areas for Reform. 
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Pnority Areas for Reform 
Clean Air Act 

1. New Source Review (NSR) or Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permits: 

a. Enforce the one-year turnaround time on NSR/PSD permit applications66 

b. Reduce statute of limitations on challenges or appeals to one year. 67 

c. Allow non-emitting construction activities to commence prior to receiving a permit. 68 

d. Consider options to revise the definition of Routine Maintenance, Repair & Replacement 
(RMRR) to provide more flexibility.s9 

e. Promote and facilitate use of flexible permitting mechanisms associated with PSD and Title 
V including, but not limited to, plant-wide applicability limits (PALs) and alternative 
operating scenarios. As part of this, consider any regulatory or other changes (e.g., 
guidance) that could facilitate more widespread use of these flexible permitting tools.7° 

f. Develop opportunities to streamline NSR applicability determinations and/or to reduce the 
number of facilities and projects that may be subject to NSR through evaluating and 
pursuing regulatory and guidance options for addressing aggregation, project netting, 
de bottle necking, and the methodology by which pre and post construction emissions are 
calculatedn 

66 EPA will coordinate with state and local air agencies, as well as EPA regional offices, to develop best practices, guidance, or regulatory 
revisions necessary to ensure that NSR permits are issued consistent with the 12-month timeline described in the CAA. 

57 EPA is pursuing regulatory action intended to streamline the TiUe V process. Congressional action would be required to reduce statute of 
limitations. 

68 EPA would need to revfew existing regulations and guidanc€ and identify situations for which it would be appropriate to provide additional 
clarity and/or opportunities to begin construction without an NSRIPSD permit. 

69 Legislation would be required for a change to the statutory definition. Respondents recommended considering potential regulatory actions to 
provide clarification and ftexibility 

ro EPA could conduct outreach to educate sources and permitting agencies on the benefits of ftexible penmitting tools and also consider minor 
changes to PAL provisions to provide more incentives for sources to use PALs. The EPA intends to highlight and encourage use offlexible air 
permitting options. 

71 EPA should review existing regulations and guidance to identify opportunities to address these issues and provide more flexibility through 
regulatory actions. Litigation is pending over EPA's 2009 aggregation and project netting rule; this litigation is pending resolution of EPA's 
reconsideration process. 
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g. Issue guidance on modeling concurrent with promulgation of revised National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards (NAAQS), to ensure timely clarification on modeling required as part of 

a NSR application.n 

h. Consider opportunities to 'grandfather" NSR applications following revision of a NAAQS. 73 

Consider opportunities to emphasize key aspects of the Best Available Control Technology 

(BACT) analysis including, but not limited to, expectations regarding technology 
determinationsJ4 

j. Consider opportunities to expand the purchasing offsets outside of the local areas as well 

as other offset related revisions which would provide increased flexibility and burden 

reduction. 

2. Title V Operating Permits (incorporates all of the federal and state air pollution control 

requirements): Extend the term of the permit from 5 to 10 years.75 

3. National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP): 

a. EPA should increase efforts to reduce costs and avoid duplicative requirements in 

conducting reviews of NESHAP standards. 

b. EPA should take steps to ensure that any new requirements considered under Residual 

Risk and Technology Reviews (RTRs) would not be redundant or unreasonably costly. 76 

4. Consider options to provide relief for facilities through affirmative defenses or other avenues to 

account for unforeseeable and uncontrollable emissions during periods of startup, shutdown, and 

malfunction (SSM). The EPA previously adopted an interpretation which exempted SSM periods 

from the emissions restrictions that apply under normal operating periods. 77 

5. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS): 

72 EPA has committed to timely issuance of guidance. 

n Existing regulations provide some opportunities for 'grandfathering" NSR applications. 

"EPA would need to evaluate what could be provided to streamline BACT determinations. 

"The EPA is completing the petitions rule making that will revise part 70 to clarify and streamline the process by which EPA receives and 
reviews Title V petitions, thereby increasing transparency and efficiency for regulated entities and environmental agencies. This action will 
address how EPA intends to review Title V petitions in an effort to reduce opportunities to raise NSR issues in the context of Title V. 

76 Under its existing authorities EPA is taking action to harmonize NESHAP and NSPS obligations. 

77 Pending litigation in Walter Coke, Inc., et al. v. EPA, No. 15-1166 (D.C. Cir.) (challenge to SSM SIP) and in American Municipal Powerv. 
EPA (Sup. Ct.). Whether such exemptions and affirmative defenses can be allowed under the CAA is central to the litigation. 
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a. EPA should develop options that consider 'real-world measurements" instead of 
"probabilistic models' for the PSD programJ8 

b. Extend NAAQS reviews from 5 to 10 years.79 

c. Ozone: Delay implementation of the 70 parts per billion (ppb) standard or retain the earlier 
75 ppb standard. Observers stated the 70 ppb level is approaching "background" levels of 
ozone in certain areas.so The pace at which the standard is being tightened seems hurried; 
implementation is further complicated by measurement and air quality modeling issues, in 
particular accounting for ozone transported from international sources. 

6. Consistent with its authorities under section 111 of the CAA, EPA should consider adding 
exemptions for research and development (R&D) related activities or otherwise streamline 
requirements for R&D activities for New Source Performance Standards. at 

7. EPA should issue a Unified Coating Rule (UCR) that facilities could choose to meet (replacing the 
eight overlapping NSPS and NESHAP regulations that apply to coatings).82 

Clean Water Act 

8. Waters of the United States Rule: Reconsider the rule to define more narrowly "waters of the US" 
to exclude ephemeral tributaries. EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) are 
reviewing the existing Clean Water Rule and its definitions of "navigable waters" as directed by 
Executive Order 13778.// On July 27, 2017, the EPA and the USACE published a proposed 
rulemaking to repeal the 2015 Clean Water Rule and reinstate the regulations in place prior to its 
issuance.a3 As indicated in the proposed withdrawal, the agencies are implementing EO 13778 in 
two steps to provide as much certainty as possible as quickly as possible to the regulated 
community and the public during the development of the ultimate replacement rule. In Step 1, the 
agencies are taking action to maintain the legal status quo of the rule in the Code of Federal 

78 The EPA is ooncemed that this approach would result in a directive that would impose greater costs on regulated facilities. This issue is 
similar to many raised in th€ NSRIPSD suggestion. 

7' Altering the NAAQS timeframe would require congressional action. EPA should consider opportunities to ensure that any forthcoming 
reviews are not redundant and are completed expeditiously. 

80 On-going litigation: Murray Energy Cofjloration et al. v. EPA, No. 15-1385 (and consolidated cases), (D.C. Cir.) (challenge to the 2015 ozone 
NAAOS). 

"See 40 CFR sections 60.40(c) and (d); 60.292(d); and 60.332{h). EPA is evaluating its authority to exempt R&D related activities under 
section 111. The EPA has routinely considered adding exemptions for R&D related activities and has added specific R&D exemptions in the 
past. 

"There is ongoing litigation regarding several NESHAP. EPA cannot provide specifics. EPA has court ordered deadlines to complete risk and 
technology reviews for several NESHAP that apply to certain coatings. EPA should consider options with an UCR to provide flexibility that 
encourages facilities to meet the rule by using pollution prevention approaches. 

"82 FR 34899 (July 27, 2017) 
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Regulations, by recodifying the regulation that was in place prior to issuance of the 2015 Clean 

Water Rule. Currently, Step 1 is being implemented under the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth 

Circuit's stay of the rule. In Step 2, the agencies plan to propose a new definition that would 

replace the approach in the 2015 Clean Water rule with one that reflects the principles in EO 

13778. 

9. Section 40484 and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits: Provide 

pemnit applicants with clear descriptions of required steps and additional tools to assist them in 

completing the permitting process. as 

10. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA): Inappropriate classifications of waste streams 

as "hazardous" prevent or discourage recycling, reuse or reclamation. Aggressively review lists of 

hazardous waste to consider delisting certain compounds/materials/liquids that could easily be 

reused or recycled, but for this classification. ss 

11. Revise the Crystalline Silica Standard. A 2016 Department of Labor (DOL) Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) rule was finalized which cut in half the permissible exposure to 

crystalline silica (for general industry and maritime) from 100 to 50 micrograms per cubic meter. 

Recommendation is to keep allowed level at 100 micrograms per cubic meter.B7 II DOL announced 

on April 6, 2017 that it would delay enforcement of the respirable crystalline silica standard for 

construction until September 23, 2017, to conduct additional outreach and provide educational 

materials and guidance for employers. 

12. Revise the OSHA rule to Improve Tracking of Workplace Injuries and Illnesses by removing 

requirement to disclose records of workplace injuries and illnesses and to alleviate the duplicative 

nature of work-related injury information collection. Clarify in guidance that this rule should not 

undemnine safety incentives and drug testing programsBB// DOL has proposed delaying until 

December 1, 2017 the initial reporting of data on workplace injuries and illnesses (Form 300A) in 

order to give the administration an opportunity to review the new electronic reporting requirements. 

The proposed five-month delay would be effective on the date of publication of a final rule in the 

84 Section 404 Permits are under the pUJview of the US Army Corps of Enginfl€rs. 

"EPA and USAGE should explore opportunities to truncate the permitting processes and elevate any barriers, such as needed regulatory 
changes, to senior leadership for consideration. 

"In 2015 EPA published a comprehensive revision to its rules governing the recycling, reuse and reclamation of hazardous secondary 
materials, where these materials would otherwise become listed or characteristic hazardous wastes if discarded rather than recycled. 

''Pending litigation. Could be modified or repealed by agency notice-and-cornrnent rulemaking, but must remain consistent with underlying 
statutory provisions in the Occupational and Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. § 655(b)(5). 

88 Could be modrried through further notice-and-comment rulemaking (underlying statutory requirement that companies maintain certain injury 
records). This issue is pending litigation. 
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Federal Register. Furthermore, DOL has announced its intention to issue a proposal to reconsider, 

revise, or remove other provisions of the Improve Tracking of Workplace Injuries and Illnesses final 

rule, 81 FR 29624 (May 12, 2016). 

13. Revise Section 1502 of Dodd-Frank Act. Remove the Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC) requirement on manufacturers to "undertake 'due diligence' on the source and chain of 

custody of its conflict minerals and file a Conflict Minerals Report' and to disclose publicly this 

information.B9 // On April28, 2017, the SEC suspended enforcement of the rule until ongoing 

litigation [Nat'! Ass'n of Mfgrs v. SEC, No. 13-5252 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 14, 2014)] has concluded. 

14. Rescind Section 953(b) of Dodd Frank Act which requires CEO pay ratio disclosureHo II On 

February 6, 2017, the SEC opened a 45-day comment period on unexpected challenges for 

compliance with the rule. Acting Chairman Michael Piwowar directed staff to reconsider the 

implementation of the rule based on any comments submitted and to determine as promptly as 

possible whether additional guidance or relief may be appropriate. 

15. Do not implement Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's (EEOC) expanded requirements 

for hours and earnings data on EE0-1 forms. II On August 29, 2017, OMS issued a memo to the 

EEOC announcing a review and immediate stay of the effectiveness of those aspect of the EE0-1 

form that were revised on September 29, 2016.91 

16. Delay compliance dates for the Intentional Adulteration rule required by the Food Safety 

Modernization Act (FSMA). The Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug 

Administration (HHS, FDA) should rescind requirements to obtain written assurances from 

downstream customers on an annual basis, or alternatively consider revision of requirement to 
reduce frequency and burdenB2 

17. Extend compliance deadline on nutrition labeling standards from 201812019 to 2021. This will 

allow further time for the FDA to further clarify rules93 and definitions regarding "dietary fiber' and 

"added sugar" required by the new label format. II On June 13, 2017, the FDA announced that the 

89 This would require a statutory change. 

90 This would require a statutory change. 

91 See https:l/wwwJeqinfo.qovlpublicljsp/Utilities/Review and Stay Memo for EEOC. pdf. 

"The current compliance dates are 3,4 or 5 years after the date of publication of the rule (May 27, 2016), depending on the size of the 
business. Administrative action would be required to effect a delay in the compliance dates for the Intentional Adulteration rule. Although 
FSMA required that FDA promulgate a final rule to protect food against intentional adulteration within 18 months of enactment of FSMA, the 
statute does not appear to specify compliance dates. Delaying compliance would require publishing a final rule; rescinding or revising the 
written assurance provisions would require rule making. 

93 The rule was promulgated pursuant to section 403(q) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which requires certain nutrients to be 
included in nutrition labeling and authorizes the Health and Human Services Secretary to require other nutrients to be included if the Secretary 
determlnes that the information will assist consumers in maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
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compliance dates for the Nutrition Facts Label Final Rules will be extended. The FDA has not 

specified the length of the extension, but will announce new compliance dates in a future Federal 
Register Notices. FDA explained that additional time would provide manufacturers covered by the 
rule with necessary guidance from FDA, and would help them be able to complete and print 

updated nutrition facts panels for their products before they are expected to be in compliance. 

The Department makes three broad recommendations. 

Agency "Action Plans." Each agency's Regulatory Reform Taskforce (RRTF) should deliver to the 

President no later than December 31, 2017, an "Action Plan" to address the regulatory burden and 
permitting reform issues highlighted in the responses to the RFI. The relevant agencies should review all 

comments received in response to the Department's RFI, and particularly address the issues detailed in the 

section on "Priority Areas for Reform." RRTFs should prioritize a response to these particular items and 

should include in their action plan a description of specific actions that could be taken to lessen the burden 

created by the regulations mentioned in the RFI comments. In the first year, agency leadership should 

update the President regularly on the status of their efforts regarding these tasks. While the "Priority Areas 

for Reform" list is by no means comprehensive, it represents a targeted first step to quickly address the 

problem of over regulation. 

Annual Regulatory Reduction Forum. The Department recommends creating an annual, open forum for 

regulators and industry stakeholders to evaluate progress in reducing regulatory burdens. There is a long

standing need for consultations with industry to identify specific actions the federal government can take to 

reduce unduly burdensome regulations and accelerate permitting decisions. Industry has repeatedly 

expressed its appreciation of the Trump Administration's regulatory reform effort and the trust it has in the 

Department of Commerce to listen and bring the voice of business to this effort. Because of this, the 

Department of Commerce recommends that it, along with other regulatory agencies, continually evaluate 

progress and re-attack the problem areas. Similar to Kentucky's "Red Tape Reduction Initiative," federal 

agencies should collect, review, and act on recommendations from industry. Input from these annual 
"check-ins" will guide the continuing burden reduction efforts of RRTFs and ensure regulators are moving in 

the right direction while allowing for policy changes as needed. 

Expand the Model Process of FAST-41. The Department recommends further implementation of the 

streamlined permitting process created by "FAST-41."94 The FAST Act contains various provisions aimed 

at streamlining the environmental review process, with improved agency coordination through creation of a 

Coordinated Project Plan and a Permitting Dashboard which serves as a centralized infonmation page for 

pending projects, as well as opportunities to better coordinate with state environmental documentation. 

"Title 41 of the Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act of 2015 ("Fast-41", codified at 42 U.S.C. § 4370m) streamlines the Federal 
environmental review and permitting for certain infrastructure projects. FAST-41 created an interagency Federal Permitting Improvement 
Steering Council (FPISC); established new procedures for interagency consultation and coordination practices; authorized agencies to collect 
fees to help speed the review and permitting process; and uses the Department of Transportation's "Permitting Dashboard" to track all covered 
projects 
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The Federal Permitting Improvement Steering Council should consider including projects in an 
"economically significant" category. Those projects resulting in significant, immediate economic benefit to 

the United States should be considered for inclusion under this new category. Consideration should be 
extended to complex funded manufacturing projects that can demonstrate direct and indirect benefits to the 

domestic economy of significant value. To be eligible for the current streamlining process, projects in this 

sector or category would still need to meet the definition of covered project under FAST-41. 

FAST-41 provides a model process that could be incorporated into other Federal legislation that governs 
Federal programs and requirements that apply to manufacturing facilities. To expand further the universe 

of manufacturing projects that benefit from streamlined regulatory approval processes, the Administration 

could work with members of Congress to both expand the definition of "covered project" under FAST -41 
and to incorporate procedures similar to those found in FAST -41 in other legislation applicable to 

manufacturing projects. Expansion of the definition of covered projects to include those which result in 

immediate economic benefit to the United States would help to further goals of expanding the domestic 

economy and lessening permitting burdens for manufacturers seeking domestic expansion of their 

operations. 

Conclusion 
The domestic manufacturing sector and our broader economy are in desperate need of regulatory reforms 

in order to jump- start economic growth and create jobs, innovation and prosperity for all Americans. 
During the process of gathering information related to this report it has become apparent that we must 

make significant progress in improving the way government regulates the manufacturing sector. While 

environmental protections are of critical importance, many regulations are being enforced in a way that is 
limiting the growth of our economy and our global economic leadership, while in some cases regulations 

are providing no meaningful environmental or public health benefits. We believe prudent actions are 

advisable in order to return balance to regulatory procedures. 

The Department believes that the recommendations contained in this report will provide a foundational 

base from which government can begin to approach this monumental task. These recommendations are 
consistent with all ongoing regulatory reform efforts, including those outlined in Executive Orders 1377795 

and 13766.96 Working through their RRTFs, agencies must continue to shape more focused strategies for 
re-forming rules, guidance and policy to address the numerous challenges cited throughout this report. We 
hope that through highlighting these challenges it will become easier for regulatory agencies to clearly see 

contentious areas and work with the regulated community to resolve them in ways that unlock our 
economy's potential and advance the goal of job creation. Agencies must be willing to work with those 
subject to their rules, guidance and policy to find methods to implement existing statutes in ways that are 
less cumbersome and restrictive. 

95 EO 13777 (March 1, 2017). 

96 EO 13766 (January 24, 2017). 
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The Department looks forward to partnering with other federal agencies to continue this endeavor in the 
future. We are optimistic that with continued emphasis the federal government can make progress towards 
these goals. 
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Appendix 
Abbreviations Used in References to RFI Responses 

RFI # Abbreviation Respondent 

6 NFIB Nat'l Federation of Independent Business 

10 PCB I Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry 

14 Chromatlo Chromaflo Technologies 

37 ILMA Independent Lubricant Manufacturers Association 

39 !PC Association Connecting Electronics Industries 

42 Novel is Nove lis 

43 Mosaic Mosaic Fertilizer 

46 ATT AT&T Services 

48 AF NSR Program paper: Art Frass, John Graham, Jeff Holmstead 

51 NSSGA National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association 

53 ACMA American Composites Manufacturers Association 

56 CPA Composite Panel Association 

63 CRN Council for Responsible Nutrition 

64 TFI The Fertilizer Institute 

66 ARTBA American Road and Transportation Builders Association 

67 AHFA Am. Home Furnishings Alliance, Kitchen Cabinet Inti. Assoc., Inti Wood 

Prods Assocs., Rec. Vehicle Ind. Assoc., Nat! Retail Federation, Retail 

Industry Leaders Assoc. 

69 Domtar Domtar - Nekoosa Mill 

70 GMA Grocery Manufacturers Association 

71 Whirlpool Whirlpool 

74 Knouse Knouse Foods Cooperative Inc. 

75 SLMA Southeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association 

76 Boeing Boeing 

77 CIRT Construction Industry Roundtable 

79 Northrup Grumman Northrop Grumman Corporation 

~ TM Twin Metals 
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RFI# Abbreviation Respondent 

84 Ameren Ameren Corp 

85 NOPA National Oilseed Processors Association 

86 IPAA Independent Petroleum Association of America 

89 IECA Industrial Energy Consumers of America 

92 A lSI American Iron and Steel Institute 

96 NMA National Mining Association 

98 IDFA International Dairy Foods Association 

100 ACA American Coatings Association 

101 AA Aluminum Association 

102 Renfro Renfro 

106 AFS American Foundry Society 

107 COG US Chamber of Commerce 

109 Valero Valero Companies 

110 Freeport Freeport-McMoRan 

111 GAG Graphic Arts Coalition 

112 SMA Steel Manufacturers Association; Specialty Steel Industry of North 

America 

114 AGC Associated General Contractors of America 

115 HSIA Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance 

116 HAFO National Alliance of Forest Owners 

119 AGC Associated General Contractors of America 

120 NTMAIPMA National Tooling and Machining Association; Precision Metalforming 

Association 

122 AHPA American Herbal Products Association 

123 3M 3M 

125 BP BPAmerica 

126 API American Petroleum Institute 

127 PCA Portland Cement Association 

128 Pugh Theresa Pugh Consulting 
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RFI# Abbreviation Respondent 

131 NMMA National Marine Manufacturers Association 

133 PIA Plastics Industry Association 

136 AFPM American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers 

137 MEMA Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Association 

141 ACC American Chemistry Council- Chemical Products and Technology Division 

144 AFPA American Forest & Paper Association 

146 NAM National Association of Manufacturers 

147 US Steel United States Steel Corporation 

148 TSGTA Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association 

151 PESA Petroleum Equipment and Services Association 

152 AWC American Wood Council 

155 PMPA Precision Machined Products Association 

158 CKRC Cement Kiln Recycling Coalition 

159 VI The Vinyl Institute 

160 TCC Troy Chemical Corporation 

170 APF Air Permitting Forum 

172 VI The Vinyl Institute 

Note: The number associated with the respondents are the RFIID# and can be used to access the 

responses, see Docket ID "DOC-2017-0001" at www.regulations.gov. 

A complete list of respondents can be found at: https://www.commerce.gov/reducingburden 
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COAL Bob MuiTHy says Trump's at wor! on mdustl)' 'action plan ··Tuesday, October !0, 2017 -· www een.ews net 

E&.ENEWS 
«Back to E&E News index page 

COAL 
Bob Murray says Trump's at work on industry 'action plan' 
Hannah Northey, E&E News reporter 

Tuesd<Jy October10, 2017 

-he 7'u':1p admm!Strat1or. '" mov1ng qu1ckiy throt.gh coal magnate Bcb Murray s w1sh list. mc\ud1119 the dec1ston 

today to scrap US EPA's Clean Power Pian 

Coal company CEO Bob Murray handed the newly inaugurated President Trump with an "action 

plan" last January for reviving his slumping industry. 

Nine months later, the Trump White House has worked its way through almost half of Murray's 

wish list. 

"[President Trump has] gone down that action plan, not because of me but because of what they 

wanted to do," Murray said in a phone interview yesterday. "Cleaned up about a page and a half 

of those first 31h pages." 

The 77~year-old Murray Energy Corp. CEO declined to provide a copy of his action plan, but he 

highlighted a dozen or so policies he wants axed or whittled down. He expressed hope that the 

U.S. EPA endangerment finding on climate change is next on the administration's chopping 

block 

EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt-whom Murray calls a "star"-is poised to fulfill one of the coal 

executive's wishes today by moving to dismantle President Obama's Clean Power Plan. Murray 

said he doesn't want a replacement for the plan. 

Murray also praises Energy Secretary Rick Perry, who recently asked the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission to impose energy market reforms to make stockpiling and burning fossil 

fuels more profitable. Perry's proposal, Murray said, is the strongest lifeline for coal mines and 

fossil plants. 

hups.//www eer>ews.ne!lstorie~1060063221(!124!20!8 5:32.26 PM] 
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"It's the single greatest action that has been taken in decades to support low-cost reliable e!ectnc 

power 1n the United States," he said. "Jt has to happen." 

After declining to say whether he weighed in on Perry's proposal, Murray said FERC ''will" act 

giVen the nation's grid*rellability crisis in the face of severe cold snaps l!ke the 2014 polar vortex 

But Perry's request faces fierce opposition. 

FERC's newest member, Republican Robert Powelson, a former regulator from the gas-rich 

state of PennsyNania, said last week he would refuse to "blow up the markets" by implementing 

Perry's proposaL And former FERC Chai!Woman Cheryl LaFleur, the panel's lone Democrat, 

welcomed h1s remarks 

Murray is putting his faith in FERC's new Republican chairman, Net! Chatterjee. Murray said he 

has a relationship with Chatterjee stemming from the new chairman's days as an aide to Senate 

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, a Republican from the coal-heavy state of Kentucky. 

"Let's hope [Chatterjee] supports the coal industry. He's indicated that he will," Murray said 

"What we're asking them to do is get a reliable, resilient power grid, not blow up anything" 

'Coal to him is working people· 

Murray first met Trump at Trump Tower in May2016, a few days after The New York Times ran 

a feature about the former coal boss, "A Crusader in the Coal Mine, Taking on President 

Obama." 

"When J walked into his office, he picked up that 

paper and said, 'That's you,"' Murray recalled "We 

had a 50-minute talk and have talked a lot since 

then" 

Up to that point, Murray said he had supported 

Sen. Ted Cruz ofTexas in the Republican 

presidential pnmary race but soon was swayed by 

Trump's focus on ''working people," which included 

coal miners 

"Coal to him is working people," Murray said. 

Trump indeed has taken on the woes of the coal 

industry- in both campaign promises and now his 

policy goals 

In addition to scrapping carbon regulations, lifting a 

ban on new federal coal leasing and dismantling a 

rule seeking to prevent polluted water from coal 

mines flowing into streams, Trump has also tapped 

Murray's longtime former lobbyist, Andrew 

Wheeler, to serve as No. 2 at EPA. 

To be sure, Murray was dealt a blow earlier this 

year after the Trump administration declined a 

request he and FirstEnergy Corp. CEO Chuck 

Jones made to obtain a Department of Energy 

destgnation to stave off the closure of several 

FirstEnergy coal plants 

Murray Energy repeatedly warned White House 

offictals it would go bankrupt without tt10se plants, 

wh1ch sustain many of its mines in Appalacllia. 

But Murray now says Perry's FERC request would 

achieve the same result. 

The coal executive expects a direct boos! for his 13 

lmps•.\\'\\Wecn~wsnct/s!Oitesil06006322!{1124/20185.3226PM1 

A few of Murray's policy goals 

• Invoke emergency authonly under the 
Federal Power Act to prevent coal-fired 
power plants from permanently closing. 

• Overturn the endangerment finding 

• Biminate the coal combustion residuals 
rule 

• Baraddition.altaxesontheminillgand 
use of coal. 

• Eliminate tax credits for wind and solar. 

·Get coal severance tax reductions in 
WestV1rgmm. 

•Obtain legislation to fund retiree 
Habi!iliesforcoalminers 

• End Mercury and Air Taxies Standards 
and ozone rules 

• Overhaul the "bloated" federal Mtne 
Safety and Health Administration. 

• Overturn or modify the recently e11acted 
Cross-State Air Pollution Rule 

• Develop"cleancoalcombustion 
technologies" but not carbon capture and 
sequestration, which !s"neltherpractic.al 
nor economic." 

• Revise MSHA's ".arbitrary" coal mine 
dust regulation. 

·Eliminate the Fair Labor Standards Act 
overtime rule. 

• Continue to eppoint justices to the 
Supreme Courl such as Judge Neil 
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mines when utilities like FirstEnergy that bum his 

fuel are compensated for storing 90 days' worth of 

fuel in barges, at mines and even on-site at the 

plants- all in the name of withstanding extreme 

weather events 

"Some say it would be hard to have 90 days, but 

Gorsuch who wi!! follow the Constitution 
"rather than attempt to redefine !hem as 
have the Obama-appointed justices" 

- Murray Energy Corp 

no. it's easy. You can store it m barges, you can store rt: at the mines, you can store it at the 

plants," Murray said. "It's an excuse when they say you can't do it It's just an argument, an 

excuse" 

Obama officials 'were outlaws' 

A public critic of c!lmate science, Murray rejects the finding that carbon dioxide is a pollutant 

As far as the father of three is concerned, humans aren't affecting the climate or hurricanes. 

Climate change, as he sees it, is more about politics and less about science 

For that reason, Murray says the Clean Power Plan should be scrapped with no replacement 

and the endangerment finding repealed 

Congress, he insist, never intended for C02 to be regulated under the Clean Air Act and blames 

Supreme Court Justice Antrwny Kennedy for enabling the regulation in 2007's Massachusetts v. 

EPA 

Although Murray's name appears on Pruitt's private calendar in March, the coal executive said 

he couldn't remember what they discussed and declined to provide details 

Murray was in attendance last week at the Trump lntemationaf Hotel Washington D.C_ where 

Perry spoke to the Nationaf Mimng Association's board of directors meeting~ Oct. 9). 

Asked whether the Trump administration would move to reverse the endangerment finding, 

Murray said Pruitt in the past has signaled an openness to the idea. 

"What he said was it's something that could be or should be reviewed, but he never told me with 

certainty what he was going to do," Murray said. "Never." 

Murray said he's on board with Pruitt's desire to hold a televised debate on climate science with 

tvvo teams of scientists, an effort that has yet to materialize. 

Such debates, he said, could shed more light on the "sc1ence of so-ca!!ed ctimate change" that 

Democrats claim is settled 

What doesn't fuel his interest is having an Obama-era Energy Department official, Steve Koonin, 

lead the effort, as some former transition officials have urged ~.Aug. 7) 

"I'm skittish about anyone from the Obama administration.. They were outlaws," Murray said. 

"Putting anyone from the Obama administration in charge of anything is still a scary specter" 

Reporter Dylan Brown contributed 

@HMNorthey I Cll10111. hnorthey@eenews.net 

Like what you see? 
We thought you might. 

Start a free trial now. 

hHjl'- /lwww eenews.net/storiesll060D63221{1/24!20!8 S 32·26 PM] 
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C!tmate change deniers plot Tnunp's path to rleregulation 

Climate change deniers are plotting 
Trump's path to the holy grail of 
deregulation 
• Climate change skeptics are methodically erecting a framework to make it eBSier for EPA 

Administrator Scott Pruitt to revoke the agency's endangerment finding. 

• The 2009 determination says greenhouse gBS emissions endanger public health and 
welfare and underpins many Obama-era environmental regulations. 

• Revoking the endangerment finding would make it eBSier for President Trump to undo his 
predecessor's legacy on climate change. 

Tom DiChristopher I @tdichristopher 
Published 11:15/>M ET'Ned. 22 Nov20171 Updated 1:20PM ET'v\led, 22 Nov 2017 

J1m Watson j AFP I Getty Images 

Pres1dent Donald Trump {C) speaks before signing the Energy Independence Executive Order at 
the EnVIronmental Proteclion Agency {EPA} Headquarters in W3&1"lington. DC. March 28, 2011, 
with Vice President Mike Pence (l) and Environmerrtal Protect1on Agency AdministratOI' Scott Pruitt 
(R) 

During a question~and~answer period at the America First Energy 

Conference in Houston this month, an audience member had an inquiry for 

panelists at a session billed as one of the day's most important. 

Why not sue the Environmental Protection Agency over its efforts to 

reduce carbon dioxide emissions? After all, C02 is essential to all life on 

earth, he noted. 

Harry MacDougald, an attorney on the panel, smiled and pointed to David 

Schnare, a former member of President Donald Trump's EPA transition 

team who had a combative relationship with climate scientists during his 

http.s://www.cnbc.wm/2017/ll/'22/clirnate-cbange-deniers-plot·trv.mps·patb-to-deregulation.html{l/2412018 10;53:20 AM] 
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three; dcL''ld~·, at trw <lgcJK.I Schnare also smiled before leaning 

mto the mic 

"We're going to do that !t won't be everybody on Earth. but I think we're 

going to look at specific farmers, large farmers who are harmed by 

reductJOns 1n C02. I think that's where we're going," Schnare said 

he cndangcrm.::1t tinding is the root ,,i'all giubal 
''arming C\il at the 1':1':\." 

Stevef1 Milloy, author a11d former Trump EPA trallS!\tOil team member 

The ideo:~ of suing the EPA on bel1alf of farmers is just one of several 

strategies that conservatives are pursumg in their quest for the holy grail of 

environmental deregulation. That pnze is revoking the EPA's 

endangerment finding. the 2009 determination that requires the agency to 

regulate greenhouse gas emtssions 

That finding says carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions 

from human activity, which trap heat in the atmosphere and warm the 

pia net, endanger public health and welfare. The endangerment ftnding 

underpinned Prest dent 1\c~t·J;:l< Ohwn;:'s efforts to control emtsstons from 

automoblles, power plants. o!l and gas wells and other sources 

lt's little surprise, then, that the finding loomed over the entire America 

Ftrst Energy Conference, hosted by the Heartland Institute, a free-market 

think tank that has worked for years to undermine the consensus among 

climate scientists that human-caused emissions are the primary dnver of 

global warming 

A major goal of the conference, preceded by a day of closed-door strategy 

sessions, was to continue assembling the scaffolding that will make it 

easter for EPA Administrator .'-Jcull Pt :in, himself ,J clim.t~c chc~ng_,' ~f...qnic, to 

tear down the endangerment fmding He has so far been reluctant to take 

up the task 

So long as the endangerment findmg stands. the EPA is required to 

haps 'W"\1 cnbc com"2017rlll22'dnnate-chang:e-demets·plot·tnnnps·path-to-deregu!aticm html[!/24:1018 10 S:t 20 AM] 
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regulate greenhouse gas em1ssions. If 1t can be struck down, the Trump 

EPA could potentially wipe the slate clear. 

"The endangerment finding is the root of all global warming evil at the 

EPA" said Steven Milloy. another former Trump EPA trans!t!on team 

member and an author who runs the climate denial website 

junkscience com 

Current and former coal executives told the conference that building or 

restonng coa!-f!red plants will remam impossible so long as the f1ndlng 

stands 

"Every day that goes by that endangerment is in place American society is 

at risk!' said Heartland feU ow and former 1\:d'nd; Senior Vice 

President Frederick Palmer. "Every day that goes by that people are still 

wanting to close coal plants, Amen can society !S at nsk" 

Groups !ike the Heartland Institute have found a sympathetic ear in Trump, 

who has d1smissed climate change as a hoax and vowed to revive the coal 

industry 

The Trump administration is currently 

and is widely expected to 1ssue far less stringent regulations. Those 

regulations are, in turn, expected to draw lawsuits from environmentalists 

who will surely point to the endangerment finding 

David Doniger, director of the Natural Resources Defense Council's 

climate and clean air program. believes the endangerment finding will 

withstand any assault 

''It's built on a Mount Everest of peer-reviewed data," he said 

"Even 1f you were able to knock out one of them. the mountain would still 

stand In fact, what they have to do 1s assemble a super Mount Everest of 

contrary evidence, and it doesn't exist" 

Tearing don·n the cndangennent tinding 

Rather than build that contrarian Everest, one strategy is to take apart the 

EPA's mountain stone by stone 

Richard Belzer, a regulatory econom1cs consultant, encouraged 

conference attendees to exploit a system that lets Americans ask federal 

agenc1es to review and correct Information they've disseminated to the 

public. The mechanism was put in place to weed out data that dor1't meet 

the agency's tnformation quality st;;mdards 

The rdea is to get the EPA to throw out hundreds of pieces of specific 

https llwww cnbc com/20! 711!/22/clmvltc-change-den~t':rs~p!ot-trumps-p~!h-to·dereg\llation htrnl[!n412018 10.53.20 AMJ 
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ev1dence it used to make the endangerment finding. If climate skepttcs can 

get the Trump EPA to call into question the data behind climate poticy, 

then a judge who later hears arguments won't have to consider the 

complicated scientific evidence -only the fact that the agency rescinded 

that ev1dence 

'What Information quality does is it provides a procedure whereby you can 

convert a scientific issue into a process 1ssue that judges can understand 

That !S the key to making tt successful," he said 

Others are targetmg just a few pillars of the endangerment finding 

MacDougald, an attorney at CaldwelL Propst & Deloach who has long 

fought the endangerment finding, filed a petition this year with the EPA 

that challenges the science behind the determination. He believes the EPA 

left itself vulnerable by focusing on three !ines of evidence its basel me 

understanding of climate. recent temperature records and climate models 

created with computers 

"It's a goal post that cannot be moved," MacDougald said, "That's where 

they've planted the f1ag and that's the hill they've picked to die on. so 1f you 

k1il the three ilnes of ev1dence, you have ktl!ed the endangerment finding." 

To be sure, these strategies would require that EPA officials and judges 

ouy 1nto contranan claims that most of the scientific community dismisses 

as fringe v1ews unsupported by evidence. But Pruitt has sought to elevate 

those views by calling for a debate between mainstream climate sctentists 

and skept1cs He tapped the Heartland Institute to recruit climate change 

den1ers for the debate 

Schnare, the fanner member of Trump's transition team, made another 

pomt at the conference strategies that other administrations m1ght 

1mmedtately dtsmJss could be embraced by Trump 

1-'rustration \\ith Trump 

Still, there is frustration with the president. Schnare notes that just prior to 

the conference, the Fourth National Climate Assessment, issued by 13 

Imps ·lwww ~nbc com·10l7'll122'climate·change-demers-p!oHnnnps-pmh-1o-deregulatwn html! 1/24-'2018 10 53<!0 AMI 
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federal agencies, concluded that human activity is almost certainly the 

prim,u:- ,.,m~c pfglnbal \\arming since the mid*2oth century 

He blames that in part on Trump's failure to nominate someone to lead the 

Wh1te House Office of Science and Technology Policy 

"This president has yet to get somebody !nto OSTP to get their hands 

around the bad science." he told the conference. "If you have that report 

sitting out there and then Scott Pruitt decides he's going to put a bunch of 

people in a room and come up with a different report, now you have 

competing reports," he told the conference. 

Myron Ebell. who led Trump's EPA transiton team, also criticized the 

president for not quickly nominating people to positions where they can 

steer the agenda. He noted that Trump waited until last month to nominate 

Kathleen Hartnett White, a prominent climate change denier, to lead the 

White House Council on Enwonmental Quality. 

"The major failing of the Trump administration is the totally dysfunctional 

personnel process," Ebell, director of the Center for Energy and 

Environment at the Competitive Enterprise Institute. told CNBC on the 

s!dehnes of the conference. 

"lt seems to stem directly from the president He has said several times 

that he doesn't think we need to fill all these jobs, and at !east some 

people m the White House think that they can run the entire government 

out of the White House. Well, that's lncred!b!y naive." 

Thfs is the second in a series of reports from CNBC on tile growing 

influence of climate change skeptics on environmental and energy policy 

under the Trump administration Read tl1e first report on !Jow skeptics plan 

to pressure Ttump here. 

WATCH: US states and cities are still working on climate 
change eff(Hts 

!'om DiChri\tophel 
Energy Reporter 

h!tps l/www.cnbc c.Qin/20!7/! lf221dimate-cflange·deJJiers-pfot·tnlml's-p-at!Ho-deregl!!ahO<J htmlfl/1412018 10:53'20 AMJ 
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EPA Chief Pmitt Refuses to Link C02 and Global Warming- Scientific American 

0 I Subscribe I 

{~11 REUTERS 

ENVIRONMENT 

EPA Chief Pruitt Refuses to Link C02 and Global Warming 

https://w-,vv.·.scientificamerican.com/artic!e/epa-chief-pruitt-refuses-to-link-co2-and-global-wanning!ll/24/20 18 I 1 :3 B:57 AM] 
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EPA ChiefPmitt Refuses to Link C02 and Global Warming~ Scientific American 

Credit: Gago Skidmore Flickr (CC BY-SA 2.0) 

By Doina Chiacu and Valerie Volcovici 

WASHINGTON (Reuters)- The new head of the Environmental Protection 

Agency said on Thursday he is not convinced that carbon dioxide from human 

activity is the main driver of climate change and said he wants Congress to weigh 

in on whether CO~ is a harmful pollutant that should be regulated. 

In an interview with CNBC, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt said the Trump 

achninistration \"ill make an nnnouncen1ent on fuel efficiency standards for cars 

https:/h-.,ww.scicntificamcrican.com/article/epa-chicf-pruitt-refuses-to-link-co2-and-global-wanning/[ 1/24/2018 11 :38:57 AM I 
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H~A ChicfPruiit Refuses to Link C02 and G!oha! W<mning- Scientific Amel'ican 

"very soon)" stressing that he and President Donald Trump believe current 

standards were rushed through. 

Pruitt) 48, is a climate change denier who sued the agency he now leads more 

than a dozen times as Oklahoma1
S attorney generaL He said he was not 

convinced that carbon dioxide pollution from burning fossil fuels like oil, gas 

and coal is the main cause of climate change, a conclusion widely embraced by 

scientists. 

"I think that measuring with precision human activity on the climate is 

something very chaHenging to do and there's tremendous disagreement about 

the degree of impact," he told CNBC, 

"So no, I would not agree that it's a primary contributor to the global warming 

that we see,n Pruitt said. nnut we don't know that yet, we need to continue to 

debate, continue the review and analysis." 

Trump campaigned on a promise to roll back environmental regulations ushered 

in by former President Barack Obama, including those aimed at combating 

climate change. He framed his stand as aimed at boosting U.S. businesses, 

including the oil and gas drilling and coal mining industries. 

"We can he pro-growth, pro-jobs and pro-environment," Pruitt said Wednesday 

afternoon in a Houston speech at CERA. Week, the world1
S largest gathering of 

energy executives. 

Scientists immediately criticized Pruitt's statement, saying it ignores a large 

body of evidence collected over decades that shows t<Jssil fuel burning as the 

main factor in climate change. 

"We can't afford to reject this clear and compelling scientific evidence when we 

make public policy. Embracing ignorance is not an option," Ben Santer, climate 

https:/lw\\w.scientificamerican.com/articlc/cpa-chief-pruitt-refuses-to-!ink-co2-and-globa!-wanning/[ 1/24/2018 ! I :38:57 AM I 
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!:PA Chief Pruitt Refoses to Link C02 and Global Wanning- Scientific American 

researcher at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, said in a .statement. 

The Supreme Court unleashed a fury of regulation and litigation when it ruled in 

2007 that greenhouse gases are an air pollutant that can be regulated under the 

Clean Air Act. Two years later, the EPA declurcd carbon dioxide and fiyc other 

heat-trapping gases to be pollutants. 

Pruitt said the Supreme Courfs decision should not have hcen viewed as 

permission for the EPA to regttlate carbon dioxide emissions. 

!!Decisions were made at the executive branch level that didn 1t respect the rule of 

law, 11 Pruitt said in his Houston speech. 

REGULATING C02 

Pruitt has previously said the EPA should not regulate C02 without a law passed 

hy Congress authorizing it to do so. The Republican-controlled Congress could 

potentially issue a strong signal to the EPA that carhon dioxide should not be 

regulated by the agency, a move that would undennine many Obama-era rules 

aimed at curbing emissions. 

"Administrator Pruitt is correct, the Congress has never explicitly given the EPA 

the authority to regulate carbou dioxide as a pollutant and the committee has no 

plans to do so," said Mike Danylak, spokesman for the Senate Environment and 

Public Works Committee, the panel that oversees the EPA. 

'When asked at his confirmation hearing in ,January whether he ·would uphold 

the EPA endangerment finding, Pruitt said it was the "}a\-\' of the land" and he 

was obliged to uphold it for now. 

https:/1\nvw.scicnti !icamerican.com/article/epa~chief-pruitt~refnscs~to-!ink-co2-and·globo.l-wanningi{l/24/20 18 ll :38:57 AM] 
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EPA Chief Pruitt Refuses to Link C02 and Global Warming~ Scientific American 

Pruitt declined to respond to a question from a reporter after his Houston 

speech on whether he would now seek to overturn the endangerment finding. 

As Oklahoma's attorney general, Pruitt and another dozen attorney generals 

unsuccessfully challenged the endangerment finding in a federal appeals court. 

"The mask is off. After obscuring his true ,·iews dming his Senate confirmation 

hearings, Scott Pruitt has outed himself as a pure climate denier," said David 

Doniger, director of the climate program at the Natural Resources Defense 

Council. 

The new EPA chief said he was committed to ensuring thorough processes for 

enviromnental rules and regulations to reduce "regulatory uncertainty." 

Pruitt added that be shared Trump's view that the global climate accord agreed 

by nearly 200 countries in Paris in 2015 was a "bad deal." Trump promised 

during bis campaign for the White House to pull the United States out of the 

accord, but has since been mostly quiet on the issue. 

READ THIS NEXT 

Biofue]s Industry May Have the Juice Trump EPA Pick Expresses Doubts 

https://wmv.scientitlcamerican.com/article/epa~chie f~pmitt~refuses·to·link·co2~and~global·wanning![ 1/24/2018 ll :38:57 AM] 
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EPA chief wants scientist~ to debate climate on TV I Reuters 

D1rectory of s1tes Logm Contact Support 

World Business Markets Politics TV SP.arr.h 

#ENVIRONMENT JULY 11 / 6·53 PM i G MONTHS AGO 

EPA chief wants scientists to debate climate on TV 

Valerie Volcovici 5 :\111\l REc\0 

WASHINGTON (Reuters)- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is in the early stages of 

launching a debate about climate change that could air on television- challenging scientists to prove 

the widespread view that global wanning is a serious threat, the head of the agency said. 

The move comes as the administration of President Donald Trump seeks to roll back a slew of 

Obama-era regulations limiting carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, and begins a withdrawal 

from the Paris Climate Agreement- a global pact to stem planetary warming through emissions cuts. 

"There are lots of questions that have not been asked and answered (about climate change)," EPA 

Administrator Scott Pruitt told Reuters in an interview late on Monday. 

''Who better to do that than a group of scientists ... getting together and having a robust discussion for 

all the world to sec." he added without explaining how the scientists would be chosen. 

Asked if he thought the debate should be televised. Pruitt said: "I think so. I think so. I mean, I don't 

know yet, but you want this to be open to the world. You want this to be on full display. I think the 

American people would be very interested in consuming that. I think they deserve it.'' 

Pruitt, one of the most controversial figures in the Trump administration, has repeatedly expressed 

doubts about climate change- one of the main points of contention in his narrow contimaation by 

the Senate. 

https·/!www.reuters com/article/us-usa-epa-pruittlcpa-chief-wants-sdentists-to--debate-c!imate-on-tv-idUSKBNl9W200{ 1/23/2018 1: II :53 PM} 

D 
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EPA ch1efwants scJcntisls to debate climate on TV I Reuters 

While acknowledging the planet is warming. Pruitt says he questions the gravity of the problem and 

the need for regulations that rcqu1re companies to take costly measures to reduce their carbon 

footprint. 

·'It is a question about how much we contribute to it. !low do we measure that with precision? And 

by the way. are we on an unsustainable path'' And is it causing an existentialthreatT he said in the 

intervic\v. 

Since taking up his role at EPA. he has emerged as one of the more prolific Trump cabinet 

appointees. taking steps to undo more than two dozen regulations, and int1uencing Trump's decision 

to pull the United States fhnn the Paris climate change deal, agreed by nearly 200 countries in 2015. 

Pruitt rejected global criticism of the United States t(>r pulling out of the climate deaL which Trump 

has said would have cost America trillions oC dollars without bcnclit. 

Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt waves after sn interview for J~elltcrs at hi:> office in Washington. 

L'.S., July 10.:2017. REUTt-::RS/Yuri Gripas 

http:n/www.rcuters.com/articlc/us~usa-epa-pruitt/epa-chief-wants-scicntists-to-debate-ditnate-on-tv-idUSKl:IN 19W2DO[ I /23/2018 1: 11.53 PM] 
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EPA chief wants scientists to debate climate on TV I Reuters 

··we have nothing to be apologetic about." Pruitt said. ''It was absolutely a decision of courage and 

fortitude and truly represented an America First strategy with respect to how we arc leading on this 

issue.·· 

Pruitt said the United States had already cut its carbon output to the lowest levels in nearly 25 years 

without mandates. thanks mainly to increased use of natural gas -which burns cleaner than coal. 

"RED TEAM. BLUE TEAM" TACTICS 

Slideshow i..J. !m<l:;_,:-:1 

Pruitt said his desire for the agency to host an 

ongoing climate change debate was inspired by 

two articles published in April- one in the 

Wall Street Journal by theoretical physicist 

Steve Koonin, who served as undersecretary of 

energy under Obama- and one by conservative 

columnist Brett Stephens in the New York 

Times. 

Koonin's article made the case that climate 

science should use the "red team-blue team" 

methodology used by the national security community to test assumptions. Stephens· article 

criticized claims of complete certainty in climate science, saying that it "traduces the spirit of 

science." 

Pruitt said scientists should not scotT at the idea of participating in these debates. 

RCU\TED COVERAGE 

Transcript of Reuters interview with EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt 

https://www.reuters.cornlarticle/us-usa-epa-pruittlepcHhief-wants-sdentists-to-debate-climate-on-tv-idUSKBN I9W2DO[l/23/20 18 l: 11:53 PM} 
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EPA ch1cfwants sc!entists to de bat~ climate on TV 1 Reuters 

"If you're going to win and ifyou're so ceriain about it come and do your deaL They shouldn't be 

scared ofthe debate and discussion,'' be said. 

Pruitt said debate is not necessarily aimed at undermining the 2009 "endangerment llnding," the 

scientific determination that carbon dioxide harms human health that formed the basis for the 

Democratic Obama administration's regulation of greenhouse gases. He said there may be a legal 

basis to challenge the finding but would prefer Congress weigh in on the matter. 

In the inten<icw, Pruitt added that he intended to deal "very aggressively" with automakers that use 

devices to cheat emissions tests. and would also sc·ek to boost accountability for companies to clean 

up polluted sites under the Superfund program. 

lie said EPA was also not ready to decide yet on a change proposed by Trump's special adviser Carl 

fcahn to the U.S. biofuels program, that would shift the burden of blending biofucls like ethanol into 

gasoline away from refiners to companies fmthcr down the supply chain. 

Editing by Richard Valdmanis and Marguerita Choy 

Our Standards: The Thonuon Reuters Trust Pritu•inles 

Apps Newsletters Reuters Plus Advertising Guidelines Cookies Terms of Use Privacy 

A!l quotes delayed a minimum of 15 minutes, See here fur a complete list of exchanges and delays, 

({) 2018 Reuters. All Rights Reserved 

https://www reuters.com/article/us-usa-epa-pruitt'cp<Hhiet':.wants-scientists-to-debate-climate-on-tv-idUSKBN 19W2DO{ll23/20! 8 1: ll ·53 PM] 
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EPA Pruitt wtH launch program to 'criuque' chrnate sc1encc -· Fnday, June .30, 2017 

E&.ENEWS 
<<Back to E&E News Index page 

EPA 

Pruitt will launch program to 'critique' climate science 
Emily Holden, E&E News reporter 

Cl!maten1re Fm:Jay. June 30 201'1 

US CP"< •\C.'T'tr!IS\n.l\M Scoit P'lJitt fevors wotlf'rung !Nl endangerment fmd1ng en green11ouso gases, accord1ng to 

~:EO of V.urroy fn,;rgy Com 

U.S. EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt is leading a formal initiative to challenge mainstream climate 

science using a "back-and-forth critique" by government-recruited experts, according to a senior 

administration official. 

The program wilt use "red team, blue team" exercises to conduct an "at-length evaluation of U.S 

climate science," the official said, referring to a concept developed by the military to identify 

vulnerabilities in field operations 

'The administrator believes that we will be able to recruit the best in the fields which study 

climate and will organize a specific process in which these individuals ... provide back-and-forth 

critique of specific new reports on climate science," the source said. 

"We are in fact 11ery excited about this initiative," the official added. "Climate science, !ike other 

fields of science, is constantly changing. A new, fresh and transparent evaluation is something 

everyone should support doing." 

The disclosure follows the administration's suggestions over several days that it supports 

reviewing climate science outside the normal peer-review process used by scientists. This is the 

first time agency officials acknowledged that Pruitt has begun that process. The source said 

Energy Secretary Rick Perry also favors the review 

Executives in the coal industry interpret the move as a step toward challenging the 

endangerment find1ng, the agency's legal foundation for regulating greenhouse gases from cars, 

power plants and other sources. Robert Murray, CEO of Murray Energy Corp., said Pruitt 

ht1psl/www.eencws.ne.tistorie111060056858[1123!20181·10·08PM] 

CLIMATE RESEARCH 

SCIENCE 

Shrinking mountain glaciers are affecting people 
downstream 

SCIENCE 

Industrial pollution cools Earth. Here's why that's a 
bummer 

SATELLITES 

Orbiters still tracking dimate, but other research at 
risk 

Jsnu<lryl22018 

SCIENCE 

Good news- and bad news- about rising temps 

SCIENCE 

A space project loved by dimate hawks and oH 
companies? 
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EPA Pnull wd! launch p•ogmm to 'cn!tqne' d11IJme SCience·· fndfty, June 30, 2017 -- www eenews net 

assured him yesterday that he plans to begin reviewing the endangerment finding witllin months 

"We talked about that, and they're going to start addressing 1! later this year," Murray said in an 

interview. "They're going to start getting a lot of scientific people in to give both sides of the 

issue" 

Murray Energy Corp CEO 

RcbertM1moy 

But another person attending the meeting said Pruitt resisted 

committing to a full-scale chalhmge of the 2009 finding. The 

administration source also said Pruitt "did not prom1se to try to 

rescind the endangerment finding." 

Climate scientists express concern that the "red team, blue 

team" concept could politicize scientific research end 

disproportionately elevate tile views of a relatively small number 

of experts who disagree with mainstream scientists 

~June29} 

Pruitt told about 30 people attending a board meeting of the 

American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity yesterday morning 

that he's establishing a "specific process" to review climate 

science, the administration official said_ Murray and two other 

people in the room interpreted Pruitt as saying he would 

cha!!enge the endangerment finding 

Challenging the endangerment finding would be enormously difficult, according to many lawyers. 

Tile finding is built on an array of scienHfic material establishing that human llea!th and welfare is 

endangered by a handful of greenhouse gases emitted by industry, power plants and cars. !t 

stems from a Supreme Court ruling in 2007 

If Pruitt somehow succeeded in rolling back the finding- an outcome that many Republicans 

say is fat-fetched- the federal government would no longer be required to restrict greenhouse 

gas emissions. 

Power companies have told Pruitt they don't want him to wade into a protracted and public legal 

battle that he would likely Jose. Many have said that if EPA rescinds its carbon standards for 

power plants -the Clean Power Plan -the agency should write a substitute rule and try to 

avoid court fights that migllt confuse their efforts to make long-term business plans 

~June22}. 

Murray yesterday commended President Trump's announcement that he would try to boost 

some coal exports, but he said that ultimately what the sector ne!ilds is for EPA to nlx the 

endangerment finding 

Perry also has touted carbon capture and sequestration technologies for coal plants, even as he 

questions whether climate science is settled. 

Murray said carbon capture won't help. either. 

"Carbon capture and sequestration does not work. It's a pseudonym for 'no coal,"' Murray said 

while waiting for a ride outside DOE headquarters. "It is neither practical nor economic. carbon 

capture and sequestration. It is just cover for the politicians. both Republicans and Democrats 

that say. 'Look what I did for coal,' knowing all the time that it doesn't help coal at all." 

Murray acll;nowledged that the legal fight over the endangerment finding would be "tough." He 

thinks that's because climate activists and renewable power producers want to keep making 

money off climate change. 

"A!! these people will be jumping on this on U;e other side because it's aU about money, but it is 

not about America. America needs reliable, low-cost electricity, and that is a mix of different 

fuels," he said 

Murray also wants Perry to use emergency authority to stop coal and nuclear plant closures. 

although lawyers have said that is unlikely to happen ~June 19) 

Still, Murray, who is close with the president, said lle thinks Trump would be "receptive" to the 

hnp.s ,'/w>~.w eenews net/stonesi!G60056858(!/13/2018 J JO·OS P:o.1} 
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E.P.A. Scrubs a Climate Website of'Ciimate Change'~ The New York Times 

CLIMATE 

E.P .A. Scrubs a Climate Website of 
'Climate Change' 
By LISA FRIEDMAN Ocr. 20,2017 

WASHINGTON -The Environmental Protection Agency has removed 

dozens of online resources dedicated to helping local governments address 

climate change, part of an apparent effort by the agency to play down the 

threat of global warming. 

A new analysis made public on Friday found that an E.P.A. website has been 

scrubbed of scores oflinks to materials to help local officials prepare for a 

world of rising temperatures and more severe storms. 

The site, previously the E.P.A.'s "Climate and Energy- Resources for State 

I.oral and Tribal Governments" has been renamed "Energy Resources for 

State, Local and TJjbal Governments." About 15 mentions of the words 

"climate change" have been removed from the main page alone, the study 
found. 

Among the now-missing pages are those detailing the risks of climate 

change and the different approaches states are taking to curb emissions. 
Also edited out were examples of statewide plans to adapt to weather 
extremes. 

An E.P.A. spokesman said the miginal pages have been archived and remain 

available by searching through the agency's weh archive, a link to which is at 

the top of its energy resources page. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/l 0120/climate/epa-climate-change.htm![l/l9120l8 5:33:00 PM} 

D 
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E.P.A. Scrubs a Climate Website of·CJimate Change'· The New York Times 

The analysis, from the .EnLinlllDlillliaUMiuu.ldi~~·ni.ill!.:_t,.:_JlliL~, 
which monitors changes to federal environmental agency websites, 
described the amount of removed data as "substantial." The enef),'Y 
resources website is the first site to which the E.P.A. has returned a large 
portion of material since pages dealing with climate science were removed 
from public view on April28. 

,\ .;,ncl'n gl'ah pnn ldC'd h~ th<' Eudronnwn1al Data Dnd Gowrnancc fnit;,ltiw :,hiJ\viny; f)(·fore, kll. ~md atl!'r imagt>~ 01. t!w 
E.!'.:\\ dimalc and !'!l('r~y wcb.c,ik. 

In the interim, a notice said "this page is being updated" and added that the 
site would be changed to reflect the agency's priorities under the Trump 
administration. \Vhen material was restored with changes in late ,July, the 
report said, the site had been cut to 175 pages from about 380. 

https:l/www.nytimcs.com/20 17/l 0/20/climate/epa-elimate·change.html[ J/19/2018 5:33:00 PM j 
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E.P.A. Scrubs a Climate Website of'C!imate Change'· The New York Times 

"I think it's very alarming" said Mililll?.ill:ris., who leads the Science and 
Resilience Institute at .Jamaica Bay in New York. "These are not the kind of 
resources that are just basic dim ate science. These are the kind of resources 
it has taken years to deYelop across the federal family." 

The report comes on the heels of a four-year blueprint of priorities the 
E.P.A. issued that does not include climate change. The 38-page draft 

strategic plan, issued for public comment this month, does not use the 
phrase. 

Under the Obama administration's four-year strategic plan issued in 2014, 

";"!.(ldrcs.s.i~"Cli.uul..t~:~C.hmu~L~tnsLlm . .nrm:ioR-t.}jx_Qnrilit.:" was the E.P.A.'s 
first of five goals. Climate change was cited 43 times. 

Glml.Ml:idl.l:tl.l,\:, administrator of the E.P.A. under Mr. Obama, said in a 
statement that one of the agency's most important jobs was to provide 

scientific and technical expertise so local officials eould write appropriate 
policies. She said the now-discarded data was collected and shared over a 
number of years to he1p states, cities and towns build resilience to fiercer 
storms, floods, droughts and wildfires. 

"There is no more significant threat than climate change and it isn'tjust 

happening to people in far-off countries- it's happening to us," Ms. 
McCarthy said. "It is beyond comprehension that E.P.A. would ever 
purposely limit and remove access to information that communities need to 
save lives and property. Clearly, this was not a technical glitch, it was a 
planned shutdown." 

Toly Rinberg of the Environmental Data and Governance Initiative said that 
there was no evidence the E.P.A. had destroyed any records. The original 
pages are available from several sources, including the Internet Archive, 

which maintains .aJn.i.rru.r. of tlw E. P .A. 1\:'C.b.Siti~ as it appeared near the end 
of the Obama administration. 

A number of resources, like emissions inYentories, remain intact on the 
E.P.A. site. 

RElATED COVERAGE 

https:!/www.nytimes.com/2017/l0/20/dimate/cpiHlimate-change.btml[l/19/2018 5:3):00 PM) 
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f.,>.dus.vc Scott PruH! Prom'"'S 'EPA Orgmahsm' In Donald I nunp Admm<SlrMIOO 

~ ~ ~ ~~,~~--

""~~ ~~ fi---""'--- '""""- --- ~- ~ ~=-~=~- -= -_-~~ ~ ~ -~- ~ ~ ~-~~~~~~--~-==--=-~r-~~~~=~ 

Exclusive: Scott Pruitt 
Promises 'EPA Originalism' in 
Donald Trump Administration 

The newly appointed Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Scott Pruitt will welcome President Donald Trump 
to the massive EPA government building on Tuesday. The 
president will then sign an executive order that will start rolling 
back the Obama-era Clean Power Plan. 

Trump's e,xecutive order will be another major step for Pruitt's effort to restore the EPA to 
its limited authorities. 

"We're going to roll it back, those things that were unlaMUI, we're going to roll back those 
things that were an overreach, we're going to roll back the steps taken by the previous 
administration," Pruitt said in an interview with Breitbart News inside his office at the 
EPA federal building in Washington D.C. The enormous federal building is right across the 
street from the Old Post Office building, recently renovated into the Trump [nternational 
Hotel. 

MOST POPULAR 

GoP Lawmakers: FBlOffidals Peter 

l''ebmmy8th 

Cliff Approaches 

http 'iwww breitbart com/btg-govcmment'20l7/03/l8/exduslve-~con-pruiH-proiilises--epa-<Jrginahsm·m·doMld·lrU!ntt-administratiOill{ll23120 I& \ 06:17 P~1] 
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Trump's entry in the building will likely lrigger renewed S<HJncs!, for some agency 
bureaucrats who were reportedly in tears after Trump won the election. 

In February, sources speaking to Inside El'A suggested that demoralized employees would 

be unlikely to attend an event ¥lith Trump and Pruitl, as they were deeply dissatisfied over 

the administration's proposed changes lhe agency. Trump's hudv;et outline, released 

earlier this month, threatened to slash the department's funding by :l• JWI\'t'n\. The 
executive order "'ill not only order a review of the Clean Power Plan but also change 

Obama-era executive orders on climate change and carbon emissions regulations, a 

dramatic change from Obama's legacy that prioritized a regulatory agenda. 

But Pruitt feels energized by the president's visit, kicking off a set of new priorities for the 

agency that he believes lost its way in the Obama years. As Trump's EPA administrator, 

Prutt will also sign a series of rules and procedures during the president's visit to reform 

the agency. 

Rescinding the Clean Power Plan, Pruitt explained was "a snapshot of the future" of how 

the Trump administration would approach regulatory reform. 

Under the Obama administration, Pruitt said that the oil, coal, and natural gas industries 

,.,.·ere under federal "regulatory assault," which killed energy jobs around the country. 

"I think the greatest impediment we've had on economic growth is regulatory uncertainty," 

he said. Trump, he explained, understood that the regulatory process had hecome so 

tangled that it was difficult for companies to invest and grow. 

Pruitt's philosophy is an example of the Trump administration's goal to dismantle the 

federal government's overbearing bureaucracy, for the sake of boosting economic growth. 

"We have situations here, and this is not just unique to the EPA, it's other agencies at the 

federal level as well that do permitting, where it takes eight or nine years to get a permit to 

do something," he said. "WeU that's not a decision, that's obstructionism." 

Pruitt explained that he wanted to restore confidence among businesses and workers in 

thE' Pnergy industry, particularly in coal, natural gas, and oil. 

"Agencies at the federal level arc part of the executive branch, they exist to enforce the law, 

not make the law," he said. 

Pruitt describes his philosophy as "EPA originalism." Part of his goal, he said, was tore
focus the agency toward Congress's original authorities. That's sending a different message 

to the industries regulated by the EPA. 

"I can just tell you there's buoyancy, buoyancy across the country that there's a different 

attitude, a different belief, a different view," Pruitt said. ''We can be both pro-growth and 

pro-environment, we've done it as a country throughout our existence." 

Some of the rules passed by the Obama administration, Pruitt said, actually hurt tbe 

agency as they that were "untethcred" to the legal statutes, often at the behest of well 

funded environmental gronps that donated to Democrats. Some of those efforts were 

halted in court, creating more uncertainty about the agency's authority. 

"V\Ihen you look at the outcome of that kind of agenda, it was detrimental," he said. 

As the Attorney General of Oklahoma, Pruitt led the legal charge against the EPA, arguing 

FROM THE 
HOMEPAGE 
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[::\chmve $con Pnutt Promtses 'F.PA Orginahsm' !n Dona!dTnunp Admimstratwn 

that the agency was overstepping it's authorities. He sued the agency diffl'l'l"l\l tinw'>, 

putting many of the Obama-era rules in legal deadlock. 

Pruitt also has a reputation of challenging environmentalist priorities like climate change, 

but his critics told Breitbart News columnist .Janws l1clingj1llk~ that repealing the EPA's 

Endangerment Finding on C02 emissions were not included in the Trump's executive 

order. Pruitt confirmed to Breitbart News that the executive order would not repeal the 

EPA's Endangerment finding, but he appeared open to addressing it in the future. 

"I think that if there arc petitions for reconsideration for the endangering findings, we'll 

have to address those at some point,'' he said. "I don't know if they've actually been filed in 

that regard, but our objective, and our role is to do what the law requires." 

Pruitt believes that the agency should return its focus to tackling hig environmental 

cleanup projects. 

Part of restoring the EPA's original mission, he explained, \-vas refocusing the agency on 

the 1~~00 hazardous "superfund sites" designated by the agency as priority areas for 

cleanup. 

"Many of those sites ... on this national priority list have been on that list for 30-40 years, 

that doesn't sound like a priority list to me,'' he said. He cited the Port of Portland in the 

state of Oregon and the mining cleanup in Butte, Montana as two examples of designated 

··superfund" agencies that need renewed attention. 

"We need to get busy with some new ways to address those," Pruitt said. 

Read More Stories About: 
f~(;Yd'1H11Cnl, Fm inlnmen!, .\l!onh:l (;l'lllTal uf {)kl~>hnm;J, C;lfh(J!\ emi.-,s!nns 
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[xchtSIVC. Trump's EPA ;ums to replace Ohama-era chmate, water regulations in 20181 Reuters 

Log<n Contact 

'Norld Business Mc1rkets Politics TV D 

#ENVIRONMENT 

Exclusive: Trump's EPA aims to replace Obama-era climate, 

water regulations in 2018 

(The Jan. 9 was refilcd to correct the year in penultimate paragraph to 1988, not 1998) 

By Valerie Volcovici and David Shepardson 

WASHINGTON (Reuters)- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will replace Obama-era 

carbon and clean water regulations and open up a national debate on climate change in 2018, part of 

n list or priorities ror the year that also includes fighting lead contamination in public drinking \:Vater. 

The agenda. laid out Oy EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt in an exclusive interview with Reuters on 

Tuesday, marks an extension of the agency's ctl'orts under President Donald Trump to weaken or kill 

regulations the administration believes arc too hroad and ham1 economic gTowth. hut \Vhlch 

environmentalists say are critical to human health. 

"The climate is changing. That's not the debate. The dehate is how do we knov,.: what the ideal 

surface temperature is in 2100'? ... I think the American people deserve an open honest transparent 

discussion about those things," said Pruitt. \Vho has frequently cast doubt on the causes and 

implications of glohal warming. 

Pruitt rcaffinncd plans for the EPA to host a public debate on climate science sometime this year 

that would pit climate change douhtcrs against other climate scientists, hut he provided no tlniher 

https ·//www reuters comi ... pa-pruitt-cxclusivc/exclusive-trumps-epa-amls-to-rep!ace-obama-era-dimate-water-rcgulation~-in-20 18-idUSKBNJ EZ079[1/24/2018 5:37·42 PMj 
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ExchJS!Ve Trump's EPA mms to replace Obama-cm d1mate, water regulatwns Hl 20!81 Reuters 

details on timing or which scientists \vould be inrolved. 

Pruitt said among the EPA's top priorities for 2018 will be to replace the ('lean Power Plan, fOrmer 

President Barack Obamu's centerpiece climate change regulation which \Vould have slashed carbon 

emissions from power plants. The EPA began the process or rescinding the regulation last year and 

is taking input on v.rbat should replace it. 

.. A proposed rule will come out this year and then a final rule will come out sometime this year," he 

said. He did not give any details on what the rule could look like. saying the agency was still 

soliciting commenB from stakeholders. 

He said the agency \Vas also planning to rewrite the \Vaters of the United States rule. another 

Obama-era regulation. this one defining \Yhich U.S. waterways are protected under federal law. 

Pruitt and Trump have said the rule marked an overreach by including streams that arc shallo\v. 

narrow, or sometimes completely dry- and \Vas choking otT energy development. 

Pruitt said that in both cases, fonncr President Barack Obama had mad<.~ the rules by executive order, 

and without Congress. "We only have the authority that Congress gives us," Pruitt said. 

PruitCs plans to replace the Clean Power Plan have raised conccms by attorneys general of states 

like California and New York, who said in comments submitted to the EPA on Tuesday that the 

administrator should recuse himself because as Oklahoma attorney general he led legal challenges 

against it. 

https //www.rcllters.com/ .. pa-pruin-exclusive/cxc!usive-!fltnlpS·epa-aims-to-replace·obama·era-climatc-water-regulatwns-m-20 l 8-idlJSKBN 1 EZ079[1/24/201 & 5:3 7'42 PM] 
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F.xdus1ve. Trump's EPA a1ms to replace Obama·crachmate, water regulations m 2018 j Reuters 

Fnvironmcntal Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt sits down fhr an interview with Reuters journalists in Wnshington, 

t -.s .. Januar;: 9, 2018. RE\ JTERS 1Kevin Lamarque 

BIOFUELS AND STAFF CUTS 

Pruitt said he hoped for legislative rcfonn oft he U.S. biofucls policy this year. calling it 

.. substantially needed and important" because of the costs the regulation imposes on oil refiners. 

The Renewable Fuel Standard. ushered in by lilrmer President George W. Bush as a way to help 

U.S. fanners. requires refiners to blend increa'ling amounts ofbiofuels like corn-based ethanol into 

the nation's fuel supply every year. 

Refining companies say the EPA-administered policy costs them hundreds of millions ol' dollars 

annually and threatens to put some plants out of business. But their proposals to change the program 

have so !'ar been rejected by the Trump administration under pressure fi·om the corn lobby. 

S!ideshow 

The EPA in November slightly raised bioluels 

volumes mandates for 2018, after previously 

opening the door to cuts. 

The White J louse is now mediating talks on the 

issue between representatives ofhoth sides. 

with input from EPA. and some Republican 

senators from states representing refineries arc 

V..'orking on possible legislation to overhaul the 

program. 

https·ffwww.reutcrs com/ ... pa-pruitt-e"l(clusivc/cxclusivc-trumps-epa-aims-to-rcp!ace-obama-era-c!imate-water-regulations-m-20 18-idUSKBN I EZ079t !/24120! 8 5:3 7'42 PMJ 
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Exclusive. Trump's EPA aims to replace Obama-cra climate, water regulations m 2018! Reuters 

Pruitt said he also hoped Congress could produce an infrastructure package this year that would 

include replacing municipal water pipes, as a way of combating high lead levels in certain parts of 

the United States. 

"That to me is something very tangihle very important that we can achieve for the American 

people." he said. 

Pruitt added that EPA also continuing its reYicw of automobile fuel et1iciency rules. and would be 

headed to California soon for more meetings with the California Air Resources Board to discuss 

them. 

California in 2011 agreed to adopt the federal vehicle emission rules through 2025, but has signaled 

it would opt out of the standards if they arc weakened~ a move that would complicate matters for 

automakers serving the huge Califomia market. 

In the meantime, Pruitt said EPA is continuing to reduce the size of its staft: which fell to 14,162 

employees as of Jan. 3, the lowest it has been since 1988, under Ronald Reagan when the 

employment level was 14,400. The EPA employed about 15.000 when Obama left office. 

Nearly 50 percent of the EPA wi\1 be eligible to retire within the next live years, according to the 

agency. 

R~po1iing by Valerie Vokovici and David Shepardson; Editing b) Richard Valdmanis and Lisa Shumaker 

Our Stu11dards: 'Ow Zholn'\on &ntlef'>' Trust PrincinU~,-

Apps Newsletters Reuters P!us Advertising Guidelines Cookies Terms of Use Privacy 

ht!ps:/i\~ww reuters.com/ .. pa-pruitt-exclusive/exclusivc-trumps-epa-aims-to-replace-obama-era-chmate-water-regulat!ons-in-20 18-idUSKBNJ EZ079[1/24!2018 5·37:42 PM] 
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lnsideEPA.com 

INTERVIEW 

Transcript Of Jan. II Interview With EPA Air Chief Bill Wehrum 

January II, 2018 

Newly confirmed EPA air chief Bill Wehrum sat down to speak with Inside EPA about his plans 
for the Office of Air and Radiation (OAR) and started off discussing his ambitious plan to repeal 
and replace the Clean Power Plan (CPP) utility sector greenhouse gas rule before the end of the 
year. EPA the same day announced three new listening sessions and a public comment period 
extension until nearly the end of April on its proposed CPP repeal. 

What follows is a transcript of that interview, edited for clarity: 

Inside EPA: And then you'll have a lot of comment and testimony to go through. And Scott 
Pruitt has said final rule by the fall. Is that actually doable? 

Wehrum: Yes. Now remember we have two things going on here. So we have the proposed 
rescission on what these listening sessions are for. And then we have the [advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPR)] on a possible replacement. So no final decision has been made 
about what we're going to do, so what we've done is created a range of possible outcomes, 
anchored on one end by rescission but also reopen the possibility of doing something different. 

Inside EPA: I thought the administrator has said there will be a replacement, but no? That's not 
decided? 

Wehrum: No. What we are working diligently on is what a replacement might look like, and the 
ANPR is a key part of that. 

Inside EPA: So it is still possible you could go through the ANPR process and decide you are not 
going to replace? 
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Wehrum: Yes, it's possible. It's within the range of possible outcomes. But what is important to 

say is we are actively considering the full range. So the administrator proposed rescission 

because he meant it, but we also have put the ANPR out on replacement because we mean that, 

so we create a range of possible outcomes, one of which is a replacement rule that looks different 

and probably more limited than what's in place now in the current CPP. But we'll look at the 

possibility of rescinding and doing nothing more. So that's why it is important to get public 

comment, that's why we decided to do additional listening sessions because it's a really important 

issue. And we've received a lot of good input so far through the process, but part of the input we 

received is people want additional opportunity, not just submitting public comment, but speaking 

on the record, so that's why the administrator decided to do three additional listening sessions. 

Inside EPA: What is the timing on next steps for the ANPR? 

Wehrum: Well, if we decide to continue on the track with possible replacement, then we would 

have to work diligently on a proposed replacement rule because to take final action by the end of 

the year, which the administration has said he wants to do, some final action, and I of course I 00 

percent fully support that. Then if we, you know, really want to keep the possibility of 

replacement in play we're going to have to put a proposal out mid year. So I again can tell you 

we're looking very hard at possible replacement, we're doing work on that. We'll take a look at 

the comments we receive on the ANPR, and it is possible if not likely that the next thing you see 

is some sort of proposed replacement. And then again that doesn't make a final decision because 

we'll have a proposed rescission and a proposed replacement out there. And then you know as 

the year progresses the administrator and administration have to make a decision about what they 

want to do. 

Inside EPA: If decision is to go forward with proposed replacement, does that then foreclose a 

repeal of the endangerment finding? 

Wehrum: No. So [when] the administrator thinks about these the endangerment issue and the 

CPP rulemaking, he thinks about them on two separate tracks. And in the CPP world what we 

want to do is make good, solid decisions about whether to do a replacement and if so what that 

looks like .... The administrator also finnly believes the science underlying the endangerment 

tinding --the process that EPA used to make the determination that's reflected in the 

endangerment finding-- he believes that process was flawed. And he believes it was flawed 

because a full range of opinions on the climate science were not allowed to be expressed and to 

the degree they were expressed, the full range of opinions were not given serious consideration 

when the endangerment finding was made. The administrator firmly believes that at a minimum 

he would like to provide an opportunity tor those who did not feel they had a voice in the prior 

process to have a voice. 
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Inside EPA: Let's go down the road a little bit. Hypothetically, you're moving forward with a 
proposed CPP replacement, you're moving forward with a red team/blue team look at climate 
science and if you take those to their logical conclusions and you have a final CPP replacement, 
how then do you move forward with an endangerment finding repeal, [because) you couldn't 
have a CPP without [a finding]? 

Wehrum: So far we haven't said repeal in the conversations about endangerment finding. So far 
I've talked about process. And so the administrator's first objective is to provide an opportunity 
for a complete process, a process focused on the full presentation and vetting of the climate 
science, and if we are able to create a process-- whether you call it red team/blue team, or 
ANPR, or by whatever mechanism by which that's done-- then you get to the point of deciding 
what if anything you want to do with what you've heard as a result of that process, or what we've 
heard. 

Inside EPA: So it is possible they move forward concurrently? 

Wehrum: Sure. Absolutely. And you only get to a connection if as a result of, if we engage in a 
process of vetting climate science, and if as a result of that process we are convinced that a 
different conclusion should be reached. That's when you need to think about what does that mean 
in the context of rules that depend on the endangerment finding, and the CPP is one of those 
rules. So we're a long way from being there, and we're not talking about that now. To the degree 
we're talking about endangerment, we're talking about ... we need to create a process to allow 
for this more fulsome review. 

Inside EPA: What are the plans for the new source side of the CPP? 

Wehrum: That's funny. It's just a personal thing. When I talk about the CPP I am thinking about 
the whole suite of rules. I realize the prior administration coined that term to talk about just the 
existing source piece, so it's just a personal failure of mine to think a little more expansively 
when that term comes up. The answer is the new source rule, we will take a look at in 
conjunction with looking at the existing source rule. So the Ill (b) as in boy rule, which is the 
new source rule, the modification rule and the reconstruction rule. We'll certainly take a look at 
those in conjunction with the review of the existing source rule. 

Inside EPA: So at the same time then. Are you getting comments on the lll(b) part of it at all? 
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Wehrum: Well the ANPR is out there, and the ANPRjust talks about the 'd' as in dog rule, the 
existing source piece. Honestly, I'm not sure if we've got anybody that's submitted comments 
saying, 'While you're at it, please look at the new source piece.' But my own perspective is, we 
need to take a look at it. I' or instance. the new source rule for wholly new power plants says 
partial [carbon capture and sequestration (CCS)] is part of the [best system of emission reduction 
(BSER)] determination, and 1 think we need to take a hard look at that because I'm not convinced 
that even partial CCS is technologically feasible or economically justified. 

Inside EPA: Aside from the technical piece ofthe 'b' rule. it also is a prerequisite for a 'd' 
rulemaking. 

Wehrum: Oh yes, absolutely. 

Inside EPA: Where would that fall in the grand scheme of things? You have a proposed 
rescission and an ANPR all on 'd'. Where docs 'b' fall in? 

Wehrum: I'm not sure I fully understand the question but I'll take a whack at it. The 'b' rule exists 
to the degree it needs to exist as a predicate for the 'd' rule. It exists. And then what I'm saying is 
because it exists, we need to take a look at it because there are certain aspects to the 'b' rule that I 
don't necessarily agree with, like partial CCS is part of the 13SER. 

Inside EPA: That is separate litigation that ... is stayed I think. 

Wchrum: I'm not talking about litigation. That's recusal for me. So I can talk about general rules 
for any of this. I don't want to talk about litigation. 

Inside EPA: Another question I want to ask you is what are you recused from, given your past 
work over the last eight years? 

Wehrum: Certainly litigation that I was personally involved in or litigation that [his former firm] 
Hunton & Williams attorneys were counsel of record, and that is certainly the case for the CPP 
rule and the new source rules. My former client [Utility Air Regulation Group (UARG)] is a 
petitioner in all of that. 
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Inside EPA: But just the litigation side. You can separate litigation from the policy piece? 

Wehrum: Yes .... On recusal I have worked very, very closely with our ethics office and take 

very seriously -- I said this in response to congressional questions I had during the confirmation 
process. That's a very political process. I want to emphasize, and I hope you can communicate 

this: I take really, really seriously and I worked very closely with the ethics office here at EPA to 
understand exactly where the lines exist and to make sure I absolutely don't cross those lines. 

Inside EPA: Is there an ethics agreement you can release? 

Wehrum: Yes. It's been requested and it will be released. And so I do have an ethics agreement. 

Inside EPA: Someone asked through [Freedom oflnformation Act (FO!A)] request for it? 

Wehrum: I'm not sure it was through FOIA. It is a public document and it will be made public. I 
don't control that. It will be made available. 

Inside EPA: I have two related questions and I'm going to ask both and you can answer how you 
like. What's been going on so far is rolling back a lot of things that have been done, in the air 
office, the water office, a lot of power plant climate kinds ofthings, right? And which is 
something as, coming in Scott Pruitt has a reputation challenging EPA. The administration wants 
to cut the budget significantly. And I would like to ask, how do you see your role? (Some people 
were] so excited for you to get here. Do you see your role as more of a moderating force or as an 
executor of that agenda? 

Wehrum: Laughs. 

Inside EPA: I am serious. 

Wehrum: Executor? Executor? I am very excited to be here. I am thrilled to have the 

opportunity, and it's a rare honor and opportunity to do this, and so that is not lost on me by any 
stretch .... It's a privilege to be here .... I'm going to do the best job I can. My general 
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philosophy is I'm looking ahead. I'm not looking backwards. I don'tthink my job is to come in 

and dismantle a bunch of stuff. My job is to come in and implement our programs as best we can 

implement our programs. And what I think is best is different from what the prior administration 

thought was best, and there will be some changes. But it's not because I am trying to come in and 

unwind everything. It's because I want to put the best program in place. 

So I have six things. At the beginning of the new year I vetted them with the administrator, I 

talked with the administration, and now I'm rolling out within OAR the six biggest things I want 

to get done, frankly over the next year if at all possible. And by way of additional introduction, 

there's a million other things that happen in OAR and that doesn't mean we're going to ignore 

them. But there's certain key things I want to get done around here and thinking [about] the 

priority of my organization. 

I --The Clean Power Plan 

2 --The Mercury & Air Toxics Standards (MATS) 

3 --Take a hard look at the 20 I 5 ozone standard 

4 -- The methane rulemaking 

5 --New Source Review (NSR) reform 

6 -- GHG standards for cars and trucks 

And that's not in order of priority. I have no favorite children here. They're all a top priority. So 

this is in response to-- to give you a sense of how I'm thinking about what I think are the biggest 

issues and how 1 will be managing them. It is also in response to your question about whether am 

I over here to unwind. 

Most of the things on the list the Obama administration took some action on, so they're not on 

the list because my job is to unwind all that. They're on the list because I want to look ahead and 

figure out what's the best thing to be done. 
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So we talked about CPP. What's the best thing to be done and we've laid out a range of options 

from repeal to replace the existing rule. and we talked about the new source piece. So CPP as a 

priority, that's more specific to what I mean by that. 

On MATS, the rule is in place and we have the appropriate and necessary determination made by 

the prior administration regarding the Supreme Court remand. But the litigation has been stayed 

and the administrator has said take a hard look at the appropriate and necessary determination. 

So when I think about MATS, it's two primary pieces. 

What do we do on the appropriate and necessary determination? And to the degree we decide to 

stay the course with the rule, then there are things we need to do there, fixes. I mean with any big 

and complex rule there are fixes that need to be made. If we keep the rule in place, I'd like to 

think about doing RTR, residual risk and technology review, for that rule. And there's some more 

narrow but important things like the coal refuse industry has had an outstanding concern about 

how it applies to them. So there's a cluster of issues in MATS and exactly where we go, there's 

the threshold question about where we want to go. 

The 2015 ozone standard, the administrator says he wants to take a hard look at it, and the 

litigation has been stayed as a result. 

Inside EPA: What do you tell states now? What do they do? 

Wehrum: Well at the same time we're going through the designations process, the standard is in 

place. [The legal challenge 1 has been stayed. Unless we decide to change or rescind, it's a 

currently applicable [national ambient air quality standard (NAAQS)], so at least for now the 

implementation process continues. 

And so we're going to take a hard look at 2015 NAAQS and one possibility is we decide it needs 

to be revised or rescinded. That is just a possibility. I bave a lot to learn about the science behind 

the 2015 standard, and I have already started a series of briefings to try to get my arms around 

that science so I can advise the administrator on my recommendation to what I think we should 

do. 

Inside EPA: When? 
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Wehrum: Very soon because, again, anything I want to do on any of these top priorities, I want 
to get done this year because we are already a year into the administration even though I haven't 
been there that long. 

Inside EPA: I'd like to skip ahead in case we run out of time to the vehicle standards. Reuters 

reported on a meeting you had with California in December and you said you hoped whatever 
EPA does, California would follow. Do you really think if EPA relaxes the standard that 
California would do that too, given what California has said and the fact that California is 

moving forward on the next round? 

Wehrum: So let's take a step back. It's a priority for us and it's a priority for the industry and it's a 
priority for people who care about these issues to, as much as possible, have one national 
standard. We can live in a world, you know, a two-car world but that's not ideal. So yes it's a 
priority for us to have one program and ... necessarily that means we'd want to remain aligned 

with California and with our federal partners. We've already had a long series of conversations 
with [the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)] and we're going to 
continue to work very closely going forward. We've had a few conversation with [the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB)] and we want them to be very frank conversations, so we've all 
agreed we're not going to share our deliberations and I'm not going to tell you the details of that. 
But the purpose ofthat conversation is to stay together, and if we can I'd very much like to stay 

together. 

You have asked if we decide the standards need to be revised and perhaps less stringent do I 
think California could go along with that? And my answer is, I hope they would because ifthat's 
our decision it is a decision that has to be grounded in solid technical analysis and our best 
assessment of what's happening in the industry now, and what we think can reasonably happen 
over the period that we're planning, which is through 2025. So we're doing very detailed 
technical analysis as part of the administrator's commitment to reconsider the mid-term review. 
And once we are all comfortable internally within the federal family with the analysis we've 
done, at a point hopefully sometime soon we'll share what we think we know with the state of 
California. And if we think there's a solid case to make an adjustment, then I would certainly 
hope they would share our view of data and agree that's the right thing to do and stay together. 

So I think it's a distinct possibility, and we're going to do our best to make a good decision in the 

first sense and do our best to try to keep the program together. 
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Inside EPA: Do you have any sense at this point, would it be a major revision or a minor 
revision? 

Wehnun: I honestly don't have a sense. 

Inside EPA: Because what I've heard from some ofthe auto guys is they don't want this blown 
up and they think they got a little over ambitious in what they're asking for and maybe they 
unleashed this thing that they would like to pull back a little bit. 

Wehrum: Nobody's unleashed anything. We're all talking. We're talking with the auto industry, 
we're talking with California, we're talking amongst ourselves, I would talk with interested [non
governmental organizations (NGOs)f if they were interested in talking with me. I know there's a 
lot of third-party interest. Nobody from that community has asked to talk to me. 

Inside EPA: You would meet with them? 

Wehrum: Yes I'd be happy to talk to them. 

Inside EPA: Will you release your schedule? 

Wehrum: Yes. And again I don't completely control that because what we do for me needs to be 
consistent with the administrator and the other [assistant administrators (AAs)] .... So I made a 
commitment during the confirmation process, I was asked to share my schedule and I said yes, 
absolutely. It's public record. So how that gets done and how soon it gets done, it will not be 
immediately. There will be some time lag and some coordination to be done. 

Inside EPA: Can you [discuss] NSR quickly? You have said you want to make piecemeal 
changes rather than broad reform. 

Wchrum: NSR. This is an issue that's near and dear to my heart. I've done a lot of practice in this 
area outside of EPA and spent a lot of my time previously in my prior time at EPA on NSR 
reform. So I come back to EPA with a couple of distinct things in mind. One is there is obvious 
opportunity for additional improvement to this program. It's big, it's complicated, it's been 
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around for a long time and it can be better, so I want to make it better. Second thing I come to is 
we did NSR reform in a big way last time. Flagship rules. Major regulatory efforts. And this time 
around ... I want to make significant improvement in this program, but I want to do it in a 
different way, and the way I want to do it is by focusing on narrower, more discrete issues that 
are easier to deal with individually and allow us to deal with more quickly than a major 
rulemaking. 

And if we can accomplish a series of targeted changes over time, and we can look back at over 
time and say that series results in significant improvement to the program, not that any individual 
piece represents significant improvement but a series of those things combined will have made a 
big improvement. 

Inside EPA: And you'll do this through rules and guidance? 

Wehrum: Yes. Last time I came in thinking anything worth doing should be done through 
regulation. I know I'm a little bit older, I'd like to think I'm a little bit wiser, and what I've come 
to realize is sometimes the best and easiest thing to do is issue a guidance document or an 
applicability determination and maybe what we do is follow it up with a targeted ruiemaking. 
But there is a need, not just for certainty-- which is the value of putting all this in a regulation, it 
makes it as certain as it can be -- but also a need and a value for expeditious resolution of issues. 
And rulemaking takes time. So what I'm going to try to do is get a better balance between 
locking this in in the most clear and certain way that we can, and not taking too much time to do 
this. 
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Scott Pruitt Casl'> Doubt on EPA Climate Change Document I Time 

D SUBSCRIBE 

POLITICS • ENVIRONMENT 

Scott Pruitt Casts Doubt on EPA Document Showing the 
Dangers of Climate Change 

By .JUSTIN \VORLAND 

Environmental Protection Agency chief Scott Pruitt questioned the legitimacy of a key scientific 

document on the dangers of climate change- but he does not plan to formally consider reversing 

it anytime soon. 

The finding a 2009 EPA document that said man-made climate change harms human health -

http://time.com/4990265/scott~pruitt·clean·power·plan·epa/{l/24/2018 5:33:08 PM) 
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Scott Pmi!t Casts Doubt on EPA Climate Change Document I Time 

has had a major impact on EPA policy, driving Obama-era regnlations on power plants. Because of 

a Supreme Court ruling, the document means the EPA mnst address climate change by regulating 

carbon-dioxide emissions. In an inten~ew with TIME this week, Pruitt cast doubt on the validity of 

the EPA finding. 

"Did this agency engage in a robust, meaningful discussion with respect to the endangerment that 

C02 poses to this country?" Pruitt asked about the 2009 document, known as an "endangerment 

document." "I think by any definition of that process they didn't." 

But Pruitt did not go so far as to say that he would seek to overturn the document's conclusions in 

an upcoming reevaluation of how the agency regulates carbon dioxide emissions, as some hardline 

conservatives had hoped. That means the EPA"~]] remain legally required to reduce carbon 

emissions. 

Still, regardless of those requirements, Pruitt has no intention of implementing strong climate 

regulations. Instead, he suggested to TIME that he plans to limit the scope of the EPA's climate 

rules through legal arguments that sidestep the need to question mainstream climate science. (He 

declined to rule out formally questioning climate science in the future.) 

Read More: EPA Head Scott Pruitt Says Oil and Coal Companies lie Met With Aren't 'Polluters· 

Pruitt's primmy target is the Obama administration's Clean Power Plan, which aimed to reduce 

carbon-dioxide emissions from power plants. Pruitt recently formalized his intent to scrap the 

Clean Power Plan, and will argue that the EPA does not have the authority to enforce it. That 

narrow legal argument may not become a rallying point for deniers of climate change, but it is 

easier to defend in court than a broader case that questions the science of global warming. "A lot of 

people start with the endangerment finding and the scientific questions about the underpinnings 

of that," Prnitt says. "They don't ask about what authority we have to do it... And both are very 

in1portant." 

http://time.com/4990265/scott·pruitt«clean-power-plan-cpa/fl/24/201R 5:33:08 PM] 
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Scott Pruitt Casts Doubt on EPA Climate Change Document 1 Time 

Leaving the endangerment finding untouched means that legally Pruitt needs to replace the Clean 

Power Plan - or at least begin a process to do so. Speaking to TIME, Pruitt remained silent on the 

details of a potential replacement, saying that the agency would first evaluate its authority to 

regulate carbon dioxide emissions. Pruitt is planning separate processes to roll back the rule and 

figure out how to replace it. 

Many environmental experts fear that Pruitt is trying to evade issuing a new rule altogether by 

dragging out the bureaucratic process. Pruitt offered a mixed message this week, saying that he 

believes "there is some modest authority .. .for us to take action" to regulate power plants but also 

that such authority is "yet to be determined." 

Read More: Energy Companies Don't Like the Clean Power Plan or President Trump's Plan to 

Kill It 

"We've been spending many months evaluating Section 111 ofthe Clean Air Act to ask and answer 

the question what authority exists," says Pruitt. "That is ongoing and will be ongoing for months 

into the future." 

Industry groups have called for the EPA to issue a replacement soon, saying a long process creates 

uncertainty that's bad for business. Environmental groups will inevitably sue if Pruitt declines to 

issue a replacement. The EPA's 2009 endangerment finding increases their chances of victory. 

'"Virtually everyone in the business community believes that EPA needs to issue a replacement 

rule," Jeff Holmstead, a former senior EPA official under George W. Bush who now represents 

energy companies, »Tote in an email. "They think they would be better off with a reasonable 

regulation than with no regulation at all.'" 

http://time.com/4990265/scotl·pruitt-clcan·power-plan-epa![l/24/20 18 5:33:08 PM] 
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Trump administration lining up climate change 'red team' 

Monday, January 22, 2018 

Trump administration Iin1ng up climate 

change 'red team' 
12 02 AM 

The Trump administration is in the beginning stages 

of forming an adversarial "red team" to play devil's 

advocate in a plan to debate the facts behind global 

warming and take on what skeptics call climate 

alarmism. 

The White House and the Environmental Protection 

Agency are recruiting scientists by enlisting the help of 

the Heartland Institute, considered to be the lead 

think tank for challenging the majority of scientists on 

climate change. 

The institute has its own red team, which is the 

antithesis to the United Nations' Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change, which it calls, unabashedly, 

the Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate 

Change. 

"The White House and the Environmental Protection 

http://v,.ww,wa~hingtonexaminer.com/trump-administration-lining-up-climate-change·red-team/article/2629124(1!23/2018 1:15:51 PM] 
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Trump administration lining up climate change 'red team' 

Agency have reached out to the Heartland Institute to 

help identify scientists who could constitute a red 

team, and we've been happy to oblige," Jim Lakely, 

the group's communications director, told the 

Washington Examiner 

"This effort is long overdue," he said. "The climate 

scientists who have dominated the deliberations and 

the products of the IPCC have gone almost wholly 

without challenge. That is a violation of the scientific 

method and the pubiic's trust" 

The Heartland Institute has been a long proponent of 

a red team "to cntica!ly examine what has become 

alarmist dogma rather than a sober evaluation of 

climate science for many years," Lakely said. "In fact, 

Heartland has worked closely with a red team that has 

been examining the science for severa! years: the 

Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate 

Change, or NIPCC" 

What the Trump administration may pull together in 

creating its red team mrght look a little lrke what 

Heartland has created 

EPA Adminrstrator Scott Pruitt "believes that we will be 

able to recruit the best in the fields which study 

clirnate and will organize a specific process in which 

these rndividuals provide back-and--forth critique of 

specific new reports on c!1mate science," a senior 

administration official told the news service 

Climatewire late last month 

"We are, in fact, very excited about this initiative 

Clrmate science, like other fields of science, is 

constantly chang1ng. A new, fresh, and transparent 

evaluation is something everyone should support 

doing," the official said. 

The Heartland team continues to publish reports 

challenging IPCC and other climate scientists, which it 

began eight years ago. The group has produced four 

http:i/www,washingtonexaminer.comltrump·administration-!ining-up-climate-change-red-teamfarticle/2629124[ 1/23/2018 I: ! 5:51 PM] 
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frump administration lining up climate change 'red team' 

volumes of "Climate Change Reconsidered;' w1th a 

fifth coming out later this year, Lakely said. 

"Hundreds of scientists have reviewed and helped 

produce those volumes, which have been published 

by the Heartland Institute," Lakely said The reports 

total more than 3,000 pages 

The irony behind the Trump administration taking up 

the approach is that it was suggested by a former 

Obama administration official, Steve Koonin, who 

suggested a red team-blue team approach to clear 

out the politics and address the science. Koonin 

teaches at New York University 

He suggested the idea in an April op-ed in the Wall 

Street Journal The exercise would include a red team, 

representing climate skeptics, squaring off against a 

blue team, representing the maJonty of scientists who 

believe the Earth's temperature is warming because of 

increased greenhouse gas emissions caused by 

manmade activity 

The team approach was created by the military during 

the Cold War era to test assumptions about the Soviet 

Umon's military capabilities For climate change, it 

would offer an adversarial approach to challenge 

assumptions and form different conclusions when 

considering how much of warming is due to carbon 

dioxide emissions and how much is from natural 

changes 

"It's a great opportunity for this country to have a 

conversation about the climate and get the politics 

out of it and bring the scientists together," is how 

Energy Secretary Rick Perry floated it 1n June before a 

Senate Appropriations Committee hearing on the 

fiscal 2018 budget 

"As a matter of fact, the undersecretary of energy for 

President Obama, Steven Koonin, has said, who is a 

theoret1cal physrcist and was over at the department 

http://w""".v.washingtonexaminer.com/trump-administration-lining-up-dimate-chang:Ne{Heam/artic!c/2629124f 1/13/20 I R I: 15:51 PM] 
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l'rump administration lining up climate change 'red team' 

and knows this issue rather well, and he says it's 

probably time for us to have a conversation with all 

the politics out of room." 

Perry was the f1rst administration official to suggest 

the idea in public, although he suggested it 

hypothetically, with no plan to implement the team. 

But EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt is setting the plan in 

motion 

"It's my understanding that Scott Pruitt is trying to hire 

Koonin to be in charge of the whole thing," said 

~~yron Ebell, Trump's former EPA transition chief, who 

is environment director at the libertarian Competitive 

Enterprise Institute 

Neither the EPA nor Koonin returned calls to confirm 

h1s being tapped for the post of red team leader 

But Ebell points out the logic in having him 

participate. "He's an honest broker, right?" Ebell said 

"He served in the Obama administration but he thinks 

we haven't had a sufficient debate. He would have a 

lot of credibility, I think, running the whole process. 

"I don't know what they have in mind in how to do it, 

and I certainly don't know what Koonin has in mind," 

Ebell said "In general, we need to go beyond what 

they establishment says whenever they're confronted, 

which IS, 'You can trust us' I don't think we can trust 

them" 

Ebell says he would rather "trust, then verify," using 

former President Ronald Reagan's old adage when 

dealing w1th the Soviet Union. ''I'm not saying the 

scientists are Sov1ets I JUSt think that's a good 

approach to take, particularly when the policies being 

advocated are going to cost trillions of dollars over 

the next several decades." 

A group that is often tapped to bring different groups 

together to work out difficult political issues is not sure 

http://www.washingtoncxaminer.com/trump-administration-lining-up-climate-c!mnge-red-tcam/nr1icle/2629l24[1/23/20 18 1: 15:51 PM] 
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Trump administration lining up climate change 'red team' 

about how the administration will shape the teams or 

what the goal of the process will be 

'It's still not entirely clear what the scope of the 'red 

team-blue team' exercise will be, but in our 

evaluation, human activit)! is having an impact on the 

climate,' said Tracy Terry, director of the energy 

project at the Bipartisan Policy Center. 'With climate 

change occurring, the exercise could be useful if it 

focuses on the range of potential impacts and best 

approaches to mitigation and adaptation" 

A scientist wrth the environmental think tank World 

Resources Institute says it is clear that the approach is 

wrong 

'Indeed, it has been used by major companies in 

internal strategic exercises, but Jt is entirely 

Inappropriate for science," Kelly Levin wrote in a 

recent blog post 'It has no place in determining the 

science of a changing climate.' 

Levin heads the group's program to track carbon 

emissions in the developing world. 

'The overwhelming maJority~ 97 percent~ of peer

reviewed papers in the literature support the 

consensus v1ew that human actlvities have contributed 

to the maJority of recent warming;' with a 'vanishing 

small proportion' of published research reJecting the 

sc1entific consensus, she said. 

But 'giving equal, SO-SO weight to both the red and 

blue teams in the exercise would mislead the public 

into thinking there is a debate when there isn't one," 

Levin said. 'And the Trump administration is likely to 

stack the red team with fossil fuel industry interests, as 

rt has done with its Cabinet positrons" 

http://www.washingtonexaminer,com/trump~administration~!ining*up·climate.change·red·team/article/2629124[ 1/23/2018 I: 15:51 PMJ 
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EPA chief Pruitt holds series of closed-door meetings in GF, Fargo I Grand Forks Herald 
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EPA chief Pruitt holds series of 

closed-door meetings in GF, 

Fargo 
By Andrew Haffner on Aug 9, 2017 at 9:26 p,m. 

segregation mar Pence's visit to Israel 

Kentucky governor: 1 dead in school 

shooting, 'multiple others' wounded 

Hawaii governor didn't correct false missile 

alert sooner because he didn't know his 

Twitter password 

ND Country music festival could draw 

10,000 
1f!OlH 

Commentary: Is Governor Doug Burgum all 

vision and no policy? 

Garage is total loss after parking complex 

http:/lwww.grandforkshernld.com/news/43lOI24-epa~chief-pruittwholdNeries-closed-door·meetings·gf·fargof1/23/2018 12:34:34 PM) 
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EPA chief Pruitt holds series of closed-door meetings in Gf, Fargo j Urand Forks tierald 

Mike Graalum considers a mock box of pesticides carried by a small group of 

pmtesters Wednesday outside the Energy and Environmental Research Center 

The group had com€ m hopes of speaking With EPA Administrator Scott Prwtt 

who was in Grand Forks as part of a regional talking tour. (Andrew 

Haffner/Grand Forks Herald) 

EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt visited Grand Forks 

Wednesday as part of a series of closed meetings to 

discuss his agency's state-centric regulatory 

approach. 

Pruitt was on tour in the Red River Valley to meet 

with representatives of the ag and energy industries 

and talk with stakeholders about his efforts to rescind 

and rewrite portions of the Waters of the U.S. rule 

expanded under President Barack Obama. 

His schedule included stops in Fargo at North Dakota 

State University, at a farm west of Grand Forks and 

at the Energy and Environmental Research Center at 

UNO. Pruitt was joined for the day by North Dakota 

Gov. Doug Burgum, Rep. Kevin Cramer, R-N.D., and 

Sen. John Hoeven, R-N.D. The events were held 

behind closed doors and members of the public and 

media were turned away by police. 

With the ag and energy industries serving as pillars to 

fire 

http:l/www.grandforkshcrald.com/news/4310124-epa-chicf-pruitt-holds-series-closcd-door-mcctings-gt:.fargo[ 1123/20 18 12:34:34 PMl 

more 0 
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EPA chief Pruitt holds series of dosed-door meetings in GF, Fargo I Grand forks Herald 

the North Dakota economy, EPA rules like WOTUS 

have been unpopular, considered by some to be 

federal overreach. In 2015, North Dakota joined a 

lawsuit with more than a dozen other states to block 

implementation of the expanded WOTUS rule. 

At the EERC, Burgum, Cramer and Hoeven seemed 

happy with the prospect of a less adversarial 

relationship with the EPA under Pruitt's leadership. 

The men spoke of a sense of "partnership" with the 

new administrator that signaled an increase in state 

authority over environmental regulations. 

In reference to the WOTUS rule, Hoeven connected 

that approach to the concept of federalism. 

"The states are the laboratories of democracy and 

should have a very important role, as the governor 

can tell you, in determining how that's actually 

implemented," he said. 

Burgum said he had felt in his dealings with the 

administrator a "real desire to listen" and learn from 

North Dakotans. The governor felt that Pruitt had 

walked away from the meetings with a better grasp of 

the importance of agriculture to the state, as well as a 

deeper understanding of the work being done at the 

EERC with carbon capture and sequestration 

technologies. 

For most, Pruitt's desire to listen was strictly aimed at 

those invited to Wednesday's closed doors 

discussions. As in many of his other appearances 

across the country, Pruitt's visit to North Dakota was 

sealed off from the public and media. 

http:/1\VW\v.grandforkshera!d.com/news/431 0 124-epa-chief·pmittHholds-scrics.closed-door·meetingsHgf·fargo[ 1113!10 18 12:34:34 PM] 
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EPA chlefPruttt holds sencs of closed-door meetings in GF. Fargo! Grand Forks Herald 

The main meetings in Fargo and Grand Forks both 

featured an invitation-only roundtable discussion 

attended by Pruitt, the three politicians and local 

leaders. Both roundtables were followed by a 

scheduled 15-minute window of press access to 

Burgum, Cramer and Hoeven. Pruitt did not attend 

those sessions, and a representative from Hoeven's 

office said Pruitt was expected to leave Grand Forks 

immediately after finishing the visit at UNO. 

Pruitt's motorcade arrived in the mid-afternoon at the 

EERC. The vehicles drove past a handful of 

protesters gathered across the street from the center 

and parked in the rear lot of the building. Pruitt then 

exited a car and was escorted inside. 

His visits were hosted by Burgum's office, which 

released notice to the press last week. In the initial 

media advisory, press was invited to attend the last 

15 minutes of both roundtables. By Tuesday, that 

invitation had been rescinded. Pruitt spoke with a few 

media outlets Wednesday-including WOAY-TV in 

Fargo-but his press liaison did not respond to a 

Herald inquiry about speaking with the administrator 

in Grand Forks. 

When two Herald reporters went to the EERC before 

the start of the event, they were asked by 

representatives of Pruitt to leave the grounds before 

EPA spokesman Jahan Wilcox threatened to call 

police, whom he referred to as "security." 

A UNO Police officer then arrived to insist the building 

and its grounds were private property before 

demanding the reporters move away from the 

http:l!www.grandforksherald.com/nc\VS/-131 0 124-epa-i:hief-pruitt-holds-series-dosed-door-m..:etings-gf-fargot r /23/2018 12.34:34 PMJ 
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EPA chief Pruitt holds series of closed-door meetings in GF, Fargo i Grand Forks Herald 

center's front door. An officer had earlier told a pair of 

protesters the same thing, asking them to cross a 

road away from the center. The EERC is not private 

property and is owned by UND. 

Most of the protesters were members of the Dacotah 

chapter of the Sierra Club, a group which covers the 

state of North Dakota. 

Betsy Perkins and Mike Lukes were among those 

waiting outside the EERC for Pruitt to arrive, as was 

Todd Leake, the chapter president and an area 

farmer. About seven protesters eventually assembled 

on North 23rd Street, hoping to talk to Pruitt about 

climate change and voice their support for the 

WOTUS rule. 

Leake, who was not invited to either of Pruitt's 

meetings with ag representatives, brought along a 

box labeled "chlorpyrifos," referring to a pesticide that 

has had a checkered past with the EPA and acts as a 

neurotoxin in humans. Pruitt declined to ban the 

substance earlier this year, which prompted a recent 

U.S. Senate bill to push it out of use. As he stood 

across the street from the EERC, Leake said the 

pesticide is an unnecessary danger. He was 

frustrated to not get the opportunity to tell that to 

Pruitt. 

"Nobody ever listens to the damn farmers about the 

dangerous stuff," Leake said. 

http://www.grandforkshera!d.com/news/43 I 0124-cpa-chief-pruitt-holds-series-closed-Joor-mectings-g:f-fargo[l/23/20 18 12:34:34 PM] 
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EPA chief Pruitt holds series of closed-door meetings in GF. Fargo I Grand Forks Herald 

ahaffner@gfherald com 

Andrew Haffner 

Andrew Haffner covers higher education and 

general assignment stories for the Grand Forks 

Herald. He attended the University of Wisconsin 

in Madison, where he studied journalism, political 

science and international studies. He previously 

worked at the Dickinson Press. 

I (701) 780-1134 

c. ________________________ _] 

http://v. ww.grandforksherald.com/ncwsf43l 0124-epa-chief-pmitt-holds-series-clo~ed-door-mcetings-gf-fargo[ 1!23/20 18 ! 2:34:34 PM] 
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EPA says Superfund Task Force created by Pn1itt kept no records of meetings~ Chicago Tribune 

Nation & World I National politics 

EPA says Superfund Task Force 
created by Pruitt kept no records of 
meetings 

http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/politics/ct-epa·pruitt~superfund·task·force·records-20171220·story.html[ll24/2018 5:46:39 PMJ 
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EPA says Superfund Task Force created by Pmitt kept no records of meetings. Chicago Tribune 

In ths June 2 2017 f1le photo Env1ronmento.! Protection Agency adtT'Jr:stralor Scott Pruitt speaks 1:1 the Brady Press Br1efmg 

Rootn of:he White House 1n Was!1mgton Pru1trs Superfund Tasr< 

iPnbla Martmez Mansrvais 1 API 

By Michael Biesecker 
.'\ssoctated Press 

DECEMBER20 2017, 102i PM ! WASHINGTON 

ilttie P8.per tr.a11 bevond 

T he Environmental Protection Agency says an internal task force appointed to 

revamp how the nation's most polluted sites are cleaned up generated no record of 

its deliberations. 

EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt in May announced the creation of a Superfund Task 

Force that he said would reprioritize and streamline procedures for remediating more 

than 1,300 sites. Pruitt, the former attorney general of Oklahoma, appointed a political 

supporter from his home state with no experience in pollution cleanups to lead the 

group. 

The task force in June issued a nearly three dozen-page repmt containing 42 detailed 

recommendations, all of which Pruitt immediately adopted. The advocacy group Public 

Employees for Environmental Responsibility, known as PEER, quickly filed a Freedom of 

Information Act request seeking a long list of documents related to the development of 

Pruitt's plan. 

After EPA didn't immediately release any records, PEER sued in federal court in 

Washington. 

http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationwor!d!politics/ct~epa-pruitt·superfund·task-force-records-20 I 71220-story .htmJ[ J /24/2018 5:46:39 PM} 
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EPA says Superfund Task Force created by Pruitt kept no records of meetings~ Chicago Tribune 

Now, nearly six months after the task force released its report, a lawyer for EPA has 

written PEER to say that the task force had no agenda for its meetings, kept no minutes 

and used no reference materials other than Pruitt's memo appointing them. 

Further, there were no written standards for choosing the 107 EPA employees the agency 

says served on the task force. 

"Task force members were all volunteers from EPA staff with no selection criteria," 

Johnny Walker, a Justice Department lawyer representing EPA, wrote to PEER last 

month. "Meeting minutes were not kept and materials (other than the May 22, 2017 

memorandum) were not presented to the Superfund Task Force." 

Pruitt says EPA will create 'top 10' list of 
Superfund cleanup sites 

According to EPA's lawyer, the task force 

also retained no work product other 

than its final report. 

Jeff Ruch, the executive director of PEER, said that seems unlikely. 

"Pruitt's plan for cleaning up toxic sites was apparently immaculately conceived, without 

the usual trappings of human parentage," Ruch said. "It stretches credulity that 107 EPA 

staff members with no agenda or reference materials somehow wrote an intricate plan in 

30days." 

In a statement issued Wednesday after The Associated Press first reported on Walker's 

response in the FOIA lawsuit, EPA's press office sought to distinguish between the 

environmental agency and its legal representation. 

"The communication at issue was sent by the Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney's 

http:/ /m'l\v .chicagolribune.com/ncws/nationworld/pol itics/ct~cpa-pruitt ~superfund-task ·force~records· 20 I 7 1220-story .htm If 1/24/20 l S 5 :46:3 9 PM] 
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EPA says Superfund Task Force created by Pruitt kept no records of meetings- Chicago Tribune 

Office of D.C., as part of an ongoing effort to resolve litigation," said Jahan Wilcox, an 

EPA spokesman. 

The ,Justice Department routinely represents executive agencies in legal disputes over 

FOIA requests. In his notice of appearance before the court in the PEER lawsuit, Walker 

described himself as "counsel for Defendant the United States Emironmental Protection 

Agency." 

East Chicago Superfund site on list for 
accelerated cleanup 

Wilcox did not respond to follow-up 

questions about whether the lawyer's 

representations were inaccurate or if 

EPA possessed additional records it has 

yet to disclose. 

The recommendations adopted by Pruitt 

include prioritizing cleanup sites that 

can be redeveloped for new construction 

or where nearby residents are under 

threat from spreading pollution. EPA 

held no public hearings about the plan. 

Pruitt has pledged to make mitigating 

decades-old pollution EPA's core mission, even as he has moved to block or delay 

Obama-era regulations aimed at curbing ongoing contamination from coal-fired power 

plants and fossil-fuel production. 

President Donald Trump's proposed 2018 budget seeks to cut the program by 30 percent. 

Congress has not yet approved a budget for the current fiscal year, which began in 

October. 

The task force was led by Albert "Kell" Kelly, whom Pruitt hired at EPA as a senior 

adviser at an annual salary of $172,100. Kelly was previously the chairman of Tulsa

based SpiritBank, where he worked as an executive for 34 years. 

The Associated Press reported in August that Kelly was halTed by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation from working for any U.S. financial institution after officials 

determined he "iolated Jaws or regulations, leading to a financial loss for his bank. The 

FDIC's order didn't detail what Kelly is alleged to have done. Without admitting 

http://v.viw.chicagotribune.oom/news!nationworld/politics/ct-epa-pruitt-superfund-task-force-reconls-20171220-story.htmlfl/24/2018 5:46:39 PM] 
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EPA says Superfund Task Force created by Pruitt kept no records of meetings~ Chicago Tribune 

wrongdoing, he agreed to pay a $125,000 penalty. 

Copyright© 2018, Chicago Tribune 

This article is related to: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Scott Pruitt. Freedom of Information Act. U.S. 
Department of Justice 

( VIEW COMMENTS {4) ) 
http://www .chicagotribune.com/ncws/nationworld/po litics/ct~epa~prul tt ~superfund~task~ force~records~20 17l220~story .html[ t /24/2018 5:46:3 9 PM] 
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EPA. spendm!:' almost $25,000 to tnstal! a so:cure phone bo<.lth fix Scott Pnmt- The Wash>ngton Post 

(:C'=';;!l!!;n; = ~~-~1\llt~ 
'-"'<~ ,) 1 O~ml>!IY;ty:Dt~sm.Dfllkne<~ 

EPA spending almost 
$25,000 to install a secure 
phone booth for Scott Pruitt 

By Brady Denn1s 

EnvP·onmeP1JI Protcct,on A~Bncv Adrnm1strahr Scott Pru:tt Will hsve a soundp10of comrnun:cat10n booth (Susan WalshiAP) 

The Environmental Protection Agency is spending nearly $25,000 to construct a 

secure, soundproof communications booth in the office of Administrator Scott 

Pruitt, according to government contracting records. 

The agency signed a eoul met earHer this summer with Acoustieal 

S(llu\ ion~, a Ri(•.hmond-based company, for a "privacy booth for the 

https·l/www washmgtonpo'il comlnews!omergy-er.viromll"nti\\lY'20!7/09.76/epa-spendmg-almost·15000-to-in<tall-a-,;ocure-pltone-\xNth-fur·;co{t·ptuirtl'utrn_tenn- a6d8ea0bl!fc2[!124120!8 5·57 31 PM] 
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EPA Sp<:nding ahnost $25,000 to install a secnre phone booth fur s,on Pmin ·The Waslnngton Po!lt 

administrator." The company sells and installs an array of sound-dampening and 

privacy products, from ceiling baffles to full-scale enclosures like the one 

purchased by the EPA. The project's scheduled completion date is Oct. 9, 

according to the contract. 

Typically, such soundproof booths are used to conduct hearing tests. But the EPA 

sought a customized version - one that eventually would cost several times more 

than a typical model -that Pruitt can use to communicate privately. 

"They had a 1ot of modifications," said Steve Snider, an acoustic sales consultant 

with the company, who worked with the agency on its order earlier this summer. 

"Their main goal was they wanted essentially a secure phone booth that couldn't 

be breached from a data point of view or from someone standing outside 

eavesdropping." 

[EP,4 chief Pruitt met with many corporate execs. Then he mad!! decisions in their 

favor.] 

No previous EPA administrators had such a setup. 

"VVhat you are referring to is a secured communication area in the administrator's 

office so secured calls can be received and made," EPA spokeswoman Liz Bowman 

said in a statement. "Federal agencies need to have one of these so that secured 

communications, not subject to hacking from the outside, can be held. It's called a 

Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF). This is something which a 

number, if not aU, Cabinet offices have and EPA needs to have updated." 

But according to former agency employees, the EPA has long maintained a SCIF 

on a separate floor from the administrator's office, where officials with proper 

clearances can go to share information classified as secret. The agency did not 

specifY what aspects of that facility were outdated, or whether the unit inside 

Pruitt's office wonld meet the physical and technical specifications a SCIF 

generally is required to have. 

In recent months, Pruitt and his top deputies have taken other steps aimed at 

heightening security. Some EPA employees have been asked to surrender their 

cellphones and other digital devices before meetings in the administrator's office, 

in much the same way visitors do when visiting the president in the Oval Office. 

A senior administration official, who asked not to be identified to discuss internal 

procedures, said that practice was instituted to ensure that employees are focused 

on the discussion during meetings. However, Bowman said that "if anyone was 

https:l/w"w,w!!5hiugtonpost.com/news/energy-environment!wp/2017/09126/epa-spending-almon-25000-to-lnst!lll-a-secure-phone·bootlt·for-scott·prulltl?utm __ lenn".a6d8eaObSfcl[ll24nOJ8 ~:57:31 PM] 
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EPA spending almo:>t S25,000 to Instal! 11 secure pbooe booth for Scott Pru1tt- The Washington Post 

asked not to bring [phones], it was merely a professional courtesy- it is by no 

means a policy or directive." 

[Scott Pruitt says it's not the time to talk climate change. For him, it never is.] 

Pruitt also has shied away from using email at EPA, often preferring to deliver 

instructions verbally and hold face-to-face meetings. The shift stems in part from 

public disclosure by the New York Times in 2014 -following an open-records 

request of emails- of how Pruitt and other attorneys general had worked closely 

with the oil and gas industry to oppose Obama administration environmental 

safeguards. 

Thousands more pages of emai1s from his time as Oklahoma's attorney general, 

released earlier this year after the Center for Media and Democracy sued for them 

to be made public, detailed an often-chummy relationship between Pruitt's office 

and Devon Energy, a major oil and gas exploration and production company based 

in Oklahoma City. 

In addition, Pruitt has largely avoided the agency's decades-long practice of 

publicly posting the administrator's appointment calendars. Only last week were 

detai1s on months worth of meetings released after media outlets filed repeated 

Freedom of Information Act requests for that information; they showed he has met 

regularly with corporate executives from the automobile, mining and fossil fuel 

industries- in several instances shortly before making decisions favorable to 

those interest groups. 

Pruitt, who has become a polarizing and high-profile figure as he seeks to roll 

back Obama-era policies and shrink the EPA's footprint, has essentially tripled the 

personal security detail that served past administrators. The detail now includes 

about 18 people to cover round-the-clock needs and his frequent travel schedule. 

Such 24/7 coverage has prompted officials to rotate in special agents from around 

the country who otherwise would be investigating environmental crimes. 

Acoustical Solutions has done work for various government entities over the years, 

including building soundproof wall barriers at the Defense Nuclear Facilities 

Safety Board and installing sound-damping wall and ceiling panels at the State 

Department, Agriculture Department and other agencies. Earlier this year, the 

Treasury Department turned to the company to provide a "sound enclosure" at the 

U.S. Mint in Denver. 

Snider said the company also has installed numerous "audiometric" booths in 

other government agencies, such as Veterans Affairs, but those almost always are 

!mps:llwww.ww;hingtoopo5t.comfnewslenergy-environmenllwp/2017/09/26/epa-spellding-a.!most-25000-to-insrall·a-ii001re-phone-bootlt-for-swtt·pruittnu!ID_tetm"'.a6d8ea0blifc2!1124/2018 5:57:31 PM] 
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EPA spendmg almoSJ!II25,000to install a rerure phone booth for Scott Pnntt- Th.e Washingtoo Post 

used for hearing tests. The EPA's request was something different altogether, he 

said. 

"This is a first," he said. "They are definitely using this booth in a way that wasn't 

necessarily intended .... [But] for the criteria they had, it fit this product." 

Juliet Eilperin contributed to this report. 

Read more: 

At EPA, guarding the chief pulls agents from pursuing environmental crimes 

EPA undL'r 1'ruml} shrinks to near ReagaJI-era .-.;taffing levels 

EP.A will rcmnsidPr Oba1na-era ~afcguards on coal waste 

Thousand.s of ernails detail EPA head's dose tiL'S to fossil fuel imlu:::;try 

How to Adult 

A new video series from The Washington Post 

https·llwv.-w.washingtonpost oomlnewslenergy-enviromnen!.lwp/2017/09126/epa·spending·almost-25000-to-instalkl·se;;ute-phone-booth·for-scott-pruttL"~utm._tenn"'.a6d8e!IOb8fc2{1!241'2018 5·57:31 I'M] 
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EPA Withdraws lnforma!ion Request for the Oil and Gas Industry I U.S. EPA News Releases JUS EPA 

CONTACT US SHARE 0 () 0 () 
News Releases 

News Releases from Headquarters 

EPA Withdraws Information Request 
for the Oil and Gas Industry 
03/02/2017 

Contact Information: 

U.S. EPA Media Relations 

WASHINGTON-- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is withdrawing its request that 

owners and operators in the oil and natural gas industry provide information on equipment and 

emissions at existing oil and gas operations. The withdrawal is effective immediately, meaning 

owners and operators- including those who have received an extension to their due dates for 

providing the information- are no longer required to respond. 

At this time, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt would like to assess the need for the information that the 

agency was collecting through these requests. This action also comes after the agency received a 

letter on March 1, 2017, from nine state Attorneys General and the Governors of Mississippi and 

Kentucky, expressing concern with the pending Information Collection Request for Oil and Gas 

https://www.epa.gov/newsrclcases!cpa+withdraws·information·requcst·oil·and·gas-industry{l/22/2018 12:03:34 PM] 
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EPA W1thdraws Information Request for the Ot! and Gas Industry I U.S- EPA News Releases I US EPA 

Facilities. 

"By taking this step, EPA is signaling that we take these concerns seriously and are committed to 

strengthening our partnership with the states," said EPA Administrator Pruitt. "Today's action will 

reduce burdens on businesses while we take a closer look at the need for additional information from 

this industry." 

Under the previous administration, EPA sent letters to more than 15,000 owners and operators in the 

oil and gas industry, requiring them to provide information. The information request comprised of two 

parts: an "operator survey" that asked for basic information on the numbers and types of equipment at 

all onshore oil and gas production facilities in the U.S., and a "facility survey" asking for more detailed 

information on sources of methane emissions and emission control devices or practices in use by a 

representative sampling of facilities in several segments of the oil and gas industry. EPA is 

withdrawing both parts of the information request. 

More information: https:/lwww~\!lQQn..lLolJLn[l.:air~pDllullon::Pil::and:natw:alc!Jas-industry/oil-and: 

g_as-industry-information-nm~ 

R035 

C.ill!.tac.Uls to ask a question, provide feedback, or report a problem. 

Environmental Topics Laws & Regulations About EPA 

https /lwl.vw.epn.gov/newsreleases/epa-withdraws-infomlation-requcst-oil-and-gas-industryfl/22!20!8 12:03:34 PM] 
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Ewire: Pruitt's secrecy draws criticism -- even from his friends 

August 14, 2017 

https://insideepa.com/daily-feed/ewire-pruitts-secrecy-draws-criticism-even-his-friends 

As EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt rolls back major Obama-era climate and other environmental 
regulations, he is doing much of his work in secret, with the help of a small group of political 
appointees-- many of whom share a similar background in Oklahoma politics and staunch 
opposition to EPA. 

The New York Times brings the dynamic to light, reporting that Pruitt limits access to the floor 
where his office is and that career employees are sometimes told to leave behind ce!lphones or 
not take notes when meeting with him. According to the Times, Pruitt also often does not use the 
phone in his office to take important phone calls. 

As Inside EPA readers know, Pruitt's EPA had already taken steps to limit access, including by 
ending the typical practice of publicly posting the administrator's schedule. And shortly after 
taking office, the Trump administration began to remove pages from EPA's website, including 
many of the pages related to climate change, claiming it was redoing the website to reflect 
administration priorities. 

But Pruitt's apparent cloak of secrecy is sparking criticism from many corners-- including 
current Republican senators and former Republican EPA administrators. 

Sen. John Hoeven (R-ND) criticized Pruitt for holding a series of closed meetings when he 
visited North Dakota last week, according to the Bismark Tribune. 

"I think [meetings] should be open," Hoeven told the paper after Pruitt held several closed 
meetings in North Dakota with local officials, as welt as agriculture and energy industry 
representatives. "And when my office organizes them, that's how we do it." 

According to the paper, "'the level of privacy~~ and the security it entailed --led to a pair of 
Grand Forks Herald reporters who arrived ahead of Pruitt's appearance at the UND Energy and 
Environmental Research facility being ejected from the grounds of the campus building by UNO 
Police:· 
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That prompted a response from National Press Club President Jeff Ballou, who said his is 
"looking into" the incident. 

Pruitt is also catching flak from William Ruckelhaus, who served as EPA chief in ffi.'O 

Republican administrations, told the Times, "Reforming the regulatory system would be a good 
thing ifthere were an honest, open process. But it appears that what is happening now is taking a 
meat ax to the protections of public health and environment and then hiding it.'' 

As an example, the Times relays an account of Pruitt's treatment of the Obama-cra Clean Water 
Act (CWA) jurisdiction rule, which he is working to repeal and rewrite. EPA released in June a 
proposal to repeal the rule, and it included an updated economic justification. 

Betsy Southerland, a former top water office official, told the Times that the office, under Pruitt's 
orders, produced ~~in three days-- a new economic analysis of the jurisdiction rule rollback that 
gutted the benefits analysis the Obama administration had issued. "They produced a new cost
benefit analysis that showed no quantifiable benefit to preserving wetlands,'' Southerland said. 

She and others said such a sudden shift was "highly unusual" since studies that estimate rules' 
economic impacts take months or years to produce, and include extensive written justifications. 
"Typically there are huge written records. weighing in on the scientific facts, the technology 
facts and the economic facts," she said. ''Everything's in writing. This repeal process is political 
staff giving verbal directions to get the outcome they want essentially overnight.'' 

The play-by-play over the CWAjurisdiction rule could provide insight into how Pruitt plans to 
approach the deregulatory process for other major Obama-era regulations, including the Clean 
Power Plan (CPP). Sources have said EPA's proposal to repeal the CPP --sent to the White 
House for interagency review June 8 --is expected to include a redone economic justification 
that increases the cost to regulated entities of the rule. 

Stay tuned to InsideEPA as we bring you the latest on the deregulatory process. 
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Pruitt is turning his back on transparency at the EPA • The Washington Post 

Opinions 

Pruitt is turning his back 
on transparency at the 
EPA 

Scott Pru1tt. the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. (Andrew 
Harrer/Bloomberg) 

https:/ /v.v.'W. washingtonpost.com/ ... y.at ·the·epa!20 17/ll/0 l/cd2c I b84·bd88·ll e7 ·8444·a0d4 itl4b89eb _story .html ?utm _ tenn"".65be2492dd2l [1/22120 18 9:06:0 l AM] 
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Pruitt is turning his back on transparency at the EPA- The Washington Post 

By William D. Ruckelshaus November 1 2017 

William D. Ruckelshaus was administrator of the Environmental 

Protection Agency from 1970 to 1973 and from 1983 to 1985. 

In May 1983, President Ronald Reagan asked me to lead the 

Environmental Protection Agency for a second time. The first time was 

when the EPA began. Reagan's first appointed administrator, Anne 

Burford, had lost the trust of the public and the confidence of Congress. 

There were serious questions about the management of the EPA's 

Superfund program and a too-cozy relationship with corporate 

executives and lobbyists. 

On my first day back, I issued what is now called the "fishbowl memo," 

which laid out my commitment to openness at the agency. We started to 

release my full schedule and the publication of written communications 

on a daily basis. We held regular, brown-bag lunches with the reporters 

who covered the agency, and every reporter knew he or she could attend. 

Every other Wednesday, I would spend 90 minutes meeting with those 

reporters, answering questions. Nothing was off-limits. Everything was 

on the record. 

Why was this so important? 

Because the EPA is a public-health agency that is just as important to 

people's well-being as the Food and Drug Administration or the 

National Institutes of Health. The statutes the EPA administers are 

explicit and unmistakable: Set a safe level of exposure to (name your 

chemical or pollutant or pesticide) with an adequate margin of safety. 

Is it safe to breathe this air? Is it safe to drink this water? Or to swim in 

it? Is that apple free of toxic chemicals? What is that old waste dump 

doing to the well water? These are the kinds of questions the EPA 

https://w\V\V,washingtonpost.comLy-at-the-epa/2017/li/OIIcd2clb84-bd88-1 !e7-8444-a0d4ffi4b89eb_story.html?utm_teml=.65be2492dd21[1/2212018 9:06:01 AM] 
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Pruitt is tuming_his back on transparency at the EPA- The Wa~hington Post 

answers for the American people. 

For the agency to be effective in protecting health, it must first be 

trusted. People have to believe that when the EPA says something is 

safe, it is. Otherwise we'll have chaos. 

People must believe that the EPA is acting in their interest, the public 

interest, not on behalf of a special or influential interest. That's why at a 

time of crisis for the EPA in 1983, the fishbowl memo was so important, 

why press access was so important. 

Scott Pruitt, the current EPA administrator, is taking the absolute 

opposite approach. 

Pruitt operates in secrecy. By concealing his efforts, even innocent 

actions create an air of suspicion, making it difficult for a skeptical 

public to give him the benefit of the doubt. 

It's not that Pruitt is meeting too frequently with executives and 

lobbyists from the industries he regulates. Every EPA administrator 

does that and should do that. But there should be a public record about 

what was discussed at the meetings. Any access to a specific interest 

should be matched by the same grant to all interests. Most often the 

public hearing process will satisfy any need for individual meetings. 

Becoming an advocate for a specific industry raises serious questions 

that sow doubt about fairness and objectivity. The EPA should have no 

natural constituency but the public whose health it is mandated to 

protect. 

Pruitt appears to be turning his back on a bipartisan tradition of 

transparent governance at the EPA. While no administration is perfect 

on this, Pruitt's history of working intimately with industry makes it all 

https://\\'\\w.washingtonpost.com/ ... y-at-the-epa/20!7/li/Oifcd2clb84-bd88-lle7-8444-a0d4ffi4b89eb_story.htm!?utm_tenn=.65be2492dd21[1/22/20J8 9:06:01 AMl 
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Pruitt is tuming his back on transparency at the EPA- The Washington Post 

the more imp01tant that he allay his critics' fears instead of intensifying 

them. And the consequence of such conduct is the slow, destructive 

erosion of public trust in the EPA. 

Once trust is lost and warnings of unsafe air or contaminated water are 

ignored, Americans will pay the price. Without that trust, not only will 

people question whether they can believe their government but also 

business and industry will face public backlash. Boycotts and other 

attacks are no good for industry and may result in more regulation than 

warranted. 

Industry leaders understand that a public regulatory agency gives their 

businesses a public license to operate. A strong, credible and fair 

regulatory regime is essential to the smooth functioning of our economy. 

Unless people believe their health and the environment are being 

safeguarded, they will withdraw their permission for companies to do 

business. 

To Pruitt and President Trump, I suggest remembering Anne Burford's 

experience at the EPA. Remember that a loss of public trust can come 

back to haunt your administration. 

Read more here: 

The Post's View: The EPA rips up the Clean Power Plan 

Tom Toles: Scott Pruitt pairs an exquisite gift of bad timing with 

cgrq~ious policy 

The Post's View: Scott Pruitt demonstrates" hat climate denial sounds 

like 

Letters: The sad state of today's EPA 

https:!/v.v.w.washingtonpost.com! ... y-aHhe-epa/20 17111!0 llcd2cl b84·bd88-11 e7-8444-a0d41D4b89eb ~story.html?utm __ tenn=.65be2492dd21 [ 1/22/20 I 8 9·06:0 I AM] 
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Scott Pruitt Is Carrying Out His E.P.A. Agenda in Secret, Critics Say -The New York Times 

POLITICS 

Scott Pruitt Is Carrying Out His E.P .A. 
Agenda in Secret, Critics Say 
By CORAL DAVENPORT and ERIC UPTON AUG, 11, 2017 

The Environmental Protection Agency h.ns become more secretive under the le-adership of Scott Prnitt. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/l J/us/politics/scott-pruitt·epa.hlml[l/24/lOl8 12:52:55 PMJ 

D 
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Scott Pmitt Is Carrying Out His E.P.!\. Agenda in Secret. Critics Say~ The New York Times 

WASHINGTON- When career employees of the Environmental Protection 

Agency are summoned to a meeting with the agency's administrator, Scott 

Pruitt, at agency headquarters, they no longer can count on easy access to 

the floor where his office is, according to interviews with employees of the 

federal agency. 

Doors to the floor are now frequently locked, and employees have to have an 

escort to gain entrance. 

Some employees say they are also told to leave behind their cell phones when 

they meet v:ith Mr. Pruitt, and are sometimes told not to take notes. 

Mr. Pn1itt, according to the employees, who requested anonymity out of fear 

oflosing their jobs, often makes important phone cans from other offices 

rather than use the phone in his office, and he is accompanied, even at 

E.P.A. headquarters, by armed guards, the first head ofthe agency to ever 

request round-the-clock security. 

A former Oklahoma attorney general who built his career suing the E.P.A., 

and whose Linkcdfn profile still describes him as "a leading advocate 

against the EPA's activist agenda," Mr. Pruitt has made it clear that he~ sees 

his mission to he dismantling the agency's policies -and even portions of 

the institution itself. 

llut as he works to roll hack regulations, close offices and eliminate staff at 

the agency charged with protecting the nation's environment and public 

health, Mr. Pruitt is taking extraordinary measures to conceal his actions, 

according to interviews with more than 20 current and former agency 

employees. 

Together with a small group of political appointees, many with backgrounds, 

like his, in Oklahoma politics, and with advice from industry lobbyists, Mr. 

Pruitt has taken aim at an agency whose policies have been developed and 

enforced by thousands of the E.P.A.'s career scientists and policy experts, 

many of whom work in the same building. 

"There's a feeling of paranoia in the agency- employees feel like there's 

been a hostile takeover and the guy in charge is treating them like enemies," 

said Christopher S~ts., an expert in environmental histOl)' at Stony Broo1.;: 

University, who this spring conducted an ~r~:J~'ill.LIT.\- with about 40 

https://wv.w.nytimc:uom/20 17/08/11/us/politics/scott~pmitt~epa.html[ 1/24/2018 12:52:55 PMl 
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Scott Pruitt Is Carr)·ing Out His E.PA Agenda in Secret, Critics Say· The New York Times 

E.P.A. employees. 

Such tensions are not unusual in federal agencies when an election leads to 

a change in the party in control of the \Vhite House. But they seem 

particularly bitter at the E.P.A. 

A draft repmt by scientists from 13 federal agencies directly contradicts statements 
by Scott Pmitt. the E.P.A. administrator, that human contribution to climate change 
is uncertain. Hy ,\,.1 l'!t.\\'AR, \:JIRI:-. ('IRlLU}, U.S.\ l·RlED~L\:\ and DA\'b H0l{l\ on 
·\U):':u~t :-1, 2o1· .. Photo~~ Al Pi\\go Jm··:·hc );<•w Yu1 k Timl~~. \o\'atch in Tinws Vidt•o » 

Allies of Mr. Pruitt say he is justified in his measures to ramp up hi.s secrecy 

and physical protection, given that his agenda and politics dash so fiercely 

v.rith those of so many of the 15,000 employees at the agency he heads. 

"E.P.A. is legendary for being stocked with leftists," said Steven ,J. Milloy, a 

member of Mr. Trump's E.P.A. transition team and author of the book 

"Scare Pollution: Why and How to Fix the E.P.A." "If you work in a hostile 

environment, you're not the one that's paranoid.'' 

Mr. Pruitt's penchant for secrecy is reflected not just in his inaccessibility 

and concern for security. He has terminated a d..cidu.le.,.rJ.um,umM.ik.t; of 

https://wv.'\v.nytimes.com/20 17/08/11/us/politics/scott-pruitt·epa.htmll 1/24/2018 12:52:55 PM] 
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pnhl~ his appointments calendar and that of all the top agency 
aides, and h.cll..a,.~_!2<i-ld~d___m:e_csj_ghLs.l.U.e.~Jj_QnS from law-makers on Capitol 
Hill, according to the Democratic senators who posed the questions. 

His aides recently asked career employees to make major changes in a rule 

regulating water quality in the United States without any records of the 
changes they were being ordered to make. And the E.P.A. under Mr. Pruitt 

has moved to curb certain public information, !.ihullin~cill-'laliL<:<J!lGJ.:.tiuu 
~siuns. from oil and gas companies, and ta_kl.ru:._..drn.Dl more than L,RQQ 

~ webpages on tmlli::s.like climate change, according to a tally by the 
Environmental Defense Fund, which did a Freedom of Information request 

on these terminated pages. 

William ll. R~s, who served as E.P.A. director under two 
Republican presidents and once ~~i:LUE'Jil.Q directing agency employees 
to operate "in a fishbowl," said such secrecy is antithetical to the mission of 

the agency. 

"Reforming the regulatory system would be a good thing if there were an 
honest, open process," be .said. "But it appears that what is happening now 
is taking a meat ax to the protections of public health and environment and 

then hidiug it." 

Mr. Ruckelshaus said such secrecy could pave the way toward, or 
exacerbate, another disaster like the !.:QJli;.Lmiru.Lli_C!ILQ{jJ__u__hlh:, __ d.rinl~ilt&l: 
in Flint, Mich., or the 2014 ~bmnkilini!Lin!JL1h~ill.lkhale.u.l!l2llh in 
Charleston, W.Va. while leading to a dearth of information when such 

events happen. 

"Something will happen, like Flint, and the public will realize they can't get 
any information about what happened or why," he said. 

But Liz Bowman, a spokeswoman for the E.P.A., categorically denied the 
accounts employees interviewed for this article gave of the secrecy 

surrounding Mr. Pruitt. 

Get the Morning Briefing by 
Email 
What you need to know to start your day, 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 17/08/11/us/politics/scott·pruitt-epa.htm!fl/24/20 18 12:52:55 PM] 
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"None of this is trne," she said. "It's all rnmors." 

She added, in an ernailed statement, ''It's very disappointing, yet not 
surprising, to learn that you would solicit leaks, and collude with union 
officials in an effort to distract from the work we are doing to implement the 
president's agenda." 

Mr. Pruitt's efforts to undo a 1najor water protection rule are one example of 

his moves to quickly and stealthily dismantle regulations. 

The rnle, known as Waters of the Unit~, and enacted by the Obama 
administration, was designed to take existing federal protections on large 

water bodies such as the Chesapeake Bay and Mississippi River and expand 
them to include the wetlands and small tributaries that flow into those 
larger waters. 

It was fiercely opposed by farmers, rural landowners and real estate 
developers. 

TI1e original estimate concluded that the water protections would indeed 
come at an economic cost to those groups- between $236 million and $465 
million annually. 

But it also concluded, in an 87~page analvsis, that the economic benefits of 

preventing water pollution wonld be greater: between $555 million and 
$572 million. 

E.P.A. employees say that in mid-June, as Mr. Prnitt prepared a proposal to 
reverse the rule, they were told by his deputies to produce a new analysis of 
the rule - one that stripped away the half-billion-dollar economic benefits 

hUps://\V\\-W.nytimes.com/20 17/08/J 1/us/politics/scott~pruitt*epa.htmlll/24/2018 12:52:55 PM] 
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associated with protecting wetlands. 

"On June 13, my economists were verbally told to produce a new study that 
changed the wetlands benefit," said Elizabeth Southerland, who retired last 

month from a 30-year career at the E.P.A., most recently as a senior official 
in the agency's water office. 

"On June 16, they did what they were told," Ms. Southerland said. "They 
produced a new cost-benefit analysis that showed no quantifiable benefit to 

preserving wetlands." 

Ms. Southerland and other experts in federal rule-making said such a 
sudden shift was highly unusual particularly since studies that estimate 
the economic impact of regulations can take months or even years to 
produce, and are often accompanied by reams of paperwork documenting 

the process. 

Scott Pruiti in his E.P.A. office. Employees sa~ the\ can no lnng(•r mnnt <Jn \'<1"\' a(·cc...;s to the tloor 1-vlwn: bi" offiee i:.:. 
Ytui (;lipa~;Rl'tilt•n; 

https://www-.nytimes.com/2017/08/11/us/politics/scott-pmitt-epa.htm![l/24/2018 12:52:55 PM] 
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"Typically there are huge written records, weighing in on the scientific facts, 

the technology facts and the economic facts," she said. "Everything's in 

writing. This repeal process is political staff giving verbal directions to get 

the outcome they want, essentially overnight." 

Jcl[r~Rlldl, the executive director of Public Employees for Environmental 

Responsibility, an organization representing government employees in 

environmental fields, said the E.P.A. could not allow changes like this to 

take place, or expect its employees to follow such directives. 

i'This is a huge change, and they made it over a few days, with almost no 

record, no documentation," Mr. Rnchs said, adding, "It wasn't so much 

cooking the books, it was throwing out the books." 

Experts in administrative law say such practices skate up to the edge of 

legality. 

While federal records laws prohibit senior officials from destroying records, 

they could evade public scrutiny of their decision-making by simply not 

creating them in the first plaee. 

·'The mere fact they are telling people not to \vrite things down shows they 

are trying to keep things hidden," said JcJfrt:.~l.illiliill:s, a professor of 

administrative law at American University. 

Mr. Pruitt had a reputation for being secretive before he ever came to the 

E.P.A. 

While serving as Oklahoma's attorney general, he !.'illlli'J.lllill3:.l:ri.lici:mLfur 
maintaining at least three separate email accounts, including one private 

account that he at times nsed for state government business. 

During his Senate confinnation, he was asked about these 1nultiple 

accounts, providing what some senators considered a misleading answer. 

A subsequent lawsuit resulted in the release of some of these other emails, 

which Mr. Pruitt had asserted did not exist. 

"He's got a serious problem because of his emails down in Oklahoma- he's 

https://w'.~-w.nytimes.oom/20 I 7/08/ll/us/politics/scott~pruitt-epa.htmJil/24/20 18 12:52:55 PM] 
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burned himself," said l2ill:~, who worked at the agenry from 1978 
to 2011 and then on the Trump administration's E.P.A. transition team. "He 
doesn't want to take any risks." 

Document: E.P.A.'s Scott 
Pruitt and Secrecy 

Mr. Schnare, a conservative Republican who has backed President Trump's 
broader agenda, had taken on what was expected to be a more permanent 

role at the E.P.A. 

But he resigned last month in protest ofwbat he said is Mr. Pruitt's 
mismanagement of the agency. 

Mr. Schnare noted that some previous E.P .A. administrators had been 
secretive- during the Obama administration, for example, Lisa .Jackson, 
the E.P .A. administrator, came under criticism for using an email alias, 
"Richard Windsor," to conduct official business. 

But Mr. Schnare said that Mr. Pruitt's methods stood out from all of his 

predecessors. 

''My view was that under this administration we would be good at 

transparency, particularly in the regulatmy area," he said. "But these guys 

aren't doing that." 

Senator Thomas R. Carper of Delaware, the top Democrat on the committee 

overseeing federal government operations, has criticized Mr. Pruitt for 
embracing what he calls "a culture of secrecy around everything from his 

schedule to the way the agency makes scientific determinations." 

https://wv;w,nytimes.comi2017/08/ll/us!politics/scott-pmitt-epa.htm!{l/24/20! 8 12 ·52:55 PMl 
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Mr. Carper and other Senate Democrats have a dozen outstanding requests 
awaiting a response from Mr. Pruitt, and when responses do come, Mr. 

Carper said, they referred lawmakers to pritlLouls of De:llli .. n:leases instead of 

answering questions. 

An E.P.A. spokesman disputed Mr. Carper's criticisms. 

"Administrator Pruitt has responded to 14 of the 27 oversight letters, which 

often contain numerous in-depth questions and it takes time to provide an 

extensive and through response/' he said, adding that he "has been 

incredibly responsive to Congress." 

Mr. Pruitt and his staff are also subject to intense scrutiny from the public 

and the news media: The E.P.A.,just in the la.s.t tvvo mnnths., has received 
more than 2,000 Freedom of Information requests, many of them focused 

on Mr. Pruitt, asking for evety possible record related to his tenure, 

including text messages, telephone records and even his web browsing 

history. 

Yet for E.P.A. employees, information about Mr. Pruitt's activities can be 

hard to obtain. 

ln April, for example, he traveled to Chicago to visit an E.P.A.-designated 

hazardous waste site. 

Bnt E.P.A. employees at the agency's Chicago office said they had no idea he 

was there nor did he visit the Chicago branch of the agency, or meet with 

staff members. 

"He won't meet \vith us or talk to us to make decisions about policy, and we 

don't even know when he's in town," said Nicole Cantello, a lawyer in the 
E.P.A.'s Chicago office and a leader of the employee union. 

Correction: August 11, 2017 

An earlier version of this article misstated part of the title of a book by 
StevenJ. Milloy. It is "Scare Pollution: Why and How to Fix the E.PA."not 
"Scare Pollution: How und Why to FiX the E.PA. ''Also, the last name of the 

executive director of Public Employeesj(Jr Environmental Responsibility 

was misspelled in an earlier version of this article. He is J"'ffrey Ruch, not 

Ruchs. 

Get politics and Washington news updates via Eflf'&f)QQ}s_, I~01re.r and tllrLM.QmilliJ. 
f!I:ef!ll!J_llf.!W:i/Blt!K 

https://wv.w.nytimes.com/2017/08/11/us/politics/scott·pruitt·epa.htm![l/24/2018 12:52:55 PMJ 
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The Environmental Data & Governance Initiative (EDGI) is an organization 

DOWNLOAD PDF comprised of academics and non-profit employees that promotes open and 

99 
QUOTES 

accessible government data and information along with evidence-based policy 

making. 

"Changing the Digital Climate" is the third of a multi-part series on the early days of 

the Trump administration. In this series, EDGI authors syStematically investigate 

DATA METHODS historical precedents for Trump's attack on the EPA, consequences for toxic 

COMMENTS 

regulation and environmental justice, and changes to the public presentation of 

climate change. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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Content 

VI. IMPORTANCE OF ACCURATELY DESCRIBING FEDERAL WEBSITE 
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CUMATE CENSOHSHIP 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

a. 
b. 

of \Nebs1te Chnnges cHtd What s to Corne 

lnf.vnnl;nn (;(wemancc Pract1ces 

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EDGI's website monitoring working group monitors changes to tens of thousands of 

federal webpages that relate to environment, climate, and energy. In the firSl year of 

the Trump adminiSlration, we have observed alterations to many federal agency \11/eb 

resources about climate change. Although there is no evidence of any removals of 

climate data, we have documented overhauls and removals of documents, 

webpages, and entire websites, as well as significant language shifts. 

Key Findings: 

• The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) removal and subsequent ongomg 

dtP1aie change website raises strong concerns about loss of access 

to valuable information for ~ate, local, and tribal governments, and for educators, 

policymakers, and the general public. 

• Several agencies removecl or significantly reduced the prominence of climate 

change Web content, such as webpages, documents, and entire websites, and the 

White; House omitted clrmate change as an issue highlighted on its website. 

• The Department of State, Department of Energy (DOE), and the EPA removed 

mformaMn about the federal government's international obligations regarding 

climate change, downplaying U.S. involvement. 

• Descriptions of agency priorities shifted lo emphasize job creation and downplay 

fureis as replacements for fossil fuels. At the DOE, mentions of "clean 

energy" and E'xplanat1ons of h<:1rmful env1ronrnental irnpncts of fossil fuels were also 

• Lrwq1;ape change has been sysiernatica!ly changed across multiple 

agency and program websites. In many cases, explicit mentions of "climate 

change" and "greenhouse gases" have been replaced by vaguer terms such as 

"su~ainability" and "emissions". 

\Nhile we cannot detennine the reasons for these changes from monitoring websites 

alone, our work reveals shifts in Stated priorities and governance and an overall 

reduction in access to climate change infonnation, particularly at the EPA. 

http:lll 00days.envirodatagov.orglchanging~digital-climatel[l/l9/2018 5:26;55 PM] 
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These documented changes matter because they: 

o Make it more difficult for the scientists, policymakers, historians, and the public to 

access the results of years of scientific and policy research funded by tax dollars. 

o Make it harder for Slate, local, and tribal governments to access resources 

designed to help them adapt to and mitigate the harms of climate change. For 

example, the 

govern~nents. 

o Diminish our democratic institutions, such as notice-and-comment rulemaking, 

which depend on an informed public. The 

website has broad implications. 

o Can confuse the public if significant changes are not sufficiently justified. 

!\iterations U ~; generated public 

confusion. 

o Contribute to broader that obscure and cast doubt on the 

scientific consensus on climate change, hampering critical efforts to mitigate and 

adapt to climate change. 

What are EDGI's Recommendations? 

• Transparency. Especially for major website overhauls, but for smaller updates to 

web pages as well, agencies should detail the scope of the pages that will be 

affected and clearly explain the reason for planned alterations in a public 

statement, well in advance of the changes actually being made. 

o Responsible Web archiving. Federal agencies should not alter or reduce access 

to Web content before they have created a log to thoroughly document their 

intended changes and ensured that the content is preserved and, for significant 

alterations, made accessible through a public archive. 

o Valuing Web resources. Web resources should be valued in terms of their 

educational importance, how much they enable historical understanding, and their 

advancement of scientific and policy research. Records schedules and records 

governance broadly should reflect these uses. 

o Distributed Web archiving. Federal agencies should work with growing civil 

society movements to rethink the way we organize, steward, and distribute data, 

Web resources, and online information. 

o Environmental data justice. Federal environmental agencies should work to 

create digital infrastructure through which communities can determine what kinds of 

data are collected and presented about them, in response to which issues. This 

includes proactive efforts to identify and accommodate those who access federal 

Web information, as well as offering communities the right to refuse consent to 

data collection. 

http:/!! OOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing-digital-dimate/[1/19120 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Would the U.S. government give up its role in combating climate change? This was 

one of the primary concerns expressed by climate policy experts, domeStic and 
international leaders, and concerned citizens in the wake of the 2016 presidential 
election.11l In addition to providing political and financial support for mitigation and 
adaptation globally, the U.S. government produces and funds much of the data upon 
which the global climate science community depends. Federal agencies serve a 

critical and authoritative role in analyzing and communicating climate science, which 
informs science-based policy. The U.S. has reduced its own contribution to climate 

change in recent years as companies, Slates, and the federal government have 
inStituted new policies targeting greenhouse gas emissionsYI For these reasons, 
and because of its economic and political leadership on the international Slage more 
broadly, U.S. policy shifts have implications far beyond its borders. 

As a candidate, Mr. Trump referred to climate change as "a hoax'', and as President 

his actions have been consistent with that view. 131 The transition teams he selected 

for federal environmental agencies and his eventual cabinet choices, such as EPA 
Administrator Scott Pruitt, included many who deny the scientific consensus that 

humans are causing climate change.141 Since taking office, both Administrator Pruitt151 
and Secretary of Energy Rick Perryf6l have affinned their skepticism, rejecting the 

consensus that C02 is the primary driver of climate change. 

It is thus not surprising that there have been subSlantial climate policy shifts during 
the first year of the Trump administration. The reversal of regulations on coal mining, 
oil and gas drilling, and thousands of power plants began in March with a sweeping 
executive order, which also initiated a review of the Clean Power PlanFI On October 
10,2017, the EPA began its formal repeal of the plan.181 President Trump decided to 
withdraw from the landmark Paris Agreement, meaning the U.S. is now the only 
country in the world not committed to "pursue efforts to limit the [global average) 
temperature increase to 1.5"C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would 
significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change," after Nicaragua and 
Syria announced that they would sign on to the accord.l9lln withdrawing, President 
Trump ignored climate experts who warn that increasing magnitudes of wanning 

increase the likelihood of severe, pervasive, and irreversible consequences, 
including extreme weather events, drought and forest fires. 1101 Going further, in the 

new National Security Strategy released in December 2017, the Trump 
administration broke norms by removing climate change from a list of global 
threatsJ1 11 

Since President Trump's inauguration, EDGI has been monitoring tens of thousands 

http://IOOdays envirodatagov.org/changing-digital~c!imate/[1/19/20 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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of federal environmental websites to assess changes to the public's access to 

information and Web resources, and track rhetorical shifts. This work is an 

unprecedented effort to hold the federal government accountable for changes in 

public access to information that could easily have evaded scrutiny in the past. 

Federal websites are an important interface between the public and the government, 

helping people better understand climate change and ways to address it via 

adaptation and mitigation. These websites provide the public access to scientific 

results funded by their tax dollars, support democratic process by serving as an 

authoritative and easily accessible source for the public to educate themselves on 

key climate change issues, and provide a bulwark against efforts to obscure or cast 
doubt on accepted science on politically sensitive topics. Alterations to these federal 

websites can thus have very broad consequences.!121 

It is important to emphasize that EDGI's website monitoring efforts have thus far 

found no removal or deletion of climate data sets from federal websites under the 

Trump administration. Instead, we have found substantial shifts in whether and how 

the topic of climate change and efforts to mitigate and adapt to its consequences are 

discussed across a range of federal agencies' websites. Perhaps most importantly, 

we have found significant loss of public access to information about climate change. 

In the sections that follow, we first provide a brief overview of climate denialism in the 

U.S. and describe the federal government's key role in national and international 

climate science as context for the changes EDGI has observed. We then present 

particular changes to federal websites, how shifts in language and access to 

information affect the public presentation of climate change, and how in some cases 

they have been misrepresented in the media. We then describe a range of ways in 
which state and local governments have resisted loss of public information on climate 
change, and conclude by addressing what is a! stake when the information on 

federal websites is altered or removed and recommending more just and 
accountable practices for digital information governance. 

Ill. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CLIMATE 

DENIALISM IN THE U.S. 

The alteration of climate change content on federal websites extends a longer 

campaign to "manufacture doubt" on human-caused (or anthropogenic) climate 

change. Since the 1980s, fossil fuel interests, from companies and think tanks to 

http://1 OOdays.env irodatngov, orglchanging·digital·cl imatel( 1/19{10 18 5:26:5 5 PM] 
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media and politicians, have drawn upon strategies forged by the tobacco and other 

threatened industries to cultivate public skepticism about climate change.113i Over 

the past two decades, this campaign has gained in confidence, clout, and 

momentum, to the point that, even prior to the 2016 election, it had effectively 

precluded many meaningful legislative or policy changes to regulate fossil fuel 

emissions and encourage alternative energy sources, in order to protect industry 

profits. 

The climate change denial movement in the U.S. has deep roots in older efforts by 

oil, gas, tobacco, and chemical industries to counter scientific research that raised 

hard questions about the products they sold. As Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway 

have explained in compelling depth, ( 14i the post-World-\Nar-11 tobacco industry 

pioneered new ways of discrediting health studies that demonstrated the connection 

between tobacco use and cancer or other health risks. Seeking to intervene in the 

field of scientific debate itself, they funded counter-research by a shrinking number of 

sympathetic scientists, demanded a level of certainty that scientists rarely possess, 

and exaggerated the uncertainty of existing science. They also sought a broader 

public audience for their contrarian messages by creating echo chambers of think 

tanks and other organizations they quietly funded, as well as consolidating ties to 

media outlets. 

All of these tactics have been taken up and amplified by the campaign to 

manufacture doubt about anthropogenic climate change, even as the supporting 

scientific evidence and consensus for it has become ever more solid.i15l 

Contemporary alterations of climate information are not merely the culmination of a 

multi-decade crescendo of denialism but also part of a wider practice of censoring 

science that is seen to be at odds with short-term economic gains. In recent years, 

the actual or attempted muzzling of federal scientists in Canada, Australia, Great 

Britain, and the United States has been the most common means of science 

suppression.'''': In the case of the George W. Bush administration, such actions 

provided cover for political interference in the production of climate change reports 

and communication, despite the administration's acknowledgment of the importance 

of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.i1?! 

The alterations and removal of information that we document below clearly 

demonstrate that the once-fringe effort to seed doubts about climate science has 

been mainstreamed into the Executive Branch of the U.S. government. Climate 

deniers have won influential posts across all the major environmental agencies, and 

the agencies' websites increasingly reflect denialist beliefs. These changes matter 

because they make it easier to mislead the public about climate change, since 

federal websites have long been viewed as authoritative sources of environmental 

http-// l OOdays.envirodatagov .org!changing-di gital-cl im ate/{ 1 I J 9/20 18 5: 26: 55 PM] 
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information. Climate denialists' historic political achievement elevates the 

manufacture of doubt to the level of state-sponsored censorship. 

IV. THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL 

GOVERNMENT IN CLIMATE RESEARCH 

AND POLICYMAKING 

The federal government's substantial climate-related Web presence is not surprising, 

given the extensive U.S. activities pertaining to climate change science and policy 

across many federal agencies, offices, and programs, as well as internationally 

through foreign assistance. According to the Office of Management and Budget, 

federal funding for climate science, technology, adaptation, and international 

assistance was $11.6 billion in 2014, an increase from $2.4 billion in 1993, with an 

additional $26.1 billion for climate change programs and activities provided by the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act in 2009.' 

The EPA, for instance, is responsible for climate-related work that includes 

monitoring and data collection efforts as well as policy and adaptation assistance. 

The EPA's Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program1: 9] collects and publishes data 

regarding emissions from U.S. facilities that emit large quantities of greenhouse 

gases. The EPA's Office of Research and Development works to understand and 

provide sustainable solutions to the environmental and health impacts of climate 

change.i201 Other EPA efforts have included legislative analysis, economic modeling, 

and establishing frameworks for state, local, tribal, and international community 

climate action_l2'l 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are responsible for major data collection 

operations, including numerous satellite programs?21 The Department of the Interior 

(DOl) runs eight National Climate Change and Wildlife Science Centers across the 

country that assess the vulnerability of various species and habitats to climate 

change and connect models of climate change to ecological effects_l23i DOl's Bureau 

of Land Management (BLM) conducts Rapid Ecoregional Assessments to help 

communities better adapt to environmental change and works on climate change 

mitigation through renewable energy projects, particularly wind, solar, and 

geothermaiJ241 

httpJ/JOOdays.envirodatagov.orglchanging*digital*clJmate/[ 1/19/2018 5:26:55 PM] 
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The DOE's 17 National Laboratories host cutting-edge climate and atmospheric 

research programs, in addition to advancing renewable energy and energy efficiency 
research?''] The DOE's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, which 

promotes a global clean energy economy and supports the development of 

renewable technologies, received $2.89 billion for fiscal year 2017 and $2.03 billion 
the prior yearr2"i 

These are just some examples of the expansive scope of the federal government's 

involvement in climate research and policymaking. Federal websites reflect the 

government's investment in climate-related work, as well as the priorities of individual 

agencies and offices, and are treated as authoritative sources for data and 

information on climate change. 

V. CHANGES TO FEDERAL WEBSITES 

PERTAINING TO CLIMATE CHANGE 

EDGI has released a seci,,s of reports on changes to federal environmental websites 

during the first year of the Trump administration. Drawing on these reports, we herein 

summarize trends in how the treatment of climate change across federal websites 

has changed. While no datasets have been removed, we have found significant 

shifts in stated climate policies, how climate change is described, how adaptation 

and mitigation efforts are framed, and overall public access to information on climate 
change. 

ALTERING THE PRESENTATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

ON THE WHITE HOUSE WEBSITE 

The White House website was the first federal site to be changed under President 

Trump's tenure. President Obama's White House site was archived and remained 

accessible online, as was the case in the Clinton-Bush and Bush-Obama 

transitions,::"• and a new site was put in place by the Trump adminiStration. The new 

website omitted major topics highlighted on the Obama-era site, including climate 
change, 

Many press accounts misrepresented what had occurred, stating or implying that the 

http://l OOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing-dlglta!-c!imate/[l/1 9/20 I 8 5:26.55 PMl 
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new adminiSiration had deleted information or data and failing to mention that the 

Obama adminiSiration site was archived and publicly available.''' However, the 

changeover left the W:lb scattered with dead links to old White House pages 

referencing climate-related documents and information. Because these links were 

not set up to redirect to the new URLs in the archived Obama White House site, the 

information they contain is only available to people able to find the archives through 

some other means, significantly reducing the accessibility of these climate change 

resources. 

In December 2017, President Trump launched a redesigned White House website. 

AlmoSI a year into the new adminiSiration, the website, unlike President Obama's,:· '1' 

makes no mention of climate or climate change on its "Energy & Environment" 
pageP"1 

The Office of Science, Technology, and Policy (OSTP), responsible for providing 

analysis of scientific and technological federal policies and programs to the 

President, has yet to rebuild its portion of the White House website,i''J which under 

President Obama included an "Initiatives" section on "Combating Climate 

Change."i32l The lack of a prominent OSTP W:lb presence may be explained by the 

fact that President Trump has yet to appoint a White House science advisor, who, 

among other duties, leads the Office.::<< On November 16, 2017, seven senators 

sent a letter to President Trump urging him to appoint a science advisor and fill other 

key open OSTP positions. 

The lack of White House attention to climate change from the outset of the Trump 

presidency and the continued disregard for these issues, coupled with the lack of key 

Slaff working on climate issues, send a clear signal that climate action is not a priority 

for this adminiSiration. Moreover, poor W:lb governance practice has broken links to 

Obama-era climate W:lb resources across federal and nonfederal websites, 
diminishing the public's ability to engage with information about U.S. climate efforts. 

ALTERING INFORMATION ON INTERNATIONAL 

CLIMATE CHANGE AGREEMENTS AND 

PARTNERSHIPS 

In response to growing concern over climate change, the international community 

has begun working together on mitigation and adaptation efforts such as reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and maintaining economic security, and has eSiablished 

important treaties and agreements. Under the leadership of President Obama, the 

http://lOOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing~digit.al~dimate/[l/19/2018 5 26:55 PM) 
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U.S. helped negotiate and establish the Paris Agreement. President Obama's 2013 

Climate Action Plan included bilateral initiatives with major emitting countries, 
including China and India, to address global climate change.I35i 

Soon after Mr. Trump's inauguration, federal websites began downplaying U.S. 

involvement in international climate action and removing documents pertaining to 

international agreements. The State Department's Office of Global Change, for 

example, updated text and links and removed pages with reports pertaining to 

climate change. Notably, the 2010, 2014, and 2016 Climate Action Reports were 

removed from the State Department site (Figure 1).1361 Though the reports are stored 

in State Department website archives, their former URLs do not redirect to the 

archived pages' new URLs, as for the \Nhite House pages above, significantly 

reducing access to the reports. The production of these reports fulfills the U.S. 

government's obligation under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC)'3 '1 to detail actions taken to mitigate effects of climate change. 

Their removal signals that the administration may pull out of the UNFCCC. Moreover, 

the removals obscure that such a commitment to the UNFCCC exists in the first 

place, making it more difficult for citizens to hold the administration accountable for 

abiding by international treaties and current U.S. government policy. 

Climate Action Report Dti n-. 
DO D""""' 

H"'•"'~"'"'••"'l'l••l«>•••ft><f'"d'"9'n'-"''~i>o"""'"'~\'S 
llor..!'tmoot<>J!>W•-.•1~ 

i~' S O~•VUW WI ~' $!d '"""' trO>IdS o> !J ;j:._ .,.,,,..,,.,. II 11>"' <!o<a.lo 

''"' "'"'!~'''"''!« M r"' ,...,,_,~ ctmwr 4N•e~ Pliin (fnP:>013} 

"""""'~ow wP ,,. "" "~"' •~ '"'"" '"" "00" ""''"'*"' """"''""' '"'~~"'· 

Figure 1: The State Department removed Climate Action Reports and pages 
describing them Compare previous vefSion from .Jar>t:ary :?0. 2017 (left) and 

removed page from Jcu~uary 2f3. 2017 (right) on the lntemetArdlive's V\tlybad< 
Machine; URL: ;V,VI'N .• ':JL::Jtc.gov·o.lrJD;:",:dlmBt81dirnateactior;reportlindex htm; 

The Montreal Protocol is an international agreement, ratified by 196 countries 

including the U.S., to reduce the emission of ozone-depleting substances. Its 

hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) amendment is intended to reduce the use of HFCs, a 

particularly potent greenhouse gas. Pages describing the Montreal Protocol titled 

"Phasing Down HFCs" and "International Statements on HFCs"i331 were removed 

http:/llOOdays.envirodatagov.org/changtng-digital-cltmate/[1/19120 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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from the State Department website. Informing the public about HFCs and efforts to 

curb their emissions is important as these gases are found in air conditioners and 

refrigerators and contribute to climate change thousands of limes more than carbon 

dioxide on a molecule-to-molecule basis. These pages, too, have been stored in 

the difficult-to-access State Department website archives. As with the Climate Action 

Reports described above, removing these pages reduces access to important 

information and obscures the current international commitments of the U.S. 

government to treaties already or soon to be in force. 

The description of the State Department's Office of Global Change was also 

updated, removing a concluding sentence: "The working partnerships the United 

States has created or strengthened with other major economies has [sic] reinforced 

the importance of results-driven action both internationally and domeSl:ically and are 

achieving measurable impacts now to help countries reduce their long-term 

greenhouse gas emissions." It was replaced with a sentence mentioning "adaptation" 

and "sustainable landscapes". · Coupled with the page removals described above, 

this type of change in rhetoric significantly shifts the State Department's presentation 

of the impact and scope of international climate change agreements. 

That the Office of Global Change site no longer links to a page about the Special 

Envoy of Climate Change is consistent with the State Department's move to 

eliminate the position. 

The EPA website also saw rapid changes relating to international climate relations. 

Within days of the inauguration, the EPA's "Federal Partner Collaboration" page 

describing its work with federal, state, tribal, local, and international partners on 

climate change was retitled "EPA Adaptation Collaboration", and significant sections 

on that page were removed or rewritten. Among the removals were links to 

web pages on President Obama's Climate Action Plan, an executive order on 

preparing for effects of climate change, the Council on Environmental Quality's 

climate change resilience efforts, and the tribal Environmental General Assistance 

Program. On the EPA's "International Climate Partnerships" page, a paragraph was 

removed that affinned the U.S. commitment to the objectives of the UNFCCC, in 

particular to "stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level 

that prevents dangerous human-induced interference with the climate system". 

The DOE page on climate change removed a video about the Paris climate accord 

as well as links to climate websiles, such as NOAA's National Centers for 

Environmental Information and the National Climate Assessment, which describes 

impacts of climate change on the U.S. ' These changes came shortly after Politico 

reported that DOE employees in the Office of International Climate and Clean 

Energy were told to avoid the terms "Paris Agreement", "climate change", and 

http"//lOOdays envirodatagov orglchanging-digttal-climate/[l/19/2018 5:16·55 PM} 
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"emissions reduction" in written communications.i44i 

These DOE and EPA webpage changes, echoing the State Departmenfs alterations 

to international climate change information, suggest a pervasive international agenda 

shift across federal agencies. While we cannot discern if these changes were 

directed from a centralized source, such as the Executive Branch, or if agencies 

independently decided to align with what they believed was the administration's 

policy, these systematic changes provided early signals of future international 

climate policy decisions, such as the eventual withdrawal from the Paris Agreement. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY VERSUS JOB GROWTH 

Investment in renewable energy can mitigate the negative effects of climate change 

and provide energy security, promote social and economic development, and reduce 

negative environmental and health impacts. i45i Yet under the Trump administration, 

descriptions of agency office priorities began to downplay the importance of 

renewable energy. 

For example, the DOE's Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) office 

updated language and links on its Bioenergy, Wind Energy, and Vehicle Technology 

Office websites, reducing emphasis on renewable energy in favor of fossil fuels.'46 i 

The sentence, "wind power is an emission-free and water-free renewable energy 

source that is a key component to the Administration's renewable electricity 

generation goals," was removed from the Wind Energy website. On the Vehicle 

Technology Office page, the phrase "transportation technologies that will reduce the 

use of petroleum" was changed to "transportation technologies that will strengthen 

US energy security, economic vitality, and quality of life." And the sentence, "through 

our efforts to develop biobased products and increase biopower generation, we're 

helping to replace the whole barrel of oil" was rewritten, omitting the clause, "we're 

helping to replace the whole barrel of oil" on a Bioenergy Technologies Office page. 

The changes to these renewable energy pages also reflect an increased emphasis 

on U.S. jobs and economic growth. For example, the following sentences were 

added: "Wind energy currently supports more than 100,000 U.S. jobs, and wind 

turbine technician is the nation's fastest-growing occupation" and, on the Bioenergy 

page, "the potential production could, in turn, directly generate $30 billion in revenue 

and 1.1 million jobs in a variety of sectors including farming, plant operations, 

scientific research, and product and equipment design." 

The DOE's Office of Technology Transition (OTT) was established in 2015 to 

http:f/lOOdays envirod.atagov.orglchanging-digita!-climate/[1119/2018 5:26:55 PM] 
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develop the agency's policy for improving the marketplace impact of its research 

inveSlment and boosting private sector inveSlment in renewable technologies. Within 

OTT, the Clean Energy lnveSlment Center changed its name to the Energy Investor 

Center (EIC). The center's renaming occurred as the term "clean energy" was 

removed throughout the then CEIC page, and multiple links, including several 

pertaining to clean energy, were removed from an OTT page describing EERE's 

Technology-to-Market Program.14 '1 Reporting by The Washington Post found that 

these changes were initiated by the career staff and not by the Trump 

administration.l481 How the name and website changes reflect an altered agenda on 

renewable energy remains to be seen. 

Under Secretary Ryan Zinke, the DOl's top-level energy page was rebranded to 

remove emphasis on renewable sources of energy.\491 The first paragraph on the 

previous version of the page used to warn that "our dependence on foreign oil 

threatens our national security, our environment and our economy." The page 

detailed a list of energy sources that the U.S. relies on, beginning with renewables 

and stating that, "as part of securing America's energy future, we must move our 

nation toward a clean-energy economy." 

The new version of the page, titled "American Frontier," removed the detailed 

description of energy sources and seemed to put conventional sources of energy on 

equal footing with renewables. The connection between American energy policy and 

job growth was emphasized with the addition of the following sentences: "American 

energy resources create jobs and revenue. With proper policies that foster growth 

and local input, the Department provides opportunities for new jobs and revenue for 

state, local, federal, and Tribal governments." Vllhile the new page retained links to 

other DOl pages with resources on energy, both renewable and non-renewable, the 

shift in presentation and language distinctly supports the Trump administration's 

agenda to undercut the importance of renewable energy. 

Also at the DOl, the BLM no longer lists "Clean and Renewable Energy" as a 

national priority, but instead highlights "Making America Safe Through Energy 

Independence" and "Getting America Back to Work" 

http://1 OOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing-digital~c!imate/[1/19120 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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SI:R\Ili'IG THE AMERICAN FAMILY " 

Figure 2: Change in the Bureau of Land Management's national pnorities. ConlJare 
previous version from F tA"Jru;:;;rr /. 2011 (left) and newer version from NovetYiber 26 

(nght) on the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine; URL: 
EDGI Repo1L 

These changes across the DOE and DOl \Neb domains present a consistent 

perspective: renewable energy sources should not be considered a replacement for 

fossil fuels and are valuable to the extent that they bolster the U.S. economy, not 

because of their environmental and climate benefits. 

NON-RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES AND THEIR 

EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN 

HEALTH 

Across various federal agencies, descriptions of the effects of using non-renewable 

fuels, such as coal, oil, and natural gas, were altered, generally reducing the 

emphasis on their social and environmental costs. 

Removal of sentences and graphs and subtle changes to language were observed 

on the Energy lnfonnation Administration's (EIA) Energy Kids website.l5 ll On a page 

discussing coal energy, a plot quantifying C02 emissions by fuel type was removed, 

along with the following sentences: "In the United States, most of the coal consumed 

is used as a fuel to generate electricity. Burning coal produces emissions that 

adversely affect the environment and human health" (Figure 3). Across the website, 

the word "impacts" was systematically changed to "effects", for example: "impacts of 

http://JOOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing-digital-dimate/[l/19t2018 5 26:55 PM] 
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coal mining" became "effects of coal mining," and "reducing the environmental 

impacts of coal use" was changed to "reducing the environmental effects of coal 

use." Importantly, EIA is an independent part of the DOE, meaning its administrator 

does not need approval from any other government employee, not even the 

Executive Office, prior to releasing any publication. i52 i In fact, after a ProPublica 

article attributed the changes to the Trump administration, EIA released a press 

statement explaining their independent position in the government and claiming that 

there was no external interferenceP31 

Emissions from burning coal 

Figure 3: A sentence and graph about coal, major fuel sources, and carbon dioxide 
emissions removed from the Energy lnformationAdminfSb"ation's Energy Kids 

website. Con-pare previous version from Jc.1r.u3ry 2~J and newer version from 
Novemher 20, 2017 on the Internet Archive's V\ayback Machine; URL: 
https·ffv.rvvw e1a gowk1dslenergy drrOpage=coal_ho:Y)t:-bas;cs; ED(:;J 

Every two years, the Government Accountability Office (GAO), also an independent 

agency, identifies program areas that are high risk due to ''vulnerabilities to fraud, 

waste, abuse, and mismanagement, or are most in need of transfonnation," and 

maintains a list on its website. In the most recent assessment, the GAO changed the 

framework within which federal oil and gas resources are discussed and rewrote 

their page accordingly. Most notably, a section on environmental and public health 

risks from shale oil and natural gas production was removed, including the sentence 

http:/ II OOdays.envirodatagov .orglchanging-<ligital-climate/[ l I 19/20 18 5 :26: 55 PM] 
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"Oil and natural gas development pose inherent environmental and public health 
risks, and studies have generally found that the potential long-term, cumulative 

effects of shale development have not been examined." Expanding the focus on job 

creation and economic benefits, the introduction now states that oil and gas 

resources "provide an important source of energy for the United States; create jobs 

in the oil and gas industry; and generate billions of dollars annually in revenues that 

are shared between federal, state, and tribal governments". 

These website changes come as civil society actions against fossil fuels pick up 

speed. Twenty-one youth plaintiffs are suing the federal government over climate 

change, arguing that supporting fossil fuels and greenhouse gas emissions has 

violated the youngest generation's constitutional rights.'' ·-, In a reversal of last year's 

vote, Exxon Mobil shareholders approved a proposal to disclose analyses of the ways 

in which global climate change guidelines will affect the oil company's business.!''"! 

Discussions of climate change are happening all over the world, in corporate offices, 

in living rooms, and on the streets. However, that discussion is notably absent in the 

Executive Branch, and information to support those discussions is being reduced 

and obscured. The language changes and reduction in access to information 

detailed above undermine the open discussion of climate change and how fossil 

fuels impact the environment and society. 

LANGUAGE SHIFTS: "RESILIENCE" AND 

"SUSTAINABILITY" INSTEAD OF "CLIMATE CHANGE" 

In some cases, agency programs and offices have shifted the terminology that they 

use to present climate change to the public, often replacing straightforward language 

with vague terms. 

An EPA program called Climate Ready VVater Utilities was renamed Creating 

Resilient VVater Utilities, maintaining the same acronym (CRWU) and URL. On the 
new program page, all 19 mentions of "climate" were removed. The program's earlier 

mission "to provide the water sector ... with the practical tools, 

training, and technical assistance needed to adapt to climate change by promoting a 

clear understanding of climate science and adaptation options" seems to have 

changed as well. The current CRWU webpage text states that the program "provides 

drinking water, wastewater and stormwater utilities with practical tools, training and 

technical assistance needed to increase resilience to extreme weather events" 

Beyond messaging, it remains unclear whether and how CRWU's operations have 

http://! OOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing·digital·cl imatc/( l/19/20 IS 5;26· 55 PM] 
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changed. 

Also at the EPA, climate and emissions language was altered on the website of the 

Smart\Nay program, which was established to help companies improve supply chain 

sustainability by measuring and benchmarking freight transportation emissions. 

Terms like "sustainability" and "emissions" replaced mentions of "carbon." A section 

titled "The science is clear- greenhouse gas emissions from all sources must 

decrease." was entirely removed (Figure 4). Descriptions of the EPA's international 

work with the United Nations Environment Programme's Climate and Clean Air 

Coalition and links to the UN website were also removed (Fipu;e 

Figure 4: Removal of entire section titled "The science is dear- greenhouse gas 

emissions from all sources ~decrease" from the EPA's SmartVVay website. 
Corrpare previous version from ro·~bruary £~ 2C'i"/ and newer version from 

~o i 7 on the Internet Archive's W>yback Madline; URL; 

EDGl 

At the Department of Transportation (DOD. the Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) changed language, page titles, and employee descriptions across multiple 

pages for its program on the environmental effects of transportation. FHWA renamed 

what was previously known as "The Sustainable Transport and Climate Change 

Team" to "The Sustainable Transportation and Resilience Team" on December 15, 

2016.!591 A spokesperson for the agency told the The \Nashington Post that the team 

name was changed "after several weeks of internal discussions by FHWA's 

Associate Administrator for Planning and Environment to more accurately reflect our 

agency's emphasis on resilience activities." The program's website, however, 

continued to be edited throughout the Trump administration's early months. Page 

banners were systematically changed from "Climate Change," "Climate Adaptation," 

and "Climate Mitigation" to "Sustain ability." Page titles changed from "Climate 

Change and Transportation" to "Sustainable Transportation." "Adaptation" to 

"Resilience," and "Greenhouse Gas Mitigation & Energy" to "Energy and Emissions." 

http:l/1 OOdays.envirodatagov.orglchanging~digital~climate/[ 1/1912018 5:26:55 PMJ 
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In descriptions of the team's duties, all four mentions of greenhouse gases, "GHG," 

were removed.f601 

SmartWay~1!U;~tj~t~~tii~itj 
Accounting and Reporting 

Agure 5: language changes on the EPA's "Smart\1\ay Carbon Accounting and 

Reporting" page. No previous version Slored on lntemetArdlive's Woybac:k 

Machine and newer version from September 12 201 ?; URL: 

https 1/vl'mv epa.gov/smartway/smamvay~sus1alnabillty-accountlng-and-reporting; 

FD(J! 

The term "greenhouse gases" has been removed or replaced on other agency 

websites as well. The State Department's Office of Global Change page was 

rewritten, now without mention of the term. On the EERE's Bioenergy Technology 

Office page, "greenhouse gases" was removed in multiple places and, in one 

instance, replaced by the term "harmful emissions." As not all emissions are 

http://lOOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing-digital-climate/[ l/19/20 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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greenhouse gases, it may actually be more accurate to use the broader term, but the 

widespread removal and replacement of the term "greenhouse gases" may signify 

that agency officials want to distance their offices from association with climate 
change issues. 

The Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs Tribal Climate Resilience 

Program (TCRP) changed its name by removing the word "climate."!Eil The program 

facilitates access to climate resources and provides funding opportunities to the 567 

federally recognized tribes through competitive awards to study and plan for climate 

resilience. On the TCRP main page, the terms "climate" and "climate change" were 

completely removed from the main text and the sidebar. For example: "Climate 

Change Indicators" became "Environmental Indicators," the "Tribal Student Climate 

Change Photo ConteSf' was changed to the "Tribal Student Resilience Photo 

Contest," and the "Tribal Climate Change Adaptation Program Awards" are now titled 

"Tribal Resilience Program Awards." 

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences changed the term "climate 

change" to "climate" on its Global; Environmental; Health; pages. Links; to; an; 

educational fact; sheet; titled "Climate; Change and Human Health"; were; removed,; 
reducing; access; to; the; resource.l6Z' 

Rhetorical shifts on webpages are not changes in policy by themselves, but 

removing mentions of climate change and related terms obscures the public's 

understanding of the issue and reduces the informational resources available to 

them. Those who are not familiar with the common language replacements 

described above may misunderstand program and agency goals and intentions. 

CHANGES TO AGENCIES' OVERALL PRESENTATION 

OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

Many federal agencies have established prominent climate change sections on their 

websites to highlight their work and overall position on climate research and policy. 

Changes to these pages reflect large-scale shifts in agency missions and priorities 

on climate change. 

The DOl substantially reformatted and removed informational text from its main 

climate change page. Among the removals was a portion of a paragraph warning 

that, "climate change affects every corner of the American continent. It is making 

droughts drier and longer, floods more dangerous and hurricanes more severe." A 

"Resources" section with six links to other government climate change pages was 

http:l/1 OOdays.envirodatagov.orglchanging~digital~climate/[l/19/20 18 5:26:55 PMJ 
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added, increasing access to the corresponding pages, but providing no additional 

description or contextualizing information. On the other hand, an extensive section 

was removed that detailed the framework through which the DOl's bureaus 

coordinate on climate change issues, providing information and links pertaining to 

the "Climate Change Response Council," "Eight DOl Regional Climate Science 

Centers," and "A Network of Landscape Conservation Cooperatives."f63l 

On another part of the DOl site, BLM entirely removed its climate change page 

(Figure 6). The page Slated that "the BLM is adopting a landscape approach to more 

effectively manage the public lands during times of change" and provided examples 

of the approach by linking to resources about the Desert Renewable Energy 

Conservation Plan in California and BLM's Rapid Ecoregional Assessments. The 

page also linked to the DOl and other federal Web resources on climate change and 

renewable energy. The removed page further Slated that in addition to adaptation 

strategies, BLM is working on climate change mitigation by "working with local 

communities, Slate regulators, industry, and other federal agencies in building a 

clean energy future by providing sites for environmentally sound development of 

renewable energy on public lands."i64! 

http://! OOdays,envirodatagov.org/changing-<ligital~climate/[ 1/1912018 5:26:55 PM] 
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Figure 6: Removal of the Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land Management 

Qimate Change page. Compare previous version from M8v 2:J17 and rerroved 

201 ion U-e Internet Archive's Wlybad< Machine; URL: 

In early December, the DOl's National Park SeJVice removed 92 documents 
describing national parks' climate action plans from its website.':w: The plans, 

detailing how national parks are currently responding and will continue to respond to 

climate change, are prerequisite for becoming a Climate Friendly Park member. 

Following the release of EDGI's report and news media attention, NPS responded by 

Slating that the plans had been removed in order to comply with provisions of Section 

508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, making "electronic information and technology 
accessible to people with disabilities.1661 The agency further Slated that it intends to 

return compliant content by the government-wide January 18,2018 deadline. While 

increasing usability standards is important for equitable content access, if compliant 

replacement content had been prepared in advance, the agency would not have had 

to make valuable resources unavailable simply to remain in compliance with law. 

http://] OOdays.enviro<:lEatagov.org/changing~digital--<:limate/( 1/19/2018 5:26:55 PM] 
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OF ALL AGENCIES, THE EPA HAS REMOVED THE MOST CLIMATE WEB 

CONTENT 

The most significant reduction in access to an agency's climate change infonnation 

occurred when the EPA made substantial alterations to its climate change website 

on Trump's 99th day in office, which was also the day before the People's Climate 

March. 16 7! As multiple EPA climate change subdomains began redirecting to a notice 

stating "this page is being updated," the EPA issued a statement announcing the 

overhaul of its website to "reflect the agency's new direction under President Donald 

Trump and Administrator Scott Pruitt."i681 The removed EPA climate change domains 

included extensive information on the EPA's work to mitigate climate change, as well 

as details of data collection efforts and indicators for climate change. 

Almost all of the removed infonnation could still be found on the January 19 

snapshot, which is a mirror of the EPA's website from the last day of Administrator 

McCarthy's tenure that the EPA put up on its website and linked from its homepage 

on February 15th. The EPA overhaul notice included a link to the January 19 

snapshot stating that the "screen shot of the last administration's website will remain 

available from the main page." This sentence originally included the words "as 

required by law," but they were removed within hours of the statement's release. The 

legal consideration here likely refers to the numerous Freedom of lnfonnation Act 

(FOIA) requests that were filed requesting historic versions of the EPA website. 

Indeed, if the EPA received three or more FOIA requests for the Obama-era EPA 

website, the "Beetlejuice" provision of the updated FOIA legislation would legally 

require the EPA to make the website snapshot accessible online. 

The EPA's notice that an overhaul was in progress did represent some degree of 
transparency, yet it failed to note which domains and pages were being removed or 

altered. Moreover, it was posted the same day that the overhaul began, preventing 

stakeholders from being able to download and archive valuable pages and 
information. Because URLs redirected to the overhaul notice and not to the new 

location of the pages in the January 19 snapshot, links to these pages from 

government and non-government websites throughout the country and the world 

suddenly ceased connecting people with useful climate change resources. And 

because no notice for the change was given, there was no time to alter these links, 

significantly reducing the public's access to these resources the day before the 

People's Climate March. 

http://IOOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing~digital·climate/[JII912018 5:26·55 PM] 
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Figure 7: The EPA removed the entire Student's Guide to Global Qimate Change 

website. Compare previous version from F~bTGI" ~ 2:;1? and redirect to notice 

2017 on the Internet Archive's V\ayback Machine: URL: 

While the EPA's January 19 snapshot made much of the removed climate change 

information available, even if access was significantly reduced for the reasons stated 
above, certain parts of the EPA's website were rendered completely inaccessible. 
One such example is the "Student's Global Guide to Climate Change" website 
(Figure 7), which was not accessible from either the EPA's live website or from the 

EPA's January 19 snapshot once the overhaul began, likely due to an error in 
copying over this portion of the website to the snapshot. i; 0i Missing information from 

the snapshot is problematic from a data preservation and accessibility standpoint 

and may have legal implications, as discussed above. This kind of poor management 

of Web resources has left dead links and inaccessible pages, and has generated 
confusion. 

One of the websites removed on April 28 was titled "Climate and Energy Resources 

for State, Local, and Tribal Governments" and was 380 pages in size (>=,gure 8). In 

the first example of returned content, about three months after the removals, a new 

website titled "Energy Resources for State, Local, and Tribal Governments" was 
r,. ~ 

http://lOOdays.envirodatagov .orgfchanging-digital~c!imate/[1/19/2018 5:26:55 PM] 
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launched, replacing the previous site. Over 200 webpages providing climate 

information were omitted from the new release and multiple pages, including the 

homepage, were subSlantially altered, removing mentions and descriptions of 

climate and climate change. Some webpages remain unchanged and have been 

moved from the previous to the new website. For example, all the \Neb tools, like the 

AVoided Emissions and geneRation Tool (AVERT), were preserved. Critically, all 

URLs from the previous website now redirect to the new website's homepage, which 

means that links to the previous website have lo!ft their value and specificity. 

The EPA has yet to clearly communicate its reason for what has turned out to be a 

major website overhaul. That content is being returned to the official EPA website but 

climate information is being sy!ftematically left out sugge!fts an intention to 

manipulate the scientific and policy debate over climate change by re!ftricting public 

access to information. 

Before: epa.gov/statelocalclimate 

"'""' -Clinute and EMrgy Resourres for State, Local, <~nd 
Tribiil (;(lvernments 

Stat~ Climate <llld Local Climate and Tribal Climate and 
litfet1WP1ogr.lm F-nl!tKY Prot~r.:~m Enl!lg}' IW,wurt"t\'1 

After: epa.gov/statelocalenergy 

Energy Resources for State, Local, and Tribal 
Governments 

Figure 8: Repl"""""""'t of the "Oimate and Energy Resources for State, Local, and 

Tribal GovernmentsN lh'ebsite with another that orrits dimate inforrnaOOn. Cor'rcJare 

previous version from Aonl13 2017 (left) ard 1"161M3rversion from Septen1ber 25 

2017 (right) on the lnternetAI<:hive's IIIByback Machine; Previous URL: 

http: //1 OOdays. envirodatagov. org/changing~digital-climate/[ I /19/20 18 5:26: 55 PM] 
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Following EDGI's reporting of the website replacement, seven Democratic senators 
wrote a letter to EPA AdminiStrator Scott Pruitt asking that the previous "Climate and 
Energy Resources for State, Local, and Tribal Governments" website be returned 
and that an explanation for the initial removal be provided. ii2 The EPA did not 
respond to the letter, which argued that "the decision to eliminate these federal 
resources puts lives at risk and will translate into increased future costs for the 
Slates, municipalities, and tribes that rely on these resources to respond to changing 
environmental conditions." 

One example of how the loss of EPA climate change resources has substantive 
practical impacts is the targeted reduction of access to the EPA's Climate Change 
Adaptation Plans, through link and document removals.i' 31 The Plans, which are 
much more difficult to find now on the EPA's site, warned of the potential for 
hurricanes to flood Superfund toxic waSle sites, as occurred during Hurricane Harvey 
in Texas. State officials, experts, and others responding to the hurricane and to 
future natural disaSlers have less access to the Plans' advice on how to prepare for 
flooding, made more severe by the earth's changing climate, and protect people 
againSl toxic chemical exposure. • 7 'J 

Beyond reducing access to actionable information, removing public Web resources 
can undermine democratic inSlitutions such as notice-and-comment rulemakingF'•i 
Also among the April28 removals, was the EPA's website for the Clean Power Plan, 
President Obama's defining regulation in the fight againSl climate change.!?SJ Months 
before the EPA's proposed repeal of the rule, the website was removed and its URL 
began redirecting to a single page about President's Trump Executive Order on 
Energy Independence, which called for a review of the Plan. The previous websne 
hoSled and aggregated resources for the public to underSland the Clean Power Plan 
and for Slates to develop emissions plans. Spanish-language Web resources, like 
fact sheets and community information, were removed without being archived, likely 
due to the same errors as the Student's climate change site removal. The 
replacement page links to the Executive Order notice, the Federal RegiSler, and 
related news releases, but provides almoSl no information juSlifying or explaining the 
shift in policy. The new page does not mention that a previous site exiSled and, 
importantly, does not point to the archived version of the Clean Power Plan website. 

A Sludent, policymaker, scientiSl, or member of the public intereSled in writing a 
public comment can make a difference as all comments need to be accounted for 
equally. However, removal of Web content and obfuscation of resources makes it 
more difficult for those intereSled in engaging in the rulemaking process to provide an 
informed, evidence-based comment. Anyone valuing the idea of democratic 
policymaking should demand that public Web resources relevant for regulations 

http :1/ I 00 days.env lrodatagov .org/changing-d igital-climate/[ 1 /19/20 18 5 :26:5 5 PM] 
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should remain readily accessible to the public, whether regulations are being 

proposed or rolled back. 

In most cases, the best and quickest way to leam about an agency's priorities, 

operations, and policy perspectives is to access its website. By restructuring 

websites and changing Web content, agencies are signaling what is and is not 

important to them and how they would like the public to engage. Removal of climate 

information disconnects the public from important resources for understanding 

climate science and policy, and inhibits informed actions they might take as a result. 

Moreover, if done without explanation, it isn't clear if alterations have an underlying 

scientific basis or are politically motivated. 

VI. IMPORTANCE OF ACCURATELY 

DESCRIBING FEDERAL WEBSITE 

CHANGES AND MEDIA PORTRAYAL 

Websites can change in a variety of ways, PI from straightforward text edits to 

confusing webpage overhauls and URL redirects. It is also not always obvious who is 

responsible for making the changes and what the review process is before a change 

is published. Paying attention to these distinctions is important in order to make sure 

that focus remains on the correct issues. 

The journalism community, in particular, has covered changes to federal websites 
since President Trump took office, working to contextualize the shifts in rhetoric and 

reduction in access to important digital resources as warning signs and indicators of 

changing policy. This reporting on issues of information and data governance and 
access is an important public service. However, journalists have occasionally 

misrepresented the nature of the changes that are occurring by attributing changes 

to political appointees without evidence and by using improper terminology or 

misunderstanding the nature of the changes. 

ATTRIBUTION OF CHANGES 

http:// I OOdays.envirodatagov org/changing-digita!-climatef{ I 119/20 IS 5:26:55 PM] 
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Without additional information, it is often impossible to tell whether changes were 

made by career agency employees, agency political appointees, members of the 

Trump administration, or anyone else. The distinction between self-censorship, in 

which career staff attempt to make their offices appear less at odds with the 

administration's stated policy goals, and changes that were ordered by political 

appointees at an agency or the White House, is not trivial. 

In certain cases the Trump administration's involvement is clear, as in the While 

House website changeover and the overhaul of the EPA's climate change website, 

which was accompanied by a statement that the changes reflected "EPA's priorities 

under the leadership of President Trump and Administrator Pruitt." liB] 

Reporting by The 1/Vashington Post, however, suggests that other changes, such as 

renaming of the DOE's "Clean Energy Investment Center'' the "Energy Investor 

Center'' and the associated changes to the Center's webpages, were an act of self

censorship. The Post writes, "Energy spokeswoman Lindsey Geisler said these 

changes were not ordered by the Trump administration but were made by career 

staff to 'better reflect the broader focus of the project, which includes all traditional 

and nontraditional energy sources."'i"•l 

FHWA's rebranding of their program by switching "climate change" to "resilience" in 

their name occurred on December 13, 2016, before the inauguration, and was the 

result of weeks-long "internal discussions,'' according to one of their spokespeople. 

Though we cannot rule out early communication with transition team members or 

future Trump administration officials, the evidence suggests that the initiative to 

change originated from within FHWA and not the Trump administration. 

While these cases were identified as originating from career officials, it has often 

been impossible to know the source of the orders for other website changes that 

have been covered by the media. Cases like this, however, demonstrate that we 

cannot assume that all website alterations originate from the administration or from 

political appointees. 

The news media has sometimes attributed the changes to the Trump administration 

without corroborating evidence, which misleads the public and distracts from what 

may really be occurring. For example, a ProPublica article, originally titled "Child's 

Play: Team Trump Rewrites a Department of Energy Website for Kids,'' implied that 

the language changes on the EIA site were ordered by political appointees. 

ProPublica updated the article and its title to remove explicit attribution to the Trump 

administration after EIA, which is an independent agency whose publications are not 

subject to external review, responded by saying, "contrary to the headlines and 

content of the articles, EIA has never been contacted by anyone in the new 

http://l 00days.envirodatagov.org/changing~digital~climate/[l/l9/20 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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administration regarding the content of any part of EIA's website."fSOJ In another case 

of misleading reporting, a Guardian article titled 'Trump is deleting climate change, 

one site at a time," which provided several examples of changes across federal 

agencies, overgeneralized by staling that "the administration has taken a hatchet to 
climate change language across government websites," not providing evidence for 

the adminiSlration's involvement or noting the possibility for self-censorship.l81 I 

Getting the story right helps document the internal processes and shifts in priorities 

that are occurring at agencies and provides an important lead for future 

investigations. 

MISUSE OF LANGUAGE AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS 

In some cases, journalists have described website changes in imprecise and 

exaggerated language that can mislead readers about the severity of those 

alterations. On numerous occasions, articles refer to the removal of "data" in cases 

where that is not what really occurred.l821 The term "data" is often used loosely, 

leading readers to assume worst case scenarios, such as the removal of primary 
source data sets (e.g. files of buoy or satellite measurements) from websites, or even 

from government servers, which has not occurred. In fact, in essentially all cases 

thus far, the word "data" has been used to refer to either text on a webpage, a 

webpage, or a document that contains text and images, which would more 

accurately be described as Web information or content. 

Moreover, the EPA, State Department, and White House, for example, all have 

publicly accessible archives of their Obama-era websites, so for many observed 

changes on those websites it is more correct to say that data or information has been 

made less accessible, or has been removed and archived, rather than stating that 
data or information has been "deleted," as some journalists have done.i83l Still, not 

all agency website archives represent a complete record, as demonSlrated by the 

missing Students' website from the EPA's January 19 snapshot. Such cases could 
be referred to as page deletions and have, thus far, been the most substantial 
reductions in information access. 

One Guardian article claimed that arctic "data" was "deleted" from government 
websites, merging both of the language errors described above.i84l In fact, the 

article's author was only referring to removals of President Obama's White House 

webpages and documents, which remain publicly archived. No evidence of data 
deletions was presented. 

http;//! OOdays.envirodatagov.org/changing~digital-dimate/[ 1/19/20\8 5:26:55 PM] 
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Distrust of agencies, coupled with confusing changes and lack of proactive agency 

explanation, has sometimes led to a public outcry based on incorrect reasoning. For 

example, after the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) changed their search engine's 

properties, the number of results for the same search term dropped from the 

thousands to the hundreds.f851 Although the entire search engine was affected by 

these changes, the reduction in the number of search results for the term "climate 

change'' was given special attention in a series of tweets. The social media response 

as well as subsequent news media coveragel861 confused a few important points. 

First, articles stated that information was taken offline, when there was no evidence 

that webpages, documents, or data were removed, only that the search results that 

linked to Web content were affected. Second, the specific focus on climate change 

implied that there was a targeted removal of climate information. That the entire 

search engine was affected refutes this implication. Third, there was no evidence 

that the Trump administration was directly involved and several USGS spokespeople 

stated on record that there was no political interference. 

USGS failed to mitigate this confusion by not proactively announcing and explaining 

the changes to their search engine. But in order to hold USGS--as well as other 

agencie~ccountable, we must have an accurate understanding of how changes to 

websites really affect public access to information. 

Describing changes to federal websites accurately can be a subtle exercise, yet it is 

important to get it right for muHiple reasons. Attributing changes to the wrong sources 

and/or using inaccurate language to describe website changes misrepresents the 

degree to which transformations are occurring at these agencies and distracts the 

public from the real concern of information and resource removal from websites. 

Furthermore, presenting wrong or misleading information drains the news media's 

bandwidth and wastes limited resources on error correction. Without accurate 

information, members of the public and advocacy groups who champion 

environmental and Web accountability via elected officials or legal proceedings may 

pursue the wrong ends. More generally, inaccurate reporting threatens public faith in 

the news media as an objective source of information about the new administration, 

and the lack of such a trusted source undermines democratic institutions. 

VII. STATE AND LOCAL RESISTANCE TO 

http://IOOdays.envirodatagov.orgfchanglng-digital-climate/[1/19/2018 5:26:55 PM] 
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TRUMP ADMINISTRATION CLIMATE 

CENSORSHIP 

The current administration has restricted U.S. efforts to address climate change 

through actions such as withdrawing from the Paris climate accord and attempting to 

repeal the Clean Power Plan. In response, many state and local governments are 

leveraging their own authority and influence to reduce carbon emissions. Fourteen 

states and the U.S. territory Puerto Rico have formed the United States Climate 

Alliance,l8'' whose members are committed to upholding their state's responsibility 

under the Paris climate accord by decreasing their greenhouse gas emissions to 26-

28% below their 2005 emissions by 2025. On the municipal level, 382 cities have 

joined the Climate Mayors~"8i to uphold the Paris climate accord and more 

significantly address greenhouse gas emissions and sustainable practices. For 

instance, Los Angeles has committed to a 45% reduction below its 1990 emissions 

by 2025, and an 80% reduction by 2050. 

Municipalities and states have long been at the forefront of innovatively addressing 

climate change issues, particularly when the federal government is unable to do so. 

Following the United States' failure to ratify the Kyoto Protocol in 2005, the U.S. 

Conference of Mayors created the U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, !891 

which now has 1060 signatories, to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in each 

signed mayor's city in line with the Kyoto Protocol. Since the mid-2000s, several 

states have formed regional alliances to create greenhouse gas emissions 

reductions plans, such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas lnitiativel801 in northeastern 

states and the Western Ctimate Initiative. 19 ' l Today, many state and cities are 

banding together to address the changes in public access to environmental 

information detailed in this report. 

The mayors and governors involved in efforts to preserve public access to 

information on climate change argue that an informed public is one of the first steps 

to protecting the environment and addressing climate change. People need to 

understand what climate change is, what we can do to slow it, and how we can 

mitigate its effects. 

In California, the state senate sought to protect federal environmental and climate 

data by proposing a bill that would have required the Secretary for Environmental 

Protection to make available online federal scientific information and data that was 

deemed at risk.!S?; \11/hile Governor Brown vetoed the bill due to concern about state 

authority to protect federal whiSlleblowers, he did announce his support for protecting 

and providing access to federal data and information. 

http:// I OOdays,envirodatagov .orglchanging"digital-climate/[1/19/20 18 5:26:55 PMJ 
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Concerned by the possibility of lost climate information, the City of Chicago copied 
parts of the EPA's climate change website, and is currently hosting it at the URL 

http:ilclirnatechange.cityofchicago.org. A banner on the mirrored sites states that 

"while this information may not be readily available on the EPA's website, in Chicago 

we know climate change is real. We are joining cities around the country to make 
sure citizens have access to information on climate change." Chicago also 

established instructions and a data repository in GitHub so that other cities could 
copy and host the webpages; sixteen cities across the U.S. currently host this 

information on their local government websites.i 33l This kind of action by local 

governments is crucial for holding the federal government accountable. 

COMMENT: A PERSPECTIVE FROM LIONELD JORDAN, MAYOR OF 

FAYETTEVILLE, AR, ABOUT THE ROLE OF CITIES IN PRESERVING DIGITAL 

CLIMATE INFORMATION 

Climate change poses a very serious threat not only in terms of sea level rise for 
coastal communities but also for the heartland of America. Heat and drought 

stress, along with flooding from more intense storms, are real climate change 

consequences that we are facing in Fayetteville, Arkansas. We are committed to 

working with leaders of other cities, states, universities, and businesses to 

identify these threats and to make our communities more resilient to them. This 

is a matter of national security and social justice. Through our work to develop 

Fayetteville's Energy Action Plan, we also recognize that reducing carbon 
emissions and combating climate change represents a significant economic 

opportunity for our city and our nation by investing in a low-carbon economy and 

creating good jobs in energy efficiency and renewable energy. 

Preserving access to the Environmental Protection Agency's data and scientific 

assessments of climate change is fundamental to our understanding and 
collective will for action. This is true for the citizens of Fayetteville, Arkansas and 
across the United States. Policies on how to respond to climate change may be 
debatable but the underlying science on why climate change is happening and 

what impacts it may have are not. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

http:/11 OOdays.envirodatagov .orglchanging-digital-climate/[ l/19120 18 5:26:55 PM] 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF WEBSITE CHANGES AND WHAT'S 

TO COME 

Federal websites are often the public's primary source of information about agency 

roles and priorities on issues and provide some of the richeSt educational materials 

on important science and policy topics, from climate change to environmental justice. 

\Mlen people visit federal websites, however, they see only the current version, not 

the record and progression of changes that lead up to it. They have no way to see 

how their access to information has been altered. 

Our examination of changes across many federal agencies over the firSt year of the 

Trump adminiStration demonStrates a syStematic reduction in access to climate 

information and content. Links have been cut from pages or rendered useless, 

language has been changed to alter emphasis and drop mentions of climate-change

related topics, and entire climate websites have been removed and made 

significantly less accessible. 

\Mlile we have not observed any removal of climate data, the trend of website 

alterations signals a change in approach to federal environmental, climate, and 

energy research, practice, and policy, deemphasizing the importance of renewable 

energy, the harms of continued use of non-renewable energy sources, and the 

potential detrimental effects of climate change overall. Moreover, these changes 

have made it harder for the public to gain access to years of well-researched and 

organized information paid for by their tax dollars, information that is crucial in 

helping inform the important discussions on how to beSt mitigate and adapt to the 

effects of climate change. 

The altered and removed Web resources predominantly affect policymakers 

attempting to underStand local, State, tribal, and international climate action. 

However, the changes also hamper those learning about climate science or 

educating others about it. 

The result is an overall diminishment of democratic institutions like notice-and

comment rulemaking. Reduced access to public Web resources about agency 

regulations that are being proposed or repealed, and the benefits or harms of those 

regulations, inhibits people's ability to research relevant topics and provide informed 

comment. As every public comment needs to be addressed in the rulemaking 

process, providing open access to information contributes to an evidence-based 

policy discussion. The removal of the EPA's Clean Power Plan website in advance of 
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the Plan's proposed repeal, obscuring compiled Slate emission policy information 
from those interested in researching the Plan, is one example of how democratic 

policymaking is undermined. 

Why are these federal agencies putting so much effort into "science cleansing" 

instead of using time and resources to fulfill agency responsibilities, such as 

protecting the environment and advancing energy security? Removing information 

regarding climate change from federal websites does not affect the reality of climate 

change, but may serve to obfuscate the subject and inject doubt regarding the 

scientific consensus that climate change is happening and that it is caused by human 

activity. 

In the short term, revealing these rhetorical tactics and shining a spotlight on 

important information and data governance questions increases government 

accountability and informs the public of agency priorities under the Trump 

administration. Looking forward, however, if programs and offices are defunded, as 

Trump's proposed budget signals, then the continuity of data collection, research, 

and policymaking pertaining to climate change may be disrupted in long-lasting and 

harmful ways. More than just protecting the public presentation of climate change 

information, we must take great care to preserve our broad efforts to understand and 

respond to this threat in an informed manner and continue to bolster the important 

public discourse about how to best respond to the harms of climate change. 

COMMENT: GRETCHEN GOLDMAN, UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, 

RESEARCH DIRECTOR FOR THE CENTER FOR SCIENCE AND DEMOCRACY 

Before President Trump was inaugurated, activists and scientists scrambled to 
archive data and webpages out of concern that the incoming administration 

could remove, tamper with, or otherwise upend the rich depositories of scientific 
information on federal agency websites. There was, after all, precedent for such 

behavior. Under past administrations, government scientific information has 

been politicized. And given Trump's Slatements as a candidate, there was no 

reason to assume his administration would respect scientific integrity and the 

role it plays in the federal scientific enterprise. 

In the past year, the changes identified by EDGI and others on government 

webpages have been sporadic but significant When material on climate change 

is removed from federal webpages, it matters. It prevents the public from 

accessing vital information about climate adaptation and other resources useful 

in preparing for climate-related impacts. It also sends a signal to the American 

public and international community about the priorities of the United States. 
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The scientific community gets the message loud and clear: Study of climate 

change is no longer welcome within the government enterprise. Under the 

current adminiStration, a federal scientiSt simply doing his or her job might be 

viewed as defiant or disloyal. Such an environment has a chilling effect on the 

entire scientific community. Researchers will now second-guess the direction of 

their research and the use of climate change in their worK This could vaSlly 

reStrict the kind of research queStions scientiSts ask and the areas of research 

they pursue. Indeed, we've already observed several cases of self-censorship 

where communication of scientific work has been altered to avoid reference to 

climate change, even without any direct political interference. 

The frightening long-term consequence of such censorship is that we may have 

fewer scientiSts working on one of the moSt complex and urgent scientific 

problems of our time. We need scientiSts to continue Studying climate change 

and other politically contentious scientific fields. 11\/ithout current and robuSt 

scientific information feeding into policy processes, decision-makers will be ill

prepared to make evidence-based choices that determine our future. 

Website changes thus have huge repercussions for us all. While a single change 

may seem relatively insignificant, each removal or alteration of scientific 

information brings us closer to a government based on fiction, not fact. Such a 

reality would be devaStating for science and for our democracy. 

DIGITAL INFORMATION GOVERNANCE PRACTICES 

As scientiSts make progress in their research, new treaties are ratified or repealed, 

the federal budget is amended, and agency priorities are updated, these changes 

are reflected on federal websites. So what, then, differentiates the natural and 

healthy turnover of digital information from a regressive and revisioniSt reStructuring 

of Web content? 

In general, agencies and offices muSt take it upon themselves to determine how the 

presentation of Web information aligns with their mission and charters. They muSt 

critically ask if an alteration or removal of content will harm or benefit the public and 

the users of their sites. Moreover, public Web content should be valued not only for 

its utility for education, as well as scientific and policy research, but also for its 

hiStoric worth. In the case of climate change, public information reflecting the 

overwhelming scientific consensus, and supporting the health and safety needs of 

communities, muSt be maintained. 
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Federal agencies are best positioned to oversee their websites and decide what to 

update, but in most cases these decisions are not made transparently in a way that 

the public can easily observe or even become aware of. 

To address these information governance issues, there are several existing 

guidelines, regulations, and laws, in addition to new policies being proposed.194l For 

instance, a current Office of Management and Budget memorandum on "Policies for 

Federal Agency Public Websites and Digital Services" states that "when significant 

changes occur, such as a website redesign, the organization must provide 

information to the public about the changes."l95llf passed, proposed legislation like 

the Preserving Data in Government Actl861 would require federal agencies to 

maintain public access to data sets and prohibit altering or removing data sets 

without sufficient public notice. New National Archives' Web records policy 

guidelines, updating the dated 2005 guidelines, would help ensure that agencies 

properly archive Web records, inform the public of important changes to Web 

content, and ensure continued accessibility of important records.1971 

More generally, we recommend the following practices for more just and accountable 

data and information stewardship: 

• Transparency. Especially for major website overhauls, but for smaller updates to 

webpages as well, agencies should detail the scope of the pages that will be 

affected and clearly explain the reason for planned alterations in a public 

Statement, well in advance of the changes actually being made. 

• Responsible Web archiving. Federal agencies should not alter or reduce access 

to Web content before they have created a log to thoroughly document their 

intended changes and ensured that the content is preserved and, for significant 
aHerations, made accessible through a public archive. 

• Valuing Web resources. Web resources should be valued in terms of their 

educational importance, how much they enable hiStorical understanding, and their 

advancement of scientific and policy research. Records schedules and records 

governance broadly should reflect these uses. 

• Distributed Web archiving. Federal agencies should work with growing civil 

society movements to rethink the way we organize, Steward, and diStribute data, 

Web resources, and online information. 

• Environmental data justice. Federal environmental agencies should work to 

create digital infraStructure through which communities can determine what kinds of 

data are collected and presented about them, in response to which issues. This 

includes proactive efforts to identify and accommodate those who access federal 

Web information, as well as offering communities the right to refuse consent to 

data collection. 
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years ago to create the Environmental Protection Agency, ~that 
clean air and water were "the birthright of eve1y American" and that 
restoring nature was "a cause beyond party and beyond factions." 

Safeguarding our health and our environment has always enjoyed broad 
support in both political parties and among the American people. Thanks to 
the E.P.A.'s diligent work, our air and water are significantly cleaner, and 
because of that, Americans live longer, healthier lives. It is a heritage from 
which both parties can draw pride. 

But that legacy is now in danger. 

The current administrator of the E.P.A., Scott Pruitt, built his political 
m= by attacking clean-air and clean-water rules. Now in charge of the 
agency, he is tearing down tbosP protection.>, diiiumll11i.nJ', the E.P.A., 
appointing or nominating~ insllkr:;_ to~ their former 
businesses and hlill:king scientific input. 

For the sake of our children's health, it's time for Scott Pruitt to go. 

Mr. Pruitt is jeopardizing the health and well-being of Americans, and many 
suspect he is doing it to feed his own political ambition. "You must be 
running for the presidency," a conservative radio host said while 
interviewing Mr. Pruitt in August as he visited Iowa, the state with the first 
presidential caucuses. The more popular theory inside Washington is that 
he is lining up deep-pocketed backers to run in 2020 for the Senate seat 
held by the Oklahoma Republican James Inhofe, who is 83. 

His taxpayer-funded weekend trips home to Oklahoma are lwing Pxamim•d 
by the E.P .A.'s inspector general. His use of noncommercial and military 
flights to his home state and elsewhere at a cost to taxpayers of some 
$s8,ooo prompted questions from Senator Charles Grassley, Republican of 
Iowa, and others. (An E.P.A. spokesman has said that Mr. Pruitt's travel was 
related to agency business and that he had no political agenda.) 
Whatever his political ambitions may be, Mr. Pruitt's regulatmy rollbacks 
and delays have tangible health and safety risks. For example, he has put the 
~on a rule that had been sought by the Obama administration to make 
information about dangerous chemicals at plants more easily available to 
the public and local emergency responders. Mr. Pruitt fought the rule as 

https:llwww.nytimes.com/20 17 /11128/opinionlpruitt-trump-epa-fired.html[ 112212018 5: 12:0 I PM] 
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Oklahoma's attorney general, and in June, newly ensconced at the E.P.A., he 
delayed it by 20 months. 

The postponement was no doubt good news to Arkema, a chemical company 
that had lobbied against the rule. Not long after, Arkema's chemical plant 
near Houston caught fire as a result of Hurricane Harvey, sending 15 public 
safety officers who inhaled smoke there to the hospital. 
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Mr. Pruitt is also working to stiOe tlw sckntifk_ailiia: that is so important 
for smart environmental policy. He has rigged the criteria for E.P.A. science 
advisory boards so that people funded by industry (or even by foreign 
governments) are more likely to qualify for appointment than academic 
experts. He has appointed as leaders of these panels people with industry 
ties and one who led the fight against tougher federal ozone standards. 

And to satisfy his penchant for secrecy, he is installing at a cost of nearly 
$25,000 to taxpayers a secure phone booth in his Washington office to 
keep people, including staff members, in the dark. William Ruckelshaus, 
who served Presidents Nixon and Ronald Reagan as the E.P.A. 
administrator, has said that "Pruitt appears to be turning his back on a 
bipartisan tradition of transparent governance at the E.P.A." 

For months, Mr. Pruitt refused to disclose where he was going or whom he 
was meeting with. Thanks to the Freedom of Information Act, we now know 
that he spends his davs meeting with executives from companies, many with 
high-profile matters pending before the agency. He has elevated cronyism to 
new heights. 

With Mr. Pruitt in charge, Americans are extremely dissatisfied with Mr. 

https://www.nytimes.com/20 t 7/11/28/opinion/pruitt-trump-epa-fired.html[l/22/20 18 5:12:01 PM] 
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Trump Should Fire the E.P.A.'s Scott Pruitt~ The New York Times 

Trump's handling of the environment- an approval rating of only 23 

percent among independents, according to an August Fox News poll. 
Independents have long seen handling of the environment as a barometer of 

whether a candidate shares their values. When I was a governor, my 
environmental record cleaning up toxins and protecting wetlands was 
important for independent voters and helped me win re-election in New 
Jersey. 

It's no wonder that the White House hllil.ru:n_Qcti~ to figure out how to fix 

its green image. But rebranding isn't enough. 

President Trump needs a new leader at E.P.A. who listens to business but 

also respects the agency's mission to protect public health and the 

environment. 

I was delighted to hear President Trump promise to protect clean air and 

clean water in his first address to Congress. I understand that he wants a 
new direction at the E.P.A., bnt that doesn't mean be should tolerate Mr. 
Pruitt's ethical lapses and lack of judgment. 

President Trump should fire Scott Pruitt. Our children and grandchildren 

deserve better. 

Thomas H. Kean, the Republican governor of New Jersey from 1982 to 1990, is the 
vice chairman of the Environmental Defense Fund. 

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on~ and Twitter (@NYTooinionl. 
and sign up for the Ooinjon Todav newsletter. 

-\ verslon of thls ap··t'!d nppenrs prnt 
Tlfne to F'rw!1 Al F 

https:llwww.nytimes.comi2017 111128/opinion/pruitt·trump-epa·fired.html[ I 122/2018 5: 12:0 I PM] 
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Wlialls Scott Pruitt Hiding? j N~e\\ Rt•puhh.c 

The EPA administrator's media aversion, unavailable public 

schedule, and a history of industry favors are raising red 

flags. 

BY EMilY ATKIN Mey 30.2017 

It wouldn't be hard today to find out what Gina McCa1thy was 

doing on any given workweek 2013 to 2016. TI1e former 

Environmental Protection Agency administrator's daily schedule 

is still posted on the department's website, listing all "meetings 

attendee\ by aclvocates, stakeholders, elected officials, and others 

ht!ps·'/newrepublic,t0m/artide/!4271:5hL:ott~pruitt-hiding[! '2-l-·20 I~ 5.-f9.1 () P\lj 
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\Vhat Scott Pruitt Hiding? I New Republic 

schedules of every assistant and regional administrator across the 

EPA. The reason, according to the website, is "to increase 

transparency in EPA's 

Scott Pruitt, the current EPA administrator appointed by 

President Donald Trump, does not have an accessible public 

schedule, On April 7, I filed a Freedom of Information Act request 

for copies of it, Nearly two months later, it has not been given an 

assignment date. I'm not the only one who has been blocked; 

several other journalists have filed similar requests that have gone 

unfilled, as has the Center for Biological Diversity, which recently 

filed a lawsuit seeking the documents. 

Pruitt does post his day-to-day whereabouts on Twitter, which 

shows that he spent most of his three months in office meeting 

with energy and other groups, as well as congressional 

Republicans. But that's "not an appropriate substitute" for official 

Government, which advocates for government accountability. "It's 

self-selective," she said. "He doesn't have to tweet all of his 

meetings, whereas his official schedule is comprehensive, 

and able to be accessed FOIA." 

Public appearances are also rare for the administrator, as are on

the-record briefings ~with journalists. When Pruitt does talk to 

journalists, it's to ones, to E&E News, 

which noted earlier this month that Pruitt's media appearances 

have been limited mostly to Fox News and its affiliates, (Pruitt also 

interviewed with a conservative North Dakota blogger, the media 

arm of the conservative Heritage Foundation, and conservative 

radio talk show host Hugh Hewitt). 

h!tps://newrepubiic.com/articlc/142785/scott~pruitt~hidingf 1/24/2018 PMJ 
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What Is Scott Pruitt Hiding? I New Republic 

eon the record appearance by ((1lepa administrator Pruitt 

celled tonight due to "schedHling conflict," per Hoover 

In titute 

alerie Volcovici (@ValerieVoleo) May 18, 2017 

It's still early in Pruitt's administration; it's possible that he's 

taking his time to get to know his staff and get comfortable with 

the press. But Pruitt has a history of evasiveness. As Oklahoma's 

attorney general, he routinely slow-walked records requests, and 

used a private email account to conduct government business (and 

subsequently lied about it). Furthermore, those slow-walked 

records from his actual government account showed that Pruitt 

was hiding what The New York Times called an "unprecedented, 

secretive alliance" with the oil company Devon Energy, in which 

Pruitt allowed Devon representatives to write letters to the EPA in 

Pruitt's name. In turn, Devon donated thousands to Pruitt's 

election efforts. 

That was years before Pruitt became the EPA administrator. What 

is he hiding now? 

Among environmentalists, there is a strong 
suspicion that Pruitt is being opaque for a reason. "He simply can't 

stand the heat of any actual look at his policies," read a recent 

Sierra Club blog post. The Center for Biological Diversity, in suing 

over Pruitt's schedule, expressed concern about what Pruitt's lack 

of transparency means for taxpayers. "Americans need to know if 

Pruitt is still playing patty-cake with the big polluters the EPA's 

supposed to protect us from," Meg Townsend, the organization's 

open government attorney, said in a statement about the lawsuit. 

"The agency's refusal to release these public documents suggests 

https:/ /newrepublic.com/article/142785/scott-pruitt-hiding[ I /24/2018 5:49: 19 PM] 
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What Is Scott Pmitt Hiding? I New Republic 

Pruitt is back to cozying up to oil companies and pesticide makers, 

at the expense of the air we breathe and the water we drink." 

"Americans need to 

know if Pruitt is still 

playing patty-cake with 

the big polluters the 

EPA's supposed to 

protect us from." 

Combine that with a White 

House that refuses to release 

visitor logs, has scores of 

financial conflicts of interest, 

and is otherwise drowning in 

perpetual accusations of 

collusion and corruption, and 

you've got a recipe for high 

alert, at least among 

government accountability 

advocates. 'There is a swathe 

of secrecy over the entire 

executive branch," Rosenberg said. "So we're all bit a sensitive." 

It's not like Pruitt has joined an agency that, before his tenure, was 

perfectly accountable. "EPA has had issues with transparency for 

some time," Townsend told me. McCarthy's schedules were not 

always comprehensive; far from it. They listed only "meetings 

attended by advocates, stakeholders, elected officials, and others 

outside the Agency." Meetings with other EPA officials were not 

included, nor were read-outs of said meetings. On many days, 

nothing was listed; on others, events were sparse. (On January 13, 

2016, for example, McCarthy's only scheduled event was Big Block 

of Cheese Day.) 

Under President Obama, EPA did not set an example for 

openness, especially when it came to FOIA. In 2015, a federal 

judge blasted the agency for not complying with public records 

requests from a conservative group. As a House Oversight 

Committee report from 2016 noted, thatjudge criticized a "culture 

https://newrepublic.com/article/142785/scott~pruitt~hidingfl/2412018 5:~9: 19 PM j 
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What Is Scott Pmitt Hiding? I Nev.r Repuh!ic 

of unrepentant noncompliance" with FOIA at EPA, "which 

resulted in the deletion of potentially responsive records and 

inexplicable delays." The report also called out EPA for hiding 

conversations with outside groups-particularly environmental 

groups-which conservatives accused EPA of colluding with. 

(There is, of course, a difference between an environmental 

protection agency having a close relationship with environmental 

protection interests and that same agency having a close 

relationship with polluters.) 

For Townsend, that's the most important difference between 

Pruitt's administration and previous ones. "It's definitely gotten 

much worse" because of Pruitt's historically close relationship 

with industry, she said. 

"The whole reason for transparency laws like FOIA is so there is a 

check on corruption," Rosenberg said. "The bottom line is figuring 

out whose interests are being served-the public's, or 

polluter's?" Former EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson made the 

case for transparency this way: "The American people will not 

trust us to protect their health or their environment if they do not 

trust us to be transparent and inclusive in our decision-making. To 

earn this trust, we must conduct business with the public openly 

and fairly." 

Devon Energy already appears to believe Pruitt's time as 

administrator will serve its interests. According to The New York 

Times, the oil and gas company recently stepped away from an 

environmental settlement it had planned to sign with the Obama 

administration, believing it would get a better deal from Pruitt. 

Pruitt hasn't hidden that he plans to give polluters an easier time, 

which makes it all the more important to make sure he's not 

hiding anything else. 

htlps://nev.-republic,com/article/l42785/scott-pntin-hiding! l/2-1/201 K 5:49:19 Pi'v1! 
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1125!2018 Where is Trump's Cabinet? lfs anybody's gut~ss.- POUT!CO 

POliTICO 

WHITEHOUSE 

Gy I;M!LY HOLDEN I 12126/2017 05:05AM EST I Updatf.'d 12/2612017 07.37 PM EST 

The Cabinet members carrying out President Donald Trump's orders to shake up the federal government are doing so under an unusual 

tayer of seuecy ~-· oft<>n shielding their schedules from public view, keeping their travels under wraps .and refusing to identify the people 
and groups they're met•ting. 

A POL111CO review of the practices of17 Cabinet heads found that at least eight routinely deC' line to release information on their planned 

schedules or trawls- information that was more widely available during th€' Obama and G<"orge W. Bush administrations. Four other 

d€partments- Agriculture, bbor, Homeland Security and Edm:ation --provide the secretaries' schedules only sporadically or with f£w 
details. The Treasury Department began releasing weekly schedules for Secretary Steven Mnuchin only in November_ 

In addition, at least six Cabinet departments don't rr2lease appointnwnt calendars that would show, after the fact, who their leaders had 

met with, what they discussed and where they trav0led --- a pDtential violation of the Freedom ofinformation Act, which says agencies 

must make their n:cords "promptly available to any person!' 1\om departments- Education and the Environmental Protection Age:ncy

have released som<" of those detalls after watchdog groups sued them. 

This information clampdown is occurring with little oversight by Tmmp's White House, which said only that agencit~$ should follow the 
law when it comes to deciding what lnformatiDn to release. 

https :i!www. politico .com/s!ory/20 i 7/12/213/trump..cabinet~agenda-secret-319046 1/9 
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1/25/2018 Where is Trump·s Cabinet? It's anybody's guess. -POLITICO 

"The White House does not issue guidance specifically addressing the c L·srcn to Stcrv 
Hogan Gidley said in a statement. On the other hand, he added, The White House expects federal agencies to comply with FOIA requests." 

Government watchdog groups and activists who closely follow the departments' policies say the secrecy is more than just a Trumpian 

swipe at political enemies and a meddlesome news media: It's an attempt, they say, to conceal the special access that some powerful 
interests have gotten in shaping policies that directly affect them. 

"How officials spend their time is the best window into what their priorities are," said Austin Evers, a former Obama State Department 

lawyer who heads the watchdog group American Oversight, which has sued for the calendars of EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and 

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. 'When public officials resist public disclosure of what they do, people should be skeptical of what 
they're trying to hide." 

Cabinet heads' schedules under wraps 

President Donald Trump's Cabinet agencies vary widely in l1ow much 

information they offer about their leaders' travel and meetings, with many 

providing either no or limited information ahead of time. 

Department or Agency Provides leader's schedule in advance 

Agnculture Yes, but limited 

Commerce No 

Defense Yes 

Education Yes, but limited 

Energy No 

Environmental Protection Agency No 

Health and Human Services No 

Homeland Security Yes, but limited 

Hous1ng and Urban Development Yes 

1ntenor No 

Just1ce Yes 

Labor Yes, but limited 

State Yes 

rransportat1on No 

Treasury Yes 

U.S. Trade Representative No 

VctcransAffairs No 

SO\JRCE.POLITICOcesi'a'ChiE'l"lJiyH"olcenanoBobKmg 

Criticisms that some agency heads are concealing meetings with businesses they're supposed to regulate have been leveled especially 

often against Pruitt, a former Oklahoma attorney general who has made it his explicit mission to ease regulatory burdens on industries 

including oil, gas, coal, auto manufacturing and agriculture. 

Pruitt meets frequently with leaders of these and other industries, based on the three months of detailed calendar records that American 

Oversight managed to pry out of EPA under a court order. But the agency makes it difficult to track his activities in real time- refusing to 

provide schedules or advisories of his upcoming meetings, confirm his attendance at specific events, or say what city he plans to be in on a 

given day. 

h ltps ·f!www. politico. com/story/20 17/12/26/trump-ca binet-agenda-secret-319046 219 
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i/2512018 Where is Trump's Cab1net? It's anybody's guess.+ POUT!CO 

Recent events that EPA refused tD disclose ahead of time include a speech Pruitt delivered at a fuel marketers' conference in Chicago co

sponsored by BP, whose US. oil and gas interests are governed by EPA regulations. Pruitt's staffwou!dn'teven say where he was headed 

that day, after POLITICO asked about a. tip that he was s~n sitting in first class on a Ddt a Air Lines flight 

Earlier this month, EPA wouldn't disclose information about a dinner discussion that Pruitt was holding >'lith a pro-business think tank in 

D.C. It gave no advance notice that he was traveling to Moron: a on a trip that included a discussion oftb.e country's interest in importing 

U.S. natural gas, a fuel!'ource his agency helps regulat\?. EPA also wouldn't('onfirm th<tt Pruitt was scheduled to speak this month in 

Nashville before the American Legislative Exchange Council, a ('Onservative policy organization--· even though the printed program listed 

him as a lunchtime speahr. {ALEC later said Pruitt had cancded his appearance.} 

The (O)ALfC. states conference brochure narrws. 

@EPAScottPrwtt as speaking at its Friday lunch in NashvHJe. as 

ALEC members debnte a resolution attacking #cl1m2h1 science 

and another crimina!i.;:ing pipGiine protesters 

Even after the fact, EPA resists releasing the detailed calendars that would make it easier for journalists and watchdog-s to track how often 

Pruitt mE'etS with business leaders before making decisions that benefit their bottom lines. 

The records released to date off a some du€s, however: In May, for instance, Pruitt met with executives from an automotive company, 

Fitzgerald Truck Sales, to discuss an Dbama-era air pollution rule for refurbishf'd heavy trucks, according to the calendars obtained by 

American Oversight Six months lat<'r, Pmitt agreed to weaken the rules, as the cnmpany had requested. 

The partial meeting records rd!i'ased to date r{'veal similar meetings Pruitt b.as held with auto executiws aff~1cted by his upcoming 

decision on whether to ease gre-enhous~ gas requirements for cars and trucks; r:oa.l mining and power executives opposed to Obam.a,era 

regulations on their industries; and developers who received Pruitt's approval to seek a permit for a proposE>d gold and mineral mine in 

Alaska, according to documents previously obtained and analyzed hyThe New York Times and The Washington Post, 

Alarmed that many more such examples must exist, at least thre"' watrhdog <l.nd envirorunental groups have fi!erl separate suits seeking 

detailed copies of Pruitt's calendars. The Times and :r~port<T Eric Lipton filed a similar suit against EPA this month, arguing in court 

documents tha.t cai('ndars ar!f "often the only way the public has visibility into who providf.'S Administrator Pruitt with input as he devises 

policy pos.itions that affect all Americans." 

Pmitt "uses the word transparency a lot," said Ann Weeks, legal dirHtor for the Clean Air Task Force, an environmental group not invo!ved 

in the suits. But she added, ·ro whom is the transparency being offered? Berause it's not the American people because we're not able "ven 

to see who he's talking to:· 

httpsJ/~·VII'W. po!itico .com!storyi20i 7 /12/26/trump~cabinet -agenda-secret -319045 319 
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1/25/2018 Where is Trump's Cabinet? It's anybody s guess .. POUT!CO 

EPA spokeswoman Liz Bowman calls the criticism baseless, arguing that the agency is providing more information to the public than past 

administrations, "despite lawsuits from The New York Times for the sake of scoring political points and making heildlinJ;>s.H As evidence. 

she cites actions such as listing EPA's upcoming regulatory act ions online-" as requir~d by !aw --as well as a posting a public online 

calendar for Pruitt that often omits the names of the people he's nv:eting with .and the topic of discussion. 

"The fact is that the current EPA is the most transparent EPA has been in years,~ Bowman. said. 

Pruitt isn't the only Cabinet mo;>mber holding uupuhlidzed rneetings with bnsinf'sses or groups who have a stake in his decisions. 

While the Interior Department readily provi-tles cal{'ndars after the fact for Secretary Ryan Zinke, it dnesn't publish his schedule ahead of 

time for events such as a September Spl'!ech to the National Petroleum CouncU, whose mt>mbers include companies that drill for oil and 

gas on federal land. (He made headlines that day by declaring that30 percentofl:nterior employees aren't "ioyal" to his and Trump's 

agmda.} It also issued no advance notice of political fundra.is.ers he attended in Alaska, Montana and the Caribbean that ar12 nowumlf'r 
investigation by government watchdogs. 

fn August, after Zinh's wife twectt>d photos showing the couplG relaxing along the Bosporus, an Interior spokesperson would not say 

when the secretary had left the U.S., when he was returning or whether the trip to Turkey was a vacation. 

LovB on thB Bosporus ~summer 

Similarly, when then-Health and Human Services Secretaty Tom Price went to <m Ohio drug manufacturer in April as part of a listening: 

tour about thf' opioid epidemic, Pric.;:> tweeted about the trlp only after he had already visited. HHS' press office also didn't email national 

news organizations about the trip until two days later- .J.fter he published an op-ed in The Cincinnati Enquirer that mentioned it. 

https:f!W\vw.politico.com/story/2017/12/26/irump-cabinet-agenda-secret-3·!9046 4/9 
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l/25/20i8 Where 1s Trump's Cabinet? lfs anybody's guess.- POUTICO 

Traveled to OH today to visit A!kermes-a company playing a 
crucial role in our efforts to fight #cpiOid addiction. Thank you for 

hosting me 

Since Sept 29, when Price resigned following POLITICO's revelation that he hud charged taxpayers for at least $1 million in private and 

mUital)' flights, HHS has refused to publish schii'dules for acting Secret,lry EriJ;; Harg,;m. Department ~mplDyees responding tD POLITICO's 

request for Price's calendars have said they're swamped with FOIA noqu<'sts they're working to futfill. 

The departments of Commerce, En<'rgy, Transportation and Vt'terans Affairs and the office of U.S. Trade Representative Robertlighthi?.er 

also do not release advance schf'dules for their leaders. 

''These are t{lp public oll'iciats who work for the US. citizens, and they have a right to know who they're meeting with and what they're 

doing,~ said Sean Moulton, the open government program manager at the Project on Government Ov€rsight. a watchdog group. 

Several of the Ttmnp agendes' policii'.S on releasing schedulE's and calendars are notilbly more restrictive than either the Obama or ~orge 

W. Bush administrations- though they, too, faced criticism for lack of transparency 

Former Vice President Dick Cheney won a court battle to avoid having to disclose details about hls energy task force's meetings with 

industry executiw's, rE"jecting a challenge by the Sierra Club and the conservative group Judicial Watch, Under Obama, Thee Asso-Ciated 

Press sued the Statl) Department for copies of former SE'cretary Hillary Clinton's calendars. The department said at the time that it was 

coping with a load of records requests but "does its best to meet its FOIA responsibilities." 

More than 40 journalism and watchdog organizations also objet:ted in 2015 to what they called a growing array of "constraints on 

information in the federal government" under Obama, indnding agendes that prohibited rank-and-file staff from talking to reporters. 

Hiding information ultimatt,ly harms th(' ag(.:ndes themselv-es, said Christine Todd Whitman, who led EPA during Bush's first term and 

said she posted her schedule for the entire EPA staff to sH~ and mad€ reporters aware when she was traveling. 

"It aU leads to an atmosphere of distrust, even ifyou'rt:> doing abso!ntely nothing wrong,~ Whitman said. 

She added that she is wary of Pruitt's secrecy and has been "startledn by his frequent meetings with industry. '1worry about meeting with 

people who might have enforcecment action coming before the ag-ency, and, -on \tu> t1ip-side, seeming at this point to bE' locking out the 

environmentalists, because you've got to hear from both sides," she said. 

UndE"r Obama, Education Secretary Arne Duncan's staff emai!-ed reporters a schedule of his uptoming week of activities, typically on 

Fridays. DeVos, in contrast, provides a much sparser publk schedule that often omits m€aningful details about the vast majority of her 
meetings. 

The Department of Homeland Security also released weekly alerts during the Bush and Obama eras for the news media about the 

secretary's events, even if it W<J.sn't always complete. Under Trump, DHS has yet to issue such scheduh:s on a regular basis, although its 

staff will confirm information about sp.,dfic events. 

https:/lw-ww.poHtico .com/story/20 '17 /12/26/trump-cabinet-ogenda-secret-3 i 9046 5i9 
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i/2512018 Whero IS Trump's Cab1net? It's any body's guess -POLITICO 

Obama Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx not only provided his weekly schedule in advance but held monthly questwn-and-answer 

sessions with reporters. Tmmp's DOT chief, Elaine Chao, declines to provide advance schedules, and has yet to hold this type of session in 
Washington, D.C. 

Dush's envimnmenta1 agenci<'s also publid1.ed any events where leaders would speak pub!idy, said Jim Connaughton, who headed th<> 
White House Council of Environmental Quality at the time. And underObama, then-EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy noted that her 

office provided a week-aheadguidanc:e abo tit her activities and regularly published herG>lf'ndars after the fact. 

"When we were delayed at all, we would certainly hear from reporters." McCarthy said. 

But the Energy Department didn't publish then-S-1:'cretary Ernest Moniz's schedules when Obama was in th(:' Whit<: House -and doesn<t 

publish them for Secretary Rick Perry now. In both cases, however, DOE staff have S<>nt advisories to the press for most of the secretaries' 
public events< 

The Project on Government Oversight has called ftw years for CabineHevel secretaries to at least publish their calendars online, calling it 
"the fundamental f1oorofwhat all agencies should be disclosing" 

"It has been hit or miss, even under the Obama administration," Moultotl said . .But he said tht! Trump White Iiouse set the tone when it 

announced in April that it would n>.fuse to publish its visitor l-ogs on the grounds of"national security risks and privacyconcerns,n 

breaking with the Obama administration's policy. (POLITICO has rrsponded by publishing its own unofficial White House visitor log, 

based on publidy available information.) 

Agency officials otlt•r vatying explanations for not releasing this informatiDn, including a crush of backlogged FOIA requests, as w€1! as 
previous statemtmts by EPA and the Education Department that they're concerned about security. EPA staff says Pruitt has gotten an 

unusually high numh'2r{)f death threats- several times more than former Obama's agency chiefs received- while DeVos' staff notes that 

her public appearances have drawn protesters, induding a crowd that bri('fly blocked her from entering a D.C. middle S(hoo! in F<.'bruary . 

.. 
AllthePresidoot'sGuests 
8)<' ANOOfW I'!ES.TUCCIA. AIDAN QUiGLEY . . !ON MCCI..URE a1d UI.Y MIHALIK 

On the other hand, Cabinet members whD have immense security concerns am more open about their plans, including Defense Secretary 

Jam12s Me~ttis ;;nd Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, whose offices issue daily advisories to the media abollt their public plans. 

Pruitt and DeVos i>lso don't lack for pmtection: Each has a round-the-dock security entourage, unusual by the standards of their 

predecessors. DeVos' security detaiL projected to costas muchass6.54 million during thl) current fiscal year, consists of U.S. marshals. 

Pruitt maintains tight secrecy even when he's in his headquarters a few blocks from the White House, a.:.:ording to nev1rs repor!"s that say 

he restricts employees' access to his offke area, ordered a $25-,000 soundproof communications chamb~r installed in his offir.e and 

recently had his office swept for bugs. 

For Stlme ofTrump's Cabinet appointees, who include wealthy business eJ.:ccutiv~s with little expDSut!::' to the often-harsh scrutiny of public 
life. secrecy may b._, less about hiding a policy ag<>nda than about discomfort with the spotlighL 

DeVos, the billionaire charter·schoolactivistwho never before held public offic<'", puts some of her <.>vents on social rn~;dia but !.eaves them 

out of her department's offitial communications with the news media. 

PQople following her online might have known she had met with the Saudi education minister in October- based on a photo she posted 

on F!ickr- but rhe department never issued any information alxlul it or said what they had discussed. The state-run Saudi Press Agi'mcy 

was mor12 forthcoming, disclosing that the leaders had talked about "the importancl:' of educational co-operation" between their countries' 

universities. 

In. November, DeVos visited GallaucletUnivers.ity in Washington, D.C, where sh-e said in a later post on lnstagram that she learned abou! 

~~ducation for the deaf and hard ofheadng. The Education Department issued no advisorii.'S before or aft ;:or the event. 

M ttps:/!wv•vv. po!ltico. com !story 120·1 7 ii 2/26/trump-cabinet-agen da-secrBt-319046 619 
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betsydevosed 

456Hkes 

DeVos' public schedule is riddli>d with so many omissions that U.S. News and World Report lamented in October that ~dvicaHy er\gaged 

citizens~ would have had uo way of knowing she planned to speak at a Future Farmers of Americ-a rom>ention in Indianapolis, attend a 

roundtabl;: on students with disabilities or make a Marrh visit to a Roman Catholic school in Orlando. 

Mnuchin, the former Goldman Sachs partner turned Treasury s'"c:retary, was slow to begin releasing his weekiy scheduh.:- in contrast to 

fcrmerObama Treasury Secretary lack Lew, who put one out everyday. In June, when Mnuchin talked regulations and tax n;•form with 

former Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke at the Brookings Institution, the public's first dtH! came when Mnuchin tweeted about it 
afterward. 

https:/1•;\•\rvw.po!itico .c:om/story/20 17 112/26/trump-cablnet-agen da-secret-3i 9046 719 
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In late December, Labor Secretary Alexander Acosta issued only an after-the-fact news release when he visited hurrkane·r"-vaged Puerto 

Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Some agencies, including the departments ofJustke, Agriculture and Housing and Urban Dewlopment, provide partial guidance about 

their secretaries' schedules, either to the public or on background or off, the-record for the media. HUD, for example, usually p1ovides 

reporters with an emailed heads-up about Secreta1y Ben Carson's official events, although it doesn't publicize all his appearam:es -·- his 

schedule didn't indude his attendance at last month's opening of the Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C , for instance. 

F.wn tht:> less-forthcoming ag12ncies insist that they're following the law <lnd keeping the public informed. 

"Every official event that is open to the public is posted on the Secretary's public schedule.n Education Department press secretary Liz Hill 

wrote in a response to questions. "There isn't a 'transparency issut'' simply became members of the m<edla want more of a head's up." 

Even so, Hili confirmed th.at security is a factor .as the department plans and issues information on DeVos' public schedule. 

Pruitt's admirers even praise him for stiff~arming reporters' request for information: A story Dec.15 in The Weekly Standard- which 

EPA's press office distributed by email hours later -lauded Pruitt's "fearless defiance of his political and media foes." The story's first 

paragraph notes that PO UTI CO and The New York Times ask EPA for Pruitt's upcDming schedule every week, and uthe press office ignores 

Sen. Jim Inhofe, a Republican ally from Pruitt's home state of Oklahoma, said the I:PA chief has "a job to do and hf' doesn't want to be 

distrarted ou everything." 

"He may be working on something that is the best interE-st in the United States that would not be doable if the other side were to find out 

aOOut it," Inhof~ said. 

While the law doesn't compel agencies to create advance schedules for the news media, the Freedom ofinformation Act does n~quire them 

to turn over records such as their l.eaders' appointment -;:alendars after the fat:t. Congress has also directed agencies to automatically make 

available any records they anticipate would be in high demand- a category some legal experts say includes the calendars of agencies' top 

officials. 

"People have a right to know what officials are doing day to day," said Kevin Goldberg, a lawyer focusing on First Amendment and FDIA 

issues at the Washington firm of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth. H1: added, "There should be and there is a way to d<."l this proactively. "" It 

doesn't seem to make sense that in 2017we can't get that right." 

Congress told agencies in a 2016 update to hew to a presumption of openness, but that command has been slow to take hold. Goldbt:rg, 

whose clients include the American SodEtyofNews Editors and the Association of Alternative Newsmcdia, said it's too soon to suy 

whether the lag is because of typical bureaucratk inertia or ill intent from the Trump administration. 

But Goldberg said tht' administration has sent somewonying signals. ThDSt' i.ndude the Justice Do;>partment's lag in carrying out a !ate

Obama-era proposal to implement a "release to one, release to air policy fDr FO!A records. Under that policy, any documents an agency 

rele:ases under FOIA would be automati<:ally made available to everybody. 

Margaret Townsend, a lawyer forth~ Center for Biological Diversity, on<' of the environm-ental groups suing EPA, argued that it's al.so 

illegal for agencies to create two sets of calendars- a bare-bones one for m'l>rliaaud public ron:mmption, and a more detailed set for 

internal use~ and thEn refuse to provid<> the latter in response to FOIA requ-ests, But EPA appears to b<i' doing just that. 

EPA has declined sever a.! requests to offer an on-the-record explanation of its refusal to release the calt•ndars. In\ourt documents 

responding to lawsuits, the agency .described American Oversight's FOIA request as "nverbtQad'' and said EPA staff had conversations 

about what the Environmental Defense Fund was seeking for several months before the a.ctivistgroup filed suit. 

Moulton, of tlw Project on Government Oversight, called it "troublingM that agendes have for~;:ed groups to resort to litigation to obtain 

records that have long been ro;ocognized as su.bject to FOIA. 

https:! rwwvv. pomico. cam/story/2017 /12J26Jtrump-cabi net-agenda"secrct -319046 819 
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"There are simple and complex requests," he said. "This should be on€ of those simple requests." 

Anthony Adraona, Coitlin Emma, Nick Jnliano, Lauren Gardner, Kathryn Wolfe, Ben Lefebvre, Alex Gui!/en, Darius DiMn, Wesley Mor!Jan,}aqueiine 

Klimas, Rachcma Pradhcm,}osh Gerstein, Ted HeS$on,Lorraine Woellert, Patrick Temp!e~West, Doug Palmer, Adam Behsudi, Connor O'Brien, 
Catherine Boudreau, Helena Bottemilier Evich, Ian Kullgren, Michael Crow1t'y, Victoria Guida, Adam Caneryn, Stephanie Beasley,PJ]oshi, Eric 

Wolff and Andrew Restuccia contributed to this report. 

https:/ /www. politico. com/story/2017 I 12/26/trump-cabinet-agenda-secret-319046 9!9 
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